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INTRODUCTION

ne of themostremarkable
achievements
in

O

the book, however, makes fragmentationeasy.
Its firstprincipleof analysisis chronological,by
dynasties,and the second is a division by subject
matter.From the Han dynastyon, for example,
Omura treats in one section of Buddhist sculpture, in anotherof Taoist, in others of sculpture
for mortuaryuse, for palace decoration,and so
on. In making my own translationsI have concentratedhere on the Buddhistportion, as being
the most interestingto a Westernaudience(and
to myself). To reducethe task to more manageable proportions, I have begun in this volume
with the earlierhalf of Omura's Buddhist history, the art of Han, Chin, and the Six Dynasties, extendingbetween the first centuryand the
end of the sixth.
A further reduction has seemed to me both
necessaryand reasonable.A considerablepartof
Omura'stext - by far the greater,from the sixth
century on - presents inscriptions taken from
statues,stelae,or the walls of cave shrines.There
the difficulties of translation are multiplied,
while the rewardsare usually meagre. The language is mannered, sometimes to the point of
incomprehensibility;there are more technical
terms than usual, some of the charactersare apt
to be written in odd ways, and whole patchesof
writing may be effaced. At the same time the
averageinscription,if not alwayslike its neighbor, will bearat least a familylikeness to two or
three others out of ten. Stock phrases, conven-

the study of Chinese art lies hidden, and
for most Western readers inaccessible, behind
the Japanesetext of Omura Seigai's history of
Chinese sculpture.' The scope of the book extends from earliesttimes to the end of the Five
Dynastiesperiod, in the late tenth century,A. D.
It is at once a ,Quelhngeschichte
of the most comprehensive sort, a description of major monuments, and a methodical analysis of developments in technique, style, and subject matter.
Not all of the materialpresentedin its 66i pages
is equallyuseful to the studenttoday, to be sure.
Archaeologicaldiscoveries have made Omura's
account of Shang and Chou art obsolete; while
for laterperiodsmuch of his descriptionand criticismhasbeen supersededby moredetailedstudies. The book remains unique, even so, as an
anthology of source materialon Chinese sculpture, an inexhaustiblemine of quotations from
texts or inscriptions,usually contemporarywith
the monuments themselves. The great number
of sources cited bespeaksan astonishing degree
of familiaritywith Chineseliterature.Hardlyless
remarkableis the evidence given on every page
of the author'stirelessdiligenceand accuracy.
Omura'shistory will unquestionablynever be
translatedas a whole. Even strippedof its comments in Japanese,and so reduced to a collection of quotationsfrom Chinese sources, its dimensions are heart-breaking.The structure of
I

ShinaBijutsu-shi,Chiso-hen,T6kyo, 1915. I have published
two groups of translated excerpts under the general title
"LiteraryEvidence for Early Buddhist Art in China": the

first, "Foreign Images and Artists," in OrientalArt, II, i,
1949,
pp. z8ff.; the second, "Pseudo-foreign Images," in
Artibus Asiae, xvi, I-2, 195 3, pp. 83if.
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tional fragmentsof prayers,arerepeatedendlessly; and of course, to satisfythe Chinesepassion
for record and recognition, the text will be
weighted heavily with names and titles. All of
this has its own specializedvalue, and may some
day win the devotion of a competentscholar,or
team of scholars.For my presentpurpose it has
seemedsufficientto pick out from the greatmass
of inscriptionswhat is clearlyrelevantto the history of Six Dynasties Buddhistart; evidencefor
the most part bearing on the development of
Buddhisticonography. Since I have treatedthis
materialin a differentway from the translations
proper,I have relegatedit to a specialchapter.
For safety's sake I have wherever possible
referred from Omura's excerpts back to his
sources,findinghim almost alwaysscrupulously
correct. I have taken the additionalprecaution
of readingthe whole of his most frequentlycited
Chinesetexts (not, I must admit,with a uniform
level of interestor understanding).These arethe
following:
Two large collections of biographiesof Buddhist monks active in China:the KaoSengChuan,
compiled by the Liang dynastymonk Hui-chiao
(497 554), which carriesinto the firstquarterof
the sixth century;2and its sequel the Hsg Kao
SengChOan,compiled by the noted early T'ang
historian and mythographerTao-hsiian (596667), which continues the record until A. D.
645.3 Also a similarly planned collection of
nuns' biographies, the Pi-ch'iu-niChuan,by the
Liang monk Pao-ch'ang, which terminates in
that dynasty's T'ien-chien era (502-5 I9).4

ART IN CHINA

Two anthologies of Chinese Buddhist literature: the HungMingChi,assembledby the Liang
monkSeng-yu(444- 5I 8) ;5 andits sequelby the
same Tao-hstian,the KuangHungMingChi.6
Two accountsof Buddhismunderthe Northern Wei dynasty:the chapteron Buddhismand
Taoism included in the dynastic history Wei
Shu, compiled by the Northern Ch'i courtierscholarWei Shou (50 6- 572) in the thirdquarter
of the sixth century;7and a history and description of the great Buddhisttemplesat the second
Wei capital, the Lo-yangCh'ieh-lanChi, by the
mid sixth century Yang Hstian-chih.8
Two historical bibliographies of Chinese
Buddhism: the Ch'u San TsangChi Chi by the
same Liang monk Seng-yu;9and the Li-tai San
Pao Chi of 597, by the Sui courtier-scholarFei
Ch'ang-fang.io
Three books of propaganda,upholding the
claims of Chinese Buddhism against its adversaries, primarily the Taoists: the Chi Ku-chin
Fo TaoLun-heng
of 66i, by a monk of Hsi-mingssu at the T'ang capital;"I and two works by the

celebrateddebaterFa-lin (572-640),

16
Hsi-ming-ssu.

2 In 14 chfian;reprinted in the Japanese Tripitaka, Dai.ZkyA,

1933.
The author's biography is given in Pei Ch'i Shu,
xmvii, and Pei Shih, lvi.
Written after the author's visit to the ruins of Lo-yang in
547; reprinted in Daikzokyo,LI, no. 2092.
In I5 chuan;Daizjkyj, VL, no. 2045. Analysed in Wright,
op. cit., p. 421.
In I5 chuan; Daizjkyj, IL, no. 2034. Submitted to the
Throne in 597.
In 4 chuan;Daizjkyj, LII, no. 2104.
In 2 chuan;ibid., no. 2109.

L, no. 2059. The author's stated terminal date is 5i9, but
some details of information covering the next decade are
included. See A. Wright, "Biography and Hagiography,
Hui-chiao's Lives of Eminent Monks," SilverJubilee Vol.
of the Zinbun-Kagaku-Kenkyusyo
(I. e. the Jimbun Kagaku
Kenkyfisho), Ky6to University, 1954, pp. 383ff.
In 30 chian; Daizjkyj, L, no. zo6o.
In 4 chian; ibid., no. 2063.
In 14 chan; Daizjkyj, LII, no. zioz.

12

6

In 30 chuan; ibid., no. 2103.

I3 In 8 chuan; ibid., no. 2iio.

7

Wei Shu,cxiv, the ShibLao Chih.Translatedby J. R. Ware,
"Wei Shou on Buddhism," T'oungPao, znd. ser., XXX

3
4

5

8

9
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Hsieh LunI2 and the Pien ChengLun.'3
Two works by the same Tao-hstian dated
664, devoted chiefly to celebratedpagoda sites,
wonder-workingimages, apparitionsof deities,
etc.: the relativelyfactualChi ShenChouSanPao
Kan-t'ungLuI4 and the quite fanciful Tao-hsiian
LI-shihKan-t'ungLu.is
A huge miscellany,the Fa YaanChu Lin of
668, by an admirerof Tao-hstian,Tao-shih of

In 3 chuan;ibid., no. 2I06.
I5 In i chuan;ibid., no.
In IOO chuan;DaigZkj5,LIII, no. z222.
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INTRODUCTION

The greatest asset was an origin in India, the
homelandof faith and magic; and a link of some
sort, the closer the better,with the person of the
historic Sikyamuni.
The legends that grew up in India aftericonolatry had at last triumphedthere, with the establishmentof the Kushan empire in the latter
half of the first century A. D., gave a unique
statusto two images that were said to have been
made during the Buddha's preaching career.
These were life-sized duplicates of His divine
person, made on the orders of two kings who
had been converted by His words: a golden
statue for Prasenajitof Sravasti,a sandal-wood
one for Udyana of Kosambi. The story, and
something of its long aftermath,are traced in
my appendixon the sandal-woodimage (which
by chance or through the operation of church
politics, came to be far better known and more
influentialthan its rival). At this point it is sufficient to note that ChineseBuddhists of the Six
Dynasties period soon learned of the "first
image" legend, and eventually showed their
respect for it by claiming that Udyana's statue,
like everything else that was good and necessary in the Indian religion, had been transplanted to China.
Much more noticeable in the Chinese texts,
however, is an associationwith anotherIndian
monarch; one later in time than Prasenajitand
Udyanaandnot blessed as they had been by personal contact with the Buddha,but in all other
ways greater and more memorable. Emperor
Asoka - who was of course a historic ruler, at
the middle of the third centuryB. C. - was first
glorified as the paragon of pious makersin Indian legends. Since the stories about him took
coherent form in the pre-iconic period, they
picture the Emperor as a creatornot of images
but of stRpas.He is said to have collected all the

A very detailed late history of Chinese Buddhism, the Fo Tsu T'ungChi of i269, by Chihpan.'7
Two additional works not used by Omura
are: the earliestextant collection of monks' biographies,the Ming SengChuanof 5i9, by the
samePao-ch'angwho wrote the nuns' lives (this
preserved only in excerpts made by a Japanese
in I235, underthe title Meisiden-shb)
;I8 andthe
mid ninth century painting history Li-tai Ming
Hua Chi by ChangYen-yiian.'9
A good many of the conclusions that may be
drawnfrom the texts translated- indicationsof
iconographic development, evidence for sizes
and materialsused, the supernaturalcoloring of
many of the stories told - are discussedin special summarizing chapters. The appendix, in
turn, is an attempt to reconstructin outline the
histories of several of the best known and most
holy Indianprototypes. A note on one aspectof
the supernaturalclaims made for many of the
images may be of value at this point. The reader
will soon notice that the most venerated images, those with the most impressive records of
wonder-working, were apt to be miraculousin
their origins as well. The Chinese Buddhists of
the early centuries could admire the masterpieces of religious artproducedby the greatmen
of their time, Ku K'ai-chih'sfresco of the sage
Vimalakirti,for example,or the statuesfrom the
hands of the famous sculptor Tai K'uei and his
son Tai Yung. By courtesy,as it were, they were
able to ascribe to such purely human achievements the power to produce at least one primary miracle,the emission of light. For a greater hold on the pious imagination, the image
had in some way to transcendthe ordinaryprocesses of human making. Some, as we shall see,
were found under mysterious circumstances,
inexplicable by the ordinary laws of causality.
'7
18

In 54 cheian;DaiZo5kyj,IL, no. 2035.
See Wright, op. cit., p. 410, n. 3. By the monk Shiish6;
reprinted in the modern anthology Zoku Zokyj (Tokyo,
I905-I9I2),
II, 2 Z, vii, I .
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I have used two modern Japanese editions: one in the
anthology KeisekkenRongaSisho (Osaka, i92i); the other
with annotations by Ono K., published in the Iwanami
Bunko series, nos. 427-429, Tokyo, I938.
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known relics of Sikyamuni, to have re-divided
them into much smaller portions, and to have
distributed the results throughout the world,
housed within 84,000 shfpas,which were transported to their destined sites by the aid of reformed demons.zo The Chinese, naturally
enough, came in time to reason that their land
must have receivedits propershare,and that the
remains of Agokan sthpasmight still be found.
The search was undertaken in large part for
reasons of propaganda (though perhaps it was
spurredby the Chineseinstinct for delving into
the past). The number of places "identified"
seems to have grown steadily from the early
fourth century on. By the mid seventh it was
possible for the enthusiastically credulous
churchhistorianTao-hsiianto compose a whole
chapter of his Chi ShenChouSan Pao Kan-t'ung
Lu on the subject of the A-yUiWang T'a, or
"King AMokasthpa."More than twenty sites are
discussed; some of which still possessed masonry foundations in Tao-hsiian's time, while
others kept only the memory of a building with
relics buried beneathit.21
It was presumablythe Chinesewho madeup
their minds that the Emperormust have been a
great makerof images as well; I have not found
the statement in any Indian text. It was only
reasonable to believe that some of these, too,
must have found their way to Chinain ancient
times, to remain hidden for centuries until the
time was ripe for their acceptance.When the
proper moment came they emergedby the avenues of miracle, one might almost say by their
20

21
22

For the canonical literature on AMoka,see J. Przysluski,
La ligendede l'empereurAfoka, Paris, I923. The king's
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own mysterious volition. The standardfor all
later "finds"of Asokan statueswas set by what
seems to have been the first (my entry no. 4
underthe Chindynasty),madein the earlyyears
of the fourth century: two stone figures that
were discovered floating off shore, and that repelled all would-be rescuersuntil they were approachedwith prayersby a party of pious Buddhists.
Emperor Asoka's name was probablyvaluable to Chinese Buddhist propagandists for a
variety of reasons. As an example for other
pious princes, he was prized precisely because
he had not known the Buddha in person; like
any latter-dayChineserulerhe had had to make
his way to salvationthrough the Churchalone.
His legendarymunificenceset an impressiveprecedent. Impressive,too, must have been the tale
of his imperialgrandeur.Though he had never
been in a literal sense the universal ruler, or
cakravartin,
of Indian fancy - the Chinesewere
too good historians and too stubborn nationalists to admit that he had ever exercised any
authorityover their own country- he might be
imagined at least as a sort of spiritualoverlord
for Chinese as well as Indians; had not China
once receivedthe tokens of his power and devotion? Finally, he must have been venerablebecausehe was a figure of the remotepast. He was
in fact a much more remote personage, for the
purposes of Buddhist propaganda,than sober
history warranted;the Chinesechurchmenplaced him in earlyChou, a half millenniumbefore
his actual time.22
Sdkyamunithe fairly modest birth year of 688 B. C. (Ware,
p. i i6); and the same conclusion is presented, after a critical examinationof other theories, in the Sui history Li-tai
San Pao Chi, i. On the other hand, to further a debate
against the Taoist claim, the date is given as I025 B. C. in
Pien ChengLun, v. The Buddhists had several pieces of
"evidence" from familiar Chinese sources to back up such
an assertion. For example the Liang editor of Hung Ming
Chi, in his postscript (xiv, p. 95 c) identifies as a wonderworking Buddhist monk the magician told of by the Taoist
Lieh Tzu, who had charmed by his arts the fifth Chou
monarch, Mu Wang. "Thus the first presage of the Great
Dharma was already manifested at the beginning of the

legendary distribution of stipas is cited on pp. 242-244.
DaiZjkyj, LII, pp. 404aff.

It was generally believed that the king's reign had followed
the Buddha's entry into Nirvana by something over a century (about half the interval recognized by modern historians). Buddhist propaganda tended to push back the
dates assigned to Sdkyamuni'slifetime as far as possible,
obviously so as to counter a preposterous claim of their
Taoist rivals that he had been none other than Lao-tzu
(whose last known act had been to disappear across the
western frontier). The Wei Shuchapter on Buddhism gives

xiv
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As we shall see, the second celebrated"find"
of an Asokan image (my entry no. 3 under the
Chin) is said to have been identified as a work
made not by the Emperor himself, but by his
fourth daughter.Presumablythis variationwas
added merelyto satisfythe Chinesestory-teller's
fondness for precise biographical detail. The
princessturns up again, obviously borrowed,in
the accountof a later discovery (my entryno. 29
under the Sung). I have been unableto find any
mention of her elsewhere except in a pious fiction of Tao-hstian's. There she is a folk-lore
heroine in Buddhist dress, an ugly girl whose
goodness eventuallybrings her beauty.23
One technicaldetail of the translationshould
be explainedin advance. The great majorityof
the statues referredto in the texts are described
as chinhsiang.Chinis an ambiguouscharacterthat
can mean either "gold" or merely "metal."In a
very few instancesit is clearthat the formerwas
meant; the two figuresthat EmperorWu of the
Liang is said to have worshipped daily, for
example,were assuredlymade of gold and silver
(my first entry under the Liang). On the other
hand we shall find that some chinimages were as
certainly made primarily of bronze, for the
weights of the metalsused are specified.24I have
compromisedby renderingthe characteralmost
always as "gilded"; all properly cast bronzes

must have had a golden surface,in order to reproduce the sun-like radianceof the Buddha's
body. One vivid little story tells of the grim
price exactedby a privately-ownedbronze statue, for being deprived of the gilding that was
its due (my entry no. 35 under the Northern
Wei).
The readerwithout much experiencein Chinese terminology should be warned against a
few, frequentlyrecurringterms that I have left
untranslated.Thus Ti at the end of a two or
three charactername will probablymean "Emperor."SometimesI have left the whole designation in its original state, e. g. Han Ming Ti;
elsewhere the same ruler may be called "EmperorMing of the Han." The suffixssuat the end
of a hyphenatedname (usuallytrisyllabic)indicates a Buddhist temple. I have almost always
given temple titles in their Chineseforms, since
the theological cliches they are apt to repeatare
normally of no particularinterest. Occasionally
a popular nickname will convey needed information, and so requirerenderingin English: for
examplemy Chin entry i i speaksof a "Golden
Image Temple" and Wei entry 9 of a "Temple
of the Imperial Uncle." The suffix shanI have
sometimes left unaltered,and sometimes translated as "mount." Thus T'ai Shan may be also
Mount T'ai.

Chou. It was not merely in the Han age that the divine
grace reached us."
23

Tao-hsfianLfi-shihKTL, in Daitokyd, LII, p. 439b. The
information given here is said to have been granted the
monk by an angelic visitor, an emissary from the celestial
Marshal of the Southern Quarter. "I asked him about the
various auspicious images that are usually said to have been
made by the fourth daughter of King Agoka, [pointing out
that] the matter was so mysterious and far-removed that it
was difficult to ascertainwhat had actuallyhappened. I was
told in answer that the fourth daughter of the King was so
ill-favored and unattractive that for a long time she never
showed herself, but [remainedin seclusion], lamenting her
ugliness. Whenever she depicted a Buddha figure, its appearance turned out to be like her own, instead of what
was proper for a Buddha. Always she would say in her
prayers, 'The Buddha's distinguishing signs are different
in the extreme from those of mankind. How can they

24

xv

possibly [combine] to look like me?' As months and years
passed by in this way, her sorrow deepened. Then [one
day] she experienced a manifestation of the Buddha, and
instantly her old appearancewas changed. Her father questioned her about everything, and she told him of her
prayers. Now it is her images that are worshipped at the
present time on Mount Fei at YU-hua-ssu,in Ching-chou
at Ch'ang-sha-ssu,and at the capital on the Yang-tzu, [this
last being] Kao Li's. In some cases there is writing on the
halo or pedestal, but few persons know this. The faces of
these several images are certainly feminine." As my text
notes, the last of these three statues is discussed in Chin
entry 3. IThefirst and second will be found as entry i z
under Northern Ch'i and Chou, and entry i6 under the
Chin, respectively. In their cases, though the most abundant information is furnished by the same inspired chronicler, Tao-hsuan, nothing is said again about the fourth
daughter; they are merely AMokan.
See Liang entry 3, Wei entry 7.
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My most conspicuous failure to provide a
single, standardized(and so, monotonous) English equivalentwill be found in the variousways
by which I have referredto the physicalfeatures
that identify a Buddha(thirty-twoby one count,
eighty by another).I have once or twice kept the
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Sanskritword lakfrata.In other passagesI have
referredto "distinguishingsigns" or to distinguishing attributes"or to "body signs"; I am
afraidthat a critical readerwill find even other
variants.

I.
THE DYNASTIES:
EASTERN HAN
A. D. 25-220

ince earlytimes the great majorityof Chinese
and Japaneseworks covering the history of
Far Eastern Buddhism have agreed that the
introductionof Buddhistartto Chinatook place
at a definite moment and as the result of wellattested circumstances: the dream of the Han
Emperor Ming, and his subsequentdispatchof
a mission of inquiry to the West. Although
modern scholarshiphas discreditedthe famous
old tale as history, its value in revealing at least
something of the earlyChinese attitudetoward
Buddhismis still high.I If it is extremelyunlikely
thatanyof the eventsnarratedactuallytook place,
and that as a result a celebratedIndian icon was
brought to the imperial court and reverently
copied by Han artists,it is at any ratesignificant
that the claim was made so stoutly and won
such general acceptance. My discussion will
concentrateon the artisticaspectof the problem,
and will merely sketch in passing the kinds
of discrepancies and contradictions that cast
doubt on the story as a whole.
The earliestknown presentationof the dreamand-mission story in which the interests of
religious imageryper se are fully satisfiedoccurs
in the late fifth century Ming Hsiang Chi by
Wang Yen: a now lost book, whose preserved
fragments suggest that it was originally a

compilation of edifying or miraculous anecdotes.2 There we read:
"EmperorMing of Han dreamedthat he saw
a divine 'man,whose body was twenty feet tall
and golden in color, wearing a solar halo about
the crown of his head. He inquired of his
courtiers,one of whom said: 'In the West there
is a deity known as the Buddha, whose form is
like what Your Majestydreamedof; may it not
have been he?' Thereupon envoys were dispatchedto India,who had copies madeof a slitra
and (obtained) an image, which they displayed
in China. There from the Son of Heaven on
down through the princes and nobles, all paid
them honor; for when they heard that a man's
soul is not extinguished by death, there was
none who was not fearful of being lost. When
first the envoy Ts'ai Yin brought back from the
West the IramanasKdsyapaMdtaiggaetc., and
presentedto the throne an i image of Sdkyamuni
that had been painted for King Udydna, the
Emperorpaid it all respect,findingit justlike his
dream. He commissioned his painters to make
severalcopies of it, for adorationon the Ch'ingling Terraceof the SouthernPalace,and on the
upperpartsof the K'ai-yangGatewayand of the
Hsien-chiehMausoleum.Also at Pai-ma-ssuthe
wallswerepaintedwithiooo chariotsandio,ooo

I.

I

H. Maspero, "Le songe et 1'ambassade de 1'empereur
Ming," Bulletin de I'"colefranraise de l'extreme Orient, X,
I9I0,

2

2

pp. 95-I30;

famous images; DaitZkyJ,LII, p. 4I 3 c. For Wang Yen see
Sung entry 3o. For a critical analysis of this and other
versions of the dream story, supplementing the works cited
in note I, see P. Pelliot, "Meou-tseu ou les doutes leves,"
T'oungPao, 2nd ser., XIX, i9i8-i9i9,
pp. 25 5ff.

or SakainoK., ShinaBukkyJSeishi,

Tokyo, I935, pp. 28 ff.
Quoted in Tao-hsuan's Chi Shen Chou San Pao Kan-t'ung
Lu, ii, where the tale is entered as the first in a series of
1
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middle ages. Thus when the dream story was
told once more in the Fo Tsu T'ungChi of i269,
the author could explain i only by relying on
the other, familiar adjective used in the Wei
history; and so in a footnote advised that it
meant "standing").6
This book will make clear something of the
reverence with which early Chinese Buddhists
looked backward to the fabled first image of
Sakyamuni,made during his life-time by order
of his royal convert Udyana.7The referencein
the KaoSengChuan
to "thefourthwork"probably
involves nothing more than the Chinesepassion
for exact details in story-telling. I know of no
second or third works "by the master of King
Udyina's sandalwoodimage"; as we have seen,
the monkish author in another "biography"
attributes the making of a miraculously-found
golden image to "the fourth daughter of King

riders in a triple procession around a pagoda.
All this is fully told in various histories."
The sixth centurycollection of biographiesof
Buddhist monks, the Kao SengChuan,follows
one of the more detailed earlierversions of the
storyin namingtwo Indianmissionaries,a certain
"Chu Fa-lan" (Dharmaratna?)in addition to
Kdsyapa Mdtanga.3 In Chu's biography the
referenceto the icon of Sdkyamuniis expanded:
it is now "the fourth work done by the master
of King Udydna'ssandalwoodimage."In a final
paragraphon the evolution of image and relic
worshipin IndiaandChina,the samebook speaks
of the icon as "a Sdkyamunipainted on fine
cloth."
The phrase "an i image" is a difficult one to
renderwith absolute sureness.I has in ordinary
usage such meanings as "to depend on" or "to
lean on." In later Buddhistterminologyit came
to refer to a figure seated with legs down in
Europeanfashion (doubtlessby borrowingfrom
the homophone i, writtenwith the wood radical
instead of the man radical,that means"chair").4
I assumethat the same sensewas intendedhere;
as it probablywas in Chin entry ii, which
characterizestwo images by contrasting adjectives, one i, the other the standard term for
"squatting".If so its use casts a first doubt on
the dream-and-embassystory, since such a pose
became current in India only in the fourth or
fifth century.The question is complicatedby the
fact that in anotherversion of the tale, included
in the mid sixth centuryhistory of the Northern
Wei dynasty, the figure is called a standing
one.5 (The adjective i, invented to describe an
unfamiliar seated position and never widely
used until its revival by modern Japanese
scholars, seems to have been forgotten in the

Asoka."8

The prototype for the relativelylate versions
of the dream-and-embassy
story thatI have cited
was probably the Mou-tzu Li Huo, a tract
answeringquestions on Buddhisttraditionsand
dogmabearingthe nameof a certainMasterMou,
who is said to have been active at the end of the
second century.9 There we find all the details
repeatedor summarizedin the MingHsiangChi
with one notable exception.It is nowhere stated
that the envoys brought back an image of any
sort. Mou-tzu's curiously precise statements
about the earliest Buddhist art produced in
China - the frescoedprocession at Pai-ma-ssu,
andthe Buddhaimagesset up at keypoints in the
Han imperialcity - are found in no other early
version. Two histories of the Later Han, the
fourth centuryHouHan Chiand the fifthcentury
HouHan Shu,merelyterminatetheiraccountsby

Dairoky&, L, pp. 323a and 4I3a (from chilan i and xiii,
respectively). Maspero, op. cit., pp. II5-II7.
4 So in the JapaneseBuddhist encyclopedia edited by Mochizuki S., Bukky&Daijiten, Tokyo, I936, pp. 4463c-4464a,
where the adjective is used to describe one among several
canonical figure poses, without explaining its source. For
the two forms of i, see Quotations A.
5 Wei Shu, cxiv, p. Ir; Ware's translation, p. III (from the

chapter on Buddhism and Taoism).
Daigokyj, XLIX, p. 32gb.
7 See Appendix on "the Best Known Indian Images," pp.
259ff., and other references noted in the Index.
8 See above, p. xi.
9 Quoted in Hung Ming Chi, i: DaiZJkyj, LII, pp. 4c-5a.
This is Pelliot's "Meou-tseu" (note z above); Maspero, op.
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Cit., pp. 99-i08.
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accountsexplainwhy the firsttemplefounded at
the Han capital, Pai-ma-ssu,was named after a
white horse; and so on.
From the standpointof art history, finally,it
should not be forgotten that even in India images of the Buddha have not so far been plausibly tracedto a period any earlierthan the last
third or quarterof the first century A. D.
After all the chaff of the dream-and-embassy
fable has been blown away, we are left with at
least a few grains of evidence about Han Buddhist art in the statementsmade by Mou-tzu in
the last decades of the dynasty.His attribution
of images and the fresco of a procession to the
reign of Ming Ti is very likely valueless;it must
have been made at least on the assumptionthat
his readerswould know or have heardof similar
works in their own time. The two types of subject that he mentions are entirely plausiblein a
late Han setting. Both suggest beginners'work,
backedup by no more than a first acquaintance
with Buddhist teaching. At the same time they
fit as they should into an age of transitionbetween Hinaydnaand Mahdydna.The triple procession celebratedthe most formal act of worship in early Buddhism, the circumambulation
orpradakfivaarounda stzpawith its relics. Back
of the Han fresco must have stood as distant
prototypes such Indian works as the reliefs of
Safici and Bhdrhut.From the stylistic point of
view the treatment of the "thousand chariots
and ten thousand riders" could have stemmed
directly from the funeral processions of the
flourishingHan tomb art.
The images of Sakyamuni,on the other hand,
speakfor the great revolution in Buddhistworship that was completed by the second century

saying: "From then on, representations[of the
Buddha]were depictedin China."IoWhat might
be regardedas a basic source for the whole story
cycle, the prefaceto the "Saitrain Forty-two Articles" (the scripture that is said to have been
brought back by the envoys) mentions neither
an Indianimage nor Chineseimitations."
The vacillation that I have traced above is
even more apparentwhen the whole content of
the dream-and-embassystory is examined critically. The earlier accounts give no dates; the
later ones, from the sixth century on, give half
a dozen variants apiece for the dream and the
embassy's return, chiefly in the 6o's. Mou-tzu
and the sEitraprefacesend the mission to the Ta
Ytieh-chih,the land of the Kushans; the others
speak only of India or the West. There is disagreement as to the number of persons in the
mission and the names of its leaders. The sEitra
prefaceand some editions of Mou-tzu make the
absurdmistakeof naming as chief envoy Chang
Ch'ien, the famous explorer of the second century B. C. In modern scholarshipthe suspicion
has grown that the second memberof the party,
Ch'in Ching, may also have been borrowed
from an earliermission to the West; in an embassy said to have been sent to the Ta Ytiehchih in 2 B. C., the chief, who was taught Buddhist doctrines by a Kushan minister, had the
name Ch'in Ching-hsien (the first two characters being identical).I2There is disagreement,
again, as to whether the missionary "Chu Falan" camewith the originalmission or later,and
whether or not he was responsiblefor the translation of the imported sfitra.The sfitraitself has
been attackedas a Chineseforgery composed as
late as the fifth century.I3Two entirelydifferent
10

Ibid., pp. iii-i12.

pp. 31-32. The earliest account of this embassy has been
preserved in the fragmentary Wei Lio, through quotation
in the San Kuo Wei Chih, xxx, p. i2 v; a translation by
Chavannes appears in T'oungPao, znd. ser., VI, 1905, pp.

The revelant Hou Han Shu chapter,

cxviii, on the West has been translatedby E. Chavannesin
T'oung Pao, znd. ser., VIII, 1907, pp. 149ff.
"

12

HAN

The sfitrais no. 678 in Nanjio B.'s Catalogueof the Chinese
Translationsof theBuddhistTripitaka,Oxford, i 883, and is
reprinted in Dai.Zgkyd,XVII, no. 784. Its preface also is
quoted in toto in the Liang dynasty Ch'uSan TsangChi Chi,
vi: ibid., LV, pp. 42cff. Maspero, op. cit., pp. 97-99.
On this see Maspero's note 2, p. 98, and Sakaino, op. cit.,

519ff.
13
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Sakaino, op. cit., pp. 36ff., 56-57, argues that the satra
quotes numerous passages from other scriptures that were
translated into Chinese only in the fourth or early fifth
centuries.
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pher's shrinein Ku-hsien, in what had been the
old state of Ch'u; the following year "Huang
Lao" was worshipped in the Cho-lung Palace,
by the ruler in person.'6 The omission of any
referenceto Buddhismhere may well have been
due to an annalist's prejudice against foreign
novelties. The same history in its biography of
the astrologer Hsiang K'ai quotes a long, censorious memorialsent by him to Huan Ti, chiding the emperorfor neglect of serious matters.
At one point he says: "Also I have heard that
shrinesto Huang Lao andthe Buddhahave been
set up in the palace"; and goes on to ask his
princewhethertrue devotion shouldnot require
first an obedience to the religion's moral teaching.I7 It is by no means impossible that Huan
Ti's shrine to the Buddhacontained a statue or
painting, but the case must remainunclear.We
shallfind, indeed, in my next paragraph,dealing
with an authentic Buddha statue made twenty
yearsafterHuan Ti's time, a note of curiosityin
the annalist'swording that suggests that he was
writing of a real novelty.

A. D., replacingthe old aniconic tradition.It is
noteworthy that they are said to have been used
in an unorthodox, one might say even a pagan
way. None was properly housed in a temple;
instead Mou-tzu's description suggests that the
three were used as guardians of the imperial
person, one being placed in the palace, another
over one of the front gates leading into the capital, and the third over the imperialmausoleum.
For this sort of treatment the precedents are
more obscure. If they may be tracedaway from
China, the trail perhaps leads not so much to
India as to our Near East, to the same background of belief that induced the Byzantinesto
set an image of Christ over the entranceto the
great Chalkepalace.I4
2.

BUDDHIST

The annals of Chinese Buddhism set out in
great detail in the thirteenth century Fo Tsu
T'ungChi provide a note on the Buddhistpredilections of another Han Emperor, Huan.is
Under the year A. D. i66 we read:
"Fromthe Yung-p'ing era [A. D. 58- 75, the
reign of Ming Ti] on, though Buddhism had
been practisedby courtiersand commoners, no 3. The earliest Buddhist image in China for
which a proper historical backing is available
Son of Heaven had as yet taken any liking to
real
was made probably somewhere around A. D.
love.
it. This ruler was the first to show it
i90, in Kiangsu. The patron, Chai Jung, was a
In the ForbiddenCityhe had golden images cast
provincial magnate, who had used his office as
of the Buddha and of Lao-tzu. In his Cho-lung
administratorof grain transport to carve out
Palace he worshipped them in person, proviand
for himself a kind of feudaldomain. He is called
ding them thrones with decoratedcanopies
an active propagandistfor Buddhism; the acborrowing the music from the imperialsacrifice
count of his career given in the history of the
to Heaven."
Three Kingdoms holds that:
The entry is believable;unfortunatelyits key
"He erected a Buddha shrine, making a hudetail disappearsin earlieraccounts of the same
in
man
the
Huan
Ti's
annals
figure of bronze whose body he coated
imperial experiment.
with gold and clad in brocades. He hung up
LaterHan history speakmerelyof his interestin
nine tiers of bronze plates [on the spire] over a
Lao-tzu. In A. D. i65 he is said to have sent an
official to offer worship at the ancient philosomulti-storeyed pavilion; his covered galleries
could contain three thousand men or more."'8
14
IS
I6

See E. B. Smith, ArchitecturalSymbolismof Imperial Rome
andthe MiddleAges, Princeton, I 956, p. I 35, pp. 4I-42.
Dai.Zky&,IL, P. 330C (from xxxv).
Hou Han Shu, vii, p. 7 v, and xviii, P. 4 V.

lX, 2, p. Io.
17Ibid.,
18 One version in

Chih, iv, p. lv; another in that of T'ao Ch'ien in Hou Han
Shu, ciii, p. 6r. Maspero, op. cit., pp. IOI-IO4; Pelliot, op.
cit., p. 395. On the architecturalform, see Soper, TheEvolution of BuddhistArchitecturein Japan, Princeton, I942,
P. 39.
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perhapsthrough ignorance- what laterwere
to be the distinct functions of a pagoda and a
Buddhahall.

This is clearlya descriptionof something approaching a proper Buddhist temple; though
ChaiJung seems to have joined in one building

-

THE THREE KINGDOMS
A. D. zzo-z65

and dress are unorthodox; the matter calls for
investigation.'
"Ch'an said: 'Of old, Han Ming Ti dreamed
of a god called Buddha. Very likely what this
man practises is in some way connected with
that.' He summoned Hui to an interview, asking: 'What supernaturalproofs have you?'
Hui replied: 'The remains of the Tathdgata
have madelight of a thousandyears. The bones
[and other] relics that He left are unlimited in
their divine effulgence. Long ago King Asoka
erectedstzpas to the numberof 84,000. It is
when stzpas and temples are plentiful that the
doctrines bequeathedto us are made manifest.'
"Ch'uan thought this mere grandiloquence,
and so said: 'If you can get a relic, I shallbuild a
stzipafor you; but if all this is humbug, the law
of the realm will have a penalty for it.'
"Hui askedfor a week's grace, telling his followers: 'The success or failure of the Dharma
hangs on this one chance. If we cannot be
wholly true to it today, what can we hope to
gain later?'
"So all purifiedthemselves in a quiet chamber, and set a bronze phial on a small table, [before which] they burnedincense in worship and
made their supplications.The week passed and
all was quiet, with no response. They asked for
a second week, with the same result. Ch'iuan
said: 'This is truly preposterous, and I'm just
aboutreadyto punishyou'; but when Hui begged
for one more week, he gave in. Hui told his disciples: 'There is a saying of Confiucius:"With
King Wen dead, is not wen,true culture,lodged

Kao SengChuan,i, gives the following
account of the first well-known missionary to South China:'
"K'ang Seng Hui's forebearswere Sogdians
who had lived for generations in India. His
father followed a trader'scareerto Chiao-chih
[Tonkin]. When Hui was something over ten
years old, both his parents died, and he took
holy orders after he had mourned them. [A eulogy of his talentsand learningfollows]. At that
time the South was ruled by Sun Ch'tian[r. zzz
to 252], and Buddhist teachings had as yet no
currency. [A resume is given of the efforts of
earliermissionaries,one of whom had reached
Sun Ch'tian'scourt, had been well received, and
had been able to translatea numberof important
szitras].The land of Wu was just beginningto be
impregnated with the Great Dharma, but the
reformationwas not yet complete.
"Seng Hui was anxious to propagatethe religion in the South, and to set up icons and temples there on a grand scale; so he took his
monk's staff and travelled eastward, reaching
[the capital]in the year [247]. There he built an
oratory of thatch and set up an image for ritual
circumambulation.This was the firsttime that a
sramava had been seen in Wu, and those who
saw the form without understandingits underlying principles,suspectedit of being a new superstition.A memorialwas submitted,reading:
'A certainwestern barbarianhas entered our
frontiers,calling himself a sramana. His bearing
T.'fhe

I

DairZkyd, L, pp. 325a-326.
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here in me?"2 The Dharma-spiritis answering
and descending; it is we who are impotent to
attractit. There is no need for the king's law;
we must vow to kill ourselves [if we fail].' At
nightfall on the third seventh day nothing had
been seen, and fear and trembling prevailed.
Then as the fifth watch began, a tinkling sound
was suddenly heard inside the phial; and when
Hui went to see, he actuallyfound a relic there.
On the morrow it was offeredto the king, with
the whole court assembled to witness. A fivecolored flame shone dazzlinglyabove the phial.
When Ch'fan took the phial and emptiedit into
a bronze basin, that shattered where the relic
struck it. The king rose in reverentamazement,
saying: 'This is a rare good omen!'
"Hui then came forward and said: 'Do not
tink that the awesome divinity of a relic is
limited to the attribute of light. The fires [that
consume the universe at the end of] a cosmic
cycle cannotburnit; an adamantinemacecannot
smash it.' Then the king orderedthat it be tested, and Hui again prayed, saying: 'When the
cloud of the Dharmais overhead,all living creatures look up for its moisture. I beg that once
again this divine vestige will condescend to
show more widely its awesome power.'
"So the relic was set on top of an iron anvil,
and a strong man was made to strike at it. The
anvil was completely shattered,while the relic
was uninjured.Ch'uanin great delight paid reverence to it, and proceeded to have a pagoda
erected. Since this was the beginning of Buddist temples [there], it was known as Chiench'u-ssu, the Founding Temple."
2.

ART IN CHINA

His courtiers dissuadedhim, fearing some sort
of supernaturalvengeance. First a royal emissaryand then the princehimselfwere worsted in
theological debateswith Hui. "But Hao, though
he heard the true Dharma, was too stupid and
violent by natureto be ableto masterhis wrongdoing. Later on he sent some of his household
troops into the rearof the palaceto set the park
in order, and [these men] found in the earth a
golden image severalfeet high. They presented
it to Hao, who had it takento a privy and bathed
in excrement.He and his courtierstook this as a
great joke; but before long his body broke out
in great boils, and his private parts gave him
such pain that his 'howls reachedthe heavens.'
The Grand Historiographer'sprognostication
was that he must have offended some great
deity. In consequence, offerings were made in
the various pagan shrines; but for a long time
he grew no better. One of the girls of his harem
had formerly been a Buddhist, and so inquired
whether His Highness had gone into the
Buddhist temple to ask for better fortune. Hao
raisedhis head to ask if the Buddha-deitywas a
great one; the girl replied that He was. Hao's
mind at last cleared,and he fully explainedwhy
he had thought as he did. The girl thereupon
brought the image into the hall, bathed it several dozen times in scentedwarm water, burned
incenseand confessedher sins. Hao knocked his
head against his pillow, charging himself as a
criminal."
In Tao-hsUan'sSan Pao Kan T'ungLu, composed a century or so later than the Kao Seng
Chuan,the incident involving Sun Hao is retold
as the second item in a collection of wonderworking images.3As is often the case, the later
version is an improved one, more edifying and
padded with more circumstantialdetails. Now
the image's origin is explained:
"It had been made by King Asoka at the outset of the Chou era, to ward off evil influences

The biographycontinues to describethe disfavor into which Buddhism fell again with the
accession of the last ruler of Wu, the cruel and
dissolute Sun Hao (r. 264-280). Favoring instead a "licentious cult" - a form of popular
Taoism?- he wished to burn down the temple.
2

BUDDHIST

Quoted from the Lun Yfl,ix, 5. In the translationby Legge,
ConfucianAnalects, p. 2I7 (in his ChineseClassics, Oxford,

i893), wenis rendered freely "the cause of truth."
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from the river metropolis. Of that we may be
sure becausein Ch'in,Han, andWei therewas as
yet no BuddhistDharma south of the river; so
how could an image have been buried there
during that period?"
The climax of the indignities wreakedon the
image is now made to occur on the Buddha's
birthday, the eighth day of the fourth month;
when instead of bathing it with proper reverence the prince is said to have urinated on its
head. Finally the ceremonial expiation is performed in Tao-hsUan'sstory not by a harem
girl but by the great monk Hui himself, hurriedly summonedto the palace.
The readerwill meet several other "Asokan
images"in the following chapters;andunless he

CHIN

can think like a Buddhist in the centuries of
naive faith, will doubtless dismiss all the claims
together as an outrageto common-sense.Of all
the group, Sun Hao's golden statuehas the least
historical standing. The others had at any rate
careersafterthey were found, standingfor generationsin famoustemplesand often being copied because of their age and sanctity.The Wu
image is never mentioned again, except in one
instance as little convincing as the rest of its
story. As we shall see below, Tao-hsUanclaims
that it was rediscoveredin 405, under a new set
of miraculouscircumstances;and so enters it a
second time in his list, as no. i i (my Sung

entryi).

CHIN
A. D. 265-420
I.(\ne

of the first missionaries to import a
greatquantityof Buddhistwritingsto China was a Yueh-chih by race, from the vicinity of
Tun-huang, who took as a monk the Sanskrit
name Dharmaraksa.His biography in the Kao
SengChuan,i, says that during the reign of the
first Chin Emperor, Wu (r. 265-29o) he went
with his teacher to the West, traversed many
realms, and learned thirty-six languages in the
course of collecting a rich scripturallibrary.'
The reason for his journeyis stated: "Although
temples and shrines with their pictures and images were veneratedin the capitaland other cities, yet the vaipulyasfitrasand those of profound
meaning were still being hoarded away beyond
the Pamirs."2

2.

'/

I

Daizjkyj, L, p. 3z6c. Dharmaraksa's name was either
rendered phonetically in the Chinese texts, or was translated as Chu Fa-hu.

An unlikely entryin the thirteenthcenturyFo
Tsu T'ungChi, xxxvi, records that in 266 the
scholar-courtierHsUnHsii "madetwelve gilded
images of Buddhasand Bodhisattvasat Lo-yang.
These emitted a great radiance,and the townsfolk in great crowds vied with each other to pay
homage."3
I have found no earliersubstantiationfor this
statement. A seventh century Buddhist tract
that presents the case against Taoism, the Pien
ChengLun,containsa chapterremindingits readers of the high favors shown to the foreign religion by the great of the land in every dynasty.
For the Chin a group of four officialsis named
who distinguishedthemselves as temple-builders and image-makers;HsUnHsu is not among
them.4 Nothing of the sort is recorded in his
2

3
4
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A vaipulyasfitra is one distinguished by richness of imaginative construction and luxuriant verbiage.
DairZjkyj,IL, p. 338b.
See Chin entries 30, 3I.
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biography in the Chin history (though that alone is not a telling argument,since Chineselay
historians were usually unsympatheticto Buddhism).s
The claim must have been built up on the
basis of a story told in the mid sixth centurydescription of the Northern Wei temples of Loyang, the Lo-yangCh'ieh-lanChi, .6 We read
there that in the vicinity of a nunnery called
Chao-i-ssustood the mansion of a certainTuan
Hui, a districtmagistrate."The ringing of a bell
was continually heard underground and from
time to time a five-coloredradiancebecamevisible, lighting up the buildings. Hui was so curious that he finally had an excavationmade at
the place from which the light came, and found
a gilded image about three feet high, with two
Bodhisattvas.On the pedestalwas an inscription
saying: 'Chin, T'ai-chih second year [266], fifth
month and fifteenthday; made by the Tai-chung
Chung-shu-chien
Hstin Hsu.' Hui eventuallygave
up his mansion to be turned into [a temple called] Kuang-ming-ssu;people at the time all said
that that was where Hsin Hst's mansion had
been. On a later occasion a thief tried to make
off with the statue, upon which it and the two
Bodhisattvas all cried out together. The thief
was so terrifiedat their responsethat he fell in a
dead swoon; and so was capturedby the monks
who came when they heardthe statue'scry."
5 Chin Shu, xxxix, p. 4vff. H. Giles, A ChineseBiographical
6

7
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We shall meet several reportsof this type, in
which the miraculously-foundimageis inscribed
with the name of an historic figure. Some of
them may be authentic; but even if no such
event had ever happened,the story-typemight
well have been invented to satisfy the Chinese
demandfor roots in the past.
Severalmiraculousfindsof a more spectacular
sort are associatedwith the religious careerof a
wandering, penitent monk called Hui-ta. The
Kao SengChuan,xii, tells that he had originally
been a hunterin north Chinanamed Liu Sa-ho,
who had died suddenlyand then had come back
to life with the torments of Hell imprinted on
his memory; he had been told there that he
might escape them, however, if he paid for his
sins by seeking out and worshipping certain
works of King Asoka in China.7The rest of the
"biography"merits translationin full. Most of
it concernsus directly, and the whole illustrates
to perfectionthe happy credulityof the age.
"In the Ning-k'ang era of the Chin [373- 375]
he reachedthe capital.Just before that time His
Imperial Majesty Chien Wen [r. 37I-372] had
had a three-storeyedpagodabuilt at Ch'ang-kanssu, which after its completion poured forth
light every night.8 Hui-ta climbed onto the city
wall to see, and observed that the tip of the
spire alone had an unusual color. He went thither to pay worship, and every morning and
southern rulers, heaped special favors on the old temple,
enlarging its pagodas and taking the opportunity to open
and inspect the famous Asokan reliquary. (See Liang
entry I4). With the defeat of the Ch'en, when Nanking
relapsed to the status of a provincial city, the site was left
deserted and in ruins. Tao-hsuan, giving a summary of
Ch'ang-kan-ssu history in his Chi Shen Chou SPKTL, i
(DairZjkyJ,LII, pp. 405b-4o6a), tells that when he was a
monk of Jih-yen-ssu at Ch'ang-an, under the Sui, he
remedied that temple's lack of relics by leading a party to
Nanking to exhume and carry off the Ch'ang-kan-ssuset.
When Jih-yen-ssu was abandoned shortly after, at the
fall of the Sui, the relics were again moved, to the T'ang
Ch'ung-i-ssu, where they were placed under a pagoda
southwest of the Buddha hall. The high priests of the
South continued to believe that it was not the true Agokan
relics that had been removed; and Tao-hsuan admits that
the original site was still favored by supernaturalmanifestations.

Dictionary,London and Shanghai, i898, no. 8o6.
This version of the story
DaiZe5kyJ,LI, pp. I003C-IO04a.
recurs in Fo Tsu TC, xxxviii; DairZjkyj,IL, p. 355b.
Dai.Zjkyj,L, pp. 409b-4ioa.
The i9th century study on "Temples of the Southern
Dynasties," Nan Ch'ao Ssu K'ao, by Ch'u Hung-chi
assembles in chkanii information from various sources on
Ch'ang-kan-ssu. A note locates the monastery in hilly
country south of Nanking, a ch'ang-kanbeing a dialect
phrase for "ravine." The site had first been used in the
Three Kingdoms period by a nun for her retreat. Monks
assembled there at the beginning of the Chin. When that
dynasty lost North China and retreated to the Yang-tzu,
the proximity of the monastery to the new capital won it
imperialpatronage. Chien Wen Ti gave the place a threestoreyed pagoda in the 370's; and another was erected in
391 to honor Liu Sa-ho's discovery, as our text shows,
by Hsiao Wu Ti. Wu Ti of the Liang, most pious of the
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fitted perfectly. Later five Western monks visited Li, and told him: 'Of old in India there was
a royal Asokan image that laterwent to Yeh [in
Honan], and during the wars was put for safekeeping in the river bank.", When royal authority had been reestablishedit was sought for,
but had disappeared.Recently in a dream we
were notified that the image had emergedat the
east end of the [Yang-tzu] River and had been
securedby one Kao Li. So we have travelledfar
over mountains and seas, hoping for one sight
of it in which we may worship.' Li consequently
took them to Ch'ang-kan-ssu.When the five saw
the image they wept tearsof joy, while it emitted
a light [that filled] the interior of the hall. [The
pilgrims] told that there had originally been a
round halo, which now was in some faraway
place and should be looked for and brought
thither.In [37I] under the Chin, a pearl-diverof
Ho-p'u-hsien in Chiao-chou [i. e. Tonkin],
one Tung Tsung-chih,found a Buddhahalo on
the sea bottom. The Imperial Commissioner
forwardedit to the Throne. The Chin Emperor,
ChienWen, ordered that it be bestowed on the
image; when hung from the socket (on the
back) it proved to have an identicallustre. Thus
aftera period of four decades[a seriesof] widely
separatedauspicious events made [the image]
complete with halo and pedestal."

night made his prayer; until one night he saw
that from time to time a light was coming from
underneaththe spire. When he told, an excavation was begun; at a depth of ten feet or so they
discovered three stone tablets. Inside the lid of
the centralone was an iron coffer, and in that a
silver coffer, which in turn held one of gold.
Within the last were three relics, and in addition
a nail and a hair several feet long, which when
stretchedout would curl again in a spiralform,
all of these glowing with light and color. This

had been one of the

84,000 stfpas

erectedby

King Asoka at the time of King Ching of the
Chou [r. 5I9-475 B. C.].9 Religious and laity
were overjoyed at the miracle. West of the old
stzipathey set up another pagoda spire to house

the relics.In [39I] this was enlargedto a threestoreyed form by Hsiao Wu [Ti]."
3.

CHIN

The biography continues:
"In the [326-334] era of the Chin, the Prefect of T'an-yang,Kao Li,Io had a gilded image
dug out of the bay near the Chang-houBridge.
It lacked aureole and pedestal, but was fashioned with the greatest skill. In front it had a
Sanskrit inscription reading: 'Made by the
fourth daughterof King Asoka.' Li carriedthe
image backto the Ch'ang-kanlanding; but there
his oxen refusedto go farther,in spite of all that
human strengthcould do. In the end he gave in,
and went straightto Ch'ang-kan-ssu[with it]. A 4. To continue:
year or so later, an ocean fisherman,one Chang
"Hui-ta'senthusiasmwas doubled by the mirHsi-shih, found a bronze lotus pedestalfloating
acles of the stfipa and statues, so he journeyed
on the water of an estuary.He picked it up and
eastwardto Wu-hsien [Soochow] to adore the
sent it in to the district seat, whence it was forstone images. These last had been found in [3I 31
warded to the Throne. The Emperor ordered
as the WesternChin regime was approachingits
that it be affixed to the image's feet, where it
end, floating in the Hu-tu estuary of the Wu9 The Kao SengChuanpostscript, p. 413a, places Asoka "a
century and more" after the Nirvdna. Li-tai San Pao Chi,
i, p. 23b-c, gives a precise interval; the King came to the
throne I i 6 years after the Nirvana, which occurred in 609
B. C. (i. e. in 494).
IO Concerning this functionary, the biographical dictionary
Chung-kuo
Shanghai, I933, p. 88zc,
Jen Ming Ta Tr<'u-fien,
tells only that he was renowned as a paragon of filial

piety, and held high office under the Chin. The title given
him here presumably meant that he was governor of the
capital district (as had been the case under the Wu kingdom at the same site; see the gazetteer Ti Ming Ta TZ'ulien, Shanghai, 1931, p. Io9a).
II

9

See Minor Northern States entry i, for another reference
to the image at Yeh.
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flaming out. In consequence he set [the place]
sung River.I2 The fishermenthought that they
in order, erecting a niche of stones. The flocks
were marinedeities, and so [as they rowed out]
of birds did not dare to settle there, and the
to get them had sorcerersutter incantations;but
hunters and fishermen in the vicinity of the
wind and waves rose to such a height that they
temple never caught anything. Religious and
were terrifiedand turned back. There happened
laity were moved by the news and received a
also to be certain followers of Huang-[ti] and
great renovation of faith. Later on the military
Lao-[tzu], who said that they were spirits from
governor of the district, Meng I, made further
the Masterof Heaven; but when they too went
Then
a
certain
additionsand improvements.Thus Hui-ta went
out the billows raged as before.
east and west, everywhereworshippingwith the
resident of Wu-hsien, a Buddhist named Chu
deepest reverence and several times bringing
Ying, heard [of the matter]andrejoiced,saying:
'The Supreme Enlightenment is about to dewonders to light. Utterly hardworking and
scend!' So he purified himself by fasting, totruly fervent, he remainedso to the end of his
gether with the nun Pai of Tung-ydn-ssu and
days; though what became of him thereafteris
severalother believers. [The party]then went to
not known."
the Hu-tu estuary, where they bowed their
Lateraccountsof the last threeof Hui-ta'sobheads and with the utmost reverence sang the
jects of devotion add materiallyto their interest.
praise of the Most Holy. At that wind and tide
The Mou-hsien stipa - which concerns us bewere stilled; in the distancethey saw two beings
cause at a later date its name and fame were
floating in on the river. When they arrived,
somehow transferredto a small reliquary,covthese proved to be stone images with inscripered with Buddhist reliefs - has so lengthy a
tions on their backs, one reading 'Vipasyin'
history that I have transferredmy treatmentof
and the other 'Kdsyapa.'13[The statues] were
it to an appendix.14 As to the miraculouslycarriedback to be installedat T'ung-hsfian-ssu.
found statues:
The gentry and commonersof Wu were amazed
by the miracle,and were convertedin greatnum- (3) The story of Kao Li's image is retold in the
bers. Hui-ta remained at T'ung-hstian-ssufor
Liang history'ssection on the kingdom of Camthree years, all in all, carryingon his devotions
bodia. We learn there in addition that the forday and night without flagging."
eign inscription could be understood only by a
missionaryfrom CentralIndia, the high priest
And farther:
Gunabhadra.Is Moreover:
"Then he went on to Hui-chi [in Chekiang]
"A monk of Wa-kuan-ssu,Hui-yulan,wanted
to worship the stipa of Mou-[hsien]. That also
to make a copy of the image. The prior, Senghad been built by King AMoka,but with the passhang, feared that the color of the gold might
sage of time [only] underbrushmarkedthe existbe damaged,and so told Yuan that he might do
ence of its basement. Hui-ta's heart was noble
so only if he were able to makethe Buddhaemit
and the workings of his mind were disciplined;
a radiancesurroundingHis body, andface to the
and thus it was that he saw a divine radiance
west. Hui-viian nravedwith the utmost fervor
12

'3

"Wu-hsien" is a reference to Soochow in Kiangsu. The
Wu-sung, "Soochow Creek," is an outlet of the "great
lake," T'ai-hu, which empties into the Hwangpoo at
Shanghai. In retelling the story in Hsa Kao Seng Chuan,
xiv, p. 53ib, Tao-hsUan locates the statues' eventual
resting-place, T'ung-hsUan-ssu,in Soochow.
Respectively the first and last of the six Buddhas predating 9dkyamuniin the group of Seven Buddhas.
IO

'4

See below, PP. 270ff.

IS

Liang Sbu, liv, p. 5r. Gunabhadra'slife in Kao SengChuan,
iii, pp. 344-345, says nothing about this incident. He was
a well-known missionary from Central India, who took
the sea route east via Ceylon, reached Canton in 435, was
long occupied in making translations at the Sung capital,
and died in 468.
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and that night the statue actuallyturned on its
throne and did give forth a radiancethat surrounded its body, as it faced west. On the morrow, therefore,he received permission to make
his copy.
"In the Ta-tung era [of Liang, 535-545],
when the relic was extracted from the old
[Ch'ang-kan-ssu]pagoda, an order was issued
that the land alongsidethe temple,on which several hundredhouses stood, should be clearedso
that the temple boundariescould be extended.
Numerous buildings were erected, until the pavilions and so on that surroundedthe auspicious
image were the last word in magnificence.A picture of the image and various scripturalillustrations were done by Chang [Seng]-yu of Wu,
who was supremeat the time in the art of painting."
For Chang, see my entry no. 24 under the
Liang.
Tao-hsUan,in whose corpus Kao Li's image
is the fifth entry, also tells the anecdote about
the would-be copyist. i6 He completesthe statue's
history as follows:
"In the reign of Emperor Wu of the Liang
[502-549], seven angel musiciansand two Bodhisattvas were added to the aureole.
"Under the Ch'en, in [558], when the troops
under Wang Lin were camped at Chiang-p'u,
and headed toward Chin-ling [i. e. Nanking],
Wu Ti ordereda move upstream.'7 As the army
was setting out, the image's body shook and

would not be stilled; the phenomenonwas verified when the Emperorwas informedandhad an
investigationmade. Then all of a sudden, before
any weapons were crossed, Lin's hordes scattered. He himself had to make off at a gallop to
the North, and thereafterthe upriver country
was pacified. To all this the movement of the
Countenancehad borne witness. In the [56o to
565] era, again, when a rising occurredamong
the troops in the southeast,the Emperorprayed
before the image that the murderersmight be
repulsed.When his words were finished,a light
broke out over the building; andit was not long
before Eastern Yang, Min, and Yiieh were all

Chi ShenChouSPKTL, ii, p. 404a; repeated in Fa Yfian
CL, xiii, p. 383c-384a. Tao-hsuantells the story again in i,
p. 4I I a, with differentdetails and a date of 40 5. The prior,
refusing the request, was that night rebuked in a dreamby
a giant. When Hui-yUan had made his copy he put a relic
inside its usnesa."The reason why images from the West
emit light is usually that they contain a relic."
Wang Lin's life is recorded by biographies in Pei Ch'i Shu,
xxxii, and Nan Shib, lxiv; resume in Giles, Biographical
Dictionary,no. 2i98. A former loyalist general at the end
of the Liang, who refused to accept the Ch'en regime and
rose against it in 555. After initial successes he was routed
and driven to take refuge in the North. As a turncoat he
led Northern Ch'i armies against the Ch'en until he was
captured and executed in 573.
The reference here must be to the series of regional upri-

sings that followed the accession of the second Ch'en
ruler in 56o, growing out of Wang Lin's earlier revolt.
The earliest rebel was a certain Liu I, at Hang-chou in
Chekiang, who had previously been valuable enough to
the Ch'en house to be given an imperial princess for his
son's wife. Liu drew in a local war-lord in Kiangsi, Chou
Ti. After some successes both were defeated badly, and
fled south into Fukien, where they were received and
aided by Liu's son-in-law, the Governor of Min-chou,
Ch'en Pao-ying. In 564 an imperial general captured
Ch'en and Liu and sent them to be executed in the capital.
A year later Chou was surprised and beheaded in a
mountain hide-out, and his head was sent to Nanking,
to be exposed for three days on the main city bridge. See
Ch'en Shu, iii, pp. Iv-6c; and their biographies in ibid.,
xxxv, and in Nan Shib, lxxx.

i6
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18

quieted.18
"The monk Hui-hsiao, who was then in
charge of Ch'ang-kan-ssu- a man as active as
the wind in conversion- erecteda storeyedpavilion [to house the statue]. The decorations
were the last word in originality,while the view
from the top was a supreme[experience].At the
outset of the [583-586] era a square pedestal
was added [to the statue]. Thus from the Chin
dynasty right down through the Ch'en, monarchs and subjects through five regimes never
failedto turn toward it in reverence.In times of
severe drought the image would be invited into
the palace, being borne there in the imperial
litter. The Emperor would anoint it with oil;
and then while the monks were in the midst of
dealing with the problem, a downpour would
come, regularlyand without fail.
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it back to face north. The next day again it was
"There were wild tales in circulationthat the
on the southern axis. At that all were stricken
Ch'enregime faced a crisisin its fortunes,when
in [588 the statue] turned toward the west, and
with shame, and confessed themselves at fault
for slighting it.
though it was set straight returnedthere. This
"At the presenttime [the image] is to be seen
was duly reported, and the Emperor invited it
to the Hall of State, where a maigre feast and a
very frequentlyin painted copies. I have assemritual circumambulationwere held. The image
bled this recordbycullingfromvariousaccounts.
had a precious tiara decorated with pearls that
That a number of points are not developed is
proofthat I havenot addedanyembellishments."
weighed perhaps three catties, to which had
a
of
That
been added cap brocade.
night the jewelled tiara was found hanging from its hand, (4) The story of the floating stone Buddhas is
while the cap was still on its head. At the news
retold with literary flourishes in a stele record
the Emperor burned incense and prayed: 'If
composed by the Liang prince who became
misfortune threatensthe realm, let the tiara be
Emperor Chien Wen (r. 549- 55I).22 An added
removed once more, as a sign thereof.' The tiara
detailnow enhancesthe images'impressiveness:
was put back; and the next morning, to the dis"Laterthere came a certainforeign monk, Shihmay of ruler and subjects, it was found doffed
fa-k'ai,23who said that the various holy booksl
and hanging as before.
of his land told of there being two stone images
"When the Sui had overcome the Ch'en and
and [a?]stipa of King Asoka in the East, and
the whole nation once more bared its head in
promised that he who could go thither and
reverence toward the west,'9 as the image had
worship them in person would obtain remission
foretold,the founderof the new dynastywas told
of countless sins and deliverancefrom the Three
about it, and orderedthat it be welcomed to the
Roads. He adored them, and then went away."
capital. There it was adored in the imperialpaThe stele also notes that in 530 an imperialorder
lace, and the sovereign stood continuallyin atwas issued to equip the statues with bronze
tendanceupon it, until he issued an order that
aureoles,one being nine feet high and the other
ran: 'We are old, and cannot bear to stand for
8.5 feet.
long at a time. It is orderedthat the proper auTao-hstian,in whose corpus the statuesstand
thorities20shall make a seated statueof identical
third, quotes largely from Liu Sa-ho's "biograform.' The original, standing image was then
phy."24 A few interpolations heighten the mood
sent to Ta-hsing-shan-ssu.zx
When it firstarrived
of marvel. The statues were seven feet high;
there, the size of the hall did not permit it to
theirinscriptionswere clearlylegible, though no
face south, so that it was set toward the north.
reign date was given. At first they could not be
On the morrow it was found right on the
moved, but when addressedby furtherprayers,
southernaxis.Thebrethrenmarvelled,but turned
rose up as if on wings. Shih-fa-k'aireappears
'9
20

21

I. e. toward the Sui capitals, Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an.
I follow here the reading in Fa YuanCL, p. 384b. Taohsuan's text has survived withyu, "right," instead ofyu,
"to have," making what looks like a title, "the Director
of the Right" (p. 414C).
A temple erected at Ch'ang-an in 582 by the first Sui
sovereign, which became the greatest monument of religious architecture carried out under that dynasty, and
remainedone of the principalmetropolitan establishments
under the T'ang. For further details, see Mochizuki,
BukkyJDazjiten,pp. 32-I5-32i6.

22

23

24

Quoted by Omura, pp. i i 8-i i9, from the Ch'ing encyclopedia, T'u ShuChi Ch'eng,497, p. i4r; section on miracles, Shen-iTien,xc., "Buddhist Images."
I have found no mention of "Shih-fa-k'ai"outside of this
story. His counterpart, with some other name, is a typical
feature of the Asoka image legend.
DaiZoky6, LII, pp. 4I3C-414a;

repeated in Fa Ykan Cl,

xiii (DaizflkyJ, LIII, p. 383b-c). The latter in xii, p. 379c,
summarizesthe story, and then goes on to add the sequel
found in my Southern Ch'i entry Io. Other, briefer references to the two statues are cited by Omura, p. i i8.
I2
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under the name "Fa-yiianfrom the West;" and
then Tao-hstian adds: "There is another story
thattells of twelve Indianmonkshaving brought
the images to the district, where they stood on
the water without sinking or moving. Report
having been made to the Throne, it was ordered
that they. be permitted to remain in Wuchtin. In recent times the Princess of Hsienyang, at the capital, heard of these auspicious
monuments and so sent men to T'ung-hsuanssu to make drawings of them; and from the
latter copies were issued at the capital, so that
their forms might be made known."25
The life of a priorof T'ung-hstian-ssuincluded
in Tao-hstian's sequel to the "Biographies,"a
certainHui-chtin(564- 630), addsa briefnote to 7.

the historyof the stonepair:26
"Fromthe Chindynastyon throughthe Ch'en
they vouchsafed a great number of miracles.At
the end of the Sui, in the whirlwinds of war, the
jade and stone [treasuresof the temple] were all
lost, and the holy likenesses [portrayedby] the
two statues were exposed to the assaults of the
elements." Hui-chtin, asking himself how a
monk could find peace while the Buddhas had
no hall, dedicated himself to restoring the
monastery.
6.

The Shih ShaoHsin YI/,a collection of anecdotes and conversations compiled by a nephew
of the first Sung ruler, one Liu 1-ching (403444), contains two referencesto representations
of Sdkyamunientering Nirvana. The first tells
that "MasterYu [i. e. Yu Liang, the loyalist general, who died in 340] once entered a pagoda,
where he saw a reclining Buddha [figure]. His

commentwas:27 'Hereis one who worehimself
out leading [others] across the bridge [to salva25

26
27

I have been unable to locate this lady, who was presumably
a daughter of T'ai Tsung. Her title may have been wrongly
transcribed; or perhaps Tao-hsUan gave her a fief from
which she was later promoted.
Dai.Zky&,L, p. 535a.
For this text I have used the edition of the Kanezawa
Bunko, Tokyo, i929; reference here is to i, 1,on "Sayings"

CHIN

tion]': a remark that became famous in his
day."
The second referencedescribesfor us a visit
to a temple made by the high official Ku Ho
(288- 35i)with his two smallgrandsons.28
"They
saw there an image of the Buddha entering
Nirvana, while some of his disciples wept and
others did not. Ho askedthe boys to explainthe
difference.The nine year old ChangHstiansaid:
'Those who weep are the relatives; the others
are not.' The seven yearold Ku Fu said: 'That's
not so. It is becausethey have lost all their emotions that some do not weep. Those who do,
have not reachedthe same stage."'
Tao-hstian'ssequel to the "Biographies"contains a life of the monk Chih-chou(556-6zz) of
Nan-wu-chou, who made a name for himself as
a builderand embellisherof temples.z9We learn,
for example,that on his own accounthe made a
sixteen-footimage of Maitreya,in lacquer,with
accessoryguardians.These were probablydone
underthe Sui, and so do not concernus directly.
More pertinent is the following. "Also he
brought back to his temple the seven shrines30
with clay figures that had been made for the
Chin dynasty Director of Works Ho Ch'ung.
With the passage of time, their holy forms had
fallen into dilapidation;he had them lacquered
over, repainted, and embellished with great
richness, so that they might open the way to
faith and make manifestthe Dharma."
Presumably the seven shrines housed the
Seven Buddhas of the Past. The biography of
Ho Ch'ung (293-347) given in the Chinhistory
is unusualin corroboratingthe minister'spiety,
presumablybecause the evidence could be presented in a way unfavorableto Buddhism:3I

28

(p. 32). Yu Liang's biography is given in Chin Shu,lxxiii,
pp. iff., and is summarizedby Giles, no. 2526.
Ibid., p. 35. Ku Ho's biography appears in Chin Shu,
lxxxiii, pp. 1-2.

29
30
31
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DaiZ&ky5,L, p. 58oa-c.
For this phrase see Quotations, B.
Chin Shu, lxxvii, pp. 3rff. Reference is on p. 4r.
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of the Buddhaof the WesternParadise,referred
"Bynaturehe loved the writingsof Sikyamuni
to here (as almost always in the Six Dynasties
and took reverentialcare of Buddhist temples.
texts) by the translated name Wu-liang-shou,
The charitythat he bestowed upon the brother"ImmeasurableLife."
hood, on hundreds of occasions, squandered
millions without causing him any regrets."
The accountconcludesby quoting two joking 9. The celebrated monk Chih-tun (314-366),
whose metaphysicalprowess led him to be comcomments by his contemporaries,one of which
pared with the Indian doctors Ndgdrjunaand
refersto his zeal in "makingthe Buddha."
Asvaghosa, and who at the same time was on
8. The Kao SengChaan,v, contains a life of the
friendly terms with all the notables of his day,
was the authorof severalliteraryflightsincluded
monk Chu Fa-k'uang, a native of Chekiang
in the T'ang Buddhist anthology, KuangHung
(327-402), who devoted his careerparticularly
to the Lotus andPureLandcults.32His firstheadMing Chi. One of these is a panegyric on an
quarterswas a cave shrine;he is rememberedas
image of Amitiyus Buddha.33Chih-tun paraphrases the familiarParadisesfitrasto describe
having wanderedthroughthe famousmountains
of his province in the 360's, searchingout their
the beauties of that Buddha's kingdom, where
new souls arebornin spotlesspurityfromlotuses
beautyspots (like many of his secularcontempoin the sacredlake; its jewelled palaces,its wonraries). Emperor Chien Wen sought his aid
against the threat posed by a maleficentplanet,
drousgardensandwaterways,its musicalsounds
which thereafter soon disappeared. Finding
and sweet odors. "Hasteningin his hearttoward
many sufferersfrom an epidemicin his travelsin
that divine land, for which he dared not hope,
the east, he gave what aid he could by comfort
he therefore [had] craftsmendepict and set up
and healing spells, "going among the villages to
the divine symbol. [Now] he gazes up in rerescuethose who were in peril. When he left the
verence at the towering form; but for things
district city to live at the Ch'ang-ytianmonasthat are of Heaven's stuff, words of praise fall
tery, sick people in greatnumbersprayedto him
short."34
with beneficial results. A man who could see
Presumablyhe was writing of an image that
demons said that when K'uang went about he
he had made for one of the two temples that he
always had severaltens of demon deities guardfounded: eitherthe one in Wu nicknamedChihing him in front and behind. At that time the
shan-ssu,or one organizedafterhis move to "the
sramanaChu Tao-lin was making an image of
Stone City Mountain," Shih-ch'eng Shan, in
Amitdyus; and K'uang led those whose karma
Chekiang,under the name Hsi-kuang-ssu.
gave them the privilege, in raising a great hall
One of Chih-tun'sother compositions in the
[for it]. A story tells that while they were felling
anthology is a panegyricto an image of Sdkyathe timbers a drought came, which he dispelled
muni: "Majesty measured at sixteen feet, the
by his incantations."
body adorned with a round nimbus. ...the
Note thatthis is our firstreferenceto animage
colorfulloveliness of purpleand gold."35
32

33

Dai.ZkyJ, L, p. 357a. Sakaino, in Shina Bukkyi Seishi,
p. 459, suggests that both Fa-k'uang and Tao-lin, in
choosing the Buddhist pseudo-surname Chu, may have
meant to show that they were followers of the famous
Central Asian translator "Chu Fa-hu," i. e. Dharmarakpa.
Dai.Zfkyj,LII, p. i96b. Note that here the Buddha's name
is rendered phonetically in the later standard way, as 0mi-t'o, a usage overshadowed through most of the Six

Dynasties period by the translation Wu-liang-shou. Chihtun's career is recorded in Kao Seng Chuan,iii; ibid., L,
pp. 348b-349c; his name appears frequently in nonBuddhist writings of the time (e. g. the Shih Shou Hsin
Y4).
34

35
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For the charactersrendered "divine symbol" and "towering form" see Quotations, C.
Ibid., LII, p. 195c.
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His selections end with a group of eleven
shorterodes of praiseto various"Bodhisattvas";
the list begins with Manhju'rl,Maitreya, and
Vimalakirti,and then runs into obscurernames.
Here there is no referenceto images.
The "Biographies"containa life of the recluse
YUFa-lan,who sickenedand died at Chiao-chou
(i. e. the far southeast coast) at the start of a
voyage to the West to seek new knowledge. His
disciple and fellow-travellerYU Tao-sui met the
same fate.36Chih-tun is said to have set up a
statueof the firstpilgrim,andcomposeda eulogy
for it. For a portraitof the second done by order
of his friend Ch'ih Chao, he wrote an inscription.37
IO.

The Kao SengChuantells of another hermitpilgrim, K'ang Fa-lang, who on his way westward came on an old temple in the wilds, filthy
and almost deserted.38He spent a week cleaning
it, and suddenlyfound it miraculouslytransfigured. "After his death his image was carved out
of wood, and was worshipped morning and
night." His eulogy was writtenby the mid fourth
centurylitterateurSun Ch'o.39

The greatTao-anwas a Northernerwho be-

I I.

gan religious life under the missionary"Fo-t'uteng" at the capitalof the Later Chao regime in
Honan.40When that dynastybroke up in 35z, he
emigrated with his band of four hundred disciples to Hsiang-yangin Hupeh, seeking a more
peacefulenvironment.At this point in his career
the KaoSengChuanaccount runs:41
"Finding that Pai-ma-ssuwas too confining,
An organizedanother monasterywhich he cal36

Ibid.,L, pp. 349c-350b.

37

Ibid., L, p. 3sob. Ch'ih Chao's life in Chin Shu, lxvii, pp.
8 vff., mentions his being a Buddhist and an intimate
friend of Chih-tun. He reappearsas a pious patron in Chin
entry i5, p. 2o below.
Dai.Zky6, L, p. 347b.

38
39

led T'an-chi-ssu,making use of the mansion of
ChangYin of Ch'ing-hofor the purpose.He was
furtheraided by wealthypatronsto build a fivestoreyed pagoda and construct four hundred
monks' cells. The Governor of Liang-chou,

Yang Hung-chang,sent him io,ooo cattiesof
bronze to be used in making the pagoda spire
disks. An replied: 'The disks are alreadycompleted. I should like to turn this bronze over
to cast an image. Do you approve?' Chung was
delighted, and reverently assented. All joined
theirofferingsto assistin completingthe Buddha
image, and so the sixteen feet of radiantbodysigns and the divine lesser markswere clearly
manifested.Every night the statue would emit
a light thatcompletelyilluminatedthe buildings;
and lateron it went out by itself at night to Wan
Shan [ten Ii to the northwest]. The villagers
went to gaze and to worship it, and then took it
back to the monastery.When An's great ambition was thus fulfilled,he said: 'I am readyto die
any night."'
Fu Chien (r. 357-3 5 8), ruler over the mushroom northern empire of Former Ch'in, "by
personal emissary sent him an i foreign image
seatedwith legs down, sevenfeet tallandcovered
with gold leaf; also a squattinggilded image, a
Maitreyamade of strungpearls,an icon embroideredin gold, and a woven icon."42
(The otherwise identical inventory of these
gifts found in Tao-an's biography in the Ming
SengChuan,
v, uses a characterthatI render"gold
plates" instead of "gold leaf." For the problem
involved, see the chapteron materials.)43
"Whenever there was a lecture or assembly,
the holy images would be set out. Bannersand
40
4'
42

Celebrated as a mountain-wanderer, his most successful
poem being afu on Mount T'ien-t'ai. Life in ChinShu,lvi,
pp. 7r-8v; summarizedby Giles, no. i8oi.

43
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See Minor Northern States entry i.
In v; Daigoky&,L, p. 352b.
For i see p. 2 above. Fu Chien captured him at Hsiangyang in 379 and "invited" him to Ch'ang-an to be the
abbot of "the Temple with the Five-storeyed [Pagoda]."
On their relationship, see Sakaino, op. cit., pp. 290-292;
and L. Wieger, Textes historiques,Hsien-hsien, 1923, II,
pp. 492-493.
See below, pp. 25 3ff. The Ming SengChuanfragment is in
p. 6v.
Meisdden-shd,
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canopieswould be hung up; festoonsof beads
would swing; everywhere would be incense
smoke and flowers; so that those who mounted
the steps and crossed the threshold were awestruck and paid the utmost in devotion. The
foreign bronze image was so archaicin form and
workmanshipthat most people had no great respect for it. An said: 'The shape and the bodymarks are excellent; the only fault is that the
form of the us~nsais incongruous.' So he ordered
At once
a discipleto fireand re-mouldthe us~nisa.
a light flamedup with such brilliancethatit filled
the whole hall. On close inspection it was disthere was a relic.
covered that inside the upyinra
The brotherswere all filled with consternation;
but An said: 'The statue is already a wonderworking one, and will not be disturbedby recasting."'
The anthologyKuangHungMingChi contains
a long, highflown panegyricon Tao-an'simage
written by his greatest disciple, Hui-ytan.44We
readthatAn, afterlong and reverentmeditation,
"finally ordered his followers to cast it as an
image. Now form and principleare distinct, yet
they pass one into the other as do steps into a
highroad. The fine and the coarse are truly different,yet to the enlightenedthey also are interrelated. So it is that to representa supernatural
model preparesthe heart for its final crossing
[into salvation]. An iconographically-correct
form divinely imitated opens the way to an
understandingof all wisdom. It enables those
who cherishthe profound, to discernthe invisible root in the disclosure of a leaf; and those
wrapped up in the near, to construct for themselves a rewarding destiny for many aeons to
come. Though the achievementwas human, it
is like Heaven's own art."
The image appearsas the sixth in Tao-hsian's
corpus. He namesit an Amitayus,saysthatit was
44
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DaizJkyJ, LII, p. ig8b. For the text beginning "Now
form and principle are distinct," see Quotations, D.
Ibid., pp. 4I4c-4I5b; repeated in Fa YuanCL, xiii, and
briefly retold in KuangHung MC, xv, and in Hsk Kao SC,
xxix (ibid., LIII, p. 384b, c; LII, p. zozb; and L, p. 693a,
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completed in 375, and adds the sort of details
thatwe have learnedto associatewith him.4sThe
statue on its walk to Wan Shan is now said to
have left a footprint in the rock; and we learn
that when it was met at night, emerging for a
second time from the temple gates, the general
wonder gave its home the nickname Chinhsiang-ssu, the "Golden Image Temple." At
this point an extraitem of evidenceis offeredby
the historical summary of good deeds in Pien
ChengLun, iii. A certain Ch'ih Hai, Governor
of Yung-chou - i. e. the Hsiang-yangregion whose official biography speaks of him as a
specialfavorite of Emperor Hsiao Wu (r. 373396), and deals at length with his campaigns
against the barbarianrulers of the North is noted as a donor with this sentence: "Mi-t'o
[Amitdbha] appearing on a visit, he built the
Golden Image Temple."46 Here we see that
local tradition seems to have explained the
miraculousmobility of the statue by imagining
it as enteredand possessedby the divinity of the
Buddhain person.
As to its subsequenthistory, Tao-hstiancontinues:
"On the eighth day of the fourth month in
i. e. the Buddha's birthday] an imperial
[522,
orderwas issuedto cast a gilded bronzepedestal
for it in the Chien-hsingPark, the height to be
5.9 feet and the breadth 9.8 feet. When this
adornmentwas completed a party was sent upriver to welcome it and to supportthe Buddha's
feet. A stele was erected to commemoratethe
good deed, its text being composed by Liu
Hsiao-i and written down by Hsiao Tzu-yiin,47
which was renowned throughout the whole
realmand is still in existencetoday.
"In the year [574] during the Northern Chou
persecution,at the time when the Governor of
Hsiang-[yang] was the Duke of T'ai-yuan,
46
47
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respectively).
Ibid., LII, p. 5o0a; Chin Shu, lxvii, p. ior, v.
Lived 492-5 53; son of a Ch'i imperialPrince. Biographies
in Liang Shu,xxxv, pp. 3v-4v, and in Nan Shib,xlii, p. 7r;
Giles', no. 7I9.
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Hsiang-yang has cast one gilded image of
eighteen feet. The said image will be destroyed
in threesexagenarycycles,i. e. i 8o years."When
they worked out the dates, its history tallied
exactly;and so it was realizedthat the holy Taoan had in good sooth made no vain record.
"At the presenttimethe originalestablishment
is known as Che-fa-ssu.The stone on which [the
image] trod has been cut away and may still be
seen.
"In the anarchythat broke out at the end of
the Sui that areawas held firmlyfrom the start,
the Wardenof Hsiang-yang,Tou Lu-pao,maintaining control under Wang Shih-ch'ung.49A
certain Dharma master of Che-fa-ssu called
Hsien, who had the respectof gentry and commoners alike, on several occasions chided Lord
Tou and bade him throw in his lot with the
T'ang. Tou did not accede. Hsien had contacts
with the people both inside and outside the city.
The capitalfinallydispatchedtroops to Hsiangyang. Tou held his rampartsagainstthreeunsuccesful assaults; and then, learning of Hsien's
attitude, had him privily executed. As he was
facing death Hsien said to a disciple, Su Fu-lou:
'I and your father saw the destructionof Master
An's golden statue.Fromthattime on it has been
left with no successor. When I am gone, I trust
in you to make one.' When the [T'ang] army
stormed the city in [6zi] and Tou fell, he was
sorry then that he had not taken Hsien's advice.
The monk had been slain to no purpose, and
unjustly; and [his death] had left none in
[Tou's] domain who could speak to him with
any effect.
"Afterthe city had been pacified,Fu-lou gave

Wang Ping,48 an unbeliever, one Ch'ang-sun
Che, was Deputy MilitaryGovernor of Shangk'ai-fu. As soon as he heard of the wonderworking [image] he decided to destroy it. The
men and women of the town and the secularized monks and nuns, when they learned
of his intention to demolish it, filled the highways with their wailing. The sight of their overwhelming grief filled Che with spiteful anger,
and he sent off his attendantsposthaste with an
order to smash [the statue] to pieces. First a
hundredmen were told to pull the head off with
a rope; but for all their tugging it proved immovable. Che said that not enough care had
been taken, and had his foremen add another
hundred haulers. These had no more success
than before, and it was the same when three
hundredwere added. Then in an overmastering
fury Che got five hundred more to pull, and at
last [the statue] toppled over. As the noise reechoed and the earth shook, the men were all
terrified;only Che jumped with joy as he gave
orders that it be melted down, raising his voice
to call out cheerily. Then he leapedon his horse
to tell the Governor. Before he had ridden a
hundred paces he suddenly fell to the ground
and lay there speechless, staring straight up,
paralysed.By nightfall he was dead; and then
it was the turn of the clericsand laity to call out
cheerily.
"When the image was demolishedthey found
an inscriptionunder an arm-pitinside an overhanging fold of the garment,which read: 'Chin,
T'ai-yuiannineteenth year, the cyclical position
being chia-wu[394] on a day of the new moon;
the bhiksu Tao-an in the western suburb of
48
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A Wang Ping is named in Chou Shu, xviii, p. 3v, as the
one son of a noted officer, Wang Ssu-cheng, who was
captured by an Eastern army in 549 and ended his career
in Northern Ch'i service. The father's biography in Pei
Shib, lxii, names the son K'ang (the two characters are
enough alike to explain a mis-transcription); and says
that after Ssu-cheng's capture he inherited the fief of
Duke of T'ai-yuan. A ChouShuentry (in vi, p. ir) for 575
notes that the Duke of T'ai-yuan, Wang K'ang, was that
year made Governor-general of Hsiang-yang. In this de-

49
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tail, therefore, Tao-hsuan's story is borne out by history.
A native of Turkestan, who won high rank under the Sui.
In the last years of the dynasty as military governor of the
capital he held out stoutly for a time against the rebels;
but eventually declared himself an independent ruler. He
was overthrown by the T'ang surge in 6z I. Biographies in
Pei Shib,lxxix, pp. svff.; Old T'angSbu,liv, pp. I ff.; New
T'ang Shu, lxxxv, pp. iff. Giles' no. zzzz. See also W.
Bingham, TheFall of Sui andthe Rise of T'ang,Baltimore,
I94I, p. 52 and Index.
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up his lay dress, and collected and sold the robes
that had belonged to
andmonasticparaphernalia
the proceeds] to
use
he
might
that
[so
Hsieri,
make a statue. He had no idea what model he
should take, until in a dreamhe saw a Brahman
priestwho drew the form for him with his finger.
Also an old man was discoveredwho possessed
a painting [done from the original].Using these
as a model the image was made at the first cast- I2.
ing, flawlessly. At the time of casting the sky
darkenedand clouds spreadoverhead,and there
was a rain of flowers like plum-blossoms
throughout the temple.
"Fu-lou had a native ingenuity and spent his
own wealth freely; for his personaluse he made
a gilded bronzefigure of Maitreyaten feet or so I3.
high. Lateron he dreamedthat Hsien was ordering him to make another Buddha image; so at
Fan-yuin-ssuhe made a colossus 59 feet high, as
I have set forth elsewhere.
"Of old at the beginning of the Sui, when
[Yang] Chun, Prince Ch'in-hsiao,was Military
Governorof Hsiang-yang,sohe heardthatMaster
An's ancient image was extremely unusual in
form and workmanship,and so sent men to portray it. [That copy] was made at Yen-hsing-ssu
in Ch'ang-an.On the night when it was firstcast
there was also a manifestationof celestialmusic, I4.
flowers, and so on. At present it is still visible
there; i.e. at our Yung-t'ai-ssu, the name of
which has [now] been changed to Wan-shanssu."
Much in Tao-hsiuan'saccountis questionable.
It seems likely that the statue was destroyed
earlyin the sixth century,ratherthan during the
Chou persecution (see my Liang entry no. 4).
He gives two dates of manufacture,apparently
without noticing the discrepancy;the later one,
399, is both obviously contrivedand historically
so Third son of the first Sui ruler; died in 6oo. Biographies
in Sui Sbu,xxv, pp. 5r-6r, and in Pei Shib, lxxi, p. 8r-v.
Bingham, op. cit., p. 5 2.
SI See note 43 above.
52 Sakaino, op. cit., pp. 425 ff., enlarges on this preference
for the cult of Maitreya.See also the section on Maitreya

impossible,for Tao-anwas capturedby a Northern armyat Hsien-yangin 3I9 and carriedoff to
Fu Chien'scourtwhere he died in 385.5iFinally,
the image is more likely to have been a Maitreya
than an Amitiyus; his biography says that "he
often prayedbefore Maitreyawith his disciples,
to be rebornin Tusita."s2
The Pien ChengLun, iii, refers to Emperor
ChienWen (r. 37I-372) as a makerof images,
presumablybecause his commissions reacheda
new order of magnitude; his predecessorsare
named merely as temple builders.S3
Tao-hstian'stenth entry runs:S4"In [3771the
monk Chih Hui-hu made a sixteen-foot gilded
image of Sakyamuniat Shao-ling-ssu in Wuchun, doing the casting in a cave dug on the
steepsouth side of the temple."Routinewonders
accompaniedits completion:particularlya white
cloud that issued from the cave's mouth, containinga white dragonseveralhundredfeet long,
which adored the Buddha.
We shall meet this statue again in Sung entry
I2.

Te KaoSengChuan,v, contains a life of the
monk Chu Tao-i (332-402), who was held in
high favor by Chien Wen Ti.ss On that Emperor's deathin 372 he retiredto the mountains
to lead a life of austerity.A local potentatewho
had built a templewest of the districtcity invited
bim to be its prior. "Tao-i thereupon collected
his monk's paraphernaliaand went thither,
where he made a gold plate with a thousand
images on it."
This seems to be an earlyreferenceto the kind
of embossed relief of which numerous T'ang
in my chapter on the iconography of the Bodhisattvas,
p. 219.

S3
S4

Dai.Zfkyd,LII, p. 502c; repeated in Fa YuanCL, c (ibid.,
LIII, p. io25 b).
Ibid., LII, pp. 4i6c-417a.

sS Ibid., L, p. 357b.
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only to render the radiant form, but even to
transmitthe proper formal attributes.To try to
fashion the full perfection of the Dharmakaya,
with [nothingbetterthan]the fingersof common
humanity- the chances [of success] one might
put at one in a myriad.
"Sincethe Nirvan.a morethana thousandlong
yearshad passedwhen images of Western make
reached China. [From then on], though every
casting was carriedout with an attempt at likeness to the scriptures,and though noted masters
and cunning craftsmen ransackedtheir minds
and made every effort,true virility and fine artistry were still not wholly achieved.Now in the
Chinage therecamea certainTaiK'uei. ...whose
bearingwas lofty and who dwelt in seclusionin
ancientWu. He set his hearton dwelling among
first principles, and delighted his mind by the
teachings of Sakyamuni.He was at the same
time bountifully inventive, and his skill mirrored that of Creationitself. He thought out a
way to shadow and echo the Dharma-form,and
to give dimensions to the Nirmdnakaya;and
thus when he fashionedan Amitayuswith flanking Bodhisattvas,the refinementof the conception was as wonderful as the workmanshipwas
exquisite. He had concealed himself behind a
curtain,to hearpeople's commentsunobserved,
and so was able to correctat once anythingthat
they criticized.
"He estimatedmeasurements[to the thickness
of] a brush-point, and explored the effects of
light with his dark or pale values. In blending
inks and touching in colors, as in carving forms
and casting from models,",he was not outdone
even by [the legendary] 'man of Chou' whose
planning had such finesse, or by the 'traveller
from Sung' who made such a perfect imitation
of a mulberrytree.60

examples remain.O6The work probably celebrat-

ed the "ThousandBuddhas,"an earlyMahdyana
attempt to express the multiplicityof Buddhas.
I 5.
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With the careerof the famoussculptor-painter
Tai K'uei (-395), Chinese Buddhist art scored
two new triumphs.Sculpturein especialprofited
by his genius to achieve a new beauty and expressiveness;and at the sametime won - at least
for a while- anew degreeof socialrespectability.
In the traditionalpattern,the craftsmanhad always been an inferior. K'uei, like his contemporaries in painting, demonstrated that a great
artistcould also be a greatgentleman.In painting
the lesson was never forgotten. In the more laborious art of sculpture the victory over caste
prejudicewas a more precariousone, andK'uei's
example benefitedonly his own son, Yung. No
subsequent sculptors enjoyed anything like the
same total approval. Only a few, indeed, won
recognition even as names. The vast majority,
like their craftancestorsfrom time immemorial,
remainedanonymous.
K'uei's biographyin the Chin history expatiates on his varied achievements, as precocious
scholar, as writer, as artist, and particularlyas
musician.57(Knowing the prejudicesof Chinese
historians, one should not be surprisedto find
that nothing is said about his work for the
Church).A much-admiredanecdotestressesthe
effortthat he made to keep his art free from any
taint of vulgarity: he is said to have broken his
beloved lute rather than take it to entertain a
prince, like any common minstrel.
The fullest account of his statusas sculptoris
given in the seventh centurymiscellanyFa Yuan
ChuLin, xvi, as follows :58
"The form of the Most High wondrously exceeds all categories, [so that it is] impossiblenot
Examples in Japan have been published by Kadori H. in
an article (in Japanese, called on the French title page
"L'orfevrerie a l'6poque de Nara, I") in ToyJ-BiZyutu,
III (i. e. ToydBijutsu,special number on the Nara period,
I), I933, p. I4, plS. 27-3 I.
57 Chin Shu, xciv, pp. i4r-I 5r; Giles' no. I 8so.

58

56
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DaihAkyv,LIII, p. 406a, b.
For the text through this sentence, see Quotations, E.
I have not identified "the man of Chou." The "traveller
from Sung" is a character in Lieb TZu,chapter ShuoFu,
8; in the translation by L. Giles, Taoist Teachings
from the
Book of Lieh TZu, London, 19I2, p. Io8.
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"He gave [the project]so much intense study
that it took him three yearsto finish. From that
time to the present nothing comparable [has
been produced]; most of those who gaze on it
reverentlyfeel as if they were in the presenceof
the Truth itself.
"Before long the image was welcomed into
Ling-pao-ssuon the north side of Mount [Huichi in Chekiang],where the clericsand laity who
looked on it all developed Bodhi-hearts.Ch'ih
Chao of Kao-p'ing6I heard of it and came to
make his obeisance; then taking a pinch of incense he uttered this prayer:'If it is vouchsafed
in this life for me to gaze on the holy visage
again, so in the after-worldI pray that I may
meet Maitreya.'At that from the incense in his
hand all of a sudden a fragrantsmoke arose of
itself, mounting straight up until its essence
blended with the clouds; while a black miasma
that remained behind welled out as far as the
crossroads. All of those who heard and witnessed this were filledwith joy. The happyomen
is also recorded in the Hsgan YenChi, written
by the Sung Prince K'ang of Lin-ch'uan.62
"MasterTai dwelt a hundredpacesor so away
from Ling-pao-ssu. One night he rose to see a
light over the temple, which blazed so brightly
that he thought a fire had broken out and ran
thither in great distress. [Others] in the neighborhood who had perceivedit all came running
as fast as they could- to findthatthe templegate
was peacefullyclosed, and that it was the image
thatwas emittingthe light. On the morrowwhen
the monks hearda knocking at the gate they got
up all together to see what it was; and then all
caught sight of the Buddhahall as it shone and
radiatedlight into the heavens. Then indeed did
they compose themselves and do reverence,
overjoyed at the supreme power of Enlightenment.
61
62
63
64
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"Sung Wen Ti [r. 424-453]

welcomed the

statue [into his palace]for worship, and kept it
always in his rear hall. Ch'i Kao Ti [r. 479-482]

erected Cheng-chiieh-ssuwith the purpose of
bringing peace to its Dharmahalls through the
perfections of the marvellous image, and so
transferredit thither.
"K'uei also made five portable images, after
pondering over them for ten years, which used
to be at Wa-kuan-ssu."
An entryin the Lianghistory,summingup the
artistictreasuresof Wa-kuan-ssu(a majorNanking temple, founded in the 36o's), refers to
.these as "five Buddhas."63It is probably the
same set that is meant by a notice in the Liang
bibliography Ch'u San TsangChi Chi, xii, that
speaks of "the lacquerfigures made by the two
Tai [i.e. K'uei and his son Yung]."64The Pien
ChengLun, iii, in citing K'uei as a benefactorof
Buddhismagain calls attention to "the five lacquerfiguresthat he madewith his own hands,all
of which were incomparablein theirbodily characteristics, and continually emitted light from
their bodies."6s We thus see that K'uei was
credited,at least by his later admirers,with the
invention of large-scalesculpturein lacquer;and
we may imagine his figures as the remote ancestors of the magnificent works in hollow
kanshitsupreservedfrom eighth century Japan.
His motive must have been the one implied by
the word "portable"; the desire to produce a
type of statuethatcould be carriedin processions
much more easily than those in the traditional
materials.The techniquethathe worked out was
presumablybasedon the long-accumulatedChinese experiencein handlinglacquerfor domestic
uses, at a smallerscale. I shall postpone any attempt to explain the surprisingreferenceto five
Buddhas,to the chapteron the iconography of
the Buddhas.

See note 37 above.
See Sung note I04, and Chin entry 6.
Liang Sbu, liv, p. 8v, in section on Ceylon.
Dai.Zlkyj,LV, p. 92b. For the characterstranslated "lac-
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quer" see Quotations, F. The term and the technique it
identifies are discussed by Matsumoto B. in his BukkyY-sbi
Zakk&,Osaka, I944, pp. 3I5 ff.
DaigZkyj,LII, p. 505b.
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are still very commonplace in spirit, my good
sir, for you have not yet wholly rid yourself of
worldliness.' K'uei replied: 'No one but Wu
Kuang [the ancient hermit] could escape such

From Tao-hsUan'slist, in which the Amitlyus
standsninth, we learnthatit was madeofwood.66
"In K'uei's opinion the images made in Middle
Antiquity had almost all been rude and oversimple, and in their function of inspiring worship lackedthe power to stir men's hearts. Since
he was both purein faith andhighly inventive, he
was spurredto alter the carving of the August
Visage, so as to attainthe utmost in truthfulness.
He pondered the problem for years on end and
finallysucceededin producing a statuein which
the excellence of Chinese figure sculpture exceeded anything previously known. The statue
is now at Chia-hsiang-ssu in YUeh-chou (in
Chekiang)."
The mid ninth centurypaintinghistory Li-tai
Ming Hua Chi, v, treats K'uei as an expert in
both arts.67It is noted thatthe wooden Amitayus
was sixteen feet high, and was still at Chiahsiang-ssu (though the latter statement, like
other details,may simplyhave been copied from
Tao-hsUanwithout check). There is a new reference to "a bronze Buddha with two Bodhisattvas cast by him, which is now at Pai-ma-ssu
in old Lo-yang; having been takenthitherby Sui
Wen Ti from Hsing-huang-ssu in Southern
Ching (in Hupeh)."
The Li-tai MingHua Chi tells threeanecdotes
that involve Tai K'uei's work as a painter. "At
the age of ten or so, he did a paintingat Wa-kuanssu. On seeing it the ch'ang-shih
Wang remarked:
'This lad is not just an able painter;he will end
by making a great name for himself, and I only
regret that I shall not be able to see him in his
prime.' . . . In his middle years Tai painted (sic)
some portable figures with an extreme finesse.
On seeing them Yu Tao-hsiusaidto him: 'These
66
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criticism,

sir'."68

(The first story is of the sort that might well
have been invented whether or not it actually
occurred,and containsa chronologicalimpossibility. K'uei died in 395in his 6o's or 70's, and so
can hardlyhave painted at Wa-kuan-ssu,which
was founded only in the 360's, as a smallboy. YU
Tao-hsiu, on the other hand, was a contemporary, the bookish scion of a house of warriors,
and his biographybacksup the anecdoteat least
by showing him in the same light. It is almost
entirelytaken up with the text of a reproof that
he is said to have delivered to his impetuous
uncle.)
The third piece of informationdeals with the
terribleproscriptionof Buddhismin 845, when
countless works of art and architecturewere destroyed.69Among the devoted collectors who
managed to save a few masterpieceswas the
grandeeLi Te-yii; he secured an exemption for
a temple that he had founded in western Chekiang, Kan-lu-ssu, and transferred thither a
number of frescoes by famous figure-paintersof
the Six Dynasties and T'ang. These included,
from our period:
A Vimalakirtiby Ku K'ai-chih(of Chin; entry
no. 28)

A Manfju'r!by Tai K'uei
A Bodhisattvaby Lu T'an-wei (of Sung; entry

no. 42)
Six walls with Bodhisattvas by Hsieh Lingyuin(of Sung; entry no. 46)
A deity; ten walls with Bodhisattvas; and

Ibid., p. 4i6c; repeated in Fa YuanCL, xiii (ibid., LIII,
p. 386b). For the text, see Quotations G.
Keisekkened., IV, pp. 5or-5ir; Ono, pp. I57, 343.
YU Tao-hsiu (i. e. Yu Hao) is the subject of a short biography in Chin Shu, lxxiii, p. 5r, appended to those of his
better-known father Liang and uncle I (Giles' nos. 2526,
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four centuries) under the Shang. See his entry in ChungkuoJen Ming TTT, p. 895c, or in the dictionary TZ'uHai.
Li-tai MHC, iii, 5; Keisekkened., IV, p. 35r, v; Ono,
pp. I22, 322. Translated by W. R. B. Acker, Some T'ang
andPre-T'ang Texts on ChinesePainting,Leyden, I954, pp.

366-382, with referencesto earlier studies of the problem

2524). Wu Kuang was a legendary sage of remote an-

by P. Pelliot in Revue des arts asiatiques, v, i928,
I934.

tiquity, who demonstrated a signal indifferenceto politics
first under the Hsia and again (after a disappearance of
2I

and viii,
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army in the debacle of 383, and only later became Governor of Szechwan(or Shu), as he is
named in Tan-i's biographies.74(The Kao Seng
Chuanversion contributes to the reader'sconfusion by speaking of Mao at the outset ofTani's career.)
So far the discrepancyin dates is not insuperable. Tan-i must have been picked for his missionarydutieswhile Tao-anwas at Hsiang-yang,
i.e. some time between around 350 and 378; it
is conceivable that T'eng Han was still alive at
that time. The story suggests that our monk had
not been very long at his new post before he was
forced temporarilyto evacuate the monastery
that he had founded, Ch'ang-sha-ssu,to escape
an invasion of "bandits"; i. e. Fu Chien's advance in 383. When the crisis had passed he returnedand set about restoringand enlarginghis
temple. One anecdotetells how he miraculously
secured a relic; another, how he persuadedthe
deity of a fear-inspiringmountain to let woodcuttersfell its trees for Buddhistuse. The Ming
SengChuanaccountthen runs:
"He madeover the existing smallpagodainto
a large one, and had a sixteen-foot,gilded image
cast. When he had made the initial agreements
with the two master-craftsmeninvolved, he held
a grand maigre feast, praying that no obstacles
should interfere with completion. Clerics and
laity, as soon as they learned of [the scheme],
were delighted to be able to follow out his idea;
and the amount of bronze cash [?] that he received was more than enough for every requirement. With what was left over, in fact, he had an
additionaldivine likeness made, that was seven
feet tall."
Both versions of Tan-i'slife go on, apparently
in chronological sequence, to narratethe story

Bodhisattvaanddeityby ChangSeng-yu(of
Liang; entryno. 24).
The Li-tai Ming Haa Chi also lists among
works of Tai K'uei that were known to have
been preserveduntil the "previousdynasty"(the
Sui) a painting calledwu 'ien or wutai Lo-han in
differenteditions; the former meaningprobably
"Arhatsof the Five Indies" (i. e. of India), and
the latterthe more likely "Five GreatArhats."70
Hereagainthe numberfive is surprising,andwill
be discussedin the chapteron iconography.
i6.
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The next image, another miraculously-found
"statueby King Agoka," involves the careerof
a Northern monk named Tan-i, who as a youth
is said to have been one of the most talenteddisciples of Tao-an. His life is told with substantiallythe samedetailsboth in the KaoSengChuan,
v, and in the Ming SengChuan,vi, (the latter
through an excerpt preserved in the Japanese
Meisiden-shb).71The anecdote about the image
reappearsin Tao-hsiian'scorpus, with the usual
A good deal of chronologicalconelaboration.72
fusion runs through these three sources, suggesting that they may owe as much to legend or
propagandaas to history.
At the outsetwe maynote thatthe biographies
speakof two men as specialpatronsof Tan-iwho
belonged to widely separatedgenerations. The
earlier,T'eng Han, is namedas the GrandWarden of Ch'ang-shawho asked Tao-anto send him
a missionarymonk to stimulateBuddhismin his
district,and in due course received Tan-i. From
other sources I have been able to find only the
fact that his reputation was made as a loyalist
generalin suppressingthe rebellion of Su ChUn
in 328.73The second, Mao Ch'U,led one of the
columnsthat chasedFu Chien'sroutedNorthern
70 Ono, p. 345, notes that the reading tai for "great"is found
in the version of Li-tai MHC reprinted in the mid i6th
century anthology Wang Shib Shu Hua Yuan.The latter
also has an edition of the early T'ang painting record
Chen-kuanKungSsu Hua Lu, by P'ei Hsiao-yiian, a work
frequently drawn on by the author of Li-tai MHC; and
there in I, p. 24, the reading is t'ien.
7I Daitokyj, L, pp. 355c-356a; Meisiden-shb,
p. 7b.
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Daizokyv, LII, p. 4I5b; repeated in Fa Yfian CL, xiii
(ibid., LIII, p. 385a). My Liang entry 22 contains, in addition, a panegyric on the statue composed by Yuan Ti
(r. 552-554).
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Jen Ming TTT., p. I 522c. For Su ChUn'srevolt,
Chung-kuo
see Wieger, Textes, II, pp. 932f f.
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Biography in Chin Shu, lxxxi, pp. 8r-9r.
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of the miraculous appearanceof the Agokan
statue. The Kao SengChwan'sdate, 394, is consistentwith the rest of the.story: "the nineteenth
yearof T'ai-ytian,whose cyclicalcharacterswere
chia-wu."The Meisiden-sh6transcription gives
instead "the nineteenth year of Yung-ho,"
which would have been 363 except that that era
endedin 357. To quote from the KaoSengChuan:
"[Tan-i]continuallybewailedthe fact that his
templestood andwas well providedwith monks,
but that its icons were as yet few; saying: 'The
representationsof the Countenance made by
King Asoka, with all the holy good fortune
[they could bring], were distributed in great
numbersin these regions. Why are we so impotent that we receive nothing?'
"With especialfervor he besought a response
to his devotion. Then in [394] on the eighth day
of the second month all at once an image appeared north of the city, its radiantbody-signs
shining skyward. The brethren of Pai-ma-ssu
happenedto be the firstto go out to welcome it,
but they were unableto set it in motion. [Tan]-i
then went to adore it, saying to his followers:
'This must be a royalAsokan statue,vouchsafed
to our Ch'ang-sha-ssu!'He directedthree of his
disciplesto pick it up, and it rose as if buoyed on
air.It was takenbackto his temple,where clerics
and laity hastened [to see it] until the rumbling
of carriagesand horses was everywhere. Later
the KdsmirlDhydnaMasterSamghanandacame
from Shu [i. e. Szechwan]to the templeandworshippedit.7sHe found on its halo Sanskritwriting, and said: 'This is a royal Agokan image;
when did it come hither?'Those who heardhim
knew then that [Tan-] i had not been mistaken.
[The latter] died in his eighty-secondyear. On
the day of his death the image's round halo suddenly was dematerialized.No one knew what
had become of it; but clerics and laity all said
75 Unknown to me outside of this one context.
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that this was [a sign of Tan-] i's supernatural
powers."
Tao-hsiian'sseventh entry begins: "In [347]
underthe ChinEmperorMu, on the night of the
eighth day of the second month, an image appearednorth of Ching-choucity. Its height was
7.5 feet, or i i includingthe aureoleandpedestal.
No one could explainwhere it had come from.
Earlier,however, in [346]a Cantonesetraderhad
been taking on cargo, and as [the work] neared
completion was bewailing his ship's lightness.
That night they sensed that someone came
aboard.They were surprised,and made a search
without finding anyone. The ship's load was
found to have doubledof its own accord,and no
more could be taken on, an amazing fact that
could not be explained.Along the way the ship's
speed was so great that it outstrippedall other
craft. Soon they reached Chu-kung [inside
Chiang-lingcity] and madefast. That night they
sensed that someone was going ashore, and
thereafterthe ship's load lightened again.When
the image made its appearance,they realized
that [beforethen] its time had not yet come."
Tao-hsUanadds his usual vivid details to the
story of Tan-i's find. One notices first of all a
markedmiscrepancyin date: his miracleis set in
347, and the "Biographies"'in 394. In keeping
with the earlieryear is a new name, introduced
to identifythe representativeof secularauthority
who welcomes the statue, and tries in vain to
carryit off: "the then MilitaryGovernor of Hsi
Shanand GrandDirector of Horse, Huan Wen"
- i. e. the most celebratedmarshalin the Southern
armies, whose earliertriumphswere topped in
that sameyear,347, by a reconquestof Szechwan
for the Chin domain.76On the other hand, if
Tan-i was reallya discipleof Tao-an (314- 385),
the year 394 is a far more convincing one for an
event that seems to have crowned his career.
vigorous (though not always successful) action against
the states of the North. At the end of his life (312-373)
had risen to the position of king-maker.

Biography in ChinShu,xcviii, pp. 7vff.; abridged in Giles'
no. 846. Helped to fortify the military position of the
Eastern Chin by the reconquest of Szechwan, and by
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tears. The sovereign died, to be succeeded by
anotherwho was wild and rash; and then came
the revolution replacingSung by Ch'i.
77

78
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"The Governor of Ching-chou, Shen Yuchih, was at first an unbeliever, and so sought
to reduce the number of monks and nuns.78
Ch'ang-sha-ssu alone had over a thousand
monks, so that several hundred were required
to return to lay life. The whole brotherhood
was in great agitation, old and young weeping miserably. The image poured out sweat
for five days, without stopping. Word thereof
was carriedto Shen, who summoned from the
temple a priest of great holiness, the Dharma
MasterHsuian-ch'ang,and askedhim the reason.
"The priestreplied:'The Holy Spiritis not to
be spokenof as distant;thereis no hiddencorner
into which it does not penetrate. [As scripture
has it], "The Buddhasof Past, Future, and Present contemplateeach other; is it not true that
at this moment the Buddhais thinkingof all the
other Buddhas?"This marvel has occurredbecause He wishes to warn your honor against
your lack of faith.'79
"Asked from what sftra he had quoted, he
said: 'From the Amitayus.' Yu-chih took the
szitraand found the passage; and was so moved
thereby that he cancelled [his order for] the reduction.
"In [500] under the Ch'i there were two
Governors at Ching-chou,GeneralHsiao Yingchou8o and the future founder of the Liang.
At the time when Prince of Nan-k'ang, [Hsiao]
Pao-jung, raised his righteous rebellion, the
image walked right out of its hall and made
as if to descend the stairs.81Two monks saw it
andcriedout in amazement,whereuponit turned

After getting the statue to Ch'ang-sha-ssu,
Tao-hstiancontinues: "In [372] a lotus pedestal
was cast for it under Emperor Chien Wen of
the Chin.In the T'ai-ytianera of EmperorHsiao
Wu [376-395], when the Governor was Yin
Chung-k'an,77it made a sortie one night from
the west gate of the temple. The watch thought
it a man; and since it failed to answer when
challenged,struck it with a sword. At the clash
of metalthey discoveredit was the image, which
had a mark on its breast where the sword had
struck."
Tao-hstiantells of the arrivalof Samghananda,
of his finding the inscription,and quotes his exclamation: "Only in the recent past has India
lost this; how has it come so great a distance,to
descend upon this land !"
"When [Tan-i] lay ill and lay at the point of
death the statue's halo suddenly disappeared.
His comment was: 'A Buddha [must] display
that sign, and illness cannot affectit. The light
must have gone somewhereelse, on some other
Buddha-errand.'In ten days he died. Afterward
the monks cast another halo in imitation of it,
which is the present one.
"In the reign of Emperor Hsiao Wu of the
Sung [454-464] the image emitted a great radiance, for the BuddhistDharmaat that time was
enjoying very great prosperity in the eastern
reachesof the river. At the end of the T'ai-shih

eraof EmperorMing[465-471]

BUDDHIST

Biography in ibid., lxxxiv, pp. 5rif. A well-known figure,
highly respected by Hsiao Wu Ti, whose name was probably introduced into the story to heighten its verisimilitude.
Biographies in SungShu,lxxiv, pp. 8vif., and in Nan Shih,
xxxvii, pp. 5vif.; appears several times as a leading figure
in the account of the declining Sung dynasty given by
Wieger, Textes, II, pp. II38-iI49.
A loyalist general; in
the confusion attending the fall of the Sung, his stronghold Chiang-ling was seized in his absence by a rival, and
his family was massacred;upon which he hanged himself,
in 479.
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DaiZokyJ,LII, p. 405c; Fa Yian CL (ibid., LIII, p. 385b)
gives variant readings. The quotation is from the translation of the Sukhdvatisltra made by Samghavarmanin A.
D. 252: Nanjio catalogue no. 27, reprinted in DaioZJky&,
XII, no. 360, p. 266c. The sentence is lacking in the
Sanskrit version translated by Takakusu for the Sacred
Booksof the East series (Oxford, I 894), XLIX, p. 4.
Biographies in Nan Ch'i Shu, xxxviii, pp. 2vff., and in
Nan Shih, xli, pp. 4vff.
Known also by the courtesy title Ho Ti; Giles' no. 7I2.
See Wieger, Textes, II, pp. II74-II76.
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back into the building. In [lox] Ying-chou died
suddenly, and Pao-jung also was ruined, while
fortune turned to the Liang founder."
A brief explanationof the situationat Chingchou at this moment may be helpful to the
reader.In 500 the Princeof Liang (futurefounder
of the Liang dynasty)tried to win over General
Hsiao to rebellion. After some vacillation the
latter (a distantcousin of the first Ch'i emperor)
betrayedanimperialgeneral,and senthis severed
head to the Prince of Liang. The latter set up
Hsiao Pao-jung(youngerbrotherof the last Ch'i
emperorto ruledefacto)as a puppetsovereign at
Ching-chou,to fill in the months of transitionin
50i before he himself assumedthe throne. Plans
were drawnup to transformthe city into a proper
capitalafterthe model of Nanking; and General
Hsiao was given rich honors, and at his death
the honor of an imperial eulogy from his new
patron.When the propitiousmomentcamePaojung was deposed and permittedto kill himself.
The statue's distress during this period of confusion may have been caused by more than a
sensitivity to politics. When the rebel forces
were being organizedit becamenecessary,in the
words of GeneralHsiao's biography,82to "borrow from the wealthyin orderto help defraythe
expensesof the army.The Ch'ang-sha-ssumonks,
whose enterpriseshad made them very rich, cast
their gold into a dragon of several thousand
taels' weight and buried it in the earth."When
their stratagemwas discoveredthey claimedthat
the dragonwas only of iron; but the generalconfiscatedit all the same, for his armypay-roll.
"At the end of the T'ien-chieneraof the Liang
[502-

5 I9],

the temple'spriorTao-yohappened

to be sweeping the grass alongside the pagoda
with a commoner,and openedthe pagodadoors,
to discover the image making a ritual circum82
83

Nan Ch'i Shu, xxxviii, p. 3v Nan Shib, xi, p. 5r.
I. e. Hsiao K'uei, one of the sons of Wu Ti, whose biographies are given in Liang Shu, xxii, pp. 5vff., and in
Nan Shih, lii, p. 4r-v. Given command over the region
that included Ching-chou in 5i9; died in 524 in his 5Ist
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ambulationof the shrine(s).Yo worshippedit in
silence and permittednothing to be said about
the incident.When the grandopening of the hall
took place, it was found on its throne as before.
"When the Liang Prince of Po-yang was [in
command]at Ching-chou,83he frequentlyasked
it to enter the city when some great charitable
work was being carriedout. On one occasionhe
was feeling ill when he met it, and so kept his
back turned and did not rise. In a few days he
was dead.
"[The Liang] founder, when he had been at
Ching-chou in the old days, had entertaineda
lively devotion [to the image], and often had
vainly sought to have it brought before him. In
the third month of [53] he sent the Pai-ma-ssu
[monk] Seng-t'ing and his secretaryHo Ssu to
make for him an offeringin absentiaof incense
andflowersfor worship,all being addressedwith
inscriptionsin red. That night [the statue]emitted a radiancethat seemed to follow the envoys
as they left. [The ceremony] was continued on
the morrow, to resolve what objections might
remain, and repeatedinvitations were given it
to go with them. All the religious adored as it
was sent off to the ford across the river. On the
twenty-third day they reached Chin-ling, [the
capital]. The Emperor came out in person to
welcome it, a distance of eighteen ii from the
city. Along the finalstretchof road a continuous
emission of light took place, without intermuption:a happy omen which so delighted
priesthoodandlaitythatthey sighedthatnothing
of the kind had ever been known before. (The
image) restedthreedaysin [the sovereign's]hall,
being worshipped there with the utmost devotion. An unstinted grand maigre feast was held
for twenty-seven days. (Finally)it was sent out
by the Ta-t'ung Gate and entered Tung-t'aiyear. His rememberedcareerincluded a minor miracleof a.
different sort: the arrival through the air, in response toc
his prayers, of a holy monk and a Taoist who specialized,
in treating eye diseases.
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SSU;84 where on the firstnightit emitteda great
radiance.An imperialorder was issued to erect
a hall of three bays (for it), with two porches,
northeast of the great hall of that temple. A
canopied throne made of the Seven Precious
Substanceswas given to enshrinethe auspicious
image, and two Bodhisattvafigureswere madeof
gilded bronze.Hills were built up andpools dug;
there were raretrees and curious rocks. Soaring
bridges with railingsflankedthe hall's two staircases. An additional gift was a pair of bronze
cauldrons, each holding 30 hu measures. The
storeyed pavilions on three sides (added) the
elegance of their turning (enclosure). In the
thirdmonth of [543] the Emperorpaid a visit to
Tung-t'ai-ssuto hold a meeting for discussion.
le passed along the various halls, paying obeisance. It was twilight when he first reachedthe
Hall of the AuspiciousImage.Just as he mounted
the staircasethe statue emitted a great light, illumining the bamboo grove until the whole
countryside was golden in color; and so it continued for half the night. When that temple
caught fire and its buildings were destroyed,
only the one hall housing the image escaped.
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"In [548] the image sweatedprofusely.In the
eleventhmonth of that year,the rebellionof Hou
Ching broke out.8S In [552], when the bandits
had been pacified,the Ch'ang-sha-ssupriest Faching and others welcomed the image back to
Chiang-ling,where it was restoredto its original
temple. Under the [puppetregime] of Posterior
Liang, in [56i], the image again sweated;it was
in the second month of the following year that
Emperor Hstian, or Chung Tsung, died.86 In

[564] a general conflagrationreached Ch'angsha-ssuand the whole templeblazedon all sides,
in a glarelike that of noon. Those who sought to
rescuethe auspiciousimage had no way of moving it; but [the weight] that in the past had required a hundred men to lift, on that day rose
handily with six. In [576] Ming Ti invited the
image to the palace for a penitential service to
move the unseen powers. In [584] he died. His
successor, Hsiao Tsung, transferredthe image
to his Palace of Charityand Longevity, where
again it sweated profusely. In [587] the [Posterior] Liang regime fell [to the Sui conqueror].
"In [587] the Ch'ang-sha-ssupriest Fa-chi
once again welcomed the image home to its

Information on this temple is assembled in Nan Ch'aoSsu
K'ao, v, pp. 26vff. It was located outside the capital on the
north side, and communicated directly with the palace,
by a special gate, to facilitate the participationof the ruler
in its devotional exercises. In the year of its completion,
527,
Wu Ti for the first time formally renounced the
world to become a monk there (Wieger, op. cit., II,
p. i zoz). Its architecture showed a truly imperial magnificence, including a nine-storeyed pagoda, six major
halls, and artificialhills. It was almost totally destroyed by
fire in 546. Plans for rebuilding aimed at a new pagoda to
be twelve storeys high; but all such ambitions died with
Hou Ching's rebellion two years later. See also Liang
entry no. i6. The principal source for information on
Tung-t'ai-ssu is the T'ang compilation of records concerning the events in and around Nanking during the
Southern dynasties, the Chien-k'angShih-lu by the mid
eighth century historian Hsu Sung: entry for 527, ch. xvii
(p. i4r in the Kan edition of i9i2). "Hills were piled up,
and waterfalls were constructed to wind through the
northwest quarter, and a Cedar Hall was located in their
midst." After the fire "nothing remained but the auspicious likeness and the Cedar Hall."
-5 For Hou Ching, see his biographies in Liang Shu, lvi, and
in Nan Shih, lxxx, pp. ir-Iiv;
also Wieger, Textes, II,
84

1214-1220,
1222-1223.
A soldier of fortune,
most of whose careerwas pursued in the North under the
Eastern Wei. On the death of that dynasty's great kingmaker, Kao Huan, in 547, he made overtures to turn over
his services and his province, first tentatively to the Western Wei and then successfully to the Liang. Once given a
Liang commission, he persuaded Wu Ti to break a ten
years' long peace by invading the Eastern Wei domain.
The campaign failed; and instead of risking possible disgrace Hou marched straight against Nanking, taking the
Liang government completely by surprise. After a protracted and exhausting siege, his army took the capital in
549; the octogenarian Wu Ti died under duress. After an
interval of stunned confusion, the Southern loyalists
gathered enough strength to drive him out in 552. When
he was finally killed, his mutilated body was exposed in
the Nanking market-place, and was torn to pieces and
eaten by the infuriated populace.
Set up at Chiang-ling by the Western Wei, after their
brilliantly executed raid had taken the city in 554, under
Hsiao Ch'a, a grandson of Liang Wu Ti. Giles' no. 697;
biographies in ChouShu,xxxxviii, and in Pei Shih,lxxxxiii.
Later maintainedin a puppet status by the Northern Chou;
extinguished in 587 by the Sui; Wieger, op. cit., II, pp.

pp. 1210,
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I243,

I250.
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arrows. Clerics and laity within the city were
greatly distressed[at the prospectof] losing the
miraculousimage; but that very night it crossed
over the city wall, unbeknownstto anyone, and
made its way to Pao-kuang-ssu;where it [was
discovered] standing outside the gate, on the
morrow, to the joy of the whole city. After the
bandits had been dispersed, when the old emplacement of the image was examined, it was
found that it had neither burnednor even been
touched by ashes. The hall is being rebuiltat the
present time, though not at its former scale.
"UnderHsiao Hsien of the illegitimateLiang
regime,88in [6i 8],the illegitimatePrinceof Sung,
Yang Tao-sheng, and others cameto the temple
to worship. The image sweated profusely; all
daya rainpouredfrom its body andheadwithout
interruption.In the ninth month of that yearthe
army of Great T'ang moved downstreamfrom
Shu. On the twentiethday a priestof the temple,
Fa-t'ung,believing that the T'ang were destined
to rule, sought for an omen by performing a
ritualcircumambulationaroundthe image. That
night a light broke out that lit up the whole hall,
and that only graduallylost its brillianceon the
twenty-fifth day. That was the day when the
troops of the Prince of Chao-chUnentered the
city:89 an event that was comparableto the blessings of an imperialvisit, and so was markedas
auspicious by streaminglight. By the moon of
mid-summerthe devotion of the ruler-shepherd
won its final reward,[enthronement].
"In the sixth month of [632] therewas a great
drought. The Governor-generaland Duke of
Ying-kuo, Wu [Shih]-huo,9owent to welcome
the image. held a mai-re feast. and performeda

temple. In [595] the Governor of Ch'ienchou, T'ien Tsung-hsien, visited and adored it,
upon which the image emitted light. His Lordship resolvedto build a greathall on the north of
the central axis, to be thirteen bays wide, with
flankinghalls of nine bays each on east and west.
The timber used was transported more than
5000 ii from the upriver regions of Ching. The
felled trees were hauled down to the river and
set adrift.They floateddown to Ching-chouand
came to a stop at the shore by themselves, none
getting far astray in spite of all the tumult of
wind and waves. There they were drawnashore
andused in the building. The diameterof a pillar
was threefeet, while its stone base was eight feet
across; in all antiquity nothing had surpassed
this. The great hall was panelled with scented
woods. In it was installeda canopy made of thirteen precious substances,and in addition it was
madesplendidby gold and jewels; even the roof
beamsand ceiling coffershad precious blossoms
set between them. The two halls on east and
west of the miraculousimage were also panelled
with sandalwood,andhad jewelledcanopiesand
ornamentallampsmade of pure gold. As the last
word in vastness and beauty [all this] stood first
in the whole realm.
"In [6i6] the miraculousimage sweated several times, that being the year when Chu Ts'an
was ravagingthe provinces.87When he reached
the metropolisof Chinghe campedin the temple
grounds. The great hall was so lofty that it overlooked the north city wall, and his banditsclambered up on top of it to shoot into the city. The
defenders sufferedso much from this that they
set fire [to the building that night with burning
Biographies in Old T'ang Shu, lvi, p. 6r-v, and in New
T'ang Shu, lxxxvii, pp. 3v-4r; see Bingham, Fall of Sui,
pp. 55, 64, I 3 5. In the breakup of Sui unity took the paper
title of."Emperor of Ch'u."
88 Old T'angShu, lvi, pp. ir-zv; New T'angShu, lxxxvii, pp.
in-2v; Bingham, op. cit., pp. 65, note 3I, I05, 142; Giles'
no. 703. A descendant of the Liang house, who set himself up at Ching-chou as "Emperor" in 6i8. He surrendered to the T'ang army to spare his city the horrors of a
siege, and was executed. Yang Tao-sheng is named as
Prince of Sung among his subordinates.
87

I. e. Li Hsiao-kung, a cousin of the T'ang founder; see
Old T'ang Shu, lx, pp. 4vff., New T'ang Shu, lxxviii, pp.
4r-5 v, and Bingham, p. i i o. The T'ang founder, Li Yuan,
was enthroned in June, 6i8.
90 A comrade-in-armsof the T'ang founder; biographies in
Old T'ang Shu, lviii, pp. sv-6r, and in New T'ang Shu,
ccvi, pp. iv-zr. Died in 635; it was his daughter who became the third T'ang Emperor's consort and as a widow
usurped the throne. See C. P. Fitzgerald, TheEmpressWu,
Melbourne, I95 5, pp. xi, xii, 3.
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colored divine radiancewas emitted that gave
fall illuminationinside and out. Far and near all
witnessedthis, andit lastedfor seven daysbefore
the light graduallyfaded. Clericsand laity were
astonishedand overjoyed beyond the power of
words to describe. Hui-yU took his icon to
Ch'ang-anin an undecoratedstate, wishing to
have its flankingattendantspainted, the Bodhisattvas,holy monks, ritualparaphernalia,and so
on. At that time an imperialorder had been issued, summoningthe skilledartistsof the capital
to the imperial city. There under the supervision of scholarsfrom the governmentbureaux
they were directed to make paintings of a 'Record of Western Realms'in sixty chapters,with
forty more of illustrations.Hui-yti was not included, since he was not an expert; [but from
the group assembled]he arrangedto have the
artist Fan Ch'ang-shoufit out his painted icon
for a hall in the capital.93On the seventh day of
the third month, in the thirdwatch of the night,
the figure began to emit a five-coloredradiance
that shone outside the hall." The watchman,
seeing flames (as he thought) break out above
the roof, ran off crying for help. A detail of
government officials and guards was standing
watch inside the building, while those off duty
slept in the open. Wakened by the light, they
began to throw on their clothes. All saw each
other's bodies reddenedby the glare except one
man, an unbeliever, who found that he had
turned pure black. This portent brought about
his swift repentanceand conversion. The radiance continued until dawn. "The officials from
the variousbureaux,the soldiers,and so on, who
heard the call and saw the light all came to
watch it. All who had the experiencemade up
their minds to do their utmost to keep the commandments. The officials each had [a copy]

week-long ritual circumambulation.All of his
officers,from highest to lowest, stood in front of
the image, single-mindedly contemplating the
Buddha. In a little while, cloud emanations
spreadin all directions, and sweet rain poured
down; so thatyearwas one of greatfertility.The
Governor-generalgave gold wherewith to regild the miraculousimage, and fittedit out completelywith litters,banners,flowers,decorations,
and ritualparaphernalia.It is now to be seen at
Ch'ang-sha-ssuin Chiang-ling."
In Tao-hsUan'ssequel to the "Biographies",
xvi, the life of priest Fa-chingof Ch'ang-sha-ssu
speaksof him as having restoredsome I 5oo bays
of large and small buildings under the Posterior
Liang.9'"The great Ch'ang-sha-ssuis where the
holy image resides that is acclaimedas supreme
in the world, and first in China. Late in life he
fell suddenly ill. All the priests performed a
seven-dayritualcircumambulationof the image.
The Yramana
Fa-t'aidreamedthatthe imagewent
to Ching's cell; and the lay brother Ytian-chih
saw it leave the cell and go back to the mainhall,
with his own eyes. On that very day [Fa-ching]
recovered. By this we may know that the miraculousimage of King Asoka may be moved to
descend among men; and that no one who has
poured himself wholly into prayers has ever
lacked an answer.""
Fa YfanChuLin, xiv, adds:92 "In [664] the
priest Hui-yi ... went from I-chou (i.e. Szechwan) to Ch'ang-sha-ssuin Ching-chou,where
the miraculousgilded-bronzeimage is. With the
utmost fervor he made a vow to copy the statue
in a painting for worship. He sought out a
cunning artist, Chang Ching-yen, and had him
purify himself in the proper manner. Six icons
were painted without aniysupernaturalmanifestations. From the seventh, however, a five9I Dai.zk~yJ, L, p. 556b.
92 Ibid., LIII, P. 392-c.
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India, Wang Hsuan-ts'e. For an analysis of its contents,
see S. Levi, "Les missions de Wang Hiuan-ts'e dans
l'Inde," Journal asiatique, ix ser., XV, 1900, pp. 2g97ff.
Fan Ch'ang-shou is a well-known name in the T'ang
painting histories.

This event, a landmark in the transmission of Indian and
CentralAsian forms into Chinese art, is mentioned in two
other Fa YuanCL passages, in v (p. 3 iob) and c (p. 1024).
The "Record" was composed by the T'ang envoy to

z8
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painted for private devotions. Note: clericsand
laityare so familiarwith this [occurrence]thatno
special recordof it has been quoted here."
17.

i8.

The contemporaryfemale counterpartto the
"Biographies,"the Pi-ch'bi-niChxan,i, contains
a brief account of a nun of the capital named 19.
T'an-pei (324-396).94 She stood in particularly
high favor with Emperor Mu (r. 345-36i) and
his consort; in 354 the latterbuilt a nunneryfor
her, entitled Yung-an-ssu,which came to house
three hundred persons. After her death a disciple of almost equal distinction, T'an-lo, inherited her position by imperial order. "She
erected a four-storeyed pagoda, a lecture hall,
and dormitories;and had fashioned, it is said, a
recumbentimage [of Sdkyamunientering Nirvana], and a hall with shrinesfor the Seven Buddhas [of the Past]."
The Liang history records that "Ceylon...
sent its firstembassyat the outset of the I-hsi era
[405-4i 8] of the Chin, bearinga jadeimage and
sfitras.95The mission was ten yearsin transit.The
image was 4.2 feet in height; the color of the
jade was pure and rich; the workmanship[displayed in] the form was extraordinary,wellnigh superhuman.The statue was kept during
the Chin and Sung dynasties at Wa-kuan-ssu.
There,with the five Buddhasmadeby the famous
sculptor Tai K'uei and the portraitof the Buddhist sage Vimalakirti done by the famous
painterKu K'ai-chih,96it made up a group that
was referred to as 'the three perfect works.'
94 DairokyJ, L, pp. 935c-936a.
9 Liang Shu, liv, p. 8v.
96 See Chin entry z8.
97 Reigned in the last troubled months of the Southern Ch'i,

499-5oo.
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Under the Ch'i, the last ruler, the 'Marquisof
Tung-hun,'[r.499-50I]
finally broke up the
jade image, first cutting off its arms and then
taking its body to fashionhairpinsfor his favorite concubine."97
Severalreferencesin the travel record of the
noted pilgrim Fa-hsien, who returnedto China
by seafrom Indiaand Ceylonin 4I 3, speakof his
bearingwith him "scripturesand images."98In
contrastto this sober statementstandsa fantastic
tale told by Tao-hstian at the end of his biography of the Sui monk Seng-ming.99
"Of old the monk Fa-hsien [was moved by
his] zealto go to WesternIndia,where he visited
the holy sites in succession. At one monastery
where he sought lodging all ranks came out to
welcome him. He was in poor healthat the time,
and was homesickfor his native food. The prior
who was his host attended to the matter by
ordering a novice to get some vegetarianfood
from [Fa-hsien's]home. The novice left, and in
a momentwas back againwith a bloody wound
on his foot. He told of having gone to beg food
in P'eng city [in Kiangsu]at the home of one Wu
Ts'ang-ying,and of being bitten by a dog there.
Hsien, marvellingthathe hadjourneyeda myriad
1iand more in the time that it would take to turn
around, realizedthat the monks in that monastery were of no common sort.
"Laterhe took ship andwent home. When he
reachedPeng city he paid a call on Wu Ts'angying, and learnedjust what had happened.There
was still blood to be seen on the whitewashed
his Chi Shen Chou SPKTL, ii, and in Fa YuanCL, xci
(respectively DaiZ6kyd,LII, p. 417a, and LIII, p. 95 ic).
The tale has no basis either in Fa-hsien's travel record or
in his biography, included in Kao SC, iii (ibid., L, p. 338).
The Fa YuanCL version ends with a note giving the
source of the story as a certain Chin Shib Tsa Lu, or
"Miscellaneous Records of Chin History." Perhaps the
title was carelessly transcribedfrom memory, or has been
miscopied. I have not been able to identify it in the bibliographical sections of the Sui and T'ang histories, which
however do list a ChinCh'ao Tsa Shib, "Miscellaneous Incidents in the Chin Dynasty," in two cbhan(Sui Shu,
xxxiii, p. 5r; New T'angShu, lviii, p. 6r).

His annals in Nan Ch'i Shu, vii; his reign as

viewed from the Northern standpoint in the section on
the Nanking regimes in Wei Shu, lxxxxviii, pp. 4v-5v;
details of his follies in Wieger, Textes, II, pp. 1179-1184.
98 The so-called Kao Seng Fa-hsien Chuan, reprinted in
DaiZokyJ,LI, no. 2o86; references are on p. 866a, b. In the
translation by S. Beal, Buddhist Recordsof the Western
World,London, 19o6, see I, pp. lxxx, lxxxiii.
99 Hsz Kao SC, xxix, in DaiZoky6,L, p. 692a; also found in
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bringit backto [his capital]Yeh. After the fall of
gateway, from the dog's bite. Hsien said: 'That
that dynasty, during the Chou persecution, it
is the blood of an Arhatand a holy monk. When
was buriedfor safe-keepingby the monks. With
you saw him he was collectingfood. Who would
the restorationof the faith under the Great Sui,
have expectedthat a dog would harm him?' At
happytimes cameback again;and so it is now at
the news Ying was deeply penitent, and gave up
Ta-tz'u-ssu of Yeh-hsien in Hsiang-chou [in
his mansionto be turnedinto a temple. He himHonan]."
self went to Yang-tu [i. e. Nanking], and sought
The statueis referredto in the biography (as
everywhere for sietras and an image. While he
in
the
Tao-hsuan'scorpus,whereit is the twelfth) as
across
the
Yang-tzu
boat
was being ferried
"theimage of the meditatingprincefrom the Wu
heeled far over; and all at once he saw a pair of
temple in Hsii-chou." In this title lies the only
bones, each ten feet long, come riding the waves
historic interest in the preposterousstory. Imright into the [capsizing]boat. By using them he
ages so named, derived from the Buddha'sfirst
was able to float to safety and get up the bank.
meditationswhile he was still the young Prince
The incident was reportedofficially,and the auSiddartha,became popular in North China at
thorities made an investigation, finding that
[the bones] were dragons' teeth.
least by the period of the Yu-n-kangcaves. The
figuretype- wearinga prince'sor Bodhisattva's
"Ying went upstreamto the west, still hunting
vainly for an image. He was resting briefly in a
dress,one leg up with the anklesupportedby the
wood when he caught sight of a Brdhmanmonk
other knee, chin resting on hand and elbow on
the raised knee - is a unusual one in the early
going along, carryinga statue.The man saidthat
he was going to Hsti-chou[i. e. P'eng] to present
Buddhistrepertory.'o2It is not unlikely that the
it to Wu Ts'ang-ying to be worshipped. Ying
Wei Emperor Hsiao Wen worshipped such a
figure in his palace; the story may have been
said: 'Those must be the very words of the
Tathdgata,for I am that disciple myself.' The
composedin a clumsyattemptto provide it with
an impressive background.
image was turned over to him and he took it
back to the capital.There an imperialorder was
issued to copy it. Ten statuesin all were ordered, 20. The name of the great Hui-yan (333-4i6),
each with writing under the foot.Ioo New and
Tao-an's most distinguishedpupil and spiritual
old were impossibleto tell apart;but when Ying
heir, who afterhis masterhad been capturedand
was directed to pick [his original], the image
carriedoff in 379 fled southwardand established
came down to him in a vision and said, 'This is
his headquarterson Mount Lu in Kiangsu, octhe true form,' just in time for him to returnand
curs in severalreferencesthat concernus. One is
get the right one. He went back to Hsti-chou,
a "King Asoka image" story of the now familiar
where divine omens [thereafter]occurred fresort, and since it claims to begin in an earlier
quently.
generation, may be set first. According to the
"Emperor Hsiao Wen of Northern Wei [r.
KaoSengChan, vi: 103
47 I-499] invited it into his palace city.I1o The
"In the days when T'ao K'an [259-334] was
last ruler of Northern Ch'i sent an emissaryto
MilitaryGovernor of Kuang-chou [the Canton
100
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The Chi ShenChouSPKTL version has been handed down
with the unlikely variant "iooo copies."
As one result of the prolonged confusion and misgovernment that prevailed at the Sung court from 464 on,
the governor of Hsu-chou found it prudent to surrender
himself and his district to the Wei in 467; thereby detaching from the Nanking regime the whole rich northeast
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corner of its domain, in southern Shantung and northern
Kiangsu. In connection with this transfer, see also my
Sung entry 3.
See the section on the "Contemplative Prince" in the
chapter on the iconography of the Bodhisattvas, pp.
225 ff. below.
L, p. 358c.
DaizAJkyJ,
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fil heart.IosThereuponas if buoyed up by air it
lightened of itself, and there was no furtherdifficultyin moving it. So we see how Yuan'sdivine
influenceproved the words of the song."
The thirteenth entry in Tao-hstian'scorpus
provides this additional information:16 "K'an
sent out a searchparty, and all at once a gilded
image was seen crossing the waves and heading
for the side of the boat. They examinedits inscription and found that it was an image of the
Boddhisattva Mafijugrl,made by King Asoka.
The old story tells that when [the said monarch]
held the land under his sway, he made a prison
modelled on the demon king's, in the severityof
its torments.Mafijusrishowed himselfthere in a
cauldron, whereat the fire died out into clear
water, from which sprang blue lotus blossoms.
The king's heartwas so moved that on that very
day he.demolishedthe prison.,o7 He made 84,000
stzipasand set up the samenumber of images, of
which this was one.
"At the end of the Sui, when banditrybroke
out andthe brethrenwere scattered,only one old
monk, whose name has been forgotten, came to
take leave of the miraculous image. It said to
him: 'So old a man can only stay in one place;
how then can you abandonMe?' So he obeyed,
and remainedthere.At the time when the bandit
Tung Tao-ch'ungwas plunderingChiang-chou,
his followers cameto the templein searchof loot
and seized the monk, demanding his gold. He
said: 'I havenothing for you.' They torturedhim

region], a fishermansaw a strange light on the
sea, a lovely apparitionthat came for ten nights
in a row. In his wondermenthe told K'an, who
went thither, made a careful inspection, and
found a royal Asokan image. He had it picked
up and carriedoff, to the Wintry Brook Temple
at Wu-ch'ang (in Hupeh). The prior there, one
Seng-chen, once went off to Hsia-kou and that
night dreamedthat his temple had caught fire;
only this one image's building remained,ringed
around by dragon deities.1o4On waking he
hastened home, and found that the temple had
actuallyburned down, except for that one hall.
"K'an later was transferredto another post;
and since the statuehad shown such awe-inspiring spiritualpower, he sent an emissaryto take
chargeof it. Severaltens of men carriedit to the
water and aboard,whereupon the ship capsized
and sank.The frightenedagenthadit righted,but
in the end the attemptwas abandoned.As a youth
K'an had been exceptionalfor gallantryin war,
for simplicity,andfor piety; so they madea song
about him in the [middleYang-tzu region] that
ran:
'T'ao is only a swordsman;the statueis marked as a god.
Clouds drift over its muddy home, sunk so
deep, so deep.
What devotion could win, can never be seized
by force.'
"When the temple that [Hui]-yfianfounded
was built, he entreated[theimage] with a prayer104
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T'ao's biography is given in Chin Shu, lxvi, pp. 3rff.;
Giles' no. i897. A loyal general, 4I years of whose life
were spent in military service, mainly against rebels. He
was appointed Grand Warden of Wu-ch'ang by Yuan Ti
(r. 3I7-323),
and later was transferred to be Governor
of Kuang-chou, where he put down a revolt in the coastal
region. Returning thereafter to the middle Yang-tzu, he
was given greater honors, and eventually settled his viceregal capital again at Wu-ch'ang. At his death he was in
military command of eight provinces and Governor for
two, with the fief of Duke of Ch'ang-sha-chiin. A stele
with his portrait was set up at Wu-ch'ang. His long
biography contains no references to Buddhism, but is full
of stories and sayings about him comparable to the song
quoted in KaoSC. Wu-ch'ang, the present (or at least the

pre-Communist) capital of Hupeh, lies across the Yangtzu from Hankow. Hsiakou is a sub-prefecture under
Han-yang-fu, the twin of Hankow across the Han River.

3I
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Hui-yuan's biography dates the establishment of his first
retreat on Mt. Lu in 386.
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LII, p. 407b; repeated in Fa Yuan CL, xiii
Dai~zdky&,
(ibid., LIII, p. 386c).
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See Przysluski, AFoka, pp. I20-I58,
In the ori236-24I.
ginal version told there, it is the monk Samudrawho entered the Hell-prison and was subjected to torment in a
cauldron. The water would not heat, though every kind of
fuel was piled on the fire beneath it. When the jailerlooked
inside he found "the monk seated with crossed legs on a
lotus blossom with iooo petals."
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with fire, to which he replied: 'There is no use
in burning me to death; but my dead body
would defile the monastery, so why not do it
outside?'
"As they were leaving, they decided to kill
him. He said: 'In all the seventy yearsof my life,
I have never turned againstthe Buddha'steaching. Let me wait for a proper thought [to die
with], and then I shall stretchout my neck to the
sword.' The banditagreed;andwhen he saw the
outstretched neck, took his sword and slashed
down. The blade turned, piercedhis own heart,
and came out his back. The rest of the gang ran
off in a panic as far as [Hui]-yiian'sgrave monument. The weather had so far been clear; but
now all at once a cloud like a canopy spread
blackly down, and there was thunderand lightning on all sides. The bandits were struck, and
nine of themwere killed. The childrenof Chiangchou with their personaleffectshad been hidden
in great numbers on the mountain. Thereafter
the bandits did not dare to come up, while
around [the city itself] fires destroyed almost
everything.
"The image is now on top of a multi-storeyed
pavilionin Tung-lin-ssu,[themonasteryfounded
by Hui-yuan],on the mountain.In the NVu-teera
of T'ang [6i 8-627] a gale from the Valley of the
Stone Gateway blew [this building] out of
plumb toward the north. Plans to straightenit
were blocked by the lack of any place to set a
windlass. The monks thereupon prayed to the
god of the mountain to blow it straight. Soon
there came a great gale out of the north, and the
pavilion stood straight again."
The anthologyKuangHungMingChi,xv, containsa panegyricon an image of Mafijusriby the
Chin writer Yin Chin-an.Io8 The subject may
possibly have been the miraculously-found
statue, since the text speaksof King Asoka, as a
universal ruler who made images, and says (a
little patronizingly?)that "the strangenessof a
108
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miracle has frequently reformed the people's
understanding."
2I.

Daitokyd, LII, p. i98C. I have not identified Yin Chin-an,
but attribute him to the Chin period from his position

Hui-yiian'sbiographysummarizesthe beauty
of the setting on Mount Lu that he chose for his
new monastery, Tung-lin-ssu: the peaks and
waterfallsthat framedit, the clear spring-water
that wound past the steps, the denseness of the
"wood for meditation."Then we read:log
"Yuan had heardof the shadow-imageof the
Buddhain India; how once the Buddhahad converted a malignant Ndga-dragon and had left
His shadow behind at the place, the same being
in the YUeh-chihrealmin north India, south of
the city of Nagarahdra,in the cave of animmortal
of olden time; by roadacrossthe desert, I5,8 5o i
to the west. He had oftentimestaken delight [in
the story], and cherishedthe hope that he might
gaze in reverence[on the place himself]. He had
happened to meet a cleric from the West who
describedfor him the radiantbody-signs; and so
he built a grotto, backing againstthe mountain
and overlooking the stream, and worked out a
wonderful scheme by which a painterdrew [the
form] in pale pigments. The colors one might
have takenfor layersof air; seen from a distance
they were like a mist, [from which] the glorious
body-signs gleamed forth as if they were now
hidden and now revealed. Yuan composed an
inscriptionthat ran...--'
What follows, as in all the best panegyricsof
the time, is impossiblyvague and high-flown. A
tentative rendering of the first few lines might
run something like this:
"Vast is the grandimage!
The quintessenceis subtle and indescribable,
But body and soul belong to the realm of
createdthings.
Castawayis the shadow,left behindthe form.
A radiancecomes and goes among high-piled
peaks;
A brightnessis fixedwithin the empty shelter.
109
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among the writers quoted in the anthology.
Ibid., L, p. 358b.
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It lies in the shadows and is not obscured;
Placed in darkness, it is all the more luminous ...
The fourth line probably draws a parallel between the miracleof the Shadow Cave, and the
Buddha's entry into Nirvana; claiming for the
first, therefore,the highest possible importance.
The same sort of verbiage is found in a composition on the shadow-images- both the original and the Chinesecopy on Mount Lu - by the
well-known Sung poet Hsieh Ling-ytin, preserved in the KuangHung MingChi, xv."10
A summaryaccountof the Nagaraharalegend
and its cult is given in my chapteron "The Best
Known IndianImages.""'
Hui-yiian's special interest, however, lay in
fostering the cult of Amitdyusor Amitdbha(he
seemsto have beenfamiliarwith both versionsof
the Buddha'sname). His persuasiveness,and the
natural attractions of the Pure Land promise,
won him a wide and devoted following. His biography speaks of one meeting of I23 persons
over which he presidedon Mount Lu, at which a
maigre feast was held in front of the Buddha's
image, and all publicly proclaimedtheir hope of
rebirth in the Western Paradise.II2 A curious
scrap of further evidence is contributedby the
life of his discipleFa-anin the KaoSengChuan,vi.
The latter, like several other hermits of this
heroic era, had rid his district of man-eating
tigers through the power of meditation and
preaching.As a resulthe was able to appropriate
'I0

4

Dai.Zfkyd,LII, p. i99b; here it is explained that Hui-yuan
heard of the original through the description given by
the pilgrim Fa-hsien. Another piece in the same anthology,
pp. I97c-I98b, transcribes the same inscription as does
Hui-yiian's biography, adding explanatorymaterial and a
date of 4I2 for the completion of the imitation Shadow
Cave. Hui-yUan is said to have first learned of the grotto
from hearing of the travels of an unnamed Western monk,
and then to have had the fact verified from two other
sources, "the Dhyana Masterfrom Chi-pin and the Vinaya
Scholar from the Southern realm" (i. e. by the Kashmir
missionary Buddhabhadra,and presumablyby the pilgrim
Pao-yun, who went west in 397 and on his return became
a close friend of Hui-yuan). Buddhabhadrawas the translator of a curious "Satra of the Sea of Mystic Ecstasy"

a pagan shrine in the once-infested area, and
"Laterhe
makeit over into a Buddhisttemple."13
an
wished to paint icon, but needed some bronze
verdigristhat he could not get. [In retellingthe
story, Fa YuanChuLin, xix, says that he wanted
to paint on a cliff face, and needed the pigment
for a sky color.]"4 That night he dreamedthat a
man stood close in front of his bed, and said:
'Underneath this point is a bronze bell.' On
awaking he dug and actually found two bells.
Thus he got the verdigrisfor his icon, and later
he gave the bronzefrom one bell to MasterYuan
to help him cast his Buddha."
Hui-yuianwas a truerecluse,andfor morethan
thirtyyearsnever left his mountain(the tale that
even in saying goodbye to a friend he never
would cross the Tiger Brook was to furnish a
stock theme for painters a thousand years and
more later). He had a voluminous correspondence however, as well as manyvisitors from the
outer world. In summarizingthese contacts his
biography speaks of the letter that he received
from the semi-barbarianruler of Later Ch'in in
the North, Yao Hsing (r. 394-416), which was
accompaniedby "a presentof various scriptural
illustrations [?] done in fine silk thread in
Kucha,"as well as "animage madeof pearls."is
On Hui-ytian'sdeath in 416, two memorial
stelae were set up, one with an inscription by
Hsieh Ling-yiin, the other with one by the
scholar-painterTsung Ping;I16 and because he
had been so impressivea personality,"a portrait
of him was done for the temple."
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which dilates at great length on the Shadow Cave Story;
see below, pp. i 85ff. and z6 5if.). For the poet Hsieh Lingyun, see my Sung entry 9.
See below, pp. z65 ff.
DaiZJkyj, L, p. 358c. The text refers to the Buddha first
by the familiartranslation Wu-liang-shou, and then by the
phonetic 0-mi-t'o. See also note ioo to the iconographic
chapter on Amittbha.

Ibid.,p. 36zb,c.
Ibid.,LIII, p. 428c.
Ibid., L, p. 360a. For Yao Hsing, see Minor Northern
Dynasties entry io.
Biographies in SungShu, xciii, p. zr, v, and in Nan Shib,
lxxv, pp. 2v-3r (as Tsung Shao-wen); Giles' no. 205I;
entered as a painter in Li-tai MHC, vi.
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In theKaoSengChuan's
life of priestSeng-hung, 23. The Chin history, x, recordsof the last ruler,
Kung Ti (r. 49-4I20) that"he believeddeeply
we read:II7
in the Buddha's doctrines. He requisitioned
"He dwelt at Wa-kuan-ssuin the capital... .He
I00,000
cashto casta sixteen-footgildedimage,
persuaded those persons whose karmas [perand then welcomed it to Wa-kuan-ssuin person,
mitted them to respond],to make a sixteen-foot
gilded image. They completed the casting, but
walking in its trainsome tens of /j."I20
had not yet opened the mould. This was at the
Tao-hsiian'sleast sober footnotes to the hisend of the Chin regime, when a prohibition on 24.
tory of ChineseBuddhismare found in the Taothe use of bronze was enforced with extreme
hsfianLfi-shibKan-t'ungLu, a purportedseries of
strictness, offenders being liable to the death
penalty.It so happened,also,thatthe futurefoundialoguesbetweenthe authorandvariousdivine
visitors. These typicallytake a question-and-ander of the Sung line was Prime Ministerat the
swer form, the monk probing for explanations
time; [and so when Hung was arrested],he was
for a varietyof strangephenomena,the god anconfined in fetters at the latter'syamen.He did
nothing therebut chantthe Avalokiteivara
Sfitra,
swering with a celestial assurance. One such
passage,which for want of a more precise date
entrustinghis life utterly to the Buddhaimage.
One night he dreamedthat the statuehe had cast
maybe consideredhere,I2I beginswith a question
cameand strokedhis head,and askedwhetheror
from Tao-hsUan about "the stone image of
PrabhtitaratnaBuddha at Ch'eng-tu in I-chou
not he was afraid.Hung answered:'I know that
[i. e. Szechwan].In what age, pray,did the statue
I must die.' The statue told him not to grieve;
[looking at] its breasthe saw there an areain the
emerge from the ground?"
bronze about a foot square that seemed to be
In replythe god tells a bizarretale. The statue
molten and boiling out. He was taken to court
had been carved long, long ago, in the age of
whereanofficerwas to overseethe execution;but
KdsyapaBuddha, by a man who "imitated all
the oxen ran awayand the cartwas smashed,so
the distinguishing attributes of Prabhiitaratna
that it had to be postponed. Then there came an
Buddha'sbody." This was done at a now extinct
order, it is said from P'eng city,1I8 that priest
monasteryon the West Ear River, Hsi Erh Ho,
Hung was not to be killed, but was to be given a
called the Vulture Head or Vulture Mountain
pardon. So in the end he was set free. When he
Temple, which may still be traced (the god
went back and opened the mould he found that
claims) "through its remaining column bases,
on the breast of the statue there actuallywas an
and a stipa that continually emits light." The
areathat was blisteredin the same way."
statue was admiredby a man from Ch'eng-tu,
Among the abbreviatednotes on the contents
who got permissionto carryit backto his city by
of the MingSengChuanthat areto be found at the
boat. Unfortunately he happened mortally to
end of the Japanese transcript Meisiden-sh&,
is
offenda marinedeity on the returnpassage;and
one thatnames Seng-hungas the makernot only
the latter stamped so furiouslyon the boat that
of a "sixteen-foot gilded image" but also of a
he sankit with the imageandthe donor together.
"gilded Amitayus image.""19No indication is
During the Chin dynasty- by which time what
given whether the two entriesrefer to the same
had once been a sea bottom had risento become
statueor not.
a mountain- the earth over the spot began to
push upward, and finally burst open. When an
"7
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In xiii; Daizokyj, L, pp. 4IOC-4IIa.
The residence of the future Sung founder.
From xxvii; p. I 7r.

I20
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Chin Shu, x, p. 7v. For Wa-kuan-ssu see Chin entry 28.
DaiZjkyo, LII, p. 436a, b.
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on the subject. The Emperor transmittedthe
petition to Mou, who answered:
"The Buddhais a barbarianvulgarism,not an
institution [hallowed by] the Classics. The late
Emperor [could have been] measured against
both Heaven and Earth. His talentswere many,
andmanywere the arts[thathe practised].Never
have I heardit saidthathe took any specialpains
to paint an icon because of any great love for
Buddhism.When robberbandsbroke their way
in and the royalcapitalfell, the fact that that hall
alone should have survived was most assuredly
a sign that some supernaturalpower was guarding the throne. It is not, however, the sort of
illustrationof the GreatChin'ssuccessandmight
that one would preferto write eulogies about."
The late T'anghistoryof painting,Li-tai Ming
Hua Chi, v, contains a number of referencesto
Buddhist works done under the Chin (in addition to those cited above for Tai K'uei). We
learn there first of all that Emperor Ming "excelledatpaintingBuddhisticons." 123 In addition:

excavation was undertaken, they found, at a
depth of ten feet or so, a boat containing an
image and some humanbones. "The skull, forearm, and shin bones were huge, several times
[normal]humansize; andso musthave belonged
to one of the inhabitantsof Jambudvipain the
age of KaSyapaBuddha,when the life span was
20,ooo years." A Prabhiitaratnatemple was
erectedat the site. "Underthe Chou persecution
[the statue]was temporarilyhidden,but with the
restorationit was brought out again."
This is an odd story indeed, with very little in
it to inspire belief. Tao-hsUanhimself seems to
have regarded the Ch'eng-tu image with less
confidence than the others in his miraculous
group, or have learned about it later, for it is
absent from his corpus. On the other hand, we
shall meet in Sung entry i6 what just may be an
independent corroboration,of sorts: a pilgrim
passing through Ch'eng-tuaround44o is said to
have "worshippedthe stone image,"anda statue
so sketchily identified must have been famous
for some unusual reason.
z6.
25.

Our knowledge of Buddhist painting under
the Chin begins with a referencein the official
biography of a high officer, one Ts'ai Mou
(3I2-3

87).122

CHIN

A paintingby ChangMo of the sage Vimalakirti is said to have survived into the T'ang
dynasty.124

27.

Anothersurvivorwas a paintingby Wei Hsieh
of the Seven Buddhas of the Sfirarkgama
Sitra.
An earlierparagraphsignalsout "the SevenBuddhas"for special comment: Wei is said to have
won from his rivalKu K'ai-chihthe compliment
thathe hadmadethem "majestic,andat the same
time had suggested that they possessed feel-

"The Princeof P'eng-ch'eng,[Ssu-ma]Hung,
submitteda memorial [pointing out that] there
was a Buddhaicon in the Lo-hsien Hall that had
been painted by the hand of the late Emperor
[Ming,r. 323 325]. Sinceonly thatsamehallhad
survived the destructionwrought by the bandit
[troops of the rebel Su Chun in 328], he sugings. " 125
gested that it would be fitting if a imperialorder
were issued, requiringa eulogy to be composed z8. Ku K'ai-chih "on one occasion painteda Vi122
123

Biography in Chin Shu,lxxvii, reference being on p. 6r.
Keisekkenedition, IV, p. 43r; Ono edition, pp. 142, 334.
Note also a letter to Tao-an from his friend Hsi Tso-ch'ih,
dated 365 (preserved in Hung MC, xxi; Daitok~yo,LII,
pp. 76c-77a), which contains the passage: "OnlySu Tsu,
His Imperial Majesty Ming, whose virtue assuredly descended upon him from Heaven, was the first to yearn
toward the Way, and with his own hand depicted the

124

125
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Tathagata's countenance." Hsi's biography, in Chin Shu,
lxxxii, pp. 7rff., refers to his friendship with Tao-an; he
too was captured by Fu Chien at the taking of Hsiangyang.
Keisekken, p. 43v; Ono, pp. 143, 335. The Chen-kuan
KSHL, p. z6v, calls this "a scroll with illustrations," and
says it had belonged to the Sui imperial collection.
Keisekken, pp. 43v-44v;

Ono, pp. 143-I44,I5

I, 335, 339.
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malakirtiat Wa-kuan-ssuin a small hall on the
north.126When the picture was completed, its
brilliancedazzled the eye for severaldays. 'The
Recordof Templesat the Capital'saysthatin the
Hsing-ning era [363-365] when Wa-kuan-ssu
was first established the monks held a maigre
feast and invited the gentlemenat court 'to make
the pagoda spire resound' [by their generosity].
Their contributions, however, failed to exceed 30.
IOO,ooo

cash.WhenKu was asked,he straight-

way 'struckthe spire' by putting himself down
for a million. He had alwaysbeen a poor man, so
everyone thought he was merely making a gesture. Later, when the temple monks were redeemingtheirpledges, Ku said: 'Give me a wall,
3 I.
shut the doors, and leave me for a little over a
month.' When his Vimalakirtiwas done and he
was just about to dot in the eye pupils, he told
them: 'From the first day's visitors you can ask
ioo,ooo; from the second day's, 50,000. On the
thirddayyou maysolicitin the usualway.' When
the doors were opened, the whole temple was
lit by the brilliance.The million was collected
at once, and the books were dosed."
In another context the author of the Li-tai
"MasMingHua Chi remarksparentheiically:'27
ter Ku was the first to do a portraitof Vimala- 32.
kirtiwith pure and emaciatedfeaturesthatplainly showed his illness; making him lean on an
elbow rest, oblivious of what was being said
[around him]. Chang Mo and Chang Seng-yu
also handled the subject, but less perfectly."
For anotherreferenceto a Vimalakirtiby Ku,
see ChinentryI 5.
29.

Shih Tao-shih's "Indian Monk" was still in
existencein the T'ang.128
126

127

Keisekken,pp. 46r; Ono, pp. I44ff., 335ff. Information on
Wa-kuan-ssu is assembled in Nan Ch'aoSK, ii, pp. i9rff.
See also Sung entries i, iz, and my comment on the apparent rivalry between the temple and the earlier Ch'angkan-ssu, p. 25 i. The "Record of Temples at the Capital"
must have been the now lost work cited in Fa YuanCL, c
LIII, p. io22a) as being by the Liang official
(Dai.ZJky&,
Liu Ch'iu, in 20 chuan.
Keisekken,p. I7v; Ono, pp. 62, 294; Acker, Some T'ang
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The remaining entries are of less historical
value. The first is taken from the chaptersummarizingnotable good deeds in Pien ChengLun,
iii. The other three come from Fa YuanChuLin,
andperfectlyexemplifythe kind of edifying (and
if possible, miraculous)anecdote for which the
latter'scompilerhad a specialweakness.
Four high officersof the Chin are grouped as
makersoftemples andimages.129
They are:Wang
Mei, Generalof the Army of Defense; Liu Liu,
General of [the Army of] the Rear; Yu Yueh,
Governor of Chiang-chou; and Ytian K'an,
Grand Wardenof Hstin-yang.

A handsomeyoungmannamedTungChingch'ien died prematurelyin 344.130Just before his
burial a strange monk came to the house (as a
ghostly voice had prophesiedthe night before),
announcedthat he was making an eighteen-foot
image, and offered to make available a burial
plot justwest of his temple. With that advantage
the deceased was able to make several posthumous appearancesbefore his relatives, telling
them of his good fortune in being reborn in
Heaven.
A certainKuo Hsuian-chih,madea magistrate
in Szechwanin 408, found himself in prison.131
There, after "concentrating his mind utterly
upon the BodhisattvaAvalokitesvara,one night
as he was about to fall asleep he suddenly saw
the glory of the Bodhisattvalighting up his cell.
He gazedandadored,utteringprayersandvows;
aftera long time it disappeared.In a short while
he alone received an imperial amnesty; upon
which he had an icon paintedafterthe form that
he had seen, and set up a chapel."
128

129

130
'3'
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andPre-T'angTexts, p. I93.
Keisekken,p. 49r; Ono, pp. I56, 342. Chen-kuanKSHL,
p. 24, says this had belonged to the Sui imperial collection.
Dai.Zk~yd,LII, p. sosa. Liu's biography in Chin Shu, lxi,
p. gr, speaks of him as a reader of Lao-tzu. Yu appearsin
Sung Shu, lii, pp. Ir-2r, and in Nan Shih, xxxv, p. 2r, v.
From lii: Dai.Zk~yd,LIII, p. 677b, c.
From xvii; ibid., pp.

409C-4Ioa.
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were struckby a palsy. "When set free he made
a small image, wrappedit in a packagewith incense, and wore it on his head."

33. A certain Nan-kung Tzu-ao, taken prisoner
when a bordercity was capturedby the barbarian
troops of WesternCh'in,was sentencedto death
Becausehe
with severalthousandinhabitants.132
prayed whole-heartedlyto Avalokitesvara,the
executioners'swords missed him and theirlimbs

132

From xvii; ibid., p. 4Ioa, b. For a similar practise ascribed
to the pious Japanese regent Shotoku Taishi, see p. 23 5
below.

SUNG
A. D. 4z0-478

he life of the fourth centurymonk Hui-li in
the KaoSengChuan,
xfii,is largelyconcerned
with the temple that he founded outside the
southerncapitalin the 360's, Wa-kuan-ssu.'The
latter's famous images are enumerated: Tai
K'uei's five, and a sixteen foot statuecast by his
son Yung (aboutwhich see my entry I beloww;
the jadestatuefrom Ceylon;andfinallya miraculously-foundimage. Of the latterwe read:
"The Masterof Works, Wang Mi, once was
enteringthe palacewhen he noticed a light coming all of a sudden from a place ... outside the
Tung-yehGate. Surprised,he orderedan excavation there, and found a gilded image that with
halo and pedestalwas 7.2 feet high. He sent in a
report to the first Sung Emperor [r. 420-422],
who had it brought into the palacefor worship.
In [423] it was sent out to Wa-kuan-ssu.Laterit
was moved again, and it is now at Lung-kuang-

covereda bronzedisk of antiqueshape,covering
a golden image four feet [tall], complete with
halo and pedestal. This was the same royal
Asokan image [that had been discovered once
before under] Sun Hao. It was sent up to the
palace;there the Sung founder, who previously
had been rather lukewarm in his faith, on receiving it becamemore reverent,and waited on
it personallyin joyful enlightenment."
Most of the great metropolitantemples were
ravaged by looting and fire in the last, catastrophicyears of the Liang dynasty.A leaderin
the effort at restorationmade under the Ch'en
was the monk Chu-li. His biography in Taohsuan'ssequel,xxix, speaksof his transferringto
a new temple in Yang-chou two famous statues
from the ruined Lung-kuang-ssu: the first "a
King Udydnaimage" (for which see Sung entry
23), and the other "the image of Dipamkarathat
was discovered by Wang Mi."4 I do not know
on what grounds the lattercameto be identified
with the BuddhaDipamkara,thatlegendarysav-

TI.

SSU."2

Tao-hsUan,listing this statue eleventh, dates
its exhumation in 405.3 "The excavators disI
2

Daitokyj, L, p. 4Ioa, b.
Biography in Chin Shu, lxv, p. 6r, v (the chapter being
devoted entirely to members of his family). Mi died in his
48th year in 407, having held a variety of high offices
under the Eastern Chin. His biography tells that he was
the first to appreciatethe potentialities of the future Sung
founder (of course long before the latter's coup in 420).
For a critical comment on his appearancein this story, see
my p. 250 below. For Lung-kuang-ssu, see Nan Ch'ao
SK, ii, p. 4ir, v. First called the "Green Garden Temple"
when founded by a Chin Empress. Given new patronage
and its final name under Sung Wen Ti (r. 424-454), when

a monk much admired by the sovereign lived there, and a
dragon appeared during a summer thunder-storm and
mounted skywardin a blaze of light in front of the Buddha
hall (hence the title "Dragon's Light Temple"). Later a
number of well-known foreign and Chinese priests made
their residence there.
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3

DaiZOkyd,LII, p. 4I7a; repeated in Fa Yuan CL, xiii
(ibid., liii, p. 386b, c).

4

Ibid., L, p. 695a, b. A critical analysis of the whole "discovery" will be found below in my chapter on "The Miracles," pp. 249ff.
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The mid eighth centuryflorilegium
of historical
referencesto events in and aroundNanking under the Southern dynasties, Chien-k'ang
Shib-la,
xii, in an entryfor 425 recordsthe establishment
of a "PureGardenConvent"two ii northeastof
the city.s An appendednote from the now lost
Liang dynasty "Record of Pagoda Temples"
names the donor as an imperialson-in-law, one
Wang Ching-shen, on behalf of his mother,
"using the site of the mortuarychapelof Wang
T'an-chih.6In [438] Pang Shu-i donateda building site on the west, anderectedhallsto complete
it. There was a Seven Buddha Hall, two bays
across,with claysculpturesof a very refinedsort,
seldom seen in later generations."

3.

One of the generalswhose braveryand good
sense aided the Sung founder in his advancetoward the throne, and strengthenedthe new dynastyin its criticalearlyyears,was a refugeefrom
the North, Wang Chung-te.His biography tells
that in his youth, as he was fleeing southwards
from the chaos of contending barbarianstates,
"he lost his way in a great swamp, and found
himself unable to go on. He lay down to sleep
5

6
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under the trees, when all at once he saw a lad
dressedin blue come up, riding on an ox. When
the boy caughtsight of him, he askedwhetherhe
had any food. Chung-terepliedthat he was famished; whereuponthe boy disappeared,and then
soon came back bringing food. When Chung-te
had eaten his fill, he decided to continue his
journey.Next he came to a river ragingin flood,
andhaltedin perplexity.Thereupona white wolf
appearedin front of him, raised its head, and
howled repeatedly,begging Chung-teto follow
it acrossthe water. He did so, and thus managed
to get across."When the Sung founder declared
himself Emperor, in 420, Wang was named
Governor of Hsu-chou. "He founded a
Buddhist temple at P'eng city, and had statues
of the white wolf and the boy made to go inside
the pagoda."
Tao-hstian'stwenty-sixth entry runs:8 "The
Sung Governor of Hsu-chou, Wang Chung-te,
made for the 'Sung RoyalTemple,' Sung-wangssu, at Peng city, an eighteen-footgilded image;
which in the dignity and beauty of its bodily
form was the most excellent done in the South.
When warfare broke out along the northern
border, or some calamitythreatenedthe priesthood, the image would all of a sudden break
out into a sweat, to an amount that revealedthe
gravity of the danger; so that the inhabitantsof
the district were always attentive to its [warnings]."
Hsu-chou was surrenderedto the Wei by a
self-seekingSung governor in 467. With this in
mind, we pursue Tao-hsutan'sstory:

ior of the remote past who is said to have been
the first to predict to Sakyamuni(in a previous
incarnation and of course bearing a different
name) that he too would become a Buddha.His
cult image, which I believe attainedpopularity
only in Afghanistan,was always rarein China:
see his section in the iconographic chapter on
the Buddhas.
2.

BUDDHIST

P. 4b; see also Nan Ch'aoSK, iii, p. 7a, b, where the name
is given (with a slight change in one character) as "the
Green Garden Convent."
J have been unable to trace Wang Ching-shen, except for
a brief mention in the biography of another Wang sonin-law, entered in the Sung Shu, lxxxv, p. 5v, under his
posthumous honorific Ching-wen. The Sung founder's
fifth daughter was first married "to Wang Ching-shen of
T'ai-yuan and then was divorced so she might marry
Ching-wen." He must have been a refugee from the
North, and since his home was in T'ai-yuan (in Shansi) he
was probably a relative of the Wang Chung-te discussed
in note 7. Wang T'an-chih had been a notable figure of the

7

8
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later fourth century; see Giles' no. 223I.
Biographies (under his actual name Wang I) in SungShu,
xlvi, pp. iv-zv, and in Nan Shib, xxv, pp. ir-zr. A refugee from T'ai-yuan in the North, whose father and
grandfather had served barbarian chiefs. His escape
brought him to P'eng city in the mid 390's, where he met
and was employed by the future Sung founder. He served
as a general on two expeditions to the North, the brilliantly successful raid against Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an in
416, and the disastrous failure against the Wei in 430 (for
which see Wieger, Textesr,II, p. io99). He died in 438.
DaiZky&,,LII, p. 41 a; repeated in Fa Yuan CL, xiv
(ibid., LIII, pp. 388b, c).
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the South,the district"reportedthatits eighteen"At the outset of the Ch'iregime[in 479-480],
foot bronze image had sweated [until the moisthe image sweated several times, that being the
ture] ran along the floor."IoThe earlier story,
winter when the Wei bandits were making an
like
most otherBuddhistmaterial,probablywent
advance upon the capital. At the time several
into the historian'sscrap-basket.This one condistricts in Yen-chou [Shantung]broke out in
cerned the ruler, and so was official news.
righteous rebellion [againstthe Wei]. In the adjacentregionsto the south greatnumbersof men
flockedtogether to fight. The defensewas aided 4.
The abbreviatednotes at the end of Meisddenshbspeak of "fifteen Buddhaimages.. - an imby [a party of] monks who had been driven out
[of the province]. The Wei army butcheredits
plausiblenumber,certainly- "eacheighteenfeet
way into their fortified camp; and so as to get
tall" made by the monk Seng-ch'ang.iiIt is prerid of them once and for all, a reportwas sent in
sumablythe latter who is referredto briefly in
to the Wei ruler,falselyaccusingthem of aiding
the Kao Seng Chuanbiography of the betterthe rebellion, and asking for the death penalty.
known Fa-min.12 "At that time the Jramaza
At that time so much sweat poured from the
Seng-ch'ang had erected a pagoda inside the
image that it soaked the floor of the hall. The
city of Chiang-ling,and the GovernorHsieh Hui
Wei Governor of Hsti-chou, the Prince of
decided to destroyit. Min learnedof [his intention] andwent to censurehim; but Hui hadmade
Liang, a diligent servantof the Dharma,went in
person to the temple and ordereda man to wipe
up his mind, and would not change it."
off [the sweat] with a silk napkin.9It kept on
The date of this episode may be fixed within
pouringout unceasingly,andthough severaltens
narrow limits. Hsieh Hui's biographies show
of men finallyjoined hands and did their utmost
that he became the Ching-chou Governor in
to wipe it dry, they could not halt it. In the end
423.'3 He playedan importantrole in court polithe Prince burned incense, made an obeisance,
tics of the early 420's, as regent and wouldbe
and taking a napkin made this prayer: 'The
king-maker.When his puppet, Emperor Wen,
brotherhood of monks cannot be blamed for
turnedagainsthim andhis attemptedcoup d'etat
having takenan oath to defendthemselves.They
failed, he hanged himself in 425.
must not suffer.If there be any replyto my deep
sincerity,let [the sweat] cease as I wipe it.'
5. The life of priest Seng-pao in the Kao Seng
"Whenhe had spoken, he wiped; and actually
Chuan,vii, tellsthathe was a nativeof the Ch'angit driedunder his hand. The Princereportedthe
an area who as a youth had studied under
whole affairto his ruler,and an orderwas issued
Kumdrajiva,the great translatorfrom Kucha.I4
granting a general amnesty."
"Inthe Yung-ch'uera[420-422] he journeyedto
The chapteron omens in the Wei historyconthe viharaon Yellow Mountain, north of HsUtains an entry that for once at least vindicates
[chou] ... There, duringa three-weekperiod, he
Tao-hstian'sfaith. In the sixth month of 495,
addressedhimself to Samantabhadrathrough a
when the Wei Emperor had visited Hsi!-chou
penitentialfast. On the seventh day white geese
his
during short-livedpunitivecampaignagainst
flew down and settled together in front of Sa9 This was Yuan Chia, a grandson of the conqueror T'ai Wu
Ti; his biography in WeiShu,xviii, p. 5v, tells that at Hsuchou, where he was sent as Governor by Kao Tsu (r.
47i-499)
he showed himself both "stern and merciful."
The dynastic annals for 480 and 48i mention several
local uprisings in Shantung and the moves made to
suppress them, by Yuan Chia among other generals
(ibid., vii, 1, p. 7v).

sO Ibid., cxii, I, p. i zv. Re this campaign, see Wieger, op. cit.,
II, pp. ii6z-ii65.
II

'2
13

P. I7V, from xxvii.
L, p. 372a, from vii.
DaiZok~yd,
Biographies in Sung Sbu, xliv (entire), and in Nan Shib,
xix, pp. ir-zv; referencesin Wieger, op. cit., II, pp. I070,
I075-IO76.
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Daitolkyj, L, p. 369b, c.
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mantabhadra'sthrone, and went away only after
heavy penaltyon them. Sou learned[whatwas in
his mind], and hastenedto the capitalto describe
the processionwith incense was over. As it was
to him how beautifulit was; and thus won their
drawingdarkon the twenty-firstdayfourpersons
robed in yellow moved in procession several
pardon."
times aroundthe pagoda,and then suddenlydis8. ThePi-h'iu-niChaan,ii, recountsthe biography
appeared."
imThe appearancehere of a Samantabhadra
of a nun. from Chien-fu-ssu (the first convent
age (for the story certainlyimplies one) earlyin
establishedat Nanking) called Tao-ch'iung.17In
43 I "shehad a numberof imagesmadefor instalthe fifth centuryis the more interestingsince the
lation at various places. For P'eng-ch'eng-ssu'8
single figure of that Bodhisattvahas been relathere were two gilded statues complete with
tively unusual at all times. Even in the highly
specializediconographyof the T'ang it is likely
hangings and thrones. For Wa-kuan-ssuthere
to appearonly as a pair with Mafijugri,on an
was a portableMaitreya,with a jewelledcanopy
elephant and a lion respectively, serving as atand festoons. For the southernbranchof Chientendantsto a centralSakyamuni.The worship of
hsing-ssu there were two images with various
Samantabhadra
as a savior seems alwaysto have
paraphernalia,banners,and canopies.19For [her
been overshadowedby the greaterpopularityof
own] Chien-fu-ssushe had a recumbentfigure
his rival Avalokitesvara;except perhapsat this
[of Sakyamuni entering Nirvana] made, with
early period, before the other's cult had gained
a hall for it;2o and also a portableimage of Samomentum.We shall find two other Sung refermantabhadra,with ritual utensils that were exences to Samantabhadrastatues below (see enquisitely beautiful. Again, in [438] she had a
tries 8 and 25).
gilded Amitdbha figure made, which on the
tenth day of the fourth month emitted from its
6. The Sung history records that in 428 "the
firnzd
a radiancethat flooded the whole temple
King of Ceylon dispatched two white-robed
with a golden color."
[emissariesto the Sung court,bearinga flattering
Two unnamedimages suggest the uniquepair
letterand]a presentof an image from the Tower
of Buddhasthat is so often representedon stelae
of the [Buddha's]Tooth."is
of the Northern Wei period: Sdkyamuniseated
with his double, the Buddha Prabhuitaratna
of
7. The biography of a certain Hu Sou in the
long ago, within the magically-createdstfpa of
Northern Wei history16tells that at one period
the Lotus stitra.
in his life "hewent to Shu [i. e. Szechwan],where
he won greatpopularityfor his gallantry.At the 9. The literaryremainsof the poet Hsieh Lingtime a Shu monk namedFa-ch'enghad rounded
yun (385-433) include a panegyricon a "Jetaup severalthousandmonks to cast a sixteen-foot
vana image,"which presumablywas intendedto
gilded image. Liu I-lung [i. e. the Sung Emperor
imitate the original seen by pilgrims at the JetaWen, r. 424-453] mistrusted this organization
vana Vihdrain Srdvasti.21Since the three verses
of so many people, and was about to impose a
deal with the Buddha, Bodhisattvas, and disi5 SungShu, xcvii, p. 4r.
i6 Wei Shu, lii, pp. 3r-4r; also in Pei Shih, xxiv, pp. 5r-6r.
17 Dai.Zfky&,
L, p. 938a.
18 Nan Ch'aoSK, ii, pp. I3r-I r. Founded in 36i by the then
Prince of P'eng-ch'eng (according to a Yuan dynasty
source there quoted). The lineage of the P'eng-ch'eng
house is recorded in Chin Shu, xxxvii, pp. 5r-6r; without
citing anyone named like the donor, however.

19

20

21

40

Nan Ch'ao SK, ii, pp. ior, I3r, v, says founded in the
343-344 era by the then empress.
Ibid., ii, p. ior, v, says founded under K'ang Ti (r. 343344) by Ho Ch'ung (my Chin entry 7).
Preserved in KuangHungMC, xv (Dai.ZfkyJ,LII, p. zooa).
For the pilgrim Fa-hsien's testimony about the Jetavana,
see my section on "the Sandalwood, 'First Image"' in the
appendix on the Best Known Indian Images, p. 26i.
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ciples respectively,they may have been inspired
by a Mahdyknagroup with that sort of composition, ratherthan a single image.
Io.

The life of the monk Seng-liang included in
theKaoSengChuan,Xiii, tells thathe "wantedto
make a sixteen-footgilded image, but could not
obtain by individual begging the considerable
quantityof bronze required.He had heard,however, that in the Bronze Ravine of Hsiang-chou
[in Hunan] the shrine of the god Wu-tzu-hsi23
possessed a great many bronze articles;but that
the place was so awesome that no man dared
approachit. This gave him an idea, and he asked
the Governor Chang Shao to lend him a
hundred strong men and ten big boats. Shao
said: 'The shrinehas such a supernaturalpower
that intruders always die. Moreover there are
Man aborigines guarding it. What can you
hope to accomplish?' Liang replied: 'Even if
such be the case, the donor will reapthe reward
of a good deed; any calamitywill fall on my own
head.' Shao thereupon furnished the men and
boats. For three days and nights they journeyed
to the site of the shrine.Liang and his coolies all
advancedtogether. Some twenty paces from the
shrine building they saw two bronze cauldrons,
[of a size] to hold a hundredpecks or so apiece.
Insidewas a giant python, ioo feet or more long,
that came out to bartheirpath. Liang stood fast,

2Dai

holding up his crozier and chanting a prayerof
several dozen words. All at once the python
vanished, and they saw instead a man appear,
holding a bamboo tablet. The lattersaid that he
had heard that the Dharma Master'spursuit of
salvation was building for him extraordinary
blessings, and now found in him a rarenessthat
was delightful. Thereuponhe orderedthe men
to carryoff the shrine'sbronzes. These were so
numerous that the boats were filled before the
tenth part had been taken. At the head of the
god's daiswas a spittoon, in which a lizardsome
two feet long was crawlingin and out. This was
discussed, and it was agreed that since the god
had a specialaffectionfor the objectLiangwould
not take it.
"On departingthey met a favorablecombination of wind and water; so that when the hordes
of Man learned what had happened and gave
chase, they could not catch them. Once back at
the capital,the casting of the image was carried
out to completion. Only a flame aureole was
lacking; so Sung Wen Ti had a round nimbus
made of a gold plate. It was enshrinedin P'engch'eng-ssu.In the T'ai-shihera [465-47I] Ming
Ti moved the statueto the HsiangPalaceTemple,
and it is still there."24
The nearlyidenticalversion of the story told
in Fa YganChuLin, xv, adds that the statuewas
of Amitayus.2s

ky&,L, p. 4i a.

23

Wu-tzu-hsii was a renegade from the Ch'u state in mid
Chou, who served the rival Wu regime as minister; he was
posthumously elevated to the rank of God of the Yangtse
River. See E. T. C. Werner, A Dictionaryof ChineseMythologv,Shanghai, 1932, p. 577.

24

Nan Ch'aoSK, iii, p. 3v, in presenting data on this temple,
quotes from the biography of Yu YUan in Nan Shib, lxx,
p. 6v. The establishment had been founded by the Sung
Prince of Hsiang-tung, who became Ming Ti. "The Emperor used his former mansion to build the Hsiang Palace
Temple, at very great cost and in the most extravagant
way possible. Since [his predecessor] Hsiao Wu was credited with a seven-storeyed pagoda at Chuang-yen-ssu,
he wished to build one of ten storeys. That proving impossible, he divided [the project] into two pagodas of five
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storeys each. When the Grand Warden of Hsin-an, Ch'ao
Shang-chih... was relieved of his post and returned [to
the capital], he had an audience with the Emperor, who
said: 'My lord has been to the Hsiang Palace Temple; is
it not a great good work that We have accomplished in
building it?'
" [Yu] Yuan, who was at his side, said: 'His Majesty's
building that temple has forced the people to sell their
sons and their wives [into slavery]. If the Buddha knows
of it, He is surely weeping with pity and grief over the
wrong committed. What sort of good work is a lofty
pagoda?' "The ruler, in a towering rage, had him driven
out of the hall. Yuan left with dignity and without a sign
of fear, because of the favor he had enjoyed in the past;
and in a few days, indeed, he was again called back to the
palace."
Dajitkyj, LIII, P. 399c.
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I I.

life of the Northern monk
The KaoSengChuan's
Seng-ch'uan26 tells that "early in his career,
while he was in the Yellow Dragon Land [in
Jehol] he made a sixteen-foot gilded image. On
reachingWu, he also made a gilded image of [a
Buddha-]in-the-flesh,for installationin the east
temple on Tiger-crest Mountain ... Falling
gravelyill, he kept seeing the images that he had
made appearingon his western wall, as well as
angels coming to tend his sick-bed. His disciple
Fa-langdreamedthat he saw a daisheld by severalpersons,who when askedtheirpurposereplied:
'We arewelcoming the DharmaMasterCh'ian.'
The next day in good sooth the latter died."
The biographyaddsthatTai K'uei's son Yung
cut the stone for his memorialstele.27
The type of image referredto as a Buddha-inthe-flesh will be discussed in the iconograpic
chapteron the Buddhas.

I2.

The biographyof Tai Yung (378-44I) in the
Sung history78 tells that he inheritedhis father's
taste for literarycomposition and lute-playing,
was an excellentcalligrapher,and loved to roam
in the mountains. He held a nominal military
office under the Sung and the post of Tutor to
the Heir Apparent;but his heart was always in
the mountains, and the most welcome sign of
recognitionthat he receivedfrom his contemporariesmust have been the gift of a secludedvilla
and garden,laid out with a completely natural
effect.
"With the Han age there began to be Buddha
images [in China], but their forms were unskilfully rendered. K'uei was particularlygood at
that sort of thing, and Yung inherited[his skill].
The Sung Crown Prince had a sixteen-foot
bronzeimage cast for Wa-kuan-ssu,which when
completedproved to be unpleasantlythin in the
face. The craftsmenwere unableto remedythis,
26

In vii (ibid., L, p. 369c). See Minor Northern States
entry 5.

27

See Sungentryiz.

28

SungShu,xciii, pp. Iv-zr; also in Nan Shih,lxxv, p. 5r, v.
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so Yung was calledin to look at it. He said: 'The
troubleis not that the faceis too thin but thatthe
shoulders and upper arms are too plump.' He
had them ground down and thinned, until the
rest was satisfactory."29
A similaranecdoteis told by Tao-hsuianwith
referenceto the tenth image in his corpus, the
sixteen-foot Sdkyamunithat had been made in
377 by the monk Hui-hu (Chin entry 13).30 "At
the outset of the YUan-chia era [424-45 3],
Yung's dislike of its archaicform [led him to]
recast it; after which the awe-inspiringbodysigns of head and face were as if real. [What he
did was] to shorten the height above the shoulders by o.6 foot and to shave off o.i foot from
the soles of the feet."
At the end of the account of Tai K'uei given
in Fa YganChu Lin, xvi, the text continues:31
"WheneverK'uei madean image he would consult with [his second son, Yung]. The latterwas
a friend of ChiangI of Ch'i-yang[in Kiangsu],
who once commissionedhim to make an image
of Avalokitesvara. Yung made every effort,
physical and mental, in the hope of achieving
something utterly beautiful;but the body-signs
were not quite right, and so for yearson end the
work remained unfinished. Then in a dream
someone told him that ChiangI had no karmarelationshipwith Avalokitesvara,and that the
image should thereforebe changedto a BodhisattvaMaitreya.Yung stoppedwork, andhurried
to write a lettertelling Chiang[thenews]. Before
he could post it, a letter arrived from Chiang
[himself], telling of a dream that tallied completely with his own, down to the very words.
Yung was overjoyedat the miracle;and when he
changed the statue to a Maitreya, everything
that he touched worked out wonderfully well.
He did not stop to reflect until the luminous
countenancewas all at one completed in its full
29

30

3'
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Quoted from the biography of the Wa-kuan-ssu abbot
Hui-li in Kao SC, xiii (Dai.zokyd,L, p. 4Ioa).
Ibid., LII, pp. 4i6c-4I7a; repeated in Fa YiganCL, xiii
(ibid., LIII, p. 386b).
Ibid., p. 406b.
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perfection... . This statue used to be at Lunghua-ssu in Hui-chi [in Chekiang]. The images
fashionedby the two Tai have remainedpeerless
through the passage of time. Their works were
so numerous,however, and were scatteredin so
manytemplesthat it would be difficultto record
them all fully.'
Tao-hstian'sthirty-sixthentryoffersa miraculous tale about a gilded bronzetriad,sixteenfeet
tall, made in the Sui dynasty after originals by
Yung, that escaped a temple fire by moving
themselvesout of danger.32
I3.

Interesting iconographic novelties are reported in the Kao SengChuan, i, in connection
with the activity of two missionariesfrom "Chipin" (i. e. Kashmir) who reached China in the
early years of Sung. The career of the earlier,
Gunavarman,runs almost like a story from the
"ArabianNights."33He is said to have been of
royal stock, and to have been offeredthe succession to the throne of his country when he was
thirty. The wanderingsthat he began thereafter
took him first to the "Lion Country"(i. e. Ceylon), and then to "She-p'o" (i.e. Java), where
his coming had been foretold by a dreamof the I4.
queen mother. There he thwartedan enemy invasion by the power of loving-kindness, and
healed the king of an arrow wound by a spell
(leaving the monarch so impressedthat he decided to abdicateand turn monk at once). When
the news of Guniavarman'sprowess spread to
neighboringlands,all sent envoys urging him to
visit them, including Wen Ti of the Sung in 424.
He chose the latter, embarking in an Indian
trading-vesselfor Canton. There he stayed severalyearsin a mountainhermitage,undera lone,
towering crag that he dubbed - from its similarityto a famousIndianoriginal- the "Vulture
Peak." In a neighboring temple "on the north
wall of the Jewel-moon Hall, he paintedwith his
own hand a figure of [Sdkyamuni'sson] Rdhula,
32

Daitjky&,L, p. 42ia; repeated in Fa YuianCL, xiv (ibid.,
LIII, p. 3gob, c).

and the scene of the scholar-youthspreadingout
his hair [on the ground before the Buddha]
Dipariikara.When finished these emitted light
every night, and continued to do so for a long
time."
The account goes on to tell at length of his
arrivalat the Sung capitalin 43I, of the honors
shown him there,of his lecturingandtranslating,
and of his deathat sixty-fourthat sameautumn.
"Afterhis deathhe remainedseatedon his cordstrung dais with an unchangedface, looking as
if he were in a meditativeecstasy. More than a
thousand people, clerics and laity, hastened
toither; all smelt an exceedinglyfragrantodor,
and saw something shaped like a dragon or
snake,a foot or so long, emergefromthe corpse's
side and rise straightup into the sky ... At the
spot they erecteda white pagoda."
Guinavarman's
choice of subjectto paintspeak
for his racial origin; the one region where the
Diparhkara,
storywas likelyto be often illustrated
was Gandhdraand Afghanistan.(See the section
on Diparhkarain the iconographic chapter on
the Buddhas.)
The other missionaryfrom Kashmir, Dharmamitra (3 6-44z), took the alternative land
route eastward,passing first through Kucha.34
At Tun-huanghe haltedlong enough to "establish a monasteryon a spacious site, planting a
thousand trees and opening cultivation on a
gardenof a hundredmu,until with its chambers,
pavilions, and pools [the whole] was extremely
majestic." His next stop was Liang-chou, the
then seat of the semi-barbarianbut strenuously
pious regime of Northern Liang.In 424 he continued to Szechwan, and thence made his way
downstream to Nanking. The court and the
imperialfamily paid him the usual honors, but
he preferredto live among the mountains; and
so in 453 he began to cut awayrock andfell timber to make a temple on the slopes of Mount
33
34
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Chung outside the capital,piling up meditation
chambersand halls storey upon storey.
"When Mitrafirstleft Chi-pinhe was guarded
on the way by the DevardjaKapila. On the road
to Kucha [the latter] wanted to turn back and
so showed himself, saying: 'With your supernatural powers and knowledge of magic you
can journey anywhere by yourself I shall not
follow you all the way to the southland.'Having
spoken he picked up his shadow and disappeared; afterwhich Mitramade his own way as
far as the capital. For this reason [the god's]
figurewas depictedon a wall of the temple.Down
to the present time he still manifestshimself in
voices and shadows; and when prayersare made
purely and with sincerity they are always answered."
The late sixth century history and bibliographyLi-tai SanPao Chi, x, in referringto this
story says that the type of icon of Kapila originated by Dharmamitra "has been continued
down to the present day."3sThe life of the Sui
monk Chen-kuangiven in Tao-hstian'ssequel,
xxx, tells of his paying a visit to the temple
founded by Dharmamitra,the Upper Ting-linssu, to worship the wonder-working icon of
Kapila.36"He made an engraved copy of the
shadow of the Countenance,serving the image
as if it were real."
I 5.

The Japanesesummaryof the MingSengChuan
tells us thatin 432 the monk Fa-hsiangfounded a
MaitreyaVihdra; while in 439 the monk Taochiaoanda laymanof the capital"togetherraised
a three-bay Buddha hall, providing it with
variousornamentalbanners;andmadea sixteenfoot lacquerimage of Maitreya,seatedwith legs
down, whose divine likeness in its awesome
majesty caused an expansion of faith and enlightenment."37

AnotherJapaneseexcerptfromthe Min~gSen~g

i6.
35
36

Ibid., IL, p. 92c.
Ibid., L, p. 70IC.
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Chuanrecordsthe experiencesof a monk named
Seng-piao,from Liang-chouin Kansu. "A man
of courage and determination,he had heard of
the Buddha'salms-bowlfromPurusapura,which
is now in Kashmir, being continually adored
there by five hundredArhats;and once, indeed,
had flown through the air to [his own] Liangchou with twelve Arhats in its train, staying
theresix yearsbeforeit returnedto Kashmir.His
sorrow that he had not been able to see it [there]
led him to travelwestwardacrossthe Pamirs,in
the hope that he might worship it with full devotion. On reachingthe landof YU-pinhe found
that the road to Kashmirwas cut off. The local
rulergave him lodging there, and conceived the
idea of making a copy of the Buddha'sbowl as
a gift for him. He asked him, furthermore,
whethertherewas anythingelse he would like to
have. [The pilgrim] repliedthat what in foreign
lands was commonly called closest of all to the
True Form was owned by [the realmof] Ts'anmo-chia-lo; and he asked for that to worship.
The king accordinglyorderedhis skilled craftsmen to fashiona gold-platedimagewith a golden
halo, a total of ten feet in height, andhad a genuine relic set on top of the usnuia.
"With these [gifts] Seng-piao startedback to
Liang-chou, only to discover that the Liang
regimehad just been overthrown [by the Northern Wei in 439]. He decided to make a detour
and head for the sea. As he was passingthrough
Hsin-p'ing-hsienin Shu [i. e. Ch'eng-tu],priest
Tao-wang sought to detainthe bowl and image
for worship. They are now [housed] at Lunghua-ssuthere. Seng-piaoenteredthat monastery,
worshippedthe stoneimage [of Prabhiitaratna?],
stayed two years, and then died; so goes the
story."38

For the "stone image" see Chin entry 24; for
the "gold-platedimage" see the chapteron materials.
I have not been able to identify satisfactorily
37
38
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Meiseden-shb,
p. I4v, from xxvi.
Ibid., p. I 3r, from xxvi.
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the Six Dynasties; at the outset of the Sui it
housed some 3500 resident monks and several
thousand more transients.
"The main hall is thirteenbays long, and has
cross-beamsfifty-fivefeet in length runningbetween two rows of columnsonly. With its brackets and bearing-blockspiled up in tiers, it is the
very crown of the realm. It was built by a disciple of the Heaven-filling monk Tao-an, the
Dhydna Master[Tan]-i, and has stood from the
Chin until the T'ang without sufferingdamage.
The pagoda in front of the hall was erected by
[Liu] I-chi, Prince of Ch'ien under the Sung
(426-448).4' The clay images inside it were
made by craftsmenfrom the TugitaHeaven. Inside the Buddha hall there are many gilded
bronze images with jewelled curtains[held up
by] angels, and festoons of real pearls: all these
madeby the deities of the Lokapalas'realm."
The combinationof a pagoda and clay statues
is known in a surviving monument of considerablylater date in Japan, at Horydji, completed in the early years of the eighth century.
Other contemporaryexamplesin Japan are attested by texts.42The usage was certainly borrowed from the continent, and may go back to a
Chineseprototypeas distantas the one described
above.

either of the two place names transliteratedinto
Chinese."YU-pin"recallsthe familiar"Yu-tien"
standingfor Khotan.
I7.

In this generalperiod may be set a story told
in the I Yuan,an anthology of marvelscompiled
during the Sung regime by a certainLiu Chingshu.39The wife of a man named Ch'enYU "was
a faithfuldevotee of 'the Motherwith the Demon
Children'[i. e. the goddess Hirldt],and to please
her used to have woman's music played. One
night when they were meetingasusualthe strings
and reeds gave forth no sounds, and the singers
could only groan. In addition the wife dreamed
that Hdriti[showedherself]agitatedandin tears,
saying: 'Some cruel men have just gotten inside
the house."'
"[It turned out that] through the housekeeper'sconnivance, outsidershad been able to
set a ladderagainst the outer wall and climb in.
They had strippedoff the goddess' robes [aspart
of] their plunder, and before leaving had chopped up and burnedher image."
It is clearthat the figurereferredto must have
been a wooden or a lacquerone; and it is likely
that the goddess only was represented,without
children (since the tale would have been even
more shocking and memorableif it had added
that they too had been wantonly destroyed).
I9.

i8

Fa YfianCbuLin expatiateson the grandeur
and beauty of Ho-tung-ssu, "the temple east of
the river"at Chiang-ling,which was founded in
383 at the time of Fu Chien'sinvasion to accommodate refugee monks from the north bank of
the Yangtse.40It remainedone of the majormonastic establishmentsof the South throughout

The life of the nun Hui-mu given in the Pich'iu-niChuan,ii, says that she "was a Northerner... who went to live at a convent in Ying-ko
village in Liang-chun[in Kiangsu].In the Yuanchia era of Sung [424-45 2] she made images of
the Buddhasof the Ten Quarters."43
This is our first clear referenceto the Mahlyanathesis of the pluralityof Buddhasthrough-

39 Quoted by Kobayashi T., "The Karitei Worship and Her
Images in China," (in Japanese) Journalof the History of
ChineseBuddhism,(i. e. ShinaBukkydShigaku), II, 3, 1938,
p. I0.
40
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DaiZ,&kyd,
LIII, p. 598a, b. Also in Lfi-shihKan-t'ungChuan,
ibid., XLV, no. I898, p. 877c.

42

Third son of Wu Ti; biographies in Sung Sbu, lxi, pp.
gr-Ior, and in Nan Shib, xiii, pp. Iiv-Izr. These, as so

often is the case, say nothing about his patronage of
Buddhism, dwelling instead on his incurableweakness for
wine. He was put in charge of the upper and mid Yangtse
regions in 439, and was moved to the northeast in 447
(where he died at Peng city).
See article by Naito T. in Tjyj BzYutsu,XIII, 1931 (the
French title page reads "Toyo Bizyutu, Tome Quinze"),
pp. If.

43

45

DaiZjkyj, L, p. 938c.
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The KaoSengChuan,viii, includesa biography
out the Universe. The "ten quarters"are a sche- zi.
of the monk HsUan-ch'ang,a native of Kansu.46
matic sum of directions: the eight major comUnsettled conditionsin the North forced him to
pass points supplementedby up and down.
flee twice: first to the Northern Liang capital,
Liang-chou,afterhis familyhad been wiped out
The Sung history,in the accountof Buddhism
20.
by nomads; then in 445 to the South, in the
that is somewhat awkwardly inserted under
wake of the ferocious anti-Buddhistpersecution
"India"in its chapteron foreign relations,conunleashed by the Northern Wei ruler. On his
tains the text of a petition addressed to the
way to safetyhe was twice nearlycaught by the
Throne in 435 by the governor of the capital
Tartarcavalry,and both times saved himself by
district,Hsiao Mo-chih.44His complaintis Budmiracles: once raising a flood, and once condhist wastefulness.In the four dynastiesduring
cealinghimself in a riverunder a leaf. He passed
which China has sufferedthe alien religion, its
through Yang-chou, was feted at the Sung catemples and images have grown into the thousands. Ostentation rather than true piety rules
pital and offeredthe post of Tutor to the Heir
the day; while mansions fall into dilapidation,
Apparent,and finallymade his way far up-river
their owners boast of new Buddhistworks; "the
to Szechwan. There he lodged in Ch'eng-tu at
waste of bamboo, bronze, and silk is beyond
Ta-shih-ssu:47"and with his own hand painted
calculation." He asks that in future all who
sixteen figures of deities, Vajra-bearingguardwish to cast bronze images or to build pagodaians and the like."
temples should be requiredto apply to the proThe number sixteen, as applied to guardian
per authoritiesin advance,for permission.
figures,is a surprisingone at this date, and will
The governor's suggestion was followed by a
be discussed in the chapterof summary.
new restrictivelaw. The theoreticalbasis of his
argument was attacked thereafter by several 22.
The Pi-ch'iu-niChuan,iv, says of the nun
Buddhist partisans. The reply of one, the miChing-yian (435 506) that "as a child she had
nisterHo Shang-chih(382-460), is preservedin
an adult'swisdom.48At five or six she piled up
the anthologyHungMingChi, Xi.4s His chief
sand to make a shapaand cut wood to make an
argumentis the social usefulness of Buddhism.
image. A whole day was not long enough for
In a decadentage it is the most effectiveteacher
her to burn incense and offer worship."
of morality; its precepts have triumphed even
It is clearthat the-girlmust have been carrying
over the ferocity of the barbariantyrantsof the
out her part in the spectacularcontract offered
North. Against all this the materialexpensethat
by the "Lotus Saitra,"which promises munifiit entailsshould be negligible. Thereis a curious
cent repaymenteven to childrenwho make stuiincidentalreferenceto "the recentmiracleof the
pas or images of the most common-place madescent of the Most High Avalokitesvara, in
terials.49
which He displayedHis body for everydayfolk
to see with their own eyes."
The next item is drawn from the Tao-hsian
23.
44
45

SungShu, xcvii, p. 4v.
DaiZJkyJ,LII, pp. 6ga-7oa. Ho's biographies in SungShu,
lxvi, pp. 2vff., and in Nan Shih, xxx, pp. ivif., tell that in
446 he chided the Emperor for wanting to set up replicasof
the three "fairy isles" in the new palace lake; for working
the laborers who were constructing the new park through
the summer heat with too little rest; and for the extravagance of the imperial journeys. He was thus as well
qualified in censure as his antagonist.

46
47

46

DaikZkyd,L, p. 377a, b.
Ta-shih-ssu means "the great stone temple"; presumably
it housed the colossus referred to in Chin entry 24 and
Sung entry i6.

48

Dai.ZkyJ, L, p. 946c.

49

In chapter ii; see the translationby H. Kern in the Sacred
Books of the East series (Oxford, I909), XXI, p. 50; and
with reference to the whole passage, my p. I 84 below.
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Li-shih Kan-t'ungLu, a purportedtranscription
of informationfurnishedTao-hsdanby a series
of angelic visitors.so
"The auspiciousimage of Lung-kuang-ssuon
the south side of the [Yangtse] River is said by
some to have been brought to [China]by Kumdrajiva,[andby others]to have come from Funan [i. e. Cambodia].Which, [I asked], is true?
His answer was that it was not Kumdrajiva's,
but was captured in Fu-nan in the campaign
waged there under Hsiao Wu Ti of the Sung.51
"Of old, in the third century after the Buddha'sNirvana,a greatNorth IndianArhat,Upasena, added his miraculous powers to human
skill so as to excavate a great stone mountain
and make a place for a Buddha cave. From top
to bottom there were five storeys, to a height of
some three hundredfeet. The BodhisattvaMaitreyawas askedto direct the making of a chapel
with a sandal-woodimage. MasterHsUan-tsang
says that [the latter] was a hundred odd feet
high; while the 'Recordof Holy Places'gives it
eighty feet, the sole of the foot being eight feet
long, and notes also that it would emit light on
all the six regular monthly fast days. While it
was being madetheArhattransportedthe craftsmen up to Heaven [to observe Maitreya'sperson], completion requiring three visits." The
second [storey] is for ox-head sandal-wood
images; while the third, fourth, and fifth are
for jade, gold, and bronze ones respectively.53
Commonersat the present time are shown only
the contents of the bottom storey, the top four
being closed. So brilliant is the light in the

cave that it makes a man's very intestines
transparent.
"In the sixth century[afterthe Nirvana]there
lived an ArhatnamedFo-nai-che,whose mother
had died at his birth, which took place in the
land of Fu-nan. Rememberingher many acts of
love, he took from the top storey [sic] a small
sandalwoodfigureand devoted it to worship on
his mother's behalf. She later was reborn at
Yang-chou, renounced the world to live cloistered at Hsin-hsing-ssu,and obtainedthe Third
Fruit, [non-returnto mortality].That the image
should have been securedand brought to [China] after Hsiao Wu Ti's campaign was also
achievedby the Arhat'smiraculouspowers. The
mother is still alive at the present time, and has
visited [the sacredmountains]Lo-fu and T'ient'ai as well as various places in the West. In the
old days T'an-wu-chiehvisited the West twice.
His travel record in five chapters contains a
brief mention of this image."s4
The statue's history is continued in Taohsuan's biography of the Ch'en dynasty monk
Chu-li, noted as a supervisorof temple reconstructionand decoration,afterthe civil wars.55
"Realizingthe ruinous state of the land south
of the river, and the scatteringof monasticcommunities, he took up his staff and set out on a
journeyto look for a preeminentsite. When he
reachedChiang-tu[i. e. Yang-chou in Kiangsu]
and found Ch'ang-lo-ssuthere, he was satisfied.
In [593] he erected a five-storeyed pagoda,
whose golden disks glittered as they mounted
upward, so that people came from far and near

Daizoky&, LII, p. 437c; repeated in Fa Yuan CL, xiv
ibidd.,LIII, pp. 395C-396 a).
This statement is erroneous in two respects. It was not
Fu-nan (i. e. Cambodia)that was invaded under the Sung,
but the more northerly state of Lin-i (i. e. Champa). The
war took place not under Hsiao Wu Ti, but in 446 under
his predecessor, Wen Ti. See Sung Shu, xcvii, pp. irff.;
Nan Ch'i Shu,lviii, pp. 3vff.; and Liang Shu,liv, pp. irif.;
summary in Wieger, Textes, II, pp. iioi-iio2.
On this statue, see the section in the Appendix on the
"Colossal Maitreya Statue," pp. 268ff.
"Ox-head sandalwood", so-called because its source was
said to be an "Ox-head Mountain" (of disputed location),

was the most highly prized variety. As to the description
of the chapel as a whole - its excavation from solid rock
into five individually distinguished storeys - it seems
possible that Tao-hsuan's angelic informant was plagiarizing from the accounts given by Fa-hsien and Hsuantsang of a great temple site in South India (discrepancies
in what theyhad to say, and the generally fantastic character of their descriptions as well, probably are due to the
fact that neither visited the site in person). See Beal, op.
cit., I, pp. lxviii-lxix; and II, pp. 2I4-2I5.
s4 T'an-wu-chieh's travel record has been lost; his biography
is given in Kao SC., ii (DaiZ,6kyJ,L, p. 338b).
55 In xxix; ibid., p. 695a, b.
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a bandit leader on the south of the river, Fu
Kung-shih, began to raise an army and plot a
revolt.57A hundredtemples and Taoist monasteries, in round numbers,were removed by him
to Kiangnan. Li twice wrote him, offering to
burnhis own body in front of the pavilion if his
temple buildings might remain. [Fu] had usurped a sacredtitle, but his instincts were all destructive; and so though he received the letters
he paid no attention.Li thereforesaid to his disciples:
'Through innumerableaeons I have accumulated desireswithout ever being able to sacrifice
my life to thank the Dharma-grace.Now it is
my purpose to end myself before the Buddha,
for I cannot bear to see His image taken across
the river.Do you pile up dry strawso that I may
burn myself as an offering. After my annihilation the image will have to cross over to the
south; but place inside it my clothing and other
possessions. Your tears shed in mourning me
will have a miraculous effect, and the Truth
must bring a general reformation.'
So saying, he bathed himself with a fragrant
liquid; sat down cross-legged facing west; and
drew to him the fire,which burnedhim to death
in its coals. He was then in his eightieth year;
the date was the eighth day of the second month
of [623]. When his life departedthe fire went
out. His handsremainedfixedin prayeruntil the
cremationwas complete, when instantlyall was
changed. When he began to burn himself in
front of the Buddha, a flock of magpies cried
out with very shrillvoices in pity, and flew seven
times around him clockwise before they went
away.
"Afterhis death the image actuallywas taken
away to the south, but halls, pavilion, dormitories, and corridors escaped burning... and
nowadays the statue has been returned to its
properpavilion."

to admire it. In [597 the future Sui Yang Ti],
then governing the river and sea- coast, put him
in charge of temple maintenanceand construction. . . . Now Wu Ti of the Liang had obtained
the image of King Udyina, a divine blessing
that beggered description, [and had installedit]
in Lung-kuang-ssu at [the Southern capital].
With the fall of the Ch'enthe templewas burned
down. Li therefore took charge of the sacred
form as well as of the image of DipamkaraBuddha that had been obtained by Wang Mi,56 and
transferredboth to Ch'ang-lo-ssu."
There he worshippedthem devoutly, and finding the templetoo cramped,beganan extensive
programof rebuilding.In 614 "he used his personal funds to have a copy made in odorous
sandalwood of the blessed image with two Bodhisattvas,which when completedwas installed
in the same pavilion [that he had built for the
original]. When the Sui regime collapsed in
[6i8] clerics and laity fled, and skeletons filled
the cross-roadsand market-placeslike so much
dried wood. [Chu-li] swore to guard his halls
and pavilion with his own person. The temple
became the lair of foxes and rabbits;he had no
other company than the sight of his own shadow, and lived on pulse and water. He endured
all this through cold and heat, and though he
was physically an old man, grew all the more
sturdy in spirit. As the plaster flaked off he
would go around burning it; and while his
hands were occupied with roofing repairs, his
mouth would chantunceasingly.At the sight of
him bandits were moved to pity, and often
would reform and aid him in his repairs.
"When the ImperialT'ang receivedHeaven's
mandate,the great Dharmaspreadfar and wide.
Monks from the olden time and the remnantsof
congregations cooperated in the work of reconstruction. Though the city [of Chiang-tu]
had been burnedthe temple still stood. In [623]
57
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See Sung entry I.
Biographies in the Old T'ang Shu, lvi, pp. 3v-4r, and in
New T'angShu, lxxxvii, pp. 2r-3r. Set himself up as Em-

peror of a so-called Sung dynasty, maintaining his position I 3 years until he was finally caught and executed.
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For later notices of the Ch'ang-lo-ssuimage,
see the section in the appendix on the Udyana
image.
One obvious discrepancyexists between Taohsilan'stwo accounts. In the first he recordshis
angelicinformant'sstatementthat the statueoriginated in the collection housed beside the colossal image of Maitreya (presumably in the
little frontier kingdom of Darel, north of Gandhara),and was transportedto Nanking in two
stages by the magic of a CambodianArhat. The
other claim, that it was a King Udyana statue
secured by Liang Wu Ti, seems to involve a
fartherconfusion. We shall find Tao-hsiiantelling of a copyof the Udyanaimage that Wu Ti's
agents securedin India and brought back to the
Liang capital(see entry 5 underthe Liang). That
had, however, a quite differenthistoryfrom this,
in other temples and cities. The pious historian
seems to have confused Wu Ti's copy with the
story rejectedin his firstaccount, which held that
the real Udyina image had been brought to the
east by Kumdrajiva,via the CentralAsian city of
Kucha. As we shall see below (in my entry 7
under the Minor Northern States, and the appendix on the Udydna statue) the full-fledged
Kumdrajivaversion holds that the image was
first captured at Kucha in 384 by a Northern 25.
general; then carriedto Ch'ang-anin 40z; and
finally seized there by a Southern army in the

raid of 407-408,

and takento Nankingto be

housed at Lung-kuang-ssu.
24.

The chapter on religious suicides in the Kao
Seng Chuan, xii, includes the following biography :s8

"The monk Seng-ch'ing came from a family
named Ch'en, living in An-han districtin Pa-hsi
(in Szechwan). His people for generationshad
belonged to the 'five pecks of rice' cult;5s he
58
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5

Dai.ZkyJ, L, p. 405c.
An erstwhile secret society, founded in the first century
A. D. in Szechwan as part of a move to give popular
Taoism the power of an organized church. See Wieger,
History of the ReligiousBeliefs and PhilosophicalOpinionsof
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alone was enlightenedfrom birth. At the age of
thirteen he took orders and went to live at Ihsing-ssu, where he led a life of purity and austerity in the hope of seeing the Buddha. He
began by sacrificingthree fingers, and finally
vowed to sacrificehis body. He graduallygave
up eating grainsuntil he was subsistingentirely
on scented oil. Finally in [459] on the eighth
day of the second month, at Wu-tan-ssuin Shu
city, facing westward in front of the image of
Vimalakirti that he had made, he burned his
body as an offering. The Governor Chang
YUeh came out in person to observe [the
act]; and the whole city poured out [to see],
clerics,laity, lodgers in the old Taoist establishments, [everyone].The clouds had been moving
close-linked [overhead],and a cheerless drizzle
had been falling; then all at once the skies cleared and the sunlight came through, [making
everything] look clean-washedand pure; and
something like a dragon was seen to emerge
from the ashes and mount to Heaven. This was
in his twenty-thirdyear. The Grand Wardenof
T'ien-shui [in Szechwan],P'ei Fang-ming, had
the ashes collected and a pagoda raised over
them."
The life of the monk Tao-wen includedin the
Kao SengChOn,vii, tells that he was a native of
Kansu and descended from the well-known
Huang-fu Mi.60 As a youth he took a gentleman's proper delight in lute-playing and calligraphy,and served his parentswith all due filial
piety. Taking ordersat sixteenhe went to Mount
Lu to study under the great Hui-yuan; spent a
time in further study at Ch'ang-an; and then
went south againin theYtian-chiaera(424-45 3)
to T'an-chi-ssuin Hsiang-yang."He was an expert on the Mahdyanasfitrasand also understood
mathematics."Because the Hsiang-yang com-

60

the Chinese(translationby E. T. C. Werner), Hsien-hsien,
I927, pp. 377-378; also H. Maspero, Milangesposthumes,
II, Le Taoisme,Paris, I950, pp. I49ff.
Dai.Z6kg, L, pp. 372b-373a. Huang-fu Mi is Giles' no.
854.
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mandant,Chang Shao, tried to persuadehim to
return to secularlife (as a compliment), he left
the region. In 454 he reachedthe Sung capital;
in the Ta-ming era (457-464) he was made superiorof the monks in the capitalandothercities.
In 460 "on the eighth day of the tenth month
a maigre feast was held in the Dhyana hall of
Chung-hsing-ssu[to celebrate]the completion
by the Dowager
of an image of Samantabhadra
Lu
The
two
hundred monks
Chao.61
Empress
who had been invited assembledin the order of
their names until the total was reached; for at
that time the temple was newly built, and was
guarded with great strictness. All at once a
monk of most noble bearing came in belatedly
and took a seat. The whole hall gazed at him intently while he engaged the master of the feast
in a conversation of several hundred words;
then as suddenlyhe disappeared.When searchers asked the watch at the gate, they were told
that no one had been seen entering or leaving.
The brothersthen realizedthat he was a divine
being."
The text continues with a kind of pastoral
letter by Tao-wen, describingthe occurrencein
more vivid detail.He opens with a eulogy of the
Empress Dowager, who "amid the sounds and
splendorsof the palaceserved the cause of emptiness and austerity. She conceived the idea of
casting or carving a representationof the divine
beauty; and so fashioned, by imitation, a great
in His
image of the likeness of Samantabhadra
coming, pouring out her treasures[so as to insurethat]the celestialadornmentswould be perfect. The maigre feast and discussion that was z6.
held took place on the eighth day of the present
month. Since the accommodationswere limited,
a list of names was settled on. [The guests] enteredin orderand took theirplaces,to a number
that was neithertoo manynor too few. We were
61

62

Consort of Hsiao Wu Ti; lived 41 I-465. Her biographies,
in SungSbu, xli, pp. gv-ior, and in Nan Shib, xi, p. 3r, v,
say nothing about any patronage of Buddhism.
In Chi ShenCbouSPKYL, iii; Daizokyj, LII, p. 434b; also
in Fa YuanCL, xvii (ibid., LIII, p. 408c).
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half-waythrough the sfitra,and the light was at
its best when suddenlywe noticed that a strange
monk had taken [one of] the seats.His mien was
majestic,and his aurapoured forth luxuriantly.
The whole congregation was astonished; no
one could identify him. The masterof the feast
asked him: 'What is Your Holiness' name?' He
replied: 'My name is Hui-ming.' 'In what monastery do you dwell?' His answer was: 'I come
from T'ien-an,Heavenly Peace."' . . . This was
taken as a great good omen, and the Dhydna
hall was madeinto a monasteryof its own called
T'ien-an-ssu.By way of secular recognition of
the portent, furthermore,the districtwas raised
one step in status. There were in the end even
international repercussions: we read in the
Northern Wei history that the tale of the mysterious visitor prompted the pious Emperor
Hsien Wen (r. 466-470) to begin his reign with
an era named T'ien-an (Wei dynasties entry 7).
Tao-hsUanrefers to the statue as a "Samantabhadrariding."62 Differenttexts disagreeas to
whether the next charactershould be hsiangfor
"elephant" or the almost identical hsiang for
"image"; but since Samantabhadrarides only
on the elephant the difference is immaterial.
Instead of "riding" the Kao SengChuanhas lai,
"coming"; here too the variationmay be disregarded,since the classicdescriptionof Samantabhadra'scoming as savior,in the "Lotus Santra,"
dwells so impressivelyon his six-tuskedwhite
elephantsteed that no other form of motion can.
have been imaginable.63
The Liang bibliographyCh'u San TsangChi
Chi, xii, includes in a long group of occasional
pieces (now lost) a "Record of Emperor Hsiao
Wu's Making A Gilded Image of Amitabha." 64
This was the husbandof EmpressLu, who reigned from Asi to A6A. The T'ang ChinCh'finChi
63

64
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"Lotus" chapter xxvi; in the Kern translation, pp. 431 ff.
See also my section on Samantabhadrain the iconographic chapter on the Bodhisattvas.
Daizjkyj, LV, p. 92b, c.
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claimsin additionthat he enrichedWa-kuan-ssu
by thirty-twogilded images, makingit foremost
among the "480" temples.65
27.
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corpse out a little while ago, we couldn't properly fasten the shoe on the right foot, so that it
got lost.'"
This is our first referenceto the kind of elaborateBuddha'sbirthdayprocession,with masked figures and entertainers,that is describedin
more generous detail under the Northern Wei
(see my entries3, I2, i6, 23, for that dynasty).

The KaoSengChuan,x, tells of the careerof an
eccentricwandering friar of Sung who was rememberedonly by his secularname,Shao Shih.66
"A native of Shih-k'ang [in Szechwan] he had
no fixed abode, and was as wild and unpredictable as an animal. Men found his big mouth, 28. The monk Tao-wang,whose careeris outlined
in theKaoSengChuan,vii, enteredthe orderunder
eyebrows, and eyes repulsively ugly, but little
childrenloved to chase afterand play with him.
Hui-ytianon Mount Lu.67"For severaldecades
Sometimes he would go into a tavern and get
he subsistedon a diet of vegetablesalone. Once
drunk with the others; but by nature he loved
when he was travellingthrough Liang-chou [in
the BuddhistDharma, and whenever he saw an
Shensi]he was surroundedby a partyof Tangut
image he would always worship it, praising it
bandits and lost his robe and bowl. He and
gladly and then weeping, bitterly. He had had
severaldisciplesall togetherprayeddevotedlyto
three sons and two daughters; the eldest son,
Avalokitesvara;whereuponthey felt something
Hui-sheng, left the family [to take orders, as
like a cloud covering their bodies, so that the
did] Shih himself at the outset of the Sung. He
banditscould not find them and they madetheir
called himself Master Shih. In his comings and
escape." Reaching Ch'eng-tu in Szechwan, he
goings he was heedless of night and day; he
set up a temple that he named after the famous
travelled in successionthrough the various disJetavana in India. He made such a name for
tricts [of Szechwan], and even visited among
himself there that the Governor reported his
the Man aborigines. Everywhere by word and
virtues to the Sung Emperor, and the latter
deed he terrorized [people] into goodness...
invited him to become the abbot of a temple at
When Ch'eng-tu had its image procession on
the capital;he declined, pleading ill health. "In
[the Buddha's birthday], Shih would be found
a pass people had frequentlyseen a supernatural
the
among
monks, crawling along in the guise
light shining from the cliff by night. In the Taof a lion ... He died [in 473] at T'ung-yiin-ssu
ming era [457-464], a devout local official inon Mount Min. On his deathbed he told the
vited Wang to set up a templeat the placewhere
clericFa-chinto expose his corpse, being sureto
the light shone; so the cliff-sidewas carvedinto
tie his shoes to his feet. This was done, and the
an image, and buildings were set along the narcorpse was taken outside of the temple. Three
row ledge. Passers-bywould look up with reverdays laterit could not be found. All of a sudden
ence, and all would grow pure in heart."
a man came from P'i-hsien who when he met
The earlydate of this firstrecordedcliffsculpChin said: 'YesterdayI saw Master Shih in the
ture in the Southwest suggests that it was inmarket-place,wearingonly one shoe, and crying
spirednot by Yun-kang but by the cave shrines
out that the boy shouldn't have lost his other
excavatedby the Northern Liang regime in the
shoe.' Chin was astounded, and inquired of a
neighboringprovince of Kansu (see entry 9 unnovice, who replied: 'When we were taking the
der the Minor Northern States).
65

By the later ninth century author Lu Kuei-meng; included
in his anthology Li Che Ts'ung-shu,
and quoted by Omura,

66
67

p. I45.

5I

Dai.Zfkyj,L, pp.
Ibid., p. 37IC.

392C-393a.
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Asoka of Chia-wei-lo-wei [i. e. Kapilavastu]
kingdom.' It had all of a sudden disappeared
[there], and then had turnedup here.
"At the end of the T'ien-chienera [502- 5I9]
under the Liang it several times emitted a light
sufficientto illuminethe whole hall. Wu Ti came
to invite it to his capital,upon which the occurrencesceased.In [54 ] theBuddha'sbody poured
out sweat, that being the year when Liu Chinghsuan turnedbanditand set fireto the city.69 The
templealso burneddown, exceptfor the Buddha
hall. In [544] the Buddha again sweated. The
Prince of Hsiang-tung welcomed it to Chiangling, where it emitted light for three days and
then stopped.70
"In [56 ] underthe Ch'enit was redecorated.
Thus its miracleshave been rememberedfrom
age to age, and in various places it has been
copied.
"Hui-sheng in person served and prostrated
himselfbeforeit, andpicturedit in a glory. Structureandspiritwere virile, andit was reallya wellhandledlikeness;which is the reasonwhy recent
ages have madelight of it."71
The grandSui relic distributionseems to have
resultedin a reductio
adabsurdum.
Every province
reportedits gratitudefor the imperialfavor by
enumeratingthe marvellousoccurrencesthatfollowed the receiptof the relic and the searchfor
a proper site in which it might be buried. There
were routine emissions of light and portents in
the sky; one site was visited by a phoenix; at
anotherwhen the relicwas uncovered,the closed
doors of a mountain god's shrine opened of
themselves, as the deity came out to adore; re-

Tao-hsiian'ssequel to the "Biographies"contains a life of the Sui monk Hui-sheng,who was
one of the eminentclericschosen by the first Sui
ruler to administerhis policy of erecting relic
pagodas throughout the realm.68One of the
relics that he was to distributein the South he
took to "Fa-meng-ssuin Chi-chou (in Kiangsi).
Digging to a depthof 8 feet he found one Kiangsi
plank, six old bricks,and two silver phials,from
which he obtained one relic that would float in
water,turningthis way andthat; also a jewelthat
no one could identify, whose body contained
nine colors. All of this was reported to the
Throne.
"The temple owns an auspicious image. In
[46i] one Fa-chiin dreamedthathe saw a golden
countenanceof rare[beauty]and heard Sanskrit
syllablessounding pure and far-away.In consequencehe madehis way to the Three-bendRiver
and saw an image deep in the water,from which
a light floatedon the surface.Together with the
Governor Chou Chan and others he pulled it
out. It might have weighed a thousand catties
and yet [it seemed] as light as if it had been no
more thanthe sameamountof lang. Its body was
6.4 feet tall, and was made of gilded bronze.
Subsequently Ch'ang-sha-chiinsent in a halo
and pedestal to the capital; Emperor Wen
ordered that they be forwarded to where the
image was, and lo! they fitted exactly,makinga
total height of something over 9 feet. Under the
bottom edge of the Buddha'srobewas a Sanskrit
inscription in ten words or so. At first no one
understood it; later a Western monk read it as
follows: 'Made by the fourth daughterof King
69
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In x; ibid., p. 507b, c.
Tao-hsuan has given by mistake the name of a Sung soldier of fortune, who at one stage in his career fled from
the consequences of an unsuccessful revolt to serve the
Northern chiefs Yao Hsing and Mu-jung Te. He was
invited home again by the future Sung founder, only to
be executed later in another abortive coup (Chin Shu,
lxxxiv; Sung Sbu, xlvii; Nan Shib, xvii). On the other
hand the Liang annals for 422 (Liang Sbu, iii, p. 9r) speak
of a rebellion led by one Liu Ching-kung.
This was the future Emperor Yuan, who had been enfeoffed as the Prince of Hsiang-tung in 5o8. I have unco-
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vered no event in 544 that could explain a sweating portent. Perhaps the story-teller's intention was merely to
indicate that the statue wished to be moved at that time to
Chiang-ling, and indicated its restlessness in the classic
way.
This unexpected outburst is probably to be explained by
another passage of Tao-hsiian's (quoted by Omura, p.432,
without citing a specific source). "With the T'ang dynasty, [Buddhist] paintings have all acquired dignity, but
are so soft and weak that [the figures] look like young
dancing girls. As a result we hear the boast that the palace
beauties are like Bodhisattvas."

THE DYNASTIES:

"In the West there are two images, a Slkyamuni and a Maitreya,that are as gloriously efficaciousas if they were real[Buddhas];the reason
being that they possess the proper body-signs.
Nowadayswe Chinesemakesplendidreplicas,to
which the divine responsehas been most apparent. In this very yearthe host of living beings, as
their degree of understandingmoves them, may
rely on wood or stone to makemanifestthe profound mystery;and their successwill not necessarilylie in anyexceptionalbeautyof appearance.
For it was the sunken stone [statuesof Kasyapa
and Vipasyin], floating so deep, that led to a
widening of conversions in Min and Wu; and
the gold [imagefound by Wang Mi], all dirt and
slime though it was, proved able to enlarge
the good fortune of the Sung [house from]

markableobjects were discovered in the earth.
The "auspicious image of Fa-meng-ssu" fits
perfectlyinto this setting of wholesalefraud.Its
story is a frank imitation of earlier and more
famous discoveries; the statue is not even included by Tao-hstianin his own corpus.
30.

A paragraphin Fa Yian ChuLin, xiv, runs:72
"As a lad of tenderyears,Wang Yen of T'ai-yiian
received the Five Commandmentsfrom a sage
DharmaMasterin Chiao-chih(i. e. Tonkin), and
was orderedto offerworship to a gilded imageof
Avalokitesvara.Later he brought this back to
the capital on the Yangtse, and installed it at
Nan-chien-ssu.73One day while sleeping he
dreamed that the image was standing by the
corner of his seat. This made so strange an impression on him that he hastenedto take it back
to his own residence. That same night [the
temple]lost a dozen or so statuesto thieves, who
smashedthem and melted them down to make
currency. In [463] in an autumn night [the
image] emitted a radiantaureoleof three feet or
so, which with its dazzling reflections on the
gold was witnessed by the whole household.
Thereafterit was lodged at To-pao-ssu."74
Yen spentten yearsat anotherpost. Then, "on
3
returningto the capital,he dreamedthat at the
east end of his hall there was a whole crowd of
smallstatuesvery clearlyvisible. On the morrow
he built a temple just like the one in his dream,
and got back [is image]; the date being the

thirteenthday of the seventhmonthin [4791."

73

74

P'eng.

"75

The two Westernimagesreferredto were probablythe legendarysandalwoodstatuemadefor
King Udyana, and the colossal Maitreyamentioned in entry zo. "Min and Wu," standing
roughly for Fukien and Kiangsu, seem to be a
euphemismfor the whole coastalregion of middle China.
.

The bibliographyCb'uSan TsangChiChi,xii,
lists several pieces pertaining to the reign of
Ming Ti (465-472).76
"Text of the Prayer Uttered by Ming Ti of
Sung on First Making [a Maitreyaunder?] the
Dragon-tree."
"Record of the White Jade Image made by
Lady Ch'en, ImperialConcubineof Ming Ti of
the Sung."77

The text continues by quoting the prefaceto
Wang's lost MingHsiangChi, which comments
on the use of icons andthe need for iconographic
correctness.It mentions the fact that:
72
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"Recordof [the samelady's]Makinga Colos-

Daizdkyd, LIII, p. 388c; Wang Yen is discussed by
Wright, "Biography and Hagiography," p. 418. In my
translation of this story in OrientalArt, II, 1, p. 3I, I fell
into the pitfall of mistaking the sense of wang, and so
called him "the Prince of T'ai-yian, Yen."
Nan Ch'ao SK, iii, pp. 20v-2ir, quotes evidence for its
location and cites several notices in connection with the
careers of Six Dynasties monks.
Ibid., pp. 25V-26r, does the same. The title of this temple

75

76
77
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indicates that it was probably dedicated to the ancient
Buddha Prabhfitaratna,or to the "Lotus" chapter in
which He is manifested; see my pp. i8off. below.
References to my Chin entry 4 and Sung entry i. Re the
mention of Wang Mi's image as conferring prosperity on
the Sung house, see my p. 249 below.
DaitZkyJ, LV, p. 92b, c.
Her biography in SungShu,xli, p. I 3r, v, contains nothing
relevant.
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sal Clay Image for Fa-lun-ssu, and a Nirvana 33. Both the KaoSengChuan,xi, and the MingSeng
Image for HsUan-fu-[ssu]."78
Chuan,xxiii, contain short lives of a monk from
An apparentlygarbledentryrefersto "aportaTun-huang named Tao-fa, who travelled to
ble image with the demon-deities of the Eight
Ch'eng-tuon a missionaryimpulse, and became
Classes,"with the donors namedas "Sung Ming
the abbot of two monasteriesthere.8oThe slightTi, Ch'i Wen Huang, Wen Hstian." These last
ly longer version preservedin the Japaneseextwo were imperial Princes of the Ch'i house,
cerpttells that "wheneverhe begged food or was
whom we shall meet again in entries 5,6 and I3
servedat a maigrefeast, he would use partof his
that
I
under
dynasty. cannot understandhow as
own portion to feed the insects and birds. He
boys they could have been co-donors with the
used to sit in meditationandchant,dayandnight
Emperor; perhaps they completed a commiswithout a halt. At night he would strip off his
sion which he was forced to leave unfinished.
clothes beforethe image of Maitreya,to give the
This is at any rate our first meeting with the
mousquitoessomethingto feed on. After several
"Eight Classes,"a categoryof fearsomeguardiyearshadgone by in this way, he sawtheMaitreya
ans habituallymentionedin the Mahayanaseitras
emitlights of variouscolors. As the lights turned
as forming part of Sakyamuni'saudience.Their
white, he descendedto Hell, wherehe saw all the
period of popularityin art will begin much later
actions of the past and the people who were sufthen this, in early T'ang.
fering punishmentfor them. He was also an exIn this same period may be set, for convenpert at reciting spells. He died in a trance in
ience, two other, undated entries in the biblio[474]."
graphy:
"Record of Making MaitreyaImage[s?] for 34. One of the Japanesenotes taken on the conHis Three Meetings, by the Capitaland Outlytents of the MingSengChuan,xxviii, refersto the
ing Towns."
fact that "the meditationchamberof Seng-chih
"Record of a Brass Image of AmitdyusPrecontained a sixteen-foot gilded image."81It is
sented by the Realm of Lin-i (i. e. Champa)."
presumablythis same monk who reappearsin
For the connectionof the "Dragon Tree" and
the Kao Seng Chuanbiography of Hui-tz'u, a
the "threeMeetings"with Maitreya,see his secpopular preacher and teacher whose recorded
tion in the iconographicchapteron the Bodhisactivity ranged from the 45O'sto 490.82 Tz'u was
attvas.
a residentof "the Hsieh clan's temple"; Chih is
namedas one of a group of exceptionallylearned
In the life of the monk Fa-yiieh recountedin
fellow-monks who were his contemporaries
the KaoSengChuan,xiii, we learnthat "Ming Ti
there.
of the Sung tried in four successive castings to
Four other notes referto unidentifiedmonks,
makean eighteen-footgilded image; and failing,
who for convenience may be set here:
had the height altered to fourteen feet."79For
"A sixteen-foot image of Sikyamuni seated
the further attempts to complete this colossus,
with legs down, made by Hui-mu."83
which were successfulonly at the outset of the
"Five gilded imageswith curtainsfor a pulpit,
next century,see my entry 3 under the Liang.
made by Hui-piao."84
78

79

Nan Ch'aoSK, iii, p. i 9V, says that Fa-lun-ssuwas founded
by the Sung minister Ho Shang-chih (Sung note 45), and
cites several other well-known individuals connected
with it. The other temple seems to have been overlooked.
Daigoky6,L, p. 4I2c.

80
8I
82
83
84
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Ibid., p. 399b; Meisoden-shb,
p. i2V.
Ibid., p. I7r.
DairZ(ky6,L, p. 379b, c (from viii).
Meisiden-shi, p. 15v (from xv).
Ibid., p. i6v (from xxv).
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"Later on Ching-shu became Prefect of
Hsiang. While on duty one night he dreamed
thatthe imagesaid:'A ratis gnawingat my foot.'
On the morrowhe hastenedhome to look at the
statue,and found that it was so."

"A five-foot, gilded image of Amitayusmade
by Tao-ching."85
"A sixteen-foot Amitdyus made by Huiching.

35.

SUNG

86

The twenty-fourthentry in Tao-hsUan'scorpus is explained as follows: 87 "In the T'ai-shih 36. The life of the monk Fa-hsienincludedin the
Kao SengChuan,xiii, tells that:88 "He had heard
era of the Sung [465-47I] a certain Ho Chinghow Master Meng had travelled in the West,
shu... was in the train of the Governor of
as
a
district
Hsiang-chou [Hunan]
witnessing marvelseverywhere;so he too took
inspector.
a vow to disregardhis own person and go to see
Though young, he was devout; so that when
the holy places. In [475]he set out from the caphe chanced upon some sandalwood, he had
it made into an image. When completed, [the
ital, heading westward through the regions of
figure] lacked a halo. He inquired systematiPa and Shu. His route left from south of the
cally and with zeal, but it proved impossible to
river, passed through the lands of the [nomad]
find any more sandalwood. [One day] he was
Jui-jui,andfinallyreachedKhotan.He wishedto
leaningon a table,thinkingaboutthis, when half
continue across the Onion Range [i.e. the Paawakehe saw a monk with cassockandstaffcome
mirs], but found that the wooden causeways
up to him and say:
[through the gorges] had been demolished. So
"Sandalwood is unobtainable,and common
he finallyturnedback from Khotan, having obwoods are improper;but at the back of the city
tained one Buddha'stooth, fifteen grains of rela certainfamilynamedHo has a paulowniashield
ics, a charmof Avalokitesvarato lessen retributhatit would be properto use. Although they are
tion [for sins], andthe 'Chapteron Devadatta.'89
very carefulof it, you will get it if you ask earAlso he securedandcarriedhome a gold-embosnestly enough."
sed image from Kucha."
"On rousinghe inquiredof his attendantsand
"MasterMeng" is a referenceto the pilgrim
found that the case was actuallyas he had heard.
Chih-meng,who left Ch'ang-anin 404 and jourHe sought earnestlyto buy. Mr. Ho said:
neyed to the placesassociatedwith the Buddha's
"'I do have a shield that I am extremelyatlife.90
tachedto; and being worried lest people ask for
it I have never shown it to anyone. How can the 37. Tao-hsiian'ssequel containsthe life of a monk
government have learned about it? Did you
Seng-lang,who took part in the grand distribumerely ask in the market?'
tion of relics under the Sui.91"In the Jen-shou
"Ching-shutold him what had happened.Mr.
era[60i-604], when the relicpagodaswerebeing
Ho was surprisedand delighted, and gave it to
set up, he received an imperial order to take a
make the halo.
relic to Fan-chou [in Kwantung],i. e. to what is
85
86

87
88
89

Ibid., p. I7r (from xxvii).
Ibid., p. I7r (from xxviii).

as such was lacking in Kumdrajiva'soriginal version, and
was first translated and incorporated in the current
"Lotus" text by Fa-hsien himself in the 483-494 period
(see Mochizuki, Bukky&Daijiten, p. 4804b). The point is
of interest in the development of Buddhist beliefs, since
Devadatta had enacted in Hinaydnatradition a role rather
like that of Judas; while the new "Lotus" doctrine stresses
the fact that even he will in time become a Buddha.
90 Biography in Kao
SC, iii (DaikZkyo,L, p. 343b, c).
91 In x (ibid., pp. 507c-5o8a).

DaiZokye,LII, p. 4i8c.
Ibid., L. p. 41ib, c.
In Kumdrajiva'sChinese translationof the "Lotus" (ibid.,
IX, no. z6z, p. 34b), this counts as chapter xii. In the
Sanskrit version used by Kern it is the later half of xi,
"Apparition of a Stupa,"as it is also in the earlierChinese
rendering by Dharmaraksa(ibid., IX, no. 263, p. Io5b). It
has been frequently claimed that "the Devadatta chapter"
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in his day.93After declininga secondimperialinvitation, tenderedin the 473-474 era, "he went
to the Tortoise Mountainin Hui-i [in Kiangsu],
and founded the Treasure-groveVihara. With
his own handshe piled up clods and stones, and
he directed[thework] in person. With girdersto
bridge the chasms, his construction followed
most faithfully the configurationof the mountain. At firsthe raisedthree storeys,with carpenters who were clumsy and small-minded.Later
this was damaged in an earthquake,and afterward he added to its adornment,until finally it
was the ultimate in loveliness. Chi had once
dreamed that he saw Samantabhadrainviting
him to become a monk; so when his temple was
completed,he had images made for it of Samantabhadraand His six-tuskedwhite elephant."

now calledKuang-chou,andto the presentJewel
Pagodaof Kuo-shih-ssuon the VulturePeak. . ..
West of the temple, on the side facing Shui-chen
Shan, he excavatedunder the brush and thorn
treesto a depth of six feet, and found three stone
coffers. Two of these containeda single bronze
cofferapiece,holding two silverimages and two
silver angels. The other held a silver phial enclosing a gold one, but had no relic. An inscription read: 'This pagoda was raised under the
Sung in [473]."
38.

A section on monasterymiraclesin Fa Yuan
ChuLin, xxxix, tells of the erection in 474 at
Nanking of a temple with a pagoda under the
name Chien-yUan-ssu,the donor being the same
Lady Ch'en whom we have met in entry 28.92
"The relic emitted light nightly. At the rear of
the great hall were painted the two figures of 40. The now-lost Ming SengChuan,xi, as sumKapila Devardjaand the LokapdlaVaisravana.
tells that in
marizedin the JapaneseMeisiden-sh&,
Whenever a monk behaved improperly or a
477 one Seng-yehbuilt a "Templeof the Merciserving-boy was irreverent,[these gods] would
frilOne," Tz'u-shih-ssu,and that anotherpriest,
always display some marvel of shadow or echo
Hui-yen, had a Maitreyaimage made for it.94
to bring them back to respect and awe. When
[someone came] in deep sincerityand penitence 4I. The SouthernCh'i history recordsthat in the
springof478 the ministerHsiaoTao-ch'eng(who
to expose his heartin supplication,there would
was soon to usurp the throne as the founder of
always be a sound of finger-snappingin the air.
the Ch'i line) submitted a petition asking for
Sometimesthey would make the rounds, standstrictersumptuarylaws.9sHe asked particularly
ing guard."
thatthe people'suse of gold and silverbe sharply
This is our first reference to the Guardian
cut down, andthatthey be prohibitedfrom makKing of the North. It is conceivablethat he was
ing
gilded bronze images without express perpainted with his companionon the rear surface
mission.
of the wall behind the main image, so as to face
The following notices of SungBuddhistpaintthe reardoor, and standguardagainstthe espeings are drawn from the Li-tai Ming Hua Chi:
ciallymaligninfluencesthatmight threatenfrom
the North; i. e. in the position of the threatening
By Lu T'an-wei:an "Anandaand Vimalakirdi
42.
Vajra-bearerat the rear of the eight century
... preserveduntil the [T'ang]."96See also Chin
Hokked6 of Tadaiji, at Nara in Japan.
entry I4.
39. The KaoSengChuan'slife of the monk Hui-chi
(4I2 -496) dwells on the qualities of character 43.
By Lu Sui: a "standing Sdkyamuni ... still
andscholarshipthatmadehim muchsought after
extant."97
92
93
94

Ibid., LIII, p. 594b.
In viii (ibid., L, p. 379a).
P. I5r.
95 Nan Ch'i Shu, i, p. 6v.

96

97
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Keisekken,V, p. Iv; Ono, pp. I76, 346.
Keisekken,p. Iv; Ono, pp. I76, 347; Chen-kuanKSHL,
p. 25r.
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44.

By Ku Pao-kuang: "Indian monks ... still
extant.>
3P98

45.

By YUanCh'ien: "Angels"; "High Priestsof
the Eastern Chin"; and a scroll in more than a
hundred scenes, illustrating the Vimalakirti
story; all of these "preserveduntil the [Sui]."99

435 found that whenever he burned his fields a
certain patch of grass would not catch afire.o02
Finally he dug there, and "obtained a bronze
seated image some 0.3 feet high. Investigation
proved that the site had never been inhabited,so
noone could decide how it came to be there."
50.

46.

SUNG

By Hsieh Ling-yuin:see Chin entry I4.

47.

The nineteenth entry tells of a nun who had
visions afterseverefasting.1o3While stationedat
Ch'ang-anshe had seen a red-and-whitelight in
her own convent, and later a monk had found a
gilded Maitreyaimage o.i feet high in the same
spot. At Chiang-lingin 437 she saw a purplelight
rising from a tree; and later, when the prior
startedto build a meditationhall under the tree,
they looked up and saw among the branches
anotherminiaturegilded image.

The indefatigableseventh centurymonk Taoshih, who assembledthe enormousFa YuanChu
Lin, is creditedwith anotherflorilegium
in thirty
chapters, the Chu Ching Yao Chi, designed to
illustrateby quotations from the scripturesand
edifying tales the characterand results of good
and evil actions.In a section on the propertreatment of monks we find the note:0oo
"Toward the end of the T'ai-shihera of Sung 5I.
Tao-hsUan'stwenty-firstentrytells of a hawk[465-47I], the monks Fa-ytianof Cheng-shenging party in 438 that saw a hawk and pheasant
ssu and Fa-ching of Cheng-hsi-ssu began the
fall together.1o4
Looking for the birds,in a meadpractiseof paintingholy monks, shown in sepaow that was being burnedover, they cameupon
rate seated likenesses."
an area that had not caught fire; and there disI conclude with a group of anecdotes whose
covered a gilded figure of a seated Bodhisattva,
historicalvalue seems to be minimal.
o. i feet high includingthe base, of most cunning
workmanship. The local authorities assumed
48. Tao-hsuan's seventeenth entry concerns a
thatit hadbeen stolen,but couldlocateno owner,
gildedimageof Mafijusri,madein 425.101 One
and so in the end presentedit to the Throne.
dayit disappearedfrom its owner'sprivatechapel, andwas gone for five years,in spite of his sor- 52. Tao-hsUan'stwenty-second entry tells that a
PrinceK'ang of the Sung line while stationedat
rowful entreaties.Then, just as mysteriously,it
Ching-choubuilt a three-bayhall to adoresfitras
came back again for him to worship.
and images, and had the walls painted with a
49. The eighteenthentry tells of a peasantwho in
number of Bodhisattvafigures.xosWhen he was
In the same texts, pp. 2r; I77, 347; and 2zr (which says
it was in two scrolls, and had been part of the Sui imperial
collection).
99 In the same texts, pp. 4v; i82, 350; and 23r (which says
the Vimalakirti had been in the Liang imperial collection).
IOO Dai.ZkyJ, LIV, no. 2I23, p. 42a, b. Nan Ch'ao SK, iii,
p. 35v, tells of Cheng-sheng-ssu that it was formerly a
private mansion, and was turned over to Buddhist use,
with Fa-yiian as prior, in 47I. The other temple, if my
notes are correct, is not listed. I owe the reference from
Tao-shih's work to Wen Fong of Princeton University.
The biographies of the two monks named, which contribute nothing more to Tao-shih's note, are in Kao SC,
98

I
102

103

I04
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p. xiii; Dai~zdkyd,L, pp. 4i6c-4I7c.
Ibid., LII, p. 4i8a.
Ibid., p. 4i8b.
Ibid., p. 4i8b. The nun's biography is in the Pi-ch'iu-ni
Chuan,ii; ibid., L, pp. 937c-938a.
Ibid., LII, p. 4i8b; repeated in Fa YuanCL, xiv (ibid.,
LIII, p. 388a).
The Prince posthumously named K'ang was Liu I-ching
(403-444), a nephew of the Sung founder. Biographies in
SungShu, li, pp. 7rff., and in Nan Shih, xiii, pp. 3rff.; the
official estimate of his character complains that "late in
life his patronage of Buddhist monks reached a level of
ruinous extravagance." See also Chin entry 6; and for
Prince Wen, Sung note 4I.
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replaced by Prince Wen, a son of Wu Ti, the
of villagers who during a severe famine in the
building was secularized."Everythingwas plas460's methodicallystole miniaturebronze Budtered over; but no sooner had this dried than it
dhas from the temples in their neighborhood,
peeled off, leaving the painted forms fresh and
"untiltheirloot filledfour bags; whereuponthey
clear. Again they were plastered,with the same
took them home and meltedthem down to make
result. The Prince was an unbeliever, and
currency."107
An investigator from the capital
thought all this accidental,so he had the walls
discoveredthatsupernaturalvengeancehadbeen
more heavilyplastered;but even then one could
visited on them; they died howling, and their
still pick out the painted figures dimly, like
bodies were found to be scorchedand split as if
smoke. The Princethen gave ordersto demolish
they had been burnedto death.
the walls and rebuild them entirely. Not long
The Kao SengChuan,xiii, contains a life of a
afterwardhe fell ill, and whenever he tried to 55
certain monk of Ch'ang-kan-ssu, T'an-ying,
sleep would see the figures crowding closewho sufferedfrom an apparentlyincurableskin
packed in front of his eyes. At that he gave up
eruption.108
He used to pray day and night to an
the whole idea, and moved elsewhere."
image of Avalokitesvarain his cell to take away
his ailment.Once he saw a snakecrawlout from
53. Tao-hsiian'stwenty-thirdentryconcernsa debehind the statue,up the wall into the ceiling;
vout maiden who in the second quarterof the
and shortlythereaftera little mouse fell from the
centurymadeup her mind to become a nun, and
same place, covered with the snake'sspittle and
continuallymade offeringsto a miniaturegilded
apparentlydead.Whenwatchedclosely,it turned
image.16 Her parents made plans to marryher;
out to be still alive, however, and the sight gave
she flung herself down sobbing, vowing to die
the monk an idea: he took some of the venom to
ratherthan submit. The image thereupon emitspread on his own sores, and found that they
ted a golden light that filled the whole village;
healedforthwith."Thenhe understoodthatboth
and the startledparentssurrendered.
the snake and the mouse were the results of his
54. Fa YfanChuLin, lxxix, tells a story of a gang
prayers."
LII, p. 4i8c; repeated in Fa Yuan CL, xiv
(ibid., LIII, p. 388a, b).

"06 Dai.zkyo,
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479-50I

he summaryof Buddhistgood works given 2.

in Pien ChengLun, iii, claims that the Ch'i
founder (r. 478-48z) "copied the 'Lotus Saitra'
with his own hand, and chantedthe Prajgipdramitdin person. For the eighth day of the fourth
month [i. e. the Buddha'sbirthday]he would always have a gilded image cast."'
I

Ibid., p. 874b, c.
Ibid., L, pp. 4I5C-4i6a.

DaiZ&kyJ,LII, p. 5o0a; repeated in Fa YuanCL., c (ibid.,

Tao-hsiian'stwenty-fifth entry says that "in
the Chien-yuianera of Ch'i [479-48z] there used
to be a stone image from Fu-nan[i.e. Cambodia]
at the 'VaisaliMonastery'in [Canton].:How it
hadcome thereis unknown.It was most unusual
in form; andseven, eight, or even ten menwould
be required to lift it." One day the temple's
2

LIII, p. I025b).

Ibid., LII, p. 4i8c; repeatedin Fa YfianCL., iv (ibid., LIII,
p. 388b).
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of Jainism,they identifythe chief deity of Fu-nan
as Siva. The Ch'i account (calling the god Mahesvara,in the fashionstandardin Buddhistliterature)speaksof his maintainingcontactwith the
rulerand realmthrough a sacredmountain,Motan. The text goes on to eulogize the virtues of
"the Bodhisattva";not, I think, by abrupttransition to a rival cult, but becauseSiva had probablybeen acceptedfor the time being in the Cambodian Buddhist pantheon as a Bodhisvattva,
with attributessimilarin many ways to those of
his Buddhist alter egoAvalokitesvara.The version given in the Liang history says in addition:
"They make the god's image of bronze, with
two faces and four hands, or with four faces and
eight hands; each hand holding something, like
a baby,or a bird or animal,or the sun or moon."

thatched roofs caught fire and the statue was
endangered.A group of nuns stood by, at their
wits' end. At last three or four tried to move it;
whereuponit rose up as if of its own accord,and
was moved out of the fire's path. Later, on the
recommendationof the Governor of Kuangchou, "it was removed to the capital.At present
it is answering [prayers] at the old Chiangchou-ssu."
3.

CH'I

The SouthernCh'i history recordsthat in 484
"the King of the realm of Fu-nan, Jayavarman,
sent as envoy an Indian holy man, the monk
Ndgasena, with a letter to the Throne, and as
gifts a seated Nagardjaimage in gold openwork
and a statue of white sandalwood."3
Contactwith Fu-nanat this time brought the
south Chinese regime a degree closer to India.
The kingdom,doubtlessfirstestablishedthrough 4. The Kao SengChuan,xi, contains a life of a
the enterpriseof Indian immigrants(in the first
monk namedHui-ming who is said to have been
century A. D.?), seems to have been politically
of Sogdianstock, his ancestorshaving emigrated
and culturallyreorganizedin the fifth by a secto EasternWU.4 "In the Chien-yUanera he and
ond wave of conquest. The new invadersprobanotherIramana
ascendedMountRed-city,Ch'ihcame
from
ably
the southeastcoastof India;their
ch'eng Shan[in Chekiang]to a grotto wherethey
kings' nameswere formedwith the standardsufdiscoveredthe uncorruptedcorpseof MasterYu.
fix -varman,
like those of the monarchswho were
His meditationhut was overrunby brush, howto rule later at Mdmallapuram,and the writing
ever, and no one was following his lofty exused in their numerousinscriptionslooks like an
ample. So they hired workmen to clear the site
archaicform of the Pallavaalphabetlaterfamiliar
and set up new buildings, and had statuesmade
throughout south India. Embassies from this
of a recumbentBuddhaand of MasterYu [himnew dynasty- the Kaundi~iya?- were first sent
self]. Subsequently [Hui-ming] settled down
to the Sung court in 434. The Jayavarmanmenthere to meditate and chant, for the rest of his
tioned here opened relationswith the Southern
life [remaining]like a dried-upstick."
Ch'i, and continued them with the Liang until
"MasterYu" was the celebratedhermit from
his death in 513; afterwhich intercoursewas
Tun-huangknown as Chu T'an-yu;he is said to
maintainedwith even greater frequency by his
have -diedon the mountainin the 376-396 eraof
successor Rudravarmanuntil 539.
EasternChin,afterwhich his corpse remainedin
Whereas the Chinese records make it clear
the pose of meditations
thatthe statecult of Lin-i, or Champa,was a form
3

involved differ only in lacking or having the "man" radical, and are often confused by copyists). See also L. P.
Briggs, TheAncientKhmerEmpire, Transactions
of theAmerican PhilosophicalSociety,n. s. xli, x
Philadelphia, pp.
24ff.
4 Daitokyci,L, p. 40ob.
5 Ibid., pp. 395c-396a.

Nan Ch'i ShU,lviii, p. 5r; continued in Liang Shu,liv, p. zv.
On this country's history and culture, see P. Pelliot, "Le
royaume de Fou-nan," Bulletinde l'Pcolefranyaised'extre
Orient, III, 1903, pp. 248ff., and especially, p. 259. His
translation of this passage has "elephant of white sandalwood" where I have "image" (the two hsiangcharacters
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[Yet] the phenomena of Karma follow on deOne of the sons of the second Ch'iruler,Hsiao
finite causes; and if there were no forms, there
Tzu-liang, known as Prince Wen-hsiian of
would be nothing to affect them. So the sun's
Ching-ling (46o-494) was a fervent Buddhist.6
brillianceand the moon's color shine down outUnderhis namea treatiseon asceticpractiseshas
side the Heavens; their brightnessis shed everybeen preserved in KuangHung MingChi, xxvii:
where, on every foot of Earth... [The text conthe twenty-ninth paragraphincludes this statetinues to eulogize the Emperorand to call attenment:7
to the son's grief]. So in this fourth year of
tion
"In erecting various pagoda-shrines, with
the Imperial Ch'i ... his [grand] son in all retheir halls and precious spires; in colored paintverence has had an image of Sdkyamunifashings and wooden images, or in gold, silver,
ioned. Its reveredbeauty comes from Heaven's
bronze, and stone, whereby the body-signs are
art, not from human making. Its color tallies
transmittedand the Dharmakdyais displayedwith the shadow left [in the Ndga's cave?]; its
in good works of this sort I now find complete
perfection exceeds that of the sandalwood[imhappiness."
10
age].
The bibliographyCh'uSan Ts'angChiChi,xii,
lists under the Prince's name records of three
makings,as follows :8
6.
A piece by Shen Yo in the anthology Kuang
"[Maitreya's]Assembly under the Dragon
Hung MingChi, xvi, refersto "a stone Maitreya
Tree."
that the Crown Prince had made."" This was
"Portable Image with the Demon-deities of
presumablyhis friend and patron, Prince Wenthe Eight Classes" (? see Sung entry 3I).
hui; i. e. Hsiao Ch'ang-mao(458-493), the eldest
"Golden [Saitra?] Treasuryon a Seven-treasson of Wu Ti. The Prince's biographyxznotes
ure Dais."
that "he and the Prince of Ching-ling, TzuKuangHung Ming Chi, xvi, also contains a
liang, were both lovers of Buddhism.He set up
compositionby the celebratedcontemporaryhisa hospital to carefor the poor. His temperament
torian and litterateurShen Yo (440-5I3), a
was extremely aimiable, but by nature he was
"Record of the Inscription on the Buddha's
thoroughly extravagant.In his palacethe major
Halo," which concerns a Sikyamuni image
buildingswere all decoratedwith carvingsmore
made by the Prince at the time of his grandfabeautifulthan the Emperor'sown." The account
ther's death in 482.9 The language is as usual
goes on to describehis greatpark,full of towers
obscure and highly allusive, but contains pasand pagodas, and landscapedwith a rare cunsages of interest for us.
ning. "He had his state robes woven of pea"Now the First Principleis truly immaterial,
cock's feathers." He died shortly before his
and all the rules of moulding cannot convey it.
father and was given the courtesy title of Wen
6

7

8 Ibid., LV, p. 92b, c. P. 93a lists notices of several other
kinds of donations.
9 Ibid., LII, p. z iib, c. Shen Yo, the first of the prince's
eight literary friends (note 6 above), as also the author
of the Chin, Sung, and Ch'i histories. His biographies are
contained in Liang Shu, xiii, pp. zvff., and in Nan Shib,
xlvii, pp. irif; also Giles' no. 1702.
IO For the text of the first two sentences, see Quotations H.
The similes used in the last sentence refer to two of "the
best known Indian images" discussed in the Appendix.
II Daigokyd,LII, p. zizb.
12 Nan Ch'i Shu, xxi, pp. i f.; also in Nan Shib,xliv, pp. irff.

Biographies in Nan Ch'i Shu, xl, pp. I ff., and in Nan Shih,
xliv, pp. zvff. Two articles (in Japanese) by Ami Y. deal
with his literary interests: "On the Literary Activity of
Hsiao Tzu-liang, Prince of Ching-ling, during the Southern
Ch'i," in TohigakuRonsht,II, March 1954, pp. ii6ff.; and
"On Eight Literary Men who made Friends with Chingling Wang," in OchanomiZu
Studiesin Arts and Culture,IV,
Dec. 1953, pp. Iff. Incidents that testify to his piety as a
Buddhist are his having tried to persuadehis father, Wu Ti,
to give up hawking, and his introducing monks into the
palace to chant during the Emperor's last illness.
Daizdky&,LII, pp. 3o6ff., especially section 29, p. 3zob.
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At the time he still had the status of a novice,
Ti. Under that name the Ch'uSan TsangChiChi,
but the supernaturalmanifestations[that began
xii, has several entries I3
to take place] were very curious. They were
"Record of Ch'i Wen Ti's Making a Painted
finallycalledto the attention of Wu Ti [r. 483 to
SandalwoodImage."
"Record of Ch'i Wen Ti's Making an Eigh493], who made a visit in personto entertainthe
monks and offer worship. Princes Wen-hui and
teen-foot Stone Image on White Mountain,and
an Image on the Hill of Meditation."
Wen-hsuianalso went to the cell to prostrate
His name also is included in the obscure title
themselves and make arrangementsfor burial.
that I have translated in entry 3I under the
The populace came in great crowds to see, and
Sung.
made repeatedofferings.From the proceedings
"White Mountain," Pai Shan, rises some
a pagoda was erected at the 'Orange-grove
thirty ii east of Nanking, and on the north runs
Temple,' the year being [489]."
into the She Shanrange,which as we shall see in
entry i i below was the site of extensive excava- 9. The SouthernCh'i history, xviii, in a chapter
tions for cave shrines at the end of Ch'i and
on "Good Omens"I6recordsthat in 489 "Ytehbeginning of Liang. The Crown Prince's name
chou [in Kwangtung]submittedto the Throne a
appearsamong the donors to that project; perwhite pearl 0.3 feet long, that in its naturalform
haps both of the mountain statues referredto
was an image of the Buddhain contemplation.
here were in some way associatedwith it.
The All-highest forwardedit to Ch'an-ling-ssu,
to be placed under the central mast [of the
7. The prefaceto anotherpanegyricby Shen Yo
pagoda]."
preserved in KuangHung Ming Chi, xvi, on "a
Woven Image," notes that in 486 Lady Ch'en, IO.
The same chapterrecordsthat in 489 "the
mother of the third imperialgrandson, had the
Director of Documents in Chekiang,Chu Lingabbess of Lo-lin-ssu make a woven icon of
jang, found a supernaturalstone that it took ten
I4
Amitdyus.
men to lift, but that floatedin water at a depth
of three feet. Shih Tsu [i. e. Wu Ti] in per8. The KaoSengChuan,x, tells of a monk named
son had it dropped into the HeavenlyGulf Lake
Fa-kueiis attached to the "Orange-grove
[in the palacepark] as a test. It was carvedinto
Temple" at the capital,who "took up a colleca Buddhaimage."I7
tion to make a sandalwoodimage, and when it
Fa YuanChuLin, xii, improves the story conwas completed held a great maigre feast." On
siderablyby asserting that the Chu who found
the morrow he was seen taking his noon-day
the stone was a descendantof the ChuYing who
meal at three places simultaneously,as eye-witbrought the two floating stone Buddhas ashore
nesses later agreed. The day afterhe died peacein 3 .I8 "It so happenedthat His ImperialMajfully in his cell. "His corpse was exceedingly
esty Wu of the Ch'i had just erected Ch'an-lingfragrant, and his hand remained pliable, with
[ssu],with a seven-storeypagodaof greatbeauty
two fingersextended.The brothersrealizedthat
and splendor.,9 Now this good omen had occurhe had attainedthe Second Fruit [of salvation].
red not far away, in full accordwith [the happy
13
'4
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Dai.ZokyJ,LV, p. 92b, c.
Ibid., LII, p. 2i2b, c.
Ibid., L, p. 393b, c.
Nan Ch'i ShU,xviii, p. 9r. Also recorded, in an entry for
487, in Li-tai SPC., iii (DaizokyJ, IL, p. 44a).
Same references as in note i6, the Li-tai SPC entry being

for 486.
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DaiZ&kyj, LIII, p. 379c.
Nan Ch'aoSK, iv, p. 6v, assembles references, including a
mention of the claim that the temple was stripped of its
treasures to decorate the bower of the last Ch'i ruler's
favorite concubine.
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condition] of the times. The court adviserstook
counsel and decided that it would be fitting to
make of it a perfectoffering,imitating and making manifest the Dharmakdya. So the stone
sculptor Lei Pei and others were commandedto
make a Sdkyamuniimage, whose seated height I3.
would be 3.5 feet, or including pedestal and
nimbus,6.5 feet. They exhaustedall the ingenuity
of cutting and polishing, and reachedthe limits
of cunning in gilding and decoration."
Another composition by Shen Yo preserved
in KuangHung Ming Chi, xvi, is devoted to the
"auspiciousstone image."2o In a vein of fulsome
flatterythe authorpraisesthe Ch'i regime,whose
benign influence reaches from the uttermost
depthsof the earthto the azuresky, underwhich
"Heaven halts not its good omens, nor does
Earth hold back its signs of felicity." A happy
phraseis repeated:the image in stone should be
"better than depicting the wondrous form in
sandalwood, or representing the shadow left
behind in the Jetavana."
II.

12.

The SouthernCh'ihistory, describingthe last
days of Wu Ti's reign in 493, tells that on his
deathbed he gave orders for the disposal of his
personal effects and for the method of his burial.21 Included is the injunction:
"Do not destroyor get ridof my jadeimagein
the Hsien-yang hall, my various Buddhas, and
my offering paraphernalia.As I have directed
elsewhere,they areto be worshippedandoffered
to whole-heartedly."
(Interestinglyenough the orders continue to
prohibit men from leaving their families to become monks before the age of sixty, and from
giving theirmansionsto be turnedinto temples.)
The summaryof Buddhistgood works given
in Pien ChengLun, iii, says of Ming Ti (r. 494 to
20

21
22

Daigoky6, LII, pp. 2Iic-2i2a.
Nan Ch'i Shu, iii, p. 8v.
Dai.Zkkyj,LII, p. 5o3a; repeated in Fa YuanCL, c (ibid.,
LIII, p. Io25b). Wieger, Textes, II, p. ii69, comments on
this ruler's superstitious gullibility.
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498) that he "copied out an entire Tripitaka;
had images made of the Thousand Buddhas;
chantedthe Prajndpdramitd;
always clove to the
'Lotus'; and built Kuei-i-ssu."22
Northeast of Nanking there rises a roughly
pyramidalmountain called She Shan or Ch'ihsia Shan; the site both of a still-celebrated
temple, Ch'i-hsia-ssu,and of an extensive series
of cave shrines (now mostly ruinous, or disfigured by repairs).23A few referencesfrom the
latter half of SouthernCh'i deal with the donation of statues to this latter project, which it is
safe to assume was initiated in imitation of the
Northern Wei excavations at YUn-kang. The
most detailedevidenceis provided by two stelae,
one of the Ch'en dynasty and the other dated
676.24The earlier,composed by a high Ch'enofficial, Chiang Tsung-ch'ih, is known only
through quotation in a local gazetteer of i693,
the She Shan Chih, by Wang Che-hung. The
T'ang memorialis preservedat the site.
Both stelae make the project originatewith a
scholar recluse of the later fifth century, Ming
Seng-shao;a person held in high esteemby both
the Sung and the Ch'i courts, who combined a
thorough discipline in the Confucian classics
with a great enthusiasmfor Buddhism.25To his
simple retreat on Mount She he welcomed a
priest from the "Yellow Dragon Land" in the
far north, Fa-tu, whose specialtywas the cult of
Amitdyus. The Ch'en stele says that in 489 he
surrendered his villa to Buddhist use as a
temple. He had once dreamedof a Buddha aureole on the cliff-side, and so decided to establish a cave-shrinethere; but died too soon. His
second son, Chung-chang,carriedout his wish
by excavatinga cave on the rock face of the western peak, and joined with Fa-tu in carving a
BuddhaAmitayuswith two Bodhisattvasthere.
23

24
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Description from Tokiwa D. and Sekino T., ShinaBukky6
Shiseki,Tokyo, I927, IV, pp. Iff.
Ibid., pp. 3-I2; also in Nan Ch'aoSK, iv, pp. 9vff.
Biographies in Nan Ch'i Shu, liv, pp. iv-zr, and in Nan
Shib, 1, pp. 3v-4r.
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The Buddha, seated, was 3I.5 feet tall, and the
throne 4 feet more. The two Bodhisattvaswere
each 30.3 feet tall. The Ch'i Heir Apparent with

the other Princes of the blood (including our
Wen-hsdan) and lesser grandees gave generously to complete the good work; and the huge
rock was polished awayto make "a million myriads of magically multiplied Buddhas." In 5II
the Liang Grand Marshal,Prince Ching-hui of
Lin-ch'ian (473 5z6), the younger brother of
Wu Ti,26 poured out his personalwealth to add
to the embellishment.
The T'ang stele tells a somewhat different
story. There the pioneer monk, the founder of
Ch'i-hsia-ssu,is the Dharma Master Seng-pien.
The villa-owner is made to die in 484; after
which his son, following the example of King
Udyana,had an image of Sdkyamunicarved.The
sramanaFa-tu added to the work, making ten or
more caves with holy images; and in 5i6 the
Prince of Lin-ch'iianhad an image of Amitdyus
carved that from ground to tip of aureole was
So feet tall.
Fa-tu's biography in the Kao SengChuan,vimi,
unfortunately tells nothing about his part in
opening the cave-shrines.z7Instead it concentrates on his bravery in establishing Buddhist
worshipin so forbiddinga spot; most of the text
deals with his meetings with a fearsometutelary
deity, whom he tames and persuadesto give up 14.
enjoying blood sacrifices.It is noteworthy, of
course, that he came from the far north, and so
very likely saw the YUn-kangcaves for himself
before he came to Nanking.
The JapanesearchaeologistsTokiwa and Sekino describe a "Great Buddha Cave" at the site
that contains a very badly restored statue of
Amitdyusabout twenty-four shakuhigh, squatting on a six-shakuthrone. With an allowancefor
the differencein measuresused (the shakuis very
close to the English foot), the dimensions check
26

27
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well enough with those given in the Ch'en stele
to suggest that this is what remains of image
carvedby Ming's second son. At the same time,
we shall find that the biographyof the foremost
Liang specialistin colossi, priest Seng-yu, attributes to him the designing of "the great image
on She Shan" (see Liang entry no. 3). Apparently no traceof a second colossus remains;so it
is most naturalto assumethat Seng-yuactedfor
the Liang GrandMarshalin completing a statue
that had been blocked out in the 490's (as we
shall see, the other two Liang commissions on
which his fame was based were of this same
sort). The theory leaves us with no trace of the
Sakyamunispoken of in the T'ang stele; presumablythe statementis in error.
The Pi-ch'iu-niChuan,iii, containsa biography
of the nun Chih-sheng (427-492), who in her
last years enjoyed the special esteem of the
Emperor.28In turn "she gave up her robes and
bowl in order to make a stone Buddha at the
temple on She Shan,for the sake of seven rulers
of the Sung and Ch'i houses." (It is conceivable
that the text is impreciseat this point, and that
she actually made a Buddha for each of the
seven, afterthe patternof dedicationestablished
at the outset of the Yiin-kang excavations; for
which see entryno. 6 underthe Northern Wei).
The life of the monk Seng-hu in the KaoSeng
Chuan,xiii, tells thathe "went to dwell on Mount
Stone-city, Shih-ch'eng Shan, at Yin-yo-ssu.29
North of the temple there was a blue cliff that
rose straight up several hundreds of feet, and
had right at its center something shaped like a
Buddha'saureole. On top it was heavily wooded, with overhanging branchesthat cast a deep
shadow. Whenever Hu walked toward this cliff
he would suddenly see a light shining and hear
the sound of musical instruments and voices
chantinghymns. In consequencehe took an in-

Biographies in Liang Shu, xxii, pp. irff., and in Nan Shih,

28

Ibid., pp. 942C-943a.

li, pp. 7rff.

29

Ibid., p. 4Iza, b; repeated in Fa YuanCL, xvi (ibid., LIII,

Daizdkyj, L, p. 38ob.

p. 407b, c).
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cense burnerand uttered a vow to open up the
in 516, with a radicallyaltered design, the remainderof its story will be found as entry no. 4
mountain and carve a hundred-foot stone Buddha, in reverent imitation of the thousand-foot
under the Liang.
He
all
form of Maitreya[in India]. notified those
The following entries, on Buddhist painters
persons whose karmaspermitted them to look
under the SouthernCh'i, are taken from the Litai MingHua Chi, vii:
together toward [Maitreya's]Three Meetings;
and in the Chien-wuera of Ch'i [494-497] summoned together clerics and laity. Carving and I 5. Tsung Ts'e did paintings for the Buddha's
excavation were begun, but years passed and
Shadow Terraceof Yung-nieh-ssu.30
only the face was completed; by which time Hu
had fallenill and died. On his death-bedhe made i6.
A son of the painterYao T'an-tu,who became
this prayer:'What I am doing I have never exa monk underthe religiousnameHui-chiieh,did
in
a design for the Jewel Terraceof Pai-ma-ssuthat
pected to finish one lifetime. May my vow be
fulfilled within a second body.' Later a certain
was preserveduntil the T'ang.31
monk Seng-shutook up the task that remained
and continued it, but his resourcesdid not per- I7.
Mao Hui-hsiu's paintings of "a Western
mit him to achieve completion."
Monk" and "Sdkyamuniwith His Ten Discithis
rock-cut
Since
colossus was finishedonly
ples" were both preserveduntil the T'ang.32
Keisekken,V, p. 6r; Ono, pp. I9I, 35 3.
Keisekken,p. 6v; Ono, pp. I92, 353.
Keisekken,p. 8v; Ono, pp. I95-I96, 356; Chen-kuanKSHL,

30
3'
32

22v, says both of these paintings had been part of the
Sui imperial collection.
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LIANG
A.D. 502-557

ccording to the Liang history, in 503 "the
King of the realm of Fu-nan, Kaundidiiya
Jayavarman,sent as envoy the sramanaMandala
with a gift of a Buddhaimage of coral."'
AI.

A Fa YfianChu Lin, xiv, paragraphruns:2
"After the Liang founder had ascended the
throne, he venerated Buddhism and repressed
Taoism. Often he would invite high priests for
discussions of abstrusephilosophicalpoints. In
addition he made two life-sized gold and silver
images, which he served morning and night in

Z.

I
2
3

Liang Shu, liv, p. 4r.; Pelliot, "Le Fou-nan," p. 269.
Daitokyj, LIII, pp. 389b-3goa.
Biographies in Liang Shu, xlv, entire, and in Nan Shih,
lxiii, pp. irif.; Giles' no. 22I7; Wieger, Textes, II, pp.
I22i-I223,
x228. One of the two most sucessful Liang

the Hall of Piled-up Clouds, Ch'ung-yiin-tien.
For fifty yearsand more, winter and summer,he
would stand on stone six times a day without
fail, until the marks of his ten toes showed the
place where he had trod. Finally he exhausted
his store of blessings;but though the thronewas
seizedby Hou Ching, the statueswere still there
to be worshipped.
"Then the Grand MarshalWang Seng-pien
slew Hou Ching and rescued the imperialcity.3
When Yuan Ti moved [his seat] to Chiang-ling
and Chiang-nanwas left masterless, however,
generals who overthrew the rebel regime of Hou Ching.
In the end, when his ambitions clashed with those of his
rival, the future founder of the Ch'en, he was defeated and
killed in 555.
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Wu Ti had erectedthe Hall of Piled-up Clouds,
containing scriptures and images all adorned
with preciousjewels enough to dazzleand captivate all lands. It so happenedthat both hall and
images were still extantunder the Ch'en. Ch'ien
decided to take the jewelled pendantsfrom the
canopy over the Piled-up Clouds Buddhas, to
embellishthe funeralprocession.When enough
men had been collected they began to advance
together from all sides. All at once they saw a
cloud-nucleus coagulate and flow around the
Buddha hall; while elsewhere the sunlight was
pouring down without a shadow. Everyonewas
amazed,and hastenedto come and watch. All of
a sudden a great rainstorm broke, drenching
everything while thunder and lightning struck.
The obscurity expandedupward to the hall acroteria; a fire burned in the cloud, with flashes
and flamesthat flowed up and down and across
each other. In a trice the luminous image of the
hall became visible, with its two towering statues, its Divine Monarchsof the .Four Classes,
and even the jewelledthrones,rising all together
into the air, and with smoke and fire all about
them instantlypassing into the far distance.The
whole city had poured out to witness this, and
all who saw returnedforthwith to faith. After
the storm had passed and the old site was inspected,they found nothing left but pillarbases.
After a month or more a travellerfrom the seacoast turned up, who said that on the day in
question he had seen the luminous image of the
hall with its statues flying through the air over
the sea. At the presenttime people looking out
to see sometimes see them still."

Pien made overtures to [Northern] Ch'i, and
gave his supportto the Marquisof Cheng-yang,
Hsiao Ytan-ming, as Emperor.4At that period
the region left of the river had not yet settled
down, and mattersof life and deathwere settled
by force. Pien sent his son-in-law, Tu K'an, to
act as Wardenof the Palace.sK'anwas by nature
fierce and thick-headed,and could not imagine
the consequences [that his acts would entail].
He wanted to demolish the two images to make
ingots, so he began by ordering several dozen
men to mount to the Pavilion of the Three Blessings, San-hsiu-ko,and chisel off the Buddhas'
.synsas. The hammering and cutting had just
begun when the two statues together turned
their heads to watch. The men's arms fell as if
they were dropping off, and could not be raised
again; and they were struck as dumb as if they
were dead drunk. This happened also to Tu
K'an. After a long while they recovered consciousness; and then they were belaboreduntil
their whole bodies broke out into blue blisters.
All they could see were Vajra-bearingguardians
[and?]fearsomecreaturesrushing to beat them.
They screamed with pain; their bodies were
roastedand cooked everywhere;pus and blood
ran down together over their broken skin and
bared bones, until they died. This was a recent
occurrence,well known to clericsandlaity alike.
"When Wu Ti of the Ch'en died [in 559], his
nephew [Ch'en] Ch'ien who succeeded him
wanted to arrangefor the burialand to have an
imperial hearse made. Now the dynasty had
only recentlybeen establishedand there was no
sparetime to make arrangements.Of old Liang
4

6
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Biographies in Nan Shih, li, pp. 5vff., and in Pei Ch'i Shu,
xxxiii, p. Ir,v; Giles' no. 723. A nephew of Liang Wu Ti,
whose uneventful life as a provincial governor came to a
melodramatic climax when the renegade Hou Ching persuaded the Emperor to undertake a campaign against the
Eastern Wei in 547. Put in command of a Liang division,.
the Prince was captured in the ignominious defeat that
followed. The Northern court used him, thereafter, as a
pawn: first exploiting his influence with Wu Ti to halt the
inconvenient war; and then (after Hou Ching's coupd'itat
and other, succeeding disasters had brought the South to a

5
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state of anarchy) sending him back to Nanking with an
escort to be installed as a puppet ruler, in 555. This last
move was accepted, perforce, by Wang Seng-pien, the
Nanking governor. When the Ch'en founder in turn took
Nanking and slew Wang, the same year, the Prince was
demoted and died soon after.
Biographies in Liang Shu,xlvi, p. 3r, and in Nan Shih,lxiv,
pp. 3v-4r. As a Wang partisan frequently clashed with
Ch'en forces. A great wine-lover, always drunk by nightfall; in that condition was caught by Ch'en soldiers, who
killed him.
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"The artists jumped with joy, while clerics
and laity chantedpraises.When the mould was
opened it was found that the amount[of bronze]
reacheda height of more thannineteenfeet, and
yet therewas no errorin the radiantbody-signs.
Two large coins, which had never melted, were
still visible on the hem of the robe, to everyone's
surprise. Consideringthat the first estimate of
40,000 catties of bronze turned out to leave so
much to be done, one would have thought that
when 3000 more were addedthe lack would not
yet have been filled. But such prodigies of good
fortune come mysteriouslyfrom the heart's desires; and one can see that [all this was due to]
the mystic universalityof the divine Principle,
and was hardlya human affairat all.
"When the clay model for the image was first
finished, the monk Tao-chao used to adore it
and do penitenceevery night. All at once he saw
a dazzling clearnessin the workshop, and after
observing it carefullyfor a long time realized
that it was a miracleof divine light. Three days
afterthe castingwas done, beforethe mould was
opened, a certain Dhydna Master Tao-tu, a
noble and pure-mindedpriest, who had given
up his robe of seven squaresto aid in meeting
the expense,was watchingfrom a distancewhile
the head was opened, and suddenly saw two
monks who were kneelingand opening the statue's hair. When he went closer to look at them,
they all at once disappeared.
"At that period both [the initiators of the
project],Ytieh and Ching, had passed on; so by
imperialorder the supervisionof the sculptural
work was handed over to Seng-yu of Ting-linssu.
"That same year on the twenty-sixth day of
the ninthmonth the imagewas moved to Kuang-

SSU.7

"The craftsmen'soriginal estimate was that
the Buddha'sbody would require40,000 catties
of bronze; but when the smelting and pouring
were done [the metal] failed to reach as high as
the chest. The common people sent in an incalculable amount of bronze, which was thrown
into the melting-pot, to be melted down and
cast. Still the inside of the mould was not filled,
and the situationproved unchanged.Thereupon
a reportwas hastenedto the Throne, and an imperial order was issued to furnish 3,ooo catties
of votive bronze. They were just beginning to
weigh it out and despatch it from the capital
when ox-carts came into sight at the foundry,
carrying out the imperial order and bringing
bronze to add to the smelter. Thereupon the
bellows flew, [the metal] was melted down, and
in a single casting all was filled. Almost at once
the men and carts all disappeared.It was truly a
Dait&kyj, L, p.

7

Nan Ch'aoSK, v, pp. 5v-6r, assembles information. Its site
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miracle that at the very moment when bronze
was being issued at the capital,as people cameto
realize, more arrived from some other source.

My.entry no. 32 under the Sung, taken from
the life of the monk Fa-yieh in the Kao Seng
Chuan,xiii, runs: "Ming Ti of the Sung tried in
four successive castings to make an eighteenfoot gilded image; and failing, had the height
altered to fourteen feet." The rest of the story
follows :6
"YUeh therefore associated himself with a
iramata of Pai-ma-ssunamed Chih-ching, and
the two joined their karmasin the desire to restore it to an eighteen-foot image of Amitiyus.
They announcedtheir decisionand beganto collect gold and bronze. The Ch'i regime was then
approachingits last daysand moralewas low, so
once again the enterprisehad to be postponed.
At the outset of the Liang the projectwas made
the subjectof an officialreportand an orderwas
issued permittingit [to continue]. Aid was also
given in fashioning the nimbus and pedestal;
materials and technical skill were supplied as
needed; and at last it was cast on the third day
of the fifth month of [509], atHsiaoChuang-yen-

6
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had held a Chin Prince's ancestral shrine, and in 507 was
bought to turn into a temple.
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unequalledin the whole realm, except that they
felt that the height was too great. When they
measured,it turned out to be twenty-two feet.
A report was sent in to the Throne, saying that
the castinghad been completedwithout altering
the originaldesign, and describingfully how the
bronze that had been donated later had been
used; and also telling that on a second examination the height proved to be four feet greater.
The imperialanswer was:
'Since We sent no bronze at the time, it is not
clear how all this could have happened unless
one interpretsit as the Absolute responding to
our needs, an unmistakablesign of a divine miracle. Let a blossoming pedestal be carved and
inscribedwith this wonderful record.'
"The whole matterwas explainedby engraving under the feet. [The statue] is still in existence."
"Seng-yuof Ting-lin-ssu"to whom the direction of the casting was entrusted after it had
become a state responsibility,must have been
one of the most energeticand talentedclericsof
the age. The Kao SengChuan,xi, shows that he
was first of all a specialist in monastic discipline; in that capacity he was often invited to
lecture by the devout Prince Wen-hsian of the
Ch'i, before audiences of seven or eight hundred.II He was the authoror compilerof several
importantbooks, including two that I have frequently cited, the anthology HungMingCbi and
the bibliographyCh'u San TsangChi Chi. His
reputationreacheda climaxunderthe firstLiang
Emperor,who followed his advice on all major
problemsinvolving the clergy. A practicalbent
made him active in the restorationof run-down
temples, and in anotherdirectionled him to invent a more efficienttype of book-casefor clerical libraries.Furthermore,"he was naturallyinventive, and was able to estimateby eye what he

chai-ssu.8 All that month therehad been no rain
and it was very dusty; but the night before the
transferit clouded over and a thin rain fell that
wet things down. Seng-yu was passing by the
statue's [shelter], thinking about the weather,
when he saw from a distance that flames were
moving up and down on its sides, like lamps or
candles; also he heard a voice raised in penitence and worship. Opening the door he looked
aroundcarefully,but everythingwas closed and
still. The temple warden witnessed these same
things. On that same night some merchants
travelling on the Huai [River] all heard what
sounded like the voices of severalhundredmen
working hurriedlyunderthe great boat [bridge]
to get it in order [for the image's passing?].s
Then they realizedthat this must be the concern
of some supernaturalagency, rather than the
work of men.
"Later the nimbus and pedestal were also
cast, and there occurredthe furthergood omen
of a scented breeze. Southward of the Pamirs
and the Yangtse this was supreme among all
gilded images."
A slightly differentversion of the story appearsin Tao-hsiian'scorpus, where the statueis
the twenty-ninth entry.'o "At the outset of the
T'ien-chien era [502-519]
the Liang founder
established Kuang-chai-ssu at what had previously been his mansion. He had an eighteenfoot gilded image fashioned [for it]. When the
model was completedit was not even a fraction
of an inch in error; but just before the casting
they suspectedthat the bronze was insufficient.
At first they wanted to ask aid from the Allhighest; then all at once they saw an emissary
coming with fifteen cart-loadsof bronze, saying
that they had been despatchedby imperialdecree
to the temple. When this was melted down a
single casting was sufficient. [The result] was
8

Ibid., pp. 6rff.; Chien-k'angSL, xvii, p. 9b, entry for 507,
when the quondam mansion of the Liang founder was
remodelled to make a temple.
9 This must have been the "cavalry boat bridge" mentioned
in one of the Nan Ch'aoSK entries, as furnishing the only

means of access to the temple from the capital.
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had planned. Since your common artisanis dependent on rules and dimensionsif he is not to
err, [when the time came to fashion] the colossi
of Kuang-chai-[ssu]and She Shan,and the stone
Buddha of Yen-hsien, Yu was invited to make
the plans and to provide drawn cartoons for
them to follow."
For "the stone Buddhaof Yen-hsien,"see the
entry immediatelyfollowing. For the colossus
of She Shen, see SouthernCh'i entry no. I 3.
4.
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Chien-anthat was enjoined on you last yeardo you still rememberit, or not?'
"Hsien nervously answeredthat he had forgotten. The churchmansmiled and said: 'Then
you must think of it again.' At that he went
away. Hsien realized that he was no common
person, and so pursuedhim for a hundredpaces
or so, in a desperatehurryto find out; when all
at once he disappeared. Then Hsien's mind
cleared, and he understood; and remembering
all that he had dreamedbefore, he realizedthat
this musthave been the thirdof the clericshe had
seen on the Yen River.
"He hastened in consequence to inform the
Prince,who in turn told the All-highest.An imperialorderdespatchedthe VinayaMasterSengyu to take charge of the image project. The
Prince's profound faith increased and his joy
knew no bounds. He strippedhimself of all his
gold ware, vowing to use it to complete the
work.
"On the day before Seng-yu arriveda priest
of the temple, one Hui-ch'eng, dreamedthat he
saw a great deity dressed all in black, standing
with outspreadwings very impressivelyin the
placewherethe niche was to be, and deliberating
over the dimensions.On the morrowthe Vinaya
MasterYu arrived;such was the divine response
to him. The first excavationthat had been made
by Seng-hu turned out to be too shallow, so it
was deepened by fifty feet. An ufvifa was provided; the body's lakfapawere brought to perfection; and the burnishing was just short of
complete. That night all at once a red color
formed right where the swastika was, on the
image's chest; and even now that areahas not
yet been gilded, and the red color still shows.
"Work on the image was undertakenin the
spring of [5I 3] and was completedin the spring
of [5i6]. The seatedbody was fifty feet high and
the standingforms were a hundred.In front of
the niche was erecteda three-storeyterrace,and
gates, pavilions,and hallswere built. In addition
greatnumberof other constructionswere set up

My entry no. I4 under the SouthernCh'i told
how monk Seng-hu found at Yin-yo-ssu on
"Mount Stone-city" in Chekiang a cliff with
markings that suggested a Buddha's aureole;
how he took a vow to carvea hundred-footstone
Buddhathere,collectedcontributorsin the 490's,
and began the work of rock-cutting;and finally
how his death, and a successor's lack of resources, kept the project from completion. The
account in the Kao SengChaan,xiii, continues: 7
"We come now to the year [507] under the
Liang, when a certain Lu Hsien of Wu-chun,
who had been magistrateof Shih-feng [in Chekiang], had been relieved of his duties and was
on his way home. He was spending a night on
the Yen River that happenedto be windy, rainy,
and very dark. Hsien was dozing, ill-at-ease,
when all of a sudden he dreamed that he saw
three clerics come up and say to him:
'Good sir, you area true believerandupright,
andnaturallyof a retiringnature.Know that His
Highness of Chien-anis suffering,and has not
yet been healed.If he can see that the stone Buddha that Seng-hu made in Yen-hsien is completed, he will certainlyregain his health. The
uttermost Principle is not unreal, and must be
allowed to develop.'
"Hsienreturnedhome, and for a yearmore or
less forgot what he had dreamed.Then as he was
going out his gate be saw a priest who said: 'A
guest who listens to a sermon should follow
what was said. The matter of the Prince of
12
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to serve the needs of worship. Gentry and commoners came from all sides, bearingincense and
flowers over a myriadii to make their offerings
and go home again, until wheel tracksand footprints were filled in and obliterated.
"Afterthe image had been completed,the sufferings of the Prince of Chien-anwere gradually
eased, and now he is entirely cured. His lief has
been changed, so that he is now Prince of Nanp'ing."
"The stone colossus of Yen-hsien"is discussed in Tao-hsuan'stwenty-ninthentry, afterthe
Kuang-chai-ssubronze.13Details are different:
there is no travelling magistrate,but the Prince
himself has a dream and so invites Seng-yu to
completethe work. The latter dislikes the existing proportions,which seemto him too shallow.
"That night a sudden landslide (in copying this
version Fa YuanChuLin, xiv, adds 'that buried
two hundredmen") revealedthe Buddhawithin,
still inside the rock from the neck down ... In
this case the true lineaments were originally
within the stone, and were revealedafterhuman
skill had strippedit away."
The "Prince of Chien-an" was Hsiao Wei
(474 53i), a youngerbrotherof the Liangfounder. Of his two officialbiographies'4that in the
Liang history merely records that he fell seriously ill in 508. In the Nan Shibthereis an extraordinary addition. Wei of course abetted his
brother's uprising, and as a first reward was
named Governor of Yung-chou (in Hupeh) by
the puppet Southern Ch'i Emperor Ho. We
now learn that "when Wu Ti's armies were
moving downstream, since his funds were
running low, Wei took the bronze Buddha
from the temple at Hsiang-yang to make currency, and despoiled the rich priests of their
treasure;after which he fell ill."
If the Nan Shibaccusationis true, one can see
the outlines of a painful problem for Buddhist
historians.Thereis a very good chancethat "the
13

Ibid., LII, p.
p. 389a, b).

4I9c;

repeatedin Fa YuanCL, xiv (ibid., LIII,

bronze Buddhafrom Hsiang-yang"was no less
revereda statuethanthe colossalAmitdyusmade
by order of the great Tao-an (my entry no. II
under the Chin); the very work whose destruction two generationslater during the Northern
Chou persecutionwas told with such gusto by
Tao-hsiian. The non-Buddhist version would
have us believe that the statuewas melted down
merely as an emergencywartime measure,of a
sortthatmusthave beenfairlycommon; we have
met a similarincident datingfrom the samecivil
war, in General Hsiao's seizure of the buried
golden dragon of Ch'ang-sha-ssu(Chin entry
i6). The vandalwas not a fanaticaliconoclastbut
an otherwise devout believer, rememberedfor
his skill in philosophicalprofunditiesand as the
author of two pious works. Worse still, he was
a younger brother of the saintly ruler under
whom the Churchreachedits peak of power and
influence. If my suggestion is valid, it is not
hardto see why the authorof the KaoSengChuan,
writing while the Prince was still alive and his
father was supporting Buddhism with an increasinglyrecklessgenerosity,shouldhaveveiled
the outrage. In his generation, while the fact
was still remembered,it was doubtlesssufficient
to remind the readerthat the Prince had once
fallen mysteriously ill, and that recovery had
followed his making a colossal Buddha image
under supernaturalorders; the signs of an eyefor-an-eye expiation were clear enough. The
moraltale that might have been told would have
been too shocking in plain words under the
Liang dynasty.
For posterityit would have been too confusing; storytellerslike Tao-hsuian,with a point to
make, like to have their values clearlyseparated
into blacksand whites. It may well have seemed
to the pious T'ang historian both simpler and
more believableto assignthe outrageto a period
when outrageswere common, underthe Northern Chou persecution.There is at the same time
'4
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Liang image, cast and installed to replace the
one more piece of evidence in the case, which
original commandeeredby the Prince of Chienseems to warrant reducing the charge against
an; and that it was this "modern"work thatwas
Tao-hsuanfrom well-intentionedlying to ignoin turn demolishedunder the Northern Chou.
rance. The encyclopediaT'u ShwChi Ch'enghas
preservedin its section on Buddhist images an
effusionin typical Six Dynasties phraseologyby 5. Tao-hsutan's
twenty-eighth
entryruns:16 "The
the well-known Liang authorLiu Ch'ien(484 to
founder of the Liang, Wu Ti, dreamedin [502]
on the eighth day of the first month, that the
550), which in its time was so much admiredthat
his biographyspeaksof the "greatamplitudeand
sandalwood image had come to his kingdom,
and so ordereda partyformed to go and bringit
beauty of its style."'s Its title is: "Stele of the
Image of the Buddha Amitdyus at the Golden
back. The [old] story told in the 'Record of the
Image Temple in Yung-chou." The most inBuddha's Journeys in India' and in the two
formative portion runs something as follows:
chaptersof the 'King UdydnaSuitra'is that the
"This 'Mi-to's'influenceis a rareaid, like the
Buddha ascended to the Tu'ita Heaven for a
sun-disk in its brilliant illumination, like the
whole summerto preachthe Law to His mothmoon's face in its frank openness. The firnd
er.17Kings and subjects missed him [so sorely
sheds a pearlyglimmer;the lips open on strange
that finally]the monarchof Udyina despatched
hues. Seeminglythey hold a faint smile, [while
thirty-two craftsmen with the sandalwood to
the image] pours all its gaze down upon [those
[the disciple] Mahd Maudgalydyana,begging
who] look upward. Almost it seems to utter
him to use his magic powers to transportthem
comforting words, and bends all its power of
[heavenward]with ordersto depictthe Buddha's
form. When the portraitwas finished as he dehearingto listen attentively. This image repeatedly has gone out by night to walk through the
sired with a height of five feet, it was brought
temple gateway; now lighting up the cliffs as if
back and installedat the JetavanaVihdra,where
it were facing some ceremony on the Vulture
it has been worshipped down to the present
Peak; now moving to and fro, as if it were seektime. This was the image that the Emperor
in
ing out the sick Vaialdli."
wished to ask for. In consequencehe summoned
The last clause must be a referenceto a sfitra
a party of eighty men to make the journey, instory about Amitdyus'coming down to rid the
cludingthe Victory-decidingGeneralHo Ch'ien,
city of Vaisallof a plague, to which I shallreturn
Hsieh Wen-hua, and others.
in the chapteron the iconographyof His triad.
"These persons formally presented the reThe main point to be stressedis that the panequest to the King of Srdvasti.He repliedthat it
gyric, while clearlyreferringto the samemiracuwas the foremost image in CentralIndia, and so
lously perambulations, and using the same
could not be sent to an outlying land. However,
temple name, Chin-hsiang-ssu,the Golden Imhe ordered thirty-two craftsmento carve [anage Temple, that we have met in Tao-hstian's
other] image in purple sandalwood, each man
account(Chinentryi i), makesno referenceto
executing one distinctive body-sign. Work was
the statue'santiquity,or to the great Tao-an as
begun in the early morning and was completed
its maker(atleastnone thatI canidentifyas such,
by noon. When the body-signs were complete,
in its tangle of allusions). It is very tempting to
the image's unnisaemitted a radiance;a fine rain
assume,then, that the subjectof the piece was a
fell, and a strangeperfumewas noted. It was of
i5
16

TSCC, 497, p. I 5r. Biographies in Liang Shu, xli, p. 6r,v,
and in Nan Shih, xxxix, p. 6v.
DaiZjkyd,LII, p. 4I9b; repeatedin Fa YfianCL, xiv (ibid.,
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See the section on the Sandalwood "First Image" in the
Appendix, pp. 259ff.
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this that the 'Slitraof King Udydna'says: 'When
the True Body disappears, then two images
will manifestthemselves, to be a great blessing
for all creatures.'18
"Ch'ienand the others carriedthe second image several myriadsof ii, experiencingso many
trialsthat it would be impossible to tell of them
all. They crossedthe ocean,bravingtempestsand
billows. The waves carriedthem to a mountain,
wheretheirfood supplyran out, andmanyof the
escort and bearersperished. They met all sorts
of wild beasts, which they counteredby calling
with one accordon the Buddha;at which, from
behind the image, they would hear a sound [like
that made by] armor, or a bell. Beside one cliff
they found a monk sitting upright under a tree.
Ch'ien,who was carryingthe statueon his back,
set it down beforehim. The monk rose to adore
the image, while Ch'ienand the rest made obeisanceto him. He gave them clean waterto drink
and their fill to eat. Then he said:
'This image is calledthe Samyak-sambuddha.
Throughout your journey Kumbhira R-ja has
wrought great feats for the Buddhistfaith.'"s
"So saying he disappeared.One night soon
afterwardall dreamedthat they had seen the god
[Kumbhira];and on the morrow they joined in
making a picture of him.
"In [5I I] on the fifth day of the fourth month
Ch'ien and the others reached the capital. The
Emperorand his officialswent out afoot forty 1i
to welcome [the image], and brought it back to
the Hall of State. A maigre feast was held, with
conversions; a general amnesty was declared,
and a proclamationwas issued againstkilling. In
addition a lotus-blossom pagoda crown [?] was
made. The Emperor from that time on became
18

19

20

I have not been able to locate this quotation, but in the
original text it must have been intended as a reference to
the two statues made by Kings Prasenajitand Udydna.
See the section on this guardian in the iconographic
chapter on Minor Beings, pp. 231 f.
Dai.Zjky5,LII, p. 438b; repeated in Fa YuanCL, xiv (ibid.,
LIII, p. 396b, c). A mid ninth century account of the treasures and well known sites of the great Ch'ang-an temples
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a vegetarianand deniedhimselfall sensualgrailfications.
"When the imperialdemise took place in the
fifth month of [549], the Prince of Hsiang-tung
was enthronedat Chiang-lingwith the title Ytan
[andthe eraname]Ch'eng-sheng.He despatched
persons to the Yang- [tze] capital to bring [the
image] upstreamto his capital of Ching, to be
adoredin the Ch'eng-kuangHall. Subsequently
in [562] Ta-ming-ssuwas erected alongside the
Serene Mausoleum north of the city, and the
image was taken there. It may be seen there today. Many copies of it have been made, and circulatein the [T'ang] capital."
The history of the statue is continued in the
Tao-hsfianLa Shih Kan-t'ungLx, in the there
dialogue
standardform of a question-and-answer
between the priest and a celestialvisitor, as follows:20

"Query:the sandalwoodimage at the former
Ta-ming-ssuin Ching-chouis said to have been
made for King Udyana, the story going that a
copy came from him to the Liang. There is also
one in [the present] capital.Which is the original?
"Answer: Ta-ming's is the original image.
With the demiseof the Liang founderthe image
cameto the shore of Ching. Then in [55 ] under
Yuan Ti the [Northern] Chou conquered the
Liang, and as a resultthe staterecordsand treasures were all collected and sent north. The sandalwood image was hidden by a certainDharma
MasterSeng-chinin his cell; he mademany presents to the emissariesfrom his own effects, so
that in the end the statuewas allowed to stay.In
[589] underthe Sui, Wen Ti despatchedan emissary,Liu Ku-yen,to secureit. The templepriests
has been preserved in a chapter of the miscellany Yu Yang
Tsa Tsu, by Tuan Ch'eng-shih (and separately, with the
title Ssu T'a Chi in DaiZJkyJ,LI, no. 2093). In connection
with Ta Hsing-shan-ssu, we are told that its Udydnaimage
was destroyed in a temple fire at the outset of the 668-670
era. Like Tao-hsuan, the author denies that this image had

beenbroughtfrom Ching-chou(p. iozzc).
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tory, which notes many of Wu Ti's public dealso wantedit as a protectionfor Chingand Ch'u
monstrations of piety, says nothing about his
[the middle Yangtse region]; and since Ku was
welcominga partybackfrom Indiawith a sandala native of the place,he gave in and directedthat
wood statue. More damningstill, the finalparaanother sandalwood statue be carved, so as to
graph in the Kao SengChuan,xiii, written in the
comply with the imperialwill. Searchfor a sculpsame decade in which the statueis said to have
tor produced a Brahmanmonk named Chen-ta,
arrived, and entirely concerned with images,
who made [the new] image; i. e. the one that is
stzpas, and relics, is silent in this one regard;
now at Hsing-shan-ssu[in Ch'ang-an].It too is
though it speaks of the first images made for
most wonderful and rare.
Udyana and Prasenajit,of the sculpturalworks
"The original image is at Ching-chou. The
of Asoka's daughters, of the icon brought to
monks covered it over with lacquered cloth,
Chinain Han Ming Ti's reign, and even of Liang
which lessened [the accuracy]of its distinguishit showedtheBuddha's Wu Ti's success in casting the bronze image at
ing marks. Note: originally
one try (my entry 3) where the Sung Emperor
bodysevendaysafterbirth. Withtheadditionof the
had failed in four.22The statue probably origilacqueredcloth it was turnedinto an adult form,
nated at Ta-ming-ssu, in the last days of the
whichmadeit muchmoreunusualthanit hadbeenin
the beginning.
The Ta-ming example came from
Liang or under the Ch'en restoration,and was
the ancient dwelling-placeof the Buddha; it is
given a fictitioushistoryby the templemonks in
the supernaturalimage, [and is there still] beorderto enhanceits sanctity.
cause it would not sufferto be removed to the
6. Omuraascribesto the Liang two undatedimNorth.
"In recent years a certain Dharma Master
age inscriptionsby ShenYo (who diedin 5I3),
Miao-i, having heard mysterious praises from
preservedwith his other compositionsin Kuang
an angel, finally was enlightened and stripped
Hung Ming Chi, xvi: one for an Amitayus, the
away the lacqueredcloth, so that the true visage
other for a Sdkyamuni.n3
The formeropens with
It
revealed
a
was
a conventionalapology for image-making:
again. was grand stimulus to
faith to come face to face with the supernatural
"The Dharmakdyahas no image; it is eternal
form. [The statue]was made entirely of sandalandformless.[Butthough]the ultimatePrinciple
wood (? or of joined sandalwood?)21 and is in
is nothingness, it yet responds. [Though] the
its original state, without additions. The halo
true Wisdom be annihilated[in Nirvana],it proand pedestal are most unusual. The carving,
duces supernaturalmanifestations.Out of utter
which was done with an elephant'stusk, is in the
stillness comes the rumble of thunder; in the
last analysisbeyondthe attainmentof humanart.
dead of night the darknessis split open. For the
"The body of the Hsing-shanversion is clevhumblest there is eternal life, without years,
erly executedin every particular."
without aging. [All] beings love carving and
This story has all the earmarksof a bare-faced
embellishment;men glory in precious decorafabrication.Liang Wu Ti's dream and mission
dons..."
are clearlymodelled on Han Ming Ti's. To the
best of my knowledge nothing of the sort is re- 7. The history of the Southern dynasties,Nan
corded in contemporarysources; even the enShih,lxxvi, contains a summaryof the careerof
voys named are unidentifiable.The Liang histhe famous metropolitanabbot Pao-chih (4i8 to
2I

22

Text variations betwen the Tao-hsfianand Fa YDanCL
versions permit these alternatives.
Daitiky&, L, p. 403a.

23
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5I4).24 "As he lay dying all at once the temple's 9.

Vajra-bearingimages transferredthemselves to
posts outside his door; which made people say
that the Bodhisattvamust be readyto depart.In
ten days' time without being ill he expired."
Presumablythe statues here referredto had
their proper posts on either side of the temple
gate, as was to be the standardpractiselater (a
guardianpair of the early eighth centuryis still
extantin Japanat Horyiiji).It should be noticed,
however, that this anecdote does not appearin
the priest's life containedin the KaoSengChuan,x,
completed five years after his death (although
everything else after the words "people say" is
the same).2s There we readin additionthat for a
lay follower "Chihonce exhibitedhimself in his
true form, with radiantbody-signslike a Bodhisattva image" (laterversionswere to say that he
showed himself in the guise of the Twelveheaded Avalokitesvara).z6After his death a
monastery was establishedbeside his tomb on
MountChung,outsidethe capital;and "portraits
of him were preservedin various places."
8.

The Pi-ch'iu-niChuan'sbiographyof the nun
Seng-shu(43 2-5 I 5) tells that she was a specialist
in meditation, who had a convent built for her
and twenty followers by a Sung imperial consort.27She was held in high esteemby the devout
Ch'i Princes; and when the great days for Buddhism began under the Liang, "she begged the
funds to have five gilded images made, all splendidly beautiful."
The number five is the interestingitem here,
and will be returnedto in the iconographicchapter on the Buddhas.

24
2s
26

27
28

P. 6v. For other stories about him, see Werner, Mythology,
pp. 70-73, under his alternative name Chih Kung.
Dai.Zjkyj,L, pp. 394a-395b.
See Soper, "Hsiang-kuo-ssu, an Imperial Temple of
Northern Sung," Journalof the AmericanOrientalSociety,
68, 1, I948, pp. 34, 4I.
Daigoky?,L, p. 947b.
In xxv; ibid., p. 65 ia, b.
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Tao-hstian'ssequelto the "Biographies,"xxv,
makes an entertainingstory out of the careerof
a monk known as Tao-hsienor Seng-hsien,who
is said to have been of Sogdian origin, and to
have begun as a roving trader.28He travelled
widely through the South by sea and upstream
collecting pearlsand other jewels, until his properties filled two ships. Then he met a Dhydna
Masterwho preachedto him on the folly of attachment to temporal riches; whereupon he
scuttledboth of his vessels in the river (in spite
of the monks'protests),left his wife andchildren,
and entered a monastery to study the art of
meditation.In 5I7 he went to the Blue Ravine
Mountain, Ch'ing-ch'i Shan, in Hupeh to become a hermit. Taoists whom he was sheltering
there one night saw what they thought was a
forest fire breakingout. Fearinglest the hermit
be harmed they ran to the rescue with watervessels, only to find him seatedimpassivelywith
a great fire raging all around. Great were the
conversions,far and near. [This partof the story
has obviously been borrowed from an incident
in the life of Sakyamuni:his sojourn with the
Brahmanswho kept in their hut a venomous,
fire-spittingNdga].29
"The Governor, Prince Hui of P'o-yang, in
person made obeisanceto him and receivedthe
Dharma.30At the end of the T'ien-chien era
(502-5 I9) PrinceMing-kanof Shih-hsingmade
images of the Four Lokapdlas at Liang-t'aissu.3' On each of the six monthly fast days he
would always make a pure offeringin the early
morning. Hsien later came to a meeting in
which the Lokapdlas bowed their heads and
emitted five-colored rays of light; while the in-

29

Told, for example, by me in "Aspects of Light Symbolism
I950, pp.

in Gandhdran Art," Artibus Asiae, XIII, I-2,
7I-75.
30

3I
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Another younger brother of Wu Ti; biographies in Liang
Shu,xxii, pp. 5r-6r, and in Nan Shib,lii, pp. 4v-5v. Lived
476-5 26.
A still younger brother, Hsiao Tan (478-522); see Liang
Shu, xxii, pp. 7r-8r, and Nan Shib, lii, pp. 6v-7v.
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cense-burnerthat he was holding emittedsmoke
of itself."'32
The accountgoes on to tell of furthermarvels,
until people cameto worshipthe monk like a god
from Heaven. When a Sui Prince whose orders
he had treatedlightly sent soldiersto arresthim,
theirway was blocked by a greatstormandlandslides. When he returnedhome from Szechwan
in the 58o's, the road ahead of him was swept
clearby a mountaingod. He died over a hundred
yearsold.
Is is a pity that our first clear referenceto an
important new kind of image, the group of
guardiansof the four quarters,should appearin
such questionablecompany. I know no reason, I I.
however, why the Four Lokapdlasshould not
have been representedunder the Liang. Various
scriptureshad made their names and attributes
familiarfor generations,and we know that they
were worshipped.Liang Wu Ti issued a famous
edictin 5I 3 forbiddinganimalsacrificein various
shrines and official rites; one of its clauses ex- Iz.
empted for the time being "those monasteries
and nunnerieswhere servicesto the Four Lokapalasand the god Kapilaare held by setting out
deer's heads and beef."33
IO.

An entry in the bibliographyCh'uSan Tsang
ChiChi,xii, speaksof "aRecordof the PureGold
Image Presentedby the Realm of P'o-li."34 The
Liang history notes that the first embassyfrom
P'o-li (perhapsBali?) arrivedin 5I7, to be followed by a second in 522.35 (The place is describedas "on an island in the sea southeastof
Canton, and two months' journey from that
port... Its monarchsbearthe nameKaundinya" I3.
- as in Fu-nan. "They also tell that King Sud-

32

33
34
35

See the section on the Four Lokapdlasin the iconographic
chapter on Minor Beings, pp. 23 I ff.
Quoted in KuangHung MC, xxvi (DaiZdkyd,LII, p. 298a).
Ibid., VL, p. 92c.
Liang Shu, liv, pp. 6v-7r. No mention is made of such a
gift in the accounts given of the two embassies. See also
Pelliot, "Deux itin~raires,"B. de coleoefranf. d'extrdme0.,

i. e. Queen Maya, the
mother of the Buddha- "was a maidenof their
land.") The account of the mission of 5I7 is
rememberedchieflyfor a letterpraisingthe Liang
Emperorfor his devotion to Buddhismand the
beautyand perfectionof his land: a documentso
fulsome in its flattery,and so much like several
other letterspurportingto come from Indianor
Indonesian monarchs that one finds quoted in
the Southernhistories,that the wary readermay
be justifiedin suspectingthat the Chinesecourt
maintaineda specialsecretariatto fabricatesuch
items of diplomaticcorrespondence.
dodhana's consort" -

The Liang history records that in 5i9 King
Rudravarmanof Fu-nan "sent another envoy,
with a gift of an auspiciousIndian sandalwood
image."36 Was this perhaps the historic fact that

later was to be elaboratedinto the fable of Wu
Ti's mission to Sravasti?
The Liang history records that in 529 the
realmof P'an-p'an"sent an envoy with a gift of
an ivory image anda stipa . . . A furtherembassy
arrivedin [5 34] bringingan authenticrelicfrom
the Bodhi land, a picture of a sthpa, a leaf from
the Bodhi tree," etc.37
P'an-p'an

-

about whose whereabouts the

Chinese record says nothing - has been tentatively identifiedwith the east side of the Malay
peninsula.The "pictureof a stzmpa"
may have represented the famous structure at Bodhgayd,
since two of the other items brought came from
there.
In 530, according to the Liang history, "the
King of the realmof Tan-tansent an envoy with

III, 1903,
36
37

pp. 279ff.

Liang Shu, liv, p. 4r; also in Nan Shih, lxxviii, p. 4r.
Liang Shu, liv, p. 5v; also in Nan Shuh,lxxviii, p. 6r. See
also G. Ferrand, "Le K'ouen-louen," Journal Ariatique,
iith ser., xiii, 1919, pp. 254ff.; and Pelliot, op. cit., pp.
229-230.
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temple was a Sung foundation) - and we learn
the curiousfurtherdetailthat "the sietras and images made by Min were none of them closed
away, but were provided whenever they were

a gift of an ivory image and a paintedstfpa."38
This country, also unlocated and undescribed,
doubtless also belonged to the Indonesianarea,
probablyin the easternreachesof the Java Sea.

required."41

Note the following Liangadditionsto existing
I4. statues:
i6.
In 532 two Bodhisattvasof gilded bronzewere
provided for the "gilded image of Ching-chou,"
then installedin the new imperialTung-t'ai-ssu
(Chin entry i6).
During Wu Ti's reign seven angel musicians
and two Bodhisattvaswere addedto the aureole
of "the gilded image at Ch'ang-kan-ssu"(Chin
entry 3). This modernizationmaywell have been
orderedin 537when one of the two Ch'ang-kanssu pagodas was restored by imperialorder, at
which time its relic cofferwas inspectedby Wu
Ti in person, and an "unstinted maigre feast"
was held there.39
.

Tao-hsufan'ssequel to the "Biographies,"v,
contains a lengthy account of the careerof the
monk Seng-min (474-534), a descendantof the
Sun house that once had ruled over the Wu
kingdom, who became celebratedin the Southern capital for his prowess in lecturing and
scripturalexegesis.40He once "madean image of
Maitreya as Buddha, with the accompanying
ritualparaphernalia,and used to worship it day
andnight. Then he dreamedthathe saw the Buddha Maitreya despatching a supernaturallycreatedBodhisattvato bring him the Bodhi-tree
as a gift." He is cited as a restorerand enlargerof
monasterybuildings - one project being at his
temple Chuang-yen-ssu,where "the gate-house
with its adjacentenclosing walls and roofs were
old-fashionedand clumsyin workmanship"(the
38

LiangShu,liv, p. 5v; also in Nan Shib,lxxviii, p. 6r. Neither
of these paragraphsgives any description of the country;
both devote themselves to a fulsomely flattering letter
addressed to the Liang sovereign. Pelliot, op. cit., pp. 284,
335 n. i, mentions (in order to reject them) the theories of
predecessorswho had linked Tan-tanwith the MalayPeninsula or the Natuna Islands.

The life of the monk Pao-ch'angin the same
work, i, incorporatesan accountof the most ambitious temple-buildingprojects undertakenby
Wu Ti.42In the BambooRavineon MountChung
he set up a monasteryentitled Ta-ai-ching-ssu,
the "Great Temple of Loving Respect," on behalfof his deceasedfather.The site was a naturally charmingone and by architectureand decoration was turnedinto somethingvery like one of
the palaces of Heaven. The scale was great; a
distanceof seven Aiseparatedthe centralnucleus
from the outer gate; there were thirty-six separateprecincts,eachhaving pools and terracesto
surround its buildings. "The main hall of the
central precinct contained a sandalwoodimage
[that was meant to be] eighteen feet tall, by the
sculptors' estimate. But they worked only by
day; every night after they had halted voices
would be heard, and on the morrow when they
looked they would have a feeling that more had
been done; and so on completion the height
turnedout to be twenty-two feet. The majorand
minor distinguishing signs were majestically
rendered;all that was visible was preeminent.It
almost was a work of the gods, and frequently
was moved to give proof of the fact. In addition
the Emperorfor a separatehall of the temple,by
the Dragon Pool, had an eighteen-foot gilded
bronzeimagefashioned.He worshippedtherein
person;wheneverhe enteredandprostratedhimselfin adorationhe would sob andsigh andchoke
with emotion, unableto masterhimself,until his
39 Liang ShU, liv, p. 4r; also in Nan Shib, lxxviii, p. 4r. A

literary account of this occasion, ascribed to Wu Ti himself, has been preserved in KuangHungMC, xv (Dai.Zkyo,
LII, pp. 203C-204a).
40
4'

42
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In x; ibid., L, pp. 46Ic-463c, especially 463a.
Compare Liang entry 2I, p. 77 below.
Ibid., p. 422a.
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attendantstoo could not but weep. Also for the
have met earlierin connection with "the gilded
image of Ching-chou,"which was housed there
sakeof the EmpressDowager Hsien he built Tachih-tu-ssuon the west slope of the Blue Ravine,
(see my entryno. i6 underthe Chin).44Nan Shih
recordsthat in 53 5 "on the twenty-thirdday of
east of the roadleadingfrom the Chien-yangcity
the fourth month, Wu Ti paid an imperialvisit
gate ... The buildings were monumental;there
was a seven-storeyedtreasurepagoda; cells and
to Tung-t'ai-ssu and had silver images cast of
galleriesran around, and here and there flowerthe Buddhasof the Ten Directions."45
ing trees sprang up. For the main hall he had
An edict of Wu Ti's dated 538, preservedin
another gilded, eighteen-foot image made, to I7.
KuangHungMingChi, xv, tells that "an inhabitshow thathe rememberedthe felicity [hismother
ant of Shang-yii-hsien (in Chekiang), one Li
had brought him]. Five hundrednuns were conYin-chih,has dug up out of the ground an ivory
tinuallyhearinglecturesor chanting.On the day
'image' a little under o.z feet square, the two
the temples were finished the Emperor said to
sides of which in combination make a beast
his consorts:
shape.Withinthis on one side aretwelve Buddha
'We have erected these two temples because
figures,
and on the other fifteen. The engraving
of the blessings received from our two imperial
is clear and clean; the workmanship is most
[parents],to make evident the boundlessnessof
wonderfullyskilful,so that one would takeit for
our emotion, and to realize our thoughts that
a supernaturalproduct ratherthan the result of
linger far in the past...'
human craft. Inside it are six relics in true
The account goes on to describethe splendid
form.
. .-"46
ancestralshrines that Wu Ti establishedinside
his palace,and the imperialthronesprovidedfor
The Liang history tells that in 54I "the realm
his parents,with theirsplendidritualcrownsand i8.
of Khotan sent a present of a Buddha image
robes. Finally we read that in 527 "he set up
carvedin jade."47
Tung-t'ai-ssunorth of the imperialcity, cutting
through the Ta-t'unggate [to be able to reachit I9.
The sixth century gazetteer Shui ChingChu,
directly from the palace]. Its towers, pavilions,
xxxii, in its section on the region around the
terracesand halls were modelled on those of the
juncture of the Huai and Fei rivers in Anhui,
imperialpalaceitself. There was a nine-storeyed
mentionsa templecalled"Hsi-ch'ang-ssu,whose
pagodathatextendedits [roof] circuitsto beyond
Buddhahall has three images set there byWuTi
the clouds. Hills, trees, gardens,and pools were
of the Hsiao line, with true visages and perfect
multipliedin a confusing luxuriance."
body signs,in look anddresspureandradiant."48
Dates given elsewhere indicate that Wu Ti's
templeto his fatherwas underconstructionfrom 20.
The anthologyKuangHungMingChi,xv, conzo
to
22,
and
that
the
sandalwood
statue was
5
tains an elaborate composition by "the Liang
5
donein 530.43 Tung-t'ai-ssu,
theplacemostoften
PrinceKang of Chin-an"(i. e. the future Chien
named in connection with the ruler'spublic deWen Ti), relative to the erection of an artificial
monstrations
of pietyin the 530's and 540's,we
Bodhi-tree.49The preamblerefers to two cele43

44
45
46

Nan Ch'aoSK, v, pp. 2off.; Chien-k'angSL, xvii, p. I 2r, v.
There it is stated that the sandalwood image kept on
growing until 538, when it was measured for the fourth
time, and found to total 20.5 Liang feet.
Nan Ch'aoSK, v, 26vff.; Chien-k'angSL, xvii, p. IWr.
Nan Shih, vii, p. 4r.
Dai.Zkyd, LII, pp. 203c-204a.

47

48

Liang Shu,liv, p. I4v; also in Nan Shih lxxxix, p. 7v. Note
that jade was one of the most prized products of the
Khotan region.
By Li Tao-yuan. In the modern Kuo-chiChien-pienedition,
Shanghai, XLVII, v, p. 102.

49 Dai.ZtkyJ, LII, p. 204a-c.
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bratedIndianpilgrimagesites and aspectsof the
Buddha, the Ndga Cave and the Vulture Peak.
There is a long eulogy of the virtues of the
author'sfather,Wu Ti, anda seriesof allusionsto
the felicity brought by his rule. In what follows
it is not alwayseasyto disentangleliteraryflights
from description. On the other hand both of
these had their origin in the same sort of visual
imagination;and what actuallyhave been meant
as no more than a gracefulpoetic image might,
by a change of the author'swill, have been imitated in art.
"Whereforedo angels and dancingphoenixes
leave their bright [home] to circleabout, crying,
'Good!' Bodbisattvasand flying elephantscross
over their fragrantland and come hither to pay
homage. Five hundred jewelled canopies vie in
blending their rays; ten thousandgarlandshang
suspendedin the air. The shrinechamber'smagnificence is unique in the realm and world. He
has fashioneda hall for the three periods [of the
Buddha'steaching?];he hasraiseda four-column
terrace. Not even the 'Looking-for-the-gods
Palace' of the Han rulers, or the 'Waiting-forthe-ImmortalsBelvedere' [of the Yellow Emperor] could have matched the embodying of
Enlightenmentin this jewelled cloud.
"Then, thinking on the beginning of all our
salvation,he has erecteda treeof Bodhi. The four
seas have given up their rarities[to it], and the
hundred crafts have spent their cunning. With
chased gold, carved jade, mirrors strung together, and festoons of pearls it is fashionedin
the likeness of the Snow Mountainsso and its
shape is that of a flying canopy. The four sides
cast their shadows,while the five faces shelterall
beneath. Its renown is like the full moon;
through it the imperial graciousness gives an
even broadershelter.The thousandlights of the
tree bloom all together; its multi-coloredflowers link their brilliance. Suspended sun-disks
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lend gayety, and jade garlands create a haze;
when a light breezestirs,jewelledbranchesmake
music.
"Majesticis the wondrous form [of the Buddha?] shading those curving branches; as resplendent as a gold mountain, as venerable as
linkedmoons. [One sees] the pious maidenat the
time when [the Buddhabegan again]to eat; the
figuresof the gods offeringtheir four bowls; the
strewn propitious grass [that was used for the
Buddha'sseat], and the linked flutteringof bluebirds [overhead]; the quelling of the thunderspittingMdra,andthe rout of his mountain-bearing devils; strange shapes in ornamentalmaterials beyond the power of words [to describe].
Here truly [hasbeen revealed]a wondrouskarma
for the creation of good; here is the profound
felicity of [spiritual]progress. Here in our time
is a fullness of beauty unheard of in former
ages..."
Most of the detailsof the Prince'sdescription
may be imaginedfrom what we know of existing
art of the late Six Dynasties. For the scenes illustrating Sdkyamuni'sEnlightenment a painted
parallelhas been preservedin the JapaneseKako
Gentai IngaKyj, an illustratedlife of the Buddha
that seemsto derivefrom some mid sixth century
prototypes. Canopies, curtains, festoons of
beads, and angelic beings in flight are familiar
accessories in the great Northern Wei caveshrinecomplexes; a Bodhisattvaon a flying elephant is silhouetted against the sky in a fresco
of Cave 77 at Tun-huang.s2
2I.

50 I. e. the Himalayas.
s' Illustrated, e g., in NihongaShUMei,
XVI, ButsugaI, T6kyo,
1931, pls. 48-57.

Miscellaneousshort pieces by the sameLiang
Emperor Ch'ienWen, preservedin KaangHang
MingChi, xvi, referto :3
"A gilded bronzefigureof the Buddhaundergoing austerities,together with a Buddha'sfootprintand ritualparaphernalia,"
presentedby imperialcommandby a courtier.
52
53

77

P. Pelliot, Lesgrottesde Touen-houang,
Paris, 19I4, pl. CLV.
Daizokyo, LII, pp. 2oga, 2ioa.
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"A vow to make a thousandBuddhas."
"An eighteen-foot, lacquer image covered
with gold foil," vowed by a monk for the benefit
of the four kinds of living creaturesin the Six
Paths of life. Here the text includes what seems
to be a referenceto the shadow image in the
Naga's cave, and two metaphorsthat we have
met above used to describethe Buddha'ssplendor,the "goldenmountain"and"linkedmoons."
In addition the Ch'ing dynasty encyclopedia
T'u ShuChi Ch'engquotes brief inscriptionsprovided by the Prince for images of: Sakyamuni;
Amitabha;Vipasyin; Sikhin; and Kasyapa(the
last three being the first,second, and sixth of the
Buddhasof the Past).S4
KuangHung Ming Chi, xvi, also quotes another characteristic example of the Prince's
pedanticprose style, complainingaboutthe treatment given images in the temples of his day.5s
and caityasthat have been
"The sav.ghdrdmas
establishedin this landareprofuselyornamented
and frilly provided with ritual paraphernalia.
When viewed from the outside they are always
splendidand lavish; yet in respectto true meaning and content they retaina certainimmaturity.
Our meaningis this. In generalone may say that
the purpose back of moulding metal, carving
jade, cutting out lacquer,and painting tiles is to
proclaimreverentlythe IncarnatePerson,and to
fix attention profoundly on the Divine Enlightenment;to extol that first dawnwhen the Nagas
from their vials [pouredpure water on the newborn babe], and to imitate that last devotion
TSCC, 497, p. I4r, v; section on the supernatural,Shen-i
Tien,xc, "Buddhist Images."
55 Daizfkyj, LII, p. 2iob. For the text translated here, see
Quotations J.
56 Quoted from the Lun Yu, iii, I2,I;
p. I59 in Legge's translation for the ChineseClassicsseries.
57 A paraphraseof the final paragraphin Mencius, p. 502 in
Legge's translation.
58 The text has hsiangfor "elephant" instead of hsiangfor
"image"; producing the same uncertaintyas that remarked
on in Southern Ch'i note 3.
59 I have not been able to trace this reference to its source,
but it must recall the bitter seesaw campaigns ca. 5oo B. C.
between the Wu and Yueh states. The Yueh King, Kou-
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shown in the Heron Grove [when the Buddha
passed into Nirvana]. Therefore "to worship
the gods as if they were present"is of all ways of
worshipping them the most exalted;S6[and the
very fact that] the sages arefar removedfrom us
todayis the most profoundreasonfor cherishing
them.S7
"In our land the temples exhibit their images
only briefly, on the day of the Nativity. When
that is over, they are shut up in cabinets and
boxes. [In the process]the clothing is likely to be
strippedfrom their bodies, or the flameaureoles
detachedfrom theirheads. Sometimesfive or ten
figures of saints arepushed into a single shrine;
or Bodhisattvasand Buddhas are all stored in
the same cabinet. Most certainlythis is a case
of the heart being at cross purposes with the
fact; one in which appearancesare right but intentionsarewrong. The wish to glorifythe higher [powers]is plentiful, but there are few [signs
of] heartsthat are advancingspiritually.
The red coffers inside the pagodas of olden
times held only relics; and it was the head of the
image [?]58 that [was covered by] a white hanging, not the whole body. As for the paintedfigures, they were used for a commemorativepurpose. In addition,they taught the lesser officials
and commonersto appreciatewhat worship is;
as the map of molten metal had kept the rulerof
Ytieh mindful [of his lost lands?].s9 One thinks
of [thepairof swords],Lung-[ch'tianandT'ai]-a,
whichwere ableto jumpout of theirscabbards;60
or of "the tiger and the rhinocerous"that were

54

60
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chien, badly beaten by Wu in 494, won a conclusive victory
in 473, annexing the enemy state. See Wieger, Textes, I,
pp. I47, I49-I 50; or A. Tschepe, Histoireduroyaume
de Ou,
Shanghai, I 896 ( Variltis sinologiques,
x), pp. 8i f.
The biography of Chang Hua (232-3oo, Giles' no. 65) in
ChinShu, xxxvi, p. 9V, tells of a purple ether sighted in the
sky between the Dipper and the Herd-boy constellations,
that was finally interpreted as the emanation from a precious sword mounting skyward. After digging to a depth
of forty feet, below a prison basement, the authorities
found a stone coffer shining with light. Inside was a pair of
swords, inscribed with the names Lung-ch'uan and T'ai-a.
That night the ether was no longer visible.
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Several points in the Prince's complaint are
spoken of as "escapedfrom their cages."61 How
worthy of attention.His mention of "five or ten
much more should [suchfreedom]be true of the
figuresof saints... pushedtogetherinto a single
Almighty, the Perfectly Merciful, the Peerless
shrine" must refer to groups of Sikyamuni's
Sum of all goodness; of Him whose very name,
most prominentdisciples.His referenceto clothwhen heard, can dispel care, and whose form,
ing stripped from the statues' bodies suggests
when seen, can set one on the path to salvation!
either the dangerof breakageto which wooden
Yet they would screenaway His carven sandalor lacquer sculpture was susceptible, or else a
wood, pilingit togetherin somewooden containpractiseof dressingthe figureslike dolls (as had
er; they would close away the jadehairs,sealup
been done in Han entry 3). The exclusiveness
the golden palms! How differentis [this privathathe deplores,the inaccessibilityor invisibility
tion] from the time at Rdjagrhawhen for so long
of images that should be seen clearly, close at
a periodHe ascendedinto the four [kindsof Heavens]! How unlike [the custom] at the Jetavana
hand,by theirworshippers,soundslike a description of the secrecypractisedin Japanesetemples
of closing the doors for the threemonths' [sumof Tendai and Shingon, from the ninth century
mer retreat]! The jewelled halls are empty; the
finely-paved staircasesare vacant. The drawn
on. For a less clearlydefinedset of reasonscluding perhapssheer carelessnessor indolence
curtains are never opened, though there is no
or snobbery - the great Liang establishments
[Tung] Chung-shuteachinghis perversedoctrines behind them. The red walls are shut in for
aroundNanking seem to have reacheda stage of
privacycomparableto thatpreacheddeliberately
long periods at a time, just as if [they shielded]
the refugee Pin-ch'ingfrom his enemies.62
by TantricBuddhism,in T'ang times.
"Having these spacious halls, like overhanging clouds and these lofty ridges whereon the 22. The encyclopediaT'u ShuChi Ch'enghas preserved two literary effusions about Buddhist
birds stand: if they should [again] display the
of
images composed by Yuan Ti, the unfortunate
jade throne with its decorations gold inlay,
one can be sure that dirt would no longer cloud
rulerwhose attemptto reestablishdynasticstabover the sun-likeform, nor would tarnishblotch
ility afterHou Ching'scoup d'etat,at the middle
the moon-like countenance.Close-fittingglazed
Yangtse city of Chiang-ling (552- 554), was
windows would make it impossible for the
bloodily extinguishedby a Wei raid out of the
to
the
breeze
lightest
enter;
finelywoven, 'dragnorthwest.63One is an acknowledgmentof Wu
on-beard' [matting] would keep out the swalTi's gift of "the Ch'iPrince'sauspiciousimage,"
lows in their flight. An additionalgain would be
which I cannot identify any more precisely.The
that the reasons for showing reverence would
text, largelya eulogy of Wu Ti's piety and good
always be respected,and [the worshipper's]deworks, begins with a typicalpreamble:
sire [for physicalcontact with the image] would
"Were there no darkness,there could be no
grow all the stronger.
light. Out of the frozen stillnessof the Dharma"The above is to be publicly decreedat once,
kayacomes responsiveness,comes seeing. .."
and carriedout for ever after."
The other, equally general and inflatedin its
6i

62

Quoted out of context from Lun YR,xvi, I,7; p. 307 in
Legge's translation.
The biography, in Ch'ienHan Shu, lvi, p. ir, of the wellknown Han philosopher Tung Chung-shu (Giles' no.
2092)
says that he lectured from behind drawn curtains.
The Liang Prince evidently belonged to the "New Text"
school, for which Tung's leadership in "Old Text" teach-
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ing made him anathema."Pin-ch'ing"was Chao Ch'i (Giles'
no. I46), a notable of the second century A. D., whose
careeropened with an outspoken denunciation of a corrupt
governor, and a subsequent flight into the safety of anonymity.
TSCC, 497, p. I4V, in the Shen-i Tien, xc, "Buddhist
Images."
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Emperor YUan "once painted a saintly Buddhist monk, for which [his father Wu Ti] personally composed the eulogy." A painting by
was extant in
him of the BodhisattvaMan-jugri
the T'ang.64

24.

Chang Seng-yu "often was commissionedby
Wu Ti, who was a devoted embellisherof Buddhist temples, to do the paintingsfor them. . . 65
T'ien-huang-ssuin Chiang-ling,which had been
founded by Ming Ti, had in it a cedarwoodhall
where Seng-yu painted an icon of Vairocana
Buddha together with Confucius and the Ten
Disciples. The Emperor, surprised,asked why
he had depicted the Sage inside a Buddhistprecinct. Seng-yureplied:'The day will come when
he will be of aid.' And indeed, in the extermination of Buddhism under the Northern Chou,
when all [other] temples and pagodas of the
realmwere burned,this one hall was sparedbe66
cause of its figure of Confiucius."
Note the first appearancehere of the Buddha
who in the T'ang dynastywas to be accordedthe
supremeposition in the Mahayanaand Tantric
pantheons. Another iconographicinnovation is
ascribedto ChangSeng-yuin an anecdotetold in
Fa YuanChuLin, xiv.67 "The paintingof the
Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha at Fa-chii-ssu in the
suburbs of I-chou [in Szechwan], shows Him
seated with legs down on a wickerworkcouch.
The heightis o. 8 or o.9 feet. The originalicon had
been painted by Chang Seng-yu. In the seventh
month of [66s] a priest of that temple made a
64

65
66
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painted copy that from to time emitted a light
like a ring of gold, exactlylike the halo of the original. Copy aftercopy was producedthereafter,
andallemittedlight in the sameway.In the eighth
month of that year it was directedthat one be
forwarded to the palace for worship. At the
present time the devotional paintings made by
clerics and laity inside and outside the capital
also all emit light; whence we can learn how
immeasurableis the Buddha'spower."
Li-tai MingHua Chitells a storyaboutanother
painting by Chang: a portrait of two Indian
monks, which was cut in two during the civil
warsthatbrokeup the Liang.68 A T'angcollector
who came to own one half fell ill and dreamed
that a Westernmonk promisedto cure him if he
would seek out the missing half- in a place described- and reunite the two companions.All
transpired as promised, for the "miraculous
power of Chang's paintings is beyond description."
The family of the author, Chang Yen-yuan,
had once owned an icon by him of the Tathagata
Dipamkara,which they gave to the Throne in
the earlyninth century.The authorhimself had
seen a most wonderful picture of Vimalakirti
with two Bodhisattvas.He quotes earliercritics
praising Seng-yu's temple frescoes, who speak
of his "novel shapesand strangecreatures... an
unending varietyof fantasticshapesand strange
forms."
Listed as preserved until the T'ang are: the
"Vimalakirti";"LokapdlasPerforminga Ritual
Circumambulation";"a Young BrahmanHermit," '"DipamkaraBuddha"; and "Drunken
Monks." ChangYen-yuan'susualsourcefor this
type of statement, the early T'ang Chen-kuan
KungSsu Hua Lu, lists all of these except the
"'Dipamkara"as having belonged to the Sui
imperial collection, and adds a portrait of the

phraseology,dealswith "theroyalAsokanimage
at Ch'ang-sha-ssuin Ching-chou"(i. e. the statue
of Chin entry i6).
The following notices of Liang Buddhist
paintings are drawn from the Li-tai MingHua
Chi:
23.
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Keisekken,V, pp. 8v-9r; Ono., pp. i96, 357. The Mafijusr!
is mentioned also in Chen-kuanKSHL, p. z8r.
Keisekken,
pp. gv-iir; Ono, pp. i98-i99, 358-359.
Chiang-ling, though technically the capital of the Posterior
Liang regime, was in actuality part of the Northern Chou

67

68

8o

empire, and so subject to the proscription.
Dai.yikyj, LIII, p. 392c. See, in addition, the section on
Ksitigarbha in the iconographic chapter on the Bodhisattvas,pp. 2zIoff.
Keisekken,p. Ior; Ono, pp. I99, 348.
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priest Pao-chih.69 See also Chin entries 3,
I5, z8.
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Mahl Ksyapa.73 Unless some of the Buddha's
points were treatedas parables,it is hard to see
what can have been illustrated.

25.

Seng-yu's son, Chang Shan-kuo,is named in
connectionwithtwopreservedpaintings:"Prince 27. Both books name Nieh Sung as the authorof
a portrait of the patriarchalmonk Chih-tun,
Siddartha'sWedding,"anda designfor apagoda.
which accordingto the Chen-kuan
KungSsuHua
Both of these are called works once owned by
Lu had once belonged to the Sui collection.74
the Sui Throne, in the early T'ang catalogue.7o

z6.

Another son, Chang Ju-t'ung, is given two z8. Both speak of Hsieh Ch'ien as the painterof
two preservedworks, "Five Angels" and "the
preserved paintings by the same authorities.7I
Demon with Nine Sons" (i. e. the goddess
The nameof the firstvaries:Li-tai MingHuaChi
T'u,"
a
held
by
Hui
meeting
Hdriti); these also had been in the Sui collechas "Shih-chia
tion.75Since the latterwork is calleda "picture,"
Sdkyamuni;the other has "Leng-chiaHui T'u,"
it probablyshowed the goddess in her customary
a meetingheldin Lanka,i. e. Ceylon,or the meetSfitrawas preached
ing at which the Lankdvatdra
guise as a mother with a swarmingbrood of baillustrabies, instead of illustrating the incidents that
by Sdkyamuni.The second was a set of
tions to the Pao-chiChing,or RatnakuitaSftra.
brought her into conflict with the Buddha and
nor the Ratnakitais anled to her conversion.
Neither the Lankdvatdra
easilyexplainablechoice. The formerwould have
been based on a translationmade in 443 by the 29. Both books again refer to "Demon Deities"
missionaryGunabhadra;its selection may have
painted by the priest "Chia-fo-t'o."76The early
been connected with the arrival of a mission
T'ang cataloguedefineshim as a Westerner,and
from the King of Ceylonin 527.72 The Ratnakita
the work as two scrollsof cartoons (presumably
is more puzzling, since its text, in any of the
done as models for the Chineseto imitate). The
translationsavailableto a Liang painter,merely
Li-tai Ming Hua Chi calls him an Indian; and
quotes a sermonon ethicalandmetaphysicalprothrough anotherpaintingof a god that he is said
blems said to have been deliveredto an audience
to have done at Shao-lin-ssu,the mountainmonof monks and Bodhisattvasled by the disciple
astery on Sung Shan in Honan, identifies him
69

70

7

Chen-kuanKSHL, p. 29r. A valuable indication of Chang's
method of painting is furnished by the description in
Chien-k'angSL, xvii, p. 17v, under the year 537, of Ich'eng-ssu, "the Temple of the Single Vehicle," outside
the capital to the northwest: a foundation of Wu Ti's sixth
son, Prince [Hsiao] Lun, which was burned down at the
end of the dynasty. "All over the temple gateway were
painted protruding and receding flowers, for which that
age praisedthe artistryof Chang Seng-yu. The flowers were
done in a way derived from India, in reds, greens, and
blues. Seen from a distance they gave the illusion of protruding and receding; but when inspected closely, turned
out to be flat. In their time everyone marvelled at them,
and so spoke of 'the protruding-and-receding temple."
This passage has been translated and discussed in Nait6
T.'s The Wall Paintingsof Hiryiji (Englished by W. Acker
and B. Rowland, Baltimore, I943), pp. 205-206.
There,
I think erroneously, the passage is cast in the present tense,
as if the gate-house had survived until the eighth century.
Keisekken,p. iir.; Ono, pp. 20I, 359; Chen-kuanKSHL,

P.

7'

27r.

Keisekken,p. iir.; Ono, pp.

20I,

359; Chen-kuanKSHL,

p. 29r.
72
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Nan Shib, lxxviii, p. 8v. The sftra translation is Nanjio's
no. I75; DaiZjokyj, XVI, no. 670.
The work now known as "the Larger RatnakUtaSUtra"
(Nanjio's no. 23; Dai.Zoyd, XI, no. 3io), was assembled,
partly from older fragmentsand partly by new translations,
by Bodhiruci in 7I3. Its oldest nucleus seems to be chban
xliii, by an anonymous Northern translatorof around 400.
Two other independent versions of early date are Nanjio's
nos. 57 and 58 (Dai.Zdkyd, XII, nos. 350, 35i). The former
of these was rendered into Chinese in A. D. I79 by the
Kushan Lokarakpa;the latter is an anonymous Chin piece.
Keisekken, p. IIv.; Ono, pp. 20I-202,
360; Chen-kuan
KSHL, p. 29v.
Keisekken,p. I Iv.; Ono, pp. 202, 360; Chen-kuanKSHL,
p. 28v.
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Keisekken,pp.
KSHL, p. 28v.

iiv-i

2r,;

Ono, pp. 202, 36o; Chen-kuan
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with the mysterious monk-painter whom we
shall meet in entry no. I 5 under the Northern
Wei, with the name "Fo-t'o."
30.

Brief mention is made in the Li-tai MingHa
Chi, xii, of two foreigners who painted at the
Liang court, "Chi-ti-chtt"and "Mo-lo-p'u-ti"
(Marabodhi?),with a comment quoted from an
earlierT'ang critic,Yao Tsui: "Chineseand foreigners have such differentstyles that one does
not know how to judge their quality."77

3I.

The Kao SengChuan,viii, names the monk
T'an-fei(43- 5i8) as havingbeen particularly
active in setting up pagodas and images.78The
Pi-ch'iu-niChuan,IV, cites as image-makerstwo
nuns, Hui-yUn(442 5I4) and Fa-hstian(434 to
77
78

79

Keisekken,p. I IV; Ono, pp. 202, 360.
Dai.Zfkyj,L, p. 382c.
Ibid., pp. 947c, 948a.

5i6), both of whom enjoyed court patronage.79
The latterused the fundsgiven her to restoreand
embellishthe buildingsof her convent,until "the
pure beauty of their architecturesuggested the
skill of the gods."
It should be noticed that the type of evidence
made availablethrough monks' biographiesbecomes a good deal scarcerfor the half century
more after the terminal date of the Kao Seng
Chuan, 5i9.80 Tao-hsUan'ssequel is weighted
very heavilyin favor of the Sui and T'ang. If my
countis correct,he provides39majorbiographies
for the remainderof the Liang, and only I 5 for
the Ch'en,with 7 for the contemporaryPosterior
Liang. His coverage of the North, prior to the
Sui unification, is equally sketchy: i 9 for the
Wei, i 8 for the Northern Ch'i, and zo for the
Northern Chou.
80

A. Wright, "Biography and Hagiography," pp. 399-400,
suggests that the actual date of completion may have been
as late as 530.

CH'EN
A.D. 557-588

summaryof good works given in Pien
lCheng Lun, iWi,speaks at length about the
accomplishmentsof the three principal Ch'en
rulers.'
Wu Ti (r. 557- 559) is said to have founded
four new temples in the Nanking region, which
were noteworthy for the splendorof their architecture. "He had twelve libraries [filled with
new] copiesof the Tripitaka;hada hundredmyriad life-sized gilded bronze images fashioned;
hadseventhousandpersonstakeordersas monks
T. ~he

I

2

and nuns; and restoredthirty-twoold temples."
Wen Ti (r. 560-5 65) "restoredsixty old temples, had fifty libraries[filledwith new] copies of
the Tripitaka,and had three thousand persons
take ordersas monks and nuns."
HsiIan Ti (r. 569-5 8z) erected a Grand Imperial Temple, T'ai-huang-ssu, at Yang-chou,
with a seven-storeywooden pagoda; and in 570
erecteda I so-foot spire over a sumptuouslyencased Buddha'stooth.z "He had zoooo figures
of gilded bronze and so on fashioned; restored

DaiZfky,6,LII, p. 5o3b, c; also in Fa YDanCL, c (ibid.,
LIII, p. Ioz5c).
See Tsukamoto Z., "Ch'en's Ascendency to Power and the
Sacred Bones of Buddha" (in Japanese), Tjh& Gakuho,
Ky6to, XIV, I950, pp. 6ff. In emphasizing the importance
of the Buddha's tooth to the prestige of the new dynasty,

the author argues that it was probably claimed as the one
secured in Khotan in 475 by the pilgrim Fa-hsien (Sung
entry 31), which had received special attention from the
Liang regime, and so in a sense could serve as a Buddhist
symbol of legitimacy.

8z
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myriad old statues; had twelve libraries
out of sorrowfulweeping have come to sudden
[filled with new] copies of the Tripitaka;set in
enlightenment."'
order fifty old temples; and had ten thousand
persons take ordersas monks and nuns."
3. In the reign of HsftanTi a piece of jade sculp"Under the five rulers of the Ch'en, who
ture was obtainedfrom Khotan (so runs a ninth
reigned a total of thirty-fouryears, there were
century inventory of temple treasures at
new oneswereerected
I,232 temples.Seventeen
Ch'ang-an).4It was ' .7 feet high, andshowed one
by the state; sixty-eight by officials of governBuddha, four Bodhisattvas, and one celestial
ment bureaux.In the city and suburbstherewere
being in flight.
three hundred or more major temples." PreThis unusualgrouping of one andfour occurs
viously therehadbeensevenhundredodd around
also in the Western Wei paintings of Cave izo
the capital,which had been burnedat the time of
N at Tun-huang.s
Hou Ching's rebellion. "Underthe Ch'en restorationeven the humblestpeople all [joinedin] re4. PienChengLun,iii, mentions the donations of
building,until ridgesranin serriedrankslike the
several high officials of the Ch'en.6Hsu Ling
teeth of a comb around the imperialresidence;
( 07- 583), Marquis of Chang, had a myriad
and tall pagodaslooked acrossat each other like
imagesfashioned.7ChiangTsung (5I9-594) had
so many stars spread out over the realm. The
an eighty-footstatueof Maitreyamadeon Mount
szitra-copyingand image-making went beyond
K'uang (i. e. partof MountLu in Kiangsi).8Yiian
the possibilitiesof description."
Hsien (529-598) had ten lacquer figures made
for UpperTing-lin-ssu,the mountaintempleoutTao-hsiian's sequel, xvii, contains a bioside of Nanking.s
graphyof the monk Hui-ssu
who
I 30

2.

(5I4-577),3

once "dreamedthatMaitreyaandAtnitdbhawere
preaching and making conversions, and so had 5. The life of priest Chih-chi (538-609) contheir two images made to be worshipped totained in Tao-hsiian's sequel, x, speaks of his
gether. Also he dreamedthat he was following
making an eighteen-foot Vairocana,an AmitMaitreyawith all the host to a meeting underthe
ayus, and a copy of (?) the auspicious image
Dragon-flower [Tree], and said in his heart: 'In
at Ching-chou for worship at his temple,
this Last Age of Sdkyamuni's[dispensation]I
Tung-shan-ssu on Tiger Hill outside of Soohave receivedandheld to the Lotus[Sitra]. Now
chow.IoThese may have been done eitherunder
I have met with the CompassionateLord; and
the Ch'en or under the Sui.

DaiZokyJ,L, pp. 562c-564a.
Ibid., LI, p. IO23a (section on Ta Hsing-shan-ssu in the Ssu
T'a Chi, abstracted from the Yu Yang Tsa Tsu). I accept
only very hesitantly Omura's attribution (p. 7') of this
piece to the Ch'en dynasty. Hsuan Ti is mentioned in the
sentence preceding the description, and if one assumes a
lacunain the existing text, it may be that a connection between him and the jade was originally intended. It is more
natural to assume that his name was introduced in connection with a statement made in the preceding sentence, and
that Omura read the passage hastily.
s See below, p. I 28.
6 DaizykyJ, LII, p. 5o6b.
7 Biography in Ch'enShu, xxvi, pp. Ir-5r. As a child won a
3

4

8

9
IO
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paternalhead-pattingand a favorableprognostication from
the renowned abbot Pao-chih (Liang entry 7). The summary given of his characterspeaks of his precocity in piety
and understanding of the scriptures, even at a tender age,
and tells how he lectured before the Crown Prince and a
great audience of high priests.
Biography in Ch'enShu,xxvii, pp. ir-zv, records his devotion to Buddhism. In his twenties he took the "Bodhisattva
voWs." In 550 he fled from the civil war that destroyed the
Liang, to take refuge in a temple, Lung-hua-ssu, in Huichi, Chekiang, which had been founder by an ancestor six
generations before.
Biography in ibid., xxiv, pp. 3v-5r.
DaiZfkye5,
L, pp. 502c-503b.

LITERARY

6.

EVIDENCE

FOR EARLY

ART IN CHINA

to Chih-che,the founderof the T'ien-t'aischool.
There he once cast a sixteen-foot Vairocana,
using gold that had been given him by a mysterious benefactor; and also made ten images of
gilded bronze.

The same indeterminatedating, either Ch'en
or Sui, must be given to the activityas an imagemakerof priest P'u-ming,as recordedin the late
historyFo TsuT'ungChi, ix."1He is said to have
gone to Mount T'ien-t'aiin j 82 to attachhimself
"

BUDDHIST

Ibid., IL, p. 197b, c.

MINOR NORTHERN

STATES

thereused to be (?) an old stpa of King Moka's.
nthe second decade of the fourth centurythe
most famousand successfulWesternmissionUndergroundthereare spiredisks and a Buddha
ary active in the war-torn North was "Fo-t'uimage; on top there is a dense wood. If you dig
teng" (Buddhajanga?),who devoted his civilizthere you will find it.' He drew a sketch to give
ing efforts chiefly to the barbarianregime of
to the royalenvoy. They dug as he had directed,
Posterior Chao (3I 9-3 5 i). His shrewdnessand
and actuallyfound the disks and image."
It is noteworthy that this statue, like Sun
persuasivepowers (which included an uncanny
ability as a magician)won him high favor with
Hao's, had no known further history, and is
three princesof the Shih line there. At his death
omitted even from Tao-hsuan'slist (though the
in 348 he is saidto have left over io,ooo disciples
story of its findingwas often quoted).
and 893 temples. His "life" in the Kao Seng
Chuan,ix, includes an incident with a familiar 2. The YehChungChi, a historical work on the
ring:I
PosteriorChaocompiledby a Chinauthor,2tells
"Shih Hu, [the third ruler], was repairingan
that the monarchShih Hu (r. 334-349) "hadhis
old pagoda at Lin-chang [his capital districtin
celebratedcraftsmanHsieh Fei makean extremeHonan] that was lacking pagoda spire disks.
ly ingenious four-wheeledwagon, ten feet or so
Teng said: 'Inside Lin-tzu city [in Shantung]
wide andtwenty long, of sandalwood.When the

I.

2

Dai.okyj, L, p. 385b. See also A. Wright, "Fo-t'u-teng,"
HarvardJournalof Asiatic Studies,XI, 3-4; I 948, pp. 32I ff.;
or at a less critical level, Wieger in Textes,II, pp. 944-945,
and in ReligiousBeliefs, pp. 4I3 if.
Quoted by Tsukamoto Z., Shina Bukkyj-shi no Kenkya,
volume on the Northern Wei, T6ky6, I947 (2nd. ed.).,
p. 65. The putative author of the original was a certain Lu
Hui. Stories about Shih Hu's love of ostentatious magnificence are assembled in: his biography in Chin Shu, cvi,
p. 2v (re his "Great War Hall" built of the most extravagant materialspossible on a marble-facedplatform 28 feet
high (by the Chin measure); and p. 7v (re his towered
hunting wagons); in Shui Ching Chu, ii, ii, p. 88 (where
two "Great War Halls", an eastern and a western, are
mentioned, and further stress is laid on his passion for
building towers with colossal metal finials); and iii, I3,
p. i2 (re the use of two of his elaborately carved stone
pillars in a Northern Wei palace hall); also in the Shih-i
Chi, ix, a miscellany attributed to Hsiao Ch'i of the Liang.
This last (which I take from the "anthology of the hundred

authors," Pai TZuCb'uan-shu,lxv; p. 3v in the edition of
the Sao-yeh Shan Fang, i919) is particularly interesting
because it suggests a layout like that of the elaborate Buddhist temples of the later Six Dynasties period, e. g. Yungning-ssu at Lo-yang (Wei dynasties entry 24). In front of
his Hall of State Shih Hu is said to have raised a tower 400
feet high, made of the usual costly materials(and apparently the secular equivalent of a temple pagoda). On the
top floor, used for banqueting, was a bronze dragon, whose
belly could hold several hundred humeasures of wine. The
verandah corridors on the four sides below had embroidered hangings, and their roof pillars all were carved in
relief with dragons, phoenixes, and every sort of beast, and
were further embellished with sculpture in precious materials. It may be noted in conclusion that in 349, the year
of the king's death, his "Great War Hall (s?)," two ancestral shrines, and main palace gateway were struck by lightning. Like all famous buildings that have struckthe Chinese
historians' imagination, they "burned for a month."
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in his likeness, that could ride and shoot at a
wagon moved, nine dragons on it would spurt
gallop, and was a fearsomesight to anyonewho
waterto bathea Buddhaimage, while [the figure
had not seen its insides. The art seems to have
of] a monk rubbed the Buddha'schest with his
been frequentlypractisedunder the Six Dynashand. Ten or so monks in robes would move in
ties, with a gradual increase in complexity. A
processionaroundthe Buddha;as they passedin
craftsman of the early fourth century named
front, each would bow in worship and drop inCh'ti-shunis said to have fashioned a kind of
cense from his hands into a censer. When the
doll's house containing a female puppet; at a
wagon stopped, so would they."
knock on the door she would open it, bow twice,
Shih Hu, though a barbarian,seems to have
and then withdraw.He also designed something
been determinedto enjoy as manyas possible of
like a largeratcage, with four gates anda puppet
the privilegesof a Chineseruler; the splendorof
guardianfor each; when the rats found a gate
his palacewas as legendaryas his cruelty.Now a
open and tried to escape, the manikin would
continuing challenge to one dynasty after aninstantly
push it shut.sIn entryno. 9 below, we
of
the
been
the
problem
since
Han
had
other
shall meet a multiple automaton made in the
makinga "south-pointingchariot,"i. e. a wagon
eighth century in Korea, which must have resurmountedby a human figure that once proppresentedan all-timeclimaxin the development
erly set would alwaysface south, no matterhow
is
a
paragraph
of the art.
There
the wheels below turned.
on this sort of substitute for a compass in the
Sung history, and there we learn that two bar- 3. Tao-hsuan'stwentieth entry in his corpus of
auspicious images is connected with the same
barianprinces sought to emulate their Chinese
regime of Posterior Chao.6He tells that in 437,
rivals in this field as well. Shih Hu's chariotwas
"underthe Sung, in the household of one Sun
made by the same Hsieh Fei; the monarch of
LaterCh'in,Yao Hsing (r. 394-415) ordered Yen-ts'eng, where Buddhismwas a familytradition, there was a concubine named Wang Huihis from a certainLing-hu Sheng. (The latterwas
captured by the Chin expeditionaryforce that
ch'eng, who though young was yet a true bebe
studied;
in
and
so
could
4I7,
took Ch'ang-an
liever andfor yearson end had recitedthe 'Lotus
Saitra.' She happened to notice a particolored
by Chinese standardsits mechanismwas crude,
and the results were not infallible.)3
radiance on a bank; men dug there, and at a
The Chinesehad been interestedin automata
depth of two feet found a gilded image, which
at least since WesternHan. The historianSsu-ma
includingits halo and pedestalwas z. i feet high.
The pedestal inscription ran: 'Chien-wu sixth
Ch'ien, for example, early in the first century
B.C. wrote of a commandantnamed Chih Tu
year, the cyclical charactersbeing keng-tZu[340
who had guarded the western pass under Emby the Posterior Chao reckoning]; made by the
perorChing(r. I56-I4I).4 His famein warwas
priestsFa-hsinand Seng-hsingof Wa-kuan-ssu.'7
so great that when he died an image was made
Thereuponit was burnishedsmooth."
3

4

See H. Giles, AdverrariaSinica, Shanghai, I9I4, pp. I07II5; also A. C. Moule, "The Chinese South-pointing
Chariot," T'oungPao, XXIII, I924, I924, pp. 83-98. Sung
Shu, xviii, p. 2r.

6
7

Shih Chi, cxxii, pp. I v-2r. Compare the story told in the
"T'ang Wen" chapter of Lieh Tzu about the manikin
singers and dancers; translated by L. Giles, Taoist Teachings, pp. 90-92.

5

Quoted by Omura, p. I 35, from T'u Shu Chi Ch'eng, 78 I,
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p. 23v; section on skilful artifacts, Kung-ch'iaoPu, biographies of craftsmen, vi.
DaiZdkyd,LII, p. 4i8b.
The name "Wa-kuan-ssu" is a puzzle, since it is otherwise known only as that of a celebrated monastery outside
of Nanking (Chin entry 28, etc.), first established in the
36o's. Perhaps Tao-hsuan made a careless mistake; or the
error may have been that of a later copyist. As repeated in
Fa YuanCL, xiv (ibid., LIII, p. 388a), the text omits wa,
leaving a compound meaning simply "the state temple."

LITERARY

EVIDENCE

In the latter half of the fourth century the
most celebratedmonk in the Northeastseems to
have been one Chu Seng-lang, who went as a
hermit to the sacredMount T'ai in Shantungin
35I, and in spite of his determinedisolation was
courted there and given offers of high employment by a seriesof Northernand Southernprinces.9 The fourth entry in Tao-hstian's corpus
tells us that:,o "Gilded bronze images were sent
to him by seven realms,to wit Kokuli, Hsiang,
Hu, NU, Wu, K'un-lun, and NorthernTai. Lang
worshippedthese with full honors, and on many
occasions they manifested auspicious omens.
They areat the presenttime in a hallwhose doors
arealwaysopen; but birdsdo not settle on them,
for all revere and appreciatethem. This temple
has now been in existence for some 350 years,
and the bases and construction of temple and
pagoda are still like the original."
What is recorded about Seng-lang suggests
that little precise informationwas available;he
lived through a period of unprecedentedconfusion. Tao-hstian's"seven realms" are his -fa8

Frequently published in recent years, e. g. by H. Munsterberg, "Buddhist Bronzes of the Six Dynasties Period,"
Artibus Asiae, IX, 4, I946, pp. 276-277, pl. I.

9

Biography in Kao SC, v (DaitZky&,L, p. 354b). The rulers
who courted him are named as: Fu Chien of the Former
Ch'in (r. 357-385); Emperor Hsiao Wu of the Chin (r.
373-375); Yao Hsing of the Later Ch'in (r. 394-4I 5); Mujung Te of the Southern Yen (r. 398-404); and T'o-pa
Kuei of the Northern Wei (r. 386-408, canonized as T'ai
Tsu or Tao Wu Ti). The monk died in his 85th year.
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miliar mixture of fact and fantasy. "Northern
Tai" was the name used by the Toba Tartars
before they adopted the dynastic name Wei in
386. By "Wu" must have been meantthe South
Chinese regime. But "Hu Kuo" means simply
the land of the Western barbarians;"NU Kuo"
was an imaginary island, peopled by women,
east of Japan; "K'un-lunKuo" probablymeant
some part of Indonesia,if it was not Tibet seen
through the clouds of myth;", and "Hsiang
Kuo" I cannot identify at all. The north Korean
kingdom of Kokuli was realenough, to be sure;
but since it receivedits firstBuddhistmissionary
only in 372, can hardly have been a source for
bronze images in the same generation.I1 Perhaps
the idea of the multiplegift camefrom a memory
of the images that were actually sent to Senglang's greatercontemporaryTao-an,by Emperor Fu Chienof the FormerCh'in(entry6 below).

By a coincidence the earliest dated Buddhist
image so far known in China, a small gilded
bronze figure of a Buddha squattingin meditation, containsin its largelyobliteratedinscription
the date"Chien-wufourthyear,the cyclicalcharactersbeingwu-hsii"
; i. e. 338.8
4.

BUDDHIST

FOR EARLY

We have alreadymet a referenceto a sixteenfoot gilded image madein the North duringthis
period by the monk Seng-chtianfrom the "Yel-

low DragonLand"(Sungentryi i). Thisplace
name,in modernJehol, is that of the capitalused
in successionby three border states ruled by the
barbarianchiefs of the house of Mu-jung, Former Yen, LaterYen, and Northern Yen. Taken
literally,it suggests thatthe statuewas cast either
prior to the extinction of the first state by Fu

Dai.Ziky, LII, p. 4I4a; repeated in Fa YuanCL, xiii (ibid.,
LIII, p. 383c). A later paragraphin the latter (xix, p. 428 b,
c) says: "In the [376-395] era he erected a pagoda-temple
and made an image. At the fall of Fu Chien [in 385], when
monks were being assassinated [everywhere else], only
Lang's group was respected, no one venturing to do violence to it." The biography of the Sui monk Fa-tsan in

"
12
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HsAiKao SC, x (ibid., L, p. 507a) tells of his bringing an
imperially-presented relic to the temple that had been
erected for Seng-lang by King Mu-jung Te (with a fief of
three departments, hsien,to maintain it). "After 400 years
the Buddha image (s?) still have fresh, sparkling colors, as
if they had been newly made." (Note that the time interval
has been further increased here, presumably as a result of
the Chinese rhetorician'sinstinctive preferencefor emphasis over arithmetic). It should be remarkedin passing that
the temple's name was changed in 583 to Shen-t'ung-ssu,
under which it has survived until modern times; see Tokiwa
and Sekino, Shina Bukky&Shiseki, I (in the English text
volume, pp. 54ff.).
Ferrand in Jour. As., I9I9, pp. 3i8ff., 332-333.
See the mid I4th century Korean history Samguksagi,Kokuli section, xviii (p. i85 in the modern Japanese reprint,
Ky6to, I944 (4th ed.), sponsored by the Chosen-shi Gakkai).
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comprehensibleprophecy,he flew into a passion
and had the seer executed. The Meisdden-shb
excerpt speaks of Wang Chia as being one of the
group who joinedTao-anin "prayingfor rebirth
in Tusita, before Maitreya'simage." In addition
he is said to have had a Maitreyaimage made in
39I, "whichis now in Hsftan-chi-ssu"(a temple
that I have failed to identify).

Chienin 370, or in the interimbetweenthat monarch's overthrow and the final conquest of the
region by the Northern Wei (i.e. 385-436).
Since the monk's activityin the South was completed under the Sung (i. e. after 420), the latter
alternativeis the more likely.
6.

For Fu Chien's offering to abbot Tao-an, see
Chin entry io. The gift apparentlywas made
while the famousmonk was still at Hsiang-yang, 8. The forty-seventh entry in Tao-hsiian'scori. e. prior to 379, when the Ch'in troops took
pus runs:'5 "Under the T'ang, in Yung-chou
that city and carriedhim backto Ch'ang-an.One
east of Hu-hsien [in Shensi], at Li-chao-chiion
of the imageswas "foreign,"a factthatFuChien's
the west side of the Li River, a gilded image was
contacts with the West make entirely plausible.
found. It was 3.6 feet high, or four feet including
In his heyday he received envoys from as far
its aureole, and frequently emitted light. The
away as Ferghana (which sent its traditional
statuehad a baredright shoulder,and was most
specialty, horses that "sweated blood", as well
majestic.I heardabout it, andwent to inspect it.
as rare birds and five hundred other curious
On the pedestalwas an inscriptionreading:
items). Even "India"- perhapsthe late Kushan
'Ch'in, Chien-ytiantwentieth year [i.e. 384],
regime surviving in Gandhara- is on the list,
fourth month and eighth day; made at the
representedby a gift of asbestoscloth. The total
centraltemple in Ch'ang-an.The Royal Consort
number of foreign countries that came to his
Hui-shao,in gratitudeto the Buddha[Sdkyamu-]
court "to pay tribute"is set in the Chin history
ni, says: "Fortunateis the person who meets an
at sixty-two.'3
image preserved from the past; and so I have
used all the funds left to me to fashion and cast
7. The Ming SengChuanversion of Tao-an's bithis divine semblance.If one is truly thankful,
ography concludes by mentioning, among the
one's prayersmust be answered,and will bring
master'sconverts, the laymanWang Chia.I4The
an equalfelicity to the whole universe."' So ran
latter was a well-known scholar recluse, who
the wording.
with a hundred-odd followers lived in moun"When I askedhow it had been discovered,I
tain caves. He firstenjoyedthe patronageof Shih
learned that in the time when both Buddhism
Hu, and when the latter's regime disintegrated
and Taoism were proscribedit had been stored
moved to the vicinity of Ch'ang-an. There he
away in the Li River, in the Lo-jen eddy. A man
was much courtedby the nobles andwon a repugoing by on the bank heard a voice from the
tation as a soothsayer.Fu Chien consulted him,
eddy and saw a light shiningthere.In the village
we are told, before undertakinghis invasion of
an old man explained[the case]; so he hurriedto
the South, and failed to understandChia'scrypthe river to hunt in the pure sand of the eddy,
tic warning.When Yao Ch'angseizedthe capital
where the water was emitting light; and after
in 386, he first showed the hermit the same sort
digging, found the image in question. That was
of deference; but when he too received an instill during the Chou regime, so the villagers
3

Chin Shu, cxiii, p. 8v, iov. Fu Chien was able to extend his
conquests into CentralAsia after he had annexed the semiindependent Chinese state of Former Liang in 376 (which
had straddledthe Kansu corridor since the downfall of the
Western Chin, and had itself enjoyed the same profitable
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contacts with the city-states along the caravanroute westward). See Wieger, Textet, II, pp. 9go-99i.
From v; p. 7r in the Meiseden-sh6.Wang's biography in
Chin Shu, xcv, p. 13r, v, offers no corroboration.
Daizdkyd,LII, p. 42zb.

LITERARY

EVIDENCE

FOR EARLY

A biographyof the monk Hui-ch'engin Taohsuan'ssequel,xxiv, statesthat in 6i6 "while he
was at the easterncapital[i.e. Lo-yang] he drew
up a copy of the sandalwoodimage from Kucha,
sixteen feet in height, that Kumdrajivabrought
from that city under the Later Ch'in. So frequently had its power for good omen been felt
that he used the process of copying to preserve
it. At present [his work] is at Lo-chou in Chingt u-SSU."'I6

This is the earliest affirmative statement I
know of the claimthat the original"firstimage"
of sandalwood,made for King Udyana,entered
Chinawith the greatmissionaryKumdrajiva.For
a contemporarydenial of the story, also related
by Tao-hsUan, see my entry no. 5 under the
Liang.
The biographiesofKumdrajIvaandLUKuang,
the generalwho capturedhim in Kucha, contain
plenty of backgroundmaterialfor the story of
the sandalwoodimage; unfortunatelythey mention no statue.'7The monk's life tells that when
Fu Chien'sfortuneswere at their height, in 377,
his court was visited by several CentralAsian
potentates, including a younger brother of the
King of Kucha, who said that the West was full
of treasures;in additionthe GrandHistoriographer reported that a star was visible over the
foreignplains,signifyingthata wise manof great
virtue was to enter China. Fu Chien's own biography says nothing about this, naturally enough, but reports his growing anger with the
laxityof the CentralAsiancity-statesin attending
16
'7
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his court and paying him tribute.'8Finally he
selected one of the most successful and trustworthy of his generals, LudKuang (337-399),
and orderedhim west with 70,000 picked cavalrymen, on a punitive campaign.After a perilous
desert crossing, in which its morale was preserved by Kuang's reckless bravery and a timely
rain-storm,the armybrokeinto the Tarimbasin.
The ruler of Karashahrand his neighbors surrenderedat once; Kuchaheld out. Kuang camped a little awayfrom the walls of the city, throwing up a massive rampartof earth around him
which he made more formidablein appearance
by stationinga great numberof wooden figures
on the top, in the guise of soldiers. Some of his
men were so apprehensivethat they claimed to
have seen a gigantic black dragon with blazing
eyes, moving on the ground. To this the general
retortedthat dragonswere a sign of good omen;
and the night of his firstattack"he dreamedthat
a golden figure flew out acrossthe city walls; at
which he said: 'This means the Buddha-spirit
hasdeparted,and the barbariansaresurelylost."'
In a final pitched battle an army of would-be
rescuers of the city was routed; the King fled
with his treasures;and Kucha with some thirty
other realms capitulated.Once inside the city
Kuang held a triumphalfeast, and orderedone
of his officers to write a poem satirizing the
luxuryof the palaces.This happenedin 384, just
the year before Fu Chien'sill-fated invasion of
the South; Kuang was able to reportback to his
ruler, and was rewardedby a generous promotion.
His biography continues: "Having captured
Kucha, he conceived the idea of staying there;
but that was the time when he had firstcaptured
Kumdrajiva,and the latter urged him to return
eastward."He startedhome with his loot on the
backs of zoooo camels, as well as troupes of
entertainers,over a thousandkinds of rarebirds
and beasts,and ioooo odd chargers.On the way

kept it a secret while they made their common
offerings.All alonein its darkenedroom it would
emit light and glow of itself. Today I am told
that it is [still] to be seen in the village."
Whatever the value of the story as a whole
may be, it is certainthat Tao-hsUan'stranscript
of the Queen's inscriptionis not at all like preserved ones of early date.
9.
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Ibid., L, p. 633c.
Kumdrajiva'sin KaoSC, ii (ibid., p. 33ib, c); Lu's in Chin

Sbu, cxxii, pp.
Is
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Wieger,

Ibid., cxiv, pp. zr-3v.

Texter,II, pp.
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he learnedof Fu Chien'scatastrophicdefeatand
death; found his way alreadybarredby hostile
rivals; fought his way past them to Liang-chou
in Kansu; and set himself up there as an independentruler.In 396 he promotedhimselfto the
title of "Celestial Monarch." Soon, however,
local enemies began to pinch off parts of his
kingdom. On his deathin 399 what strengthhis
dynasty still possessed was quickly wasted in
quarrels over the succession. The last Liang
King, his son Lung, was so continuallyharassed
that in 403 he asked for refuge with the most
civilized of his enemies, King Yao Hsing of
Later Ch'in, and was escorted by the latter's
soldiers,with what remainedof the Liang treasure (includingKumdrajiva),to Ch'ang-an.'9
The well-ripenedversion of the sandalwood
image story that was told Japaneseworshippers
at the end of the tenth century claims that the
statue went with the missionaryfrom Kucha to
Liang-chouand then to Ch'ang-an.Thereit was
found by the expeditionaryforce from the South
thatdislodgedthe Yao dynastyin 416, andwas
carriedback to the Chin capital (that time without its companion, for Kumdrajivahad died in
405),

to be housedat Lung-kuang-ssu.
For fur-

ther details, see the appendix.20
In 5 I9 when the Northern Wei pilgrims Sung
YUn and Hui-sheng reached the CentralAsian
village of Tso-mo-ch'eng on their way to India
they found there in a field what seemed to them
"a Chinese Buddhawith Bodhisattvas,for they
had no barbarianlook. Inquiringof an old man,
they were told that Li! Kuang had had these
made when he was smiting the barbarians."z2
IO.

For the gifts sent to the celebratedabbot Huiyuianon Mount Lu by Yao Hsing of the Later
'9
20
2!

Ibid., cxxii, p. 9r.; Wieger, Op.cit., pp.

I025-i026,
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Ch'in(r. 394-416),

see my entryno. zo under

the Chin.
Yao Hsing's biography in the Chin history
dwells at length on his admirationfor Kumdrajiva, and the support that he gave the missionary'stranslationproject.22"Once Hsing had
been convertedto the BuddhistWay, the nobility and lesserfolk naturallywished to follow his
example. The iramanaswho came thither from
foreign parts numbered over five thousand. A
pagodawas erectedin Yung-kuei-li,anda PrajAii
Terrace was raised in the Middle Palace. A
thousand monks and more were continuallyin
meditation. Conversion was carried into the
provinces [to such an extent] that nine of every
ten familieswere Buddhist."
The Northern Sung dynasty local history of
Ch'ang-an,Hsing's capital,the Ch'ang-an
Chih,23
holds that in additionto the pagoda and the terracehe "madean [artificial]Mount Sumeru.On
its four faces were lofty rock cliffs, with rare
birds and strangebeasts,Immortalsand Buddha
figures,allthe height of originalityandcunning."
There are tantalizingly few records out of
which to construct even a skeleton history of
mountain-makingfor Buddhistpurposes.In the
next chapterwe shall meet a similartribute to
the sacredmountainsof Indianlegend, an artificial Vulture Peak, ascribed to a contemporary
monarch, the ruler of the Toba Tartars (see
entryno. i under the Northern Wei). There are
several early seventh century references from
Japan, doubtless preserved because the early
Japanesehistories were compiled in an age of
naive curiosity. The earliest of these probably
explainsthe others;in 6i z awould-beimmigrant
from the southwest Korean kingdom of Pekche
was accepted because he claimed to be able to
pp. lxxxv-lmxxvi.

i028-

I030.
See pp. 264-265 below.

22
23

This travel record concludes the Lo-yangCh'ieh-lanChi.
Reprintedin Daizjkyd, LI, as no. 2092; the relevant passage
is on p. ioi 8c, and is translatedby Beal, BuddhistRecords,I,
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Chin Shu, cxvii-cxviii; especially cxvii, pp. 4v-5r.
By Sung Min-ch'iu, an eleventh century court historian
who specialized in T'ang affairs,and was the owner of an
unusually large family library. Biography in Sung Shib,
ccxci. I quote this passage from Omura, p. I74.
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make the shapesof hills and mountains.He was
employed to "draw"a Sumeru;and very likely
it was his teachingthatmadepossiblethe erection
of a Vulture Peak, of piled-up drums, at Shitennoji in 648, and of the three Sumerusrecorded
for 657, 659, and 66o (the last "as high as a pagoda").24
One of Tao-hsUan'stypicalfabrications,pieced
together out of scraps of fact and fantasy, is a
"description" of the Jetavana monastery at
There is a jungle profusion of details,
Srdvastl.25
some drawnfrom the most splendidlyequipped
Chinese temples or palaces, others borrowed
from the routinemiraclesof Indian story-telling.
Among the manyprecinctsof the Jetavana,Taohsuanlocatesno less thanthreeartifcialSumerus,
as well as two giant incense-burnersin Sumeru
form. All are provided with accessoriesof the
utmost elaboration: the walls and towers of
celestial cities (with processions that go in and
out of the gateways to mark the hours); pools,
groves of trees that preach sermons,myriadsof
divine beings andmusic-makingangels,dragons,
sun, moon, and constellationsad infinitum.The
fact back of his ecstaticwriting was probably a
memory of actual mountain models equipped
with automata,that Tao-hsUanhad seen in the
temples at Ch'ang-an.In corroboration stands
the recordof an extraordinary,animated"Myriad BuddhasMountain"that is said to have been
presentedby the kingdom of Silla in Korea to
the T'ang EmperorTai Tsung (r. 673-779).26 It
was aboutten feet high, andcarvedout of sandalwood; the largestBuddhaswere somethingover
24

Recorded in the early eighth century history Nihon Shoki;
in the translation by W. G. Aston, Nihongi,London, I 896,

25

Reprinted in DaihZkyo,XLV, as no. i899; pp. 882ff.
Quoted by Omura, p. 453, from the Tu YangTsa-pien,by
Su Hsiao of the T'ang: a record of events during the century beginning with Tai Tsung in the 760's, concerned
chiefly with the novel skills and rarities that attracted the
attention of courtiers. The gift is also noted in the Korean
history Samgukyusa,
iii, I 8 (compiled by the monks Muguk
and Iron around the middle of the Koli dynasty, 9 I 8-I 392).
There more details are described: "At the slightest breeze
butterflies would flutter, and birds dance."

the excerpts are found in I, pp. 144, 230-23
26
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an inch tall. In front were several thousand
priests,who when a bell was struck,would move,
prostratethemselves, and chant in a ritualprocession.
The historicalbackgroundof allthismusthave
been on the one hand the ancientart of making
small-scalemountains for garden use; and on
the other the designing of incense-burnersin
mountain form, the so-called Po-shanhsiang-lu.
We read,for example,in an accountof the wonders of the Han capital,that in the last decades
of the first century B.C., a master craftsman
named Ting Huan made a Po-shanhsiang-luin
nine tiers, with strange birds and marvellous
beasts sculpturedupon it, that seemed to move
before one's eyes as if they were real.27Only an
increasein size, the additionof Buddhistdetails,
and- in the caseof Sumeru- perhapsa suggestion of its legendaryhour-glassform, would have
been necessaryto adapt this sort of experience
to the new requirements.
A much simplifiedrepresentationof Sumeru
in relief has been preserved over the doorway
leading from anteroomto cella in Cave X, Yunkang.28
Ii.

In the generationbeforethe Toba Tartarswon
final supremacyfor their regime of Northern
Wei, the far northwest was dominated by the
prosperousstateof NorthernLiang,ruledby the
semi-barbarian
house of Chii-ch'i. Somethingof
the characterof the Buddhism that prevailed
there under the sponsorshipof King Meng-sun

(r.4OI-433)29
27

25 1, 259, 265.
28

maybeglimpsedin thebiography

Omura, p. I04, quoting from the Hsi Ching Tsa Chi, an
account of sights and happenings at Ch'ang-an during the
Western Han, probably by Wu Chun of the Liang.
Mizuno S. and Nagahiro T., Yun-kang,Ky6to, I952, VII,
pl. 23, p. I08.

29
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The King's biographies in Chin Shu, cxxix, Wei Shu, xcix,
and Pei Shih,xciii, say nothing about his patronage of Buddhism. The first contains a curious account of his journey
west to a "Salt Lake" to worship at the temple of the goddess Hsi Wang Mu. In the temple there was a picture of
"the dark stone deity"; about this the King ordered one of
his officials to write a poetic eulogy, which was thereafter
set on a stele in front of the temple. Sung Shu, xcviii, is
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King to enable him to see them and realizethe
danger). On the other hand he seems to have
failed to intervenewhen Meng-sunundertooka
campaignagainstone of his barbarianneighbors
in 429, and was not only beatenbut lost his heir
in the process. The King flew into a fury, accused the Buddhaof failing to supporthim, and
decreedthatallIramanas
underffty shouldreturn
to lay life. Previously he had had a sixteen-foot
stone image made on behalf of his mother, and
this statuenow wept so copiouslythat in the end
he changed his mind and cancelledthe order.
(It is interestingto note that much the same
sort of crisis, brought on by an enemy's successes, threatenedthe influenceof "Fo-t'u-teng"
over the bloodthirstyShih Hu of Later Chao, a
centurybefore. A skepticmight suspectthat the
later story was indebted to the earlier; on the
other hand the situationmust have arisenmany
times in the early centuries,and have taxed the
ingenuity of many persuasivemissionaries.)
career
The nextincidenttold of Dharmaksema's
has also a familiarring: when his fame reached
the rulerof the Toba Tartars,the latteris said to
have demandedthat Meng-sun send him there,
or facea threatof war. The Liang King declined,
as tactfullyas possible; andperhapsas a reaction,
when Dharmaksemaaskedto returnto the West
once more, was so enragedthat he had the monk
murderedon the road. All lamentedthe horrid
deed; in broad daylight Meng-sun's courtiers
saw him being attackedby demon deities with
swords; and before long he too was dead, in the
same year, 433.
Tao-hsiian's sixteenth entry deals with the.

of the best-knownmissionaryto the Liang state,
"T'an-mo-ch'an" (Dharmaksema).3oThe Kao
SengChuan,ii, tells that he was a CentralIndian,
who began his Buddhist studies as a boy in the
Hinaydnacanon, and won renown for his skill in
debate.An opponent,the "white-headedDhyana
Master,"presentedhim with a copy of the MahdparanirvanaSztra written on bark, which won
him over to the Mahdydnapoint of view. His
elder brother,a great elephanthunter, made the
mistakeof killing the king's favoritewhite-eared
elephant, and was in turn executed; the angry
monarchwishedto exterminatethe whole family,
out of respect
but in the end sparedDharmaksema
for his courageous spirit. His prowess in magic
became so markedthat he was known throughout the West as "the Great Master of Spells."
He subsequently visited Kashmir, but found
that country predominantlyHinayanaand unsympathetic;.and so moved on, first to Kucha
and then to the Liang capitalin Kansu,where he
was receivedwith greatcordialityby KingMengsun. He studied Chinesefor three years, to prepare himself for the routine task of translation;
acquiredan elegantliterarystyle; andthen worked his way through a series of sfitras(including
a text destinedto be popularwith both Chinese
and Japanese rulers for many generations, the
Suvarva-prabhdsa).3'In this period he is said to
have returned to the West once, to acquire a
complete text of his favorite Paranirvadna
Satra,
and to have found what he needed at Khotan.
He also used his magic powers to dispel a host
of demons of pestilence who were threatening
the realm (incidentallyloaning enough to the
equally silent about Buddhism, but testifies to the unusual
literary activity of the regime. An embassy to the Sung in
437 brought a whole library of books, many of them local
compositions, to offer to the Throne. It should be remembered that the Kansu region escaped a half century of the
looting and blood-letting that demoralized the rest of
north China, through the survival of Chinese rule there
under the Former Liang (323-376);
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439 - acknowledged themselves at least nominal vassals of
the Nanking court, and so maintained some contact with
the South.
30

Dairdky&,L, pp. 335c-337b. For a justification of the
transliteration of T'an-mo-ch'an into Dharmaksema(instead of Dharmarakpa,the version used in Nanjio's catalogue) see P. C. Bagchi, Le canonbouddbique
en Chine,Paris,

3'

The Chin-kangMing Ching,Nanjio's no. I27, reprinted in
ibid., XVI, no. 663. For Dharmaksema'sother translations,

and so may well have

I927,1,

retained a greater degree of traditional culture than elsewhere. In addition, its rulers - not only the Chinese house
of Chang in the fourth century, but also their semi-barbarian successors, down to the Northern Wei conquest in

pp. 2I2-2I3.

see Nanjio,p. 4II.
9I
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33He

speaksof thefoundingof theNor-

thernLiang regime in 397, its thirty odd yearsof
prosperityunderKing Meng-sun,andthe King's
respect for good works that led him to build
temples and pagodas in his capital instead of
merelysquanderinghis treasureson suchperishablethings as palaces."A hundredIi to the south
of his city there is a line of cliffsthat runs a great
distanceeast and west. There he excavatedcaves
and installedthe holy likenesses; some being of
stone and others moulded in clay,in so infinitea
variety of forms, that those who worship are
amazed and dazzled in mind and eye. Among
these there are certain saintly monks made of
clay that seem just like men who must continually walk about because they have as yet no
place of repose. Seen from afarthey move; it is
[only] when inspected closely [that they are revealed as] immobile; even the expressions on
theirfaces [suggest that]they aremoving. Sometimes dirt has been spreadon the ground so as
32
33

34

35
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to keep watch on their movements; for when
no one is nigh they actuallydo set foot on the
earth, and they make the moist footprints of
men going and coming without a halt. This
phenomenon has continued for over a century
now, or so the people thereaboutssay."
As a postscript to the next entry Tao-hstian
addsthat "thirtyIi or so southeastof the present
Sha-chou on San-wei Shan, Mount Three-perils ... where the cliffs are two Ii high, it is said
thatthere are z8o Buddhistimages,whose niches
gleam with radiance."The contextindicatesthat
this too was thought to be a work carriedout by
King Meng-sun.
The formerof thesetwo siteshasrecentlybeen
identified as "the CelestialLadder Mountain,"
T'ien-t'i Shan,in Wu-wei-hsien,south of Liangchou.34The latterhas alwaysbeen known; Shachou was the T'ang administrativecenterfor the
Tun-huang district, and a T'ang stele in one of
the Tun-huangcavescallsthe mountainin which
they were excavatedSan-weiShan.ws
The NorthernLiangmonarchacquiredcontrolof the region

sixteen-foot stone image, and the persecution
that its tearsforestalled.32
The detailsareas usual
more vivid; the King resolves to destroy the
pagoda-templesand to drive out the clerics; a
group of monks waits for him on the roadside,
and the sight of them so whips up his fury that
he callsfor his executioners;afterwitnessing the
miraclehe provides a grand maigrefeast.
Tao-hsuian'sfifteenth entry deals with "the
moulded auspicious images in the Liang-chou
cliffs."
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in 42.I Onemodernvisitorclaimsto havefound
a cave inscriptiondating from 425, which if
authentic would at least show that work was
carriedon there duringhis reign. A recentJapanese criticalstudy has suggested that the style of
the most archaiccaves warrantstheir ascription
as a group to Northern Liang, or even earlier.36
(By the testimonyof anotherT'ang stele, the first

DaiZfkyd,LII, p. 4i8a.
Ibid., pp. 407c-408a. Tao-hsUan'sShih-chiaFang-chih,(ii in
ibid., LI, no. zo88, p. 973; dated 650) speaks of a stele of
King Meng-sun erected at this site.
Recent archaeological activity has rediscovered a number
of important cave-shrine sites in Kansu, dating from the
fifth century on. At the relatively small group on T'ien-t'i
Shan, only two preserved caves out of a total of thirteen
show a dominant pre-Sui style. The report by Shih Yen in
the Peking National Library's Wen-wuTs'an-k'aoTZu-liao,
I955,
2, pp. 76ff., identifies the site with the one mentioned by Tao-hsuan, and suggests that the large, earlystyle cave with a central pier that was demolished in the
earthquake of I927 was King Meng-sun's work.
The stele, dated 776, is quoted by Omura, pp. 5zzff. This
nomenclature is also verified by the Tun-huang
Lu, a brief
account of the region preserved in one of the manuscripts

36
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acquired by Stein for the British Museum, which has been
discussed, ascribedtentatively to the late ninth century, and
translatedby Lionel Giles in the Journalof theRoyalAsiatic
Societyof GreatBritain (etc.), I9I4, pp. 703-728, and I9I5,
pp. 4I-47.
The latter, p. 42, however, calls San-wei Shan
the range across the streamtoward which the cave-shrines
face, rather than the slope from which they were excavated.
The stylistic argument has been made by Fukuyama T.,
"A Tentative Chronology of the Tun-huang Caves" (in
Japanese),Ars Buddhica(i. e. BukkydGeijutsu,Osaka), XIX,
I 95 3, pp. 24ff. The inscription of 425, dated by a Sung era,
was recorded by the Chinese member of the second Fogg
Museum expedition, in I925, Ch'en Wan-li, in his travel
record Hsi HsingJih-chi,Peking, I925, pp. I43-I44;
and is
quoted by Fukuyama, p. 25. The use of a Sung nienhaois
plausible enough; King Meng-sun's biography in SungShu
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mit, propagatingthe cults of Avalokitesvaraand
Tun-huang cave was opened in 366, under the
The Princeof An-chou, on the other
Maitreya.39
Former Ch'in, by a certainIramanaLo-tsun, as
hand, followed the more normal path of a wara resultof a vision in which "he saw all at once a
rior; fleeing westward, he fought his way in
golden light with the shapes of the Thousand
CentralAsia to a short-lived kingship over the
Buddhas.")37
city-state of Turfan. From his reign there has
The chapteron religionson the NorthernWei
survived a stone stele with a very long text, fill
history speaks of the special fidelity of the proof literaryflourishesandwrongly writtencharacvince of Liang to Buddhism; and adds that the
ters, which probably records the making of a
land of Tun-huang, "from its contacts with the
(now lost) image of Maitreya Bodhisattva in
clericsand laity of the West, obtainedtherefrom
the year 445.40
ancientmodels [to follow]; and the villageswere
alike in possessing many pagodas and temples.
Whenin the T'ai-yenperiod [435-439] the prov- I 2. Fa Yian ChuLin, xviI, tells the edifying story
of a village in the North in which "therewere a
ince of Liang was conquered [this actually octhousandodd households, all of which clove to
curredin 439]and its populationwas transferred
the GreatDharma,madeimages, and supported
to the [Wei] capital, the monks came eastward
the religious houses."4' The barbarianruler of
with their Buddhistparaphernalia,and 'teaching
WesternCh'inin Shensi,Ch'i-fuMu-mo (r. 428by images' spreadfar and wide."38
The careersof two princely survivors of the
43I), once flew into a passion and resolved to
Northern Liang collapse stress the paradoxes
exterminatethe whole place. The villagers, fainherent in the Buddhism of the time. The
cing death,put all their trust in Avalokitesvara.
of
of
the
Prince
An-yang, a younger brother
"Just at that moment Mu-mo saw something fly
great King, was a resolute theologian, who had
down from the sky andcirclea pillarof his dwelling. He watched in amazement,and discovered
visited the great Mahayina center of Khotan
and learnedthe secrets of meditation.After the
that it was a copy of the Avalokitedvara
Sfitra.He
Wei triumphhe escaped southwardto the Sung
had someone read it to him, and then in his joy
realm and led there the life of a wanderinghercancelledthe sentence of execution."

37
38

stresses his readiness to accept the Nanking ruler as overlord. It is puzzling, however, to find that the cave "goc"
named by Ch'en is not located on Pelliot's general plan, and
that the inscription seems to have escaped the notice of
the later Chinese who have studied the caves intensively
since the I940's. Nothing of the kind is mentioned in the
detailed description and inventory compiled by Hsieh
Chih-liu, Tun-huangWlei-shu
Hsfu-lu,Shanghai, I 95 5, on the
basis of a year's stay in i944; for him the only early dated
inscriptions are those of 538 and 539 in his Cave 83 (i. e.
Pelliot's izo N). Perhaps the Sung inscription was effaced
in the two decades after Ch'en's visit; or perhaps the explanation is implicit in Langdon Warner's highly unflattering account of his Chinese assistant's selfishness and
mendacity (BuddhistWall-paintings,Cambridge, I938, pp.
xiv-xv).
Stele of 678, quoted by Omura, pp. 5I7ff. and especially
p. 5i8.
Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 4r. In Ware's translation, T'oungPao,

39

40
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1933, see especially, pp. 134-I35.
Kao SC, ii, included in the life of the missionary Dharmaraka (DaiZ&kyj,L, p. 337a). The Prince's own translations are listed in Nanjio, Catalogue,p. 41 1.
Biographies in Wei Shu,xcix, p. 8r, v, and in Pei Shih,xciii,
p. i ir. The stele text is quoted by Omura, pp. I77-I78;
while a translationwith copious notes and a careful discussion of the historical situation has been made by 0. Franke,
"Eine chinesische Tempelinschrift aus Idiqutschahri",
Anhang Z. d. Abb. d. Kgl. Preus!.Akad. d. Wiss., I907, pp.
i if. Franke then interpreted the date as 469, but has now
accepted the year 445; see his Geschichbe,
III, pp. 298-99.
Dai.ZkyJ, LIII, p. 41ob. The so-called "Avalokiteivara
Sftra" must have been the chapterdevoted to that deity in
the "Lotus"; for which see my pp. Is 5ff. below. The
Western Ch'in regime, formed from the debris of Fu
Chien's empire in 385 and eventually absorbed by Northern Wei expansion in 431, is the subject of brief notes in
Wieger, Textes, II, pp. 1003, I054-1055,
io8i.

THE WEI DYNASTIES
A. D. 386-556

the seven realmsthat are saidto have
the essentialsof the edict of 398, and then proE~ presented gilded bronze images to the
vides a somewhatdifferentresume of T'ai Tsu's
much-courtedmonk Seng-lang (see entry no. 4
good works.zHe erecteda fifteen storey pagoda
in the previouschapter)is cited "NorthernTai":
(this may be a later copyist's error); founded
i.e. the Toba Tartar state, called by the name
two temples; had a complete Tripitakacopied
and a thousand gilded images cast; and used to
that it used prior to the adoption of "Wei" in
386.I have suggestedthatthe storyis apocryphal.
summon three hundred noted monks every
in
The chapter on religions
the Wei history
month to a Dharmameeting. The skepticalreader may well be uneasyin the presenceof so comspeaksof Seng-lang'sretreaton Mount T'ai, and
plete a catalogueat so earlya period.
the fact that the Wei rulerT'ai Tsu (r. 398-408)
sent him a letter; the accompanyinggift, however, is describedin much more plausibleterms Z. Emperor T'ai Tsung (r. 409-423) according
as "a felt mat, a begging bowl, and a staff."'
to the Wei history continued his predecessor's
The Wei history continues by quoting an
achievements"andset up pagodasandimagesin
imperial edict of 398 praising Buddhism and
the capital and in outlying towns in all direcordering that "the authoritiesconcerned at the
tions."3
erect
capital should
and embellish proper exWriterson ChineseBuddhismin the Six Dyamples of the [Sacred]Visage and set in order
nasties period have noted that whereas in the
shrinesand retreats,so that devout personswho
South the religion tended to preserve at least a
come hither may have a place to lodge. In that
partialindependencefrom statecontrol (and for
yearwere made a five-storeyedpagoda,andhalls
a time even preached that its clerics owed no
[containing replicas of?] the Vulture Peak and
allegianceto the ruler),the situationin the North
Mount Sumeru,with painteddecorations;in admoved toward the opposite extreme.Under the
dition to which they constructeda lecturehall, a
Northern Wei both secularand religious leaders
hall for meditation,and cells for the Jramapas,
all
seem to have agreed,most of the time, that their
most dignifiedand complete."
interestslay in the same direction, and could be
The seventh centuryPienChengLuniii, quotes
best served by an efficient merger.4The Toba

Ai.jmong

Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 3r. Re this period in general see Tsukamoto, ShinaBukkyd-shi
noKenkyfi,
pp. 68ff. The statement
made about the ruler's erections in 398 has been discussed
by Mizuno S. in Shina Bukkyd Shigaku,VI, I, 1942, pp.
i6-23. He believes that the reference to the Vulture Peak
indicates a mountain background provided for an icon
group that illustrated the "Lotus Sutra," probably the familiar juxtaposition of 8dkyamuniand Prabhiitaratna.The
early date given seems to him unlikely, especially since the
standard translation of the "Lotus" used in the North,
Kumdrajiva's,was not completed until 406. He treats the
quotation rather cavalierly in assuming that both mountain representationswere housed in a single hall (for otherwise the temple would have had the unheard-of feature of
two main halls). The two-tiered design of the rear cella
niche of Cave VII at Yun-kang suggests to him the form
this combination of two mountains might have taken.

2
3
4

There the bottom tier shows 9dkyamuniand Prabhiitaratna
seated against a (now quite indistinct) mountain setting
that presumably was intended to stand for the terrestrial
Vulture Peak, where the "Lotus" was preached;The upper
tier shows an enthroned Maitreya,doubtless in His Tu~ita
Heaven, which lies "above Mount Sumeru." Finally, the
monastery plan required by his interpretation, a sequence
of pagoda, main hall, lecture hall, and monks' dormitories,
is an obvious forerunner of what the Japanese were to
imitate later, and to call the "Shitennoji plan" (from its
earliest known example in Japan).
LII, p. 5o6c.
DairZykyJ,
Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 3r; Tsukamoto, Op.cit., pp. 79ff.
Ibid., pp. 71, 75, 76, 77. See also K. Ch'en, "On Some Factors Responsible for the Anti-Buddhist Persecution under
the Pei-ch'ao," Harvard Jour. of As. Stud., XVII, I-2,
1954, pp. 2z6iff.
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monk-chaplainsshould surrenderthem under
pain of death. The Crown Prince, a devout believer, is saidto have remonstratedseveraltimes,
but to no purpose.7A second edict,issuedin 446,
was couched in the most abusive terms. One
clausespeciallyconcernsus: "Henceforthanyone
who dares to serve the barbariangod and to
fashion his image, whether these be figures of
clay or of bronze, shall be executed." The civil
andmilitaryauthoritiesweretold that "wherever
there are pagodas, images, and barbarianscriptures these are to be utterly destroyedand conareall to be slain,
sumedby fire; andthe Yramatias
without distinctionbetween young and old."8

Emperorwas valuableto the Churchto a degree
thatin the Southwas probablynot matcheduntil
the reign of Liang Wu Ti, a centurylater.In this
connection it should be noted that T'ai Tsu and
T'ai Tsung delegated control over the rapidly
growing Buddhistpersonnel to a trustedpriest,
one Fa-kuo, who became a kind of Northern
archbishop (with secular duties and titles as
well). He is saidto have repaidthe firstEmperor's
confidenceby callinghim "apresent-dayBuddha,
to whom it is entirely proper that Iramanas
should do reverence... I do not bow to the Son
of Heaven; it is the Buddha whom I am worshipping."s
3.

The Crown Prince did all that he could to
Emperor Shih Tsu, or T'ai Wu Ti (r. 424lessen the impact of the blow. Through the
452) "atthe outset of his reign also carriedon the
warningsthat he issued greatnumbersof monks
achievementsof T'ai Tsu and T'ai Tsung. He
were able to escape,and it was found possible to
often invited sramaeasof especialvirtue to hold
concealbooks and images made of preciousmadiscussions in his presence; and on the eighth
terials like gold and silver; but buildings were
day of the fourth month [i. e. the Buddha'sbirthcompletelydestroyedwhereverthe edictreached.
day] when the various Buddhist images were
Only several years later did the tide turn, as
driven in procession along the avenues [of the
the anti-Buddhistparty was discreditedand the
capital], he would attend in person, watching
Emperorbegan to repent. No open restoration
and scatteringflowers to do them honor, from
was possible until his deathin 452.
a belvedereof the palacegate."6 He was primarily
The annalsof T'ai Wu Ti in the Wei history
a great conqueror and empire-builder;as we
add a curiousparentheticalnote to the recordof
have seen, his conquest of the Northwest ended
the persecutions In the fourth month of 446
by deepeningthe Buddhistcoloring of the Toba
when a five-storeyedpagoda was demolishedat
capitalregion, through the forced transferthiththe old capitalsite of Yeh, two jadeimperialseals
er of the subjectsof Northern Liang.
were discoveredinside a clay image. Both were
Later,however, the Emperorcame under the
inscribedwith the samelegend: "With the maninfluence of two shrewd, persistent, and undate granted by Heaven comes long life and
scrupulous enemies of Buddhism, one a Taoist
eternal glory." One bore a further inscription
magician,the other Confucianreactionary.Peralongside: "Han Realm-transmittingImperial
suaded in the end that the foreign religion was
Seal, Received by the Wei."
both untrue and a potential danger to his own
authority,he resolved to uproot it as completely
as possible from the Northern domain. The Wei 4. The Wei history recordsthe careerof a monk
namedHui-shih,who was capturedand brought
historyquotesfirsta decree(promulgatedin 444)
orderingthat all households maintainingprivate
back to the Wei capital at the conquest of the
5
6

7

Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 3v.
Ibid., p. 4r; Tsukamoto, op. cit., pp. 87ff.
Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 4v; cf. Ware's translation in T'oungPao,

I933,

pp.

I38-I39.

Wieger, Textes, II, pp.

WeiShu,cxiv, p. 5r; Ware, op. cit., pp.
9 WeiShu,iv, 2, p. 4r.
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The same connection of ideas may very well
have lain back of the order cited in the Wei history for 454, directing"theauthoritiesconcerned
to have five standing images of Sakyamunicast
in the 'grandtemple of the five-storeyed[pagoda]' on behalfof the five Emperorsfrom T'ai Tsu
on; each to be sixteenfeet high, with a total use
of 25,000 cattiesof copper."'3
The account continues: "At the outset of the
T'ai-an era [455459] a party of five foreign
monks from Ceylon, Yasugupta, Buddhanandi,
andothers,cameto the capitalbearingthree Buddha images. They claimed to have traversedall
the kingdoms of the West and to have seen the
Buddha'sshadow and His usnisa.The princesof
those foreign realmsin turn had send artists to
copy [the shadow] likeness, but none of those
could comparewith the one made by [Buddha]
nandi.If looked at from a distanceof ten pacesit
shone like fire, but as one came closer the
brightness lessened. There was also a Iramana
from Kashgarwho reachedthe capital,bringing
the Buddha'sbegging-bowl and a paintedicon."
(For furtherinformationon the shadow likeness, see the appendix).14
The Ytn-kang caves, which were first excavatedin this reign, aretreatedin the next entry.

semi-barbarian state of Hsia in 43 i.1o After win-

ning renown and the imperialrespect as an assiduous meditator he died in the late 430's at the

"octagonaltemple"- so named from the form
of its main hall? The routine wonders are told:
for severaldaysafterhis deathhis body remained
in a seated position, without change of expression; ten yearslaterwhen an edict madeit necessary to exhume the corpse for re-burialoutside
the city limits, it was found to be fresh and uncorrupted. "Over his grave was set up a stone
shrine in which his portrait was depicted, and
this remained intact throughout the period of
persecution."
5.

BUDDHIST

Emperor Kao Tsung, or Wen Ch'eng Ti (r.
452-465 ) in his firstyear issued a decreeof restoration,pretending tactfully that his predecessor's intentions had been exceededby over-zealous subordinates. Permission was granted for
every administrativeareato erect one pagoda in
some well-populated place, and for a limited
number of persons to take holy orders (from
fifty in eachlarge province, to ten in an outlying
commandery).The demolishedpagoda-temples
were to be restoredand reequippedwith images
and sacredwritings.,,
In 45 2, also, the Wei history notes that "the
authoritieswere commandedto fashion a stone 6. For the first phase of the vast Ytin-kang eximage that should be in the likeness of the Emcavations, the Wei history provides a clear and
peror'sperson. When this was completed [there
believable explanation.s5A certain monk T'anwere found to be] black stones on the face and
yao, who succeeded to the post of Wei "archunder the feet that were mysteriouslyidentical
bishop" in 460, "had in the year following the
with the upperandlower moles on the emperor's
restoration of Buddhism [i.e. 453] been combody. Some explained [the phenomenon] as a
mandedto proceedfrom Chung-shan[commanresponse to his utter devotion."12This curious
dery,in Hopei] to the capital.He had chancedto
commissionsoundslike a conclusiondrawnfrom
meet the Emperorleaving the city, in the road;
the premisethat had been statedby the firstWei
[atwhich one of] the imperialhorseshadstepped
"archbishop",Fa-kuo, that the Emperor was a
forwardto take his robe in its teeth. It was held
present-dayBuddha.
at the time that the horse had recognized how
p. 4r, v; cf. Ware op. cit., pp. 135-137.
Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 5v; Ware, pp. 143-145;
Tsukamoto, op.
Cit., pp. 13 5 ff. for a discussion of this reign.
Wei Shu, cxiv, pp. 5v-6r.

1O Ibid., cxiv,
I"
12
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Seepp. 265ff.
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such individual and unusual forms as to move
good a man he was, and the Emperorthereafter
both men and gods to wonder. They ranin rows
held him in high respectas a teacher.
one afteranotherfor thirty odd Ai."
"T'an-yaotold the Emperorthatin the pass of
Proof that the Yin-kang caves were in their
Wu-chou west of the capitalthe rock wall should
day granted a special reverence even in south
be excavatedso as to open up five caves, in each
Chinais given by a work defining"thegood life"
of which a Buddhist image should be carved.
written by the Southern Ch'i Prince of ChingThe largest was seventy feet high and the next
ling (460-494; see entryno. 5 under the Southlargest sixty. The sculpturedembellishmentsin
ern Ch'i). The paragraphin questionlists a series
their originality and great scale were unique in
of legendary or actual collections of the scripthe world."
tures that it is meritoriousto honor by worship,
A variantversion of the chapteron religionsis
almost all being in India.18The exceptions are:
preserved in the anthology KaangHang Ming
"The Mahdyinacollection in twelve parts in
Chi, ii.I6 There we find additionalinformation,
"as told by those who have seen the place at the
the Chti-ch'i kingdom [of Northern Liang].
"The imperial Tripitakain Shen-chou [i.e.
present time" (perhaps this is a note by Taohsuianhimself, which has been incorporatedin
China].
"The sfitrasengraved on stone in I-chou and
the text.) "On the east, in a valley thirty Riin
the sftras and images of the rock-cut caves at
depth, is a monasterycalledLing-yen, and at the
Heng-an in Shuo-chou" [i.e. at Ytin-Kang].
west end is a nunnery.Both have shrinesthat can
Another early descriptionoccurs in the sixth
hold a thousand persons, excavated from the
rock ... For a space of seven Ii where the rock
century gazetteer Shui Ching Chu.'s "By the
walls are most high and sheer, the Buddha
water'sside are a stone 'Jetavanamonastery'and
shrinessucceedeachotherin everyavailablespot,
the various cave chambers,as well as a placefor
the nuns. The river also turns eastward to run
though there are some breaks. The number of
Buddhistimages is beyond any counting. A cerpast the south face of Ling-yen. The rock has
tain cleric in his eightieth year, whose specialty
been excavatedandthe mountainopenedup, and
was the worship of images, paidone act of reverbuildings have been constructedalong the cliffs.
ence to every single statue until he reachedthe
With the giant forms of the True Likeness,it is
centralshrine, and then died. His body, as it lay
a place unique by the standardsof this world.
prostrateon the ground, was enclosed by stone;
With halls on the mountainand by the river,the
it is still visible today, [andwill be] for countless
haze-filled temples look toward each other.
ages. The site is three hundred Ii east of ShuoGroves and ponds are like a richly-workedmirchou andtwenty or so west of Heng-an-chen.As
ror ...."
those who have been there describe it, it must
The Wei annalsrecord that imperialvisits of
indeed be an unimaginablyblessed work."
inspection were made in the eighth months of
The life of T'an-yaogiven in Tao-hstian'sse467 and480, in the thirdmonth of 482, andin the
quelto the "Biographies"17
addsthat"thelargest
fifth month of 483.2o
cave-shrineattaineda height of two hundredodd
feet, and could hold three thousand persons. 7. EmperorHsien Tsu, or HsienWenTi (r. 466Elsewherehe hewed out imagesthat reachedthe
471),
is describedin the Wei historyas a still
limits of cunning and beauty. The niches-had
more devout believer,well acquaintedwith Bud16
'7
i8

8

Dai.Zfky&,
LII, pp. I03C-Io4a.
From i (ibid., L, pp. 427c-428a).
Ibid., LII, p. 3iga.

'9
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dhist literature,and fond of inviting the Yramapas
to discuss points of philosophy with him. His
first reign-erawas called T'ien-arn,to commemorate the supernaturalvisitor who six years earlier had attended a monks' convocation in the
Sung capital(Sung entry25): a factthat incidentally seems to indicatethe willingness of the Wei
Churchto accept Southernleadershipin matters
spiritual.He left the throne not by death, as had
his predecessors,but by abdication,to seek salvation (at the age of seventeen1) in a monastic
retreaterectedfor him in the palacepark.
Two complementarypassages, in the Southern Ch'i and Wei histories, contributenot only
important details but also a general sense of
acceleratingmasteryof the arts.2'The firstis part
of a generalaccount of the Tartarregime and its
works; written of coursewithout sympathy,and
in some respectsundoubtedlycolored to suit the
prejudicesof a Nanking audience,but as a whole
valuable in offsetting the (equally biased) testimony of Northern court annalists. There is a
lengthy descriptionof the Wei capitalat Tai or
P'ing-ch'eng (the modern Ta-t'ung-fuin Shansi), drawnpresumablyfrom eye-witnessreports
brought back by envoys from the Sung court.
The bulk of the passage,dealingwith the period
of T'ai Wu Ti, the second quarterof the century,
stressesa provincial backwardnessthat in some
instances still bordered on "barbarism"(in the
Chinese sense of the word). It is noted, for example,that the ladies of the haremoccupiedsodroofed lodges; and that the Empress liked to
make foraging expeditionsto the state kitchens.
In the succeeding reigns there was an advance
toward greater formality and monumentality.
Under Hsien Wen Ti the regime acquired an
ancestralshrine hall that had a glazed tile roof
and the gate-housesin the palaceenceinte
camein

time to be crowned with roofs, "though they
still did not know how to build multi-storeyed
towers [on them. The gates] were equippedwith
paintedimages of Vajra-bearingguardians,carved or of clay."
The Wei history tells a very differentstory, m
emphasizingthat this reign was markedby two
outstanding feats of tower-building. The Emperor'snewmetropolitantemple,Yung-ning-ssu,
was given in 467 a seven-storeyedwooden pagoda over threehundredWei feet high (i. e. about
240 English feet), "spacious and lofty in basement andframing,foremostin the whole earth."
Another pagoda erectedin the five-yearperiod,
which reacheda hundredWei feet, was remarkable for being entirely of stone. All the usual
architecturalmembersthroughout its three storeyswereimitatedin masonry."For stabilityand
ingenuity it was the finest sight in the capital."
Finally "at T'ien.-kung-ssu[the Emperor] had
fashioneda standingimage of Sakyamuni,fortythreefeet tall,using ioo,ooo cattiesof copperand
6oo cattiesof gold."
It seems to me most naturalto explainthe rapid technicaland artisticadvancesof this period
by an historic fact of majorimportance:the acquisition by the Tartarregime in 466 and 467 chiefly by surrender,and so with relativelylittle
bloodshedand destruction- of the whole northeast corner of the Sung domain, including centers of great culturalimportancelike Hsii-chou
(see Chinentry i9, Sung entry 3). Chinese"collaborationists"from this areaplayed a very importantrole in the subsequentculturaldevelopment of the Wei state.One of them, for example,
a Shantungyouth named Chiang Shao-yu who
was carriedoff to the Northern capitalafter the
conquest, became one of the outstandingarchitectstherein the next reign. He was responsible

Ibid., cxiv, p. 6v; cf. Ware's translation, pp. 148-149; and
for the reign in general, Tsukamoto, Op.cit., pp. I52ff.
Nan Ch'i Shu, lvii, pp. xv-zr.
Biography in Wei Shu,xci, p. I zr, v. The Southern account
of his arrival at Nanking appears in Nan Ch'i Shu, Ivii,
p. 4r. The uncle's protest ran something like: "It is incon-

ceivable that such yokels, from a village of felt huts,
should be allowed to imitate the celestial palaceI" The Ch'i
sovereign overruled him, on the grounds that the two
states were at peace and should maintain courteous rela-

2I
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it as "an imperialSakyamuniicon, woven in the
not only for the design of individual buildings
of first rank, but for the layout of a whole new
eighth month of [470] for His ImperialMajesty
palaceand officialcity on more correct(i. e. more
Wen."23
Chinese) lines. In carryingout this latter function he was firstsent to the still ruinousLo-yang,
to survey the remainsof the halls erectedunder 8. In the reign of the passionately SinophileEmperorKaoTsu,orHsiaoWenTi (47I-499) state
the Wei kingdom and the Chin, two centuries
patronageof Buddhismseems to have lapsedto
earlier;and then in 49I took part in an embassy
a more moderatelevel. The Wei history dilates
to the Southern Ch'i court, to find out all that
on the grand convocations held under his orhe could about imperialNanking (being, in the
ders, and names the temples or pagodas that he
process, recognized and denounced by an irasbuilt or visited; and the summary of imperial
cible uncle who was serving as an advisor to the
good works given at the end of Fa YuanChuLin
Ch'i sovereign). The discrepancybetween the
claimsthat he had an image madeeverymonth.24
Southernand Northern accounts of tower-builMuch of this was accomplishedin the first half
ding under Hsien Wen Ti may perhapsbe due
of his reign, however, while he was still a boy
to nothing more than culturalsnobbery on one
(he cameto the throne as a child of four), under
side and naive vainglory on the other. Another
regents
who were continuingthe practisesof the
explanation might be that the Tartar armies
precedingreign. An edict of his firstyears, quowere ordered to bring back to the capital, as
ted in the history, may very well have stemmed
quickly and in as good condition as possible, all
from the ferventpiety of his father,who survived
craftsmenof superiorskill from the newly assimuntil
476 (andwho in spite of his abdicationconilatedprovinces;andthatallthe availablemastertinued
to play an active role when his leadership
builderswere firstput to work on Buddhistcomwas necessary).The proclamationruns:
missions, before the secular architectureof the
palacewas similarlymodernized.(The Southern
"When faithis real,the divine responseis farenvoys of the 460's and 470's, brought up under
reaching.When acts are performedwith sincera system which expected the Emperor to be
ity, their influenceis profound. Manyhave been
served before any other being, might well have
the mysterious portents that may be traced in
found the informalityof the Wei palace a more
earlier ages: there have been birds and beasts
importantfact than any achievementfor merely
that changed their color, and grasses and trees
religious purposes.)
that acquirednovel characteristics.[Now comes
If this hypothesis is valid, it may serve to exthe news that] in Tung-p'ing commanderyin
plain equally well the forty-three foot gilded
Chi-chou [Shantung],a miracle-workingimage
bronze statue of Sdkyamuni:a sculpturalfeat
has been emittinglight, andhaschangedits color
without any known precedent in the North,
to that of gilded bronze. This is an extraordinary
which presumablybecamepossible through the
phenomenon, beyond anythingin the past; gloacquisitionof bronze-workerstrainedunder the
riousfor the wondrousDharmaandits principles
Sung.
in our own time. The authoritiesconcernedand
The early twelfth century critic- antiquarian
the Director of ?ramapas,T'an-yao, are to see
Tung Yu speaks of a woven picture thirty feet
that the province dispatches this image to the
wide and sixty high, belonging to a "PureLand
capital, so that clerics and laity alike may gaze
Temple," which bore an inscriptionidentifying
on the likenessof Absolute Reality;anda general
23

From his KuangCb'uianHua Po, v, section dealing with 'Li
Ting-fang's Woven Buddha."

24Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 6vff.; Ware's translation, pp. 149ff.; Fa

YuanCL, c (Dai.Zfkydo,
LIII, p. ioz6a).
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proclamationshall be made throughout the emmakeit clearthathis decisionto move his capital
southward to the traditional site of Lo-yang
pire so that all may hear and know."
brought an end to the major achievement of
It should be noted that this remarkablestatue,
Buddhistartin his lifetime,the sculpturalembellike the two wonder-working images at HsUchou whose powers also impressedthe Wei (Chin
lishment of the cave shrines at Yuin-kang.A
greatdealof importantwork was carriedon there
entry i9, Sung entry 3) originated in a region
that only a few years earlierhad formed part of
duringhis reign, and a virtuallynew figurestyle,
of great historic importance, was developed.
the Sung domain.
of
favor
the
The bulk of this sculpturemust have been due
Counterbalancing signs imperial
cited in the Wei history are others that show a
to a wide extensionof patronagethroughoutthe
revival of distrust;the Churchwas growing too
gentry class in the capitalregion, ratherthan to
rapidly, was too loosely organized, and had alstatefunds. Much of it is smallin scale;the signs
the
readytoo much power to fit comfortablyinto
of late workmanshipin the originalfive colossal
caves, which must still have been supportedby
governmental system. A census taken in 476
reveals the numericalaspect of the situation.At
the Throne, probablytestify only to Kao Tsu's
the capitalthere were more than a hundredrelisense of filial responsibility.(His recordedvisits
gious establishments,housing some two thouto the site occured between the ages of thirteen
sand monks and nuns; while in the empire as a
and sixteen,while he was still underthe tutelage
whole the figures had mounted to 6,478 and
of the redoubtableDowager Empresswho had
77,258 respectively.
been the consort of the caves' founder, Lady
Kao Tsu reached maturity as a devotee of
Feng.) The transferof the capitalin 495 entailed
ambition
Confucian idealism, consumed by an
the mass migrationof a great part of its populato reunite the Chinese realm, and to rule "the
tion; doubtlessmost of the propertiedandofficeworld" like a modernYao or Shun, through the
holding class left for the south with the court.
power of goodness and culturalsuperiority.His
As an incidentalresult, Ytin-kang was left virrecordedacts and words reveal an almost comtuallywithout patronage.The old capitalregion
plete preoccupationwith secularproblems; prirecededthereafterdeeperand deeperinto a penmarilywith the formidabletask of transforming
umbra of neglect, until its very safety was jeohis state, his subjects,and their man-madeenvipardized; a quarter century later marauders
ronmentto conformwith the traditionalChinese
were able to breakthroughthe weak frontierdean
patterns.He studiedwith intense enthusiasm
fenses and desecrateeven the imperialmausolea,
the propercostumingand behaviourof his courAt the same time the transferhad of course the
tiers, and the rebuilding of his palace on more
positive result of stimulating cave excavations
splendid and more correctlines, ratherthan the
in the vicinity of the new metropolis,at Lungequipment of Buddhist temples; he gave with
men (forwhichsee entryi i).
imperial lavishness to the populations of districts ravaged by famine, or to the aged and in- 9. One of the outstandingpatronsof Buddhism
firm that he met on his journeys,ratherthan to
duringthe last decadesat P'ing-ch'engwas Feng
sramanas.He must have worshippedwith a painHsi (d. 495), Grand Marshal and Prince of
ful longing not before the Buddha but at the
Ch'ang-li,the then headof a presumablyChinese
Altar of Heaven, or in the portentous shadows
clan which had been able to survive in Hopei
of the Ming T'ang.
through many generations of barbarianrule.
If the recordssuggest that Kao Tsu's support
(Hsi's own position was built up by marriages
of the Buddhist Churchwas perfunctory,they
with the imperialhouse: his sister, the dowager
I0O
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must have given much the same sort of effectas
at the monastery.All the architecturaldetails
were executed in marble, except that "for the
four pillarsat the front of the eaves a black stone
was chosen, from the Valley of the Eight Winds
at Lo-yang. These were carvedin relief, and had
inlays of gold and silver in cloud patternsthat
gave them the effect of brocade... There were
screensof blue stone, borderedwith marble,on
which were carvedin reliefthe likenessesof [the
paragonsof] loyalty and filialpiety."

who served as defactoregent duringthe firsthalf
of Kao Tsu's reign, had been the firstEmpressof
Wen Ch'engTi, andtwo of his daughtersbecame
the second and thirdof Kao Tsu's consorts.) His
biographyin the Wei historytells thathe used his
personal funds to erect provincial pagoda-temles in a total of seventy-two places.2s The gazetteer ShuiChingChi briefly describes,among the
memorablesights aroundthe capital,a "Temple
of the ImperialUncle", Huang- chiu-ssu,which
had "a five-storeyedpagoda,in which the divine
figures represented were all of blue-green
stone."26

The same source continues to tell of another
temple that owned "a three-storeyedpagoda,
where the True Countenanceand the Vulture's
Perch [i. e. Sakyamuni on the Vulture Peak]
were all fashioned of joined stones; in the style
of decorationand the beautyof the materials,the
ultimatein excellencewas achieved. Beyond the
easternsuburbwas a 'JetavanaMonastery'that
had been erectedin the T'ai-ho era [477-499] by
a court eunuch, the Duke of Tang-ch'ang,
Ch'ien-erhCh'ing-shih. From the rafters,tiles,
beams,and purlins,and the platform,walls, railing, and steps, to the Holy Countenanceand the
saintly images [about it?], and even the throne,
canopy, and curtains,all was of blue stone."26
The duke here mentioned probably served
also as architectfor his monastery;his biography
tells that he was Master-builderto the Crown,
and lists a number of major commisions with
which he was credited.27One of these was the
mausoleumof his patroness,the GrandEmpress
Dowager Wen Ming, (i. e. Lady Feng), on
Mount Fang, completed in 485. The buildings
there, though doubtless on a much larger scale,
25

IO.

A Sui stele of 585 in Ting-hsien, Hopei, records the restorationof a thirty-eightfoot gilded
image of Maitreyathat had been first completed
in 492 by the then abbot of the local "Templeof
the Seven Wei Emperors."28The colossus had
been demolished in 577 during the Northern
Chou persecution, and was restored or remade
when the Sui coup d'etat brought the Church
once more into favor. The stele tells that the
head and hands were done in 58o, and the body
and limbs raised in 585. For it were employed
I7,500 cattiesof cloth, iioo pints,sheng,of lacquer, and 87,000 sheets of gold leaf. The total
cost for the statue and its restored hall was
5,700,000cash.I assumethat the originalbronze
statuewas badlydamaged,perhapspartlymelted
down in the burningof its temple; andthatwhat
remainedwas employedas a metalcore, on which
to mould a new exterior of lacquer. This same
procedure seems to have been followed in restoring the clay figures of Chin entry 7.

I i.

In its accountof BuddhistandTaoism,theWei
history provides a note on the imperialexcavations carriedout at the new cave site of Lung-

Wei Shu, lxxxiii, I, pp. 4rff., for Hsi; ibid., xiii, pp. 3v-4v
for the Dowager, and 5r, v for the sister Queens.

26

III, xiii, p. II-I3.

27

Biography in Wei Shu, xciv, p. 6r, v, under his proper
name Wang Yu (Ch'ing-shih was his tZu, Ch'ien-erh the
Chinese transcriptionof his Tangut family name). For the
mausoleum on Mount Fang, see A. Wenley, "The Grand
Empress Dowager Wen Ming and the Northern Wei Ne-

28

I0I

cropolis at Fang Shan," Freer Gallery of Art Occaional
Papers,I, I, I947.
I owe this reference to Kenneth Ch'en's "The Hui-ch'ang
Suppression of Buddhism," Harvard Jour. of As. Stud.,
XIX, I-2, I956, pp. 87-88. His source is Tsukamoto, Nishi BukkydKdshd-shi
Kenk$y,Tokyo, I944, pp. 7-8, 43. For
a discussion of gilding, see the chapter on Materials and
Sizes below.
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men, along the defile of the I River south of
Lo-yang.29

"At theoutsetoftheChing-mingera [500- 50],

Shih Tsung commandedthe Lord Chief Justice,
Pai Cheng,30to have two caves madein the rock
of Mount I-chfieh south of Lo-yang, on behalf
of [his parents]Kao Tsu and the Dowager EmpressWen Chao;taking as a model the rock-cut
caves of Ling-yen-ssu [i. e. Yimn-kang]at the
former capital.At the outset it was plannedthat
these caves' summitsshould reach310 feet from
the ground. In [505] excavation of the mountain

was begun at [a height of] 230 feet. Then the
Lord ChiefJusticeWang Chih3'statedthat excavation at so extremea height would be wasteful
of labor and difficult to complete. He presented
a memorialasking for a transferto a lower [site],
and for a flatter[scheme]that would rise ioo feet
from the ground; the north-south [dimension]
to be I40 feet.32During the Yung-p'ingera[5085I I] the Prefect of the Center,Liu T'eng,33presented a memorialsuggesting that an additional
cave be constructed on behalf of Shih Tsung
[r. 5oo- 5I5], making three in all. From the first
year of Ching-ming [boo] to the sixth month of
the fourth year of Cheng-kuang[523], exclusively, 802,366 work-days were expended."

The identityof the threeimperialcave-shrines
at Lung-men has long puzzled archaeologists.
No group as outstanding in size and design as
the imperialfive at Ytin-kanghasbeenpreserved;
and though the Lung-men inscriptions are numerous,none sheds anylight on this centralproblem. The only trio, adjoining and similar in
scale,arethe threePin-yangcaves,numberingz,
29
30
3'
32

Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 8v; Ware translation, pp. i65-i66.
Biography in Wei Shu, xciv, p. 7r, v.
Biography in ibid., xciv, p. 7r.
Ware's translation, p. i66, runs: "He presented a memorial asking that [the height] be lowered to one hundred feet
from the ground, and that in a north and south direction
[they should extend] for I40 feet." My version follows that
preferredby Mizuno and Nagahiro in their monograph on
the caves, RyfmonSekkutsuno Kenkyf,T6kyo, I94I, p. iz6
(in the Japanese text, p. iz in the English summary); and
involves the assumption that the abandoned excavation
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3, and 4 at the northernend of the series.Among
the Japanese,Omura,Mizuno, and Nagahirofavor this identification (which assumes at the
startthat the Toba effortat Lung-menwas much
less strenuous than at Yin-kang; the Big Five
there are about the samein depth, but considerablywider and a greatdealhigher). Theirtheory
runsinto the objectionthat the imagesin caves z
and 4 have a Sui or early T'ang look, and that
cave 3 has outside its entrancean inscriptiondated 64I, recording the benefactionsof a T'ang
Princeof the blood. All of this they explainaway
by assuming that z and 4 were left unfinished,
through a slackening of imperialinterest, until
the next century,to be completed by the T'ang
Prince. Tokiwa and Sekino suppose that the
middle Pin-yangcave, which preservesa highly
individualWei design,is the one thatwas excavated as an afterthought,on behalfof ShihTsung.35
The originaltwo they hold were destroyedin the
late seventh century, when the huge imperial
T'ang cave (no. i9, or Feng-hsien-ssu)was made
by appropriatingand enlargingtheir sites. (Mizuno andNagahiroarguethatthe T'ang cave destroyedinstead the tracesof the initial Toba ex-

cavation,at 230 feetfromthe ground.)
Chavannesbelieved that the cave dedicatedto
Kao Tsu must have been the one now known as
no. 21, Ku-yang (or as he prefers, "Lao kiun",
or X), since the latter'smultitudeof images include two whose inscriptionstell that they were
made on that ruler'sbehalf.The other two must
have been his M (no. I7 or Wei Tzu, "the cave
with the Wei inscription")and his S (no. I3 or
Lien-hua,"thecavewith the lotus").36His theory

33

was completed under the T'ang, becoming the one truly
colossal cave at Lung-men, Feng-hsien-ssu.
464-523; biography in Wei Shu, xciv, pp. 7v-8r. Became
one of the members of the court cabal who imprisoned the
Dowager Empress Ling from 5 20 to 525, and ruled through

her infant son; see Wieger, Textes,II, pp. II93-II94,
34
3S
36
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Ry-mon,pp. I 26-I27; Omura, pp. 220-22I.
ShinaBukkydShiseki,II, pp. 68-69.
Missionarchiologique
dansla Chineseptentrionale,
Paris, I9I
I, 2, pp. 538-540.
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Our best evidence for the look of the metropolitan temples erected after the move south to
Lo-yangis given in a mid sixthcenturywork dedicated to their splendor and beauty,the Lo-yang
Ch'ieh-lanChi, by Yang Hsuian-chih.
39 It is clear
that in architectureand decorationthe standard
followed was now the great mansion or palace.
The majority of the establishments listed in
Yang's description had been donated by members of the imperialfamily, if not by the rulers
themselves. Hsiao Wen Ti, who died soon after

he had made Lo-yang his capital, had time to
build only one; but his son HsUanWu Ti (i. e.
Shih Tsung) was creditedwith three,and so was
the latter's widow, the fabulously extravagant
Empress Dowager Ling. In many cases the
temple had begun its careeras a Prince'shouse,
and was surrenderedwith its gardens and pleasure-towers,as a gesture of lordly piety or prudence. The greatest one of all, the Empress
Ling's Yung-ning-ssu,seems to have been modelled in size and form on the imperial palace
itself. In this one magnificentgeneration,in the
heart of the ancient Chinese home-land, the
Toba lords squanderedtheir way down the road
to ruin that Chinesemoralistshad so often describedbefore them: building, decorating,laying
out great gardenswith artificiallakes and hills,
amassing huge households, employing troupes
of musiciansanddancersandacrobats,collecting
expensive curios and fine horses, dining and
drinking and wenching - and in the process,
supportingBuddhist monasterieswith the same
recklessnessthat they showed everywhere else.
In all this it seems clearnot only that the standard of expenditurewas much higher than it had
been duringthe precedingcentury,when the capital lay on the Mongolian border,but also that
the results were much more thoroughly Chinese. While still at Ta-t'ung Hsiao Wen Ti had
taken the drasticstep of commandinghis Tartar
subjects to transformthemselves into the likeness of Chinese. His move south was the key to
the whole pattern of racialassimilation (or suicide); the Lo-yangCh'ieh-lan
Chi,notes in passing
that one of his chief confidantsin the late 490's
was a refugeescholarfrom SouthernCh'i,Wang
Su, whose wide knowledge of the past madehim
a valuable adviser in laying out the restored
Lo-yang.4oThe reliefs at Lung-men are much
more purely Chinese in style and repertoryof

Ryumon,p. Io?.
Wei Shu, viii, p. 3v; ix, p. 3r, IOV.
Daig&ky&,
LI, no. 2092, pp. 999ff.
Ibid., p. ioi ib, mentioned in relation to the temple that he
founded south of the city, Cheng-chueh-ssu. Wang (464 to

50I)
was the son of a Southern Ch'i, provincial
Governor, and had served the Nanking regime as Assistant Director in the Privy Library. He fled northward in
493 or 494, after his father and brothers had been executed
in one of the proscriptions that marked the disintegration

disregardedthe centralPin-yangcave becausehe
interpretedthe inscriptionof 64I outside its entranceas proof of its constructionat that time.
Other archaeologists,accepting the Pin-yang
shrineas the authenticWei productthat its style
requires,have formed still another trio with it,
no. x3 and no. zI. Both Chavannes'theory and
this alternativerun into the objection that the
caves chosen are widely separated(whereasthe
Big Five at Ytin-kang are adjacent). No. ii,
Ku-yang, would seem to be disqualifiedfor two
additional reasons. It is certainly a very early
work, if not the earliest,at Lung-men;a number
of its inscriptions fall in the period 495-499.37
This very fact, however, speaksagainstits being
an imperial dedication, for the inscriptions are
extremelyheterogeneousin placing and in what
theyreferto (whereaseachofthe Big Five is highly unifiedand consistent). It seems to me much
more likely that the cave was opened and sculptured by some sort of loose associationof individual donors, who retainedenough freedom of
choice to give the finalproduct great variety.In
addition,thereis no sign that Ku-yang'ssummit

was everplannedto reach3IO feet, or 230 feet,
as the history of Lung-menwould require.
The Wei annals record imperial visits to
Lung-menin 504, 517, and 526.38
I 2.

37
38
39
40
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I5)

in the Ching-mingera (500-503).

The description lingers over the beauty of its
hillsidesite, the size andsplendorof its buildings,
the impressivenessof the giant seven-storeyed
pagodaaddedby EmpressLing in the early5z'S,
and the specialloveliness of its three lakes.41
"On the seventh day of the fourth month all
the various images of the capital would be
brought to this temple... to the number of a
thousand or more statues. In the eighth day's
ceremonies [for the Buddha's birthday], they
would be taken in succession through the
HsUan-yangGate [the centralsouth gate of the
city] to the front of the palace,to be receivedby
the Emperor scattering flowers. Then would
golden blossoms reflect the sunlight, and jewelled parasolsfloat like clouds. There would be
forests of banners and pennons, and incense
[would gather] like haze. The sounds of Indian
music and chantingvoices would move heaven
and earth,while every sort of diverting spectacle
was carriedon. On handwould be numerousfamous priests, and virtuous monks with their
staffswould come in crowds; while the number
would be completedby lay believersand followers bearing flowers. Carriagesand riderswould
be like rocksin the streamsof peoplethatpoured
out together. A foreign sramana from the West
who once saw [this spectacle]called out that it
was a very BuddhaParadise."

ART IN CHINA

In the account given of the Chao-i nunnery,
erectedby the corps of palaceeunuchs,we read
further that "this temple possessed a Buddha
with two Bodhisattvas, clay sculptures done
with an extremeof finesseunmatchedanywhere
else in the capital. On the seventh day of the
fourth month these were always taken out to
visit Ching-ming-[ssu], where they would be
welcomed by the Ching-mingTrinity."42

motifs used than those at Yiin-kang; and a similar intensificationof Chinese charactermay be
assumedfor the lost images to be mentionedbelow.
The greatest establishmentoutside Lo-yang
to the south was Ching-ming-ssu,so-called because it had been erected by Hsu-anWu Ti

(r. 500-5
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According to the Wei history, in 5IO "a sixteen-foot image of min-yiistone was fashionedon
Mount Chingin Heng-nung (in Honan) andwas
taken to the capitalto be welcomed into Pao-tessu [the one temple founded by Hsiao Wen Ti];
where Shih Tsung [i. e. HsUanWu Ti] inspected
it and paid reverencein person. 43

I4.

The Lo-yangCh'ieh-lan
Chi,ii, says of the great
temple P'ing-teng-ssu, east of the city, that its
founder was "Prince Wu-mu of Kuang-p'ing,
[YUan]Huai, [a younger brotherof Hsuan Wu
Ti], who relinquished a mansion to establish
it. . .44 Its buildingswere huge and beautiful,its
groves still and dense. Its flatterracesandbridge
galleries were uniquely celebrated in its day.
Outsidethe templegatewas a gilded figuretwenty-eight feet high, majestic in its body-signs,
which continually exhibited divine manifestations. The good or evil fortune of the realm
would be foreshadowedby its portents. In the
twelfth month of (527) the image's face bore a
look of compassion, and tears poured from its
eyes until its whole body was wet. People at the
time spoke of this as the 'Buddha-washing'.The
gentlefolk of the capitalemptiedthe city to come
and see it. A monk would wipe away the tears

of Ch'i morale. The Wei sovereign, moving south at the
beginning of his abortive invasion, heard of his presence,
interviewed him, and was captivated by his ability to converse with equal learning and elegance about statecraftand
the theory of rhyming. Wang was used as a general against
the Ch'i armies, and on the death of his patron was promoted to the regency council as a high minister. Biographies on WeiShu,lxiii, pp. irif., and in Pei Shih,xlii; Giles'

no. 2228.
41
42
43

44
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Daiztkyd, LI, p. Ioioa, b (from iii).
Ibid., p. Ioo3b (from i).
Wei Shu, cxiv, p. 8r. Ware's translation, p. i6o, renders
min-ji as "serpentine."
LI, p. 1007b, c. The Prince's biography is given
Dai!Zdkyd,
in Wei Shu,xxii, p. 3V,in a very fragmentarystate.
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accountpursuesthe bloody disintegrationof the
Northern Wei in great detailthereafter).

with a cleannapkin,but in a little while the cloth
would be soaked through.When it was used up,
they would substituteanotherto wipe with; and
then all at once that too would be soaked. This
continuedfor three days before it ceased.In the
second month of [528], in consequence,Erh-chu
Yung enteredLo-yang and slaughteredthe officials, until the ground was hidden under the
dead.4"In the second month of [529] the image
once more sweated, and again gentry and commonersfrom the capitalandoutlyingtowns came
to watch it. In the fifth month the Princeof Peihai enteredLo and the EmperorChuangleft for
the north.46In the seventhmonthPei-haisuffered
a great defeat, and five thousandor more of his
followers, boys from Chiangand Huai, were all
taken prisoner; not one got home again. In the
seventhmonth of [530] the imagewept from pity
as it had in the beginning. So often did its divine
manifestationsoccur, by night or day, that they
grew afraidand forbadepeople to look at it. In
the twelfthmonthErh-chuChaoenteredLo-yang
and arrestedthe EmperorChuang,who died in
Chin-yang.47At the capital the palace halls lay
empty and masterlessfor a hundreddays." (The

The chapterdevoted to omens in the Wei history speaks of several occasions on which the
gilded image of Dipamkarawept, therebyidentifying the P'ing-teng-ssustatuefor us.48
The Lo-yangCh'ieh-lanChi continues to tell
that in 532 the original donor's son, "the Prince
of P'ing-yang, coming in as a rebel.. . 49 began
the erectionof a five-storeyedpagoda. . . On the
fifth day of the second month of [534] the construction was completed. The Emperor assembled his officials and held a convocation for ten
thousandpriests.On that day a stone image that
stood outside the temple gate for no reason
moved of itself, bowing andthen raisingits head
until the end of the day. The Emperor came in
person to worship it, amazedat the strangeness
[of the thing]. A secretaryto the GrandSecretarsaid: 'SinceHigh Antiquity
iat, Lu Ching-hsuian,
stones have been set up and shrineshave transmitted influences. Why should His Majestybe
surprised?'The Emperor then returnedto the
palace;but in the seventhmonth the courtierHu

4s For this period see Wieger, Textes,II, pp.

46

The
I203-I205.
rebel general (who seems to have drawn support not only
from a general weariness with the extravagance and irresponsibility of the court, but also from a powerful reaction of the "barbarian"elements in the Wei state against
the favor that had been shown for a generation to the
Chinese element and its culture) broke through the demoralized imperial defenses, murdered the Dowager
Empress Ling and the baby she had just installed as a
puppet ruler, and slaughtered virtually all her court officials, to the number of 2000 or more. He set up, as a puppet
of his own, the imperial Prince Yuan Tzu-yu, a grandson
of Kao Tsu (who reigned as Chuang Ti until the spring of
5 30, when he rashlyhad Jung murderedin turn, and was in
consequence done away with by the Erh-chu family).
This was Yuan Hao, another grandson of Kao Tsu (biography in Wei Shu, xxi, I, pp. I4r, v). He escaped the general massacre at Lo-yang by a flight southward into the
Liang domain. Wu Ti welcomed him warmly, gave him the
title of Prince of Wei, and loaned him a Southern army
with which he was able to force his way back to Lo-yang,
and drive his cousin, Chuang Ti, into temporaryflight. See
H. Cordier, Histoire generatede la Chine, Paris, I920, I,
p. 352. His too-easy triumph tempted him to reckless dissipation, while his Southern soldiers grew demoralized.

47
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Within two months the Erh-chu family defeated and killed
him, and reinstalled their puppet.
Wieger, op. cit., p. I 207. As noted above, the Emperor had
succeeded, by trickery, in getting rid of Jung, but the
family's vengeance soon overwhelmed him. Chin-yangwas
the Erh-chu headquarters(in Shansi, modern T'ai-yiianfu). When they too were overthrown in 532 by the defection of their ablest general, Kao Huan, the latter took the
place for his own; it became the stronghold from which
he watched and manipulated his puppet at Yeh in Honan,
the Eastern Wei emperor Hsiao Ching. When his son
seized the throne in 550 and set up the Northern Ch'i
regime, it remained a favorite alternative residence for the
new ruling house.

48

WeiShu,cxii, I,

49

This was Yuan Hsiu, another grandson of Kao Tsu, who
was Kao Huan's first candidate for the Wei throne after
his defeat of the Erh-chu faction in 5 32. Two years later he
fled to Ch'ang-anto escape from Kao's clutches; and there
was soon poisoned by a new master, Yu-wen T'ai, who
thereafter made himself king-maker for a rival, Western
Wei, regime. Biography and annals in Wei Shu, xi, pp.
4vff., under the contemptuous title Ch'u Ti, "the emperor
who ran away." See Wieger, Textes,II, p. i209, and Cordier, op. cit., p. 3 53
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Ch'i-ch'unforced him to flee to Ch'ang-an.soIn
the tenth month all was finishedwhen the capital
was transferredto Yeh."

I

5.

The Wei history,towardthe end of its account
of the fortunes of Buddhismunder Kao Tsu (i.
e. Hsiao Wen Ti), mentions the arrivalfrom the
West of the missionary"Pa-t'o", who won the
ruler'sprofound respect and had erectedfor his
residence "Shao-lin-ssu on the north side of
Mount Shao-shih" (i. e. Mount Sung, north of
Teng-feng-hsien in Honan). The missionary's
careeris outlined in Tao-hsiian'ssequel to the
"Biographies,"where he is called "Fo-t'o the
Dhyina Master"; probably his full name was
Buddhabhadra.s'At the end we readthat "in his
decliningyearshe grew ill at easein the company
of the monks ... and so moved outsidethe monastery to a hermitage all by itself. He used to
sensethat a benevolent deitywas continuallyfollowing his shadow, guarding him; so he had
food set out, and offeredworship to it. Laterit
informedhim that his end was near; whereupon
with his own hand he painted its image on the
wall by his doorway. The figure is still in existence." See also Liang entry z8.
One may note in passing the similaritybetweenthis anecdoteandthattold of Dharmamitra
a century or so earlier. There the benevolent
guardiandeity had been namedKapila;we have
seen in an edict of Liang Wu Ti referenceto the
fact that that god was worshipped with deer's
heads and the flesh of sheep (see my entriesnos.
14 and 9 underthe Sung and Liang respectively).
A long stele recorddated 745, still in existence
atShaolin-ssa,s2statesthat"insidethe P'u-kuang
Hall therewere a Buddhawith two Bodhisattvas,
so Biography in Wei Sba, lxxx, pp. 2v-3v, and in Pei Shib,
xlix, p. 2r, c. An adventurerfrom Chinese Turkestan, who
made his fortune by serving and then betraying the Erhchu clan. Mistrusting the generosity of his fellow-traitor
Kao Huan, he persuaded Ch'u Ti to flee to what seemed
a safe distance. He died soon after at Ch'ang-an, and as
one of the pillars of the new dynasty was loaded with
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plus Kigyapa and Ananda; while outside the
gate there were two Vajra-[bearers],two Devarajas,and two lions. In the city one rarelyhears
any talk of the doctornamedLi Ya; but it was he
who in the Yung-p'ing era (5o8- II) fashioned
this holy image, a wonder seldom matched;the
effigies of the Bodhisattvas, whose like could
never be found again; and Anandaand Kdsyapa
with their reverent expressionsand their hands
devoutly pressedtogether, they too of a sort seldom found. As for the two Vajra-[bearers]
outside the gate, birds never [settle on them? Two
charactersareeffaced]. . . strangemanifestations
have been frequentlyobserved.As for the lions,
when their effigies are first seen, the one angry
and the other joyful, they seem beyond the cunning of the most skilled painter to depict. The
two lions' attendants... [three characterseffaced] ... a good work beyond imagining."
The beginning of the stele makes clear why
this tradition was thought worth recording. In
692, duringthe reignof the usurper-EmpressWu,
the Devardjas,the lions, and the attendantswere
broughtto the palacefor her to worship.It is noted parentheticallythat the Devardja figures
were of clay and painted; and that the Empress
had them replacedby gilded statues of dry lacquer. The stele quotes the petition by which the
Shao-lin-ssuprioraskedfor their return,and the
imperial document ordering them to be sent
back.
This is our first introduction,via textual evidence, to the sort of iconographicgroup that is
frequentlyfound in miniatureon sixth century
stelae. (The five central figures appear at the
beginning of the century with something like
the effectthey must have had at Shao-lin-ssu,in
the stone sculptures of the Pin-yang cave at
posthumous honors, including the courtesy title of Prince.

xo6

s'

Wei Shu,cxiv, p. 7v.; Ware'stranslation,pp. I 5 -1 56; and
Daityky5, L, p. s ia, b (from Ha KSC, xvi). For the
temple, see Tokiwa and Sekino, op. cit., II, pp. I34ff., and
especially the T'ang stele of 728 quoted on pp. I36ff.
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Quoted by Omura, pp. 437-439.
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Lung-men).s3 The nuclear combination is an
interestingone, and sinceit is requiredby no important scripturalauthorityhas been explained
as a Chineseinvention, designedto reconcilethe
differencesof Mahaydna- representedby the

walls and lofty fanes... had a Vajra-[bearerthat
kept] pigeons from enteringand sparrowsfrom
roosting. Bodhidharmasaidthat [in it the god's]
true likenesshad been caught."55

two Bodhisattvas - and Hinaydna - represented i8.

Outside the northeastcornerof the city was a
group of ten minor temples erected by monks
and pious commoners.56One of them, "Tsungsheng-ssu, possessed an image thirty-eight feet
high that was exceptionallymajestic.So perfect
were its body signs thatwhen gentlefolk or commonrslooked up at it reverently,their eyes were
quickly dazzled.On one occasion it walked out
into the marketplace,to the well, while all the
sky flamedand shone a fieryred: a thing unique
among the phenomena of this world. The remarkablearts and differentkinds of music to be
found here were inferioronly to Liu T'eng's, so
that the gentlefolk from the east side of the city
often cameto this temple to watch them."
"A priest of Ch'ung-chen-ssu,one Hui-ning,
once died and camebackto life againafterseven
days,having undergoneKing Yama'sinspection
and being freedbecauseof an errorin names.He
told everything that [he had learned]. There
were five monks who were examinedtogether.
One, who said he was Chih-sheng of
Pao-ming-ssu, had practised meditation and
austerities,and so was permittedto ascendto the
halls of Heaven. A second, a certainTao-p'in of
the 'PrajiiaTemple,' Po-jo-ssu, who had recited
the fourprajiis also went to Heaven. A third,
T'an-mo of Yung-chtieh-ssu,had been a great
lectureron the Nirvdnaand AvatamsakaSitras,
and had commanded a following of a thousand
persons. To him King Yama said:
'One who lectures on the sfitrasis always

by the two monk disciples.We meet here also for
the first time the contrasted lions that are a
familiarfeature of Wei pedestals.
i6.

The Lo-yangCb'ieb-lan
Chi,i, tells of one of the
temples inside the city, Ch'ang-ch'iu-ssu,that it
was so calledbecauseits founder,the all-powerful
minister Liu T'eng (463- 5zz), had once been
the district magistrate of Ch'ang-ch'iu (in
Shansi).s4"It lay inside the Hsi-yang Gate (the
centralgate on the west), one ii north of the ImperialAvenue ... Within it was a three-storeyed
pagoda,whosegilded disksandwonder-working
mast shed light over the whole city. Therewas a
six-tusked white elephant, bearing Sdkyamuni
through the air. The decorationsand ritual paraphernaliawere all of gold or jade;the originality of the workmanshipwould be difficult to
describe.On the fourth dayof the fourth month
this image was alwaysbrought out, precededby
p'i-bsiebmonsters and lions. Sword-swallowers
and fire spitters would prance everywhere; the
pennants and streamerstied overhead were exceptionallyingenious. For strange arts and odd
costumes there was nothing else comparablein
the whole city. When the image would stop, the
onlookers would block the way, trampling on
each other until someone was usually killed."

I7.

The minor temple Hsiu-fan-ssuin the southeast of the city, in addition to its "sculptured
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Mizuno and Nagahiro, Rydmon,pp. I 3ff.; Chavannes, Mission, pls. CLXV, CLXVIII.
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Daitokyj, LI, p. i002C. For the eunuch Liu, see note 33.
The "evil-averter," p'i-hsieh, was a fabulous, apotropaic
monster often represented in early art.
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Daikkyj, LI, p. Ioo4a (from i); another reference in the
same text to Bodhidharmawill be found in Wei entry 24,
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I07

p. i i i. For two recent summations of the confusing evidence regardingthe Ch'anpatriarch,see H. Chapin, "Three
Early Portraits of Bodhidharma," Archivesof the Chinese
Art Societyof America,I, I945-I946,
pp. 66ff.; and L.Lanciotti, "New Historic Contribution to the Person of Bodhidharma,"ArtibusAsiae, XII, I-2, I 949, pp. I 4I ff. (a paper
weakened by inexpert translations).
Dai.Zkyj, LI, p. Ioo0b (from ii).
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aware of the differencebetween everyone else
and himself. His pride makes him insulting to
others.For a monk, this is the most vulgar sort of
activity. Today we examineonly meditatorsand
reciters,and do not ask for lecturers.This T'anmo has the best of all reasons for being called
a poor priest. Ever since he establishedhimself
in life he has caredfor nothing but lecturing on
the sitras; most certainlythere is no meditative
darknessand no reciting in him.'
"King Yama gave ordersto his subordinates,
and ten fellows dressedin blue led T'an-mo off
to a building by the northwest gate. Everything
was strangethere,andit didn'tlook like an agreeable place.
"The fourth monk saidhe was Tao-hungfrom
Ch'an-lin-ssu.By his teachinghe hadwon donors
among the four grades [of clerics and lay disciples], and had had the Tripitaka[copied]and ten
images of [Buddhas]-in-the-fleshmade. King
Yama said to him:
'One who is a monk must without exception
concentratehis mind and keep to the Way. His
purpose in life should lie in meditationand reciting, not in the things of this world. He should
not do things that are active. Supposing that he
has sietrasand images made; his real desire is to
get hold of other people's property. When he
has got someone else's goods, a covetous heart
will risein him; andwhen one harborsa covetous
heart, then he cannot escape the Three Evil
Paths.'
When he had finished,in his angerhe had his
subordinatestake [the monk] to the very same
black gateway as T'an-mo.
"Then there came a monk who said that he
was Pao-ming from Ling-chuieh-ssu.He told
that beforehe had takenholy ordershe had once
been MilitaryGovernor of Shensi, and had had
Ling-chuteh-ssubuilt. When it was completedhe
gave up his office for the Eight-fold Path. Although he was not a meditatoror reciter,he had
never been remiss in worship. King Yama said
to him:
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'My good sir, in the days when you were a
militarygovernor you pervertedright principles
and oppressed the Dharma. You despoiled the
people of their goods; and if you did build that
temple,it was not with your own strength,sir, so
why should you boast of it?'
"That man too he had led off by his bluegowned subordinates, through the black
gateway.
"The Dowager Empressheardof this [story],
and so despatched a secretaryto the corps of
court eunuchs, one Hsti Ho, to check on what
Hui-ning had told. He visited Pao-ming-ssu,
which is on the east side of the city; Po-jo-ssu,
which is inside the city; and threetemplesin the
west side of the city, Yung-chuieh,Ch'an-lin,and
Ling-chuieh. He inquired and learned that
Chih-sheng,Tao-p'in, T'an-mo, Tao-hung, and
Pao-minghad actuallybeen there. His comment
was that a man'sdeathbrings eitherpunishment
or bliss; and he petitionedthat a hundredmonks
seated in meditation be always present in [the
palace]halls, and that offeringsbe madeto them.
An edictwas promulgated,withdrawingpermission for seitraand image-[makingto be financed]
by roadsidebegging for funds; only those who
had resourcesof their own with which to carry
out such projectsmight do as they wished.
"[Hui]-ningwent to live as a hermiton White
Deer Mountain,and pursued the path of salvation; From that time on the monks of the capital
all meditatedor recited,and no longer took any
interestin lecturingon the scriptures."
I9.

io8

"Ching-lin-ssulay inside the K'ai-yang Gate
[the easternmoston the south front], east of the
Imperial Avenue.57Its lecture hall was highpiled, its dormitoriesand corridorswere linked;
red railingswere dazzlingin the sunshine,ornamentedrafterswelcomedthe breezes;trulythere
was a beauty-spot. West of the temple was a
garden with an abundanceof rare fruit-[trees].
57

Ibid., p. Ioo4a (from i).
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The singing of birds and the shrillingof cicadas
followed each other, through springtime and
autumn. In it there was a meditation chamber,
within which was installed a model of the Jetavana Vihdra,which though carriedout at small
scalewas constructedwith a well-nigh indescribable cunning."
20.

2I.

Also in the western suburbswas to be found
anotherformermansionof the Princeof Kuangp'ing, which hadbeenturnedinto a templeunder
the title Ta-chueh-ssu.s9
The site affordedmagnificent views in all directions. "Inside the hall
were installed the Seven Buddhas; the groves,
pools, and flying galleries were comparableto
those at Ching-ming-ssu..."

In the western subirdslay "Fa-yiin-ssu,which
was founded by a foreign sramapafrom Udyana 22. Another younger brother of Hstian Wu Ti,
in the West, 'Seng Ma-lo' (i.e. BrotherMara)58 Yuan "I, Prince Wen-hsien of Ch'ing-ho, es... [A eulogy of his intelligence, profound
tablishedChing-lo-ssu [inside the city, south of
knowledge of Buddhism, and remarkableaptithe palace and west of the ImperialAvenue].60
It had a Buddhahallwith an image-cartthat was
tude in spoken and written Chinesefollows] He
made a 'JetavanaVihdra' there that was most
carvedwith a cunningunmatchedin that generarefined in workmanship.The Buddha hall and
tion. There were encirclinggalleriesand linked
the monks' dormitorieswere all plasteredwhite;
dormitoriesthat ran aroundcorners;light twigs
[everywhere]was the brillianceof red and white
brushedthe doors and blossoms overspreadthe
and the sparkle of gilding and jade color. He
courtyards.On greatfeast daysthey alwayspromade a replicaof the True Visage as its sixteen
vided girl musicians.The singing voices would
feet had been displayed in the Deer Park [at
playamong the beams,while the dancers'sleeves
Benares],as divinelyradiantandheroicallybeauslowly turnedthis way and that, and strings and
tiful as if it were [really]the Adamantine[Body]
pipes soundedclear,in harmoniesso perfectthat
under the twin trees. Within the monastery
they partookof the divine. Sincethis was a nunflowers and fruits grew in profusion, while
nery, men were not allowed to enter; but those
scented grasses and vines added to one's pleaswho were-permittedto visit it and watch found
ure, and trees overarchedthe courtyards.The
it like the halls of Paradise.After the death of
of the capitaland devotees of the WestPrince Wen-hsien, the prohibition was somesramapas
ern religion all went to Mara to receive and
what relaxed,and people were able to get inside
[swear to] keep the commandments.. . The
without any more difficulties."
world had not his like for secretspells anddivine
miracles.He could put a spell on a deadtree that 23. The Ching-hsingnunneryeast of the city was
would makeit send out new twigs and leaves, or
another that had been dedicated by the palace
turn men by enchantmentinto horses and doneunuchs.6I"It owned a gilded image-cartthree
keys, in the most delightful way possible. The
feet high, with a jewelled canopy. From the
relics, bones or Buddha's teeth, and the sitras
four sides [of the latter] were suspendedgilded
andimagessent from the West were all deposited
bells and jewels of all sorts, and flying angels
in this temple."
making music, so that the onlooker [might
58

o
Ibid., p. 1O5a
(from iv). In my OrientalArt paper (see
Introduction, note i), pp. 28-29, this section was erroneously placed under the third century Wei kingdom, as had
been done previously by Omura, p. ii6.

59 DaiZJky&,
LI, p. IoI7b (from iv).
60

Ibid., p.,IO03a, b (from i). The Prince'sbiographyis in
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lo9

Wei Shu, xxii, pp. 2v-3r. He became a favorite of the
Dowager Empress Ling in 520, and so fell victim to the
coup d'etat led by Liu T'eng and his cousin Yuan Ch'a that
stripped her of power, being executed on a forged order.
See Wieger, op. cit., pp. I I93-I I94 (where Ch'a is miswritten, and misrendered I).
LI, pp. I005c-ioo6a (from ii).
DaitAZky6,
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was a supremeachievementin 'earthand wood'
and for creativitywas the last word in cunning.
As a work in the Buddha's service it was past
imagining. The richly decoratedpillarsand gilded bosses dazzled men's eyes; and when the
wind was high all night long the harmonious
tolling of the treasure-bellscould be heardten 1i
or more away.
"North of the pagodalay aBuddhahall,shaped
like the Hall of State.At its centerwere an eighteen-foot gildedimageandten [other]gildedfigures at life size. There were three icons embroideredin pearlsandfive woven ones. [In all these]
the inventivenessand cunning of the workmanship were supremein that age. The monks' dormitories with their towers and belvederescomprised more than a thousand bays. With their
carvenbeams and white-plasteredwalls ... they
were almost beyond the power of words to describe... [The account continues to tell of the
beautyof the trees,bamboogroves, andfragrant
grasses,and quotes a stele comparingthe temple
to the "jewelled halls on Sumeru, or the pure
palacesof Tusita"].
"The sietrasand images sent from foreign
lands were all housed in this temple.
"The walls aroundthe temple precinctswere
all topped by short raftersand tile roofs, justlike
the palacewalls today. One gateway opened in
each of the four sides [of the outer wall]. The
southern one had a three-storeyedtower and a
triple passage-way.It rose zoo feet, and was
shapedlike the presentouter gateway [to the palace].
"On it were depicted cloud wraiths,andthere

think himself] beyond the clouds. The workmanshipwas so exquisiteas to be almostbeyond
the power to praise. On days when the image
was brought out a hundred soldiers from the
ImperialBodyguardwould alwaysbe orderedto
carryit, and musiciansand various kinds of entertainerswould be provided by the Throne."
"Yung-ning-ssu was establishedin [5 i6] by
the Empress Dowager Ling, i. e. Lady Hu.62It
lay in front of the palace,one ii south of the main
palacegateway,andwest of the ImperialAvenue.
Within it was a nine-storeyedpagoda framedin
wood, which rose 9oo feet, and had a mast ioo
feet higher still, so that the total height was Iooo
feet. It was visible at a distanceof i cc/i from the
capital.When they were excavatingfor the base
they reached 'the Yellow Springs' and there
found 3000 gilded images; the EmpressDowager Ling took this for a proof of her belief in the
Dharma, and so carriedthe constructionto extraordinarylengths. On the mast was a gilded
'treasurevase' capableof holding 25 catties; below this were 30 tiers of 'dew-catchingbasins'
ringed around by gilded bells. Furthermore
therewere four lines of iron chainsthatled down
from the mastto the four cornersof the pagoda,
and these also had gilded bells, each the size of a
tomb statueof stone. Also therewere i zo gilded
bells that hung from the cornersof all nine storeys, from top to bottom. The pagoda had four
sides, each with three doors and six windows.
The doors were all lacqueredred; each leaf had
five rows of gilded nail-heads, there being of
these 5400 in all, set into gilded bosses. All this

24.

62 Ibid., pp. 999c-Ioooa
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(from i). The biography of the beau-

7). Translated into our own dimensions, this last version
would give a height of about 39o English feet. The Loyang CLC account ends (p. ioozb) by telling that in 534 the
huge tower burned to the ground, in spite of all efforts to
save it. The fire smouldered on for three months, and the
site remained smoky for a year. Travellers on the seashore
claimed to have seen the pagoda rising over the water, as
blazingly bright and splendid as it had been when new,
until it was hidden by mists (cf. Liang entry 2, where the
tale of the burning and ocean-apotheosis of Wu Ti's "Hall
of Piled-up Clouds" may have been taken from this

tiful, power-loving, and ill-fated Empress (the third consort of Shih Tsung) is given in Wei Sbu, xiii, pp. 7r-8v;
salient facts in her career are summarized by Wieger, op.
cit., pp. ii85-Ii88,
II90, II93-II94,
II99-I205.
Two
other accounts of the great pagoda may be compared with
that in the Lo-yangCLC.: Wei Sbu, cxiv, pp. 8v-9r, says
that it was 400 odd feet high; and SbuiChingCbu,III, xvi,
P. 75, that its base was I40 feet square, and that from the
top of the gilded mast it was 490 feet tall, the scheme being
an enlargement of the one that had been used for the
temple of the same name at the former capital (Wei entry

source).
IO
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were Immortals working their wonders, all
of his mansion in the western suburbsfor Budpaintedin colors ... The gatewayhadfourguarddbist use.63 A certain courtier named Meng
ian figures and four lions, all being decorated
Chung-hui,much admiredfor his knowledge of
with gold and silver,andgiven finishingtouches
Buddhist doctrine and skill in debate, sent him
with jewels and jades.The brillianceof the orna"a lacquer figure of a [Buddha]-in-the-flesh,
mentation surpassedall experience.The eastern
whose body signs possessed a majesty rarely
and western gates were both similarto this, exfound in this world. It was placedin the Prince's
cept that their towers were only two-storeyed.
front audiencechamber,andfor a while occupied
The north entrancehad no building and only a
his 'treasure-throne'.During [529] this statue
single passage, and was like a 'crow-headed
would walk around the throne every night, [as
gate"' [i. e. something like a Japanesetorii] ...
could be told from]the printsmadein the ground
"When the decorations were finished, the
on the four sides,whereits feet hadsunkin. GenEmperor Ming and the Dowager Empress astry and commonersmarvelled,and all flockedto
cended [the pagoda] together. They saw the
see, as a result of which an incalculablenumber
interior of the palace as if it were within their
found theirheartsstirred.In the autumnof [5 34]
very hands,and overlooked the whole metropoit vanished suddenly of itself, no one knew
lis like the courtyardof a private house. With
whither. In winter of that same year the capital
their own eyes they could watch denizens of the
was transferredto Yeh."
palacequarterwho would never have been permittedto approachand show themselves[in per- z6. According to the Wei history during the
son]... At that time there was a Yramavafrom
Hsi-p'ing era (5 i6) the realm of "Kao-ch'ang"
the West named Bodhidharma,a hu-foreigner
(Turfan) sent an envoy to the Wei court with a
from the realmof Persia,who had come from the
pearlimage as gift.64
far frontiers to journey in the Middle Land.
Seeing the golden disks gleamingin the sunlight 27.
The Wei history's life of the Dowager Emso brightlythat they lit up the undersidesof the
press Ling's father,Hu Kuo-chen, statesthat he
clouds, and the jewelled bells holding so much
had a deep faith in Buddhism.65Having reached
of the wind that their resonance reached out
his eightiethyearin 5 I7, he celebratedthe Budbeyond the heavens,he sang [thetemple's]praisdha's birthdayby following on foot the proceses, exclaiming that it was truly a work of the
sion of the Buddhistimagesthathe hadinstalled,
gods. He claimedto be I 50 years of age, and to
setting out from his mansionand going as far as
have travelledthrough the various realmsin all
the palacegate, over a distanceof four or five 1i
parts [of the world]; and said that its exquisite
of road. On the following day he also watched
beauty had no peer in Jambiidvipa, nor was
the images.
there its like in the regions at the uttermostlimits of creation.Chanting'I worship'[heremained z8. The Northern Wei pilgrim Hui-sheng, who
there?]with handsclaspedin prayerfor days on
returnedin 520 from a two years'tripto the West
end."
summarizedat the end of the Lo-yangCh'ieh-lan
Chi,visited among other famoussites the former
Prince
25.
Ching-haoof Ch'en-liumade over half
Kushan imperialcapital at Peshawarin North63

Daizkkyj, LI, pp. 1017c-1o08a

(from iv). Wei Shu, xv,

however, and I have been unable to identify any Prince
Ching-chao.

pp. 6r-7r, records the princely holders of the Ch'en-liu
fief, beginning with the giant warrior Ch'ien in the late
fourth century. Information about this branch of the T'opa house seems to have run out by the end of the fifth,

64
65

I I I

Wei Shu, ci, p. 8v, section on the realm of Kao-ch'ang.
Ibid., lxxxiii,

2, pp.

2rff.
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west India.66There "he had commissionedan expert artist to reproduce for him in bronze the
form [of the EmperorKaniska'smulti-storeyed]
stipa, together with the scenes on the four stzlpas
of [thejdtakas]of gdkyamuni."
These last, according to the more detailed
account of Fa-hsien, commemorated the four
placeswhere in priorlives the Buddhahad: ransomed a dove with his body; fed with his body
a tigressandher cubs; given his eyes as alms;and
given awayhis brain.67

lacking, the world will be in turmoil and the
people will suffer.'
"[Hui]-ta went on to Su-chou [in Kansu],
where he died in a rocky gorge seven 1i westward from the district city of Chiu-ch'uan,his
bones fallinginto fragmentslike sunflowerseeds,
justbig enough to borethrough.At presentin an
old temple west of the city there is a moulded
image of him with its hand raised. The temple
owns a stele with an incompleteinscriptionthat
reads: 'I was no great saint, but only one who
made it his calling to wanderand convert.'
"Eighty-sevenyearslater, at the outset of the

Tao-hsian's sequel to the "Biographies"adds
a puzzling finale to the careerof the ex-hunter
Liu Sa-ho or Hui-ta, whom we have met as an
early pilgrim to the "Asokan" monuments of
South China(see my entries3, 4, and 5 underthe
Chin).68The account, to begin with, contains a
flagrant chronological discrepancy. By TaohsUan'sreckoning, Hui-ta first reachedthe holy
sites aroundNanking in z8 i. Now we read:

Cheng-kuangera [5 19-5 24] a greatstormsud-

"[Hui]-ta subsequentlytook holy orders and
went to dwell in Wen-ch'engcommandery:i. e.
on the plateausoutheastof the presentTz'u-chou
(in modern Shansi),which was the place where
he had been born. His shrineandimage areto be
found there; the place, inside An-min-ssu and
under that temple's jurisdiction,is worshipped
by both barbariansand Chinese. Then he journeyed [south]to Wu andYtieh, as is fully told in
his earlierbiography.Coming down to the year
[435] under the Northern Wei, [we find him] at
the end of his missionarytravels, coming back
to the West andgoing to Liang-chou[in Kansu].
There, northeast of Fan-ho commandery, he
caught sight of an augustvalley to which he paid
reverencefrom afar.No one understoodwhy he
did so, and askedhim; to which he replied: 'On
that cliff an image is to appear.Should its wondrous body-signs be complete, the age will be a
happy and peaceful one; but if anything be
66

denly arose, and amid thunder and lighting the
mountainsplit, revealinga stone image eighteen
feet tall, majesticin its body-signs except that it
lackedahead. So a stonewas selectedanda sculptor was ordered to carve a new head; but no
sooner had it been set on than it fell off again,
and in the end they gave up the attempt. The
Wei regime fell into decadence[thereafter],just
as [Hui-ta] had said.
"Subsequentlyin the first year of the [Northern] Chou [5 59] a light suddenly appearedin a
ravine seven 1i east of Liang-choucity; a penetratingradiancethatrevealeditself in the gloomy
depths, to the wonder of those who saw it, and
that turned out to be the image's head. It was
carriedto the mountaincliffandset on [thebody],
where it fitted perfectly. For some forty years
the sculptureof the Appearancehad been deficient, while head and body lay in differentplaces
some two hundred1i apart;now the body-signs
were once more perfect, and peace reigned. In
[56i] an 'auspiciousimage temple' was established there, and thenceforth in uninterrupted
successiontherewas a gleam of lamplights moving about and a reverberationof tolling bells in

the air,for no ascertainable
reason.In [572] the
statue'shead fell off. The Premierand then the
Prince of Ch'i came in person to see, and gave

Daizokyj, LI, pp. ioi8bff. (especially p. IO0Ic); in Beal's
translation, pp. lxxxivff., especially p. cvi.

67
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112

Ibid., pp. xxxi-xxxii.
Daiz.oky&,
L, pp. 644c-645a (from xxv).
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orders that it be set back in place; but in the
night it fell off as before.After this had happened
several dozen times, they made anotherhead of
excess material,but in the end that too toppled
to the ground. Later the Chou proscribedBuddhism, and though this lastedonly four yearsthe
neighboring states [also] sufferedand mourned.
The thoughtful, when they consideredthe case,
realizedthat a prior warning [had been given].
The statue,in the face of defeatand iconoclasm,
still stood by itself.
"At the outset of the Sui sftras and images
waxed mightily: the Holy Visages was embellished, and the temple buildings once again were
honored. In [609]Yang Ti madea visit in person
to worship, giving generouslyand addingto the
splendor.As a resultthe old title [of the temple]
was altered to Kan-t'ung-ssu. An order was 31.
issued to copy the form [of the statue] but its
measurementscould not be taken; and though
they aimed at eighteen feet when they measured
the resultswere always different."
In Tao-hsuan'scorpus of images this is the
fourteenth; the account given there is for the
3 2.
most part identical.69
30.

In the easternsuburbsof Lo-yanglay a minor
temple called Kuei-chiieh-ssu, which prior to
its consecrationhad been the mansion of four
69
70

7'

72
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Ibid., LII, p. 4I7C.
Ibid., LI, p. ioioa (from ii).
Biography in Pei Shib,lvi, p. 9r, v. A relative of the author
of the Wei history, Wei Shou.
Biographies in Chin Shu, lxxxvi, pp. I3v-I4v,
and in Wei
Shu, xcix, p. 3r; Giles' no. II4. The last ruler (and so
typically extravagant and reckless) of the Chinese regime
of Former Liang, founded in Kansu in 323 after the breakup of the Chin empire. A series of prodigies gave warning of his doom: earthquakes, landslides, eruptions of
water, fires that started in mud, willows turning into pinetrees. Just before his surrender to the then irresistible armies of Fu Chien, in 376, his palace hall and its gateway are
said to have collapsed spontaneously. He was, however,
more fortunate in the end than his conqueror; after Fu
Chien's downfall he escaped to the South, and was rewarded by being made Governor of Liang-chou under the
Eastern Chin: a paper title only, but one which must have
had political importance. For these events, see Wieger,
Textes, II, pp. 98i, 990-99I.
This prince was Yuan Kung, a grandson of Hsien Wen Ti,

brotherswho made their living as butchers.70In
5 3 I "this temple's gilded image grew hair a full
set of on its eyebrowsand head. A seniordeputy
to the Ministerof State,Wei Chi-cbing,71said to
people, 'The same thing happened to Chang
T'ien-hsi and his country was thereafterobliterated.72This too is a sign of ill omen.' In the
following year [the Prince of] Kuang-ling was
deposed and killed."73
The chapteron omensin the Wei historynotes
thatin the secondmonth of 5 30 two casesof hairgrowing occurred on bronze images about a
foot high, belonging to commonersin the capital.74"One grew four white hairsunderits chin,
and the other a single blackhair at the side of its
cheek."
The summaryof good works given in Pien
ChengLun,iii, claims that the last Northern Wei
Emperorwho reigned more than a few months,
Hsiao Chuang Ti (r. 52z8-530), "erected five
monasteries and had a myriad stone images
made."-7

Tao-hsuan's sequel to the "Biographies"
dwells at great length on the career of priest
Ching-ai (534-578), a native of Ying-yang in
Honan,who laterbecameoneof themostinfluential clerics at the Northern Chou catital.76 He is
who was snatched from semi-obscurity by the Erh-chu
party to be their puppet Emperor, and was killed when
they were defeated by Kao Huan, in 532. His annals are
recorded, under the title of "the First Deposed Emperor,"
in Wei Shu, xi, pp. irff., and he is briefly mentioned in the
biographical section, xxi, i, p. 9r.; also in Wieger, op. cit.,
p. 1208.
74
76

II3

WeiShu,cxii, i, p. I 2V. 75 Daizky,6k,LII, p. 5o7b.
Ibid., L, p. 625c (from xxiii). The article by Kenneth Ch'en
on "Anti-Buddhist Propaganda under the Nan-ch'ao" in
HarvardJour.of As. Stud., XV, I-2, I952, p. I76, characterizes a polemic written in 436 by the relapsed Sung monk
Hui-lin in terms that suggest that the Hells, at least, were
already a popular theme in the art of that period: "Now,
however, the religion depicted hells to frighten people,
and painted rosy pictures of paradise to attract the multitudes." This is only a paraphrase;the original, incorporated into the section on India in SungShu, xcvii (here p. 6r)
merely says: "They describe the Hells to make people
afraidof the punishments given there, and expatiateon the
halls of Heaven to urge all living beings toward that bliss."
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The paintinghistoryLi-tai MingHua Chi,viUi,
names two Wei artistswho specializedin Buddhist icons. Yang Ch'i-te"was an expertpainter
of icons "; Wang Yu "won respectby his copies
of

35.

icons."77

The remainingentriesareof less specificinterest.
34.

The thirty-firstentry in Tao-hsiian'scorpus
tells of a man who during the T'ien-p'ingera of

EasternWei (S34-S37) had a gilded image of
Avalokitesvaramade,which he servedwithunremitting devotion.78 Thrown into prison he
prayedandconfessedhis sins. In a dreamhe saw
a sramana
who was reciting the "Sfitraof Avalokitesvaraas Savior of All Beings," and was told
that if he would repeatthe Buddha'snames con77

Keisekken,V, P. I3v; Ono, pp. 2II, 362-363. The biography of Wang Yu appears in Wei Shu, lxxi, p. iiv. His
family had had its estates in the old Ch'ang-an region,
and had migrated southward when the Chin expedition
captured that city in 4i6. His father, whose personal assets
combined bravery, calligraphic skill, and a passion for ancient history, was one of the Southern generals who deserted to the Wei during the final disintegration of the Ch'i
regime. Yu "loved study, had literary ability, and was an
expert at the cursive and 'square' styles of calligraphy. By
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DaiZ6ky6,LIII, p.

The Lo-yangCh'ieh-lanChi, iv, tells of a man
from Nan-yang in Honan who owned a bronze
image ten feet or so high (as the storyis retoldin
Fa YdanChuLin, lvii, the dimensionis given as
a foot or so, which seems much more likely).79
He intended to gild it with the proceeds from
the sale of an ox, but for reasonsof convenience
postponed the act for two years.Then the statue
appearedto his wife in a dream, announcing
that as a forfeitit would take their only son. The
son died in the morrow; and while the father
lamented,the statuetook on a golden color, and
emitted a fragrancethat filled the whole neighborhood.

78
79

nature he was magnanimous, with the manner of a great
gentleman. He also won the respect of his generation for
his skill as a copyist of paintings." He served the Wei as a
secretaryto one of the ministries and as military governor
of a provincial town in Shantung; and was killed in the
civil wars of the early 530's. Yang Ch'i-te I have been
unable to trace beyond the citation in Li-tai MHC.
Daihoky6, LII, p. 420a, b; quoted in Fa YuianCL, xvii
(ibid., LIII, p. 4Iib).
Ibid., LI, p. ioi6a, and LIII, p. 720b, c.
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he Ch'ifounder,WenHsiianTi (r.555 59)
is describedin Fa YuanChuLin, c, as a great
temple builder under whom monks and nuns
swelled in numbers in every province.' The
Shansi gazetteerascribesto his reign the openI
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tainedthereina thousandtimes he would escape
punishment.He was still reciting as he was led
out to be executed. The headsmanstruck at his
neck nine times with three different swords,
without being able to break the skin; so in the
end he was released. On his return home he
found that the statuehad three scarson its neck.

said to have gone with other boys (some time
before his entry into the order in 5Sa) "to visit
a temple, wherethey saw scenesof Hell painted."

33.
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ing of the well known cave temples at T'ienlung-shan, southwest of T'ai-yuian-fu.z
In Taohsuian'ssequelto the "Biographies"we find also
that the monk Ming-fen (one of the priestsused
by the Sui Emperorin his grand distributionof
2

io26a.

I I4

Quoted by Omura, p.
xxix.

3I4,

from the Shan-hsiT'ung-chih,
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around but the face and abdomen were only
blocked out, and it still lay on its back on the
ground. They triedto haulit uprightwith all the
equipmentthey had,but it would not move; then
during the night it rose lightly of itself, and was
so discovered,to everyone'sdelight, on the morrow. Then it was worked over, and transferred
to the Buddhahall.
"On the day that Chin-choufell [to the Chou]
the image's sweatpoured down into the ground.
As soon as the Chou troops crossed the frontier
they began burning down temples and pagodas.
This image too underwent a fire, but without
changing color, and with injury to only two of
its fingers. They then tried to overturn it; but
though sixty men and oxen hauledat it, they had
no success. Then all at once a strange monk
appeared,whom no one recognized, and who
ringed it around with a mass of tiles, timbers,
earth, and brickbats.In a few moments he had
finished, and vanished. Subsequentlythe statue
appearedin a dreamto a believer and said, 'My
injuredfingersare paining me.' The man understood, and had them repaired... Again, in [595]
someone stole its bannersand canopy,andthereupon dreamedthat a man eighteenfeet tall came
into his chamberto punish him; whereupon he
was so terrifiedthat he took them back.It is said
that the statue is still to be seen there today."

relics) went with his relic to the "rock cave
temple" in Tz'u-chou (in Shansi).3 "The said
temple had been founded by Wen Hsian of the
Ch'i, and his tomb is at the back of the image in
the large cave. The various carvingsin the treasury would frighten away men or demons."
2.

The annals of the "last ruler" (r. 565- 76)
state that "he .once excavateda mountain west
of Chin-yang[in Shansi]to makea colossal Buddha image. All night long he would have a myriadoil lampsburning,so thatthe light illumined
the palace interior." For his great temple buildings "the utmost in skill and cunning was
reached.What with transportingstone and digging for springs, the expense mounted into millions, andthe numberof men and oxen who died
was beyond all reckoning."4

3.

Pien ChengLun, iv, tells that the Ch'i general
T'angYung "hada gildedstatueof Maitreyacast,
seven feet tall including its aureole; had two
eighteen-foot images made of white stone...
and repaireda myriador so old images."s

4.

The thirty-thirdentry in Tao-hsiian'scorpus
tells that "at the end of the Northern Ch'i a
sramata of the 'SupernaturalRock Temple,'
Ling-shih-ssu, in Chin-chou [in Shansi], one
Seng-hu.. .vowed to make an eighteen-foot
stone image.6 The monks all marvelled at his 5. Tao-hstan's thirty-ffth entry, placed under
boastfulness;but lateron in a valley north of the
the Northern Chou, is "the portable image at
templea rock some eighteenfeet long was found
Hua-yen-ssu on Mount Hsien in Hsiang-chou
lying on its side; sculptors were hired, and in
[in Honan]; an ancient wooden figure of untime they fashioneda Buddha.It was worked all
known origin.7Its face andheadwere so remark3
4

Daitdkyd, L, p. 669c (from xxvi).
Pei Ch'i Shu, viii, p. 6v. The passage cites similar outbrusts of reckless extravagance in building palaces and
parks for his concubines, and other bizarre fancies; many
of these are retold by Wieger, Textes, II, p. 1242. A preliminary report on the present condition of this cave site
(where no trace of the colossus remains) is given in the
publication of the Pei-p'ing National Library, Wen-wu
Ts'an-k'aoTtu-liao, 1954, 4, pp. 5off. References are quoted to trace the long-prosperous history of this temple
from Northern Ch'i until the beginning of Ming. The only
II

early remains identified, however, are a pair of stone grave
pagodas of the tenth century.
5 DairZdkyo,
LII, p. 5i6a, b. The donor's biographies (in Pei
Ch'i Shu, xl, pp. 2v-3r, and in Pei Shib, lv, p. 8v) say
nothing about his patronage of Buddhism, but by an incidental anecdote testify to the height of major Buddhist
buildings of the period: Emperor Wen Hsuan is described
as climbing up in a Buddhist temple to survey a distant
city.
6 Daigoky&,LII, p. 420b, c.
7 Ibid., pp. 420c-42ia.
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ably beautifulthat one could never have his fill
of looking at it. The height was aroundfifty feet.
It had once been supernaturallyresponsive, but
at thattime was so no longer; it was not a Buddha
in the full sense. When the Chou exterminated
Buddhism,people hid the head away. With the
Sui restorationit was fitted out as before, so as
to be a holy image, and was named Vairocana
Buddha.When the annualprayersfor good fortune were uttered, particular confidence was
placed in it. When Wen Ti of the Sui lay on his
deathbed,snivel pouredfrom its nostrilsand ran
down so as to soak its breast;the gold foil peeled
away, but where the snivel had flowed it was
bright. When they wiped it therewas no realdirtiness, though from a distancethere still seemed
to be snivel there. In the fourth month of [649]
snivel again flowed and besmeared the chest
[over an area]a foot in circumference,without
ceasing. Subsequently[T'ang] T'ai Tsung threw
off his mortalcoil, and the prophecywas recognized as such. In the sixth month once again
snivel poured out, and the whole realmwas in
consternation,not knowing what sort of misfortunewould ensue.During the seventh month
the Han River flooded, and overranthe city and
its suburbsto a depthof ten feet or so, drowning
no smallnumber.
"It is at present in its original temple, and is
much besought there. The gentry and commoners of Hsiang-yangwho have few sons to follow
after them all go thither to pray [to the image];
and as the stateof theirhearts[permit,both] men
and women are answered."
6.

The summaryof good works given in Pien
ChengLun, ii, states that the second Northern
Chou monarch, "His Imperial Majesty Hsiao
Ming ... in his second year [56o] was pleasedto
8

Ibid., p. 5o8a.
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have fashionedon behalfof the late Emperorone
woven icon of Vairocanawith two Bodhisattvas,
twenty-sixfeet high, and twelve life-sizedstatues
of sandalwood, each with two Bodhisattvas,
Vajra-[bearers],lions, and the like. In beauty
these reached Heaven's own perfection; they
were as wondrous as the work of gods."8
Of the most powerful Chou ruler, the later
persecutor of Buddhism, Wu Ti (r. 560-578),
we read that in 56o "on behalf of His Imperial
MajestyWen he had fashioneda brocadedicon
of Sikyamuni, sixteen feet high, together with
Bodhisattvasand saintlymonks, Vajra-[bearers],
lions, and surrounding treasure-pagodas,[the
whole comprising] 220 figures.9These were of
course supplementedby cloud designs and [coils
of] dragon'sbreath,in which the art of weaving
was once and for all brought to perfection; and
by clear water and river ripples done [with the
dexterity]of a swordsman.lO[One saw] the Pure
Land Paradiseillumined in a celestial radiance,
and supernaturallycreatedBuddhasrevealedin
their round aureoles.Furthermoreon the south
side of the capital he had three temples built,
[called] Ning-kuo, Hui-ch'ang, and YUn-ning.
Their flying bridge-galleries overstepped the
terracesof Middle Heaven; their multi-storeyed
gates supported belvederes for the Immortals.
What with cloud-patternedridges and 'pondweed kingposts,'II with embroideredcolumns
and decorated eaves, with summer doors and
autumn windows, with lotus pools and crabapplegardens;where everyplacewas exquisitely
clean and everything was bewitchingly lovely;
the viewer would forget to leave, so dazzled
would be his eyes. He brought into the order a
totalof i 8oomonksandnuns,andhadI,700 odd
sections of the sietras and commentariescopied."
I cannot readily explain why Hsiao Ming Ti
phrase to Chinese architectural history, see Soper, The
Evolutionof BuddhistArchitecturein Japan, p. IO. The other
architecturaldetails cited in the description of the Northern Chou temples were probably also plagiarized from
earlier literary effusions dealing with extravagantlyequipped palaces.

9 Ibid., p. 5o8b.
IO For the text of this sentence, see Quotations, K.
II
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A cliche borrowed from Confucius: Lun Yu, chapter Kung
Yeh Ch'ang, I7. For a discussion of the relevance of the
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should have had twelve statues- of Buddhas,
since they were accompaniedby the usual flanking elements, Bodhisattvas,Vajra-bearers,and
lions - madeof sandalwood.The numbertwelve,
with its astronomicalconnotations,is familiarin
later periods, in other groups (particularlythe
twelve guardians assigned to the Buddha of
Healing, Bhaisajyaguru,and the twelve gods of
the Tantric man~ala);I know of no other early
case of its use with Buddhafigures.
The account given of Wu Ti's great woven
picture alreadysuggests the type of T'ang composition familiarin the cave paintings of Tunhuang; or indeed, at a reduced scale, the T'ang
style embroideredpictureof Sakyamunipreaching at Kanjfljiin Japan.12Nothing so elaborate
has been preserved from the Northern Ch'i or
Chou regimes; but one can see at least that the
Buddhist groups carved in relief at this same
period for the cave shrinesat Hsiang-t'ang-shan
in Honan (two of which are now in the Freer
Galleryin Washington)have a greatercomplexity of detailandmanymorefiguresthananything
comparablein the Wei style.13The age musthave
seen as markedchangesin iconographyas those
that are apparentin its figure style.

CH'I AND NORTHERN
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darkenedthe heavens: an uncanny occurrence
that the frightenedmonks could not explain.In
the eighth month the villagerson the north side
of the mountain saw the holy image leave the
mountaintemple and fly off northwardthrough
the air,precededby bannersand flowersand followed by a crowd of priests. They went to inquire at the temple but no one there knew anything. Just at that time T'uan was hurryingto
lectureat Kuang-hsing-ssu,and so they told him
aboutit. He replied,'Thatmeansa summonsfor
me; I shall not preparefor anything else.' And
they saythathe died at thattemple,justas he had
guessed that he would."
This story seems to representa half-waystage
towardthe representationin art of the Buddha's
corning to receive the soul of a dying believer.
Ordinarily the welcoming deity would be
Atmitabha,but by this period one would expect
His procession to include the two Bodhisattvas
AvalokitesvaraandMahdsthdmaprdpta
(to judge
from the votive inscriptions of the time). In
view of theiromissionfrom the miracle,it is possible that the image was a Maitreya(since His
devotees had borrowed the welcome idea from
the rival cult).

Tao-hstian'ssequelto the "Biographies"men- 9. Pien ChengLun, iv, records that one of the
tions posthumous portraitsin connection with
Chou generals, Hou-mo-ch'en Hsiu, the Duke
two Northern Chou priests: Seng-t'iao (48oof Ch'ing-ho, had a sixteen-foot lacquer statue
of Amitdbhamade. The Duke of the Realm of
560) and Seng-shih (476-563).14
Ch'u,Tou Lu-ning,a descendantof the Mu-jung
8. The life of priestPao-t'uan(5 I2-56i) in the
house that had ruled over northeast Chinatwo
same collections states that during his last
centuries earlier, "had images cast and sitras
months at Kuang-hsing-ssu in T'ung-chou in
copied in uninterruptedsuccession."The Duke
Szechwan "during the fifth month a landslide
of the Realm of Shu, Wei-ch'ih Hui, "built
occurred without warning on the mountain
the Wondrous Image Temple, Miao-hsiangSSU. I6
where he used to dwell, with clouds of dust that

7.

12 Often reproduced, e. g. in Kokka 258.
13
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on his barbarianclan name is given by W. Eberhard, Das
Toba-reich
Nord Chirnw,Leiden, 1949, p. 3 I 2, and several of
his presumed relatives appearin Pei ChouShu, xvi and xix.
Tou's biographies are found in ChouShu, xix, p. 3r, v, and
in Pei Shih, lxviii, p. ir, v; Wei-ch'ih's in Chou Shu, xxi,
p. ir, v, and in Pei Shih, lxii, pp. 4v-5r. The latter's invasion of Shu is briefly noted in Wieger, Textes,II, p. 1225.

Reproduced, e. g., by O. Siren, A Historyof ChineseSculpture,London, 192 5, pIs. 192-195.
DaiZokoy,L, pp. 553C, 558a (from xvi).
Ibid., p. 487a, b (from viii).
Ibid., pp. 5i8b; 5I7c; and 5I8b, respectively. I have been
unable to identify the first-nameddonor elsewhere; a notice
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The encyclopediaT'u ShuChi Ch'enghas preservedthe text of a stele inscriptiondealingwith
"the Buddha-shrinesof the Mai-chi Cliffs in
T'ien-shui-chun, Ch'in-chou." The author, Yu
Hsin (-5 8o), was a Southernerwhose grandfather and father had served the SouthernCh'i
and Liang regimes.17He himself won celebrity
as a writer under the Liang, held a succession
of offices at court and in the provinces, representedhis ruler as an envoy to EasternWei
in 537 (wherehe is said to have been greatlyadmired); and was still in the service of the unfortunate Yuan Ti when the Liang rule at
Chiang-lingwas snuffedout by the WesternWei
in 554. His experienceand literaryability won
him securityin the northwest, however, and he
enjoyed under the Chou rulers an even greater
preeminencethanbefore(perhapsbecausehe had
far fewer rivals). His composition describesthe
rugged beautyof the cave shrines'site in Kansu
(his poetic style was so much admiredin his time
that most of his biography in the ChomShu is
filled with an interminablepoetic "Lamentfor
the South.") After manyflourishesand allusions
he recordsthe factthatthe donorhad "reverently
made a Seven Buddha shrine on behalf of his
deceasedfather."
The briskactivityof Chinesearchaeologistsin
recent years has rediscovered Mai-chi Shan, in
southeasternKansu, as a site of greatimportance
for the history of early Buddhist sculpture in
China, outranked only by Ytin-kang and
Lung-men.18Historical evidence indicates that
the mountainwas chosen as a Buddhistretreatas
early as the 420's; a great number of caves with
17
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sculpture have been preserved from the Wei,
Chou, Sui, and T'ang periods. Among the published inscriptions that I have seen, however,
only one designatesthe imagesmade:this, found

in CaveI I0, namesa pairof "lateWei"Bodhisattvas as Avalokitesvaraand Aksayamati.The
latter Bodhisattva we shall find again only at
Tun-huang,i. e. in the same province (Inscriptions entry9, no. 2i). As we shallsee in the paragraph devoted to him in the iconographicchapter on the Bodhisattvas,his one claimto individual attentionis the fact that the lines assignedto
him in the "Lotus"areall-importantin preparing
for a definition of Avalokitesvara'ssupremacy
as a savior.
I.
:

TSCC, 497, p. I 5r: the Shen-iTien,xc, "BuddhistImages."
Yu's biographies appear in ChouShu, xli, pp. 2v-6v, and
in Pei Shih, lxxxiii, p. 7V.
First reported to a Western audience in the Illustrated
LondonNews, Feb. 6 and I 3, 1 954. A summaryinventory of
cave shapes and contents has been published in Wen-wu
Ts'an-k'aoTZu-liao, I954, nos. 2-6; the inscription with
the reference to Avalokite'vara and Aksayamatiappearsin
5, p. 87 (Cave i o, over the doorway). A selection of the
most attractive sculptures, chiefly of the Wei, Sung, and
Ming periods, appearswith a short, popularized text in the
album Mai-chi Shan Shih-k'u,Peking, I954. Unfortunately

ii 8

Of all the great Chinesepersecutorsof Buddhism, Wu Ti of Northern Chou seems to have
undertakenhis drasticmeasureswith the greatest understandingof the issues involved. The
most comprehensive account of the religious
controversiesin his reign is given in a mid seventh century history of the disputes between
Buddhism and Taoism, the Chi Ku-chinFo Tao
Lun-heng.'9
There we read that the Emperor's
concernled him to call a series of grand convocationsin 569, inviting all prominentConfucianists, Buddhists, and Taoists to present their respective cases before him. He reachedhis final
decision in 574, and decreedthe abolition in his
domains of both Buddhismand Taoism. When
the rival state of Northern Ch'i was conquered
in 577, the proscriptionwas extended over the
whole of north China. "In that age Buddhism
had been so honoredin the easternreachesof the

'9

the paired Bodhisattvas of Cave iio are not illustrated
there. Cave i i, described as a Northern Chou foundation,
contains a row of four Bodhisattvas on eitherside of the
Buddha, all but one identified by legible inscriptions. Since
the now visible state of these figures is due to a Ming
restoration, and the names include two Tantric deities,
they cannot with any safety be used as evidence for the
original iconography of the cave (Wen-wu,1954, I, p. 32).
DairZyky&,LII, no. 21o4, pp. 372aff. See also K. Ch'en,
"Anti-Buddhist Persecutions," HarvardJour. of As. Stud.,
I954.
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[Yellow] River under the Wei and Ch'i, and had
waxed so mightily that its establishedtemples
and shrinesnumberedover 40,000. All of these
were now handedover to the nobility for use as
mansions. Of the five categories of Iramaenas
3,000,000 were secularizedand taken back into
the military and civil registers. The Buddhist
images were melted down or cut up; the scriptures were burned; and all the property of the
churchwas confiscatedby the state."-o
In the midst of the general catastrophe,the
account takes special notice of the end of the
celebratedpriest Ching-ai,whom we have met
earlieras a boy (see entryno. 32 underthe Wei).
Realizing that further appeals to the Emperor
were useless, "with seven like-minded persons
he undertook a seven-days'penitentialfast before an image of Maitreya.At the end of the
week the others all died together. He made his
way to the Valley of Tin in Mount [Chung-]nan;
flayedthe flesh from his body and laid it out on
the rocks, dragged out his intestines and hung
them on a tree, and died holding out his heart."zI
For our purposes there are particularlyinteresting passages recorded from the final debate
that was held in 578 after the conquest of Ch'i
presumablyto decide whether or not the edict
should be extended into the newly-won lands.
Wu Ti presidedfrom his throneover an audience
of high priests,and opened the session by giving
his reasons for condemning the Buddhist and
Taoist churches.Confucianismwas to be tolerated because it taught the art of governing, and
for the socialusefulnessof the virtuesit preached.
But as for Buddhism:
"The true Buddha is beyond representation;
for He residesin the GreatVoid; the distantreverence [that we feel for Him should be] revealed in our hearts. The Buddhist sfitrasare ad-

20
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D Ni~ky, LII, P. 374c.
Ibid., p. 374a. A more detailed account is given in Hru
KSC, xxiii (ibid., L, p. 627a, b).
Ibid., LII, p. 374a. For the text of the first sentence, see
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mirablybroad;but as for pagodas,they arebuilt
to be beautifuland to win good fortune.Thereis
actuallyno feeling in any of this, so how can it
[reach]the divine grace?The ignorantpopulace
piously pours out its wealth to enlarge and increasetemplesandpagodas,spendingandspending for nothing, until there is too little left to
be inherited.Now these sietrasand images areto
be wholly destroyed. . . "22
The story goes that only one priestin the hall,
a certain Hui-yuan from Tun-huang, had the
courageto speakout againstthe Emperor'spremises. "His Majestyhas proclaimedthat the true
Buddhais beyondrepresentation;andtrulythese
are like the words of a god. But the ear and the
eye createthe spirit; and it is by relying on the
scriptures,or by listening to a Buddha,or with
the aid of images, that the truth is made manifest.23If they are now to be done away with,
there will be no way to arousedevotion."
The Emperor replied: "The true Buddha of
the Void is known naturallyby all men, with no
borrowing from scripturesor images."
Hui-yuan said: "Before Ming Ti of Han,
when scriptures and images were unknown
here, how was it that the creaturesof this land
knew nothing of the trueBuddhaof the Void?. .
If men shouldknow whatis lawfulof themselves,
without the aid of scriptures,in the age before
the Three Emperors,when there was as yet no
writing, they should of themselveshave known
the laws of the Five Relationships,and so on.
Why was it then that people of that time 'only
recognizedtheirmothers,andnot theirfathers,'24
like birds or beasts?If there were no feelings in
images, and no reward for serving them, they
ought to be abolishedat once. [But what about]
the images in the seven ancestralshrines of the

23

24
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Quotations, L.
For the text of this sentence, see Quotations, M.
A well-known statement, found e. g. in Chuang-t.u,xxix
(Giles' translation, p. 392), and Ia Shib Cb'unCh'iu,xx, I.
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state: can it be that they have feelings, or that it
is absurdto honor them?"2s
As the Buddhiststold the story, the Emperor
at firstfound nothing to say to these objections.
Finally he retorted: "The Buddhist scriptures
area foreign law thatthis countrydoes not need;
they areto be abolished,andnot used. The seven
shrineswere establishedin High Antiquity. We
do not believe in them either,and intendto abolish them as well."
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Paradisesof the Four Quarters,with their hosts
of Bodhisattvas, angels, and blessed souls; an
enlargement,at a properlyimperialscale, of the
type of compositionfound at Hsiang-t'ang-shan
(and perhapsa prototype for the groups of clay
figuresthat the Japaneselearnedto place on the
four sides of their pagodas, by the early eighth
century).

The thirty-fourthentryin Tao-hsUan's
cor-

I2.

pus tells that in 574, "when Wu of the Chou,
II.
Before the year was out, the iconoclastic Emsuspicious of the Buddhist law, was resolutely
peror died - miserably,by Buddhist accounts.
exterminating it, and the whole realm was
A story was current in early T'ang that a Sui
plunged in darkness;a certain ChiangMing of
official, miraculouslyrevived from death, had
Ming-chou, whose duties as an overseer took
him about at night, happenedto be travellinga
seen Wu Ti of the Chou, who said that he was
sufferinggreat torments for having proscribed
hundredhior so north of the provincialcapital.29
As he passed through the mountains he kept
Buddhism; he begged that the Sui Emperor,
once
who had
enjoyed his favors, might perseeing a light shining on a mountain top. The
form some act of charityfor his soul. "Wen Ti
thing seemed to him so remarkablethat he
issued a proclamationthat throughoutthe realm
finallymadehis way to where the light was; and
every man should contributeone cash, to secure
therehe saw a stone lying on its side, shapedlike
a better fortune for him."26
a Buddha image. He had it disengaged by digUnder the last two Chou rulers, Buddhism
ging, and found that it was iron ore and could
was permitted to recover a foothold. At first
not be chiselled.Its huge formwas thirty feet or
only two temples were permitted, one at the
so tall. He wanted to have it burnished, and
capitaland the other at Lo-yang. The Chou hiswhen that was finished one could not touch it.
tory records that Hsiian Ti (r. 578-579) in 579
A search was made downhill from it, and rerevived images of the Buddhaand of the Taoist
vealed a stone pedestal,complete with a socket.
"Lord of Heaven", and sat throned in state beAll the villagers were hauling it upright, when
tweenthetwo.27 Pien ChengLun,iii, remembers the image suddenlyslid downhill to the pedestal
him as a "restorerof the Buddhist sun ... who
socket, and and in an instant was standing
had four niche-shrines(?) for clay images made,
uprightby itself. This was taken by everyoneto
containinga myriadodd figures."28
be an extraordinarilygood omen, and was duly
The great number of figures mentioned here
reportedto the Throne. Just at that time a new
that
the
four
suggests
groups representedthe
Emperor had been crowned, and milder days
25

Omura, p. 33, suggests that the practise of substituting an
image for the ancestraltablet may have originated in south
China in late Chou. With referenceto a mortuaryimage of
the barbarian King Shih Hu at his old capital, Yeh, see
below, p. 252.

26

Dai.Z6kyd,LII, p. 374c.

27

Chou Shu, vii, p. 3v. On the Taoist practise of making
images of the "Lord of Heaven" see Omura, p. I5 I. He
quotes several Buddhist polemical works (e. g. Pien Cheng

28
29

120

Lun, vi, and KuangHung Ming Chi, viii and xiii) which
stress the claim that this development and others organized
by the Taoist party, were of relatively late origin and were
clearly indebted to Buddhism. Creditfor their introduction
at Nanking is given to a Taoist adept who lived there in
the later fifth century, one Lu Hsiu-ching.
DaigZkyJ,LII, p. 5o8b.
Ibid., p. 4zoc. The same story reappearsin Hsri KSC, xxix
(ibid. L, p. 692a) in the biography of the donor under the
name that he took on becoming a monk, Seng-ming.

THE DYNASTIES:

NORTHERN

CH'I AND NORTHERN

CHOU

paid a visit to worship it, and was displeasedat
were dawning for Buddhism; so the year was
the lack of fine decorations;so he gave up perreckoned as the first of Ta-hsiang, the 'Great
sonal effectsfor its embellishment... The place
Colossus'. In addition a 'Temple of the Colosis
under the jurisdictionof Fang-chou [in mosus', Ta-hsiang-ssu,was establishedon the site.
When the Sui revolution occurred,furthercondern Shensi, in Chung-po-hsien]. Whenever
structionwas carriedout, and the [temple]name
there is a particularlydarknight a light portent
was changedto Hsien-chi-ssu.On investigation
will shine forth; this has been so continually
it was found that at the original site there was
seen by clerics and laity that it causes no great
neither any human settlement, nor any [other]
astonishment."
large rocks or even any iron ore; so how could
[the thing] have been other than a miracle, ac- I 3. The Li-tai MingHua Chi, viii, lists under the
complishedby the supernaturalpowers of King
Northern Ch'i the well-known Ts'ao Chung-ta
Agoka?The T'ang carriedon [the temple] withas "an able painter of Indian-[style]icons."30
out a change, until at the end of the Chen-kuan
ChangYen-y~ianquotes the opinion of an earlier
era [627-649] a palace was establishedwest of
critic that Ts'ao had studied the style of the
the temple, with the name YU-hua.The image's
Liang masterYUanAng, but greatly surpassed
original emplacementwas thus thirty Ii east of
him, and "was unmatchedin his day in doing
the palace, within the park. T'ai Tsung once
Buddhisticons of foreign [type]."
30

Keisekken,V, p. I4v; Ono, pp. 2I 3, 364. The tradition that
Ts'ao was a Sogdian has been strongly countered by Pelliot
in "Les fresques de Touen-houang et les fresques de M.

Eumorfopoulos," Revuedes arts asiatiques,V,
I

I2I

5 zff.

i928,

pp.

II.
INSCRIPTIONS

hinese Buddhistinscriptionsof the Six

C

circumstances.There is a furtheruncertaintyin
the relationshipbetween the dated inscriptions
that makeup the great majorityof Omura'scollections, and undatedexamples;of these last he
must have omitted a good many (to judge by
their frequencyin the stones that I have seen).
Finally, the reliabilityof the collection itself is
not beyond question in every particular.It representsof coursea seriesof decisionsby Omura
on authenticity;but the grounds on which these
decisions were made can no longer be checked.
Omura'spersonalacquaintancewith the material
that he selected seems to have varied between
wide extremes. Some inscriptions he simply
copied out of Chinesebooks that had no illustrations. Others he took from rubbings sent him
from China,which might or might not indicate
the characterof the sculpture; a great many of
these he describes simply as pedestals. Only a
minority can have been known to him through
photographs, or as actual objects in Japanese
collections. Even at this level one cannot trust
him unreservedly;for there are at least one or
two illustrationsin his book of statues whose
inscribed dates are flagrantlyat variance with
their styles.3

Dynasties will be used in this chapter
primarilyas a sourceof statistics;to demonstrate
the relative popularityof various figures in the
Buddhist pantheon at differentperiods, and so
indicate major trends in iconography. My data
have been drawnfor the most partfromOmura's
collection.I have addeda numberof inscriptions
takenfrom two groups of fifth centuryNorthern
Wei sculptures published by the Japanese archaeologistMizunoin I950 andI954;1andhave
used the latter'smonographson the cave shrines
at YUn-kangand Lung-men, since they present
the known information more comprehensively
and systematicallythan was possible in Omura's
time.2

It should be recognized that these statistics
have only a relative and provisional value. To
begin with, the relationship of the "sample"
that they representto the whole is beyond my
power to calculate.The ratio between inscribed
and uninscribedsculpturesmust have fluctuated
very widely at different times and places; at
YUn-kang there are almost no inscriptions,
while at Lung-men almost every relief is meticulously incised with the properdate,names, and
"Beginnings of the Buddhist Statue in China," Ars Buddhica,VIII, 1950, pp. 39-64; and "Geneology of the Buddhist Stone Statues in the P'ing-ch'eng Period of the
Northern Wei Dynasty," ibid., XXI, I954, pp. 3-4I. Both
are in Japanese; titles are those on the English title page.
I have not attempted to expand this "sample" by drawing
on the very many inscribed stones or gilt bronzes in
Western collections: partly because of the difficulty of
securing information and reaching anything like complete
coverage; and more particularlybecause of the even greater
difficulty of sifting out the genuine pieces from a fairly

high proportion of fakes. Omura's corpus is not beyond
suspicion, but has the advantage of having been formed
before the state of the art market made it highly profitable
to produce spurious statues in quantities.
2 Mizuno and Nagahiro, Yfin-kang
(I9 z) and the earlier,

more general account of the same site in Unkd Sekibutsugun, Osaka, I944; and Ryumon(I94I).
3

I23

E. g. his fig. 573, a gilt bronze seated Bodhisattva in full
T'ang style, which he places among Eastern Wei pieces
because of its inscribed date of 546.
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There are still other limitationson the accura- 2. SouthernCh'i:
cy of the "sample." A large proportion of the
Sakyamuni
I
inscribed and dated stones fail to identify the
VipagyinBuddha
I
figuresthey show, describingthem only in such
Liang:
generalterms as "a Buddhaimage," or "a stone 3
Amitayus
I
image," or "a holy image." I have tried to make
Sakyamuni
I
the best of this situation by including the cate"Buddhaimage"
2
gory "image"in my lists, since that at least perAvalokitesvara
I
mits a check on the size of the "sample"given.
Maitreya
2
Again, it is likely that the scribes were more
The Sakyamuniinscription,dated 537, reveals
carefulabout naming the major deities than the
a characteristiceclecticism.The dedicationis to
accompanying minor ones; my entry for
Sakyamuni;the donor prays both to be reborn
"Sdkyamunisingle," for example,may just posin the West (i. e. in the Paradiseof Amitdyus)
sibly conceal a number of groups including
and to meet Maitreyaface to face.s
Bodhisattvasor monks.
The order followed below sets first the South- 4. Ch'en:
ern and then the Northern dynasties,in chrono"image"
I
logical sequence. Within each chronological
group the entriesarearrangedfirstin the hieratic 5. Northernto A. D. 4146:
order:Buddhas,Bodhisattvas,andlesserbeings;
"Buddhaimage"
I
and then alphabetically.Items of special iconoMaitreya
graphic interest will be individually described
"image"2
2
afterthe statistictablein which they areincluded.
An inscriptionof 44z, the firstof its kindin the
Northern
series, prays for rebirth before MaiSung:
treya.6

I
Amityus
"a Buddha"
6. NorthernWei,446-494:
Maitreya
I
From this point on, the inscriptionsfrom the
The Amitayusinscription,dated448, includes
majorcave shrineswill receivea separatelisting,
a prayerfor rebirthin the realm of the Buddha
since their evidencediffersfrom the rest in being
of BoundlessLife.4
both unimpeachableand complete.

Yuin-kang
Sdkyamuni,single
Sdkyamuni,with Maitreya,Prabhfitaratna
"Buddhaimage"
Avalokitegvara,single
Avalokitegvara,triple
Avalokitegvara,with Mahasthamaprapta,
Manju~rI
4

Omura, p. 143. This statuette, once in the Tuan Fang collection and now in the Freer Gallery, is no. I 7 in the list of
inscribed Buddhist works assembled by B. Rowland,
"Notes on the Dated Statues of the Northern Wei Dynasty
and the Beginning of Buddhist Sculpture in China," Art
Bulletin,XIX, I, I939: an important pioneer publication,

6
I
2

5
I

though never entirely accurateand now partly outdated.
s Omura, p. x64.
6

124

Ibid., p. I75. This piece is no. 25 in Mizuno's list in Ars
Buddhica,xxi, pp. 29-30; the inscription deals primarily
with the making of a miniature stone pagoda.
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YUrn-kang
Maitreya,single
Maitreya,with Sdkyamuni,Prabhiitaratna
ContemplativePrince
"image"
The surprising triple dedication to Avalokitesvara occurs on a stone dated 453, which
Omura unfortunatelydescribes only by saying
that the nimbus is 2.75 shaku (about 2 feet 9
inches) high.7
An inscriptionof 478, namingAvalokitesvara,

9
I
I
I

contains the first recordedNorthern prayerfor
rebirthin the WesternLand.8
Of the Ytin-kang inscriptions, that naming
the trio of Bodhisattvasis in cave i i, dated483 ;9
and the other, naming the two Buddhas with
Maitreya, is in cave I7, dated 489.10

NorthernWei,49R-yIy:

Lung-menYUn-kang

Bhaisajyaguru
Dipamkara
KdsyapaBuddha
Prabhiltaratna
Sdkyamuni,single
Sdkyamuni,with Maitreya
Sdkyamuni,with two Bodhisattvas
Seven Buddhas
Fifty-threeBuddhas
"Buddhaimage"
Avalokitesvara,single
Avalokitesvara,pair
Maitreya,single
Maitreya,pair
Maitreya,with Sdkyamuni
Maitreya,with two Bodhisattvas
"image"

Z

I

2

I
I

3
4

Omura, p.

4

I9

I
I

3
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dated 495; they are in two tiers, with Maitreya
sitting in his crossed ankle position above. The
small attendant Bodhisattvas present in both
tiers are not mentionedin the inscription.I
Both pairs of Bodhisattvasoccur among the
multitudeof lesserdonationsat smallscalein the

I79.

8 Ibid., p. i85, fig. 462; Rowland's no. 24. The figure, surprisingly enough, is that of a standing Buddha.
9 Yun-kang,VIII, p. II 5, pl. 3o. The names of the three
Bodhisattvas are in cartouches beside them, above the
inscription.
IO

3
I

The Bhaisajyagurufigureis not actuallydated,
but is alongside a niche in cave i i that bears a
date of 496. It is a small, roughly carved image
of a Buddhain the dhydnaposition, done in the
style of this period., The Sdkyamuni and
Maitreyapair are in the fifth niche in cave ii,
7

i8

Ibid., XII, pp. I07, io9, pls. i2, 2i. In two tiers: Maitreya
seated with crossed ankles above, the twin Buddhas below.

I,
I2

I25

Mizuno has identified a squatting Buddha in the same
cave, on the south wall east of the entrance,as an Amitdyus
from the fact that one of its flanking Bodhisattvas wears a
crown holding a miniature Buddha; and the other, one
with a vial. See his argument in ShinaBukky6Shigaku,V,
2, I94I,
pp. 77-79; the group is illustrated in Yun-kang,
XII, pls. 29-34, pp. II2-II3.
Ibid., VIII, p. I23, pI. 65 A.
Ibid., p. I09, plS. 9-IO.
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Ku-yang cave of Lung-men. The two Avalokitesvaras are briefly described by Mizuno and
Nagahiro as "trio standing Bodhisattva figure(s)"; photographs,however, show a miniature
a standingBuddha,
pointed-archnichecontaining
flankedby two much smaller standing Bodhisattvas.13Presumablythese last are the Avalokitesvara pair, though to name them rather
than the axial Buddha seems a curious choice.
Though this inscriptionis undated,the name of
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the samedonor, the Princeof An-ting, occursm
two otherdedicationsin the samecave, dated507
and 5I I; he is anidentifiablememberof the Toba
house, and died in 5I 5.14'
The two Maitreyasare identicalBQdhisattvas
sitting with crossed anklesin adjacentand identical niches. The dedication, dated 512, runs
under both's Each niche, incidentally,also containsfour flankingfigures,unnamed;apparently
two Bodhisattvasand two monks.

NorthernWei,yi6-y3y:
Amitdyus
Bhaisajyaguru,with Maitreya,Avalokitesvara
Prabhitaratna
Sdkyamuni,single
Sakyamuni,sixteen
Sdkyamuni,with Lao-tzu
Sdkyamuni,with two Avalokitesvaras
Seven Buddhas

Lung-men
9
I
I
I

2
2I
I

I
I
2

iooo Buddhas

I

Avalokitesvara,single
Avalokitesvara,paired,with Sdkyamuni
Avalokitesvara,with Bhaisajyaguru,Maitreya
Maitreya,single
Maitreya,paired
Maitreya,with Bhaisajyaguru,Avalokitesvara
"image"

2

I3

I
I

i6

I4

X

i6
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"imagewith two Bodhisattvas"
The sixteen figures of Sdkyamunioccur, at
very small scale, in two rows of eight on the
left-hand wall of the Lotus Cave. Since they
were individuallyvowed by sixteen named donors, they perhapsmayrepresentan accidentallyI3

I4

Ryimon,inscription no. 700, p. 3I3; the niche is described
in the table following p. i o6, and located on the chart,
fig. 96. Chavannes, Mission, p. 5 i6, translates the inscription, his no. 468, reading "one image" rather than two,
presumably because his rubbing (fig. 56o) was nearly illegible at that point. He locates the niche wrongly on his
fig. 367; it appears on his fig. 368.
These two inscriptions are Chavannes' nos. 394 and 4II,
Ryfmonnos. 599 and 6i9 respectively. The princely donor
is discussed in ibid., pp. 202-203; he was Yuan Hsieh,
whose biography occurs in Wei Sbu, xix, 3, p. izr., a
grandson of Ching Mu Ti (the proper heir of the conqueror T'ai Wu Ti, who died just before his father as the

formed collection, ratherthan an iconographic
group. The date is 521.16
A smallniche,low down andnearthe entrance
on the south wall of the Ku-yang cave, contains
five figures: two standing Bodhisattvas, two
victim of a court cabal, and was awarded imperial status
posthumously; see Wieger, Textes,II, p. iii9).

p. 305; Chavannes' no. 414. The latter's
fig. 365 shows the two niches to right of center (in the
bottom group on the first pier inside the entrance, north
wall).

IS Ry mon no. 623,

6

iz6

Ryumonno. 349, p. 275; Chavannes' no. 244 and fig. 322
(showing them at the center). The cave contains a quotation from the "Lotus", and so the group may have been
intended as a re-interpretationof the catalogue of sixteen
directional Buddhascontained therein,of which Sakyamuni
is the last; in Kern's translation, pp. I77-I79.
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Easternand WesternWei,534- 557:
monks, and at the center a cross-ankledBodhis- 9.
attva. It is a surpriseto find that the inscription,
During this period, andparticularlyunderthe
dated525, identifiesthe group as a Maitreyawith
Eastern Wei, iconographic patterns were enAvalokitesvaraand Bhaisajyaguru.The latter is
riched by new deities, by novel combinations,
normally counted as a Buddha, and very likely
and (on large stelae] by a multiplication of
was confused here with the Bodhisattvawhose
groups. A number of exampleswill be analysed
name is nearlyidentical,Bhaisajyar-ja.17
individuallybelow. In orderto insure that these
The inscription mentioning a dedication to
can be tracedon the statisticaltable, the latter's
Lao-tzuand Sikyamuni, dated 522, is quoted
entriesare numbered.The same practisewill be
without any descriptionby Omura from a Chifollowed in the succeedingsection, on Northern
nese source.'8
Ch'i and Northern Chou.
West East Lung-men
Amitayus,single
z. Amitayus,two
3. Amitayus,with eight named attendants
4. Dipamkara,with Sakyamuni,Maitreya,Samantabhadra i
5. KasyapaBuddha
6. Prabhiitaratna,with Sikyamuni
I
7. Sakyamuni,single
3
8. Sdkyamuni,eighteen
9. Sdkyamuni,with Prabhiitaratna
I
io. Sdkyamuniwith Avalokitesvara,Manfjugri
I i. Sdkyamuni,with two Bodhisattvas
i z. Sdkyamuni,with two Bodhisattvasand others named
I 3. Sdkyamuni,with two ContemplativePrinces
I4. Sdkyamuni,with Dipamkaraetc. (cf. line 4)
I
i.

I 5.

Vairocana

I
2

4

2

I
2
I
I

3
I

I

i6. Seven Buddhas
I7. "Buddhaimage"
i8. "Buddhaimage with two Bodhisattvas"
I9. "Buddhaimage with two Bodhisattvas",two
Princes, etc.
20. Aksayamati,flankingAmitayus (cf. line 3)
2i. Avalokitesvara,single
22. Avalokitesvara,with Sdkyamuni,Manijusri
23. Avalokitesvara,with two Bodhisattvas
24. Avalokitesvara,flankingAmitayus (cf. line 3)
25. Mahdsthdmaprapta,
flankingAmitayus (cf. line 3)
26. Maitreya,single
27. Maitreya,with Dipamkara,etc. (cf. line 4)
'7

I
I

Ryfimonno. 652, p. 3o6; Chavannes' no. 568 and fig. 38i
(where they appear on the left).

i8

I27

Omura, P. 237.

2

4
5
I
I

3

7

2

I

I
I

5
I

2
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West
with VimalakiriI
Maniju~st,
flankingAmitdyus(cf line 3)
29. Manijusri,
30. Manijusri,with Avalokite~vara,Sdkyamuni
3I. Samantabhadra(cf. line 4)
32. "Image"
33. "Imagewith two Bodhisattvas"
34. "Imagesfacing four ways"

East Lung-men

28.

The following pieces are especially noteworthy:

Ibid., p. 252, fig. 556; Tokiwa and Sekino, Shina Bukkyd
Shiseki,II, pp. I49ff., pl. I23; Chavannes, Mission,pp. 578
to 583, pls. CCLXXIX-CCLXXXI.

2I

Pelliot, Touen-houang,
pl. CCLVII. I have taken the inscrip-

3

I

24, 25, 29).21

On

the right-handlong wall arespacedsix groups of
single Buddhas with a pair of Bodhisattvas
apiece, and a larger seventh containing two
frontal Buddhas, side by side. Enough of the
cartouchesremainlegible to show that these are
the Seven Buddhasplus Prabhiitaratna;there is
a date,5 38.22
An Eastern Wei inscription of 544 tells that
some 300 men made "one Buddha and two
Bodhisattvas,great in supernaturalpowers and
peerlessin wisdom. There were also two [Contemplative] Princes and eight angels, two precious pagodas [held by?] dragons swooping
down, and lions, as well as celestialblossoms."
The prayersinclude a wish to "meet the Holy
Visage face to face when Maitreyais rebornhere
below." Of the form of this stele Omura says
only that there are three niches, each with a
seatedBuddha,above the mainbody of the text,
andthatthe backcontainsten niches with seventeen figures. The rubbing, which seems to have

The Tun-huangcave I2oN (by Pelliot's reck-

Omura,pp.255-256.

i8

I

andMaudgalyiyana
(lines3, 20,

An Eastern Wei stele of 537 speaks of summoning famous craftsmenfrom afar to make a
pagoda with (? number effaced) Buddhas and
six Bodhisattvas(line i 8).20

20

36

oning) contains two painted groups with identifying inscriptions.Just inside the entrance,to
the right, is a compactgroup in two tiers centering on a squattingAmitdyus.On his right arein
the firsttier AksayamatiandAvalokitesvara,and
in the second the monks Anandaand Sariputra.
On his left the first tier comprisesManfjusriand
the secondMahdKdsyapa
Mahdsthdmaprdpta;

A well-known stele of 535 preserved at
Shao-lin-ssuin Honan has a particularlyambitious layout (lines z, 9, IO, i6).19 On the front,
the main niche holds a Sakyamuni,flanked by
Avalokitesvaraand Mafijusri.In the spandrels
of the archframearesmallfiguresof Brahmaand
Vaigravana.Across the top the Seven Buddhas
areset in individualsmallniches.On eachnarrow
end of the stele is a standing Amitdyusunder a
canopy.On the rearthereareseven tiers of small
niches, in six rows; the checkerboard being
interruptedat the center to introduce a larger
niche holding the twin figuresof Sdkyamuniand
Prabhiitaratna.The identical small Buddhas in
the other niches are named, for the most part,
from the group of sixteen given in the "Lotus"
as standing for the eight compass points.
Avalokitesvaraand MafijusrI,in addition, reappear with the title of Buddha, and there is an
Amitdyus as well as the Amitdbhawho represents the West. The other Buddhas I have not
been able to identify.

19

II

22

iz8

tion from the copy of Pelliot's notes preserved in the
Mus&eGuimet, Paris (currently being printed at Leiden).
Op. dit., pls. CCLVIII, CCLX. A preliminarystudy of the
historical position of this cave (renumbered 285) in the
Tun-huang series has been made in Wen-wuTs'an-k'aoTZuliao, I956, 2, pp. i6-2I, by Su Pai.
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been all he knew, is 3.52 shakuhigh by 2.45 wide
(line i8).23
The single Vairocanadedication (line I5) is
dated 545. Omura describesit as a small stone
Buddha,o.9 shakuhigh, seatedin what seems to
be the pose of the "ContemplativePrince,"with
a lotus projecting from the throne to support
the single pendantfoot.24
An EasternWei inscription of 546 speaks of
Sdkyamuni with two Bodhisattvas, Mahd
Kdayapa, and Ananda, "flames revealing the
Seven Buddhas,the miraculousphenomenon of
the birth from [Maya's] waist, and the Naga
Kings spitting out fragrant[water on the newborn child]." In this case the dedicationcan be
checkedwith the objectitself, which is a standing
Buddhawith a large flameaureolein the University Museum, Philadelphia; approximatelythe
"nine feet with nimbus and pedestal"recorded
in the text. The descriptionis not entirelywhat
one would expect, however. The Sdkyamunireferredto is doubtlessthe sculpturedBuddha;but
the latterstandsalone on the front. The backhas
incised scenesfrom the birthcycle; the top of the
nimbusis broken,but therearetracesof anupper
group,whichpresumablywasanotherSkyamuni
with four flankingfigures. It is most difficultto
find a reasonableplace for the Seven Buddhas,
unless they were spacedwithin the narrowband
of flameson the front (lines I2, i6).25
An EasternWei inscriptionof 547 refersto a
monk's having madetwo stone images (line 32).
Only the base remains,and so it is impossibleto
tell whetherthe pair showed two Buddhas,who
would probably have been Sdkyamuni and
Prabhiitaratna(as the "Lotus" describesthem);
or two Bodhisattvas,who might have indicated
the celestialand terrestrialaspects of Maitreya's
career.26It is probablyirrelevantthat the monk
prayedfor rebirthin the Western Paradise.
23
24
25

10

Omura, pp. 264-265.
Ibid., p. 269.
Ibid., p. 276, fig. 568; reproduced also in Siren, Sculpture,
II, pis. I84-I85.

An EasternWei inscriptionof 547 tells that a
group of twenty-fourmen "madea stone chamber, five feet on a side, in which were fashioned
threeBuddhas,sixBodhisattvas,andAnandaand
Kdsyapa."Omura knew this stele only through
its rubbing, which he describes as I.35 shaku
high by 0.45 wide and containing three niches,

with a total of eighty-eightfigures(linesI 2, I 8).27
The object'itself was then at P'ing-ting-chouin
Shansi.
AnotherEasternWei dedicationdated547tells
that a group of nuns made "a stone Sdkyamuni
with two Bodhisattvas, celestial Ndgas, a precious pagoda, and the Eight Classes[of Beings],
for the sake of the Emperor and his consort
(line I2).28 This text was quoted, without description, from a Chinese anthology. The last
category is a surprising one, since the Eight
Classesare so far as I know not representedin
any surviving Six Dynasties sculpture. If they
were not mentionedin other texts of the time, it
would be a temptation to argue that their presence in the inscription meant no more than a
literaryflourish:the phrase"celestialNdgas and
the Eight Classes" is a standard one in the
Mdhaydnascripturesto describethe supernatural
elementsin Sikyamuni'saudiences.
An Eastern Wei stele dated 549 records the
making of four Buddhasand four Bodhisattvas,
adding a prayerfor rebirthin the West, in the
land of the BuddhaAmitdyus (lines I 7, i 8). In
this casealso Omuraknew only the rubbings;he
quotes from a Chinese anthology a statement
that the stele belonged to a collector in Shansi.
He describesthe stone as I.5 shakuhigh by i.o
wide, having a triad on front and rear and a
single seatedBuddhaon each end.29
A WesternWei stone dated55I tells of making
four images, to wit Dipamkara, Sakyamuni,
Maitreya,and Samantabhadra(lines 4, I4, 27,
26
27

28
29

I29

Omura, p. 27I.
Ibid., pp. 27I-272.
Ibid., p. 272. Cf. my Sung entry 3I.
Ibid., p. 278.
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This piece is fortunatelyin the Ky6to University collection, and is illustratedby Omura.30
It is a squat block I.-7 shakuhigh, topped by a
simulatedsquarecanopy and standingon a high
base. In between, the corners have been cut
away, leaving a central shaft with sculptureon
its four sides. The generaleffectis somethinglike
a miniaturecentral pier in a cave shrine, of the
type first seen at Kung-hsien early in the sixth
century. Both the iconography and the figure
style are unusual. The figures are plump and
squat; Maitreyasits as a Bodhisattvain Western
fashion,Samantabhadra
rideshis elephantin profile, and Dipamkarastandsbetween two monks.
At the sametime the date, 55I, fallsin a periodof
transitionwhen wide extremeswere possible, so
that the piece should probably be considered
precociousratherthan questionable.
The eighteen figures of Sdkyamunibelonged
3 I).

Io.
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to a hexagonalpillar,dedicatedin 538 underthe
EasternWei. The inscriptionclaims that it was
originallynine feet tall; now only a fragmentI.5
shakuhigh remains (line 8), in a collection in
Shantung. Omura's rubbings showed a seated
figure on each of five sides, and a standingtriad
on the sixth.3I
Omura includes in his corpus an inscription
bearingan EasternWei stele of 537, dedicatedto
the BodhisattvaVedaorWei-t'o.32I have omitted
the stone, as a possible forgery. To the best of
my knowledge, Wei-t'o is otherwiseunheardof
in earlyChina;while he becamethe most popular
of all Buddhistguardiansin the artsof Ming and
Ch'ing.
30
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Ibid., p. 294, fig. 577. Cf. the uninscribed stone in fig. 6oi,
with a comparable design.
Ibid., P. 256.
Ibid., p. 254. For Wei-t'o, see Werner, Dictionary,pp. 553
to 554.

NorthernCh'iandNorthern
Chou, Syo-y8S:
Chou Ch'i Lung-men
i. Aksobhya
I
2. Amitabha,single
I
I
3. Amitabha,paired
I
I
4. Amitabha,with Avalokitesvara,Mahasthamaprapta
I
2
5. Amitayus, single
I
6. Amitayus,with Avalokitesvara,Mahasthamaprapta
2
7. Amitayus,with two Bodhisattvas
I
8. Dipamkara,single
I
8. Dipamkara,with Sdkyamuni,Maitreya
I
io. Dipamkara,with Seven Buddhas,two Bodhisattvas,
priests, Maitreya,Brahma,Indra
I
i i. Prabhutaratna
I
I2. Sikyamuni, single
9
4
I3
I3. Sdkyamuni,of the Ten Quarters
I
I4. Sdkyamuni, (cf. line 9)
I
I 5. Sdkyamuni, with two Bodhisattvas
I
I
i6. Sdkyamuni,with Bhaisajyaraja
and others
I?
I7. Vairocana,single
i 8. Vairocana,with two Bodhisattvas
2
I9. Two Buddhist and Taoist images, with
Bhaisajyaraja,Mafijusri,Samantabhadra
I
20. Seven Buddhas (cf. line io)
I
2I. I0oo Buddhas
I
I30
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22. Avalokitesvara,single
23. Avalokitesvara,paired
24. Avalokitesvara,with Mahasthamaprapta
(cf lines 4, 6)
25. Bhaisajyaraja
(cf lines i6, i9)
26. Maitreya,single
27. Maitreya,as rebornhere below (includedin line 26)
28. Maitreya,paired
29. Maitreya,facing four ways, with Ananda,Kasyapa,
Bodhisattvas,angels
30. Maitreya(cf lines 9, I4)
31. Manijusri
(cf line I9)
32. Mafijusriwith Vimalakirti
33. Samantabhadra(cf line i93
34. Two Bodhisattvas
35. "Contemplativefigures"or "Princes"
36. Brahmaand Indra (cf line io)
37. Kapilaand Narayana
38. "Images"
39. "Images"facing four ways
40. "Images"with two Bodhisattvas
4I. "Images"six
42. "Images"
43. "Images" iooo

The "six stone images" occur on a hexagonal
reckoning, which in Omura'sday belonged to a
collectionin Lo-yang(line40). His description
tells that thereis a niche at the top of each of the
six sides; the broadest side (for the hexagon is
irregular)holds the largestniche, with two standing flankersand two lions; the others contain
only a single seatedfigure.33
Four separateinscriptions,surviving on bases
of approximatelythe same size, have the same
Northern Ch'i date - the fifteenth day of the
intercalarymonth of 556 - and the same donor's name, Kao Liao.34They are dedicatedto
four Buddhas, Aksobhya, Amitdyus, Maitreya,
and Sdkyamuni,obviously with the intention of
forming a specific group; presumablyone verOmura, pp.

314-315I

34

I

Lung-men

3
I?

I

3

I5

I

4
2

I
2

I
I
I
I

5
I
I

z8
3

I32
2

sion of the Buddhasof the Four Quarters(lines
I, 5, 12, 26). This supposition rests on the presence of Aksobhya, a deity whose one claim to
attentionwas that He representedthe East. His
complementwas of course the lord of the West,
Amitdyus; with this beginning the Buddhist
imagination was flexible enough to permit
Maitreyaand Sdkyamunito assumerelationships
of convenience with the other two directions.
The donor, who bore the title of Prince of
Chao-chUn,was a nephew of the king-maker
Kao Huan who had founded the Eastern Wei,
and so first cousin to the first Northern Ch'i
Emperor, Huan's son Yang. His biography records no other connection with Buddhismthan
the ironic fact that he was murderedat a Buddhist temple, called Ch'iao-liafter the name by

pillar, 2.4 shakuhigh and dated 550 by Ch'i

33

Chou Ch'i
5
i8

3I

Ibid., p. 320.
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which the Chinese knew the Kushan Emperor
Kaniska'sfamous tower at Peshawar.35
Szechwanhad been seized from the faltering
Liang regime by a Western Wei expeditionary
force in 552, and was inheritedby the Northern
Chou.Omuraquotes the text of a stele dated 557,
by the Chou reckoning,preservedin a "colossal
Buddha cave" in Chien-chou.36The donor, a
Chou generalwith a long string of militarytitles,
Ch'iangTu-lo, speaksof having set up on behalf
of "Wen Wang" (i. e. the king-makerYti-wen
T'ai, 5o6- 557, whose son ChUobecamethe first
Chou ruler37)"two holy Buddhist and Taoist
images" (line i9). The inscription goes on to
eulogize T'ai at length, and then repeats the
dedicatory record in greater detail. "On the
Prince's behalf has been made a TreasureHall
for the two holy Buddhist [and Taoist] images.
is at their left and Samantabhadra
Bhaisajyaraja
at their right; Mafijusri stands in attendance
alongside.From the two wings flying angels and
new-born souls soar upward; lions roar on the
dado, and the 'hundredspirits' (the guardians?)
show themselvesin awesome [forms]"(lines i9,
25, 3I, 33). Unfortunately the character for
"Taoist" has been omitted in this second mention, leaving a text that says literally"Buddhas,
two holy." A pair of Buddhasis in no other inscriptionreferredto in such terminology, however; and the phrase"two holy ones" seems at
this time to have been reservedfor the syncretic
cult that adored Sikyamuni and Lao-tzu together.
A Northern Ch'i stele of 559 bears the name
of a laterPrinceof Chao-chtmn,
[Kao] Shao-hsing,
who had had two images of Maitreya made
(line 28).38 Omura seems to have known this

37

38

Omura, pp. 362-363.
For T'ai and Chuo, see Giles' nos. 2537, 25 33; Wieger,
Textes, II, pp. I209, I234.
Omura, p. 325. Pei Ch'i Shu, xii, contains the biographies
of four princes whose given names began with the character Shao. They were sons of the first Emperor, and probably elder brothers of our donor, who must have received

a Buddhain the flesh";see Sungentryi i, Wei
entry I 8.40
Another base, described as 0.35 shakuhigh
and with a Ch'i date of 56o, recordsa dedication
by seventy-fivetownsmen of "a figure of a pair
of Avalokite'varas(sic; line 23)."41
A stone stele found in Shantung,with a Ch'i
date of 563, speaksof making a sixteen-footiron
image.42
Omura quotes from a Chinese anthology,
without description,the title of a Ch'iinscription
of 563 recordingthe makingof three stone Buddhas, Sdkyamuni, Dipamkara, and Maitreya
(lines 9, I4, 30).43
A stele with a Ch'i date of 564, which Omura
describesas being 3.0 shakuhigh and i.9 wide,
contains a long, partly obliteratedinscription."
The firstmentionis of a "white jadestone image
onejentall,"dedicatedby a group of one hundred
men. Then follow four characters that read

42

the Chao-chun fief after his cousin Liao's murder.
Omura, p. 326.
Ibid., p. 327.
Ibid., P. 327
Ibid., pp 358-359.

43

Ibid., p. 33I.

44

Ibid., pp. 33I-3 32. Thejen was a unit of measure,then long
obsolete, that had had differentlengths at differentperiods.
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only as the rubbing of a stele I.2 shakehigh and
o.88 shaku wide, which held - confusingly
enough - a niche with five figures. The stone
itself was said to be in Hopei, at a certain
Ch'i-lin-yuanin Ling-shou-hsien.
Omura quotes, without any description, a
Northern Ch'i stele of 559 that recordsthe making of "ten figuresof the Sdkyamunisof the Ten
Quarters"(line I3).39
Another stone with a Ch'i date in the same
year, which Omura seems to have known only
through a rubbing of the base, 0.35 shakuhigh
by o.65 wide, speaks of a monk's having made
"animage of Vairocanaamongthe humanbeings
of this Dharmadhdtu(i. e. of this world)." This
is a more specific version of the phraseology
that I have elsewheretranslatedas "an image of

35 Pei Ch'i Shu, xiii, pp. irif.; Pei Shib, li, pp. irif.
36
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"kkyamuni facing south"; nine obliterated
characters;a partiallyeffacedphrasethatI render
(without completeconfidence)"the forms of...
Bhaisajyar-ja,Maiijusriwithmy lordVimalakirti,
and the double (or multiple)45... angels scattering flowers; thereis nothing lacking; Bodhisattvasfloatingin the air. . ." (linesi 6, 32).
A Northern Chou stele of 564, with another
very long inscription,speaksof making "images
facing in the four directions"through the donations of a group of a hundredandfiftytownsmen.
In this case Omura seems to have known the
object only through a Chinese anthology. He
calls it a stele 6.7 shakuhigh by 2.5 wide, with
severalniches on eachface, locatedat P'u-ch'eng
in Shensi.46The donors aresubdividedaccording
to the partsof the work to which they had made
specialcontributions,and in this way we aregiven a glimpse (though a ratherconfusing one) of
the layout of the four faces. For the south face
are mentioned: an image in the upper niche,
anotherin the middle niche, a large image, and
an image of Sdkyamuni.For the north face are
mentioned an upper nicheimage anda Maitreya.
The text thereaftermay be garbled; at the end
of a long list of minor donors we meet first the
name of the man responsiblefor an Avalokitesvara image, and then the name of a generalwho
headed the group responsible for the east face.
This sameverbalpatternis repeatedlater,giving
first the donor of an Amitdyusimage and then
the leader of the group responsiblefor the west
face. The inversion does not seem to have troubled Omura,for he assumesthat the inscription
proves the presence of the four named figures,
Sikyamuni,Maitreya,Avalokitesvara,and Amitayus, on the south, north, east, and west sides
respectively.If so, the scheme was unconventional in equating Avalokitesvarawith the Buddhas.He would have assumedthe positionwhich
45
46

47

See Quotations, N.
Omura, pp. 366-367.
Ibid., pp. 337-338.
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in the four-statuegroup of 556 hadbeentakenby
the traditionalBuddha of the East, Aksobhya,
and which in the next century was to be transferredto a newly popularBuddha,Bhaisajyaguru.
Perhaps the unusual dignity given him here in
564 reflected both his great popularity, and a
general uncertaintyas to how the four quarters
should be apportioned.Becauseof the degreeof
doubt involved, I have not linked the four figures as a group in the statisticaltable.
A Ch'i stele of 567 in Honan, which Omura
describes (via its rubbing) as being 2.8 shaku
high and 3.4 wide, recordsthata group of donors
"with one common resolvejoining theirseparate
minds and with their longing gaze bent on the
sacredremains,had been able to make in all reverence upon the aureole of an image of
Dipamkaratreasure-nichesfor the Seven Buddhas, together with two Bodhisattvasand the
wise and saintlymonks, Maitreyaincarnatehere
below, Brahmdand Indra, and more than one
reliquary[?]. The gleaming golden countenance
lights up the three thousand [universes]...
(line i0)."47 At the end of the long list of donors
arethe namesandincised drawingsof the guardians Kapilaand Ndrdyana.
A small stone base, with a Ch'i date of 567,
records"the building of a stone pagoda,with an
icon paintedin outlines, and the carvingof stone
imagesof Sdkyamuniandthe Bodhisattvas,done
with a cunning as wonderful as Master [Lu]
Pan's.".48

A smallstone basedatedin theCh'iT'ien-t'ung
era (565-569), which Omura sets in the 569
group (apparentlyfor no other reasonthan convenience, since the crucialyear characteris illegible) speaks of "making in all reverenceDragon-flower facing-four-ways niche images,
Anandaand Kdsyapa,Bodhisattvas,and various
angels... (line 29)."49 I do not see how this can
48

Ibid., pp. 339-340. For the legendary master-craftsmanLu
Pan, see Giles' no. I424; Werner, Dictionary, pp. 28i-282;
or text references assembled by Omura, pp. 27-28.

49

Ibid., p. 342.
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be interpretedexcept as a referenceto images of
Maitreyafacingin the four directions.The stone
itself is unfortunatelynot described.
A Ch'i stele of 570 with a long and elaborate
inscription, on the other hand, is well known
and has been published several times,so by
archeaologists who have visited the famous
temple of Shao-lin-ssuin Honan. A very literary
and allusive text makes a referenceto the way
"the youth Sumatilay in the mud and spreadout
his hair [before the Buddha Dipamkara],and
Bhaisajyardja's
decision [to worship the Buddha
of his time by burning his own body] rose to
Heaven and brought about a rain of [celestial]
blossoms." An association of forty odd men
"'soughtout a finejade-[like]stonefromLan-t'ien,
a veritablegem of high value, andin all reverence
madea representationof the divine appearance."
The inscription goes on to praise the carving,
painting, and gilding. Through the names of
those responsiblefor them, we learn of images
on the north side (i. e. the rear)and on the front,
and an incarnationof Maitreyahere below. The
stele has a dragon top; in the panel between the
legs are found, on the rear, an indecipherable
group, and on the front a triad, two standing
Bodhisattvas flanking a Bodhisattva seated in
Westernfashion. This last is the "incarnationof
Maitreya."The main panel is a very elaborate
one centeringon a squattingBuddha,presumably
Sdkyamuni,flankedby pairs of monks, Bodhisattvas,and PratyekaBuddhas(?),si and by a pair
of Vajrapdnisbelow. The whole illustratesthe
capriciousnessof the inscription composers of
the time, and the difficultyof drawing accurate
conclusions from what they say. It is not the
principalfigure group but a secondaryone that
is named; and the deeds performed by Sumat
50 Ibid., pp. 343-344, fig. 635; Tokiwa and Sekino, op. cit.,
II, pp. I52-I53,
pls. I25-I26.
5' They wear a quasi-monastic dress, while their hair is piled
in the conical fashion that seems to have been used in this
period to identify the Pratyeka Buddhas, those who had
attained a personal salvation without concern for others,
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are merelymentionedand not
and Bhaisajyaraja
illustrated.
A Ch'i base of 573, which Omuraknew only
through its rubbing, speaksof making two jade
images of Amitdbha,52with four lions, and one
votive censer. The same discouragingsituation
appliesin the caseof anotherCh'ibase,this dated
575, which bears the cryptic phrase "have reverently made one jade-stonefigure of a pair of
Maitreyas."53
The remainingsculptureof this period shows
a larger.groupof figures- usuallyfive or seven
principals- than the typical three of Northern
Wei. That this expansionaffectedthe AmitdbhaAmitayustriadas well as the othersis proved by
an exceptionallylargeCh'istele dated 573, which
originally stood in a temple in Ching-chou-fa,
Shantung,and recordedthe making- through
the pious generosity of a Prince of Lin-huai,
whose family had married into the imperial
house - of "a figure of the Buddha Amitayus,
thirty-ninefeet tall; togetherwith the two Lords
Avalokitesvara and Mahdsthamaprapta,and
flankingattendants."54
A small Ch'i base of 565, finally,with a long
text full of mis-written characters,contains a
puzzlingreferencethatI have not includedin my
statisticaltable. The donors here*recorded that
they had "reverently made one iala image;
skilfullycarving a True Visage in no way different from that which was born from the right
flank [of Maya]; and cunningly engraving the
harmonious[circleof?] a halo indistinguishable
from one that the Fire-child [Agni?] himself
might have shown."55Both the mention of the
miraculous birth and the name sala point to
Sdkyamuni,who entered Nirvana under a pair
of fala trees. The statuewas probablynot his reand so had only an inferior status.
52

Omura, p. 352.

Ibid., p. 354.
S4 Ibid., pp. 349-3 5I. The donor's
biography is in Pei Ch'i Shu,
xv, p. 2V, appended to that of his father, Lou Chao.
ss Omura, p. 355.
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creasinggreatly in length and taking on all the
paraphernaliaof Six Dynasties style. A good
many typical featuresare incorporatedin an inscription of 498 in the Ku-yang cave at Lung-

cumbent figure, which is virtually unknown in
Chinesesculptureof this period. The remaining
possibility is that it represented the Buddha
preaching his last sermon, the famous Nirvdna
Sfitra.Stelae with a setting of two symmetrical
trees form a distinct sub-type in the Northern
Ch'i period, though they almost always frame
one or even two seated Bodhisattvas- presumablyMaitreya- ratherthan a squattingBuddha.
Omura'slost or inaccessiblestonemayhavelooked something like the well-known bronze altarpiece of 593 in the Boston Museum, where two
trees supporta canopy-likeboskage.56The Buddha there is Arnitabha;but since neither he nor
Maitreyahad any specialclaim to twin trees, the
type probablyoriginatedin a Sakyamunitheme
for which Omura's inscription is our only remainng evidence.
A few comments on inscription-writing in
general may be of interest. The fifth centuryrecords arefor the most partbriefandto the point.
(Most of them, to be sure, occur on bronze figurines with little availablespace for writing; but
the NorthernWei, at least, allowedtheirgigantic
effort at Ytin-kang to be completed with virtuallyno inscriptions).A smallSung gilded bronze
Buddha,for example,is dated437, to the month
and day, and continuesto say only that "the disciple Han Ch'ien has reverentlymade this Buddha image, with the prayer that his deceased
father and mother, his wife, his son, and his
brothers,may meet the Buddhas,and ever dwell
together with the Three Treasures."57
In the 480's the Northern Wei policy of turning Buddhisminto an organ of the state begins
to be reflected in prayers of dedication which
now include the ruler and sometimes even the
bureaucracyas beneficiaries,along with the family. With the transfer of the capital southward
to Lo-yang, the inscriptions at once become
much more "literary"in the Chinese sense, ins6
57

Often reproduced; e. g. in Siren, Sculpture,pIs.
Omura, p. I40.

men:58

"If the sacred remains were not revealed,
those who would cleave to nobility would seek
it in vain; if images of the Countenancewere not
exhibited, reverence for it would assuredly
[wane?].That is why the True [Visagewas made
manifest?]in times past, and why [the Buddha]
form was left behind, to be made known to
posterity; and thus it was that under the Great
Tai this good work was undertaken.The monk
Hui-ch'eng, realizingthat he has been born into
a glorious epoch, when the black-robedorder
[i. e. the Church]has been cleansedby such reflections [of the Buddha form], has followed
unreservedly[the dictatesof his] devout heartin
making a rock-cut cave on behalf of the realm;
[hoping thereby?]to respondin some slight degree to the imperial graciousness, and to give
encouragement to future works [of the same
kind].
"My fatherserved as a commissionerbearing
the imperial credentials, [held the title of]
kuang-luta fu, and was Governor of Lo-chou
and Duke of Shih-p'ing. He passed away not
long since, and as I turned my gaze upward
upon his compassionate countenance, I was
overcome by sadness; before my [eyes] were
only the black birds [of evil omen]. In consequence I have had fashioned one stone image,
prayingthat my deceasedfathermay in spirit fly
above the three [realms?],and that his understanding may encompass the Ten Quarters of
space .., an illuminationof the mystery so that
all the myriads[of beings?] may be enlightened
thereby; causing the divine wisdom [to reveal
itself] in echoes so that all the universe may
therebybe ... Maythose of an earliergeneration,
58
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the monks who were my teachers,my fatherand
mother and their household soar like the feng
phoenix to the place of enlightenment, and
mount like the luanphoenix to the Tusita Heaven. If they should reawakenin some lower state
among men, [may it be in those courts where]
the three acaciasshow their separatebeauties,or
where the nine jujube-trees spread out like
clouds [i. e. among the ranks of the "three
dukes"or the nine classesof functionaries].May
the hosts of creaturesin the Five Conditions [of
life] all [benefit]in like mannerfromthis prayer."
Many of the later Northern inscriptions are
exceedinglylong. Partof this expansionwas due
to the practiseof taking subscriptionsfor a new
image (or cave-shrine, or pagoda, or Buddha
hall) from a great many donors, all of whose
names had to be recorded in the order of their
generosity or social importance,with whatever
titles they might bear. Another large increment
must have come from the verbosity naturalto
late Six Dynasties prose everywhere.There is a
vast amount of padding; the readermust push
his way through long strings of allusions, the
more obscure and pedantic the better; the
language is highly artificial,and often archaic.
Much of this is untranslatable,and most of it is
worth no more than a cursoryglance. Thereare,
at the same time, a numberof recurringthemes
that can be examinedin-isolation from the rest,
and deserve at least a brief mention.
The typical prayers of the period almost
alwayscontainas their crucialclausea statement
of hope for rebirtheitherin the WesternParadise
of Amitayus or in Maitreya'sgolden age. Not
infrequently,however, the phrases used to express the prayerfor eternalblessedness are not
properlyBuddhistat all, eitherbecausethe writer
was not wholly converted or becausehe preferred the flavorof a more traditionalterminology.
Thus Omura quotes an inscriptionof 5z6 from
an unidentifiedcave at Lung-men in which the

donor speaks of having made an image of
Avalokitesvaraon behalfof his deceaseddaughter, a nun; his hope is that "shemayascendto the
Purple Zenith, and be forever aftera strangerto
suffering."59The euphemismused here recalls
the Han belief in a Paradiselocated at the Polestar,presidedover by the Ruler of Heaven. The
same allusion recurson a Northern Ch'i stele of
557, where the whole prayertakes a form that
seems the result of literary artifice ratherthan
dogma. A group of laymen ask that "the monks
who have been their teachers, [and their ancestors] for seven generationsback, maybe enabled
to mount in spirit to the Purple Palace, while
their bodies ascend to the realm of perfection
[i. e. to Paradise]."60 The demandsof parallelism,
again, probably determinedthe wording of an
inscriptionof 502 from the Ku-yangcave. "May
those of the previous generation,our fatherand
mothers, with our brothersand sons as well, in
the after-life soar in spirit through the Nine
[Tiers of] Space, while their paths mount into
the Ten Regions."61This is the sortof arbitrary
juggling with numbersthat we have met in the
eulogies composed by the Liang Prince who
ruled as Ch'ien Wen Ti: 62 The Ten Regions
were a proper Buddhist destination, but the
number nine must have again been borrowed
from native tradition; Han cosmology had
taught that the heavenswere separatedinto nine
tiers.
So confusing must have been the claims and
counter-claimsof the rivalParadisesects, finally,
that it is not surprisingto meet a type of prayer
designed to avoid the awkwardchoice between
them. A stele inscriptionof 499 tells that the donor, a monk, "has made one stone image of
Maitreya, praying that those of the preceding
generation,his parentswith theirhousehold and
the monks who were his masters,may be reborn
in the land of the BuddhaAmitdyusin the west,
[or?] where the Three Meetingswill be held [by

59 Omura, p. zz8.
Ibid., p. 323-
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is the emphasisplacedin the laterinscriptionson
the high qualityof the work achieved. Here the
sixth century writers were again following a
traditionthat may be tracedbackat least as far as
Han; a quite adequateprototype for their formulae exists, for example,on the stele set up by

Maitreya]to preachthe Dharmaunder the Dragon-flowerTree; or if they areto be rebornhere
below among men, may [their lots] fall among
the nobility, and in some place where they are
contemporarieswith some greatBodhisattva."63
The division of financial responsibility between a greatnumberof donors- usuallyorganized into a religious association- led to the need
to record not only their names, but also the
particularsharesassumedby individualsor subgroups. We have alreadyseen how this careful
documentationmay make it possible to identify
the differentfiguregroups on the elaboratestelae
of the second and third quartersof the century;
blocks of donors will be associated with the
figureson the north, east, south, and west faces,
or with named Buddhas.64The general titles
assigned reveal a hierarchy of leaders and led
within the association; others fill in for us, at
least in broad outline, some of the secondaryrequirements that accompanied a major imagemaking. We find, for example, that some persons might assumeresponsibilityfor the maigre
feasts that were held as a means of collecting
subscriptions,or to celebratethe completion of
the work. Othersmight furnishthe stone for the
image or stele, or provideit with a t'ienkung, a
shrine in architecturalform symbolizing the
palaces of the gods (which must have borne
some likeness to the Tamamushi Shrine preserved in Japan). Donors were given special
mention, also, because they had paid for the
"light-opening" rite of consecration, at which
the pupils of the eyes were dotted in; or had
assumedthe expensesof its worship, presumably
by paying for the banners,the ritual furniture,
the incense, lamps, etc. that were required.65
In harmonywith this business-likeaccounting

the Wu family cemetery in Shantung.66The
stone used is very often called"white" or "jade"
or "white jade", presumably referring to the
kind of marblethat today is best known among
Northern Ch'i remains. Occasionallya specific
mountainquarry,which must have been famous
at the time, is named.We readof the importation
of "celebrated"or "skilled" craftsmen,and of
the beauty achieved by their cutting, polishing,
gilding, and painting. The completed statue is
eulogized in the most fulsome terms, either Indian or traditionallyChinese.Particularlyin the
latest stelae the panegyricis apt to describealso
the picturesqueloveliness of the temple setting
newly provided or refurbishedin the image's
honor.67In a number of inscriptions, comparisons are drawn with the great donations and
makings of the first age of Buddhism in India.
The donors of a beautiful site are inevitably
comparedto Andthapindada,who gave his gold
so freelyto purchasethe Jetavanagardenfor the
Buddha's use.68 Architectural analogies are
drawnfrom the stxpas raisedby King Asoka, or
from the giant tower of Kaniskaat Peshawar.69
Statue-makersare associatedwith their sainted
predecessors in the Buddha's lifetime, Kings
Prasenajitand Udydna.70The "shadow" image
left in the cavein "North India"is cited as setting
a standardof truthfulnessfor all laterrepresentations of the divine form.7' One Western Wei
eulogy mentions the "picturedimages set out in

63 Omura, p. 199.
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See above, pp.
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Typical examples given by Omura on p. 24I, lines S, 6, 7;
p. 253, lines I-IO; p. 26i, lines 8, 9, 10, II; p. 271, line 9;
p. 29i, lines ioff.
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Ibid., p. 55; Chavannes, Mission,I, pp. I05-io6.
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For typical examples, see Omura, pp. 242, 260, 263, 268,
273, 277, 289, 323, 338, 342, 343, 346, 370.

Ibid., pp. 338, 343.
Ibid., pp. 263, 268, 289, 348.
Ibid., pp. 225, 268, 339. For the Indian predecessors,see my
Appendix on "The Best Known Indian Images," pp. 259ff.
Ibid., pp. 242, 262, 267. See Appendix, pp. 265ff.
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to tell the story of the
orderby Maudgalydyana"
Buddha'slife, and to breakthe news of his entry
into Nirvana to King Ajitasatru.72
An oddly chosen Chinese prototype for the
devout image-maker is mentioned twice: the
legendary "Master of the Heaths, who loved
dragons" and so had them representedall over
the walls of his house.73
One striking featureof a number of the most
ambitious inscriptions is their inclusion of an
apology for image-making.The need for an explanation must have been no less obvious to
intelligent ChineseBuddhistsin the earlycenturies of their faith than it had been to intelligent
pagans in the Greco-Roman world, or was to
conscientious early Christians.Indeed, the gap
between the two extremes, the ineffabletranscendence and the gross, man-madereplica of a
human body, was theoreticallyeven greater in
Buddhism than in Christianity.There were no
Buddhist scripturesto state that God had made
man in His own image; or to insist both on the
incarnationof Sakyamuniand His identity with
a divine Father. While some slitras claimed to
trace a way of visualizing the divine form with
the aid of images, that led directlyto true seeing,
face to face, othersflatlydeniedany such possibility.74The liveliest currentsof Buddhistphilosophy during the period definedultimaterealityin
termsof sunyatd,the void, nothingness.We have
met alreadyone typical apology, in the panegyric composed by Shen Yo for an image made at
the time of the Southern Ch'i ruler's death in
482 75 and have seen the issue used to justifythe
iconoclastic policy of Northern Chou.76 The
whole problem was summed up in the Chou

Emperor'sdictum: "The true Buddhais beyond
representation,for He residesin the GreatVoid;
the distantreverencethat we feel for Him should
be revealedin our hearts."
The only possibleanswerwas a pragmaticone:
the imageis an essentialinstrument,anindispensableconcessionto humanfrailty.As expressedin
literaryChinesethis idea may be tracedat the beginning of aninscriptionof 5I7from theKu-yang
cave at Lung-men:77
"The profound[est] principles are void and
remote; their sphere is far removed from the
frontiersof this filthy[world].The divinepattern
is a sublimeemptiness;its principlesareinaccessiblein this realmof dirtiness.But if one did not
use the visible devices of art to make manifesta
radiantlikeness, or rely on oral teaching to disseminatethe wondrous rules of the faith, how
could anyoneturn in emulationtowardthe most
perfectof symbols,or imitatethe divine achievements?"
One of the referencesmentionedabove to the
Masterof the Heathsmakesclearthe function of
the image as a bridge leading toward reality.A
verylong WesternWei inscriptionof 540, grouping him together with Kings Udyanaand Asoka
and the disciple Maudgalydyana,sums up his
specialimportancethus: He was "a great lover
of dragons,who was so movedby theirlikenesses
in jadethat he saw a realone."78 Two comments
maybe madehere. One involves the similarityof
the idea suggestedto an apology for image-worship composed by the Neo-Platonist Olympiodorus at Alexandriain the same century (which
for the sake of elegance I quote from Charly
Clerc):

Ibid., p. 289. For this curious addition to the Buddha's
story, see Soper, "Early Buddhist Attitudes toward the
Art of Painting," Art Bulletin,XXXII, 2, 1950, p. 149.
Omura, pp. 242, 289; cf. A. Waley, Introduction
to the Study
of ChinesePainting, New York, 1923, pp. 37-38.
In the "Diamond Cutter" svitra,for example, the disciple
Subhfiti is made to state: "It is impossible that by means of
His physical body the Lord Buddha may be clearly perceived." See p. I7 in the DiamondSftra, translation by W.

Gemmell, London, I9I2. This is the VajracchedikJ
Praj]apiramitd, translated by Kumarajiva: Nanjio catalogue no.
10, Dai.ZkyJ, VIII, no. 235, the Chin-kangPan-jo-po-lo-mi
Ching,the relevant passage being on p. 75 1 c.
See my Southern Ch'i entry 5.
See above, p. II 9.
Omura, p. 215; Rykmon,no. 633, p. 306; Chavannes, MisSion,p. 50I. For the text, see Quotations, P.
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Omura, p. 289.
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the Han dynastyby Liu Hsin, the old anecdote
had run like this:8o
"Tzu-kao, the Master of the Heaths, loved
dragons. Everything that he draw, everything
that he carved, all the sculptureddecorationsof
his mansion were representationsof dragons.
Once a celestialdragon heard about all this and
came down [to pay a visit], thrustingits head in
at the doorwaywhile its tail was disposedacross
the porch. At the sight the Masterof the Heaths
turned and ran away, scaredout of his wits and
with a look of panic. For the man was no [real]
lover of dragons; what he loved was the simulated dragon, not the true one."

"Qu'on ne croie pas que les philosophes
adorent des idoles, des pierres, come si elles
etaientdivines; mais,de meme que nous sommes
soumis aux conditions de la sensibility, et que
nous ne pouvons atteindreaisement 'ala puissance incorporelle et immaterielle, les images
ont ete inventeespour en eveillerou en rappeler
le souvenir; en les regardant,nous arrivons a
concevoir les images incorporelles et immaterielles.))79

My second comment is that the Buddhist
adaptation of the Master of the Heaths story
seems to have either overlooked or to have deliberatelyreversedits actualmoral.As re-told in
79 C. Clerc, Les theoriesrelativesau cultedesimageschetles auteurs
grecsdu i1me sihcle aprs J. C., Paris, I9I5, p. 255.
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From the Tsa-shihchapterof his Hsin HOs,as quoted in the
dictionary TZuHai.

III.
ICONOGRAPHY:
THE TRIAD AMITAYUS-AMITABHA, AVALOKITESVARA,
MAHASTHAMAPRAPTA
he earlypopularityof the Western Buddha

in southChinais evidentin
andHisParadise

T

the numberof translationsof the basicseitrathat
were made prior to the Liang: one bibliography
gives five, anothereight. Four survive, to wit:
One done by the Kushan Lokaraksain the
latterhalf of the second centuryA. D.,
2. A second by the Kushan "Chih-ch'ien"in
the second quarterof the third century.2
3. A third by Samghavarmanin 25 2.3
4. A fourth by Kumdrajivaaround 400.4
i.

The firstthreebeara ratherloose resemblance
to each other, and to the Sanskrit text of the
"Larger Sukhdvati-vyfiha"that has been renderedinto English for the SacredBooks
oftheEast
series by Takakusu. Kumdrajiva'sversion is
much briefer, and corresponds to Takakusu's
"SmallerSukhdvati-vyuaha."s
All these works praise in ecstatic terms the
delights of rebirthin the Western Land. It is of
all Buddha-realmsthe most blessed, they say;
supernaturalvisitors go there continuallyfrom
all over the universe to admire,and to worship
its Lord. Its happycitizensare drawnnot merely
from this Earth, but from a great number of
other Paradisesas well, whose most fortunate
Bodhisattvasachieverebirththere. The sfitrasuse
the most fulsome and repetitiousdetails to describe the beauties of Sukhdvati.It is all palaces
I
2

3

Nanjio's no. 25, the Fo Shuo Wlu-liangCh'ing-ching
P'ingtengChdehChing:Dai.Zfky5,XII, no. 36i.
Nanjio's no. z6, the O-mi-t'o San-yeh-san-foSa-lou-fo-t'an
Kuo-tuJen TaoChing:Dai.Zfky5,XII, no. 362.
Nanjio's no. 27, the Wu-liang-shou
Ching: DaitZkyd, XII,

'4'

and gardens, jewels, sweet sounds, delicious
odors, flowering trees and crystal-clearwaterways. None of the things that vex body or spirit
on this Earth exist there. The blessed are at last
ineffablycomfortable; the very pools in which
they batheturnwarmeror cooler at a wish. They
areno longer impededby the law of gravitation,
or by the irritatingobstaclesof terrestrialNature.
They can fly with the speed of thought, or hover
in the airwith their mansions.The ground there
is as level as the face of a mirror. There are no
mountainsor greatrocks, no rivers,no seas. No
one therehas a woman's body, and so sexualdesire is unknown; all are equal, and are more
beautifulthan any god. All are reborn into the
Paradisein spotlesspurity;not by the disgusting
fashion we know, but from within lotus buds
that grow in the holy lake.
The Lord who reigns there and preachesto
untold millions is more glorious than any other
Buddha. He is called Amitabhato describethe
immeasurable light that He radiates, and
Amitdyusto signify that His life span is beyond
measuring.His generositytoward His worshippers is so boundless that in addition to all the
other joys of His ParadiseHe will annihilatefor
them the last terrorsof the death-bed.To those
who have lived steadfastin purity, He will come
in welcomewith His host of Bodhisattvas and
Arhats, to fill their eyes at the end with an inefno. 360.
4 Nanjio's no. zoo, the O-mi-t'oChing: Daitjky5, XII, no.
5

366.
SacredBooks of the East, XLIX, "Buddhist Mahayana

Sitras,"Oxford,i894.
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fableglory. To otherswho have led devout lives
as laymenHe will grant a dying visionof the welcome, identicalin appearancewith the real one.
Even those whose good impulses have been
offset by backsliding or unbelief, He will permit
to dreamof Him at the last. All these threegrades
will share equally in the bliss of the Western
Land, in the end; only the last group will have
to pass through a purgatorialperiod of five hundred years. Even there the splendors and comforts will be comparableto those of the more
favored Heavens, say Maitreya'sTusita; but the
souls on probationwill be isolated,unableto see
the Buddhaor hear Him preachuntil their term
has run out.
The summarythat I have given is drawnfrom
the three earlyChineseversions. Kumdrajiva'sis
noticeably different,particularlyin being much
shorter and more succinct; in addition, it lacks
entirelya numberof the essentialfeaturespresent
in the others. It has no separationinto three
grades; the promise of a death-bedwelcome is
given almostcurtlyto "anygood man or woman
who shall hearHis name and keep it in mind for
from one to seven nights." Amitabha'sprimacy
is less emphaticallystated;it is said that not only
His name, but also those of other Buddhasof the
Six Cardinal Directions (north, south, east,
west, zenith, nadir) will bring Their guardianship, and guaranteenon-returnto the troubles
of terrestriallife. Even more conspicuousis the
absence of any mention of the two great
Bodhisattvaswho in the other texts aresignalled
out as the Lord's adjutantsand eventual heirs,
Avalokitesvara and Mahasthdmaprapta.One
possible explanationfor these variationswould
be adoubledifferenceindate;thoughKumarajiva
was the latest of the translators,he may have
drawn on a Sanskritoriginal that was more primitivethananyof the others,becauseit wasolder.
If the other line of developmentmay be tracedin
China as far back as the later second century,
this may well have extended, in the West, into
the first; into the age when the first Kushan
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victories were hammering a polyglot empire
into shape.
A roughly accuratecheck on relative stages
of si~tradevelopment in the period of transition
between Hinaya-aand Mahaydnais given by the
changing characterof the audiences to which
Sakyamuniis said to preach. The two factors
involved are: first, a simple multiplication of
listeners; and then a gradual shift of emphasis
away from the traditionalnucleus, the monkish
disciples,towarda broadercongregationheaded
by Bodhisattvas. In Kumdrajiva'spresumably
primitive version, the audience is made up of
I250-monk-Arhats,of which the most famous
sixteenarenamed;five namedBodhisattvas;the
god Indra,and a Brahman.In Lokaraksa'sthere

are

I250

monks, seventy-two myriads of

Bodhisattvas,five hundrednuns, seven thousand
laymen, groups of gods numbering 8o,ooo,
70,ooo, etc., and thirty-five disciples named as
knowing magic and having the power to fly. In
"Chih-ch'ien's" there are zooo monks, with
thirty-one named, and countless Bodhisattvas.

Intheversionof Samghavarman
thereareio000
monksof greatholinessandproficiencyin magic,
and all the Bodhisattvasof this age of the universe, headed by named ones in two groups of
three and sixteen.
Other variations of detail in the series are
worth notice. The two earliesttranslationsand
Kumarajiva'sagree in referringto the Western
Buddhaas O-mi-t'o, Amitdbha.Samghavarman
uses the Wu-liang-shou,Amitdyus,that was to
become thereafterstandardin Chinathroughout
the Six Dynasties (perhapsbecause its sense of
"endlesslife"wasmoreattractiveto theChinese).
Samghavarmanagaintouchesthe orthodoxpractise of the Six Dynastiesin translatingthe names
of the two great adjutant-Bodhisattvasas
"Kuan-shih-yin"and "Ta-shih-chih."His two
predecessors,on the other hand,use strangeand
awkward phonetic equivalents not found elsewhere. The first, which in modern Mandarin
must be pronounced "K'o-lou-hsuan,"may be
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carriedback through a series of legitimate adjustments to a primitive form of the name
Avalokitesvara.The other Bodhisattvais called
"Ma-hoNa" or "Ma-hoNa-po" (in Mandarin):
an abbreviationfor the Sanskrit"Mahdsthinaprapta" (which seems to have preceded the
more familiar"Mahdsthdmaprapta").6
In the latterhalf of this chapterI shall discuss
in greaterdetail the changing functions of these
two flanking members of the Western Triad.
Here it may be observed merely that a very important change separatesthe second translation
from the first. Lokaraksa describes the pair
simply as assistants and emissaries;for "Chihch'ien" they are in addition both the Buddha's
eventual heirs, and savior deities responsiveto
human appeals.
A further difference between the first two
translationsand the thirdis particularlyinteresting with referenceto art history. In listing the
requirementsthat a layman must satisfy who
wishes to insure himself rebirthin Paradise,all
three agree that he must keep the commandments, give generously to monks, and worship
in the properritualway by burning incense and
scatteringflowers, lighting lamps, and hanging
up votive banners.But whereas the earliertwo
speakin addition of "raisingstzpasand building
monasteries,"and in so doing point toward the
aniconicpastin India, Samghavarman'srequirement is that the donor must "raisestapasandset
up hmages."7

The cult of Amitabha-Amitdyushad another
and quite differentaspect. For those who were
determinedto achieve the fullest possible religious experiencein this life, it taught a way of
seeing the Lord at will; not as in a glass darkly
but face to face, with all His glory about Him.
Here too the extanttexts reveala gradualevolution of the idea. The most elementarystage is
6
7

See note 59 below.
Compare parallel passages found in DairZyky&,
XII, on

of the text, see Sakaino, ShinaBukkyj Seishi,pp. 444-445.
9 Nanjio's no. 73: Dair<oky&,
XIII, no. 4I7. Sakaino, p. 446.
IO Nanjio's no. i98:
XII, no. 365. English transDairZe5ky&,
lation by Takakusu in SBE, XLIX.

pp. 292a, 3iob, and 272b.
8

apparentlythat describedin the huge commentaryto the Mahd-prajgnpdramitd-sitra,
ascribedto
Ndgdrjuna and translated by Kumdrajiva in
402-405 under the title Ta Chih-tuLun.8 Here
the aim to be reachedthrough the power of the
sfitra is an ability to see all the Buddhas of the
Ten Quarters,"as innumerableas the sands of
the Ganges,"to hearThem preachthe Law, and
to know Their hearts.This is one of the powers
achieved through becoming a Bodhisattva,and
is carried out in the ecstasy called the
Pratyutpanna-samddhi.
There is in addition a setra named after the
Samrdhiitself,whichwas translatedbyLokaraksa
under the title Po-chouSan-meiChing.9The subtitle of the tract reiteratesNdgdrjuna'spoint: it
is "the Sitra on the Meditation[that Brings before One] Everything that Exists throughout
the Ten Quarters." The text, however, also
preaches the desirability of contemplating
Amitdbhain the West; and promisesa vision of
His land, Sumati,to anyonewho meditatesupon
it wholeheartedlyfor a full week.
A third and much more advancedstage is representedby the "Sfitraon Visualizingthe Buddha Amitdyus,"translatedby Kilayasas at the
Southern court between 424 and 442.1o The
lateness of this work is apparentthroughout. It
was obviously writtenin an attemptto reconcile
the two aspects of the cult by presenting them
side by side, in as rich and attractiveforms as
possible. The theme of rebirth,to begin with, is
driven home by emphasizing at great length
Amitdyus'promise of a death-bedescort to Paradise. There are now not three but nine degrees
of welcome, precisely scaled to nine degrees of
merit. The topmost in the top class, grantedto
the most righteous and devout of worshippers,
brings down the complete heavenly host - the
Buddha,Avalokitesvaraand Mahdsthamaprdpta

Nanjio's no. ii69: ibid., XXV, no. I509. On this aspect
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(calledKuan-shih-yinand Ta-shih-chih),countless magically-created Buddha apparitions,
monks, and angels. To the dying man Avalokitesvarawill bring a dais of adamant,on which his
body will ride back to an instant rebirthin Paradise. At each step downward in the scale of
merit some of these perquisitesare withdrawn
or lessened. The topmost in the middle class
will be welcomed without the presence of the
two great Bodhisattvas. The topmost in the
bottom class, in receiving the seventh welcome,
will see not the real Triad but only a magicallycreatedone. The bottom-mostlevel of salvation,
accordedto those obstinate sinners whose only
redeeming grace is that they have heard
Amitdyus'name and- just in time - have called
on Him for mercy,will bring down no heavenly
beings at all, nor even their semblances, but
merely a single golden lotus to carry back the
body like a self-propelledhearse. (The theme of
Purgatory is expanded in the same way; and
while the saint is reborn instantly into the full
glories of Paradise, the worst evil-doer must
expect to be shut away inside his lotus bud for
sixteen kalpas,or eons).
In this elaborationof the welcome theme the
"Sitra on VisualizingAmitdyus"standsas a successor to the Paradisetexts that had been translated in the second and third centuries.Through
the interest in meditation
that its title reveals, on
the other hand, it belongs in an entirelydifferent
group of sietras,almostall of which wererendered
into Chineseduringthe firsthalf of the fifth. We
shall meet below the other members of this
group that are relevantto the evolution of early
Buddhist art in China,treatisesdirectedtoward
Sdkyamuni,Maitreya,and severalBodhisattvas."
Presumablyall these works were the result of
studies in the techniquesof meditationthat had
been perfected by some school of Western
Buddhismin the generationjust precedingtheir
arrival in China. It can hardly be an accident
that their most important translators, Bud"

See below, pp. I84,

2I5,

222.
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dhabhadra,Dharmamitra,and Kalaydaas,were
themselves experts in the practise of ecstatic
vision. As for the geographicallocation of the
school, again, we may note that both Buddhabhadraand Dharmamitrawere known to
have lived in "Chi-pin,"i. e. Kashmir,the region
that sent the great majorityof identifiablespecialists in meditation to South China. The
slightly laterKalaydsascamefrom "the Western
Regions," a phrase that at the time could have
pointed eitherto Chineseor RussianTurkestan,
or even to Afghanistan; but that at any rate
signified some way-station along the overland
route between Northwest India and China.
What I wish to emphasizefirst in connection
with this second group of sietrasis impliedby the
key word in their titles: in Chinesekuan,which I
prefer to render as "visualize".Kuandescribes
here a specialkind of mysticaladventure,which
can have become possible in the Buddhistworld
only after the cult of images had been accepted
and drawn deep into the center of religious experience.It was at an opposite pole, for example,
from the kind of ecstasy that the Chinese had
learnedfrom earlyTaoism: tsowang,"sittingand
forgetting," the emptying of the mind so that it
might be flooded with something namelessand
indescribable.Kuanmeansa systematicbuildingup of visual images,each as completeandprecise
as possible, in a sequence from the simple towardthe complex.In following this step-by-step
advancethe practitionerwas certainlyaided by
his memories of Buddhist art. The sietrasmore
than once recommend the man-made icon or
statue as a naturalfirst step toward realizingthe
beautyand glory of divinity. If these mentalpictures were correctly formed, on the basis of
iconographic rules, they were already approximationsof the truth; and so to cross the frontier
from reason to ecstasy brought no absolute
change, but ratheran immense widening of the
field of vision, and seeinginstead of mere visualizing.
Among the kuansitras, the one directed to-
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wardAmitdyusis the most elaborateandmethodical in its expositionof the meditativetechnique.
The lesson is taught within a narrativeframework borrowedfrom an old Hinayanatradition.
Queen Vaidehi, imprisoned with her devout
husbandBimbisdraby their evil son Ajdtasatru,
has called in her despairon the Buddha Sdkyamuni. That Lord, coming in person to comfort
her, teachesa meansof spiritualescape,not only
from her cell but also from all the fetters of
earthlylife: a ladderof meditations,at the summit of which she will be ableto see as clearlyas in
a mirror all the beauties of Paradiseand all the
wonders of a universepeopled by countlessBuddhas. The disciplinebegins with a visualization
of the sun settingin the west; andpassesthrough
various quasi-materialaspectsof the Pure Land,
its glassy ground, its jewel trees, its enchanting
waterways,its towers thatriseinto an airsuffused
with celestialmusic. The Queenis then to visualize the Buddha Amitdyus, approaching Hlis
glory step by step; first through the symbolism
of the divine lotus, with its innumerablepetals
and light rays; then a degree closer, to a lotus
platform, set with precious stones and supporting four pillars; then closer still, to a precious
image seatedon a lotus. "Thereuponthe eyes of
your heart will open, and with complete clarity
you will see the priceless splendorsof that land
of perfectbliss: its jewelled ground, its jewelled

waterways,its rows of jewelledtrees..*."I2 On
the threshold of the final vision, the adept will
constructin his mind the Buddha'sgigantic and
infinitelyluminous body, one attributeat a time.
If he can visualize only the iirn clearlyenough,
all the other 84,000 major laksanaswill appear.
"Next you must visualize the distinguishing
signs and the luminosity of the Buddha Amitayus'body.Know, 0 Ananda,that the body of
the Buddha Amitdyus is a hundred thousand
million times as golden as the pure sandalwood
of the celestialpavilionsof Yama.ThatBuddha's
body has a height of sixty myriadsof millions of
12
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Dai.Zoky6, XII, p. 343a; Takakusu translation, pp. I78ff.
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nayutas,innumerableas the sandsof the Ganges.
The white tuft between His eyebrows,that curls
alwaysto the right, is like the five great Sumeru
mountains.The eyes of thatBuddhaarepureand
clearas the water of the four great seas,with the
blue andwhite distinctfrom eachother. From all
the roots of the hairon His body issue forth rays
of light like Mount Sumeru. That Buddha's
roundhalo is like a hundredmillionsof the three
thousand great chiliocosms; in it are a hundred
myriadmillionof nayutasof miraculously-created
Buddhas,innumerableas the sands of the Ganges; each and every such Buddha having with
Him a host of innumerablemiraculously-created
Bodhisattvas,to be His attendants.The Buddha
Amitayus possesses 84,000 major lakpapas;
within each and every one of these are 84,000
minor lakpsaeas;within each and every minor
lakpanaare 84,000 rays of light, that shine out
over all the worlds in the Ten Quarters..."
In seeing Amitdyus'body, at last, the adept
will also see the bodies of all the other Buddhas
throughout the Ten Quarters,and into their innumerablehearts.
As a sequel he will visualize the bodies of
Avalokitesvara and Mahdsthdmaprapta,
themselves vast and radiant.These final meditations
will secure remission of the sins accumulated
through eons in the past, and a sure rebirthin
Paradise.The twelfth step will bring a vision of
the rebirthitself: the newbornbody at firstsealed
in its lotus, and then, as the petalsopen, suffused
with a dazzlinglight and melodious sounds.
There are four more steps, making a total of
sixteen; but it might be argued that these were
added as an afterthought, to reach a perfectly
symmetricalfinal number. The last three draw
the two halves of the sumtratogether ratherartificiallyby treatingthe degreesof welcome as meditations,takenthreeat a time. The thirteenthstep
is a recapitulationof the earliervisual construction of the Buddha'sbody. Severalof its phrases
are interesting.It is stated,for example:"Whosoeverwishes wholeheartedlyto be rebornin the
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West must firstvisualizea sixteen-footimage on
a pool of water... Only to imagine a Buddha
image brings immeasurablebenefits;how much
more when one visualizes a Buddha complete
with all His body attributes! Amitabha [sic]
Buddha's supernaturalpowers are so exercised
at will that throughout the realms of the Ten
QuartersHe may show Himself in variousways,
now with an immense body filling the sky, now
with a smallbody of sixteenor eighteenfeet. The
form thatHe exhibitsis alwayspuregold in color
and has magically-createdBuddhasin its round
halo, and a jewelledlotus."13
A fully satisfactorysearchinto the origins of
the Amitabha-Amitayuscult is beyond both the
scope of this book and my competence. On the
basis of the small fragmentof the total evidence
that I have examined, however, I propose to
hazarda numberof suggestions (as I shall do in
the case of manyof the other deities to be treated below).
In the first place it is clear that both negative
andpositive reasonssuggesta searchnot so much
into Indiaproperas into the northernborderregions, on the fringe of Indianculturalexpansion.
From the negative standpointit is a telling argument that none of the Chinesepilgrims to India
have anythingto say about the WesternBuddha
or His Paradise;He must at the most have been
a deity of secondaryimportancethere. The one
indication that I know that the cult passed
through India in the earlycenturiesis the Liang
dynastyrecord of a brass statue of Amitdyusreceived (probablyin the late fifth century) from
Champa,i. e. Southern Indo-China(Sung entry
3I). It seemsto me justpossiblethatthis isolated
occurrencemay be explainedwithin the termsof
my northern border hypothesis. Culturalinfluences from the West must have reachedChampa
13
'4

Daitiky6, p. 344b, c; Takakusu, p. i87.
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through the adjoiningstate of Cambodia,which
the Chineseof the time knew as "Fu-nan."We
know that the Chin dynasty received a Fu-nan
missionin 357 from,a King "Chu Chan-t'an"or
"Chandanafrom India." It has been suggested
that what seems a propername here was in fact
a royal Kushan title, which had been borne, for
example,by Kaniskahimself; and thus that the
Fu-nanrulermayhave beenan emigreor refugee
from the disintegratingKushan realmin North
India. (The Chinesetell us also that during the
third century the Fu-nan people had imported
finehorsesby seafrom "theYtieh-chihcountry,"
i. e. the Kushan domain).14
On the negative side, again, must be counted
the absence of any images certainlyidentifiable
as Amitdbha-Amitayusat any of the pre-Guptan
Indian sites. If, on the other hand, his cult did
indeed grow to its first strength in the frontier
regions, He should have been representedwith
some frequencyin the art of Gandhara.I believe
that at least one iconographic type present in
late Gandharansculpturewas probablyassigned
to Him: the Buddha shown squatting in the
with a round aureole crowded
dhydna-mudrd,
with miniaturestandingBuddhas,and a crescent
moon - presumablyindicating the west - on
the front of a canopy overhead.is
If the naturalworkings of the Indian imagination may be seen in the figures of Siva and
Visnu, it is obvious that the personalityof the
Western Buddhawas built up out of a very different set of values. Where They are multi-faceted and universal,all things at once, destroyers
as well as creators,as often cruelas kindi6 He is
almost monotonously simple and uniform. All
Buddhas are by definition inconceivably wise,
powerful,anddetached;Amitabha-Amitayus
has
all these qualitiesby virtue of His status,but His
SurveyofIndia, Annual Report I907-I908,
pl. XLIVa, c,
and p. I43.
I6 For the fullest early demonstration of this universality,
see the descriptions of Vigiu in the Bhagavad-git(as translated by K. T. Telang in SBE VIII, Oxford, i 88z, especially, pp. 74, 82-92, 96).

See Briggs, op. cit. (title in Southern Ch'i note 3), pp.
22-23; S. Levi, "Kani~kaetSdtdvdhana,"Jour.
As. ccxxviii,
I936, pp. 8off.; Chin Shu, xcvii, p. 8r.

Is Two examples from the Takht-i-bdhai site: Archaeol.
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own, essentialnatureis even more compactlydefined. More than anything else, He is pure benevolence. He is found nowhere except on the
greatjewelledthroneatthe centerof His Paradise,
or ridingdown throughthe sky on an instantaneous journeyof welcome. He does nothing except
exemplify divine mercy, and exhibit Himself to
His blessedworshippers,andpreach,through an
almost endless eternity. Doubtless all this was
the result of an amalgam of ideas, in a region
where trade and empire-buildinghad brought
together a number of powerful religions. It has
long since been noticed that some of the salient
featuresof the Paradisecreed suggest a Persian
origin. In the Western Buddha's characteras
lord of "boundless light" He suggests Zoroaster's supreme Ahura Mazda. As the lord of
"boundless life" He bears the same title as
Ameretdt, one of the six Mazdean Amesha
Spentas who surround the deity and are in a
sense His emanationsor attributes.'1It is hardto
believe, furthermore,that a being so completely
benevolent could have been conceived in the
Near East, in the first or second centuries,without some borrowing from the ChristianGod.
Amitdbha-Amitdyusis of course no "Lord God
of Hosts," neither "creator of all things" nor
"judge of all men." His creators,if they knew
anything of Jehovah, must have deliberatelyrejectedmuch that was inconsistentwith Buddhist
axioms. It is interestingto find that they arrived
at a definitionvery close to that reached,on the
Christianside in the second century,by the idealistic heretic Marcion; who preached a Heaven
accessibleby faith alone, and a "good God" who
was all love, and distinguishedfrom the wrathful
creator-judge of the Old Testament. The
Marcioniteheresywas particularlysuccessfulin
7

18

M. T. de Mallmann,Introduction
h l'tude d'Avalokitepvara,
Paris, I948, pp. 85ff., emphasizes in addition the similarity between the Buddhist deification of infinity and that
personified on the frontiers of Zoroastrianism,by the god
Zurvin.
For Marcion see the Catholic Enylopedia, New York,
i909. The nearly contemporary defender of orthodoxy,
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the East,andas lateas the fourthcenturyretained
a great number of followers, reaching as far
afield as Persia. It would doubtless be difficult
or impossibleto demonstratethe directinfluence
of either of these cults on the other; more probably their similaritieswere derivedfrom a common Near Easternorign.18
One of the essentialfeaturesof the Paradise
Buddha'spersonalityis the fact that He presides
over a Triad.We meet here an idea that is likely
to have been relatively novel throughout the
religious worlds of the Near and Middle East.
Earlier groups of three divinities, of the sort
frequentin the Sumeriancultureand its successors, andfound moresporadicallyin Vedic India,
had been constructed by associating widely
separatedpowers, like the personificationsof
heaven, earth, and water. In comparison the
Amitdyus Triad was apparentlydesigned to be
a perfectexampleof heraldicsymmetry,a single
divine power acting through two agents or
intermediaries. It suggests the sort of concept
that in Assyriahad taken shape in the theme of
the Tree of Life servedby two identicalgenii. A
more literal parallelis furnished by a group of
bronze placquesfrom Luristan,roughly datable
in the period izoo-900 B. C., where a frontal
figure on axis is flankedby two identicalsmaller
figures in profile. Phyllis Ackerman has interpreted the centralbeing as a fathergod, whose
attributesmayinclude a sun mask superimposed
on his body.i9 The attendants- shown on one
bronzeas if emergingfrom his shoulders- must
be his twin sons. As Ackermanpoints out, the
group must be an Iranianequivalentof the familiar Greek mythological family, Zeus, Castor,
and Polydeuces (the emerging sons are given
conical caps that already suggest the twins'

19

Irenaeus, in his "Against Heresies," xxvii, I-2, traces the
theme of the two gods, "one just, the other good," back
to a certain Cerdo, who appeared in Rome in the I30's,
and who in turn was thought to have been a follower of
the enigmatic arch-heretic Simon Magus.
P. Ackerman, "The Gemini are Born," Archaeolog,I955,
VIII, I, I955, pp. 26-30.
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familiarpilei; the father is half a giant bird). I
shall returnto this possible prototype below, in
discussing the two Western Bodhisattvas; and
we shallsee then thatotheraspectsof theirdivinity point backwardto the sametwins.
The likelihood that some sort of relationship
existed between the Western Buddha and the
ChristianGod the Father, again, is heightened
when the similarity between the two, triads is
taken into account. In the Kushan age there can
have beenno divine group closerto the Buddhist
in compositionandfunctionsthanthe Christian;
particularlyif one considersthe side of Christian
belief emphasized by the Eastern Gnostics, in
which Christ was imagined much more readily
as the Logos, a philosophicalpendantto the Holy
Spirit,than as the unique incarnateSon. (If this
initiallikenesshas the specifichistoricalmeaning
that I propose, it is the more interestingthat in
both religions the original symmetryof the two
agents should have been disrupted by the rise
of one to an almost complete monopoly).
The complex of ideas found in the Western
Paradise itself was certainly interwoven from
many sources.A good deal must have been borrowed directly from traditional Indian beliefs
about the Heavens of the gods: particularlythe
themeof the celestialpalaceradiantwith precious
materials,and the insistenceon the power of the
blessed to fly. It should be realizedat the start,
however, that Sukhdvat!was not a Heaven at all,
in the proper sense, but ratheranother kind of
Earth. In the period when it and other happy
Buddha-landswere first imagined, five hundred
years of Buddhist teaching had dinned into the
Indian mind the realizationthat a Heaven - located somewhereabove the Earth, and peopled
by gods - was a far from perfectdestinationfor
the reborn body. Any Heaven, no matter how
blissful, or splendid, or far removed from the
troubles and limitations of our world, had
inescapabledisadvantages.There was always an
end to the allotted term of pleasure,though for
the very fortunate it might be immensely proI48
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longed; and at that end the only changepossible
was for the worse. Becausetheironly functionin
a Heaven was to enjoy, the godlings could not
advance to a greater spiritual perfection. They
neither had the capacity for improvement in
themselves, nor the blessed opportunity to
draw perfectionfrom a Buddha. So when their
terms ran out and they were caught up again in
the Wheel, they were always reborn at a lower
level; sometimes disastrouslyso, when an evil
act performedin the immensely distant past at
last demandedpunishment.
The Mahdyanaanswer to this dilemma was
brilliantly simple. Its Heavens were brought
down to the terrestriallevel, where the blest,
though they were more beautiful and happier
than the gods, were yet human and capableof
self-improvement.Their supremegood fortune
lay in the fact thatthey were rulednot by a being
greaterthan themselvesonly in degree, but by a
Buddha,who sharedwith them uninterruptedly
His ineffablewisdom and goodness. From the
Buddha-landno one could be drawn back into
the evils of the world as we know it; the ties
were broken forever. Existence there was to all
intents and purposes an eternity of joy. If one
was literal-mindedenough to insist on the inevitableend, that could only be a departureinto the
theoreticallystill higher state of Nirvana.
It is amusing,by the way, to see how the need
to stress the terrestrialcharacterof Sukhdvadi
led the composers of the Paradisesfitrasinto an
absurdity.If a Buddha-landis merely a happier
edition of the world aroundus, they must have
reasoned, it must have similar physical characteristics;it must be topped by tiers of Heavens,
andcompletedbelow by tiersof Hells. One quite
naturalquestionis put in Ananda'swords. It has
been said, 0 Lord, that Sukhdvat!is as flat and
regularas a mirror,and has no greatmountains,
nor any central Sumeru. Where, then, can its
Heavens be (since the lowest should depend on
the world-mountain,and the rest rise step by
step above its axis)? The Buddha explainsthat
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they simplyhover in the air; but as to what their
inhabitantsmay be - for even the highest Heaven above Sukhdvatiwould be a purgatorynothing is said. The fallacyinvolved here must
have become apparentat an earlydate, for if my
notes are correctonly the earliestChinesetranslation exposes it in full nakedness. The others
present either an incomprehensiblefragmentof
the original question-and-answer,or else omit
it.20

The terrestrial character of the Sukhdvati
formulaprobablyhelps to explainthe close partial similarity between the Mdhaydna"happy
land" and an apparentlyearlierEarthlyParadise
describedin Hinaydnatexts. Indian cosmology
had come to include among the knowable parts
of the world a remotecontinentacrossthe ocean,
called Uttarakuru,where the lot of man was in
every way superior. Uttarakuru can be best
imaginedas a Gardenof Eden afterthe Fall, untroubled by any expulsion. Its inhabitants led
lives of the fullest sensual satisfaction,enjoying
a bountiful Nature, a perfect climate, and a
sexual license untroubled by any of the inconveniences known in India, or China.Their food
and even their clothing and jewels were taken
without effortfrom trees. One accountspeaksof
the continentas having mountainsandlakes,but
another makes its extreme flatnessa way of recognizing it from afar,and so provides one more
link to Sukhdvati.2I
I do not propose to venturebeyond this point
into the maze of traditionalbeliefs about Paradises, either terrestrialor celestial. One detail
of the description of Sukhdvat!remains to be
discussed, however, and looks very much like
a clue to the direction in which further search
might be pursued. The sfitras'insistence on the
fact that no one is reborninto the WesternPar20
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DaiZtdkyJ,XII, p. 29ja, c. Cf. p. 270a, and Takakusu's
translation, p. 37, where the question is posed in a fragmentary form, as if its absurdity were being glossed over.
See Nanjio's no. 545, the translation of the Dtrghdgama
made by Buddhayasas in 412-413
under the title Cb'ang
A-han Ching:DairZJkyJ,I, no. I, pp. II7ff.; also Nanjio's
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adise in a woman's body, so that sexualdesireis
unknown there, representsa drastic shift away
from the naive hedonism of the Uttarakuru
myth. It is hard to believe that this change can
have taken place in India, where it would have
run counter to the most generally-heldconvictions of the race. This statementobviously requiresqualification.Indianholy men have from
time immemorialset a very high value on the
strictestasceticism.The early Buddhist Church
did its best to implantin its monks an automatic
revulsionagainstthe pleasuresof the flesh. Both
Buddhism and Brahmanism agreed that the
highest states of rebirth required an absolute
divorcefrom any sort of body as well as from any
sort of sensuous pleasure.But these ideals were
for the adepts; and one may set against them
every sort of evidence to prove that the general
run of people were expectedto carrytheirdesires
with them beyond the grave. The highest Buddhist Heavens,existingin the pure etherwithout
either pleasuresor bodies, were probablylittle
more than theological abstractions.The hierarchy of celestial spheresbelow them, to which
the enormous majority of believers must have
aspired, was pervaded by sexual pleasure; its
admittedsupremerulerwas Mdra,the god whose
activitieson earthmadehim the nearestBuddhist
equivalentto Satan.Even the greatBodhisattvas
who presided over the Tusita Heaven, first
Sikyamuni and then Maitreya, were his feudatories;their realmwas lower than his, and so
its pleasures were grosser. As we shall see,
Maitreya'sworshipperswere promisedpersonal
retinues of houris.22
The terrestrialParadiseassigned to the Buddha Aksobhya in the east,
which for a time must have been a competitorto
Amitdyus',was imaginedin a way muchcloserto
the Uttarakuruscheme.23Its women were des-
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no. 542, the translation of the Madhyamdgama
made by
Gautama Samghadeva in 397-398 under the title Chung
A-han Ching:DairZokyd,
I, no. 26, p. 495.
See below, p. 2 I 5.
See below, p. i68.
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cribed as uniformly beautiful, free from female
weaknesses and uncleanliness,and able to give
birth without pain. Thus the celibate ideal
preached for all worshippers in the Sukhavati
seitraswas an extraordinaryeffort (which, by the
way, may have contributed a good deal to the
cult's lack of success in India). I believe that
more than an accidentalsimilarityis involved in
its likeness to Jesus'words:
"For in the resurrectionthey neither marry,
nor aregiven in marriage,but areas the angels of
God in Heaven."24
The two statements,I think, may be assigned
to the westernand easternfrontiersof the areain
which a fanaticalhatredof the flesh was an integral part of religious life; the areain which sects
like the Marcionites and Essenes led celibate
lives, and which was capableof producing the
almostinsanebias seen in the Gnostic "Acts."
TheTwoBodhisattvas:
The earliestand simplestaccount of the function of the two great attendantsin the Western
Paradiseis given in the first Chinesetranslation,
Lokaraksa's.2s
"Among all the Bodhisattvas these two are
the holiest. They are ever throned at the left and
right sides of the Buddha of Boundless Purity,
sitting in attendanceon His just teachings.That
Buddha of Boundless Purity is ever seatedwith
those two Bodhisattvas,discussingthe affairsof
the eight quarters,of the superior and nether
realms, and of the past, present, and future.
When He wishes to send Them as His envoys to
the countlessBuddha-landsof the eight quarters
and of the superiorand nether realms, the two
Bodhisattvasfly thither, where They will ... as
swiftly as the BuddhasThemselves."
The sametheme reappearstwo centurieslater
in a work brought back from India and trans24 Matthew, 22, 30; Mark, 172, 25.
25 Daizoky6, XII, p. 290a.
26 Nanjio's nO. 395: ibid., XII, no.
371.
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lated between 420 and about 453 by the North
Chinese Fa-yung. This "Satra on What the
BodhisattvasAvalokite~varaand Mahasthamaprapta were Told" describes Them as visiting
the Earthon a leave of absencefrom Amitdbha.26
The two salute Sdkyamunilike foreign ambassadors,and exchangecomplimentsand miracles.
It is clear that the underlying thought here is
secular;the two Bodhisattvasact in the character
of privy counsellorsto a great king, and so are
distinctlysecondaryfigures,in comparisonwith
the Buddha. As we have seen in the preceding
discussion, the Paradise sftra translated by
Kumarajivarecords a stage in the cult's development- perhapsthe earliestyet traceable- in
which They do not appearat all.
In the second Paradisetranslation,made during the second quarterof the third century by
"Chih-ch'ien,"therearetwoimportantchanges.27
We are told that in the infinitely remote future
when Amitdbhawill enter Nirvana, Avalokite?varais to succeed Him as ruler; and that the
latter,in turn, is to be succeededone doubly distant day by Mahasthamaprapta.
In addition we
read:
"If among mankindthere be any worthy men
or women who fall into terror of the officials,
they have only to entrust themselves to these
Bodhisattvas,Avalokitesvaraand Mahasthdmaprapta,and they will assuredlybe saved."
I know of only one other text in which a
closely similarpromise is made. (There may, of
course,be othersthatI have not discovered;and
still other statementsof the kind may have been
made that were never translatedinto Chinese,
and so lost their best chanceof preservation.)In
420
the Indian scholar Nandi rendered into
Chinese a so-called "Dbarani Spell Sftra that
Implores the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara to
Counteract Evil Influences."28Much of this
comes from a later stratum of belief in which
27
28
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Avalokite~varaalonewas worshippedas a savior,
but an earlier flavor has been retained in the
introduction.We are told there that on one occasion when Sdkyamuni was preaching in
Vaiil'i, the city was sufferingfrom a mysterious
epidemic,and a delegation of citizenswaited on
him to beg aid. His answerwas:
"Not far from here, due west, is a world
honored Buddha called Amitdyus. He has two
Bodhisattvas called Avalokitesvaraand Mahdsthamaprapta,who because of Their great pity
and sympathyfor all are continuallygiving succour from sorrow and peril. Do you, therefore,
prostrate yourselves in honor of these beings.
Burn incense, scatter flowers, and keep your
thoughts fixed on them for the space of several
breaths, not letting your minds wander while
you invoke Them ten times. In this way should
you implore that Buddha and His two Bodhisattvas on behalf of all creatures."
"As He was speaking,they were able to see in
His Buddha-radiancethat Western Amitdyus
and the two Bodhisattvascoming to their land,
to the very gate of Vais'li city. The Buddhaand
the two Bodhisattvasand their vast host shed so
greata light that all of Vaisd1iwas illuminedand
made golden..."
The laterParadisetranslationand the Sanskrit
versionsthathave been renderedinto English do
not repeat this promise. In the fifth century
"Szitraon Visualizing the Buddha Amitdyus"
the special relationshipbetween Avalokitesvara
and Mahasthamaprdpta
and this Earthis restated
in a very differentsense. They now head the divine host that swoops down in welcome to the
death-beds of the faithful, but they return at
once thereafterto their own better land; they
are still strangers.
It is in this last sfitra,incidentally,thatwe meet
for the firsttime detaileddescriptionsof the two
Bodhisattvas (parallelling that given for the
Buddha).The Paradisetexts had merelyemphas29

Ibid., XII, pp. 343c-344a; Takakusu translation, pp.
to i83.
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ized the immense size of Their aureoles. Now
we are told, first of Avalokitesvara:29
"ThatBodhisattva'sbody is eighty millions of
nayutas of yojanastall, and is purplish gold in
color. At the crown of His head is an us~nisa;at
the nape of His neck there is a round halo, the
diameter[?] of which is a hundred thousand
yojanas. That halo contains five hundred magically-created Buddhas, just like the Buddha
Sdkyamuni,each accompaniedby five hundred
Bodhisattvasand innumerablegods as His attendants. Within the aureole of light that surrounds His body are manifestthe forms and the
distinguishingattributesof all creaturesin the
five paths of existence.On His head is a celestial
crown fashioned of wondrous gems, within
which is a standing magically-createdBuddha,
twenty-fiveyojanas tall. . ."
The descriptioncontinues in the way typical
of the kuansfitras,mixing the precise and the
fantasticin every sentence. His face is golden;
the hairs of His uirndare parti-coloredand emit
84,ooo kinds of rays, each containing countless
magically-createdBuddhas with Their retinues
of Bodhisattvas(this last is a typicalkuanmultiplicationmiracle).His necklacesare madeup of
rays... The palms of His hands have the color
of every kind of lotus. "At the tips of each of
His ten fingersthereare 84,ooodesigns, like seal
impressions,each design being in 84,000 colors
andeachcolor having 84,000 rays.Soft andmild,
the said rays illumine all that exists. With these
precious hands He holds and draws along all
creatures."On the sole of each foot is markeda
thousand-spoked wheel, which miraculously
turns into innumerablelight rays.WhereverHe
puts his foot down, diamond and pearl flowers
spread, covering everything. "All the other
majorandminorlakpnwas
of His body areperfect
and complete, and in no way differentfrom a
Buddha's.In only one respectdoes He fall short
of a Buddha;this being the fact that while there
is anusuisaon the crownof His headthis attribute
is invisible."
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The description of Mahdsthdmaprdpta
emphasizesHis equalityto Avalokitesvara.His key
iconographic peculiarity is the fact that "His
celestialcrownhas five hundredjewelledlotuses.
Each lotus has five hundredjewelled daises; in
each dais are manifest, in all their length and
breadth,the look of the Paradisesof the various
Buddhas of the Ten Qarters.The us~nsaon the
crown of His head is like apadmalotus blossom.
On it there is a precious vase, filled with every
sort of radianceto make manifest everywhere
the Buddha's work."30

These two accounts constitute the tenth and
eleventh of the *sixteen meditations. In the
thirteenth,which as we have found is a kind of
recapitulationof the experience of seeing the
Triad, the visible characteristicsof the Bodhisattvas are reducedto their essentialminimum.3I
In comparisonto the Buddha, who may show
Himself vast or small, but is always golden in
color, has a halo filled with Buddha-apparitions,
and sits on a lotus throne, "Avalokitesvaraand
Mahdsthamaprdptahave bodies that are the
same at all points; but one need only observe
Their head attributesto know [whichis which].
These two Bodhisattvas assist the Buddha
Amitdbhain His universal [work of] conversion."
We have seen the two great Bodhisattvaspresented in two sharplycontrastingroles: first as
agents and envoys, following out the orders of
Their Lord; and then as rescuers,accessibleto
the appealsof all humanity.Two generationsor
so separatethe appearancesof the two phasesin
China.In itself this intervalis too brief to establish a clear, chronologicalsequence;it seems to
30
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me likely, however, that the "agent" theme,
being the simplerof the two, was the first to be
graftedonto the essentialBuddha,very likely by
imitationof the structureof some secularcourt.
It may be parentheticallynoted that here too the
availableevidence points away from India. The
HinaydnaBuddhist texts of this period that so
frequentlydescribethe careerand the splendid
state of a universal monarch, or cakravartin,
assign him only one great minister, not two.32
We know, on the other hand, that at state audiences under the Achaemenidregime the Persian
rulerwas closely attendedby two chamberlains,
one holding the ceremonial parasol, the other
the napkin and fly-whisk.33(What seems clearly
to be a survival of this traditionmay be seen in
one of the late Sanskritverses appendedto the
chapterof the "Lotus Sftra" that eulogizes the
greatness and mercy of Avalokitesvara. This
chapteras a whole belongs to a laterphaseof the
cult thanwe have so farmet, in which Avalokitesvara has become the supreme savior and His
colleague has disappeared.So we find Him pictured as "at one time standing to the right, at
anotherto the left of the ChiefAmitdbha,whom
He is fanning.")34
Back of the Achaemenidcourt usage may lie
an Assyrianone, for a reliefin the Louvre shows
Sargon standingbetween two profile figures of
courtier-ministers.3S
In view of the close interrelationshipbetween royal and religious ceremonial forms,finally,it is interestingto discover
that a terra-cottareliefof the second millennium
from Assur shows the frontalfigureof a fertility
god flankedby two much smallerassistantsholding conventionalized streams of water.36The
36

H. Frankfort, The Birth of Civilizationin the Near East,
London, I95 I, p. 54 and pl. VIII. Note that the Babylonian legend of Adapa names as twin door-keepers of
Heaven Tammuz and Gishzida, "great lords of increase
who vanish from the Earth during the dry summer";
T. H. Gaster, The OldestStoriesin the World,New York,
I952,
pp. 86-87. M.Jastrow, The Religionof Babyloniaand
Assyria, Boston, i898, p. 547, terms this pair local solar
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scheme, incidentally, is precisely that used on
the Chinese stelae of the sixth century that present the images of the Amitayus Triad. That
similarityis of course accidental;but it is natural
to wonder whether some obscurecurrentof tradition maynot link an earlyfertilitybelief of this
sortwith the persistenceof the waterthemein the
ParadiseBodhisattvas.The distinguishingattribute of Mahasthamaprapta,
as we have seen, is a
precious vase at the center of His headdress:in
addition,both Bodhisattvasmay hold vessels.
As to what the source may have been of the
rescue theme that was added between the first
and second translationsof the Paradisesfitra
presumablysomewherein the Kushan realm in
the later second centuryA. D. - one possibility
seems to me more persuasive than any other.
Both the Indian and the Greek worlds had for a
very long time been familiar with the idea of
twin saviors.The resemblancesbetween the two
nationalversions- the Asvins of the Vedas and
Brdhmanas,and the Dioscuroi of Greek mythare so close that they must have had a common
origin, deep in the Aryanpast.37The pairmaybe
tracedbackasfaras aninscriptionof aroundI 386
B. C. at the Hittite capital of Bogazk6y; where,
alongwith MithraandVarunaandIndra,they are
invoked asthe chiefdeitiesofthe Aryankingdom
of the Mitanni, to the east. Their first known
presentationin art may be the Luristan reliefs
with the father-and-sons design analysed by
Ackermanthat I have mentioned above. They
must have begun their careersas stellarpersoni37
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H. Oldenberg, Die Religiondes Veda, Stuttgart and Berlin,
I9I7,
pp. 207 ff. For the Dioscuroi, see especially Roscher's
Lexikon under that title.
J. Dowson, A Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology,
London, I950; pp. 29-3I under "Asvins" and pp. 73-75
under "Chyavana." A more complete listing under
"Asvin" is given by H. Jacobi, Mahabhbrata,
Inhaltsangabe,
Index, u. Concordant,Bonn, I903. His summaryof the vast
epic mentions them under only four headings. I, i (p. i)
names the twins in their order of creation among the gods,
etc. I, 3 (pp. 2, 3) tells how they restored sight to a blinded
disciple, Upamanyu, who had appealed to them by chanting a Vedic hymn in their honor. I, I24 (p. I5) shows
them bestowing on another suppliant, Queen Mddri,twin
I5
3

fications. They stood for the morning and evening stars, and by that association acquired
white horses like the sun's as attributes,or were
even imaginedthemselvesin the form of horses.
Presumablybecause the morning star, in particular,was the heraldof the dawnand broughtan
end to the terrors of darkness, they came to
assume the characterof rescuers from a wide
variety of dangers or misfortunes. They were
the friends of the weak and helpless, mighty
allies in war, healers of the sick, victors when
they chose even againstold age. Most of all they
were honored as the protectors of travellers,
especially at sea: a fact worth underlining
because,as we shall see in the following section,
when Avalokitesvaracame to be isolated as the
supreme savior and His special praises were
chanted in the "Lotus Saitra,"more attention
was paid to His promises of rescue from brigands by land, or from shipwreck,than to any of
the others.
One might suppose that Indian tradition
could have provided a sufficient background
for a transferof the twin savior idea into Buddhism. I know no evidence, however, that the
Asvins were still exertinganypowerfulinfluence
on the Indianimaginationin the centurieswhen
Mahdyina teachings were being assembled.
They were rememberedand worshippedby the
Brdhmans,certainly, as an integral part of the
Vedic treasure. Traditionalstories about them
were told in the Mahdbhdrata.38
It seems more
significantof their statusthat the Buddhistscripsons who embodied their strength and beauty in human
form. Three passages, III, I23, XII, 342, and XIII, I56
(pp. 4I, I 56 and I74, respectively) deal with the Chyavana
story or its sequel, Indra's attempt to forbid the pair any
share in the soma sacrifice. This is only a tiny fraction of
the attention given in the same work to more popular
gods, the traditional Indra or the newly supreme Visnu,
for example; and probably all four citations form part of
the oldest substratum of the Mahibbirata. The only suggestion of a trait that might have been passed on to the
Buddhist twin saviors is found in Indra's complaint about
them: they are not really a part of the company of the
gods, since they spend their time wandering to and fro
over the Earth, taking any sort of form they please (p. 4I).
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tures, which borrowed from the traditional
mythology everythingthat might be in any way
useful.,are so far as I know completely silent
about the Asvins. They were not worth mentioning because as popular deities they were
obsolete.
The Dioscuri, on the other hand, were still
very much alive, and through the expansionof
the Hellenistic and Roman empires had been
carriedeastwardat least to the Indian frontier.
Their cult was apparentlyintroduced- or reemphasized- in the Greco-Bactriankingdomby
the usurper Eucratides in the second century
B. C., for he used their figures or their symbols
very frequently on his coinage. Later Greek
kings who probably ruled in the first century
B. C. over what was to be the centerof the later
Kushan regime, the region around Kabul, continuedthe samecoin types.Thatthe cult survived
the disappearanceof Greeksovreigntyis demonstrated by the reappearanceof Dioscuri coins
around the time of Christ,under the Sakachief

Azilises.39
In the Hellenistic and Roman period the
heroic pair acquiredtwo functions that brought
them still closer to the Buddhist formula. As
pieces of sculpture from widely separated
regions show, they were made the secondary
membersin a varietyof triads,in which the central deity might be the MagnaMater,or Helios,
or the African goddess Caelestis, or an orientalized Jupiter. A Mithraic relief shows them
flankingthe god of infinite time, the equivalent
of the PersianZervan: a curious coincidence if
it is no more, since the concept is merely a dehumanized version of Amitayus' function as
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eternal life. At the Roman ends of the trade
routes that led east to the Kushan realm,where
their guardianship over caravans was particularly needed, they were worshipped with the
Semitic moon-goddess Allat (at Petra), or with
the sungod Shamash(at Palmyra).40
At the same time the Dioscuri came to play
an importantrole in the pagan searchfor a life
beyondthe grave.Theirfiguresareverycommon
on the Roman sarcophagi of the second and
third centuries,both westernand eastern,which
hold out through their symbolism the promise
of immortality.4'For this role they were doubly
qualified.As starsthey could be seen to sink and
to rise again daily, presenting a never-ending
cosmic allegory of death and resurrection.
Again, their myth told that they too had once
been mortals, and had achieved apotheosis and
endless life. Since they had long been the protectors of living travellers, it was natural that
they should be imaginedas guardingthe soul on
its journeyto the other world. They might even
become its custodians,bearingothersto Heaven
as they had once ascendedthemselvesto join the
companyof the gods. It is a plausiblesuggestion
that the allusions in Roman sepulchral art to
their abduction of the daughters of Lycippus
were intendedto have the same symbolic meaning as the rape of Ganymede by the eagle of
Zeus. Both themes presented under a mythological disguise the belief that the souls of the
dead might be caught up to Heaven with the
suddennessof an abduction.42
The similaritybetween all this and the function assigned to the two Bodhisattvas in the
final version of the welcome theme is a striking

39 P. Gardner, The Coins of the Greek and ScythicKings of
BactriaandIndiain theBritish Museum,London, i886; see

Eukratides, Gardner, p. i65, pI. XXX, 9,

I0,

pl. XXVIII, 22-24;
I49,
and may even have been
borrowed by the Sasaniancoin designers, from the third
century on, to representthe guardiansflanking the sacred
fire altar.
F. Cumont, Recherches
sur le symbolisme
funiraire des Romains,Paris, I942, pp. 64ff.; F. Chapouthier,Les Dioscures
au serviced'unediesse,Paris, I 93 5; M. Rostovtzeff, Caravan
Cities, Oxford, I932, pp. 43-44, i38-i39.
Cumont, p. 64-67, 90ff.
Op. cti., p. 67.
p.

index under "Dioscuri" and "Pilei of Dioscuri." Also W.
H. Tarn, TheGreeksin BactriaandIndia,Cambridge,Eng.,
i938, pp. I97, 204-206.
In the most persistent coin type
the pair are shown armed, standing side by side; so under

40

II; Diome-

des, pI. VIII, I4; and Azilises, pI. XX, 5. This iconographic formula was perhaps the basis for the Hinduist pair
of warrior gods, Skandhaand Visakha, used by Huviska,
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one. It is reinforced, I am sure, by a curious
occurrencein Gandharansculpture.In general,
the two Bodhisattvascannot be any more preciselyidentifiedthan TheirLord in the surviving
Gandhiran statues and reliefs. Their orthodox
headdressattributes,the miniatureBuddhaand
the vase, seem to have been invented to late for
general adoption by the Kushan schools, and
become frequent only in works of the Guptan
period.43I am inclined to believe, however, that
it was Avalokitegvara whom the Northern
sculptorsmeantto designatewhen they designed
a specialBodhisattvacrown, showing a humanized nagaor serpentdeity being carriedaloft by a
giant bird.44The analogyhere with the carryingoff of Ganymedeby Zeus in the guise of an eagle,
is obvious. The motif may well have been used
with the same general purpose as the pagan
myth in the West, to point - with the same sort
of lingering Greek indirectnessthat had chosen
to indicateAmitdyusby a crescent,new moonto Avalokitesvara'sspecialposition as the bearer
of souls to Sukhavati.
I shalldiscussin the next sectiontwo directions
taken by the cult of Avalokite~varaalone that
although late in date seem to me possible
survivals from the mythology of the Dioscuri
and the Asvins: first the personificationof the
deity as a white horse, and then his worship as a
being with equine attributes under the name
Hayagriva.45
TheSpecialCultof A valokitelvara
in the West:
If my suggestion is a valid one, that the functions of the Dioscuri-Asvins were borrowed to
enrich the personalities of Avalokitesvaraand
Mahasthamaprdpta,
it is clear that the transfer
was only partiallysuccessful.There arevery few
referencesto a belief in twin saviors;insteadin a
43
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D. R. Sahni, Catalogueof the Museumof Archaeology
at Sarnath, Calcutta, i904, nos. Bd. i, 3, 4, 5.
Foucher, Gandhdra,figs. 320, 398, 4I5, pl. I. A head from
Mathurd of Gandhdrantype, showing only the monster
bird, is illustrated by J. P. Vogel, La sculpturede Matbura,

short time all hope of divine rescue came to be
concentrated in Avalokitesvara. The earliest
sign of this changeshows the new directionwell
established, and with all the essential claims
alreadymade. We meet the new idea for the first
time in the version of the "Lotus Sfitra", translated in 286 by Dharmaraksaat the Western
Chin capital.46His twenty-third chapter is devoted exclusively to the praises of Avalokitegvara,who it is said will save the worthy believer
from harm by fire or water, from the perils of
shipwreck,fromtheswordsof executioners,from
maliciousdemons,from imprisonment,andfrom
brigands.In additionto these spectacularerrands
of mercy, the Bodhisattvawill grant more conventionalblessings,freeinghis devoteesfrom the
bonds of lust and hatred, and assuring women
of the birth of fine children, of whichever sex
they may desire. In going about the world, in
orderto performHis task of preachingwith the
fullest efficiency, He may assume whatever
bodily shapebest suits the needs of the moment,
whether it be the likeness of a Buddha, or of a
god, or of a human being, or even of a demon.
There is no mention of Mahasthamaprapta
in
the "Lotus" chapter.While in generalthe latter
retainedHisposidionasan attendantonAmitayus,
the most enthusiasticdevotees of Avalokitesvara
seem to have tried at least once to make their
patron swallow up His twin there also. A relatively late development in the "Lotus" text
was the addition of verses repeatingor expanding the materialgiven in prose. These aretotally
absent in Dharmaraksa'sversion, and in the
second translation,Kumdrajiva'smadea century
or so later, were only added at a subsequentperiod (prior to the Sui dynasty,when they were
copied for the third translation).47These verses
in their Chineseform containno referenceto the
instrusionthat I speak of; but it is visible in the
45
46
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Paris, I930, pl. XXXVIa.
See below, pp. i64ff.
Nanjio's no. I38, the ChengFa Hua Ching:Daigoky&,IX,
no. 263, pp. I28Cff.
Note to Nanjio's no. I39, p. 46.
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that form
(presumablystill later) Sanskritgdthas
the basis of the SacredBooksof theEast translation.48As I have mentioned earlier,Avalokite?varais there described as attending the Lord
Amitdbha"at one time standingto the right, at
another to the left": while Mahdsthdmaprdpta
goes entirelyunnamed.
It is not hard to imagine why two divine rescuersshould have been mergedby the Mahdyana
into one figure. The Dioscuri (and the Asvins in
their lesser degree) had survived into an age
when it became psychologically necessary to
give all one's love and trust to a single deity;
when their competitors were gods on a new
scale,Visnu and Siva, Mithrasand the Christ.In
the West they were to be submergedwith the
rest of pagan traditionby the triumphof Christianity. If anything of their legend persisted
there, it was at the secondarylevel of the saints;
their prowess as healers,for example,may have
contributedto the successes of the East Christian doctor-brothersCosmasand Damian. I believe that their attributes persisted with much
more vigor in the Buddhistworld. The concept
of the celestialpair continued, as we have seen,
within the cult of Amitdyus,and there added a
speciallustre to the promise of a death-bedwelcome to Paradise.I shall arguein the next chapter that anotheraspect of the ancientIndianand
Greek beliefs, the function of the DioscuriAsvins as divine physicians, was carried on in
the Mahdydnasystem by the brother-Bodhisattvas of healing, Bhaisajyar-ja and Bhaisajyasamudgata.49There, at the same time, we
shallsee as clearlyas in the caseof Avalokitesvara
and Mahdsthdmaprdpta
the struggle between
duality and unity, and the final spectaculartriumph of the latter.In the one sitra that dwells at
length on the healer-Bodhisattvas,the two are
given a virtual parity, though Bhaisajyaraja,
"the king," is called the elder brother and is
always namedfirst (as is true also of Avalokitesvara). In a "Lotus" chapter,on the other hand,
48

Kern's translation, p. 4I7.
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"the king" is given the same sort of uniqueprominence as the companion chapter accords to
Avalokitesvara; while the other goes unmentioned, like Mahasthamaprdpta.
The final act in
the healing cult is the emergenceof a Buddhaof
healing, Bhaisajyaguru,who absorbs both His
Bodhisattva predecessors and attains a vastly
greaterrenown than They.
Though the attributes of two of the most
popular deities of MahayanaBuddhismmay be
traced back to the Dioscuri-Asvins in part, I
believethattheirfinal,spectacularsuccessesmust
be explainedby other and more powerful formative elements.I shallproposein the next chapter
that the healing functions of Bhaisajyaguruand
the twelve demigods who assist Him were
drawndirectlyfrom a knowledge of the miracles
of Jesus and the healingmission of the Apostles.
The genealogy of the savior Avalokitesvara
which was presumablycreatedduring the third
centuryA. D. out of the heterogenousreligions
of the Kushan and East Persianrealms- must
have been more complex. The coins of the
Kushan dynastygive more prominenceto Siva
thanto any other deity; and thus stressthe likelihood that the personality of Avalokitesvarawhich in its later phases was so strangelyinterwoven with that of the Hindu god - absorbed
from the startsomething of His power and protean activity. As an epitome of divine compassion, on theotherhand,theBodhisattvacanhardly
have escapedthe influenceof Christianbelief. It
may be significantthat the same third century
Chinesetranslationthat ascribesthe role of rescuers to Avalokitesvaraand Mahdsthdmaprdpta
speaks of the former as Amitdbha'sheir, and
thus in a sense as His son. A Buddha cannot
beget, to be sure;but the relationshipwas important enough to the cult so that in laterversionsit
was more heavily underscored.In the KarmpapundarikaSitra, which was renderedinto Chinese
at the Northern Liang court around 420, the
compromisewas followed of makingAvalokites49
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vara the first of Amitdbha'ssons in an earlier,
lay incarnations5In the Sanskritversion of the
SukhdvatJ-vyuha,
finally, He is specificallycalled
"the glorious Buddha son."s' At the same time
even the earliestdescriptionsof His relationship
with the Buddhainsist on His being throned at
the left side; i. e. the Indian (and Chinese) side
of honor, equivalent to the right side in Mediterraneanusage. He sits at the place of honor
beside His divine father, or with His colleague
Mahdsthdmaprdpta
goes forth on His father's
business,as in the speculationof EarlyChristian
apologists the Logos and the Holy Spirit acted
as agents of the transcendentGod. "For us men
and for our salvation He [comes] down from
Heaven,"both saving from immediateperilsand
preachingthe Law. He is both a god with His
seat in Heaven, and (in a sense) incarnate on
Earth. Very wide differencesseparateMahayana
Buddhismand Christianity,and Buddhistbelief
lacksalmostall of the salientaspectsof the Christian dramain which Christplays a centralrole,
from the Creationto the Last Judgment; but I
believe that this divided activity of Avalokitesvara'sbears a more than accidentalresemblance
to the dual natureand mission of Christ.
In this regardthe problemof the Bodhisattva's
names and their meanings is of considerable
interest.52 I have used so far the familiar "Ava-

lokitesvara,"which is the standardin Sanskrit
manuscripts; and which, if the verb form is
followed strictly, should mean something like
"the seen Lord". Scholarsof earliergenerations
were apt to assume that this was the original
form as well as the best known one. All the
Sanskritexamples are relatively late, however,
and their direct equivalent in Chinese, "Kuan50

Nanjio's no.
I 5 7, ch. ii, p.

I42,

I 74b

tzu-tsai",appearedonly in the seventh century,
when it was devised to modernize and correct
the earlierstandardtranslation,"Kuan-shih-yin".
The name has in addition a derivative sound.
"Tzu-tsai"or "Isvara"is the habitualBuddhist
way of referringto the "self-existent"god Siva.
Most of the latericonographichistory of Avalokitesvarais a processof gradualmergerwith His
Hinduist rival. Like Siva He acquiresa female
consort, sproutsmultiplearmsor heads, widens
His personalityto include terribleforms as well
as benign ones. By the testimony of the great
seventh-centuryChinese pilgrim HsUan-tsang,
indeed, we learn that at His very residence on
Earth,the fabulous island Potalaka,the Bodhisattva showed Himself most often to adorers
either in the guise of Siva or of a Siva-devotee.
The change of name looks like a stage in this
gradualloss of individuality;"Avalokitesvara"
or "Kuan-tzu-tsai"is half SiVa.53
The earlier Chinese "Kuan-shih-yin" (for
which, it must be emphasized, we know no
correspondinglyorthodox Sanskritequivalent)
was probablyacceptedsowidely in Chinabecause
it was used by Kumarajivafor his classic translation of the "Lotus Sfitra,"around 400. The
literalmeaninghere is somethingon the orderof
"see world sound". The proper reading of the
three characters,as Kumarajivaunderstoodit, is
explainedat the outset of the chapter.One of the
other Bodhisattvas in Sdkyamuni'saudience,
Aksayamati,asks the Buddhawhy His colleague
"Kuan-shih-yin"is so named. The general accepted sense of the Buddha's reply is that the
name has been given becauseany suffererin the
universehas only to hearit and invoke it wholeheartedly, and "Kuan-shin-yin will instantly

the Pei Hua Ching: Dai.ZfkyY,III, no.
if. See also Mochizuki, Bukky5Daijiten,

N. D. Mironov, "Avalokitesvara-Kuan-yin"inJournalof
the Royal Asiatic Society,I927, pp. 24I f.; and E. J. Thomas, History of BuddhistThought,New York, I933, note

P. 4295a.
5I

Kern's translation, p. 48.

52

See de Mallmann, Op.cit., pp. 59ff.; also studies by Sakaino
and Motoda G. in Nara, XIII, I940, pp. IIif., I5ff. (in

p. i89.
53

Japanese); A. von Stael-Holstein, "Avalokita and Apalokita" in HarvardJour.of As. Stud., I, I, I936, pp. 35iff.;

De Mallmann, op. cit., pp. III-I I5, argues instead that
the tendency to borrow from Sivaism was inconsiderable
until the ioth century. For Mount Potalaka, see my p.
i63 ff. below.
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heed [kuan]the sound of his voice [yin]andgrant
him deliverance."SFor Kumnrajiva,therefore,
it is likely that the proper meaning of the name
was a title like "the Bodhisattvawho Heeds the
Criesof the World" (or of humanity,or of mankind).
Though "Kuan-shih-yin"became the orthodox Six Dynasties version (andhas remainedthe
best-known ever since in its abbreviatedform
Kuan-yin), its primacy was challenged in the
earlycenturiesof translationby at least three or
four others. Two of these, a late second century
"Kuan-yin"and an early third century "K'ueiyin", aremanifesttwins, sincekuanandk'ueihave
the samemeaning,"to observe".s They look like
mere simplificationsof Kumdrajiva'sstandard,
to be rendered"He Who Heeds Cries".On the
other hand, Chinese grammaris so vague that
the structurecould as well be reversed, giving
something like "the Heeded Voice". What may
be another variant of the name, a "Hsien-yin-

sheng"of A. D. 29i, certainlymeanssomething
like "He Who Makes Manifest His Voice";56
and so stresses the possibility that the sound
referredto should be understood as the deity's
own. (A Japanese scholar, indeed, has argued
that this is the true meaning of Kumdrajiva's
explanation; it is the sufferer who hears of
Kuan-shih-yin, who calls on the name of
Kuan-shih-yin,and "who thenceforthheeds the
sound of His voice, who will be granted deliverance.")57It is this sense, incidentally, that
IX, p. 56c.
DaikZykyJ,
Ss Kuan-yin in Nanjio's no. 38I, the Cheng-chfi
Kuang-ming
Ting-i Ching, translated in A. D. i85 by the missionary
"Chih-yao": DaikZky&,XV, no. 630, p. 45 ib. K'uei-yin
in Nanjio's no. I47, the first translation of the sitra on
Vimalakirti'sdiscourse, done in the 223-25 3 period by the
missionary "Chih-ch'ien": DaikJkyd, XIV, no. 474, p.
5i9b.

Nanjio's no. 2, the Fang-kuangPo-jo Ching,translated by
the Khotanese missionary Moksala: Daikkyj, VII, no.
23I,

p. I.

Motoda, op. cit., pp. 23 ff., proposes to invert the grammatical construction of the key clause.
s8 Mironov, op. Cit.,p. 58.
so Advice from Professor J. Rahder of Yale University, who
traces a plausible chain of phonetic resemblancesbetween
S7
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correspondsmost directlyto the one fairlyearly
Sanskritreading so far discovered: an "Avalokita-svara"found in a CentralAsian manuscript
ascribedto the end of the fifth century ("look"
in the past passive participle,plus "sound").S8
(The phonetic rendering found in the first
two Chinese translationsof the Paradisesaitra,
pronounced in modern Mandarin "K'o-louhsuan",seemsto have been an attemptto render
an original "Avalokana",an early synonym for
"Avalokita".)59
All these earliest Chinese members of what
might be called theyin group (from their common character)are works that mention Avalokitesvaraonly in passing, as one of the divine
beings in Sdkyamuni'saudience who are just
prominent enough to be named individually.A
fourth variantwas adoptedfor a much more importantpurpose;in his "Lotus"chapterof A. D.
286, Dharmaraksarendered the great savior
Bodhisattva's name by "Kuang-shih-yin",literally"light world sound".60
This was of course no haphazard choice;
Dharmaraksamust have been a highly experienced translator.As his biographytells, he had
followed his teacher from Tun-huang to the
West, had travelledover many realms,and had
learned thirty-six tongues while collecting the
scripturesthathe was to bring backto Chinaand
translate.61In addition, a colophon to the sEitra
informs us that his "Lotus" was checked by an
Indian monk and a scholar from the Central
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the modern pronunciation (corrupted or semi-barbarized
by the frontier environment of Peking), that of the Han
or Six Dynasties (so far as it can be reconstructed),and the
Prakrit dialect of North India. For "Avalokana" see F.
Edgerton, A BuddhistHybrid Sanskrit Dictionary,New
Haven, I953, p. 74. Sakaino's suggestion in Nara, p. i2,
that the characters stand for the noun loka ("looking,
sight, light, shining") seems a little fartherfrom the mark.
The "Ma-ho Na-po" assigned to the other Bodhisattva
is more easily recognizable as an attempt to reproduce an
early variant of his name, Mahdsthdnaprdpta,as we have
seen: "He who has gained great power."
DaiZ&ky6,IX, p. i28c. This version is also found in his
translation of Nanjio's no. 23, the Ta Pao-chi Ching:in
ibid., XI, no. 3I0, e. g. p. 42c.
Ibid.,L, p. 326c, from Kao SC, i.
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Asia city-stateof Kucha,beforethe finalwording
was flxed.62We may conclude that his choice of
kuanginstead of khanwas a deliberateand carefully-studied one, reflecting the authority of
some Westernschool in which he had an especial
confidence.Somewhereduring his travelsin the
late third centuryhe must have met votaries of
Avalokiteivara who argued that the Bodhisattva'smainfunction had to do with light rather
than with sight or sound.63(For them, presumably, the meaning of the divine name was fixed
by the secondarysense of the root ok, "light">.)
Dharmaraksa'sname has been turned into
English equivalentslike "illuminatingthesounds
of the world", which makeno particularsense.64
If we follow the other non-standard Chinese
readings,and make the finalyina subjectinstead
of an object (as the grammarstill permits), we
shall reach a much more suggestive meaning.
Kuang-shih-yinbecomes a being whose "voice
illuminesthe world".6S
We are faced, then, with a number of early
Chinese names for the compassionateBodhisattva, which vary sufficientlyamong themselves
so that they cannot have had any single Sanskrit
original, but which agree in one all-important
respect. His first attribute is a voice. To this
Dharmaraksa'stranslationadds an activity: it is
a voice that brings light to the world. If these
62

63

Quoted in the bibliography Ch'u San TsangChi Chi, viii
(ibid., LV, p. 56c).
It is unfortunately impossible to be sure just what sort of
original text Dharmarak~aused. The same colophon refers
to it as a hu scripture, using an adjective that traditionally
could have meant nothing more than "Western." In this
period of closer contact with the West, when it became
useful.to be able to stipulate various kinds of foreignness,
the term eventually ceased to apply to India, and was limited in the main to the people - predominantly Iranian in
race or culture - who lived along the CentralAsian trade
routes. One further item of information is furnished by a
prefaceto the Sui translationof the "Lotus", whose editor
tells that he had personally examined what were thought
to be the manuscript sources for both Dharmaraka's and
Kumdrajiva'seditions. The first he had found written on
tala leaves (i. e. in the traditional Indian way), while the
second was in the language of Kucha. (See Daizjkycy,IX,
no. 264, p. I34c.) Taken together, the two accounts per-

were the only general statementsthat could be
madeabout the earlybeliefsin Avalokite~varain
the West, such emphasesmight seem merelyreflections of the traditionalpreachingactivity of
the Buddha, and of the widespread Middle
Eastern insistence on light as the symbol of
goodness. Since there are other signs, however,
that the cult may have been formulatedunder
Christianinfluence, the early names may have
had a more specificsignificance.Dharmaraksa's,
in particular,has a remarkablyfamiliarring. The
Fourth Gospel must have been the most widely
used of the Christianbooks on the frontiers of
the Buddhistworld, since its point of view was
the most congenial to Middle Eastern beliefs.
In it, we should remember,the mission of Christ
is summedup in sentencesthat echo the emphases of the Mahdyinacult. He was "the truelight,
which lighteth every man that cometh into the
world" (i. 9). He Himselfis quoted as saying: "I
am come a light into the world" (xii, 46); and
again: "To this end was I born andfor this cause
cameI into the world, that I should bearwitness
unto the truth.Everyonethatis of the truthheareth my voice" (xviii, 37).
To counterbalancethe emphasisthat I have so
far given to a possible Christianstrainin the personality of Avalokitesvara, two other likely
sourcesof a very differentsort should be consid-
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haps show that Dharmarakpa'smanuscript had the usual
Indian format and was written in Sanskrit,but came from
some Buddhist center in Afghanistan or CentralAsia.
Mironov, op. cit., p. 243, quoting Eitel.
A crucial test of Dharmarakpa'sconsistency occurs in the
opening paragraph of his chapter on "Kuang-shih-yin,"
for there we find the same question: "Why is the Bodhisattva so named?" The answer he quotes begins and ends
like Kumdrajiva's,but the all-important middle clause is
lacking: i. e. there is no mention of the Bohisattva's heeding the cries of those who pray for relief. Instead, we are
told only that any suffererhas but to call whole-heartedly
on Kuang-shih-yin's name, and he will be granted deliverance (p. i2.8c). The same lacuna,incidentally, exists in
the Sanskrit text used by Kern (p. 406). It looks, therefore, as if Kumdrajivahad interpolated his clause about
heeding the cries of the world in order to strengthen a
point of view that he himself favored, but that was still
controversial in his time.
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ered. In his general role as a Bodhisattva, to
begin with, Avalokitesvarainheritedmuch that
had become important to the later phases of
Hinayina in India. An important part of the
Bodhisattvacareer,for example,had been clearly
foreshadowedin the theme of the Jdtakastories
that tell of Sdkyamuni'suntiringaltruism.More
specificallywe may note that the most plausible
origin for the doctrineof the deity's readinessto
assumeany kind of incarnationwas a presumably
prior teaching within Hinayana.In several accounts of Slkyamuni'slast sermonsprior to the
Paranirv5a - closely similarin both the Sanskrit-Chineseand the Pili texts, and so relatively
early- the Buddhais quoted as saying that He
has visited and preachedto innumerableassemblies, made up of nobles or of Brahmans,or of
wealthy householders, or of monks, or of the
variousranksof the gods. In eachHe hasadapted
Himself to His hearers,giving Himself a form, a
voice, and mannerslike theirs,with such success
that He has never been recognized.66To become
a series of metamorphoseslike those of Avalokite'vara,the idea requiresonly filling-outinto
a greatervarietyof forms,anda Mahdyinainsistence that the process is continuous throughout
all time (insteadof being alreadycompleted).
The encyclopedic study of Avalokitesvara
undertakenby Marie-Theresede Mallmannhas
convinced her that the Buddhistsavior'searliest
affinitieswere chiefly Iranian,both as anindividual and as a member of a triad. Her preferred
interpretationof his name, based on the is'vara
reading and on the sitra's descriptions of his
luminosity, is something like "the brilliant
Lord".67She comparesHis status in general to
that of Mithrain Iran; and with referenceto His
66
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more personal traits, underlinesthe similarities
between His promisesof rescueand those found
in the Mazdean litanies addressed to the god
Sraosha,an alteregoof Mithra's.68 (The resemblances,in fact, cover more thanhalf of the clauses. Both the Mazdeanand the Buddhistfaithful
are to be guardedagainst the peril of flood waters, and the violence resulting from conflicts
with the law, or with brigands,or with demons.
The Iranianversion is more interested in the
perils that beset the wayfarerby land, and has
nothing to say about the sea- in contrastto the
cult of the Dioscuri. Unfortunatelythe force of
de Mallmann'scomparisonis somewhat weakened by an uncertaintyas to the dateof composidon of the Sraoshahymn.If aslateasthe Sasanian
period, it may representthe borrowing side instead of the lending.)
I have observed in an earlierparagraphthat
the surviving Buddhistart of the Kushanperiod
contains very little materialthat can be related
with any certaintyto the cult of Avalokitesvara;
the probablereason being that His prime attribute, the Buddhain the headdress,was invented
too late for generaladoptionbetweenthe second
andfourthcenturies.69
In additionto the possible
exceptionsto this rulethatI have cited- the few
Bodhisattvaswhose headgearcontains an Indianizedallusionto the Zeus andGanymedelegend
- De Mallmann'sresearcheshave disclosedtwo
pieces that satisfythe iconographicrequirement
literally. To both of these - one a Gandhdran
head in the Field Museum, Chicago,the other a
completeMathuranstatuein the LucknowMuseum - she assigns datesin the second half of the
second century,on the grounds of their stylistic
similarityto other, datedworks.7oThe head she

See Przyluski, "Le Paranirvdna et les funerailles du

SBE series, XXIII (Oxford, i883) by J. Darmesteter, The
Zend-Avesta,II, pp. I59-i67.

Buddha,"Jour.As., uth ser., XII, i9i8, pp. 4I9ff. Stri-
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king parallels in the ancient Classical world to this idea,
particularlyin the writings of Philo and Origwmn,
are discussed by H. de Lubac, Aspects of Buddhism,New York,
1954, pp. 88ff.
De Mallmann, op. cit., pp. 85ff.
Ibid., p. 93. The litanies in question are translated in the
i 60
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See above,p. 15 5.
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De Mallmann, op. cit., pp. 12I-I22,
pl. Ia, b. To the head
should be added a fragment in the Peshawar Museum,
showing only the headdressBuddhaand aureole: Foucher,
Gandhdra,II, fig. 399.
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criptive word used for the pose in the Sanskrit
original.74It seems to me also possible that the
kuansfitranever influencedthe Indian sculptors
because it was a foreign composition to begin
with, known in CentralAsia and the Far East. In
that case their authoritywould have been some
other text that never reached China, and has
failed to survive in the West.
The impressionderived from the Kushan art
of Gandharaand Mathura,that the cult of Avalokitesvaragrew at first with relative slowness,
is reinforcedfor the period aroundA. D. 400 by
Fa-hsien'straveldiary.The Chinesepilgrimmendons him only once on Indian soil: at Mathura,
he says, the Mahdydnistsmade their offeringsto
the Prajfidpdramitd,
to Mafijusri,and to "Kuanshih-yin".75(The context proves that Mathurd
was signalled out not as a special center for the
cult, but becauseit was remarkablefor the variety of types of worship that it supported,both
Hinayanaand Mahdydna.)Two and a half centuries later, in contrast, Hstian-tsangfound impressive,often colossalstatuesof the Bodhisattva
all over Buddhist India. A pair of Avalokitesvara imageshad by then even been accordedthe
privilege of flankingthe great Holy of Holies at
Bodhgaya,the "Diamond Throne"that marked
the spot where Sikyamunihad attainedEnlight-

refers to the Kaniska reliquary, because of a
supposed similarity between its small Buddha
and the one that squatson the top of the casket.
The statue she compares with the Mathuran
Bodhisattvaof FriarBala,datedin the thirdyear

of Kaniska(by her chronologyA. D.

I47;

by

the systemI prefer, I 30).71 Both of these attributions seem to me too earlyby a centuryor more.
The features of the Chicago head show a crisp
formalizationthat fits more naturallyinto the
thirdor fourthcenturythaninto the earlierphase
of classicism.(The comparisonbetween Buddha
types has been invalidatedby Mirellad'Ancona's
demonstrationthat the Kaniska reliquarywas
executedby a Mathuranmetal-worker,and so is
quite outside the stylisticconfinesof Gandharan
art.)72 The Mathuranfigure is only superficially
like the Bala statue. Its closest ties are with the
type of Maitreyawho is shown seatedalongside
the Seven Buddhas; since these last are typically renderedin an imitationof the Gandharan
Buddhaformula,suchreliefsbelong in a relatively latephase.In the most methodicalrecentstudy
of Mathuranstyle they areplacedtowardthe end
of the century following Kaniska; by my preferredchronology, in the beginning of the third
century,or later.73It seemsto me only reasonable
to look for a late date in objects whose iconographyis rareat the time, but matchesthat of the
succeedingperiod.
It should be noted that the headdressBuddhas
found in these examples resemble those of the
Guptanperiod andlater,and differfrom the type
specifiedin the "Saitraon VisualizingAmitayus",
in that they squatin meditationinsteadof standing. De Mallmannhas circumventedthis difficulty by arguing that the translatorof the sfitra
(known only in Chinese)misinterpretedthe des7'

enment.76

Fa-hsien's record, on the other hand, makes
it clearat least that by his time the "Lotus"chapter had createda lively faith in Avalokitesvara's
promisesof rescue.

On his way home by ship in 413, he himself
had the opportunity in two violent storms to
text the ur-miracleof rescue at sea; and found
that his prayers- offeredto "Kuan-shih-yinand
the monks of China"- saved him and his com-

L. Bachhofer, EarlyIndian Sculpture,New York, n. d.,

74 De Mallmann, op. cit., p.

pls. 79, I48.
72

73

I24,

n.

I2.

75 Dairzokyj,LI, p. 859b; in Beal's translation, p. xxxix. See

D'Ancona, "Is the Kaniska Reliquary a Work from
Mathurd?" Art Bulletin,XXXI, 4, I949, pp. 32I-323 .
Van Lohuizen de Leeuw, op. cit., pp. 226-227, figs. 51-52.
Since her chronology begins the Kaniska era in A. D. 78,
she dates this interval ca. I30-I8o.

also Kobayashi T., "The Idea on [sic] Avalokitesvara
from the Chin to the T'ang Dynasties," Ars Buddhica,X,
1950, pp. 8ff. (in Japanese).
76
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Daizoky5, LI, p.
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5b; in Beal's translation, II, p. ii6.
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panions.77In this very regardwe mayhave some
indicationof the more rapidgrowth of the cult in
India after the time of Fa-hsien's visit. He describes himself as the only one to pray to the
Bodhisattva; and says that during the second
storm, somewhere off the Indo-Chinese coast,
when his fellow-travellersweremostlyBrahmans
from Java, he was in some danger of being
maroonedas a bringerof bad luck. On the other
hand, when the Central Indian missionary
Gunabhadrawas en route to Cantonin 435, his
ship too raninto a tempest. The KaoSengChuan,
iii, tells that he exhortedhis fellow-travellers"to
think on the Buddhasof the Ten Quarterswith
all their heartsand their strength,and to call on
Kuan-shih-yin,who would respondwhereverHe
might be." Also he "secretlyrecited the Spells
Sitra, and with the utmost fervor worshipped
and did penitence."78
Whetheror not the rest of the ship's company
were now better Buddhists, or less fanatically
anti-Buddhist,it is clearthat Gunabhadrawas a
more sophisticated follower of the savior cult
than Fa-hsien had been. His actions already
showed the distinction between two kinds of
knowledge, public and secret, that was later to
createa fully organizedreligion of Tantricmagic
inside the Mahayana.He encouragedhis fellows
with the familiarpromises of the "Lotus"; but
being wiser than they - he was not merely a
monk, but a Brahman as well, and had been
trainedinthe secularartsof astrology,calculation,
medicine,andwizardry,as well as in all branches
of Buddhism- he took the extraprecautionof
recitingsecretlyanotherand perhapsa more potent appeal.
(His "Spells Sietra"must have been similarto
- if it was not identicalwith - the one that had
been renderedinto Chineseby the Indianscholar
77
78

DaiZokyj, p. 866a; Beal, pp. lxxx-lxxxi.
DaiZdkyj,L, p. 344a. It should be noted that the account
given of the voyage in the slightly earlier biography preserved in Meisdden-sho,
pp. 5-6, says nothing about the
tempest. Perhapsthe story was invented by Gunabhadra's
admirers in China, to match the familiar one told about

Nandi in 420, the "DharauiSpell Sfitrathat Implores the BodhisattvaAvalokitesvarato Counteract Evil Influences."I have cited above the
anecdote at the outset of this work, that tells of
the descentto a plague-strickencity of Amitayus
with His two rescuerBodhisattvas.It may be of
interesthere to note that one of the prayersthat
follow addresses Avalokitesvara as: "Thou
great compassionateone, who takest all under
Thy shelter, who bestowest everywhere the
light of Thy puritythatbringsan end to the darkness of folly... I now give myself wholly to
Thee, who art in this world as a kind and compassionatefather.")79
It may be legitimate to trace fifth century
Indianbeliefs in the powers of Avalokitesvaraa
step fartherby examiningtwo other miraclesof
which Gunabhadrawas the beneficiaryafterhis
arrivalin China.He despairedat firstbecausehis
activitiesas a missionarywere so handicappedby
his ignorance of Chinese. Then after penitence
and "prayerto Kuan-shih-yinfor His intercession, he dreamedthata being cameto him, robed
in white and armedwith a sword and bearinga
humanhead,who said,'Why doest thou grieve?'
Gunabhadratold the figure everything. It said,
'Thereis no reasonto be so sorrowful':andwith
the sword exchangedhis head painlesslyfor the
new one... which gave him a full understanding
of Sung speech."80
On a later occasion he benefited by a more
conventional intercession.In 454, finding himself involved againsthis will in an abortivecivil
war, he was forced to escapefrom a blazingwarjunk by flinging himself into the river in midstream. The water turned out to be only kneedeep, however; and he was guided to the shore
by a mysterious boy, who disappearedas soon
as the task of rescuewas over.81
79
80

Fa-hsien.
See above, pp. I5off. and note z8.
Daizokyj, L, p. 344b. Again the Meisdden-sho
version differs, this time in failing to identify the vision as Avalokitesvara.
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In the same regard we may note finally that
the Chinesemonk T'an-wu-chieh(or Fa-yung),
who was encouragedto go as a pilgrim to India
by hearingof Fa-hsien'sexample,claimedon his
returnthree rescues by land in "MiddleIndia":
once from deathby hunger,once from the assault
of a herd of wild elephants,and once from a herd
of wild oxen.82This same man securedin Kashmir and latertranslateda minor tractthat I have
mentioned earlier, the "Sitra on what the
BodhisattvasAvalokitesvaraand Mahasthdmapraptawere Told."83
One more importantitem of infomationabout
the early Avalokitesvaralegend is given in the
huge AvatathsakaSzitra,one of the most ambitious of the Mahdydnaattempts to present a
systematicphilosophy. The work ends in an odd
allegoricalnarrative,half fantasyand half metaphysics, telling of a pilgrimagein searchof the
truth undertakenby a small boy, Sudhana.He
visits on his quest a great number of places,
always moving farther and farther south; and
interviews an extraordinaryassortmentof wise
men and women, or deities, or Bodhisattvas,
often to the accompanimentof earth-shaking
or eye-dazzlingmiracles.Just half way through
the journey, in his twenty-eight meeting, he
comes rather briefly into contact with Avalokite~vara(with a good deal less fanfarethan in
most other cases). The Six Dynasties translation
of the sintra,done by Buddhabhadrabetween
408 and 420 or 42I, introducesthe two thus:84

"Going continually on and on, he made his
way to Mount Radiant,which he ascended.On
it he looked everywhere for the Bodhisattva
Avalokitesvara,whom he [finally]found on the
western slope. Everywherethere were running
springs and bathing pools; the woods grew
dense, and the ground was softly mantled with
vegetation. [The deity] sat cross-legged on a
82 Ibid., p. 338c, from Kao SC, iii.
83 See above, p. I5o and note 26.
84

diamond treasure-throne,surroundedby innumerable adoring Bodhisattvas, preaching for
them a sitra of greatcompassionand pity..
HeretheBodhisattvais called"Kuan-shih-yin"
and the mountainis "Kuang-mingShan".In the
T'ang translationof the same work, done between 695 and 699, both names are modernized,
the first to "Kuan-tzu-tsai"and the second to
"Pu-ta-lo-chia" (i. e. Potalaka).8sBoth these
changesagree with HsUan-tsang'smore detailed
descriptionof the Bodhisattva'sislandhome, off
the southern coasts of India.86 It should be

noticed, however, thatneitherof the Avatatksaka
versionssaysanythingaboutan island,or locates
the mountainin any realisticway; the ascription
of the pilgrimagesites to "the south" probably
had for the writer only the loosest connection
with everyday geography. What does emerge
from the allegory is the picture of an earthly
Paradise,somewhereon a verdantmountain-top,
where the Bodhisattvawas said to have His terrestrialhome. If Avalokitesvarawas first conceived and worshippedin the northernfrontier
regions, at the meeting point of Indian,Iranian,
and Greco-Romancultures,His firstearthlyseat
should have been in that arearatherthan in the
South. HsUan-tsang describes a number of
mirade-working statues of Him that attracted
votaries, in the mountains along the northern
border of India.87Perhapsone of these was the
original "Mount Radiant." After the cult had
been more widely disseminatedthrough India,
and particularlyafter the Bodhisattva'sreputation as a savior from shipwreckhad won Him a
new popularityon the high seas,it mayhave been
found expedient to transferthe mythical headquarterssouthward,to the seashore.
The laterdevelopmentof the cultofAvalokitesvarain Indiais almost entirelyirrelevantto this
study. The proliferationof special forms of the
85 Nanjio's no. 88, in
Daitjkyj, X, no. 279, lxviii, p. 366c.
See also Kobayashi, op. Cit., p. I2.
86
Daiztky6, LI, p. 932a; Beal's translation, II, p. 233.

Nanjio's no. 87, the Ta Fang-kuangFo Hua-.yenCbing:
DaitZoky,IX, no. 278, li, p. 7i8a.
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been a secondaryfigureat best, even among His
deity- in so manyof which He took on the monfellow Vidydrdjas.
strousattributesof Siva- seemsto have occurred
Japanese Buddhist scholars have tentatively
too late to be transmittedto the Far East prior
linked the strangeform with a traditionalBudto the T'ang dynasty.88Only one of these manidhist pantomimicdance,in which the performer,
festations need be mentioned, for the reason
that it may just possibly throw additionallight
simulatinga white horse, trampleson and symon the origins of the Bodhisattva'spersonality.
bolically kills a wooden serpent.They incline to
a belief that the dancehad its origin in the Vedic
The curious sub-cult of an Avalokitesvarawith
a horse's head, called in Sanskrit Hayagriva,
myth of a King Pedu, to whom the Asvins, as
emerged into documented history for the first
lords of the horse world, presenteda wonderful
time in the seventh century,when it was cited in
steed called Paidava, that could kill malignant
a number of Tantric texts translatedinto Chisnake-deities, guarantee victory in battle, and
nese.89In these the deity may be classedeitheras
mount into the Heavens. The Japanesecite two
a Vidydrdja,a demon-like guardian holding
or three detailsin the iconographyof Hdyagriva
specialmagicalpowers, who should be grouped
to suggest that the deity may representa Tantric
close to Avalokitesvarain the mandala;or as a
version of the old myth.9oIn one iconographic
terrifying aspect of Avalokitesvara Himself.
cartoon preservedin Japan He wears a serpent
Hayagrivaholds a minorplacein the Tantricpanhanging from His head, presumablyto testify
theons of Nepal, Tibet, China,and Japan,being
to a mastery over the snake kingdom; His, exshown usuallywith a miniaturehorse'shead surpression is usually a threateningone, as if He
mounting His own, like a crown. A rarevariant,
were constantlyin the presence of danger. His
which the Japanese have rememberedas "the
body, finally,has the color of the glow of dawnT'ang type," gives Him an actualhorse's head.
that magicalperiod in which the Asvins, as the
The originsof this being cannot,I think, be fully
morningstar,yield theirguardianshipto the sun.
traced,in spiteof the exhaustivestudygiven Him
My own very tentative proposal- to which
by R. H. van Gulik. The latterproposesa source
the Japanesetheorymayaddneeded substancein the Hindu myths quoted in the Mahdbhdrata, is that Hayagrivarepresentsa survivalfrom the
where the name and the attribute are attached
cult of the Dioscuri-Asvins, whom I have for
both to a fearsomedemon, Visnu's specialadverother reasons called the immediateancestorsof
sary,andto Visnu himselfin his specialcharacter
Avalokite'vara (and Mahasthdmaprapta).It
as reciterand protectorof the Vedas. Van Gulik
shouldbe rememberedthatthey were thought of
has suggested that the transferof the idea took
not only as heroic horse-tamers,but also as diplace largely because the Vidydrdjatype was
vine horses; the Paidavaof the myth, who could
designed as a Tantric continuation of Visnu's
bring victory over the perils of this Earth and
role; the custodianof the Vedas gave way to the
rise from it to the Heavens, was no more than a
custodianof the magicaldhdrayi.The explanation
manifestationof their own powers. It seems to
would be more completely satisfying if Hayame likely, therefore, that somewhere in the
griva had ever been known to hold a role in BudWestern Buddhist world a realizationof their
dhismcomparableto Visnu's; but He has always
share in creating Avalokitesvara'spersonality
88

89

The first vanguard of this new invasion was probably
Nanjio's no. 327, "the Sitra of the Eleven-headed Avalokitesvara," Shih-i Mien Kuan-shih-yinShen-chouChing,
translatedin the 570's: DaiZjkyj, XX, no. I070.
R. H. van Gulik, The MantraydnicAspect of Horse-cultin
ChinaandJapan, Leyden, I935. Mochizuki, BukkyJDafji-

ten, pp. 4240-4242

under "Bat6 Kannon": also the same

entry in the Japanese-French Buddhist encyclopedia,
Hobo Girin, Tokyo, I929-37, pp. 58-6i; and B. Bhattacharyya, TheIndian BuddhistIcono~graphy,
Oxford, I924,
P. 53.
90 Mochizuki, op. cit., p. 4242.
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was powerful enough to endow the new
Bodhisattva with horse attributes.If such was
the case, the sub-cult so formed must have remained inconspicuous for centuries, while the
deity was imagined as a being of perfect royal
beautylike the other Bodhisattvas;and emerged
into notice only when the primacyof the anthropomorphic ideal had been weakened by the
creationof other monstrousforms.
The link between Avalokite'vara and the
horse theme (and so, by extension, Hayagriva)
is strengthenedby a famous story. One of the
most elaborateof the Jdtakashad told of a party
of merchantsshipwrecked on a distant island,
where they were welcomed with apparentlove
by the beautiful native women.9' In actuality,
however, the latter were ogresses, and were
merely waiting for a favorable opportunity to
devour the men. From this terriblepredicament
the merchantswere offered a means of rescue
when the divine horse Baldha appeared, and
offeredto carrythem all home on his back over
the sea. In properearlyversions of the story, the
horseis of courseidentifiedas a previousincarnation of Sakyamuni.At some relativelylate date,
however, the votaries of Avalokitesvaratransferredthe feat to their own deity, with the same
pious unscrupulousnessthat, as we have seen,
led them to try to makeHim both the secondand
the third persons in the Amitdyus trinity. The
most unrestrainedof all the works in praise of
Avalokitesvara, the Karanda-vyfiba,known
through a Tibetan translationof the mediaeval
period, identifiesthe white horse of the tale with
Avalokitesvara,and demotes Sdkyamunito the
secondaryrole of leaderof the merchants.9z
Perhaps this representsno more than a reaching-out
9'
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Van Gulik, op. cit., pp. 23-24. The story appears many
times in Buddhist literature: see, e. g., H. T. Francis and
E. J. Thomas,Jdtaka Tales, Cambridge (England), i9i6,
pp. i64ff., "The Goblin City": and in the Chinese translation of the Ekottardgama,Tsengl A-han Ching,Nanjio's
no. 543: Dai.ofkyd, II, no. I25, xli, pp. 769C-770C.
Sir C. Eliot, HinduismandBuddhism,London, I954 (2nd.
ed.), II, p. 57; E. Burnouf, Introduction
d l'histoireduBoud-

in every direction for new jewels to add to the
Bodhisattva'scrown; just possibly the idea came
naturallybecausetherewas alreadyin existencea
disposition to think of the horse as one of Avalokite'vara'sattributes.
in China:
andAvalokiteivara
Amitayus-Amitdbba
Numerous referencesin the Kao SengChan
and elsewheretestify to the exceptionalpopularity of the Western Buddha and the savior
Bodhisattva. The themes found are relatively
few, as one would expect.Mentionsof Amitiyus
or Amitdbha are connected with death-bed
visions andthe hope of a divinewelcome to Paradise. Avalokitesvarais cited in connectionwith a
varietyof rescues,particularlyfrom prison,from
drowning, and from the attacks of brigands or
enemy soldiers. I shall summarize first four
death-bedaccounts,chosen for varietyas well as
individualinterest.
The Northernpriest Seng-hsienled an austere
andsolitarylife in the wilderness,farfromhuman
habitations,spendinghis time in chantingslitras
and in meditations Sometimeshe would remain
in a trancefor severaldayswithout showing any
signs of hunger. After the collapse of the Western Chinhe migratedsouthwardaround 320, to
continue the same sort of roaming hermit'slife
among the celebratedmountains south of the
Yangtse. "Finallyhe fell ill, and lay for a long
time in a criticalstate,with his thoughts fixed on
the West. When his heartwas most full of pain,
he saw the BuddhaAmitayusdescendin His true
guise, with a radiancelighting up His body. All
his sufferingcame to an end; so that night he
rose, washed himself, and told his cell-mateand
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dhismeindien,Paris, 1876, pp. i96-200; A. Getty, TheGods
of NorthernBuddhism,Oxford, I9I4, p. 55 (where the story
is confusingly derived from "the MahayanaSftra"). Miss
Getty quotes from S. Beal a statement that Chinese Buddhist texts contain many referencesto the Bodhisattva as a
white horse; unfortunately she cites no sources.
Daigo&kyd,
L, p. 395b, from Kao SC, xi.
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"after worshipping the Buddha in the lower
storey of a pagoda at a late hour, she fell ill and
lay for a long time in a criticalstate.It was a night
of no-moon and she was dozing in the darkness
when the Tathdgatacame down riding the air
with His two great Lords, expoundingthe doctrine of the Two Vehicles. In an instant the air
was filledwith the beautyof a greathost following Them, descendingto heal Sheng's sickness.
The radiancelit up the whole temple, so that
everyone saw it, and camerunningto ask Sheng
what it meant. She told them all, and when she
had finished,expired,being then in her seventysecond year."
The next tale illustrateswhat might be called
the eclipse of Amitdyus by Avalokitesvara.98
Another Northerner, Hui-ch'ien, whose first
move southwardled him to a ten years' stay on
Mount Lu with the greatabbot Hui-yiian,in 405
went on to a temple on the easterncoast. After
anotherfive yearshe fell ill there, and knowing
himself to be near death, turnedhis thoughts to
"An-yang",and prayedferventlyto Avalokitegvara. A nun in a nearby convent "dreamedshe
saw Avalokite~varaentering the gate to the
western suburbs,His pure and luminously-perfect form outshining the sun and moon in its
radiance,with pennantsand streamersand ornamental canopies,all of the Seven Precious Substances,to do Him honor . . ." When questioned,
He said He was going to the templeto welcome
MasterCh'ien.
The most important individual contribution
to the growth of the Amitayuscult was madeby
Hui-yiian during his long stay on Mount Lu in
Kiangsu.99Most of the monk-sectariansof the
early fifth century had been his disciples there.
He was probably also the first to encourage a
wide-spreadparticipationof laymenin the rite of
calling on Amitdyus'name and praying for re-

those who were tending him all that he had witnessed. He discoursed and admonished on the
theme of cause and effect, in the most refined
language. Toward morning he passed away at
the first signs of dawn, while sitting quietly. A
strange perfume was left in the chamber..."
This is the earlieststory of the kind that I have
been able to trackdown, predatingthe spreadof
the cult under Hui-y"an by three-quartersof a
century. It has what might be terme4-an early
classicform, closely dependenton the scriptures,
and reproducedclosely or in partin a numberof
other biographies.94An importantfeatureis the
omission of an referenceto welcoming Bodhisattvas; as we have seen, this is true also of the
earlyliteratureon Amitdyusimages.95
The next biographicalitem, highly non-classical, is a medley of incongruities. Priest T'anhung, originally a native of Jehol, migrated
southwardand late in life reacheda monasteryin
Cochin China.96He made it his practiseto recite
the Amitdyusand Avalokitesvarasctras (the latter being the "Lotus" chapter), and prayedfor
rebirth in "An-yang," or Sukhdvati.In 455 he
gatheredfuel together to burn himself to death
on a hill-top. His disciplesrushedup and pulled
him, half-burned,out of the fire. Later, on an
occasion when all the monks of his house were
absent attending a village maigre feast, he tried
again. This time he was not discovereduntil he
was dead; so they piled on morefuel andallowed
his body burn itself out. "The villagers all said
they saw Hung with a golden body, riding very
swiftly westwardon a golden deer..."
What I should like to call the full classical
form taken by the death-bedscene, in which the
Bodhisattvas participatewith the Buddha, appears (for the first time, if my notes are correct)
in the biographyof a nun, Fa-sheng.97Constant
in her prayersfor rebirthin "An-yang,"in 493
94

Ibid., p. 937c, from the Pi-cb'iu-niChuan,ii.
Ibid., p. 357b, c, from Kao SC, v.
99 See above, pp. 33ff.

E. g. ibid., pp. 362a, 362b, 370a, from vi and vii, dealing
respectively with Hui-yung, Seng-ch'i, and T'an-chien.
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95 See above, pp. 124ff.
Ibid., p. 405c, from xii.
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miraclesconform faithfullyto the patternset in
the "Lotus" chapter;the story-teller,beginning
with a key word like "prison" or "drowning",
seems to have spent his ingenuity in providing
colorful and realistic details, rather than tampering in any way with the framework of the
narrative.The stories have as a result a certain
monotonous predictability. I intend for that
reasonto add only one new Avalokitesvaramiracle at this point, to the numberalreadyaccumulated duringthe book, choosing it becauseof its
earlydate and unusualtheme.
The KaoSengChuan,iv, gives the biographyof
a certainFa-i(307- 38o), anexpertinthe "Lotus",
who travelledsouthwardand madea careerin or
aroundthe Chincapital,winning the high esteem
of the Emperor.IozIn 372 "he suddenly felt
very ill, and so kept his thoughts constantlyon
Kuan-yin. Then he dreamedthat he saw a man
who broke open his belly and washed his intestines;whenhe awoke,he found his illnesscured."
This feat of healing recalls the miraculous replacementof Gunabhadra'sheadcarriedout by a
"white-robed figure" some fifty years later,
which as we have seen gave the missionarya full
commandof the Chineselanguage.

birth. The "WhiteLotus Society"thathe founded, to include both monks and the laity, has remained one of the most famous names in the
earlyhistory of Amidism in the Far East.xoo
Fa YfianChuLin, xv, in a section on miracles
connectedwith Amitdbha,quotesfour biographical items from the Southern Ch'i anthology of
wonders, MingHsiangChi. Three of these have
to do with layman'svisions; the first is said to
have been seen in 436 by the devoted wife of a
practising Taoist, who had previously kept her
Buddhist sentimentsa secret.io0She pointed out
where the apparition had been visible to her
husband, and he was able to make out a halflength figure with banners and canopies about
it, before everything disappeared. (The idea
that inability to see perfectlyis a sign of moral
imperfectionis a much-reiteratedone in the kuan
sftras.)
The tales told about marvellous rescues by
Avalokitesvara are both more numerous than
the accounts of visions, and more often concerned with laymen; very likely it was this side
of Buddhismthatmost deeplytinged the popular
imagination everywhere in China. Most of the
100
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Sakaino, ShinaBukky&Seishi, pp. 484ff., dates this founding in 408; the more usual interpretation of the text
naming the year places it in 3go.
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Aksobhya:
A

sponsiblefor the earliestextant Sukhavatitranslation).IHe seemsnever to have won popularity,
however. There are no signs of a cult bearing
His name or that of His Paradisein the East,
Abhirati.The one image that I have been able to

ksobhya must have been one of the first

Mahdydnadeities to arrive in China. His
basic tract, the "Saitraon Aksobhya Buddha's
Realm", was renderedinto Chinese during the
latter half of the second centuryby the Kushan
Lokaraksa (the same missionary who was re-
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trace honored Him merely as one of the Four
Buddhasof the Four Directions.z
The reasons for this failure are probably
legible in His sfitra,which almost totally lacks
the glamour and persuasivenessof its great rivals. The trouble is not so much that the basic
promises are not made as that in large part they
are made briefly, or in an off-handedway, while
the major emphasis is directed elsewhere. The
book actuallyreadsratherlike an awkwardfirst
draftof the ideas thataremuch more skilfullyset
out in the Sukhavatisitras. Its early character
includesa strong, survivinglink with Hinaydna.
The book is stillfull of monkishideasandvalues.
Though the word "Bodhisattva"is frequently
used, it indicatesnot a counter-idealto the monastic one, but merely a sort of Buddhist elect
from which the monasticorderwill be filled; the
blest in Abhiratiare not of two separateorders,
saintlymonks and Bodhisattvas,as in Sukhdvat!
but for the most partareboth at once.
Much of the bliss of the after-lifeis described
in monkish terms; in the terms, indeed, that
would have been naturalto a ratherlazy, timid,
and greedy monk, with few thoughts except for
his appetiteand his prospectsof advancementin
the Order.Aksobhya'sParadiseis in one sense a
ceaseless round of spiritualpromotions. It is of
course a realmfrom which one never lapses to a
less fortunate status; under the encouragement
of the Buddha's preaching and pushed by His
supernatural power the blessed - who are
mostlyArhatsanyway- advancesteadily,stepby
step,towardNirvdna.3In the process,theyremain
utterlysafe, and protectedagainstthe assaultsor
the wheedling of demons.4 They eat their fill
with miraculousease (the author seems to have
wanted to underline this feature, for he makes
the same promise three or four times).s One
especially eloquent passage is worth quoting:6
"In Aksobhya Buddha's land His disciples
2 See above, p. 13 1.
3
4
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never say to themselves,'Today how shallI eat?
Today who will give me food?' Nor is thereany
begging from house to house. When the time
arrives, food is provided, filling a bowl that
appearsof itself before one. One eats, and when
one has finished the bowl disappearsof itself.
Suchis the food in thatrealm.Neither do the disciples any longer have to go out begging for
robes; nor do they need to cut up robes, or mend
them, or wash them, or dye them, or fit them on,
or teachmen to do so: all is achievedby the Buddha's supernaturalpower... In that land the
hosts of disciplesareneveroverbearingandarrogant, like those on Earthwho keep the rules in
monasteries."The Buddhanever preachesabout
sin, or imposes commandments,as is necessary
on Earth,becausethereareno sinnersthere.But
"also,therearenone who carryspiritualprogress
too far; nor yet are there idlers."
Like Sukhdvatl,Abhiratiseems to have been
imaginedin the physicalsense as an amalgamof
two types: what we would call the New Jerusalem mixed with the Gardenof Eden. The theme
of the celestial city, with its jewelled buildings
and pleasure parks, is no more than lightly
sketched, however (where in the Sukhavati
sextras
it is developed and reiteratedwith a hypnotic insistence). The Eden component is described in terms that owe a great deal to the
Indian traditionof the happy continent, Uttarakuru.Likethe latterit is a placeof completecomfort, where every sense is continually soothed
and gratified.Like both Uttarakuruand Sukhlvati, it is absolutely level. One crucial detail is
changed. Uttarakuruhad been praised as a land
of complete sexual license. In Abhirati all the
elementsnecessaryfor the samejoyous amorality
are present. The inhabitants are all beautiful.
The women are sparedall the pains and the disgusting incidentalsof femalenesson Earth;they
bear children without labor. To restore the
5
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ethical balance, however, we are told that because of the Buddha'soriginal vow, the land is
lackingin sexualdesire.7
A conspicuous weakness in the seitrais its
failure to present any description of Aksobhya
that could be used as a focus for adoringmeditation. We learn only trite, incidentaldetails,like
the fact that He emits a light that dims the sun
and moon, or that whereverHe walks thousandpetalled lotuses spring up.8 He has no great
Bodhisattvasto assist Him, and bring His ineffable merciescloser to mankind.His life is to be
relatively brief, at least by the standards of
Sukhdvati;an elaboratedescriptionis given of
the portents that will one day accompany His
Nirvana,andafterthattime, though His teaching
will last for manyaeons, it will declineand eventually disappear,as surely as Sdkyamuni's.sThe
concluding paragraphs of the tract are once
again weak where the Sukhdvati texts are
strongest. We learnthere that Aksobhya knows
all and sees all that happenselsewherein the universe.'0Virtuous men and women are known to
Him by name.Anyone who receives,chants,and
holds to His sintra, and prays for rebirth in
Aksobhya's land, will be seen by Him; "and at
the time of that person's death, the Buddhawill
keep him in mind,lest he be seizedby the host of
demons and diverted from his prayer. He will
not again returnto this life, but must win what
he prayedfor, and attainthe peerless,trueWay."
This is all well enough by ordinary standards,
but lamentablyweakasa competitortoAmitdyus'
welcome.
One detailin the sfltrawhich just possiblymay
aid in localizing its origin, is its stress on the
supremevirtuewhich won the BuddhaHis name
"Aksobhya." He is so called because in the remote past as a BodhisattvaHe trainedHimselfto
be "without anger."This is a curiousassetto be

signalledout in the personalityof a Buddha,who
shouldbe passionlessas a firstdefinition.It is not
strangeagainsta backgroundof other religions,
where gods are naturally wrathful; and once
more it is tempting to think of Marcion's"good
God," who was so clearlydifferentiatedfrom the
angry Creatorof the Old Testament."
Bhaiaiajyaguru:
Almost nothing can be said with certainty
aboutthe originsandearlyhistoryof the Buddha
of Healing. In ChinaHe was the last of the great
Buddhasto win a position of majorimportance.
The first orthodox translationof His basic sfitra

was madeonly in 6I 5, at the end of the Sui. It
was not until the T'ang dynasty that His name
began to appear frequentlyand at the highest
level, along with those of Sdkyamuni,Amitdbha,
and Maitreya.At that time He was widely celebratednot only as the personificationof divine
healing, but also as the Lord of the East and the
masterof a Paradiseof His own (havingin these
last two respects taken the place of the littleloved Aksobhya).
It is certain,however, that Bhaisajyaguruwas
known and worshippedin the Six Dynasties. To
be sure,the two or three dedicationsto Him that
have survivedin the North are far from impressive. Against these may be set the fact that He is
represented in the earliest surviving Buddha
image in Japan,the Yakushi on the altarof the
Horyiiji Kond6, which was made in an attempt
to prolong the life of a sick Emperor.12The
statue'sinscriptiontells that it was completedin
607, as the result of a vow made twenty years
earlier,in the last illness of the EmperorY6mei.
At that time the Japanesewere novices in Buddhism,andthe choice of sucha remedymusthave
been suggestedto them by Koreanmissionaries,

7
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9 Ibid., pp. 760b-76ib.
10 Ibid., p.
763a.
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most likely by monks from their ally on the
southwest side of the Korean peninsula,
Pekche.
Almost no details are known about the state
of Buddhismin sixth centuryKorea, but we can
be sure that the cult of Bhaisajyaguruwas introduced therefrom China,perhapsseveraldecades
or even severalgenerationsearlier.The geographical and political situation of Pekche make
three continental sources possible, for the
Koreanssent embassiesto both the Southernand
Northern Chinese courts, and in addition were
close neighbors of the Shantung promontory.
Of these the southern route is the most likely,
since we know from another source that the
name of Bhaisajyaguruhad been introduced to
the Nanking Chineseat leastby the earlyyearsof
the Sung dynasty.The ChineseTripitaka,indeed,
contains a tract on the Healing Buddha that is
clearly derived from the same sort of source as
those used by the translatorsof Sui and TVang,
and is attributed to the Western missionary
SrImitra,who worked at Nanking from about
3IO to 340. To be sure,close scrutinymakesit
difficult to accept this work and*its alleged
translatorat face value. It is not an independent
book, to begin with, but merelythe twelfth and
last chapter of a collection that may most conveniently be referredto as the Abhiseka sietras,
KuanTingChing.'3As a whole this last is a very
curious composition. Its chief concern is with
defensivemagic. The first ten chaptersare all designed to offer the aid of enormousnumbers of
guardiandeities against the assaultsof demons,
wild beasts, venomous snakes, etc.; even the
monk troubled by mosquitoes is promised
supernaturalaid.4 Thereis a greatdeal of repetition, sincethe magicalchaptersarenot essentially
differentfrom each other; much of the text is
taken up by long lists of guardians'names, set
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out in groups governed by suchnumbersas five,
seven, nine, andtwelve. Certainrecurringdetails
or whole passages are unmistakablyof Chinese
origin. One paragraphdescribesChineseburial
practises,and another the persecutionsof Chinese Buddhism by "petty rulers".is There are
tell-tale references to the appearancesof the
phoenix and the unicorn, and to sage Kings.16
The Buddhaspeaksof having sent "threeSages"
to convert China, who must be Lao-tzu,
Confucius,and Yen-hui.'1Celestialrulersaredescribedin groups of five - for the four cardinal
points and the center - with attributesderived
from Han cosmology; the eastern deity correspondsto the GreenDragon, the southernto the
Red Bird, and so on. These signs of a corrupted
or even an entirely spurious text are reinforced
by the information furnished in the Chinese
bibliographies.It is the Sui list, in the Li-tai San
Pao Chi, vii, that first ascribes a "great" Kuan
TingChingtothe missionarySrimitra.I8
The early
sixth century Ch'uSan TsangChi Chi, ii, on the
other hand, lists no such title among Srimitra's
works. At the same time this earlier authority
names under the heading "Lost Canonical
Books" eleven sietraswhose titles are exactly
those of the first eleven chaptersof the extant
Abhiseka collection.'9It is naturalto conclude
that these latter representeither an out-and-out
Chinese forgery, or an imaginative reconstruction from the fragmentsof damagedoriginals.A
possible .terminus
post quamfor this part of the
collectionmaybe given by its referenceto "petty
realmsinside Chinawhere the truth goes unrecognized and thereareno rites of worship; where
men know only how to kill and lack merciful
hearts... where they wish to eradicatethe Three
Treasuresand halt the preachingof the Dharma,
to destroy the pagodas and to exterminatethe
clergy."o2This might well be a Southern Bud18
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dhist reaction to the great Northern Wei proscriptionof 445.
Furthermorea later section in the sameLiang
bibliography on 'spurious scriptures"includes
a so-calledKuanTingChingin one chapter,which
the editor stateswas abridgedin 457 by a certain
monk Hui-chienfrom anotherwork of the same
name.2'A note tells thatthis Chinesecomposition
was also known as the "Sitra of Bhaisajyaguru
of the Raysof LapisLazuli",or as the "Abhiseka
Sfitrathat Wipes out the Sins of the Past and
Gives Release from Reincarnation";and adds
that the work "was followed by a ceremonydesigned to lengthen life, and so enjoyed a very
wide circulation."
All this last sounds very much like a description of the Bhaisajyaguruchapterthatterminates
the present set of Abhisekasietras;and so points
to the strong likelihood that at least part of it is
also Chinese in origin. One inconvenience that
resultsfrom this is the impossibilityof explaining
with any certaintythe frequent divergencesbetween this earliestBhaisajyagurutractand those
of the Sui and T'ang periods. They may reflect
the earlier stage of a Sanskrittext common to
all the basic translations (for there are more
similaritiesthan divergences, and some sort of
common Western origin is unmistakable).On
the other hand they may, at least in some cases,
be alterationscarriedout by the monk Hui-chien.
We can be sure of just one portion of the lost
chapterthat Hui-chien abridged.Another chapter of the Liang bibliographylists excerptsfrom
sacred writings of all sorts that the editor had
found of particularvalue, and so had drawntogether into a florilegium.A section quoted from
the genuine Abhisekasatrasis includedthere, by
21
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Ibid., LV, p. 39a.
Ibid., p. 90C.
Ibid., XXI, p. 535b.
For a definition of these, see W. E. Soothill and L. Hodous, A Dictionaryof ChineseBuddhist Terms, London,
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title; and we are told that it had to do with "the
seven-tieredlamp, the five-coloredbanners,and
the releaseof living creatures".22
At this point it is possible to make a direct
comparison between all four Bhaisajyaguru
translations.To begin with, the Abhisekachapter runs:23
"The BodhisattvaSaving and Freeing said to
the Buddha: 'If there should be some man or
woman, gently born, who is desperatelyill and
lies on his bed in pain and distress, without
anyoneto aid or to defendhim; I now must urge
and beg the priesthood to fast wholeheartedly
for seven days and nights, keeping to the Eight
and carryingout ritual proCommandments,24
cessions at the six hours of the day. Let this sfitra
be read in its entirety forty-nine times. I urge
them to light a seven-tieredlamp, and to hang
up parti-colored, life-lengthening spirit-banners... These should be forty-nine feet long.
The seven-tieredlamps should have seven lights
per tier, following a form like a cart-wheel.
Again, should [sucha person]fall into dangeror
be imprisoned, with fetters loading, down his
body, he should have parti-coloredspirit-banners made and forty-nine lamps lit, and should
releasevarious kinds of living creatures,to the
numberof forty-nine. .."'
All of the three later translationsstipulatein
addition that seven images of the Buddha
Bhaisajyagurushould be made, and that seven
lamps should be placed in front of each image;
eachlamp to be the size of a cart-wheeland all to
burn uninterruptedlyfor forty-ninedays.2sThis
multiplicationof statueshas the flavorof an age
moving towardTantrism.Indeed, the latestChinese version, done by I-ching in 707, explainsin
45 I respectively: Dharmagupta's Yao-shihJu-lai Pen Yfian
KungTe Chingof 6I 5; Hsuan-tsang's Yao-shihLiu-li Kuang
Ju-lai Pen YuanKungTe Chingof 650; and I-ching's Yaoshib Li-li KuangCh'i Fo Pen YuanKung Te Chingof 707.
The second has been translated into English by W. Liebenthal, The StAraof the Lord of Healing, Peking, I936
(Buddhist Scriptures Series, no. I). The passages occur
on pp. 404a, 407c, 41 a, in Daizokyo.
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detail that Bhaisajyaguruis the leader of the
group of seven Buddhas with Paradisesin the
East, all of whom have vowed to aid weak and
sufferinghumans.26
The comparativesimplicity of the Abhiseka
chapter version seems a good guarantee of its
authenticity. Nowhere in the text is there any
mention of seven images. In one passage that
meritstranslationa single statueis recommended
(the practise, incidentally,that must have been
followed by the Japaneseat Horyfaji).27
"The Buddha said to Mafijusrl:'Any worthy
man or woman who decidesto set up an image of
Bhaisajyaguru,the Tathdgata of the Rays of
Lapis Lazuli, should adore and worship it by
hanging up parti-coloredbannersand canopies,
burningincenseand scatteringflowers,and singing hymns of praiseand joy, making a hundred
circumambulationsaroundthe throne. Then he
should sit formally and compose his mind to
think on the innumerablevirtues of Bhaisajyaguru, the Buddhaof the Rays of Lapis Lazuli.A
man or woman who for seven days and seven
nights maintainsa long fast, eating only vegetarian food, in adorationand worship of Bhaisajyaguru, the Buddha of the Rays of Lapis Lazuli,
will assuredlygain whatever he had prayed for
in his seeking heart. He who seeks for long life
will gain long life; he who seeks wealthwill gain
wealth; he who seeks peace will gain peace; he
who seeks a son or a daughterwill get a son or a
daughter; he who seeks official rank will gain
official rank.If at the end of his life he wishes to
be born in some wonderfullyhappy Heaven on
high, he must again worship Bhaisajyaguru,the
Buddhaof the Rays of LapisLazuli,in His most
perfect and universalEnlightenment.Should he
wish to be born on high among the Thirty-three
Gods, he must again worship the Buddhaof the
Rays of Lapis Lazuli, and he will assuredlywin
rebirththere. Should he wish to find himself in
26
27
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the companyof enlightenedteachersfor ages to
come, he must againworship that Buddhaof the
Rays of Lapis Lazuli ... Should he wish to be
bornin any of the wondrouslyhappylandsof the
Ten Quarters... Should he wish to be born in
the TusitaHeavenand see Maitreya.. .' (etc.)"
All four translationsassign to Bhaisajyaguru
(who so obligingly promises to dispatch the
worshipperwhereverelse he may wish to go for
rebirth) a Paradise of His own, in the East:
"equalto the Western;thereis no differencebetween the two."28 (The proponentsof the healing cult obviouslyhoped to borrowan additional
credit for their Lord from the popularityof His
rival in the West). The Sui and T'ang versions
carrythe imitationa degree fartherby affirming
that their land too holds no one born in a female
body; the Abhiseka chapter makes the more
modest claim that we have seen used for Aksobhya'sland also, that it is innocent of passion.
All the translationsagree that the Buddha's
host of countlessBodhisattvasis headedby a pair,
the obvious counterpartof Avalokitesvaraand
Mahdsthamaprdpta,who represent Him and
guardthe treasuryof His doctrine.29Thesestatements are made briefly, however, and do not
even include an attemptto copy Amitdyus'welcome. The two who standin placeof the Western
Bodhisattvashave as little individualityor claim
to devotion as Their banal names, "Sunlight"
and "Moonlight," suggest; They are in no way
featuredas independentsaviors.It is not surprising, then, that the Six Dynasty texts and inscriptions containno referenceto anyoneprayingfor
rebirthin the Paradiseof Bhaisajyaguru;where
the teaching was known, it was overshadowed
by the vastly more persuasivepromisesmade on
behalf of Amitdyusor Maitreya.(This was-true
also under the Sui and T'ang; Bhaisajyaguru's
temporarily enormous popularity must have
been due to His successesas a healer).The szitra's
28
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author, indeed, makes an extraordinarilyhumble tacit admissionof the difficultiesof meeting
the competition of the other rebirth cults. In
addition to the passage quoted above, we find
that He will even assistthose who falteron their
way to the AmitdyusParadise.Merelyat the price
of having heard His own name, He will send
them at death eight Bodhisattvas to insure a
magical rebirth, either in Sukhdvatior in some
Heaven above.30
The Bhaisajyagurusitra, and with it the personalityof the EasternBuddhaHimself, seem to
have been composed (as we would say) with
scissors and paste, by an editor who neither
caredto concealhis borrowings,nor was original
enough to make extra profit on what he had
taken. The eight death-bedguides, like the two
Bodhisattvasof Paradise,are an apt illustration.
All the saitra translations mention the eight
Bodhisattvas,but with the utmost brevityandin
this one connectionalone. Theirnamesaregiven
only in the Abhiseka chapter, perhaps because
the later translatorsfound them so obviously
purloined that they had better be omitted; or
perhapsbecause they representone of the "improvements" made by the monk Hui-chien.
They are said to be Man-jugri,Avalokitesvara,
Mahdsthdmaprapta,
Aksayamati,"Jewel-altar",
Bhaisajyaraj'a,Bhaisajyasamudgata,and Maitreya. Number one is an absurditybecause the
passageabout the eight is said to have been spoken by Sdkyamunito Mafijusrihimself, as a revelation. Numbers two and three are obvious
cases of abduction,and carrywith them number
four, who is the Bodhisattva in the "Lotus"
chapterwho asks Sdkyamuni"why the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvarais so named."Number five
I cannot find elsewhere.Numbers six and seven,
the twin Bodhisattvaswhose namesarewellnigh
identicalto the Buddha'sown (andout of whom
30
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Daitokyj, XXI, p. 533c; XIV, pp. 402C, 406b, 404b. Liebenthal, p. II.
Daiojkyj, XXI, p. 536a; XIV, pp. 404b, 408a, b, 4i6b.
Liebenthal,
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I believe He may have been fashioned) should
play some well-explained role in the sfitraas a
whole, instead of being named only once in this
mystifying way. The mention of Maitreyais a
finalpiece of impudence.
The sfltracontains one other group of associates with a somewhat better-establishedrole.
This is a set of twelve, whom the Abhisekachapter calls "demon-deities,"and the later translations identify as "greatYaksa Generals."31They
have names like "Kumbhira",all ending in ra;
eachhas a retinueof 7,000 others. Theirfunction
is to assist the Buddha by seeing that anyone
who chants and keeps the Bhaisajyagurusitra
will be protected, and grantedhis prayers.Furthermore,the Abhisekachaptersays:
"Anymanwho is suddenlyimperilledthrough
illness should on that day take a five-colored
skein of silk and knot our namesinto it. Afterhis
wishes have been fulfilled,by untying the knots
he will cause others to obtain good fortune."32
It seems to me naturalto assumethat Bhaisajyaguru rose to His eventual great popularity
firstof all by being "promoted"out of the status
of a Bodhisattva;His name can be traced back
only to the fifth century because prior to that
time He existedas the pairof lesserphysiciandeidiesBhaisajyardja
andBhaisajyasamudgata
(q. v.
in the next chapter). We have, indeed, met a
standing Bodhisattvafigure entitled Bhaisajyaguru - and paired, in most irregularfashion,
with an Avalokite'vara, as attendants on a
throned Maitreya- in a Lung-men niche of
525.33

move madeby some partof the BuddhistChurch
in orderto meet the competitionof Christianity.
The element of supernaturalhealing had been
conspicuously absent from early Buddhism.
Almost no mercy cures are recorded of Sdkyamuni in Hinayanatexts; and even as late as the
32

33

pp. 24-25.
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Dharmagupta omits this passage entirely: Hsuan-tsang
and I-ching omit the promise about untying.
See above, p. I27.
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period when the characterof the savior Avalokite'vara was being composed, the classical
summationof his rescuesin the "Lotus"chapter
makesno mention of diseases.(It is truethat one
of the verses that follow the prose summation
speaksof his rescuing mankindfrom the "innumerablepainsthat beset the body," but this pordon seems to have been added to the Sanskrit
text at a muchlaterdate.)34On the otherhandthe
highly elaboratedbiographyof Sakyamunigiven
in the La/itavistara, which seems to illustratea
post-"Lotus" phase of worship, praises the
Buddha Himself several times as the "King of
Medicines,"or the "sovereign remedy";by His
use of the laws of medicineHe sets the diseased
and sufferingones firmlywithin the blessedness
of Nirvdna.3sThis modernizationof the character
of Sdkyamuni,andthe even more emphaticact of
creatinga specialhealing Buddha,maywell have
been a Buddhist admission of the wide-spread
popular influence exerted by Jesus' healing
miraclesthroughout the Near and Middle East.
If this rivalry did in fact exist, it must have involved an imitationof at least one or two of the
details of the Christianstory. Bhaisajyaguruis
designatedby a unique title, guru,"master",or
"teacher",which belongs to no other Buddha,
and which indeed has an exceptionallyhomely
flavoramong the otherfamiliartermsof flattery;
it must be a close equivalentto the title rabbiby
which the firstChristiansknew theirMaster.The
fact, again, that a divine Buddhisthealershould
be aided in His mission by twelve great volunteers recallsimmediatelythe first gospel characterizationof the Apostles as a group; they were
the men to whom Jesus gave "power against
unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal all
manner of sickness and all manner of disease"

(Matthewx, i).
34

Daitdkyd, IX, p. 58a; translation by S. Beal, A Catenaof
BuddhistScriptures
from the Chinese,London, I87I, p. 396,
par. I 7. The Sanskrittext translatedin SBE, p. 4I5, is less
specific. The same comparison can be made between the
third century translation of the Vimalakirti sfxtraand
Kumdrajiva's: Dai.Zkyj, XIV, pp. 5i9c and 537a. The
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The fact that the prevailing tone of the
Bhaisajyagurusitra is magical is sufficient to
explain the difference between, for example,
Simon Peter and the Yaksa general Kumbhira;
the Buddhist guardians belong to an age-old
repertoryof defense, in which evil and sickness
are assailedby powers as terribleas the demons
themselves.
Because the sphere of magic is one in which
nationalboundariesare difficultto establish,the
further parallels with non-Buddhist practises
thatI shallpoint out will be madewith the utmost
diffidence. The emphasison the number seven
and its multiplesthatwe find in the rite inextremis is probablybacked up by too widespreada
preferencefor sevens throughout the Near and
Middle East in ancienttimes to permit any sort
of derivation.In view of the special power and
prestige of Semitic magic, it may be of interest
to cite the directionsfor carryingout an Assyrian
rite of exorcism.I quote the Frenchof Fossey:36
((Aumating,tu dresseras,devant Ea, Samag,et
Marduk, sept autels; tu installerassept brudeparfums, avec du cypres; tu immoleras sept
moutons; tu offrirasla chair du cote droit, les
reins, les sume;tu reprendrasdu vin de sesame.
Ces images, a sept aunesdevantle sacrificetu les
placeras... ))
(The imagesset at a distanceof seven ells in front
of the altarwere puppets, destinedto receiveby
a symbolic transfer,all of the ills sufferedby the
patient).
Here againis a culturalphasevery differentin
flavorfrom the Buddhist.Bhaisajyaguru'smagic
does away with blood-sacrificesand sorcerers'
puppets.At the sametime, sinceit is the product
of an age profoundly colored by light-worship,
it introducesthe lamp as the first instrumentof
ritual;andif we areto dealwith lampsin sevens,
latter adds a line calling Sdkyamuni"King of Physicians."
Cf. also note 84 in the chapter "Minor Deities."
3s

Translated by P. E. Foucaux in Annalesdu museeGuimet,
see pp. I2,i52 I59,
,
i64, 300, 303.

VI, i884:
36
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C. Fossey, La magieassyrienne,Paris,

I902,

pp.
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it is impossiblenot to thinkof the seven-branched
candlestickofthe Israelites(Exodus,xxv,3I- 37),
or of the "seven lamps of fire burningbefore the
throne,which are the seven Spiritsof God" (Revelations, iv, 5).
The curious injunction given by the twelve
"Generals,"to knot their namesin silk as a protection against illness, may be linked with a
roughly similaridea outlined at least twice in the
other Abhiseka chapters. In the second, for
example, which promises the protection of
twelve myriadsof "Divine Monarchs"to nuns
in distressor undertemptation,a routineregime
of worship and supplicationis outlined. Then
we aretold :37
"If among the worshippers there should be
any dull-witted nuns who are unable to read
and chant this tractbut can only write and keep
it, let [each]make a pouch of fine silk, in which
to placeit; so that when she wishes to come and
go, she may for the occasionwear [the pouch] at
the front of her robe, as a result of which every
place that she visits will be blessedby the guardianshipof goodness, and any demons there may
be will be spontaneouslydefeated... If in future
ages anyone copies out and keeps this tract,
wearing it wound about his body, he will have
nothing to fear should he travel through all the
Ten Quarters."
These two injunctions,takentogether,strongly recall the Hebrew practise of wearing the
tefillinor phylactery:a pouch worn as a talisman,
containing quotationsfrom the holy books, and
held by straps knotted so as to form two of the
37
38

39

40

Daizoky5, XXI, p. 5oib.
Jewish Encyclopedia, New York, I905, under "Phylacteries." For knots in general, see also J. Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, New York, I 9 I5, under
"Knots"; and J. G. Frazer, Taboo(The GoldenBough,III),
3rd. ed. London, I914, pp. 293ff., "Knots and rings tabooed."
So Sapor II is said to have termed himself in a letter to
Constantine; see Ammianus Marcellinus,xvii, S, 3(p. i 34
in the translation by C. D. Yonge, London, 9 i).
i
Arch. SurveyofInd., Ann. Rep., i908-i909,
"Excavations
at Shah-ji-ki-dhari,"pp. 49ff.

letters that make up the name Shaddai,
"Almighty".This practiseis attestedby Jewish
writersasfarbackas the fourthor thirdcenturies
B. C.38 Its origin lies in an order supposedly
given the Israelitesat the time of the Exodus:
"And thou shalt bind [these words - the
commandments,statutes and judgments given
thee this day] for a sign upon thine hand, and
they shall be as frontlets between thine eyes"
(Deuteronomyvi, 8; also xi, I 8)
The trite names given the two Bodhisattvas
who serve as Bhaisajyaguru'sadjutantsin Paradise, "Sunlight"and "Moonlight", raise many
memories. Perhaps the closest are two Iranian
instances: first the practiseof the Sasanianshah
of calling himself "brother to the sun and
moon" ;39 and then the similarrelationshipillustratedon the cylindricalKaniskareliquary,where
thatmonarchis shown standingwith the busts of
the sun and moon, on either side of him.40
It is at first sight surprising to find eight
Bodhisattvasnamed as guides in the Abhiseka
chapter.If the latter were not available,and we
knew the Bhaisajyagurusitra only through Sui
and T'ang translations,it would be natural to
interpretthe number as a sign of proto-Tantric
influence:eight deitiesgroupedin a circlearound
one superiorare the centraliconographicstatement of the mandala.The Abhiseka instance is
not alone among early translations, however:
an anonymousone ascribedto the EasternChin
period is the "Spell Sfitraof the Great Dhdranf
Spoken by the Seven Buddhas and the Eight
Bodhisattvas".41 At least by the period of the
4'
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The Ch'i Fo Pa P'u-sa So Shuo Ta T'o-lo-ni Shen Chou
Ching:Daizokyo, XXI, no. I332. The Buddhas named are
those of the past, culminating in 9dkyamuni. The Bodhisattvas are Mafijusri,Akasagarbha,Avalokite'vara, "Saving and Freeing" (the deity named as assistant expositor
in the Bhaipajyagurusatra), Bhadrapdla, Mahdsthdma,
Mahasthdmaprdpta(these two written Te Ta Shih-chih
and Ta Shih-chih, the variant charactermeaning "to obtain"), and "Strong and Brave." The list looks like a
catch-all, so perfunctorily assembled that the same deity
appears twice under nearly identical names.
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great Indianepics and the HinduistPurinas, the
number eight had acquireda new momentousness by the custom of counting eight cardinal
points insteadof four (the change,of course,lies
behind the Buddhist habit of counting the Ten
Quartersof Space,which includeup and down).
There are eight HinduistLokapdlas;and doubtless it was this samecosmologicalformula,which
was in time to be so intensivelycultivatedby the
TantricBuddhists,that was picked up and used
perfunctorily by the jackdaw author of the
Bhaisajyaguruszitra.
One detail found in the Abhiseka chapter
alone may divert the search for Bhaisajyaguru
origins in a differentdirection. One passagebegins 42
"King Yama keeps a registerof the names of
everyone in the world. When anyone commits
an unlawful deed for an evil purpose; or commits any of the five deadlysins43with an unfilial
or disobedientheart;or sets to naughtthe proper
relationshipof rulerand subject;or fails to hold
to the five commandments,44or to believe in
the true Law; and supposing also that his victims have sufferedgreatoutrages:thentheunderground demon deities and the Watcherssend in
reportsto the Five Officials.The latter take the
case under consideration,and select a means of
disposal by death and a type of rebirth. Sometimes they note down the fact that they have not
yet decidedthe soul's case; but if they have made
up their minds they make their reportto Yama,
who looks it over, studies the degree of gravity
of the offenses committed, and renders the
official decision."
The "Five Officials", Wu Kuan, are very
42

Dai.Zky&, XXI, p. 535c.

43

According to Hodous' and Soothill's Dictionary,p. I28
these five are: parricide,matricide, killing an Arhat, shedding the blood of a Buddha, and destroying the harmony
of the Order.

44

Ibid., p. ii8.

45

See Mochizuki, Bukky6Daiiten, pp. ii63b and 6zi. The
encyclopedia was compiled by an Imperial order received
in 5o8, through the joint editorship of a group of scholarly
monks.
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rarely mentioned in Buddhist literature. They
have no placein the standard,earlydescriptions
of the Hells. I know of only one other passage
that adds to our knowledge about them. In the
early Liang dynasty encyclopedia Ching Lx
I-hsiang,xlix, an otherwise unknown quotation
from a certainChingTu San-meiChingassignsthe
five separate judicial functions.4s Murder is
dealt with by the Hsien [Fire?]46Official; robbery by the Water Official; lust by the Iron
Official, lying by the EarthOfficial; and drunkenness by the Sky Official.
The group seems to have been little known in
China, and by late T'ang at least had been
entirelyforgottenin favor of a set of Ten Kings.47
The memory of the five was not completely
obliterated,however; oddly enough, one of the
Kings was named "Wu Kuan".
It is conceivablethatthe origin of the themeof
five infernal judges was Chinese. "Wu Kuan"
had been used in the late Chou dynastyboth in a
literalsense, to describethe five highest officials
at the royal court, and symbolicallyto standfor
the five senses; perhapsthe themeis found in the
Abhiseka chapter but not in any of the more
canonicaltranslationof the Bhaisajyagurusitra
becauseit was recognizedto be a spurious,Chinese addition to the original text. On the other
hand, the one remarkablyclose parallelto the
idea in non-Buddhist belief that I know is
Manichaean:or more accurately, Manichaean
under a Buddhist disguise. Among the texts
written in Chinese that have been recovered
from the cache at Tun-huang is a treatise in
which what is clearly Manichaeandogma is set
forth undera veneer of Buddhistterminology.48
46

The characterhsien,rendered "Fire" by A. Waley, A Catalogueof PaintingsRecovered
from Tun-huang
by Sir Aurel
Stein, London, 1931, p. xxviii, note I, was perhaps used
as a homophone for a more familiar one with the same
meaning: cf. Giles' Dictionary,nos. 4467, 4525.

47

Waley, op. cit., p. xxviii.
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P. Pelliot and E. Chavannes, "Un trait manicheen retrouve en Chine," Jour.As., ioth ser., XVIII, 191I,
pp. 522-530.
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A detailed account is given of the step-by-step
creationand elaborationof the universe.Among
the earlyacts in which the principleof light was
dominant,we findthat "thefive luminous bodies
turnedinto the likeness of a prison,in which the
five sorts of demons were shut up. The five sons
of [the light envoy] Pure-windbecameas it were
magistrates governing the prison." When in
turn this processwas imitatedby the Evil One in
constricting the body of man as a microcosm
and it too became a prison the "magistrates"
chosen were hatred, irritation, lust, anger, and
folly.
The Near Eastern flavoring of the whole
passage about the judgment of sinners in the
Abhiseka chapteris heightened by the mention
of "Watchers"- in the Chinese, Tz'u-hou.49I
have chosen to render their title by a familiar
Englishtermnot only becauseof its convenience,
but also becauseof a real similarityin characterization. A few other Buddhisttexts of the early
Mahlyina period tell a little more about these
beings, under such variantnames as Tz'u-ming
or Ssu-ming or Ssu-luso(which mean roughly
"Watchers of Destinies", "Keepers of Destinies". "Keepers of the Records"). They belonged to an apparatusof law-enforcementvery
differentfrom the traditionalimpersonalityof
Karma, and presumablywere borrowed from
some non-Buddhist source as part of a widespread move toward humanization. The new
myth, in brief, held that the function of surveillance over humanactivitiesbelonged to the four
monarchs of the cardinaldirections, the Lokapalas. Their responsibilitieswere carriedout by
means of a staff of divine inspectors of various
sorts, who visited the Earth on certainset days
eachmonth to observeandrecordhumanbehavior.51This set of beliefs, incongruous and of
little lasting importancein the whole context of
49

Buddhist teaching, sounds like an echo of the
ideas that appearin post-exilicJewish literature.
Zechariah (vi, I-7), for example, describes a
vision of four chariotslinked to the four directions, whose driverswere "the four spiritsof the
heavens, which go forth from standing before
the Lord of all the earth",and to whom He had
said: "Get you hence, walk to and fro through
the earth" (the commentators note that their
mission was to find out and report on human
activities).sz First Enoch associates the four
Archangelsand the Watchers.The latter, as we
learnfrom a varietyof references,were a partof
God's celestialhierarchy;some two hundredof
them descended to mate with the daughtersof
Earth; Enoch tells that this was reportedto the
Lordby the Archangels,andthatHe commanded
them to imprison the errantWatchersuntil the
final judgment.53The status of the Watchers,at
the same time, was equivocal; they were both
celestialandinfernal(as popularBuddhismmust
have imaginedtheir counterpartsthe Tz'u-hou,
who were associated both with the luminous,
airy Heavens of the Lokapilas and the gloomy
court of King Yama). A passagefrom the Book
of Jubilees(iv, I 5), a Midrashiccommentaryon
Genesis and part of Exodus written probably
toward the end of the second century B. C.,
drawsthe parallelclosest of all:54
"In his [i. e. Jared's]days the angels of the
Lord descended on the Earth, those who are
named the Watchers, that they should instruct
the children of men, and that they should do
judgmentand uprightnesson the Earth."
(I do not suggest that the Buddhist doctrine
of the Watchers,or the conception of the Four
Lokapglasas celestialinspectors, can have been
borrowed directly from Jewish sources. Both
the Buddhistand the Jewish beliefs were doubtless offshoots; and their common source lay in

See Quotations,Q.

50 See Quotations, R.
S'
52
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Mochizuki, Op. cit., pp. I998-1999 under "Shimyo."
Jewish Encyclopedia,p. 584 under "Angelology."
S. B. Frost, Old TestamentApocalypuic,London, I952,

S4

p.

i69 and note I4; also R. H. Charles, TheBook of Enoch,
London, I92I, p. 35 (cf. p. 59).
Encyclopedia
Biblica,New York and London, i899, under
"Watchers"; Jewish Encyl. under "Jubilees, Book of,"
p. 30I.
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the region lying between the Mediterranean
coast and Afghanistan,in the tangled proliferation of Iranianand Babylonianmyths.)
I have pointed out various ways in which the
ideas that coalesced to form the cult of Bhaisajyaguru may be traced back to their possible
origins in the West. In view of the fact that
almost none of the prototypes that I have suggested is Indian,it is appropriateto note in conclusion that:
The Healing Buddhais not mentionedby any
of the Chinesepilgrims.
His image cannot be identified among early
remains,even in Gandhdra.
He made so little impression on the Indian
imaginationat a laterperiod that His nameis not
even includedin the standardmodernmanualof
Indian Buddhisticonography.ss
Dgpa*kara:
A widely-told Jdtakatale explainsthe reasons
for Dipathkara's celebrity: He was the first
Buddhaof the Past whose careercrossed that of
the being who was one day to become Sdkyamuni. The familiarstory describesits hero this
time in the guise of a young Brahman,Sumedha
or Sumati,or Megha by name, whose overmastering desireis to meet and adorethe Buddhaof
his day. Hearingthat the Lord is to pass through
a nearby town, he goes there, buys with great
difficultya bunchof flowersto use as an offering,
and stations himself in waiting. As Dipamikara
approaches majesticallywith His retinue, the
youth throws the flowers over the Buddha's
head; and then, prostrating himself, offers his
long hair as a carpet for the Buddha's feet. In
return, Diparhkarapraises the intensity of his
faith, andprophesiesthatin the far distantfuture
he too will rise to Buddhahood.
"s
56

Bhattacharyya,IndianBuddhistIconographj.
T. W. Rhys Davids, BuddhistBirth Stories, London and
New York, n. d. (revised ed. by Mrs. Rhys Davids),
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The best-known Hinayana version of the
story appearsin the introduction to the great
Pali collection of Jdtakas,translatedand edited
eitherby the earlyfifth centuryBuddhaghosaor
by some anonymousscholar-monkat a not much
later period.56The meeting with Dipathkarais
there stressed as a critical turning point in the
future Sdkyamuni'slong spiritual advance. In
the section immediately following, the editor
presentsa sort of libergenerationis
thatnames and
praises not the actual ancestors of Sakyamuni,
but His Buddha-predecessors,
eachof whom had
in His Time met the aspirantfor Nirvana and
prophesied his eventual success. In this set of
prophets, which numbers twenty-four, Dipatikara is the first. The total number of Buddhas
named, however, is twenty-eight; prior to Dipamkarathere were three who never met the
future Sdkyamuni,while the twenty-eighth is
listed as the latterHimself.
Although the Diparhkarastory spreadso widely
throughout Buddhistliteratureand belonged as
much to Hinayanatradition as to Mahdyana,I
believe that its place of origin lay (like so much
else) in the region of the northwest frontier.
Hsuan-tsang's pilgrimage record localizes the
cult of Dipamikara
at Nagarahdra(i. e. the neighborhood of Hadda,in southeastAfghanistan).57
The Buddha's very name, which the Chinese
translatedby various pairs of characterswith
such meaningsas "ConstantLight", "Universal
Light", "BlazingTorch", furnishesa strong argument for proximityto the Iranianlight cult.58
Whetheror not the storywas told in pre-Kushan
times, its illustrationin art began with the Gandharanstyle, where it was often representedin
narrative reliefs.s9 The provincial Gandhdran
manner found at Shotorak in Afghanistan includes several stelae which reflect the special
importanceof Dipathkarain that areaby making
In Beal's translation, I, p. 92.
Mochizuki, Op.cit., p. 3696b under "Jokk Nyorai."
S9 Foucher, Gandhira,I, pp. 273ff.

57

s8

pp. 8iff.
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archy of the past. The Pili choice, as we have
seen, fell on twenty-four and twenty-eight, figures that can be easily traced to the solar and
lunar cycles. In the Sanskrit chronology, Diappearsmost consistentlyas a predecespamikara
sor not of Sakyamunibut of Amitdbha-Amitayus. In each of the versions of the longer SukhavatisEtraHe is named as the first of a series
of Buddhas; the last of whom, Lokesvara-raja,
meets andteaches a monk who is one day to become Amitabha.In Lokaraksa'stranslationthe
series numbersthirty-eight;in "Chih-ch'ien's",
thirty-four; in Satpghavarman's,ffty-three; in
the Sanskrittext used for the SacredBooksof the
East translation, eighty-one.67 None of these
can be explained with the same simplicity as
the Pali numbers,and unless they were chosen
at random I have no idea how to explain the
variation).
It may be noted parentheticallythat the Sanskrittexts of the North that show a specialinterest
in the Diparhkarastory add accessorydetails or
make changes that stress the light-and-firemotif.63His motherby one accountwas namedSunand-moonlight. He is said to have created by
supernaturalmeansa city farmore splendidthan
the royal capitalof His time, and completelydevoted to pleasure;and then to have destroyedit
by fireas a morallesson (recallingthe fierypurge
of evil from the world at the IranianLast Judgment). The story-telling passion of early Mahayanafinally found for Him a situationin the
remotest past comparableto His meeting with

Him an oversized icon, against whose colossal
scale the other figures, even the future Sakyamuni, are dwarfed. The connection with light
and fire made explicit by the meaning of His
name is underlinedin these Shotorak Buddhas
by flamesburstingfrom the shoulders.60
Even the collection of twenty-four Buddhas
of the Past, which Dipamkaraheads, seems not
entirely at home on Indian soil. The number
twenty-fouris rarein Buddhistnumerology,and
(so far as my notes show) unknown in the standard Brahmanicalbooks. On the other hand it
serves to characterize several Near Eastern
groups of high importance.61 Classicalwriters
use it to definethe Yazatas,the "adorableones",
of Zoroastrianism,and the star gods whom the
Babyloniansranked next in importanceto the
Twelve of the zodiac. It enumeratedfor the
Jews the sages who had written their sacred
books; and for the Christiansthe Elders round
the throne of God in Revelations;and for the
Gnostic readers of the Pistis Sophia,a set of
"Invisible Rulers." The Jdtaka introduction,
indeed, seems to revealan Indianlack of interest
in the number, by presentingit enclosed (so to
speak) within the more familiar twenty-eight,
standingfor the lunar stations.
(The whole problemof the choice of numbers
in Buddhism is an exceedingly complex one,
which so farhasgone almostwholly unexplained.
A typical difficultyis illustratedby the contrast
between the Pili and the Sanskritnumbersthat
assign to DiparhkaraHis position in the hier60

61

J. Meuni6, Shotorak,Paris, I942, pls. III, X, XXX. Grunwedel's BuddhistArt in India(London, i90i, revised by
J. Burgess), p. I43, illustrates a Guptan period relief from
the Kanheri caves that publishes thejitaka with a similar
formality and unnatural scale, but - as one would expect
in India proper - omits the flames.
The 24 Yazatas are mentioned by Plutarch, De.Iside et
Osiride,47; the Babylonian deities by Diodorus Siculus, ii,
3I. On the Elders see H. Gunkel, Schipfungund Chaos,
Gottingen, i895, pp. 305-308.
For the Pistis Sophia see
the translation by G. Horner, London, 1924, pp. xvii,
xviii, 22, 89, 92. The 24 here are described as invisible
emanations "out of the great Forefather Invisible." They
are "of light more than the light of the sun which is in this

world i oooo times. There is not any appearancein this
world, nor is there any light, nor is there shape comparable to the 24 Invisibles." My supposition of course
requires that the 24 Tirthas of the Jain sect should be
equally derivative, perhaps through Buddhism.
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Cf. DaiZe5ky6,XII, pp. 280a, 3oob, c, 266c-267a, and
SBE, p. 6.
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Primarily the Ekottarigama,xi, xiii, xl; the Dharmagupta
Vinaya, xxxi (Nanjio's no. III 7, DaiZokyJ, XXII, no.
1428); the biographical satras,Nanjio's 664, 665, and 666
(ibid., III, nos. i84, i 8 , i89 respectively), first chfian;and
another biographical work, Nanjio's no. 1323, iii (ibid.,
IV, no. I93).
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the young Brahman Sumedha. The "Spitraon
Wisdom and Folly", translatedin 445 under the
Northern Wei, describesHim in a previous life
as an ardentmonk,who won praiseanda prophecy from the Buddhaof thatage, "Jewel-hair",by
worshipping Him day in and day out with

lightedlamps.64
We have seen that a painting "of the scholaryouth spreadingout his hairbefore Dipaihkara"
was executedin the 420's at a mountainhermitage near Canton by a just-arrivedmissionary
from Kashmir, Gunavarman(Sung entry I 3).65
The fairlyfrequentrepresentationsof the Buddha
that we have met in other referencesprobably
show a typicalChineserespectfor Him as a First
Ancestor. In traditionalChineseterms, His relationship with Sakyamuni must have seemed
comparableto the mysterious bond of understandingthat united the Duke of Chou with the
latter'sdevout admirer,Confucius.
Kd.yapa,Krakuchanda:
Kanakamuni,
See under the Seven Buddhasof the Past.66
Prabhitaratna:
Of all the Buddhaswith a claim to individuality, Prabhiitaratnamust have been the most
narrowly limited in His appeal to the faithful.
He hasonly one setting, one function,one reason
to be mentioned.Properlyspeaking,He belongs
in the immeasurablydistantpast, andis so remote
a figurethat (if my notes are correct)no attempt
was made to assign Him any numerical place
among the predecessorsof Sakyamuni.In one of
the apocalyptic climaxes of the "Lotus Sitra"
we are told that His funerarystapahas been preserved, through innumerable ages, to appear
whenever the True Law is preached;and thus it
64
6S
66
67

Nanjio's no. I322: DairZoky6,
IV, no. zoz.
See above, p. 43.
See below, pp. i 98 ff.
DaiZokyd, IX, pp. iozbif., 3zbif.; Kern's translation,

emerges out of the ground, immense and covered with jewels, to hover in the air before the
astonishedeyes ofSdkyamuni'saudienceon the
VulturePeak.67In preparationfor the second act
of the miraclethe hosts of Buddhasand Bodhisattvas from all the Ten Quarters assemble in
Their glory and descendto join the companyon
the peak. To honor the occasion, the Earth is
transformedand purified,taking on the likeness
of some Paradiselike Amitabha's (though the
seitradoes not say so in so manywords). Its common materialsturninto preciousones, and all of
its natural irregularities- human habitations,
seas, rivers,mountains,and forests- disappear.
Then, because the Earth itself is too limited in
size to accomodatethe multitudeof visitorsfrom
the whole of space, its boundariesare miraculously extended over a vast surrounding area,
whichin turnis madeideallysmooth andregular.
When the assemblageis complete, Sakyamuni
rises into the air, and with a right fingertouches
the door of the stfipa.
"There is a great noise, like the clatteringof
locks when the gatewayof a greatcity is opened;
and instantlythe whole assembledhost sees the
Tathdgataof ManifoldTreasures,Prabhiitaratna,
seatedon a lion thronein the midst of the Treasure Stzipa,with His body whole, not disintegrated, as if He were in an ecstatictrance.And
they hear him say: 'Excellent, excellent, 0 SdkyamuniBuddha;make haste to preachthe Lotus Saitra,for it is to hear that sextrathat I have
come hither."'68
The audiencerejoicesat the wonder, and scattersflowerson the two Lords."Thenthe Buddha
of Manifold Treasureswithin the stfipashares
His throne with the BuddhaSdkyamuni,saying
these words: 'O Sakyamuni Buddha, Thou
mayesttakethis throne.' Thereuponthe Buddha
Sdkyamuni enters into the stfpa and sits on
pp. 227ff. Kumdrajiva'stext has been Englished by Soothill, The Lotus of the WonderfulLaw, Oxford, I930; here
pp. I57ff.
68
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Quoted from Dai.Jkyd, IX, p. 3zb, c.
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His half of the throne in a squatting position..

"69

This incident was probablyinvented in order
to demonstrateas forcibly as possible the new
Mahayanathesis that Buddha-hood is not affected by the passageof time, andthat Nirvanais
not a complete extinction and disappearance.It
is the dramaticprologue to the revelationmade
by Sikyamuniseveralchapterslater,that He has
been a Buddhanot for a few years only on this
Earth, but for countless aeons, and that He will
continue to exist throughout the imaginable
future.70Prabhiitaratna's
miraculous
stipais thus

a sort of symbolic epitome of the sitra's central
dogma. This fact very probably determinedits
special use in early Chinese Buddhist art. As
Leroy Davidson has so competently shown,71
some sort of allusionto the stzipaand to the holy
book behind it is very frequently met in surviving Six Dynasties sculpture.The referenceis
unmistakablewhen two identical squatting figures are shown within some sort of architectural enclosure. Presumablya single figure in
meditation, and framed in a similar way, may
indicate the moment when the stzpa door was
first opened.
Davidson's evidence combines with mine to
show that while the subjectwas a highly popular
one in the later fifth and sixth centuries,it was
usually relegatedto a secondaryposition. There
are no texts to tell of the manufactureeither of
single images of Prabhtitaratnaor of paired
statues showing Him seated alongside Sdkyamuni. Among the inscriptions there are a few
referencesonly. In the greatmajorityof casesthe
image-makersmust have been content to use the
theme as a sort of specialattributefor Sdkyamuni
69

The Sanskrit text used by Kern, p. 364, adds a further
joint miracle in which the two Buddhas stretch out Their
tongues to reach as far as Brahmd'sheaven. Kumdrajiva's
version attributesthis to gdkyamunialone. Dharmaraksa's
prose omits it entirely, speaking only in general terms of
miracles accomplished by 9dkyamuni;his verses include a
reference (DaiZjkyj, pp. 5Ic, I24a, c). These variations
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as the preacherof the "Lotus". So they would
place the stiwpasymbol at small scale above the
main icon, or renderit by engraving or in low
relief on the reverseof a stele that held a preaching Buddhaon the front.
The wide prevalenceof such allusions to the
"Lotus" miraclewas of course due to the extraordinarypopularityenjoyedby the saitraitself. A
rough indication of the degree to which it was
used by the priests of the period - chanted,explained, or simplifiedfor popular sermons- is
given by the fact that in the Kao SengChuanit is
mentionedin all such connectionsfarmore often
than any other saitra(fifty-six times, as against
twenty-eight for its nearestcompetitor, the Vimalakirti discourse, and only eight for the
Amitdyus sz7tra.)72

Sdkyamunz:
The fact that the historic Buddhawas able to
retainso much popularfavorthroughoutthe Six
Dynasties period may be explainedby a variety
of reasons. To the literal-mindedChinese, He
must have seemedthe most real of all the sacred
persons, particularlysince the great sites and
monuments associatedwith His careerin India
could be visited by Chinese pilgrims. To those
who read widely in the canonicalliterature,He
remainedthe most familiarandthe closest figure,
by being the eternalpreacherof all sfitras.Even
Amitdyus was in a sense accessible through
He was the fountain-headof all higher
Him;73
knowledge, a BuddhistWord Incarnate.To all
but the few priests who were letter-perfectin
Hinayanadogmas again, the fact that He was
saidto have enteredNirvanacenturiesbeforecan

70
7r

72

73

i8i

suggest a gingerly treatment of a detail that must have
seemed to the Chinese bizarre or offensive.
See below, pp. I82ff.
L. Davidson, TheLotus Satrain ChineseArt, New Haven,
I954.
Noted in the index to KaoSC provided in the Journalof the
Historyof ChineseBuddhism,III, I 938 (in Japanese).
See above, p. I45.
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havebroughtno terrifyingideasof extinctionand
inaccessibility.He had passedinto anotherorder
of existence; but there was no need to think of
Him as any more remote from the needs and
prayersof His living followers than were Confucius and Lao-tzu.
In addition to such sources of enduranceas
these, Sakyamunibenefitedby the supportof an
important and very energetic faction within
Mahaydnaitself. A majorpart of the purpose of
the "LotusSietra",for example,is to redeemHim
from the position of relativeinsignificanceinto
which He had been pushedby the propagandists
for Maitreya and Amitayus. An effective dialectic device that is returnedto again and again
in the Paradisesietrasis to praise the promised
land and its Lord by a contrastwith the misery
and meanness of Sakyamuni'srealm on Earth.
The world that we know is not only full of sorrow andpain,anddarkenedby its terrifyingcloseness to Hell; it is also a poor world, without any
of the splendorof a Paradise.Its inhabitantsnot
only leadlives that are"nasty,poor, brutish,and
short", but in the physicalsense as well they are
hardly better than insects by comparison with
the heroicsizeandbeautyof the blest. Sakyamuni
Himself, the Paradisesietrasinsinuate,is far less
impressiveto contemplatethanHis rivals;to cap
all the other limitationsof His power, we know
that He walked among men in a body hardly
largerthan theirs, and insteadof living in serene
majestyfor an eternity, chose to pass on at the
end of a normal humanlifetime, as the result of
somethingvery like a normal human sickness.7
The whole of the original "Lotus Siitra"leaving out of considerationthe last six chapters,
which areclearlyextraneous,andpresumablyrepresent an addition to the core - is a highly
effective rebuttalto this type of criticism.In it
74

The texts assembledby Przysluski in Le ConciledeRdjagrha,
Jour. As. Paris, i926-28,
show that even the Hinaydna
doctors were troubled by gakyamuni's too-human lifespan. They accepted it as part of the Master's own plan;
but showed their perplexity by inventing a story that
Ananda had been roundly scolded by the other disciples
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we meet Sdkyamunias the supreme master of
two ordersof existence, both the terrestrialand
the eternal,ruling both on the humanstage and
against the setting of the whole universe. Two
sections of the sfitraare of particularimportance
in this regard.In one we find the Buddhaasserting His supremacy over time. The apparent
brevity of His life on Earth is an illusion, deliberatelycreatedas a "device" (in Chinesefangpien,7S in Sanskrit upaya) suited to the specific

needs of the age. (One of the recurrentthemesin
the "Lotus" is the necessity for such upadyain
leading creatures to salvation: the religious
teacher'sneed to vary his methods as widely as
necessary,to meet changing conditions.)
The Buddha,we aretold, hasnot been preaching andconvertingfor a few yearsonly, sinceHis
Enlightenment at Bodhgdya.76His career as a
savior has extendedthrough countless ages; He
was firstenlightenedandbecamea Buddhain the
unimaginablyremotepast. Similarly,He will not
enterNirvanaanddisappear:that,too, is a necessary fiction, preached by Him deliberatelyto
hearersnot readyto receive the full truth.77The
doctrineis most compactlypresentedin a versifled repetition. The Buddhapromisesthere that
He will never really disappear,but will always
dwell here and go on preaching,throughthe use
of His supernaturalpowers. The unenlightened,
though still close to Him, will be unable to see
Him, to be sure,andthe greatmajoritywill think
Him lost in Nirvana, and so worship His relics.
"But when they cherisha deep devotion and
have allowedtheirlonging heartsto grow within
them; when the host of beings has submitted
through faith, has become upright and gentle in
mind, and with one heartdesiresto see the Buddha, without any grudging concern for their
own persons: then I and my host of monks will
75

for not persuading Him to change His mind.
See Quotations, S.
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DairzjkyJ,IX, pp. 42b,
Soothill's, p. 200.
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In the same texts, pp. 42c,

ii3b;

II3C,

Kern's translation, p.
302,

203

299,

respectively.
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reticallyequivalentgoal; andwhen (by the T'ang
dynastyat least)the conceptof the promisedland
was standardizedinto a set of four Paradises,
linked to the cardinal directions, Sdkyamuni's
was naturallyincludedin the group.
The other importantthesis of the "Lotus" is
divulged in the chapter that describes the miraculous appearanceof Prabhfitaratna's
stipa.79
As the stage for this wonder is enlargedto take
in the whole of the universe, we are told that
Sakyamuni'spower firstmadeit possiblefor His
audience to see the countless throngs of the
Buddhasof the Ten Quarters,in Their domains
in outer space,eachpreachingthe Law on a lionthroneundera tree;andtheninvitedthesebeings
down to join His own throng. Hereis the principle of the pluralityof Buddha-hoodin its characteristicform; but the texts makeit clearthat for
the author of the "Lotus" oneness is superimposed on infinity,in the personof Sakyamuni.
In Dharmaraksa'stranslationof z86, all these
other Buddhasare called 'fmagically-created
images", huahsing-hsiang.
In Kumarajiva'sversion
of 4o6 they are "Buddhas divided out of His
Person",fen shenFo.80
The historic Buddha,who in the eyes of His
firstfollowers seemedto be born of humanparents at Kapilavastuand to live only a normal
human span, is thus transformedinto a being
supremeover the whole of spaceas well as time.
One otherphraseneededto completeHis characterization is given in several passages of the
"Lotus": He is "the Fatherof all worlds." (It is
interesting to see that Dharmaraksais less free
with this epithet,which brings Sdkyamunistrikingly close to His one-time rival Brahmd,than
Kumdrajiva;the processof building-upthe Buddha'sdivinityclearlycontinuedin the period between the two translations).8i
For the "Lotus", then, Skyamuni is a being

appear together on the Vulture Peak. At that
time I shall make all beings recognize that I
dwell here forever and shall not disappear;that
it was for the effectivenessof an upayathat I
revealedmyself as lost in Nirvdna,I who am not
lost. Wherever in other regions there are creatures who are reverentand rejoicein their faith,
I shall be in their midst also, to preachthe unsurpassableLaw..."
"Throughaeons of ages I shallremainalways
on this VulturePeakandin those otherdwellingplaces. And when all living creaturesmeet the
end of an age, in the day when [all else] is consumed by the great fire, this land of mine shall
remain at peace, ever full of gods and men,
with its parks and palaces adorned by every
sort of treasureand its jewel trees laden with
a multitude of blossoms and fruit. Here all
beings will take their pleasure,while the gods
beat their celestial drums, continually making
music, and rain down heavenly blossoms over
the Buddha and His mighty host. My 'Pure
Land'will not be destroyed,while all else is seen
to be consumedutterly. .."
"Thus those sinful ones whose karmais evil,
through aeons of ages will not hearthe name of
the Three Treasures; while those who have
practised good works and who are gentle and
upright, will all see My person, here where I
preachthe Law. .. " 78
It is naturalto assumethat the Paradisetheme
found here was borrowed by the "Lotus" composer from the earlierestablishedcults of Amitayus or Maitreya;even the term "Pure Land"
used in Kumdrajiva'stranslationis the one that
came to be a standardequivalent for "Sukhavati." Though the Six Dynastiesinscriptionsreveal no such widespreadhope of rebirthin Sdkyamuni'sParadiseas in those of His two great
rivals, the Vulture Peak was acceptedas a theo78

Abbreviated from the verses in Kumarajiva's version,
p. 43b, c, and Soothill, p. 2o6. The comparable, but less
effectively phrased passage in Dharmarakpa'sis on pp.

79 See above, p. i8o.
80 pp. 1o3b and 32C respectively. See
Quotations, T.
8' pp. I3a, 43c, 75c: Soothill, pp. 89, 208.
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both immanent and transcendent;and in the
latter sense He occupies the position that the
latertheologianswere to namethe "primary"or
Adi Buddha (and in one sect to distinguish as
Vairocana).
In one other respect the "Lotus" must have
contributed materially to the importance of
Sdkyamuniin Mahdyanaart. Its famous passage
on the infinitemeritoriousnessof makingimages
must have generallybeen interpretedas a reference to representationsof the divine speaker
Himself. Here again it is instructiveto compare
the two earlyChinesetranslations.Kumdrajiva's
renderingis much more clearandcoherent:82
"All men who for the Buddha'ssake have set
up images, carving out and perfecting all the
identifyingmarks,all suchhave fulfilledthe Buddha Way. Whetherthese have been made of the
seven precious substances,or of brass,or of red
or white bronze, or of pewter, or of lead, or of
tin, or of iron, or of wood; or have been put
together out of clay, or of glued and lacquered
cloths, so as to fashion splendidlyadornedBuddha images; all such men, all of them, have fulfilled the Buddha Way. Those who have had
paintedicons made, with their splendidsigns of
manifoldblessings,whetherthey did these themselves or had others do so for them, have all of
them fulfilledthe BuddhaWay. Even smallboys
in their play, who with grasses and sticks, or
with a pen, or even with a fingernail,have drawn
images of the Buddha;all such persons as these,
by graduallypiling up their stores of merit, and
becoming fully merciful of heart, have all of
them fulfilledthe BuddhaWay."
The outstandingdifferencein Dharmaraksa's
versionof the promiseis his omissionof the most
extreme clause. He has nothing to say about
"smallboys in their play," either here or in the
preceding paragraph(where Kumarajivaoffers
82 Daigokyd, pp.
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the samerewardto childrenwho pile up sandto
makea stRpa).83In this detailthe developmentin
the "Lotus"' teaching that occurredduring the
fourthcenturytook the all-too-familiarMahdydna form of a progressive relaxationof requirements.
Both Dharmaraksa'slist of the permissible
mediafor Buddhistimages, and thatgiven in the
Sanskrittext translatedin the SacredBooksof the
East series,84 are much less comprehensivethan
Kumirajiva's. That fact, and Kumarajiva'sinclusion of lacquer (about which the others are
silent) suggest thatthe translationof 406 drew as
much on contemporaryChinese practise as on
the phrasingof the original.
A further source of strengthfor the position
of Sakyamuniin Mahdydnaart lay in His selection by the meditative school of which I have
to be one of the group of deities
spoken earlier,85
worshipped through the technique of visualization. Sakyamuni'sadvocate among what I
have calledthe kuansietrasis the "Sitra on the Sea
of Mystic Ecstasy Attained by Visualizing the
Buddha," translated by Buddhabhadrasome

time between 398 and 42i,

83

87

i84

at the Southern

court.86This is the longest composition in the
series,and by far the most variedin subjectmatter. Its scope, in fact, is so broad that it might
almost as justifiablybe assignedto the Hinayana
canon as to the Mahayana.A great deal of the
text is devoted to stories about Sdkyamuni'slife;
and though these are retold in the florid vein
that is most familiarin Mahdyanaliterature,and
are permeated by the miraculous, the general
effect is not very differentfrom that reachedin
the latest Hinaydnanarratives.The work is conservative,again,in glorifying the great disciples
of the Buddharatherthanthe greatBodhisattvas.
A few of the latter,notably Maitreya,Man-jusrl,
and Samantabhadra,87
are named in passing as
86

Daitekye, p. 7ia, b.
84 Kern, pp. 50-5 I.
85 See above, pp. I44ff.
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participantsin the miracles,or as membersof the
Buddha's audience who may occasionally be
given a speakingrole. The figure on whom the
highest degree of reflected luster shines, however, is Ananda, who is introduced again and
againas a "beloveddisciple",cherishednot only
by his historic master Sikyamuni, but by the
other six Buddhasof the Past, and even by all the
Buddhasof the Four Quarters,or of the Ten.88
Partof this conservatismmay be attributedto
the fact that the "Sea" seitrawas translateda
generationor two earlierthanthe othermembers
of the kuangroup. The rest must be due to its
origin in some sect that preferredto retain an
unusually high degree of Hinayana coloring,
within a generallyMahayanaenvironment.Internal evidence in the book makes it possible to
suggest an actualheadquartersat which the sitra
mayhavebeencomposed.The most exhaustively
told episode in the Buddha's career has to do
with His triumph over the evil Naga king at
Nagarahara,in whose cavern He is said to have
deposited His "shadow" to be an eternaltestimony to the power of goodness (Chin entry 2i,
Northern Wei entry 5, Appendix).89Several of
the Chinesepilgrimsmentionthe "shadowcave"
as one of the mainattractionsat the greatpilgrimage centerof Nagarahdra(nearmodem Haddain
southeast Afghanistan). The special emphasis
given the story (far greater than in any of the
otherhalfdozen versionsin the canonicalbooks)
can most naturallybe explainedas the result of
some Nagarahdrawriter-monk'sdesire to give
the highest honors to his local cult. A kind of
footnote to the "shadow cave" incident substantiatesat least the author'sspecialinterest in
the northwest frontier region. We are told that
after the conflict had been settled satisfactorily,
the Buddhaand His retinueof monks went on a
pilgrimage of their own, to the not far distant
places in Gandhdrawhere His most famous
88

Typical passages occur in Dai.Zky&,XV, pp. 683a, 688c,
689a, 694c.

Jdtaka sacrifices had been carried out. (The
authorhadenough common-senseto avoid making the holy partyvisit and worship what was in
his day the other great attractionat Nagarahdra,
the Buddha'sup4ifabone.)
If the "Sea"sfitrawas composed in southeast
Afghanistansome time duringthe generationor
two beforeit reachedChinaandwas translated
i. e. aroundthe middle of the fourth century- it
was the product of an area that once had been
Greek, and then had become the center of the
polyglot Kushan empire, and finally had fallen
into the handsof SasanianPersia.If it was written
at Nagarahara,its author was an inhabitantof
the most famous pilgrimage center outside of
Sakyamuni'shome-land,a city sought by devout
Buddhistsfrom all over Asia. The sfitrais full of
strange details and unfamiliar emphases that
suggestthe confusedandexoticintellectualbackground that must have prevailedin such a place.
Some of these, I believe, may be assigned with
reasonableconfidence to a knowledge of ideas
importedfrom furtherwest.
The whole episode of the Buddha's victory
over the Naga king, for example,has the flavor
of a late Iranianstrugglebetween good and evil,
light and darkness.Even the numericalframework chosen for the two partiesrecallsGnostic
or Manicheanhabits. The Buddhaand His five
monks battleagainstthe monsterand five ogresses, as on Mani's stage the duels are always between sets of one and five. In a more fundamental sensethe whole cavernthemeseemsa Gnostic
or Manichaeanallegory,retoldundera Buddhist
disguise: the Naga's undergroundlair is a symbol of the materialworld, dark,dangerous,and
evil, which must be invaded and purifiedby the
light of divine goodness.90Very likely as a result
of this symbolic interpretation,caves appear
again and again throughout the sfitraas a preferredsetting for a vision of the Buddha (where
89

See also my article, "Aspects of Light Symbolism," in
Artibus Asiae, especially XII, 3, pp. 273ff.

90 Op. cit., XII, 4, pp. 327-328; and XII, I-2,
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a more traditionaliconographymight have used
the Tree of Enlightenment).91
One other preoccupationof the "Sea"suitra's
authormay well be explained,at least in part,by
his frontier environment. He shows an extraordinaryambivalenceabout sexual matters.His
most consistent reaction to the idea of sexual
pleasureis a furious hatred. His version of the
story of Sdkyamuni'stemptation,for example,is
unique in the emphasisgiven to the prolonged,
vicious punishments administered to Mdra's
Another"contest"
daughtersaftertheirfailure.92
episode,again,is stagedbetweenthe Buddhaand
a partyof prostitutes,againstwhom prodigiesof
divinewratharecalledforth.93On the otherhand,
there are passagesin which the writer eulogizes
the perfection of the Buddha'sphallusas fervently as if he were a worshipperof Siva, addresThis juxtaposising himself to the divine lifiga.94
tion of loathing and adorationwould be extraordinaryunderany circumstances,and doubtless
reflects a personal abnormality.It seems to me
likely, however, that such a state of mind could
have been fosteredmost readilyin a regionwhere
two opposed points of view were in constant
conflict. Nagarahdralay on the fringe of a land
where hatred of the flesh was endemic to every
new popular religion for centuries, from the
Essenes and the Marcionites to Mani. It was
also, as Hstian-tsangtells us, a stronghold of
Hinduism; its very name probably meant "the
city of Siva"; the modern town of Lamghan
nearbystill preservesan earlystone linga erected
in that god's honor.95
(It may be well to point out at this moment
that we know the "Sea"sfitraonly through one
Chinese translation,and so cannot be sure that
some of its peculiarflavormay not be due to the
special interests of the translator.So far as we
can tell, however, both interestsand experience
91

See below, p.
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Daiztdkyd,XV, pp. 65iaff.
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Op. cit., pp. 683cff.

94 Soper in Artibus Asiae, XII, 4,
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predisposedBuddhabhadrato carryout his task
with sympathy.Hisfortewas the mysticaltrance;
and the most formativestage of his trainingwas
probably that which he spent in Kashmir, the
specialbreeding-groundof mysticsin the north,
where he is said to have enjoyedan ecstaticvisit
to Maitreyain the Tusita Heaven.)96
I have emphasizedboth the probablefrontier
provenience of the "Sea" sfltraand the exotic
oddness of some of its details because these
points seem to me helpful in evaluating the
central thesis of the book: its teachings about
the mysticalexperienceof Sdkyamuni.
The centralproblemof the sextra- obscuredby
an infinite number of digressions, repetitions,
and fantasies- is set forth in the opening paragraph, through a question asked of Sdkyamuni
by His father.97
"World-honoredOne, the Buddhais my son
and I am His father. Today in this world I am
seeing the Buddha'sphenomenalbody, though
I see only its exteriorand cannot observe what
lies within. [Even] when Siddarthawas in my
palace[asa new-bornchild],the physiognomists
all recognized His thirty-two distinguishingattributes. But now that He has become Buddha,
His radianceis so much brighterthat it exceeds
the past by hundredsof thousandsof myriadsof
millions. After the Buddha'sNirvanathe beings
of laterageswill say: 'How arewe to visualizethe
Buddha'sbody with its phenomenalattributes,
and know the Buddha'sradianceand His habitual measurements?'I only pray that the Heavenhonored One may explain this point today for
me and for posterity."
The answeris given with majesticthoroughness, moving throughrepeatedphrasesas slowly
as a mediaevalballad. The Buddha says to His
father:98
"Should there be beings who are desirous of
95
96
97
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Beal's translation, I, p. 9i; Foucher, La viedileroute de
l'Inde de Bactresa Taxile, Paris, I942, II, p. 259.
From his biography in KaoSC, ii; DaizokyJ,L, p. 334b, c.
Ibid., XV, pp. 645c-646a.
Ibid., pp. 647b-648c.
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meditatingon the Buddha,who are desirous of
visualizingthe Buddha,who aredesirousof seeing the Buddha,who would distinguishbetween
the majorand minor attributes,would recognize
the Buddha'sradiance,would know the interior
of the Buddha's body, would learn how to
visualize the Buddha's heart ... the crown of
His head ... the thousand-spokedwheels on the
soles of His feet; who are desirous of knowing
the Buddha'sappearanceat birth ... at His wedding ... on leaving His family ... during His
self-mortification... on vanquishing Mdra...
on attainingperfectuniversalEnlightenment...
when He firstturnedthe Wheel of the Law; who
are desirous of knowing about the Tathdgata's
precious[phallus],concealedlike a horse's; who
are desirous of knowing the Tathdgata'sappearancewhen He ascendedto the TusitaHeaven
to preachto His mother Maya ... when He descended from the Tusita Heaven; who are desirous of knowing about the Tathdgata'sluminositywhile in the four awesomeattitudes,walking, standing, sitting, and lying; who are desirous of knowing the Tathdgata's appearance
when He overcamethe Mallasat Kusinagara...
or the luminosity of His hair when He quelled
the demon in the wilderness;99
"Afterthe Buddha'sNirvana,should therebe
those among the four classes of beings, or the
gods, Ndgas, Yaksas, etc., who wish to fix their
thoughts, to reflect, to practise meditation, to
attainthe statusof true recipientsof samddhi,the
mystic ecstasy ... persons who rejoicein visualizing the totality of the Tathdgata'sbody-attributes ... or one attribute at a time ... or His
major and minor attributesin turn ... or in reverse order . . . or His radiance... or His walking ... or His standing . . . or His sitting ... or
His lying ... or His begging for food ... or His
99 Ibid., pp. 678cff., describes this exploit in detail. The demon was Pfiicika, who had abducted a small boy for his
dinner. The boy called on the Buddha, who came to his
aid. The demon's assaults were all diverted by magic, and
he was intimidated into submission by the thunderboltwielding guardian, Vajrapdni.

birth ... or His wedding [etc. as in the previous
paragraph,but ending]or His quellingthe Nagas
at Nagarahdraand leaving His 'shadow' behind
. . . or the time at Kusinagarawhen He quelled
the Six [Heterodox]Masters,the poor scavenger,
and the various heretics who laid great weight

on evil rulesandpractises
;Ioo
"With this being so, 0 king and father, all
those persons [in the ages] after My Nirvaia,
having such and such Karma-deedsand such
and such thoughts, will be unequalin theirpowers of understanding.They must be taught step
by step this [processof] fixing their thoughts, in
accordancewith their powers of mental seeing.
If I were myselfdwellingin the world theywould
have no need to fix their thoughts, for it would
be like the sun's emerging and making all dark
places light. My disciples in those future ages,
having no eyes and so being unableto see, must
carry out three disciplines. These are: first, to
recite the most profound szitracanon, [written
on] hi/aleaves;IoJsecond,to keep the commandmentsin all purity,and maintainan unsullieddeportment; and third, to fix thoughts and reflect
with an untroubledmind.
"Whatis meantby 'fixingthoughts'?Suppose,
now, that someone wished to fix his thoughts on
visualizing the top of the Buddha'shead ... on
His hair ... on the intervals between His hairs
... on His forehead,in its breadth,flatness,and
regularity... on the white tuft between His
eyebrows ... [etc. through a long list of attributes, ending] or suppose there may be persons
who will rejoice in visualizing the soles of the
Tathdgata'sfeet, flat and full without a single
hair, presenting the thousand-spoked wheel
symbol complete with hub and felloe, the fish
with their rows of scales, and the mace of adamant; the heel also having the symbol of King
100
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Contests with the Six are a commonplace in Hinaydna
narratives: see Soper, "The Heretics Confounded," ArtibusAsiae, XVII, I954, pp. I45-I48. I do not know what
specific encounters are referred to here.
See Hodous and Soothill, Dictionary,p. 209, re the ti/a
palm and its leaves' use as a writing surface.
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Brahma's upyifa,and all the [marks like] seal
characters [being shown] without any divergence.'02Such persons will rejoicein a progressive visualization; others will rejoice in visualizing in the reverse order, beginning with the
thousand-spokedwheel symbol under-foot,and
going then to the tops of the toes, and so on,
attributeby attribute,phenomenonby phenomenon, from below to above ... Or there may be
persons who will rejoice in visualizing the Tathagata'sgolden color, for because the Buddha
was born in Jambudvipa,1o3
His is the foremost
among colors, as impossible to see fully as if it
were [the dazzle]from a hundredthousandsuns
shining on a purple-gold mountain. Or there
may be persons who will rejoice in visualizing
the Tathagata'sgiant sixteen-foot body ... His
ten-foot roundhalo ... His body aureole ... the
auspicious signs that occur when He preaches
the Law ... His navel, with its upward-facing
and downward-facingattributes.
"What is meant by visualizing the crown of
the Tathagat'shead? The bone at the top of the
Tathagata'shead is spherical,like hands clasped
together. Its color is pure white, althoughif one
looks where the skin is thin then it is red, and if
one looks where the skin is thick then it is the
color of adamant.The interstices between the
hairs are golden in color, while the brain is
colored like a rock crystal. There are fourteen
veins fully drawnout, with fourteenrays,which
like the veins areclearlyseparated. . . [etc., etc.]"
Thereafterthe text considerseachof the major
partsof the Buddha'sbody in turn, eulogizingits
102

Nait6 T., in an article on the relationship between the
main Buddha triad of Yakushiji and the Horyfiji murals
(Toy&Bijutsu, X, I937, pp. iff.), points out that this list
closely approaches the rendering of the foot symbols at
Yakushiji, and so makes it likely that the latter were
derived, through a mid seventh century Chinese copy,
from an "imprint of the Buddha'sfoot" preserved in stone
at a temple in Pdtaliputra.His illustrations make it possible to compare the two Yakushiji versions (for the
monastery also possesses a mid 8th century stele with the
imprint), with extant Chinese and Indian examples.
"Brahmd's uAn~sa"is a shape like the traditional three-
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beauty by lengthy similes, often involving it in
fantasticmiracles,and linking it where possible
to some special event in His earthlycareer.For
example,in treatingof the friny,the story is told
that at the moment when the Buddhaas Prince
Siddarthadecidedto leave His family,He stroked
the hairsof His frirdand raysissued from it that
summoned the Four Lokapalas to be His attendants.1o4
In connectionwith thephallusseveral
anecdotes are retailed, with the ostensible purpose of proving that the Buddhawas not (as His
enemies sometimes claimed) a eunuch, and so
naturally exempt from sexual temptation. Instead, He possessed a male member that was
normally kept retracted and invisible, like a
horse's; but that when the occasion required,
could be most marvellouslyshown, to quell disbelief. On three grand occasions, the setra
claims, He displayedHimself thus in full glory.
In downing a hostile partyof Jain ascetics(who
had boastedthat they could wraptheir members
seven times around their bodies, "just like
Siva,") He miraculouslycreated a vast Mount
Sumeru;lay down besideit on His back,emitting
a golden radiance; and vouchsafed that His
phallus, should emerge, wind round the peak
seven times, and then like a golden lotus mount
to the Heavens of Brahmd.(This is itself a Siva
miracle). Ios.

One of the basic emphasesin the "Sea"sietra
is its recognition of the great importanceof images as an aid to personaldevotion. There are at
least six passagesthaturge, directlyor indirectly,
the would-be mystic to seek the assistanceof art
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pronged Buddhist triratna,except that all three prongs
end in fanning leaves. This rich combination of shapes
seems to have replaced an earlier formula in which only
the "thousand-spoked wheel" was featured.
The name assigned in Buddhist cosmology to the known
Earth, imagined as one of four huge island-continents in
the world-sea, encircling Mount Sumeru.
Dai J5kyj,XV, p. 65oa.
Ibid., p. 686c. For the most celebrated phallic emergence
ascribed to Siva, see H. Zimmer, Myths and Symbolsin
IndianArt andCivilization,New York, 1946, pp. I 28-I 29.
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if he findsthe processof visualizationabnormally
difficult.One such passage,which dealswith the
irnyd,begins by speaking of the need for a true
confession of one's sins, afterwhich,:106
"One meditateson the raysfrom the white tuft
between the Buddha's eyebrows, from one to
seven days, upon which the above-mentioned
four types of sins will be lightened. After three
weeks of this one's sins will graduallydisappear;
after seven weeks one will be wholly purified.
Shouldtherebe some monk who has committed
an offensenot having the natureof sin, and who
when he [triesto] visualizethe urhdrays,can see
only blackness,let him enter a stipa and observe
the statue's uirnpafor from one to three days,
claspinghis hands and weeping while he studies
with all his heart. Then he may go before the
brothersand tell of his previous offense."
In a laterparagraphthe Buddhatells Ananda:
"Afterthe Nirvanayou should make a beautiful
image with its attributesall complete. Also you
should fashion an infinite number of images of
miraculously-created
Buddhasin theirphenomenal forms, together with a body aureole and
drawings of the Buddha's footprints, all exquisitely colored, and with a rock crystal set in
the place of the ornd.Thus all beings may be able
to see this attribute. Only by seeing it, their
heartswill be gladdened;and such persons will
be absolved of the sins accumulatedthrough a
hundredmillions of naytas of Ganges' sands of
incarnations."107
Later still in the sitra the Buddha tells Maitreya: "After the Tathagata's[entry into] Nirvanatherewill be manybeings who becausethey
do not see the Buddhawill commit all sorts of
evil acts. That sort of person should be made to
visualize an image, for if he does so it will be in
no wise differentfrom visualizingMy own body
and so on."
Several paragraphsfurther on, this advice is
repeatedin greater detail, to Ananda,io8"After

the Buddha's [entry into] Nirvana, when no
Buddha is manifested, [people] must visualize
Buddhaimages.Any monk or nun or lay devotee
of eithersex, or god or Ndga or other memberof
the Eight Classes- any being whatsoever who
is desirous of visualizing a Buddhaimage, will
firstgo into a Buddhastzipawith a good, fragrant
plaster and various earths,and plasterover the
floor until it is clean. Then to the extent of his
abilityhe will burnincenseand scatterflowersin
adorationof the Buddhaimage. He will tell of
his past crimes and adore the Buddha in penitence. After he has humbledhis heartin this way
for the spaceof one week he will againgo among
the crowds to plaster over and sweep out the
priests'floors, getting rid of every kind of filth.
He will do penitence before a priest and adore
the brothers'feet. Havingpassedanotherweek in
worshippingthis way with an unflaggingheart,
he shouldif he has takenordersrecitethe monastic rules, to whet the edge of his intelligenceto
the highest degree; while if he is a householder
he will cherish his parents and show a loving
reverenceto his masterand his elders. Thus he
will disciplinehis heartand make it submissive.
If his heartremainsunsubmissivehe must forcibly break and humble it until it is obedient, as
one tames an elephantor a horse lest it get out
of hand. When his heart has become soft and
obedient then he will burn various kinds of
famousincensein some purifiedplace and adore
Sdkyamuni,saying:
"'I pay homage to Thee, 0 being of great
virtue, 0 my great teacher, 0 Arhat of perfect
wisdom, 0 world-honored one of great pity.
May Thy mercies overshadow and guard Thy
discipleslike a cloud.'
"Thus saying, he will prostratehimself weeping before the image. Then rising from the
ground and adjusting his robe he will sit in a
squattingposition, and fix his thoughts on some
single point . . . on the tip of the nose ... on the

x06

I08 Ibid., pp. 6goa-69ib.
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DairZJky&,XV, p. 6 55b.
Ibid., p. 675c.
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forehead ... on a toe; with this sort of variety
he may follow his own inclinationsin fixing his
thoughts on some special point, provided that
he does not allow them to run awayor scatter,so
that his heart is disturbed... He must sit with
closed mouth, closed eyes, and folded hands, in
a fixed position. When he has kept his body at
peace for from one to seven days, then out of
that peace of body he may think of the image.
"One who rejoicesin a visualizationin reverse
orderwill begin with the image'stoes and stepby
step move his gaze upward. When he first visualizes the toe he must fix his thoughts precisely.
Then when he has followed the outlines of the
Buddha'stoe for the spaceof a week, whetherhis
eyes are closed or open he will clearlysee the toe
of a golden image. Then graduallyhe will proceed to visualize the two feet on the pedestal
until he sees them with complete clarity... -and
so on, step by step, to the hair. After the hairhe
will visualizethe face. If that is not clearto him,
he will again do penitence and redouble the
austeritieshe is inflicting on himself. When he
has been purified through the commandments,
he will see the face of the Buddhaimage as clear
and distinct as if it were a golden mirror.Next
he will visualize the tuft between the eyebrows,
like a rock crystal,curlingin a spiralto the right.
With this attributerevealed to him, he will see
the Buddha's brows and eyes, like a painting
done by some master-artistamong the gods.
That seen, he will go on to visualize the rays
from the top of the head until they become
clear and distinct..."
The text goes on to describe more briefly a
visualizationprocess carriedout in the normal
order, beginning with the markings on the
crown of the head and descending to the feet.
"In this way he will go and return a total of
fourteen times, scrupulously visualizing the
singleimageuntilit is absolutelycomplete.When
this visualizationof the one has been fully car109

Theaeonwhichwill succeedthe presentone, or Bhadrakalpa: see below, p.
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tied out, whetherhe is in or out of ecstasyhe will
continually see a standing figure ... When he
can see a single figure perfectlyhe will go on to
imagine two images ... and then three ... and
then ten ... and then a whole chamber completely filled with Buddha images, so that no
spaceremainsbetween them."
At this point he will performanotherseriesof
acts of deferentialservice; and pray, asking for
no other rewardthan Bodhi; and carryout further penitential rites. When he returns to his
meditation,he will step by step expandthe fields
thathe visualizesas filledwith images,beginning
with the cloisterand ending with the Ten Quarters of Space,in which he will see "allthe images
thereare,their bodies a pure gold in color, emitting a great light." (We are told parenthetically
thatpastmisdeedswill preventa manatfirstfrom
recognizingthe true color of such figures,which
he will see as black or red. By penitencehe will
change theirhue to red, and finallyto gold).
"He who carries out this [process of] visualizationwill be absolvedof the sins accumulated
duringsixtymillionsof kalpasof reincarnation...
In the time to come the acutenessof his mental
powers will permit him to meet the Thousand
World-honored Buddhas of this Bhadrakalpa,
and They will be His teachers... .Whenever he
sees a Buddhathe bodily attributeswill be perfectly clear and distinct to him; whenever he
hearsa Buddha preachingthe Law he will keep
everything in his mind without forgetting. He
will receive his teaching where the Buddhasof
Light reveal Themselves, in the Kalpa of the
Constellations
.. . I09
A comparison between this treatise and its
better-knownrivalin the kuangroup, the "Sftra
on Visualizing Amitdyus,"is instructive. Both
teach what I have earlier described as "a systematic building-up of visual images, each as
complete and precise as possible, in a sequence
from the simple toward the complex."Io Both
110See above,p. 144.
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are outspoken in recommendingthe artisticimage as an aid in memorizationand in sharpening
the visual faculty. The "Sea" sfitra,translateda
half century or more earlier,remains closer to
Hinayanaand to the monk's ethical code. The
Amitayustractshows a higherdegreeof mystical
sophisticationin distinguishing clearlybetween
the willed processof "visualizing"andthe supernaturalgift of "seeing,"between the artifactand
the reality. Clearly, also, the Paradise that it
promises is a much more highly worked out
Mahayanagoal than the vague phrasesfrom the
"Sea"sfitrathat I have just translated.
It would be very difficult,if not impossible,to
determinethe importanceof the "Sea"sitra as a
whole during the Six Dynasties period. We can
be surethat one partof it, at least,was influential,
its account of the "shadow cave." The great
EasternChin abbot Hui-ytian'sown account of
how he happened to fashion a replica of the
grotto on Mount Lu tells of his receiving informationabout the originalfrom the translatormissionary Buddhabhadra- the "Meditation
Masterfrom Kashmir"- while the latterwas his
guest (Chin entry z i).ill The "shadow cave"
story was the one excerpt taken from the sitra
for the florilegiumof especiallychoice scriptural
passages recorded in the Liang bibliography
Chu SanTsangChiChi,xii.112 This being the case,
a special interest attaches to the paragraphin
which the szitra'sauthor suggests a meditative
techniquefor the "shadow cave" theme.113
"After the Buddha's [entry into] Nirvana all
those Buddha-disciples who are desirous ... of

learning about the seated Buddha should visualize the Buddha'sshadow. Those who visualize
the Buddha'sshadow will begin by visualizinga
Buddha image, imagining it as sixteen feet
[high], squatting upon a seat of strewn grass.
They will invite the image to take its seat, until
they see it perfectlythat way. Then they should
imagine a rock cavern eighteen feet high and
"I
112

Daizokyd, LII, pp. 197C-198a, from KuangHung MC, xv.
Ibid., LV, p. 88a.

twenty-fourpacesdeep, thinkingof it as of pure,
white stone. When this thought has been carried
out they will see a seatedBuddhafloating in the
air, with flowers raining down from His feet."
The prescriptiongoes on to directthe adeptto
reconstructin his mind the final stages of the
grotto story as the sitra tells it; his mentalimage
will first enter the cave and then penetrateinto
the rock wall, "which will interpose no more
obstacle than if it were a mirror."He will then
visualize the thirty-two major attributes, and
then the "magically-createdBuddhas, sitting
cross-legged on great lotuses and emitting rays
from Their bodies that light up everything...
He who contemplatesthe Buddha's shadow as
describedabove, the samebeing namedthe True
Vision of the Enthroned Tathagata... will see
somethingin no wise differentfromthe Buddha's
own body; and [will gain thereby] a cancelling
of the sins accumulatedduring a hundredthousand kalpasof reincarnation.Anyone who fails
to see should enter a stzipaand visualize all the
seatedfigures.When he can see them he will rid
himself of his sins by penitence. That man's
Karmameritsthroughvisualizingimageswill be
such that when Maitreyaappearsin the world,
he will see MaitreyaBuddhawhen He firsttakes
His seat, cross-legged,underthe Dragon-flower
Tree . . "
This passagesuggestsvery stronglya possible
prototype for the layouts of the colossal caves
with seatedBuddhasatYtin-kang.Unfortunately
thereis no directevidencethatthe NorthernWei
monks who first planned the YUn-kang excavations had any knowledge of the "Sea" sfitra.
We do know at least that they were awareof the
importanceof the "shadow image" (Northern
Wei entry 5).
If we were to accord the highest possible degree of influence to the szitra'sstipulations,we
might say that its authorityhelped to associate
closely in Chineseminds the cave-shrineand the
113
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My numerous referencesto Southern representationsof the BuddhaenteringNirvanareveal
a lively interestin the theme that was apparently
not shared in the North. (The subject appears
only once, for example, among the otherwise
rich repertoryof scenes from the life of Sdkyamuni in the majorcaves at Ytin-kang;and there
is presentedat smallscale,in a position of secondary importance.)"lsThe popularityof the story
of the Buddha'spassing away and His final sermon, is attested also by the large number of
a sietras,of various sorts and lengths,
Paranirvin.
that were translatedinto Chinese in the early
centuries. The Liang bibliography Ch'u San
TsangChi Chi, ii, lists eight, dating between the
third quarterof the second centuryand the second quarterof the fifth. Six remainin the Tripitaka that we know today, covering both the
Hinayana and the Mahdydnaaccounts of the
event."16In addition, of course, the story is included in numerous lives of the Buddha, and
other generalworks.
Western precedentsfor the treatmentof the
Paranirvdnain art are of two sorts. In Gandhara, to judge from preserved remains, the
problemwas most often satisfiedby a death-bed
114
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See below, pp. 259ff.
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Mizuno and Nagahiro, Yun-kang,VII, pp. 8o-8i; VIII,
pl. 45 and rubbing IId. In Cave XI, a small relief on the
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face of a Buddha's throne. The scene occurs twice in the
minor, late caves XXXV and XXXVII.
nI6

Daitokyj, LV, pp. 6b, c, 8a, iib,
nos. II3,
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scenerenderedat normal scale; the subjectmust
usuallyhave been presentedas partof a narrative
sequence."7There are signs that it grew gradually in relativeimportance,and preservedits status in the face of the generalchange from storytelling to iconolatrythat accompaniedthe emergence of Mahdyana. The Paranirvdnarelief
(fourth century?) from Loriyan Tangai in the
CalcuttaMuseumis unusuallylarge, and rich in
accessoryfigures.118At the Bhamdlamonastery
site in Taxila one of the major relief panels remaining on the basement of the stzpa (fifth
century?)is a Paranirvanascene, centeringon a
recumbentstucco image over two feet long."19
From the traditional Gandhdrancomposition
through the Loriyan Tangai stone to Bham1la
thereis a progressiveincreasein the proportional
size of the Buddha;in the last-namedpanel He
is shown as a miniaturecolossus.
The othertype of Indianprecedent,which perhaps explainsthe Gandharantrend culminating
at Bhamdla,is seen at the modern site of Kasia,
the ancientKusinagara,wherethe Buddhais said
to have passed away.'2oThe placewas one of the
traditionalpilgrimage sites of the Indian Buddhist world, and at least by the Guptan period
had developedan artisticform fully expressiveof
its specialstatus.On the west side,i. e. the rear,of
the main surviving stzpa is a large chapel enshrininga monolithic stone recumbentBuddha,
some twenty feet long. Both the statue and the
smipacan be proven by good evidenceto belong
to the fifth century; a brief note on their existence was made two centurieslater by the pilgrim HsUan-tsang.i

seatedimage.The more generalprocessesof visualization that I have translatedearlier,and that
have to do with the standingimage, lack any
specific setting. (The "historic" basis for this
latter iconographictype seems to be one of the
sitra's other major stories, the account of how
King Udyana made the "first image" while Sdkyamuni was absent in Heaven; see AppendiX.)
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Foucher, op. cit., p. 558, fig. 277.
Sir J. Marshall, Taxila, Cambridge, I95I, I, p. 392, III,
pl. ii8a, b.
Arch. Surv. of Ind., Ann. Rep., I904-I905,
pp. 43 ff.; IIo
to I9II, pp. 73ff.
Beal's translation, II, p. 32: Daizoky6, LI, no. 2087, p.

9o3b. An inscription on the face of the statue, and another
on a copper plate found inside the stupa,both mentioning
a certain Haribala as donor, belong epigraphically to the
5th century. The stupayielded silver coins of the Guptan
ruler Kumdragupta,who died in 45 5.

i20.

Foucher, Gandbara,I, pp. 554ff. For literary evidence of
this stage in painting see my "Early Buddhist Attitudes"
in Art Bulletin, 1950, p. 149.
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Knowledge of both Indianprecedentsprobably explainsthe similardivergence to be found
amongthe CentralAsianwallpaintingspreserved
in the Kyzil neighborhood. Among the caveshrinestypical of the earlystyle - datablein the
fourth (?), fifth, and sixth centuries - the
"Pfauenh6hle"merely includes the death and
severalsubsequentmourningscenesin a seriesof
thirty-sixor so narrativepanels,without assigning them any speciallocation or emphasis.IzzOn
the other hand the "Statuenhdhle" and the
"Preta-hdhle" both show the vestiges of a
schemewhich may have been intendedto follow
(in a greatly simplifiedway) the arrangementat
Kusinagara.As in most cases a narrow ambulatory aisle runs aroundthe back of the cella shaft
(the CentralAsian equivalentof the stzipa); the
innermostwall, at the back of the shaft,was cut
back fartherthan the others, to give space for a
wide dais that must once have held an oversized
clay recumbentimage.123It was this formulathat
became orthodox in the second Kyzil period,
fromaboutA. D. 6oo onward.The "Maya-Hdhle
der zweiten Anlage," for example,has preserved
not only the image dais at the far rear,but also a
set of largepaintingsillustratingseveralepisodes
of the Nirvina cycle, which filledthe ambulatory
walls.

124

That the earlierversions of this more monumentalarrangementwere known on the Chinese
frontier during the Northern Wei period, is
proved by the layout of Cave I35 at Tun-huang.
Therethe narrativepanelson the cellaandambulatorywalls reachtheir climaxin a large Paranirvanagroup (done in the debased,local version of
the CentralAsian style) directlybehindthe main
altar.i2s

Where my text referencesspeakof the dedicacation of an image, they presumablyrefer to a
specialcult offeredin a kind of mortuarychapel:
122
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comparableto, and perhapsbased on, the original at Ku~inagara.It is, to be sure, not proven
that any pre-Guptan shrine with a recumbent
statueexistedat the lattersite; Fa-hsienhas nothing to say about an image.I26On the other hand
a large building on the northwest side of the
stipa at Taxila, whose elongated
Dharmarajika
shaperesemblesthat of the Ku'inagarachapelthough any statue it may have held has disappeared- is said to go back to the first century
A.D. or earlier.27
The two citationsin my Chin entry 6, in each
of which someone finds a representationof the
Paranirvanainside a pagoda, may indicateeither
of the two Western usages. If what was meant
was a narrativescene, among others shown with
a similaremphasis,it seems to me possible that
the effectwas gained by the meansused later in
the Horyiiji pagoda in Japan: the creation of a
tableauby means of small clay figures, arranged
as if on a miniaturestage in one of the four bays
surrounding the central pagoda pillar.I28 (It
shouldbe rememberedthat Chinentry7 refersto
"seven shrines with clay figures"; and Sung
entry i8 speaks of clay images of exceptional
beautyinside the Ch'ang-sha-ssupagoda.)
The closest contact between Sdkyamuniand
the Chinesepopularimaginationmust have been
made at the great annualceremoniescelebrating
His birthday. One of my references (Three
Kingdoms 2) touches on the most solemn part
of these observances, the ritual washing of a
Buddhaimage, which reenactedthe first service
performed for the new-born child. The others
all have to do with the elaborateprocessionsby
which the great metropolitantemples (usually
located in the suburbs) brought their images
publiclyinto the city to be worshippedtogether.
The texts make it clear that this paradingwas
designedto appealto as manysidesof the specta-

Grunwedel, Alt Kutscha,Berlin, I920, II, pp. 3 f., figs. I 3,
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I5-I7.
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Grunwedel Altbuddhistische
Kultstatten,Berlin,
93, I70.
Alt KUtsCha,II, pp. i off., pis. XLIVff.

I922,

527

pp.
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Pelliot, Touen-houang,
pl. CCLXXXIII.
Daizflky6,LI, p. 86i; Beal's translation,pp. li-lii.
Marshall, Taxila, I, pp. 247-248: "Building H."
Heryuji &kagami,IV, pp. 2-3, pIs. 7ff. See also my Sung
note 42.
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tors' interest as possible; and had as much the
atmosphereof a carnivalas of a religious ceremony. The majestic silence of the images was
offsetnot only by the chantingof monks but by
gayertunes as well, performedby troupesof girl
musicians.The dignity of the high churchmenin
theirembroideredrobeswas relievedby dancers,
clowns, and acrobats.
Many of the ingredientsof the spectaclemust
have been traditionallyChinese;a Han courtier
who had known the entertainmentsat the imperialpalacewould doubtlesshave found much
that was familiarin the Northern Wei pageants
at Lo-yang, a half millennium later. The basic
idea of the imageprocessionwas of courseWestern. The two greatestChinesepilgrimshave left
us detaileddescriptionsof ceremoniesof the sort
that they witnessed. Fa-hsien'sfirst account has
to do with the birthdayobservancesat Khotan,
and stressesparticularlythe splendorof the image cars, "thirtyfeet or so high, fashionedlike a
portablepalace, made splendidby every sort of
precious substance, with hanging banners and
canopies, and in the center of the car the idol
standingwith two Bodhisattvaattendants;while
the various gods in His train, all sculpturedin
gold and silver, hang suspendedin the air."129
Later he tells of the processions at the Indian
capital,Pataliputra.130"They use a four-wheeled
car, lashing together bamboo to make a fivestoreyed [framework]with bracketsand a [central] mast twenty feet or so high, so that the
general effect is like a pagoda. They cover this
with wrappingsof white cotton, which they then
paint in divers colors. They fashion images of
the gods, decorate them with gold, silver, and
glass, and hang over them bannersand canopies.
On [eachof] the four faces they make [a?]niche
which holds a seated Buddhawith standingBo129

130
131
132

DaiZekyd,LI, p. 857b; Beal's translation, pp. xxvi-xxvii.
In the same texts, pp. 862b and lvi-lvii, respectively.
In the same texts, pp. 87ob and 22 respectively.
In the same texts, pp. 895b and 2i
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dhisattva[s?] in attendance.There are perhaps
twenty carsthus decked out, each differentfrom
the rest. For the birthdaythe clericsand laity of
the realm assemble in crowds. There are girl
entertainersto make music, and offerings of
flowers and incense are made..."
HsUan-tsangdescribesin more general terms
the similarcustompractisedat Kucha,in Central

Asia.13' His otheraccount,of a royalprocession
that he witnessed at the court of King Harsavardhana (or Siladitya), has a differentflavor,
with Hinayina ratherthan Mahdyinadetails.Insteadof an image car,the statue- half life-sized,
andof gold- was carriedon a richlycaparisoned
elephant;and the escort was headedby the king
and his closest vassal, walking dressed for the
rolesof BrahmdandIndra,respectively.
132
The practisemay probablybe tracedback in
India at least to the Mauryandynasty,for one of
Asoka's rock edictsclaimscreditfor the fact that
"the signal of the drum has become a signal of
piety, displayingto the people the spectacleof
celestialcars,elephants,fires,and other heavenly
shapes."1I33

Two or threeof the dogmaticideasunderlying
the imageprocessionareworthyof briefnotice.134
In the firstplacethe very fact thatit was possible
for the populace to see the sacredfigureshad in
theory much more than a propagandavalue.
Although manytractsknown at the time extolled
the merit of seeing and studyingimages, it is by
no means certainthat the common people had
under ordinarycircumstancesthe right to enter
temple sanctuaries.Largetemples,founded by a
wealthydonor for his own sakeand his family's,
probablymaintainedsomething of the character
of a family trust, opening their doors to a restrictedcongregation.Many who were allowed
to pass throughthe gate may have been haltedat
133

CambridgeHistory ofIndia, New York,

1922,

I, pp. 505,

507.
"34

respectively.
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world into which He was born. If this were so,
one of the climaxesof the celebrationwould, in
its turn, have had a double meaning. Fa-hsien's
description of the birthday at Khotan emphasizes the humblewelcome offeredthe chiefimage
at the city gate by the King; and we have read
how the Wei Emperor (less pious but willing to
cooperatein a reasonableway) scatteredflowers
from his gate-houseas the paradepassedinto the
imperial city (Wei entry 3). This public act of
homage, on the part of the highest secularauthority, may well have been meant to recall the
welcome given the Buddhaat His birth by gods
and men; and if so was the closest Buddhist
equivalent to the Christian Adoration of the
Kings. 136

the entranceto the Buddhahall; andthose whom
the monks permitted to enter may have been
kept so far from the images they were worshipping, and so hamperedby barriersandhangings,
thatthey could seelittle or nothing.I havequoted
above the complaintof a Liang Emperorthatthe
temples of his day were all too readyto shut up
their deities in shrines and cabinets, after the
feastdaywas over (Liang entry zi). The annual
procession not only broke down, for a day or
two, this exclusiveness,but added a furtheropportunityto acquiremerit by presentingits images inmotion,beforethe spectators'eyes. On this
point a passagein the "Sea"saitrais outspoken:
"Any person who while the Buddhais in this
world shall see Him walking, who shall see with
every step the thousand-spokedwheel mark,
will be absolved therebyof the gravest sins, accumulatedduring a thousandkalpasof the past.
After the Buddha has departed, those who in
samddhishall truly receive the mystic vision of a
walking Buddha,will also wipe out all retribudon for a thousand kalpasof the gravest sins.
Anyone who does not practisethis meditation,
but who sees the Buddha'sfootprintor who sees
an image moving, will step by step also wipe out
retributionfor a thousand kalpasof the gravest
sins ... (O Ananda], after the Nirvina you
should makea beautifulimagewith its attributes
all complete... (etc.)"135
If the moving image on the one handheld out
a specialblessing to those who witnessedits passage, in anothersense it may have been intended
to reassertannuallythe supremeauthorityof the
Church.Its entranceinto the city, into the crowded world of man, may have been interpretedas a
reenactmentof the "firstseven steps" by which
the child Buddhatook symbolicpossessionof the
'35

136

Sikhin:
See under the Seven Buddhasof the Past.137
Vairocana:
Two of the principal sources on which the
primacy of Vairocana was to be based in the
T'ang dynasty were known by the early fifth:
the "old" Avatat/saka Satra and the "Sitra of
Brahmd'sNet."138In both of these His position
seems due not so much to a new idea as to a desire to state one of the basic Mahayanadogmas
more systematicallyand clearly. "Vairocana"is
a name for the transcendentaspect of Buddhahood, seen as unity ratherthanplurality,a single
Lord of the Universeratherthanan innumerable
host. In the "Lotus Siitra"this conceptis praised
underthe nameof Sdkyamuni,as we have seen.I39
It can be arguedthatthe Vairocanatextsuse their
new name merely as a means of distinguishing
the eternal and omnipresent aspect of divinity

Daizoky&, XV, p. 675c. For the rest of the passage translated, see p. i89 above.
The welcome accorded the Buddha was very likely also a
variant of the practise, widespread in the Near East in
Hellenistic and Roman times, of staging an elaboratewelcome of the deified ruler at his city's gateway. See Smith,

137

138

Architectural Ssymbolism,pp. ioff.
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Nanjio's no. 87, the Ta Fang-kuangFo Hua Yen Ching;
Daizokyd, IX, no. 278: and Nanjio's no. i087, the Fan
WangChing,translated by Kumdrajiva:ibid., XXIV, no.
I484. See also Mochizuki, Bukky&
Daijiten,p. 4367b, under
"Birushana."
See above, p. I 83.
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from the temporal. Both descriptions, indeed,
presentthe supremeBuddhain ways that would
not be incongruous in the "Lotus," except that
their style is even more divorced from everyday
experiences.The Avatat*saka,translatedby Budfrom a manuscript sedhabhadrain 420-42I
curedin Khotan, places Him at the centerof the
Ten Quartersof Space,in a realmcalled "Lotus
Blossom Womb Adornment World Ocean."140
The numericalside of the reader'simaginationis
appealedto with a new cogency. Each of the Ten
Quarters,or "Oceans,"is describedas a kind of
galaxyin itself, with its own Buddhisthierarchy
and an infinite number of dependent worlds.
Thereis a constantinsistenceon the fact that the
tiniest grain of cosmic dust, at the scale of the
"Oceans," would count as a world in ordinary
humanexperience.The astronomicalimageryof
the "Brahmi"sfxtrais less staggeringto the imagination.Therewe aretold that the super-Buddha (SakyamuniHimself in an infinitelyremote
prior birth) "inhabits the Lotus Blossom Dais
Womb World Ocean. All aroundHis dais there
are a thousand petals; each petal is a world, so
that there are a thousand worlds in all; I trans-

formMyselfinto a thousandSakyamunis
. . .*""41
In the "Brahmi" sfitrathe supreme being is
referred to as "Lu-she-na" (as the modern
Mandarinpronunciationwould renderit). The
AvatatksakaSitra gives Him both this samename
and the fuller "Pi-lu-she-na."When the Chinese
began studying the texts that they had inherited
in a more scholarlyspirit,commentatorspuzzled
over the differencebetweenthesetwo renderings.
Some found it convenient to see a distinction
ratherthan a mere abbreviation,and so placedin
their pantheon "Locana"as well as Vairocana.
A commentatoron the "Lotus,"for example,the
Southernmonk Chih-i (538- 597) used the two
names to present the dogma of Buddha-hood
140
'4'

42

DaiZ&kyi,IX, pp. 4O5aif.; the chapter on Vairocana.
Ibid., XXIV, pp. 997bff.
Mochizuki, op. cit., p. 4368c, quoting from the Fa Hua
Ching Wlen-chui,
ix, 2.
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with a new orderliness: for him the sequence
Sdkyamuni,Locana,and Vairocanacorresponded to the three body-statesin ascending order,
the incarnate body Nirmdnakdya,the reward
body Sambhogakdya,and the completely transcendent body Dharmakdya.142
This, however,
was only one of manyconflictingtheories;andin
general Chinese Buddhist thinkers forgot "Locana" in favor of more robust and popular
deities.
Chih-inotes that the meaningof "Vairocana"
is "throughoutall places," i.e. omnipresent.In
T'ang the preferredinterpretationstressed instead the factor of universal radiance,and the
best-known rendering of the name made it an
equivalent for "Great Sun." In this fact alone
there lies no particularsurprise. All the great
Mahdyinasitras had insisted on the immeasurable luminosity of Buddha-hood; "Vairocana"
as light-giver is merely another way of expressing the idea found at a more popular level in
"Amitdbha."It is curiousto find that at the preMahayanalevel the name "Vairocana"(or in
P5li "Verocana")identifies a figure on the far
outer fringe of the Buddhist pantheon, a monarchof the raceof Asuras,or Titans.143If this is
the samebeing as the lateruniversalBuddha,his
rise to supremacyoddly echoes the careerof the
ZoroastrianAhura Mazda, the embodiment of
goodness and light, who also was fashionedout
of the status of the Ahuras, or non-gods.
All my entriesrenderthe Buddha'snamein its
abbreviated form "Lu-she-na." I can explain
their frequency from the middle of the sixth
centuryonward,only as partof the generaltransition that led to the T'ang phase. Perhapsthey
reflectthe graduallyincreasingprestigeandindividuality of the Avatathsakasect, which by the
seventh century was to assume a dominantposition in Chinese Buddhism.
143
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See Dowson, Dictionaryof Hindu Mythology,p. 359, under
"Virochana." In the Samyuktdgama,
xl (DaiZ&kyJ,II, no.
99, p. 296b) we are told of a visit paid to the Buddha by
this being's radiantly handsome son, Bali.
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A group of five Buddhas is an anomaly in
ChineseBuddhistartpriorto the introductionof
Tantriciconographyin mid T'ang. As we have
seen, however, the Eastern Chin sculptor Tai
K'uei is said to have constructed five lacquer
figuresfor Wa-kuan-ssu,which a citationin the
Liang history refersto as "five Buddhas"(Chin
entry I 5). To be sure, the latter text was compiled only at the outset of T'ang, and in this
regardmaybe erroneous.Without it, I should be
inclined to think that Tai K'uei's statueswere of
five disciplesof Sdkyamuni.Such a set of five is
namedregularlyin the "Sea"sfitra;the Buddha,
for example, is said to have taken Ananda and
four others with Him on His journeyto Nagaraharato vanquishthe evil Naga king.'4sThe very
floridproclamationof the LiangEmperorCh'ien
Wen that I have translatedin Liang entry z i, in

Voice," Wei-miao Sheng).146In a typicallyfantasticmiraclethe four materializewithin a sort of
baldachino,scattergolden flowers on Sdkyamuni, and then descendto sit on His dais. It would
not have requireda great stretch of the imagination to turn this into a five-partrelationship,
stressing Sakyamuniat the center, and so construct an archetypefor the familiarma>dalasof
later centuries.
Fa-hsien's pilgrimage record describes two
instancesin India of a quadripartiteschemethat
probably had this same purpose. At the place
where Sdkyamuniwas reputedto have returned
to EarthafterHis visit to Tusita, He saw among
other monuments erected by King Asoka, a
stone pillar surmountedby a lion. "Within the
pillar on the four sides are Buddhaimages."'47
As described,of course, this cannot have been
wholly a work of Asoka's time. Presumablythe
four imageswere added,in niches,to the original
lion pillarin the early Guptanperiod. In telling
of the image procession that he witnessed at
Pdtaliputra,again,he describesthe typicalcar as
being built up in five storeys into a shape like a
stRpa's."On the four faces areniches, eachholding a seated Buddhawith standing Bodhisattva

speaking of "five or ten holy figures ... pushed

attendants."148 In both these cases the presence

together into a single shrine,"probablyrefersto
two sets of disciple figures, numberingfive and
ten respectively.
If the correctnessof the Liang history'sreference is assumed,we must turn for authorityto
some text like the "Sea" saitra,again. There, as
one aspect of a general insistence on groups of
five, a set of five Buddhasis implied (thoughnot,
I think, named). Along with the familiarBuddhas of the Ten Quarters we are introduced
twice to a simpler cosmological formula, the
Buddhasof the Four CardinalPoints (east,south,.
west, and north being representedrespectively
by Aksobhya,Ratnaketu,Amitdyus,and"Subtle

of the crucial fifth Buddha at the center was
probablyconveyedby symbolicmeans.The lion
on the pillarmust have been meantto standfor
Sikyamuni from the start; and the equationbetween a stipa and a Buddha'sbody must have
been accepted at an early date, as soon as the
Indianhabit of symbolizinghad had a chanceto
work over the new Buddhistmaterial.
It may be worth adding here that the French
excavations in Afghanistan have disclosed, among many varieties of stRxpadecoration, two
that are pertinent to the five-Buddha theme.
Some squarestzipashave a single niche per face;
elsewhere a row of five Buddhas squatting in

Tipatyin:
See under the Seven Buddhasof the Past.144
Visvabhi:
See under the Seven Buddhasof the Past."44
Five Buddhas:

144
'4S
I46

See below, pp. i98ff.
See above, p. I85.

'47
148

DaiZjkyj, XV, pp. 688c, 69ia, b.
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meditation may be placed in relief on a single
wall surface.149

Perhapsthe firstnoticeablestep towardbreaking down the idea of Sdkyamuni'suniqueness
was an acceptanceof the belief that He had been
preceded by six other Buddhas, whose careers
and functionshad been basicallyidenticalto His
own. The earlydate of this changeis attestedby
the first monuments of Buddhist sculpture in
India:the Barhutrailingand the Saiicigateways,
preservedfrom the firstcenturiesB. C. andA. D.,
both hint at the theme in the aniconicfashion of
the time by showing seven different Trees of
Enlightenment singly or in a row (alternating
with Stflpas). The Gandhdranand Mathuran
reliefsof the Kushanperiodmakethe samestatement directlyby a row of seven Buddhafigures,
usually terminatedby a Maitreyain the dress of
a Bodhisattva,to point toward the eighth savior
who is to come in the future.Iso
The choice of seven must have been determined by the favored position that numberhad
long enjoyed in the Near and Middle East
through its connection with the five known
planets, the sun, and the moon. It is interesting
to see that preferenceseems graduallyto have
shiftedin Indiafromthe traditionalseven to four.
If my notes arecorrect,Hsiian-tsangspeaksonly
once of imagesof the Seven Buddhas,as decorating the royal vihdraerectedby King Sildditya.is,
He describesa set of four seatedimages in Gandhara,erectedto commemoratethe place where

I50
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the four Buddhasof the Pasthadsatundera great
tree;S2 andrefersfairlyoften to placesconnected
by legend with the careersof the threeimmediate
predecessorsof Sdkyamuni(never with those of
the three others). Some of the reason for this
shift may have lain in a belief that the earliest
three of the Seven were too remote in the past
to be truly accessibleto worship. Vipasyin, the
first,was thought to have had His careerninetyone aeons ago. Sikhinand Visvabhiidivided between Them the thirty-firstaeon. On the other
handKrakucchanda,Kanakamuni,and Kdsyapa
all belonged,like Sdkyamuni,in the presentaeon,
or Bhadrakalpa.153
According to Fa-hsien and
Hsiian-tsang Their birthplaces and the commemorativemonumentserectedin Their honor
were all in the neighborhood of Srdvastiand
Kapilavastu,i.e. at the center of Sdkyamuni's
own cult.154 Fa-hsientellsusthatin histimethere
was a heretical Buddhist sect claiming descent
from Sdkyamuni'scousinDevadatta,which disavowed Him but worshippedHis threepredecessors.'55By a happy chance one of the Agokan
pillars unearthedin modern times records the
devotion of that monarchto the cult of Kanakamuni. Its inscriptiontells that in the fourteenth
year of his reign he rebuilt the past Buddha's
stzipain an enlargedform, and in the twentieth
year came in person to visit the place and pay

TheSevenBaddhasof thePast:
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homage. 156

All this evidence might also be interpretedto
mean that the earliest extension of the idea of
Buddha-hoodwas to a set of threepredecessors,
in the age before Buddhism had moved very
widely afield from its original heart-land.This

E. g. J. Barthoux, Lesrfouillerde Hadda, Paris, I933, p. 88
(his TK 67).
A. Cunningham, The Sthpa of Barhut,London, i879, pls.
XXIX, XXX; Marshall and Foucher, The Monumentsof
Sanchi,n. d., pp. I27, i99-zoo,
and as a typical example,
pl. XV. Note that the dating of these two sites has in
recent scholarship been lowered by several decades: see
the Harvard dissertation (I954)
of W. M. Spink, The
Rock-cut Tombsof the Andhra Period, pp. zo8-ziz. For
Kushan examples, see Foucher, Gandhdra,I, figs. I34,

I 36, II, fig. 45 7; Van Lohuizen de Leeuw, ScythianPeriod,
fig. 5o.

Daikjkyj, LI, p. 935c; Beal's translation, II, p. z6I.
In the same texts, pp. 879c and I, 99 respectively.
'53
Ta Chih-iuLun, ix: Dai.Zjkyj,XXV, p. I 25 a.
'54 Ibid., LI, pp. 86ia, gooc, goib; Beal's translation, I, pp.
xlviii, xlix; II, pp. I3, i8, I9.
s55 In the same texts, pp. 86ia and I, xlvii respectively.
156 See RamaprasadChandra,"Beginnings of Art in Eastern
India," Memoirs of the Arch. Surv.ofInd., XXX, I927,
ISI
52
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group of four may have been expandedto seven
for scholasticreasonsthat never were wholly accepted at the level of popularworship, perhaps
through the influence of ideas newly imported
from Persiaor Mesopotamiaafterthe coming of
Alexander. Later, seven may have yielded its
primacyto four again.
In China the situation must have been quite
different.Chinesemonks who readwidely in the
scripturesfound the Seven Buddhasmentioned
with great frequencyin both Hinayanaand Mahayanatexts; they were both a standardway of
expressing the passage of time, and a routine
firstmultipleof Buddhistunity. As a group they
probablyenjoyed a greaterprestige in Chinaof
the Six Dynasties than in contemporaryIndia
becausethey stood for somethingthat all literate
Chineseheld in the highest honor, the "historic"
past. For them, again, the number Seven also
recalled the royal ancestors worshiped in the
dynasticshrine.When the group as a whole was
not represented, the Chinese tended to select
from it just those members who in India were
least sought after, the earliest names like Vipa~yinand Sikhin as "first ancestors."Kdsyapa
they probablyfavoredbecauseHe was in a sense
Sakyamuni's spiritualfather (Chinentry4, Liang
entry zi, Inscriptions2).
TheBuddhasof theTenQuarters:
The idea that all space - summarizedby ten
directions,the eight compasspoints plus up and
down- is for alltimepervadedby an incalculable
number of Buddhas,is one of the bases of Mahayanatheology. In China acceptanceor rejection of the idea could be the touchstoneto determine a believer's orthodoxy. The Liang bibliographyCh'uSan TsangChi Chi, v, for example,
tells of a monk named Fa-tu (born in Cantonin
early Sung, his father being an Indian trader),
'57

who "studied the Hinayina and declared that
therewere no Buddhasof the Ten Quarters,and
that he would worship no one but Sakyamuni.
He would not hear or read or recite anything
from the Mdhdyanacanon." (The account goes
on to describethe deliberateodditiesthat he and
his followers affectedin dress and behavior)'s7
The better part of a chapter (ix), in the great
PrajnAcommentary translated by Kumarajiva
underthe title Ta Chib-tuLunmeets a long series
of hypotheticalquestions about the existenceof
these beings.IS8 Severalhave to do with the familiar statements in Hinayana texts in which
Sakyamuniseems to deny absolutelythe possibility of any pluralityof Buddhas:his dicta, for
example,that therecan never be two Buddhasin
the world at the same time, and that to meet a
Buddhais throughout all time the rarestof experiences.The answersgiven skirt the edges of
sophistry or irrelevance.At best they fall back
on the convenientexcuseof the upaya,the strategem found expedientfor salvationin a particular
case.In this instance,for example,the questioner
is told that had Sakyamunispoken otherwise,
had He admittedthat Buddhasareeverywhereat
all times, His listenerswould have relaxedtheir
own efforts toward salvation; they needed the
stimulus of worry to do their best.'is
To the question, "Why has no one ever met
one of these other Buddhas?" the answer is
simple.16oThe Buddhasof the Ten Quartersand
their Bodhisattvas, even the relatively nearby
Maitreya,do not visit the Earth because mankind is so sinful, so blindedby ignoranceor disbelief, that Their coming and going would pass
unnoticed. In this phase of Buddhist teaching,
we aretold that though a Buddhais theoretically
omnipotentHe cannot or will not aid those who
lackeven the minimumreadinessto receive Him.
Sdkyamunipreached for a lifetime at Srdvasti,
and yet only a third of the inhabitantscould see

Dai-eokyJ,LV, pp. 40c-4xa; translatedby Waley, Buddhist
Texts throughthe Ages, (E. Conze, editor), New York,
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DaiZjkyj, XXV, pp.
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1954, pp. 288-289.
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Ibid., p. i2b6a,b.
Ibid., pp. 12-5b, C,
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Him (and profit by His sermons). A second
thirdmerelyheardaboutHim, andthe remainder
were totallyignorant.The writer adds a forceful
illustration. One day the Buddha and Ananda
met a poor old hag in the town. Ananda,naively
touchedby herwretchedstate,-beggedhis master
to take pity and convert her. Sakyamuni'sterrible answer (still full of the uncompromising
spirit of Hinayana)was: "Her Karma will not
permit it." Anandapersisted: "Go close to her,
and when she sees the luminousnessof the Buddha's bodily attributes,her heart will be filled
with a joy that will provide her with [a proper]
Karma."Sdkyamunicamevery close, moved all
around the old woman, even placed His hands
over her eyes - and she noticed nothing at all.
The most importantquestion concerningthe
infinitudeof Buddhasis not askedin the chapter:
what is theirrealrelationshipto Sakyamuni?The
author provides the fragmentsof an answer in
several passages. Explaining in an earlierparagraph how it was that the "historic" Buddha
could be attacked, or insulted, or sent away
empty-handedwhen He begged food, or could
suffer pain, he emphasizesthat all these trivial
things happened to the Buddha in His human
form. A Buddhahas in realitytwo bodies; beside
the one given him by His parents, "He has a
spiritual body, a Dharmakaya,which fills the
Ten Quartersof space, immeasurableand infinite ... He is always assuming every kind of
body, and name, and condition of birth, using
every kind of expedientto convert all beings ...
He is able to convert the beings of the worlds
throughoutthe Ten Quarters.He who takesinto
Himself all retributionfor sin is the Buddhain
His Dharmakaya.. ."161
Later we read again: "Although Sakyamuni
possesses an immeasurablesupernaturalpower
that enablesHim miraculouslyto createBuddhas
i6i

vara. . .11)i66
TheFifty-threeBuddhasof thePast:
Two differentsetsof deitiesarecharacterizedby
this oddly-chosennumber.One is given in Samghavarman'stranslationof the Sukhdvatisftra,
to identify the sequenceof Buddhas,beginning
with Dipamkara,who precededthe Buddhaunder whom the future Amitdbha-Amitayusmade

Ibid., pp. I2IC-I22a.

Nanjio's no. 394, the KuanP'u-hsienP'u-sa Hsing Fa Ching,
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in the Ten Quarters,so as to preachthe Law and
emit light and convert all beings, He is not actually able wholly to convert those beings in their
totality . . ."i6z
The readerwill see that this is the same explanationthat is given in the "Lotus Sitra."'63
Only oneness is real; plurality is an illusion
createdfor expediency.It shouldbe remembered,
at the same time, that since Mahdyinateaching
was so deeply permeatedwith the upayaprinciple, the idea of the Buddhasof the Ten Quarters
was a very importantone for centuries at every
level of thinking except perhaps the topmost.
The Ta Chih-tuLun itself in another chapter
describes the bliss of seeing all these Buddhas
in a special mystic ecstasy.'64A disciplinewith
the same goal of "seeing" is outlined at great
length (and with a special emphasison penitential rites)in the suitraof the kuangroup devotedto
Samantabhadra.(There again, incidentally,the
unity theme is recalledby referringto the beings
as "Ten Quarters Sdkyamuni's divided-body
Buddhas").165 At a much more popular level,
finally, they were addressedin prayers by the
devotees of plurality. When, for instance, the
Central Indian missionary Gunabhadramet a
typhoon on his way by ship to Cantonin 435, he
exhorted his fellow-travellers "with all their
hearts and strength to think on the Buddhasof
the Ten Quarters, and to call on Avalokites-

I62 Ibid., p.I12sa.
163 See above, p. I83.
164 See above, p. 143.
i65
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his great vows and entered on a Bodhisattva's
career.'67The other set is presentedwith much
more fanfarein the spitraof the kuangroup that
deals with the two Bodhisattvas Bhaisajyaraja
andBhaisajyasamudgata,
translatedin earlySung
position
is explainedneiby Kalayasas.I68
Their
ther in time nor in space,but theirimportanceis
unmistakable; they constitute a mysterious
source of the highest power. We are told that
because very long ago the future Sakyamuni
learned of Their names and imparted them to
His disciples to the number of three thousand,
all of those personsbecameor will become Buddhas, in groups of a thousand each. One group
constituted the Thousand Buddhas who appearedin the aeon precedingthe presentone, the
so-called "Glorious Kalpa." The second group
makes up the Thousand who are appearingin
the present, Bhadrakalpa;and the third will belong to the aeon to come, the "Kalpa of the
Heavenly Bodies." In addition it is stated that
all the innumerableBuddhas of the Ten Quarters reachedthat statusbecauseThey hadlearned
the namesof the Fifty-three;andthe namesagain
are laudedby the Seven Buddhasof the Past.
It is clear that all this representsan intrusion
into Buddhist teachings of the theme of the
secret, magicalnames of God. Why the number
fifty-threeshouldhave been chosenfor the names
I have no idea. Just possibly they represented
for their creatorsthe distantpredecessorsof the
Seven Buddhas of the Past, and with the latter
were intendedto reachthe more naturaltotal of
sixty. The last number, however, I have never
seen used.
My one recordedinstanceof a Chineseuse of
the Fifty-three Buddhas is attested by an inscriptionat the rearof the Ku-yang cave at Lungi67

Ibid., XII, p. 267a.
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Nanjio's no. 305, the Kuan YaoWangYaoShangErh P'u-sa
Ching: Daigokye5,XX, no. ii6i. For the point at issue
here, see especially, pp. 663c, 664a.
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men, where They shared the dedication with
Maitreya.I69
TheThousand
KalpaBuddhas:
As we have seen in the section on the Fiftythree Buddhas,it was believed that the present
age of the world, the Bhadrakalpa,togetherwith
its immediate predecessor and sucessor, have
been assigneda total of threethousandBuddhas,
to be evenly divided between them. The idea is
an instance of the pressureto multiply that lies
behind much of Mahayanadevelopment; at the
sametimeit probablypointsto the triumphof the
new numericalsystem,basedon multiplesoften,
over the traditionalpreferencefor sevens.
The Chinesewereintroducedto the Thousand
Buddhas of the present age in the Bhadrakalpa
Sfitra,translatedby Dharmaraksain either 300
or 291, and secured, it is said, from a Kashmir

monk.I7o The firstof threeconsecutivesections
(xx) gives the names of the Thousand, in the
midst of which we find the familiargroup Krakucchanda,Kanakamuni,Kdsyapa,Sakyamuni,
and Maitreya.The second (xxi) gives routineinformation(as artificial,of course,as almostall of
the names) about their birthplaces, families,
parents, disciples, ages, the numbers in their
audiences,the durationof the Dharmathat each
establishes,and so on, limiting this detailedcoverageto about a tenth of the whole number.The
third section (xxii) addsfurtherdetailsaboutthe
careersof a similarfraction.
Threeanonymousseitrasassignedto the Liang
dynasty deal separatelywith the three consecutive kaipas,using a common schemeof presentation.I7'Here the names are noticeably different
from those in Dharmaraksa'scatalogue,and the
170
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Omura, p. 205; Mizuno and Nagahiro, Rytfmon,no. 6I3,
PP 303-304.
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Nanjio's no. 403, the Hsien ChiehChing:Dai.Zokyo,XIV,
no. 425, pp. 45cff. See also Mochizuki, Bukky6 Daijiten,
PP. 94IC-942a.
Daigoky6, XIV, no. 446, the Kuo-ch'RChuang-yenChieh
Ch'ienFo Ming Ching; no. 447, the Hsien-tsaiHsien Chiek
Ch'ienFo Ming Ching;no. 448, the Wei-laiHring-suChieh
Ch'ienFo Ming Ching.See especially p. 376a.
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familiarfour or five, ending in Maitreya,come
at the outset.
All of this materialis put together mechanically, out of stereotypeddemandsand bargains;
and in comparisonwith the savior or Paradise
shitrascan have attractedonly those who for some
reason favored a plurality of gods. One small
point of interestlies in the fact that the laterversions require the worshipper to make images.
The tract on the future kalpa makes only this
generalassertion,172while the one on the present
has no such clause (if my observationis correct).
The one on the past, "Glorious Kalpa," however, says :173
"Any worthy man or woman who hears the
names of the World-honored Buddhas of the
past, present, and futurekalpas,who believes in
them joyfullyand readsand recitesthem without
injuriousintent; who may be able to copy them
out by hand so that they may be explained to
others, or who may be able to have paintedBuddha icons fashioned, or may be able to worship
them with incense, flowers,and music..."
In the T'ang dynastythe story told about the
opening of the Tun-huangcaves spoke of a miraculous appearanceof the forms of the Thousand Buddhas,seen within a golden radiance,to
the pilgrim-monkLo-ts'un,who in consequence
opened the first cave-shrine.I74This tradition
may possibly explain the special prevalence of
the Thousand Buddhatheme in the Tun-huang
paintings; from the earliest preserved caves
where They occupy a simply laid out checkerboard, to the highly ornamentalizedversions of
the tenth centuryceilings.
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translated"Buddha-in-the-flesh,"
remainsa puzzle. We have met it firstin Sung entry i i, referring to a gilded statuemadeby a Northernmonk
who migratedto Soochow, in the last decadesof
the EasternChin or the beginning of the Sung.
It reappearsin Wei entry i 8, as a detailin a fantastic story laid in the earlysixth century,about
the judgmentsimposedin Hell (whereone of the
condemnedvainly claimedcreditfor makingten
jen chunghsiang,"images-in-the-flesh."Wei entry
25 goes on to emphasizea hollow lacquerstatue
of the sameiconographictype, remarkableboth
for its beauty and for the portents by which it
announcedthe imminentdownfall of the dynasty. Two of the Northern Ch'iinscriptions,dated
in 559 and 575, addthejen hunghsiangqualifierto
the Buddha'sname.'75We may note in addition
the biographyof the Sui monk Chih-linin Taohstian's sequel, x, which tells that for a temple
built in 596 he provided fivejen chunghsiangand
one hollow lacquerimage.I76
The sum of these citationsseems to me to discourage the attempt made by some Japanese
scholarsto associate-the type solely with Vairocana Buddha.I77 We have no other indication
that the latterwas worshippedas earlyas around
400, nor any reason to expect His images to
occur in groups of five or ten. This last figure,
to be sure, maywell have been used in the Wei
story merely to indicate a fairly large number,
ratherthan any specific set of deities, or divine
manifestations;the Sui five, on the other hand,
look like the primary group of directional
Buddhas.
The phraseas suchis not listed in the Japanese
Buddhist encyclopediasthat I have consulted,
although itsjen chungcomponent appearsin numerousepithetsgiven the Buddha:He is "among
men"honored, or like a lotus, or a lion, or a tree,

"Buddha-in-the-flesh":
The rare iconographic subdivision called by
the Chinesejen chungFo, which I have loosely

or a lord of the herd,etc.I78 I can only surmise
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Ibid., p. 393b.
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Dai.eZkye5,L, p. 504a.
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Ibid., p. 365a.
Omura, p. 518, quoting the T'ang stele of 698; see my
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E. g. Omura, p. I4I; and Matsumoto B. in Bukky-wshi
Zakke5,p. 337 and note 32.

Omura, PP. 327, 354.
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Soothill and Hodous, Dictionary,p. 3I.
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intended to represent
that thejen chunghsiang-was
the Buddhain His mortal or physicalbody, as a
naive definition of the Nirmdnakdya (Jesus
ratherthan the Christ-Logos). How the distinc-

dion between such an image and the usual one
was drawn,or for what reasonit was considered
necessary in the few cases we have seen, are
questions that I cannot answer.

THE BODHISATTVAS
Akfayamati:

hat little interest Chinese Buddhists

W

showed in this figure was probably due
to his association with Avalokitesvara. He is
the Bodhisattvamentioned in the "Lotus Saitra
whose question to Sdkyamunibringsthe famous
explanationas to why Avalokitesvarais so named.'
andBhaifajyasamudgata:
Bhaifajyaraj/a
These brother Bodhisattvas, the "Healer
King" and the "Healer Superior"respectively,
are a puzzling pair, perhapsbecauseno earlydescriptionof them has survived. Their key text is
the "SUltra
Spokenby the Buddhaon Visualizing
the Two Bodhisattvas Bhaisajyardjaand Bhaia highly elaborateand fanciful
sajyasamudgata,"
memberof the kuangroup translatedby the CentralAsian missionaryKdlayagasbetween424 and
44z at the Sung capital.zIn the midst of prescriptionsfor meditationon the two deities,amid
a bombardmentof miracles,this work tells briefly how they came to be important.3
Once upon a time, long long ago, when the
Buddhaof a certainage had passedinto Nirvana
andresponsibilityfor the Churchhadbeen handed down to His humanfollowers, a monk named
Sun-wombwon celebrityas a leader.Two brothers in his congregation were particularlyimpressed by his virtues. One, a wealthy householder named Constellation'sLight, after hearing a sermonabout the divine "sweet dew mediI See above, p. I 5 7.
2

cine," made the preacheran offeringof the medicinal fruit from the haritakitree with various
herbs, saying that those too would prevent old
age and death. The monk received the gift with
an incantation. On hearing this, as well as the
sermon, the young man was overjoyed, adored
all the Buddhasof the Ten Quarters,and uttered
a greatvow. He askedthat the merit attainedby
his gift of "medicinesfrom the Snowy Mountains" (i. e. the Himalayas)might set him on the
path toward full enlightenment,and make him
one day a Buddha.In additionhe promisedthat
when he had attained"the pure strength of Bodhi, even though he might not yet be a Buddha,
if any being heard [his] name and prayed, he
would be rid of all three kinds of sickness and
misery in this life; rid of all the 44o ills of the
body, and freed from all the wretchedness of
wrong-thinking, folly, and heresy."
His younger brother,LightningLight, was so
moved by his elder'sexamplethat he too made a
gift to the whole brotherhood,"of a greatquantity of gheeand beneficialherbs that he had in his
house," and uttered a similarpromise-prayer.
By the power of these medicinesall the monks
werefreedfrom the two kindsof ailments,andso
bestowed on the brotherstheir titles as healers.
Outside of this story, which may well be centuries older than the rest of the tract, the two
heroes appearas full-fledgedsavior Bodhisattvas
of a familiar type. They bear, indeed, an unmistakablelikeness to their two greatestcompe3

See note i68 in the preceding chapter.
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titors, Avalokitesvara and Mahdsthdmaprdpta.
The readerof theirsiitrawill findthatits late date
is betrayedboth by eclecticinterestsand a frank
imitativeness.Its author seems to have been as
much awareof the strong points of existing Mahayanacults as the writer of the Bhaisajyaguru
sfitra,and to have borrowedwith no more compunction. As one would expect, his favorite
sources were the "Lotus" and the literatureon
the Western Paradise.In addition he must have
profited by a knowledge of at least some of the
other works in the kuan group. He doubtless
knew and imitatedwhat I have called the "Sea"
sitra. He mentions specifically"the sea of mystic
ecstasy attained by visualizing the Buddha"the identicalphrase- andexploitsa similarstock
of miracles.4Closest of all are his links with the
"Sitra on Visualizing Amitdyus," which must
have been writtenby a near contemporary(both
hadthe sametranslatorin China,Kdlayagas).The
descriptionsof his two brothersas divine beings
in glory might almost have been taken word for
word from the other's vision of Avalokitesvara
and Mahdsthdmaprdpta.s
We aretold that the adeptwho meditatescorrectly "will be able to see Bhaisajyar-jaBodhisattva . as a body twelve yojanastall, or when
He suits himself to human needs, i 8o feet, or
even eight feet; the said body being purple-gold
in color and possessing exactly the same thirtytwo majorand eighty minor attributesas a Buddha's. The us~nisa
on the crown of His head has
fourteen maui pearls; each pearl has fourteen
edges; and between every two edges there are
fourteenblossoms, so as to ornamentHis crown.
Within the said crown there are the Buddhasof
the Ten QuartersandTheirBodhisattvas,all seen
in reflectionslike a fill of jewels. [A ray]the color

of white glass, from the tuft between His eyebrows, winds round His body seven times like a
white jewelled curtain... (etc. etc., in an increasinglyfantasticvein)."
Bhaisajyasamudgatadiffers in being sixteen
yojanastall. "Inside His round halo there are sixteen millions of phantom Buddhas, eight feet
tall, sitting cross-legged on jewelled lotuses;
each accompanied by sixteen Bodhisattva attendantsevery one of whom holds a white blossom. Within the body aureoleare the worlds of
the Ten Quarters,with the variousBuddhasand
Bodhisattvas and Paradises all revealed there.
The us~nisa
on the crown of His head holds mani
jewels like the iakrdbhilagna
[worn by Indra].All
four sides of the usntraareluminescent,emitting
golden rays of light; between each pair of rays
are four jewelled blossoms with all the colors of
a hundredjewels; upon every blossom arephantom Buddhas and Bodhisattvas,now showing
Themselves and now bidden, and in number
beyond knowing ... (etc. etc.)."
From an earlier Sukhdvatiseitramust have
been borrowed the idea that the two brothers,
like Avalokitesvaraand Mahdsthdmaprdpta,
are
to become Buddhas,one after the other, ruling
over the same Paradise.6The striking difference
should also be noted, however, that the two
Healers are dependent on no single Buddha,
while still in Their Bodhisattva state. Instead,
They areseveraltimes broughtinto contactwith
the Buddhasof the Ten Quarters(here personified, with ten names);7 or with the mysterious
Fifty-threeBuddhasof the Past.8At the end of
the tract They are called "the Dharma sons
throughlustration[or baptism?]of alltheWorldhonored Buddhas of the Past, the Present, and
the Future."9

Ibid., p. 662c. He borrows in particularthe earlierwriter's
favorite literary image, the million caverns enshrining
millions of phantom Buddhas.
Ibid., pp. 662b, c; 663b, c.
Ibid., p. 662a, b; cf. my p. I~o above.
Ibid., p. 662a.

9 Ibid., p. 666a. The phrase used is kuanting, "pouring on

4

5
6
7
8

See my p.
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the head," the regular equivalent for the Sanskritabbiseka
(which we have met in the Six Dynasties translationof the
Bhaisajyagurusftra, p. I70 above), Its relevance here is
unexplained; probably it was intended to prove that the
two Bodhisattvas were recognized and legitimate heirs,
like the Indian rajahs who received the abbisekarite at
their coronation.

above.
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The eclecticismwith which I have chargedthe
"Two Bodhisattvas"sitra shows most clearlyin
the variety of paths that it recommendsto the
would-be worshipper.We learnfirst that it is an
inestimable benefit merely to hear the two
Healers'names. This is a privilege accordedto
those who have madethemselvesworthy of it, by
leading lives of virtue, faith, and meditative
quietness.It will bring the furthergrace of hearing the names of the Buddhasand Bodhisattvas
of the Ten Quarters,and the Mahayanasietras.
"Through the supernaturalpower attained by
having heardthe names of these two Bodhisattvas, such persons wherever they may be born
during 5oo asatkhyasof kalpaswill never lapse
into any of the evil forms of rebirth."Io
The next revelation of power is through two
incantationsperformed by the two brothers in
order of Their seniority.",Bhaisajyarajasays of
His that "justthis kind of divine spellwas spoken
by the eighty millions of Buddhasin the past; is
being spoken in the present time by the Buddha
Sdkyamuni;and will be spoken in the future by
the Thousand Buddhas of this Bhadrakalpa.
After the Buddha'sNirvanaif any monk or nun
or lay convert,whethermale or female,hearsthis
spell, chantsit, andkeepsit; purifieshimselffrom
all the hindrancesof past karma... in his mortal
body practisesthe various mystic ecstasies, seeing the Buddha's phenomenal body in every
thought; and until the end never forgets the unexcelled complete Enlightenment;then not any
of all the kinds of evil demonsthat devour men's
vital spirits,notyakas ... [etc., etc.] will be able
to breakin and harmhim, anywhere.And at the
end of his life, the Buddhasof the Ten Quarters
will all come to welcome him, and he may go to
be reborn wherever he wishes, in any of Their
foreign Paradises."
The third approachis through the technique
of visualization.Seeingis not only a high goal in
itself, but brings accessorybenefits. From BhaiIo Ibid., p. 66ia, b.
II Ibid., pp. 66ic-662b.

sajyardja's"ten finger-tips rain down every sort
of treasure.l2Any person who can visualize the
Bodhisattva's ten finger-tips will find himself
miraculouslyrid of all the 404 kinds of bodily
ailments ... The adept who sees the rays that

stream forth, like a hundred millions of maui
jewels, from every single one of the Bodhisattva's hairsockets,will have his six sensespurified.
Thereafterhe will see the worlds of the Ten
Quarters,with their 500 myriadsof millions of
nayjas of Buddhas and Their Bodhisattvas,absolving sinsby Theirpreachingof the marvellous
sweet dew medicine.He who takesthatmedicine
will obtain 500 myriadsof millionsof turningsof
the Gatewayof Spells..."
The passagethat describesthe vision of Bhaisajyasamudgatain glory goes on to make a promise in familiarterms (since they are borrowed
from the "Lotus" chapteron Avalokitesvara).13
"Any personin the four categories[of believers]
who hearsthis name of Bhaisajyasamudgata
Bodhisattva ... who keeps it ... who invokes it

I2

I3
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...

who visualizesthat Bodhisattva'sbody: him will
the Bodhisattva Bhaisajyasamudgata
gather up
in the light that streamsfrom His body. The said
light maytakethe form of Mahe'vara(i. e. Siva],
or of Brahmk,or of Mdra,or of Indra, or of the
Four Lokapdlas,or of an Asura,or of a Gandharva, or of a Kinnara,or of a Mahoraga,or of a
Garuda;of a humanor non-humanbeing, or of a
Ndga; of a monarch,or of a high minister,or of a
householder,or of a landlord, or of a monk, or
of a Brdhman,or of a hermit,or of a grandparent,
or of a parent(these of eithersex), or of a brother,
a sister, a beloved wife, or any other relative;or
of a skilled physician, or of a good friend. The
adept in his dreamswill see whichever of these
simulacra is manifested, preaching the divine
spells spoken by Bhaisajyar-jaand Bhaisajyasamudgata;and at once he will be absolved of the
sins of as manypastkalpasas previouslyenumerated . . "
Ibid., p. 662c.
Ibid., p. 663b, c.
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The paragraphthat introducesthe Fifty-three
Buddhas of the Past promises that anyone who
can invoke Their names "will wherever'he may
be born always be able to meet the Buddhasof
the Ten Quarters."I4Aswe have seen,it is further
claimed that this combination of knowing and
invoking was responsible for the selection of
both the Three Thousand Buddhasof the three
currentkalpas, and the existing Buddhasof the
Ten Quarters.is The text then sweeps on to state
the terms of a final bargain:I6
"Any beings who may be desirousof winning
absolution from the four mortal sins, of doing
penancefor the five offensesor the ten evil acts...
must zealouslyrecite the incantationsof the two
BodhisattvasBhaisajyaraja
and Bhaisajyasamudgata,mustreverentlyworshipthe Buddhasof the
Ten Quarters... and the Seven of the Past ...
and the Fifty-three... and the Thousandof this
Bhadrakapla... and the Thirty-five'7... and
again the immeasurabletotal of all those in the
Ten Quarters.Night andday at the six appointed
hours, with his mind clear and acute, he will
practisethe rite of penitence ... Then he will fix
his thoughts on the pure phenomenalbodies of
the Two Bodhisattvas.When one meditateson
those Two Bodhisattvas... allthe roots of goodness planted by that man before the Buddhas
through innumerablekalpas of the past will by
the power of that original goodness, be his
adornment.In a single meditationhe will be able
to see all the countless Buddhas of the Eastern
Quarter ... [etc., etc.]"
The "Lotus" seitrapresents the two Bodhisattvasin a quite differentlight, in two of its "appended" chapters. In one They appear in an
14

IS
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Ibid., pp. 663c-664a.
See above, p. 20i.
DaikZjkyj,XX, p. 664a, b.
Re the 35 Buddhas see Mochizuki, op. cit., pp. I543C to
I 544a. One set is named in Nanjio's no. 36, the Chbieh-ing
P'i-ni Ching,a translationof uncertaindate: Dai.ZfkyJ,XII,
no. 325, pp. 38c-39a. The 35 are also referred to as a
group in another member of the kuangroup, Nanjio's no.
70, the "Sitra on Visualizing the Bodhisattva Akasagarbha," Kuan Hshf-k'ung-txang
P'u-sa Ching, also trans-
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earlierincarnationas brotherprinces,who have
studieddevoutly underthe Buddhaof Their day
and are able to win over to the true faith Their
hereticfather.I8They have little to do except to
demonstratefor him the magical powers They
have won, mountinginto the sky to walk, stand,
sit, or lie down, expandingTheir bodies or contractingthem or vanishing, etc. It is a little surprising, therefore,to find that at the end of the
chapterthey areidentifiedwith the Bodhisattvas
Bhaisajyaraja
and Bhaisajyasamudgata
in Sdkyamuni's audience, and are highly praised for all
the seeds of goodness They have plantedin innumerableplacesthroughout the past.I9(Dharmaraksa'stranslation,borrowing a phrasefrom
the vocabularyof Taoism, says that They "are
perfect in Tao and Te.") Then comes a curious
promise: anyone who hears Their names, and
holds, keeps, and cherishes them (thus Dharmaraksa;Kumarajivahas: "who recognizes the
charactersfor their names")will be honored by
gods and men everywhere.
The other chapter deals only with the elder
brother, Bhaisajyaraja,ascribingto Him a feat
of extraordinaryheroism.2oOnce more He is
cast in an earlierincarnation,this time as a Bodhisattvawith a name somethinglike "Delightfill to all Eyes." His function in the story is to
illustrate in the most forcible manner possible
the virtue of absolute,self-effacingdevotion. He
lives in the time of a Buddha,whose preaching
fills Him with such adoring gratitude that He
can renderadequatethanksonly by burningHis
own body on a pyre. The story is filled with
fantastic details. He is said to have burned for
i zoo years,andthen to have been reborninto the
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lated in early Sung by Dharmamitra:Daitokyj, XIII, no.
409, p. 677ff. P. 677b recommends them as saviors to be
invoked; while the vision of Akasagarbha reveals them
manifested in His crown.
Ibid., IX, pp. I 3ia, 59cff.; Soothill's translation, pp. 255if.,
Kern's pp. 4Iff.

I9 Daitdkyd, pp. I32c,
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same world, where He had one more opportunityof visiting His beloved Buddha.Thelatter,
on the point of enteringNirvana,madeHim His
spiritual heir, and then passed away. The Bodhisattva,filled with grief, crematedHis Lord's
remains, collected the relics and divided them
among 84,000 preciousurns, which He installed
in 84,ooorichlydecoratedstfzpas.(Dharmaraksa's
translationat this point provides a modernnote
by saying: "At the front of these pagodatemples
He set up images ... and lit innumerable
lamps.") Then as a finalofferingto the relicsHe
set fire to His own arms,which burnedthis time
for 72,000 years. At the last, because the congregationsthatwaitedon Him were so distressed
at the sight of His mutilatedbody, He restored
Himself miraculously to His former perfect
beauty.
Sdkyamuni,aftertelling this tale, retailsa new
bargain:2I"Anyone in whose heartthere grows
up the desire to obtain full and perfect enlightenment,and who can burn a finger or even
a toe as an offeringto a Buddhiststfzpa;that man
outranks as a worshipper him who offers domain, cities, wife, children,or the naturalwealth
of all the three thousandgreat chiliocosms."
Underneaththis extraordinarytangleof superstition and magic one common set of roots may
be traced. Somewherein the Western Buddhist
world, long before the first "Lotus" translation
was madein z86 - and so perhapsin the first or
second centuries - Mahdydnabelievers must
have begun to entrusttheirhopes for miraculous
healingto a pairof deifiedbrothers.Probablyall
that was at first expected of these specialized
saviorswas implicitin the stresson medicinesin
both Their names. It is naturalto assume that
the source of this idea lay in the immemorial
pagan traditionof the twin helpers of mankind
whom the Indianshad known as the Asvins, "the
21

Dairoky&,p. 54a; the passage is lacking in Dharmarak~a's
version.
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See above, pp. I 53 ff.

physiciansof the gods," and who in the GrecoRomanworld wereworshippedas the Dioscuri.22
The fact that later cult leaders should have
made use of the brothersfor very differentpurposes, was probablyin part a tributeto the succes of the loan from the paganpast.In the sphere
of religious healing the names Bhaisajyaraja
and
Bhaisajyasamudgata
must have enjoyed a prestige that the tract-writershoped to exploit for
their own profit. Perhapsno more than this was
involved when the author of the Bhaisajyardja
chapterof the "Lotus" attributedhis shocking
acts of self-sacrificeto the elderbrother;He was
a populardeity who might help to make a difficult theme more palatable.On the other hand
there are echoes in the "Lotus" story that suggest that the choice was a more deliberateone,
and determinedby strangercircumstances.The
principalmotifs of the taleform a strangecombination, once their veneer of Buddhist ideology
has been strippedaway. The hero is young and
beautiful.He is a greathealer.He mutilateshimself deliberately,and is made whole again by a
miracle.He perishes by fire. All of these details
may be reassembled- of course with a different
local coloring- aboutthe figureof the physiciangod of the Phoeniciancity-states,Eshmun,who
in the Greco-Roman period was widely worshipped as an Asiatic form of Asklepios.z3Eshmun's name was interpretedas meaning "the
eighth"; his seven brotherswere held to be the
equivalentsof the protector-demigodswhom the
Greeks knew by such namesas the Dioskuroi or
the Kabeiroi. (The number seven is of course a
local peculiarity). Through his amalgamation
with Asklepios, Eshmun must have sharedthe
myth of the latter's fiery end; the Greeks held
that their healer-hero so interfered with the
naturalprocess of dying that Pluto complained,
and Zeus consumed him with a thunder-bolt.
23

See under "Esmun" in Roscher's Lexikon; under
"Eshmun" in Pauly-Wissowa's Real-enzjklopedie;also W.
A. Jayne, The Healing Gods of Ancient CiviliZations,New
Haven,
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(Thereis a similarstory told about the Asvins
in the Mabdbbdrata,
by the way. The denouement
takes a differentturn, in that it is said that the
two healer-brotherswere protected by the sage
Chyavana,to whom they had restoredhis youth;
and their champion successfully held off the
wrath and the thunderbolts of Zeus' Indian
counterpart,Indra).z4
By another overlapping of attributes, this
time with Tammuz-Adonis,the Eshmun legend
came to incorporatethe pathetic motif of selfmultilation. He was said to be so fair that the
mother-goddessherselffell in love with him. To
escape her desperateimportunity, he castrated
himself. After mourning him sorrowfully, she
had him miraculouslyrestoredto life andwholeness, and won him admission among the ranks
of the gods.
I believe that the detailsof the "Lotus" chapter may be best explained by assuming some
distant connection with this cluster of Mediterranean legends (which may have been carried
into the interiorby traders,soldiers,or prisoners
of war); and so proposethatthe storyas a whole,
like so much else in the Mahayanacanon, was a
hybrid fashionedin the areaswest or northwest
of the Indian frontier. (The Tammuz-Adonis
cult, incidentally,furnishesa possible corroboration of this theory. A Chineseencyclopediaof
the late eight century notes a detail of popular
worship in Samarkandthat has a most familiar
ring. At mid-summer the people there celebratedan annualrite that re-enactedthe deathof
a divine child, whose body was thereaftersymbolically searched for by parties of mourning
men and women.)2z
The motif of sacrificeby burning, the most
24
25
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Dowson, Hindu Mythology,pp. 74-75 under "Chyavana."
See Chavannes, Documentssrurles Tou-kieu(Turcs) Occidentaux, Paris, n. d., p. 133 n., quoting a description of the
West by a certain Wei Chieh (unknown, but at least early
T'ang in date).
See Arrian, "Anabasis of Alexander," vii, 2-3; in the
translation by E. J. Robson for the Loeb series, London
and New York, 1933, II, pp. 209-213.
According to the
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noticeable change carried out in adapting the
pagannarrativeto Buddhistuse, poses other difficulties. The practiseseems to have been nonAryan,in the traditionalsense of the word, since
it is not mentionedin the Vedas or Brdhmanas.
Ourfirstproof thatself-burningmight be carried
out in the earlyBuddhistperiod comes from the
testimony of the Greeks who followed Alexanderto the Indus,andwatchedhis Indianfriend
and protege, the sage "Kalanos,"methodically
terminatehis life on a funeralpyre.26Whether
the idea was in origin "Dravidian,"or foreign,
or a naturaldevelopment out of the conditions
existing at the end of the age of the Brdhmanas,
one may imagine that it acquired strength
through its very unpleasantness;suicide by fire
was the most painful, and so presumablythe
most rewarding,of the forms of self-torturethat
an asceticmightpractise.The law books ascribed
to Vdsistha- impossible to date with any precision, but certainlypost-Brdhmanicaland premediaeval- show whatlooks like an earlystage:
burningto deathis on the one hand the punishment for the grossest crimes; and on the other
a verse proclaims:"By entering a fire the world
of Brahman [is gained]."27In the great epics,
where a constantly recurringtheme is the supremepower attainedthrough extremeforms of
self-mortification,the fire sacrificeprovides an
occasionally-usedclimax.The most vividly presented statementof the sort occurs in the Mahdbhdrata's
"story-within-a-story"
of the fanatically
ambitiousasceticyouth Yavakrida,who sought
to impress his fellows and to win the favor of
Indra through the most rigorous austerities.
Heedless of Indra's compassionateattempt to
dissuadehim, he pushed his self-tormentso far

27

Greeks, "Kalanos" was moved merely to end a life made
disagreeableby infirmities; but doubtless their interpretation was a superficialone.
Translated in SBE, XIV, Oxford, i882, by G. Buhler as
The SacredLaws of the Aryas; see pp. io6, io8, io9 for
typical examples of the punishment, and p. 136 for the
promise (from VWsistha, xxix, 4).
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thatthe gods were filledwith horroranddistress.
When Indraonce againwarnedhim to desist, he
threateneddefiantlyto cut off his limbs one by
one and sacrificethem by fire. Here the moral of
the story is still a condemnation. Yavakrida's
presumptionis an attackon the old order,which
still has the power to condemn him as a fool
through its traditional spokesman, Indra. The
special goal that he seeks by his austeritiesis an
unequalledlearningin the lore of the Vedas; all
reasonablepeople, from Indradown, know that
such wisdom can be attainedonly by hardstudy,
and to attempt a short-cut can lead only to humiliation.28
The one story that I have found in the epics
thatmatchesthe premisesof the "Lotus"chapter
occurs in the last, and latest book of the RJmayana,the "Uttara Kandam." There, in the
midst of a fantastic elaboration of the themes
madefamiliarin the earlierbooks, we find an explanation of the superhumanmight possessed
by the ogre-villain, Ravana. He had previously
practised self-mortificationby fasting for ten
thousandyears,and as a culminatingact had cut
off nine of his ten heads, and sacrificedthem by
fire. As he was about to offerup his last head to
Brahma,the god appearedbefore him, pleased
by his devotion, and grantedhim the boon of invincibility.29(This is probably as close an approach to the complete self-surrender-of Bhaisajyarajain the "Lotus" chapter as the grossly
secular imaginations that composed the Mahdbhdrataand Radmayana
could be expected to
achieve).
IndianBuddhism,in borrowing at a relatively
late date the motif of self-burning, of course
grafted it onto a general theme of self-sacrifice
thathad been familiarfor some time in the Jdtaka
stories. The naturalprototypesfor Bhaisajyaraja
(and perhaps for Rdvana) must have been the
28
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Pp. i i6-i I7 in the abridged translation by C. Rajagopalachari,Bombay, I953.
In the translation by Makhan Lal Sen, Calcutta,n. d., III,
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It is, I think, a story typicalof a northernand
Iranian region rather than of Mahayanaas a
whole that is told about the small country of
"Wu-sha" in southwestern Chinese Turkestan
by the pilgrim Hsuan-tsang.31The Buddhists
therewere amazedto find one of theirmountains
split apart, disclosing the gigantic body of an
Arhat deep in meditation. On rousing himself
the holy manrevealedthathe was a discipleof the
past BuddhaKdsyapa.He askedwhether or not
Sikyamuni had yet been born into the world;

3'

p. 299.
30

heroic,legendaryBodhisattvaswho were willing
to give even their own bodies to satisfythe demands of charity:most particularlythe four incarnationscelebratedin the Gandharanregion,
in which the future Sdkyamunihad given his
fleshto ransoma dove, his body to feed a starving
tiger family,and his eyes andhead simplyfor the
asking.
Though it would be difficult,and perhapsimpossible, to trace the idea of suicide by fire to
any particularregion, I believe thatit could with
time and pains be demonstratedthat the Mahayana literature of the northern borderlands
shows in generala much higherawarenessof fire
and light than do the Buddhistbooks composed
wholly within the old Indiandomain.The sharpest geographical definition of this heightened
interest is given by Buddhistart moving out of
India into the Northwest and CentralAsia. The
sculptureof Afghanistan,for example,is in most
respects closely similarto that of Gandharaon
the other side of the borderpasses. Its most immediately recognizable differenceis an iconographic elaboration:radiationof light from the
divine person is extended from a mere round
halo to an aureole enclosing the whole body;
and often flames are shown bursting from the
shoulders, as a token of the irrepressiblefires

See my "Aspects of Light Symbolism" in Artibus Asiae,
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XIII, 1I-2, pp. 7Iff., and above, p. 178, with reference to
the iconography and legend of the Buddha Dipathkara.
Dai.Z5ky6,LI, p. 942b, c; in Beal's translation, II, pp.
305-306.
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and on learningthatthe latter,too, had come and
gone into Nirvana,he rose into the air,andwent
through the classic cycle of levitation miracles.
Up to this point the talebearsan obvious likeness
to one that we shall meet in the section on Maitreya.32There it is Sikyamuni's disciple Mah!
Ki~yapawho is immuredin a mountainto await
the coming of Maitreya,and who is ultimately
revealed. When his message has been transmitted, he too performsthe conventional miracles in the sky. But the Maitreyatexts, written
presumablyunder a less powerful Iranian influence, say thereaftersimply that his body disintegrated; whereasin the case of the Arhat of
"Wu-sha,"his huge frameis said to have burst
into flames,and to have been consumedby fire.
Greco-Roman literature contains one other
celebrated notice of an Asiatic suicide by fire
that may be set as a complementagainstthe case
of "Kalanos."At the middle of the second century, A. D., the eclectic philosopher Peregrinus
Proteus burned himself to death publicly at
Olympios during the performance of the
Games.33The motive back of his demonstration
may, I think, be tracedto the samesort of source
as that which createdthe "Lotus"chapter.Peregrinus had no known contactwith India, but he
had travelled and studied widely in the Near
East, from Armenia to Egypt, and somewhere
must have learnedthe terriblebeautyof the firecult. He was the most conspicuous non-Buddhist victim of an idea that within the Buddhist
world claimed its human sacrificesas far afield
as China. The contents of both Chinesemonks'
biographies, the Ming SengChuanand the Kao
SengChuan,contain chapters on religious sui32
33
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See below, p. 214.
See Pauly-Wissowa, Realenzyklopedie,
under "Peregrinus
Proteus." Lucian's contemptuous account of the proceedings may be found in the translationby H. W. and F. G.
Fowler, Oxford, I905, IV, pp. 79ff.
In Kao SC, see xii (Daig6ky6, L, pp. 403c-4o6b). The
number included here, eleven, seems to have been deliberately reduced - perhaps because of the author's disapproval - from the nineteen given in the Ming SengChuan;
see Wright, "Biography and Hagiography," p. 388. It

cides,the majorityof which were by fire.34Several of the Chinesezealots dedicatedthemselvesto
Bhaisajyarajaas they died; and in one case a
temple to the Bodhisattvawas raisedon the site
of the pyre.
As I have suggested earlier,I believe that the
healing function of the two brothers,afterlying
half-forgotten for centuries under a tangle of
irrelevantideas, was revived and given a much
better chance of success by the creation of one
single divine physicianwith an even higher rank
than Theirs: the BuddhaBhaisajyaguru.
Kfitigarbha:
The chief early source of information about
this Bodhisattvais the "Great Expansive Sftra
of the Ten Wheels," translated anonymously
under the semi-barbarianNorthern Liang dynasty (397-439).3s The book as a whole is concerned with problems of faith and behavior.
Ksitigarbhais all-importantonly in the preface,
where His praises as a savior are extravagantly
sung. He appearsfor a few more chaptersin the
formal role of questioner, and then disappears.
He has no necessaryconnectionwith the subject
matterin general;and the readermay well wonder whether His presence is not the result of a
relatively late addition, made in the hope of
launchinga new cult.
The Bodhisattvathat the sitra sketchesfor us
is an obvious late-comer.His functions are patternedon those of Avalokitesvara,as set forth in
the latter's chapter at the end of the "Lotus."
The writer seems to have hoped that he could
improve on his model by omitting all elements
not absolutely essential to his theme of rescue,
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may be noted in addition that Chien-k'angSL, xii, p. iov,
has an entry for the year 426 telling that a certain Chang
Ch'u burned two of his fingers in praying to "a god"
(when)that his I04-year old mother might recover from a
critical illness; whereupon she did.
Nanjio's no. 65, the Ta Fang-kuangShih Lan Ching:Daizokyo, XIII, no. 4IO. See also Mochizuki, op. cit., pp.
39sff.,, under "Jiz6 Bosatsu"; and Waley, Catalogue,pp.
xxiv-xxvi.
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those merchantswho seek the Great Nirvina.
Masteris he over Maitreya,Mani'jusri,
Avalokite~vara,Samantabhadra,and the like; and so it
is that if any man should for the Spaceof a hundred kalpasworship all the great Bodhisattvas,
[in numberlike] the sandsof the Ganges,wishing
for answersto his prayers,he will not equal the
worship that might be offeredfor the space of a
single meal to the BodhisattvaKsitigarbha."36
The claimsin favor of Ksitigarbhamadein the
"Ten Wheels" seitrawere apparentlypremature,
for the Bodhisattvabecamea trulypopularfigure
only in the latterhalf of the T'ang dynasty.In the
Six Dynasties He seems to have been virtually
unknown. My records include only one notice
of Him (Liangentry 24); and that- an anecdote
about a paintingof Ksitigarbha"done by Chang
Seng-yu" comes from so much later a source
thatthe attributionmaywell have beenmistaken.
Three details in the setra merit individual attendon. In the first place Ksitigarbha is describedas having the forms of a monk; a radical
departurefrom the Bodhisattvapatternthat may
indicate a desire to recaptureprestige for the
Hinaydna
way.37
Secondly, the germ of Ksitigarbha'seventually greatpopularityas a rescuerfrom Hell probablylies in the seitrapassageI have quotedabove,
claiming that He may be present in disguise
within the body of the infernaljudge, or of any
tormentor.
The mid seventh centuryPienChengLun,v, in
an isolated referencespeaks of Ksitigarbhaas a
protectorof China.I can explainthis belief only
by a clause among the scitra'spromises that
speaks of the perils "of armies in combat, of
being surroundedby brigands,and of the fearof
death in the face of one's enemies."38

and by expanding and underlining that main
themeitself to the maximumdegree.Ksitigarbha
comes "out of the south" with no story, and no
attachmentto a Buddha, and so no Paradiseto
which He might invite His worshippers. No
detaileddescriptionis given of His divine person
in glory, to invite the interest of meditators.
Even the bargainthatHe offershas been stripped
down to the briefestand easiestkind of payment;
if my observationis correct,there are no clauses
about penitence and formal acts of worship and
good behavior. Instead, the reader will find a
very long, slow-moving development of the
theme that He is all-powerful as a savior, and
promisesrelieffrom a greatervariety of troubles
than any competitor.The list of perils and pains
from which He is ready to extricatethose who
merelycall on His nameis reminiscentof Avalokite~vara's,but much more detailed and allembracing.He will feed the starving,clothe the
naked,heal the sick, rescuefrom all sorts of dangers to body or spirit, protect from demons or
wild beasts or the assaults of one's own evil
instincts, remove from prison, etc., etc.
In order to furtherKsitigarbha'stask of universal salvationwe are told that He may assume
any one of a greatnumberof bodies. Here again
the idea goes backto the Avalokitesvarachapter,
and is "improved" in this second telling. The
list of possibleincarnationsbegins with the gods,
presentedin the traditionalorder from Brahma
down to the Four Lokapalas;passesto the ranks
of the professionalBuddhists;continuesthrough
the human hierarchy,and the beings who are
partially or wholly demi-gods or demons, and
the world of animals;and terminateswith those
who administerjudgmentin the Hells, "thebody
of King Yama, or those of Hell's victors,or the
body of Hell itself."
In a finalcall for attentionthe sitra's note becomes shrill. "He is the mother of all the Bodhisattva Dharmas, and the peerless leader of
36

Daizjky&,XIII, pp. 684c-685a.
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Ibid., p>.6 8i c.

Maitrqya:
Maitreyawas known to early Chinese Buddhistsin threedistinctroles. Readersof the setras
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nus beyond which the ordinaryimagination,at
least, had no power to penetrate, an end of
change, a blissful stoppage of time.
The similaritybetweenthese themesandthose
of the greatsaviorcults of the landsfartherto the
west is unmistakable(though the Buddhistversion of the story was purged of all terror and
destruction, and Maitreyawas pictured neither
as a conquerornor as a judge). In view of the
general pressure exerted by Iranianculture on
Northwest India in the age of foreign rulersbetween the Mauryanand Guptan dynasties,it is
most likely that the resemblancepoints to Persia
as a source.In this connectiontheremaybe more
than a coincidencein the fact that the very name
Maitreyais phoneticallyclose to Mithra(particularly in other versions than the Sanskrit); and
that His occasional pseudonym Ajita has the
same meaning as Mithra's epithet, which the
Romans rendered "invictus."39 In the conventional Mazdaeansystem, to be sure, the personality of Mithrawas kept distinctfrom that of the
Saoshyant,or savior-to-come.Butit mustalways
have been difficult to satisfy popular longing
with an anonymous Messiahwhen other candidates were available. The urge to identify the
hero of the futurewith a figureloved and trusted
in the present must have been great; and in the
heartsof his worshippersMithramay well have
taken over the attributesof the Saoshyant,as he
had earlierabsorbedthe personalityof the sun

found Him mentioned on occasion as a member
of Sakyamuni'saudience.He was the great Bodhisattvawho rulesover the TusitaHeaven, and
welcomes believers to shareits joys. Finally he
was the Buddha-to-be, who in the far distant
futureis to returnto a purifiedand happyworld,
attain Enlightenment, and lead countless hosts
to salvation.
The last-namedrole must have been the primary one. It seems clear that Maitreyawas first
of all the Buddhistsolution to the yearningfor a
Messiah that took on such strength over the
whole Near and Middle East in the centuries
after Alexander. The strongest encouragement
toward defining His personality and mission
probablycameinto Indiafromthe outsideworld.
The Indianmind, with its instinct for expansion
and multiplication,was entirely capableof projecting the Buddha idea into the future. In the
end it reachedthe typicalIndianconclusion that
the Three Ages, past, present, and future, have
had equallydistributedbetween them an infinite
numberof Buddhas,as countlessand as identical
as the sands of the Ganges. The Maitreyamyth
was unlike all other Buddhistprojectionsacross
space and time in being unique, not merely a
duplicationor an equivalent of something else.
In an age when the theory of the periodicity of
Buddhaswas accepted,and Sakyamunihad come
to be counted the seventh of those who had
come in succession to preach and to convert,
Maytreyawas the single saviorimaginablein the
future.His missioninvolved not merelya quantitative assymmetry,one againstseven. The world
to which He was to come was picturedas a golden
age, utterly unlike the miserablestate of things
that Sdkyamunihad known. It was also a termi-

god.40

The belief in Maitreya'sgolden age must have
developed fairly early, since it is recorded in
Hinayina texts as well as Mahayanaones, and
therein the Paliversionsas well asin the Sanskrit
sctras that were translatedinto Chinese.In China

39 See Przyluski, Ajoka, pp. I75 ff.; and Levi, "Maitreyale

haps the Hdmianon the western border of Afghanistan
(see E. Herzfeld, ZoroasterandHis World,Princeton, I 947,
p. I77). In Nepal it was believed at least by the seventh
century that the crown that Maitreya is to wear was secreted in a lake southwest of the capital (so the T'ang
envoy Wang Hsuan-ts'e was told; quoted in Fa YuanCL,
xvi, Dai.Zkyj, LIII, p. 405a).

consolateur," in ]Frtudes
d'orientalisme
publie'es
par le musie
Guimet a la me'moirede RaymondeLinossier,Paris, I932,
PP. 355ff.
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the story was told without importantvariations
in four early works. In the order of their translation dates, these were:
A "Sfitraof Maitreya'sBirth Here Below,"
done aroundA.D. 300 by Dharmaraksa.4I
Chapterxliv of the "Sermons Arranged by
Categoriesin Ascending Numerical Order,"or
TsengI A-han Ching,done from the Sanskrit
Ekkottardgamaby Dharmanandiin 384- 385.4
Two tracts translatedby Kumdrajivaat the
beginning of the fifth century: a "Sfitraon Maitreya'sRebirthHere Below and Becoming Buddha";43 and a "Grand Satra on Maitreya'sBecoming Buddha."44
All four of these dilate on the peace, plenty,
and beauty of the age into which Maitreyais to
be reborn. The world will be ruled without the
need of force by a universalmonarch,a Cakravartin or Wheel-king, whose greatarmieswill never
be used. (The Buddhistswere carefulto distinguish between the martialand pacific motifs in
the borrowed Savior story, and so divided them
between two persons.) His capitalwill be splendid, in ways that recall "the Heavenly City, the
New Jerusalem,"and like the latterit will need
no sun nor moon, for the Buddha will give it
light. The city will have two supernaturalguardians to keep it safe, a Naga king and a Yaksa,
tamed and converted to the Buddha's service.
The naturalwealth of the time will be immensely
increased when four great secret deposits of
treasure,which have been watchedover for ages
by Naga kings (as in the legend of the Rhinegold) are opened and distributed as alms. (A
curiouslyclose parallelto this theme occurs in a
passageof pre-Christiandatein the Jewish apocalyptic "Book of Enoch"; there in the golden
4'
42
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Nanjio's no. 208, the Mi-lo Hsia ShengChing:ibid., XIV,
no. 453.
Ibid., II, pp. 787cff.
The Mi-lo Hsia ShengCh'engFo Ching:ibid., XIV, no. 454.
The Mi-lo Ta Ch'engFo Ching:ibid., XIV, no. 456.
In the translation by R. H. Charles(in Early Documents,
I, 3, PalestinianJewish Texts), London, 1921, p. 39. With
more timidity, for the question is disputed, I wish to point
2I3

age the Lord is to open the store chambersof
blessing in Heaven, and to send their contents
down to Earth.)45
Maitreyawill choose two impeccableparents,
a royal councillor and his beautiful wife. This
idea, by the way, marks a significantchange in
the Buddha pattern. Sdkyamuni had been a
Ksatriyain caste,the son of a petty king, and the
Brahmansof His daywere usuallyHisopponents.
Now it was requiredthat Maitreyashould be an
unmistakableBrdhman,and so not a king's son;
His parentswere to bear the suggestive names
The substitution
Subrahm!andBrahmabaddiya.
must testify to the growing influence of the
Brahman caste inside the Buddhist church.
(Someadditionalpressureto carryout the change
may have come with the Savior idea itself from
Iran; since Persiandoctrinetaught that the Saoshyantwas to be a supernaturallyconceived son
of Zoroaster, and thus a magus the Iranian
equivalentof a Brahman- by descent.)46
Borninto thisidyllicworld, Maitreyawill have
all the distinguishingmarks,the majesticbeauty,
and the radianceof a proper Buddha. (One of
Kumarajiva'stranslationsadds: "He will look
like a golden statue.")47Hewill attainEnlightenment (under a "Dragon-flowerTree"), preach,
and convert like Sakyamuni,but with a much
more conspicuous success. At the three grand
assembliesover which He will preside,enormous
numbers will be won en massefor the Buddhist
Way, and will be raisedat once to the secureand
blissfulstateof Arhats.Mara,the personification
of desire, will cooperate meekly from the start,
insteadof doing his best to tempt or discourage.
Maitreya'slife as a Buddha will be immensely
long, where Sakyamunihad been contentedwith
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to another possible Jewish parallel, the belief suggested
by some texts in the coming of twoMessiahs, "from Aaron
and from Israel" (and hence representing the priestly and
the royal functions, respectively). See M. Burrows, The
Dead Sea Scrolls, New York, I955, pp. 264-265.
A. Christensen, L'Iran sous les Sassanides,Copenhagen,
1944, p. 148. See also note 45 above.
Dafilkyd, XIV, p. 424b.
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an ordinaryhuman span; and thus the supreme
blessednessof associatingwith Him will be prolonged almost into timelessness. (There may be
some indication of the priority of Maitreya's
Earthly Paradiseover Amitdbha'sSukhdvatIin
the relativemoderationwith which His eternity
is described.He is to rule 84,000 years,the standard supernaturalnumber. In Saipghavarman's
Sukhivati translation,it is statedthat the length
of Amitabha'slife is too indescribablyimmense
for any mind but a Buddha'sto imagine.)48
In one other notable detail, things will be
much better than before: both the Buddhaand
ordinaryhumanswill be a great deal taller than
in present human experience. (The Buddhist
imaginationhad the curioushabit of identifying
well-being and great size.) The changeis dramatized in an episode that breaks the otherwise
monotonous record of Maitreya'ssuccesses.He
and His host go to the Vulture Peak, where
Sdkyamunihad preached,and discover a sealed
cavern, within which Sdkyamuni'sgreat Brahman disciple, the aged MahdKdsyapa,has been
waiting entrancedfor ages againstthe coming of
the new Savior.49When the cave is opened and
its occupant is exposed, Maitreya'sdisciples are
at first contemptuous; he is so tiny and meanlooking. Only afterMaitreyahas courteouslyexplained that just that sort of handicapwas the
true measureof Sdkyamuni'sgreatness,are they
impressed by the miracle. (It has been pointed
out elsewherethatthe generalflavorof this story
is much like that of the Iranianlegend telling of
the long, death-likesleep of the hero Keresaspa,
who is to be raised at the Last Day to aid the
Savior in his final battle against Evil.)so
Maitreya'stwo other roles are clearlyderived
from His Messiahship.It was an effectivestorytelling device to include Him among Sdkyamuni's listeners. The prophecy of His mission
48
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i67ff.; and "Le nordouest de l'Inde dans le Vinaya des Mala-sarvastivadinet
les textes apparentes," Journ.As., i ith ser., IV, I914,
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could be made most dramaticallywhen it was
possible to point to a living being in the midst of
the throng, and announce that that very man
would some day be reborn as the Savior of the
world. In one Hinayina report of the prophecy,
by the way, that given in the "Sermonsof Medium Length" (or ChungA-han Ching,translated
from the Sanskrit Madbyamdgama
by Gautama
in 402-403) a troublesomefeature
Samrghadeva
of earlierversions was ingeniously rectified.siIt
must have puzzled many of the faithfulthat the
being who was called Maitreya,"the Compassionate One," should also be known by the incongruous name Ajita, "Unconquerable."Here
the two names are assignedto two differentdisciples; and while "the worthy Maitreya" is
namedby Sdkyamunias the futureBuddha,"the
worthy Ajita" asks for and is promised a prize
suited to his martialpersonality,rebirth as the
Wheel King of the golden age.
The Mahdyinawriterspresumablyborrowed
the idea of making Maitreyaa listenerto Sdkyamuni becauseit was a handyway of keeping His
name familiar.With the change of sect He became a "BodhisattvaMahdsattva"instead of a
mere monk. In that guise He appears several
times in the "Lotus Szntra,"
for example,as the
spokesmanfor the other Bodhisattvas.
The third role must have grown out of the
Buddhist fondness for parallelismand cyclical
repetition. Sdkyamunihad spent His last incarnation before achieving Buddha-hood as the
Lord of the Tusita Heaven; so should Maitreya,
to make the patterncomplete. The new master,
however, was given a much broader function
than the old. He was not merelyto presideover
the sober pleasuresof the Tusita gods, but also
to attractasmanyhumanworshippersas possible
by the promiseof a sureand easyrebirthinto His
realm.The firstclearstatementof this new possipp. 522-526.

49 Przyluski, Apoka, pp. 327-340,
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Przysluski, Afoka, pp. 178-179; and Soper, "Aspects of
Light Symbolism," Artibus Asiae, XII, 4, pp. 328-340.
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chapterof
bility was madein the Samantabhadra
the "Lotus," a part of the "appendix"usually
consideredof laterdatethanthe rest of the book.
The general tenor of the promise made there is
that any pious believer in the slitraneed have no
fearof death,for he will escapeany evil fate, and
insteadgo to the Tusita realmon high."
In elaboratingon the promise,the two Chinese
translationsof the "Lotus" differin a way that
may indicate something of the growth of the
Maitreyacult in the interval of a century [the
fourth]between them. Both Kumdrajivaand the
Sanskritauthorchosen for the SacredBooks of
the East version use what sounds like a standard
cult phrase;they say that the believer"will go to
the Tusita Heaven on high where the BodhisattvaMaitreyadwells; thatBodhisattvaMaitreya
who possesses the thirty-two major attributes,
and is surroundedby a host of great Bodhisattvas. He will be reborn there with a hundred
thousand myriad millions of heavenly maidens
abouthim."52 Dharmaraksaquotestwo promises
of the kind, and the first says merely that the
believer "after death will be born in the Tusita
Heaven. He will go to be rebornin Heaven on
high, where a host of 84,000 'jade maidens' [a
phraseborrowed from the Taoists] will come to
him, making music and singing praises of his
virtues." It is only in reiteratingthe compact
thatthe text speaksof being "rebornin the Tusita
Heaven, in the presenceof the Bodhisattva-body
of Maitreya,the Buddha-who-is-to-be,thatform
madesplendidby the thirty-twomajorattributes,
with its surroundinghost of a million thousands
of 'jademaidens."'53It looks as if the firstrendering of the promiserecalledthe terminologyof an
earlierage, when Tusitahadasyet no universallyrecognized Lord.
Any such offeras this, holding out an immediate securityin Heavenin placeof a remotegolden
52

53
54

Ibid., IX, p. 6Ic; Soothill's translation, p. 262, and
Kern's, p. 436.
Dai.Zkyj, IX, p. 133b, c.
Nanjio's no. 204, the KuanMi-lo P'u-sa ShangShengTou-

age on earth,had of course to compete with the
rivalParadiseruledover by Amitdbha-Amitdyus.
Signs of competition between the two are unmistakablein the text that sets out the new claims
most elaborately:"the Sfitraof Meditation on
MaitreyaBodhisattva'sRebirth on High in the
Tusita Heaven," secured in the Central Asian
city of Turfan,and translatedin South Chinain
455 by the exiled Northern Liang Prince of Anyang.54 There the wonders and the manifold
pleasuresof the Heaven are listed in loving detail. The Bodhisattva is assigned a glory that
seemsin no way inferiorto a Buddha's.The godlings who hear Him preach reach instantly the
ultimate stage of Enlightenment; the sins of
countless ages are obliteratedby the mere sight
Lest anyone
of the raysthatstreamfrom His ir~nd.
he
should fear that in choosing Tusita might be
giving up an even greaterbliss in the future,the
seitraclearlystatesthat all of Maitreya'sfollowers
in Heaven will descend with Him to Earth in
His lastincarnation,andwill sharein the ultimate
bliss of His Buddha-hood.ss
Two simpleways of insuringrebirthin Tusita
are described. After Sdkyamuni'sNirvana any
zealous follower who does good works, sweeps
clean the floors of stfpas, makes offerings,reads
and chants the scriptures, concentrates his
thoughts on an image of the Buddha'sform, and
calls on Maitreya's name will at death, "as
swiftly as a man stretchingout his arm,"ascend
to Heaven and be reborn there, squatting on a
lotus. To anyone in future ages, then, who has
heard Maitreya'sgreat name of mercy, who has
set up an image, made offerings,and meditated
on Tusita, an even more spectacularoffer is
made. On his death-bedMaitreyawill emit a ray
from His zfrg and go to welcome him in person,
accompaniedby a host of godlings rainingflowers.56
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The title of the sfitraplaces it among what I
have called the kuangroup (though in its case a
translationof "meditation"rather than "visualization"seems preferable).It is not surprising,
therefore,to findthe text moving on to a familiar
kuanclause:57
"After My Nirvana any member of the four
categories of believers, or god, or Naga, or demon, who is desirous of being reborn in the
Tusita Heaven, must carryout this meditation,
fixinghis thoughts and reflecting.He must think
of the Tusita Heaven and keep the Buddha's
commandments for from one to seven days,
bearingin mind the ten virtuous actionsand the
ten good pathss8 and with this merit turn his
prayerstoward rebirth in the presence of Maitreya.He must carryout this meditation;and he
who does so, if he sees but a single godling, or a
single lotus blossom, or callson Maitreya'sname
for the durationof but a single thought, thatman
will cancelout the sins accumulatedduring i2xoo
ka/pasof reincarnation.Merelyby hearing Maitreya's name and paying reference to it with
claspedhands, he will cancel out the sins of fifty
kalpas."
Actually, the kuanfactor is touched on only
lightly in the Tusitasfitra.No techniqueof visualizationis offered;the goal of mysticalseeing is
describedin a routineway; and the figuredrawn
for the readerof the Bodhisattvain glory is composed of conventionalattributes.s. His immense
body, golden in color and provided with the full
complementof majorand minor characteristics,
sits cross-legged on a lotus throne. His usnisa is
the color of violet lapis lazuli. A perfunctory
attemptis made to characterizeHis crown more
specifically.It is decoratedwith a hundredthousand myriadmillions of jewels; in it "thereare a
hundred myriadmillions of rays, each ray containing innumerablehundreds of thousands of
57

60

miraculously-createdBuddhas and attendant
Bodhisattvas.In addition various great Bodhisattvas from other regions carry out at will the
eighteen magical transformationswhile They
dwell within the crown... 60
Much of the spitra's emphasis is placed on
multiplication miracles of this sort, which are
common to all the kuangroup: routine transformations of standard items like light rays,
lotuses, jewelled daises, magically-createddeities, palaces,trees, "jademaidens,"etc., all numberedin millionsof millions.The work as a whole
seems of only secondary interest, perhaps becauseit was writtenat a late periodin imitationof
a variety of sources. The possibility also exists
that it was composed at Turfan, where the
Northern Liang prince obtainedthe manuscript
that he translated;and so that it represents a
provincialimitation, as well as a late one.
The fact that the original cult of Maitreyaas
the BuddhistMessiahwas establishedin Northern Indiaat least as earlyas the Kushanregimeis
attestedby the widespreadprevalenceof His images in Afghanistanand Gandhdraand at Mathura. He may be shown in the dress of a Bodhisattvaat the end of the line of the Seven or
Four Buddhas,or as a diminutive,thronedfigure
at the center of a sculpturedpedestalfor a Buddha. SometimesHe is presentedalone, as an image to be worshipped,at large scale. The key to
His identificationis given by the reliefsin which
He is shown in the company of the Buddhasof
the Past (andso can only be Maitreya).Therethe
distinguishing features of His appearanceare
two: first, His long, curlinghairis tied in a knot
on the top of His head without any turban or
crown; andsecond, His left handholds a bottle.61
Both of these attributesseem to have been borrowed from the type that somewhat earlierhad
been createdfor the god Brahmd;a not unreason-

Ibid., p. 420b.

58 Defined in Soothill and Hodous,
59 Dai.JkyJ, XIV, pp. 419c-420a.

Dictionary,p. 47.
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Mochizuki, Bukky5 Daijiten, p. 2366, under "Jflhachi
Hen" gives several varying lists of the "eighteen trans-
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formations."
See Foucher, Gandhdra,I, fig. 134, and II, fig. 457; and
for Mathurd,Van Lohuizen de Leeuw, op. city.,fig. 51 (the
Four Buddhas with Maitreya) and fig. 50 (a fragment,
apparently grouping Maitreya with the Seven Buddhas).
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able choice, since the two deities in different
ways both representedthe quintessenceof Brahmanism.62The similaritymakesit difficultto say
in some cases whether Maitreyaor Brahmawas
intended. When the characteristichairdressand
bottle appeareither on an isolated cult image63
or as part of the pedestal of a larger Buddha
figure64there can be no question, since neither
situation would have been proper for the god.
The chief source of perplexityis the triadtype in
which a Buddhais flankedby two deities, who
could be either Brahmaand Indra or Maitreya
and another Bodhisattva,probably Avalokitescara.65One Gandharanrelief in the Peshawar
Museum underlines the problem by showing
both the pairof gods andthe pairof Bodhisattvas
as attendantsfor the same Buddha.66The gods
are at slightly smallerscale, in the background,
as their lesser importancemakes fit. Brahma(on
the Buddha'sproperright) and Maitreya(on His
left) resemble each other closely; but the god
looks more like a simple Brahmanyouth, while
the Bodhisattvawears princelyjewels.
In the sculptureof SoutheasternAfghanistan,
Maitreyais furtheridentifiedby a specialseated
posture (which thereafteris associatedwith Him
all the way across CentralAsia to China). The
knees are widely separated,as in the traditional
Buddhapose; but the lower legs, insteadof being
tightly folded againsteach other, are allowed to
hang down on diagonal lines, crossing at the
ankles. The feet are supportedby a stool. I believe it no coincidence that a similar pose was
assigned at the same period to seated representations of the Sasanianking; Afghanistan was
62
63

Foucher, op. cit., II, pp. 202ff.
Ibid., figs. 416, 418-424; Marshall, Taxila, pls. i86g,
224;

64

Bachhofer,

EarlyIndian

Sculpture, pIS. 146,

probably a Persian march at the period when
these sculptureswere executed.67
One ofthe richestof the Maitreyareliefs,found
in the monasteryruinsat Shotorak,nearBegram,
mayactuallyrepresenta view (greatlycondensed
and simplified,of course) of the golden age of
the future.68There is an elaboratearchitectural
frame, at the center of which, within a kind of
trapezoidalniche, the Bodhisattvais represented
in the act of preaching.Two half-sizedniches on
left and right contain miniaturefigures of gods
or Bodhisattvas, shown in the attitude of
thoughtfullistening;they probablyrepresentthe
blest in Maitreya'saudience.Above eachlistener
arethe bust-lengthfiguresof two women, shown
as if on a balcony, with offeringsin their hands.
If my identificationof the subjectis correct,these
must have been intendedto standfor a featureof
the Paradisecity referredto in one of Kumdrajiva'stranslations;
"In the windows and doorways are ranged
'jewelmaidens,'all bearingin theirhandsnets of
gauze and pearls. . ."69
At either end of the panel, finally, is a large,
standing guardianwith a weapon. The two are
dressedand armeddifferently,and I think were
meant to be the humanizedforms in which the
giant Ndga king and the Yaksa showed themselves, as defendersof Maitreya'scitadel.
In addition to the evidence given by remaining sculpture south and north of the frontier
about the popularityof Maitreya,we know from
the accountsof earlyChinesetravellersthat one
of the importantpilgrimagecults of the region
centeredon a colossalsandalwoodstatueof Him,
6S

223,
66
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Vogel, Mathura,pl. XXXVb, shows what looks like an
independent Mathuransolution of the problem of identification: the figure is given the close-cropped, spiralling
curls of a Buddha.
E. g., Bachhofer, op. cit., pl. 143; Meunie, Shotorak,figs.
42, 6i. The correspondingly placed Bodhisattvas in the
Mathurdschool wear turbans, and so are less surely identifiable (e. g. Bachhofer, pl. 84).
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E. g., Foucher, op. cit., II, figs. 405-407; Meuni6, op. cit.,
fig. 72.
Van Loohuizen de Leeuw, Op.cit., fig. 25.
See A. U. Pope, editor, A Surveyof PersianArt, London
and New York, 1938, pls. i57A (relief of Bahram II holding court), 203, 239 (dishes).
Meunie, Op. cit., fig. 48.

DaioZJkyJ,XIV, p. 429b. Meuni6's fig. 50 looks like a
careless or misunderstood variant on the same theme.
The ladies hold garlands; but the giants, instead of bearing arms, lounge gracefully under trees.
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erected in the little mountain principality of
Darel, up-river from Gandhara.I shall discuss
the various Chinese accounts of this figure in
detailin the Appendix.7oHere it may be noticed
thatthe threeearliestnotices, datedaroundA. D.
400, agree that its height was eighty (Chin) feet,
or about sixty English feet. The descriptionby
the monk Fa-sheng, preserved in the Japanese
datesits carvingin "the48oth year
Meisj-den-sho,
after the Buddha's entry into Nirvana." Calculatedwith referenceto what we now considerthe
yearof the Buddha'sdeath,483 B.C., this would
produce a date much too early for modern
theories about the development of the Gandhdranstyle. We know, however, that the chronology of earlyBuddhismused in the North erredon
the side of shortness,particularlyin compressing
the interval between the Nirvana and King
Moka into a century when it should have covered around 250 years. Northern traditionheld
that the next great royal patron of Buddhism,
Kaniska,had ruled400 yearsafterthe Nirvana.71
If we date the Darel image by this last figure,
assumingthat what was really rememberedwas
that the colossus had been made eighty years
after Kaniska,we arrive at a period in the early
third century, which suits the other evidence
perfectly.72
In this geographical connection, it may be
noted that the Chinese monks' biographies in
severalinstancesnameKashmiras the countryin
which Maitreya was particularlyaccessible to
human worshippers by the route of mystic
ecstasy. The famous missionary and translator
Buddhabhadrais said to have visited Tusita in
a trancewhile he was studyingin Kashmir,some
time aroundA. D. 400; and a similarstoryis told
about a Kashmir master of meditation, one
"T'a-mo"or Dharma,a generationor two later.73
70
7'
72
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See below, pp. 268 ff.
Przyluski, Ajoka, p. I 74.
Van Loohuizen's dating of Mathuran images with presumed Maitreyas in the pedestal, circa I30-I8o, is based
on her choice of A. D. 78 for the start of the Kaniakaera
(pp. 6z-65). In the alternative system that I prefer, the

Kashmir training, finally, seems the proper explanationfor a third such vision. The most accomplishedof the Chinesepractitionersof meditation, the ex-KansupilgrimChih-yen(who first
studiedin Kashmirfor severalyearsat the same
time as Buddhabhadra)is said to have returned
to India at the end of his life because he was
deeplytroubledby the memoryof a youthfulsin.
None of the churchmen whom he consulted
there could tell him whether he was still being
charged with the lapse or not; so finally "he
entereda tranceand visited Tusita to inquire of
Maitreya,who said in answer: 'You have kept
the commandments.'Overjoyed,he went on foot
back to Kashmir, and there without falling ill,
passed away."74
I must compresswhat I wish to say about the
extension of the Maitreyacult into CentralAsia
into two or three brief statements.It is not surprisingthat an areathat lay midwaybetween the
centerof the Kushanrealmand China,along the
natural routes of communication,should have
shared its great neighbors' enthusiasmfor the
Savior-to-come. Among many signs of Maitreya's popularity,found even in the Hinayana
sites along the northern Tarim highway, some
belong clearlyto a furtherstage of iconographic
developmentthan anythingwe have yet seen.
An "early"cupola painting at Kyzil, for exscheme
ample,laid out on a circle-inside-a-square
and richly decoratedwith celestial figures, had
at each of its four corners (where in the West
therewould have been a squinchor pendentive)
the seatedfigureof a majordeity. Threeof these,
presumably Buddhas, have been lost. The remainingfourth seems to be a Maitreya,seatedin
the crossed-anklepose (though now wearing an
imposing crown, as we find Him in the Tusita
sfitra). The geometrical layout of the group

73
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initial date is some 50 years later; see my "The Roman
Style in Gandhdra,"AmericanJournalof Archaeologv,
55, 4,
I95i,
note 36.
DaigZky&,L, pp. 334c, 399a (from Kao SC, i and xi).
Ibid., p. 339b, c (from iii).
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shows that it must have been intended as a spatial diagram, presenting the four quarters of
space divided between four representativesof
Buddhistdivinity.75It is the ideathatin the T'ang
dynastywould have been elaboratedinto a cluster of four Paradises,and that in the Northern
Wei sculptureof Ytin-kangwas accomodatedto
the four outward-facingniches of a cave shaft.76
Among our Chinese inscriptions we have met
the theme once in a dedicationof 556, when the
four directionalimages of Aksobhya, Amitayus,
Sdkyamuni,
and Maitreyawere set Up.77 These
names are perhaps our best evidence for the
identity of the lost corner Buddhasat Kyzil.
The other noteworthy innovation at Kyzil is
a balancing of the Buddha-to-be against the
"historic"Buddha,on a nearlyequalbasis.Inside
the squarish cella of the cave shrine, the main
image in its niche (on the axis leading from the
door) will remaina Sakyamuni.The next areain
importance,the large lunette over the entrance
doorway, is assigned to a throned Maitreya.
Among the "early"caves- not preciselydatable,
but correspondingprobablyto the latterpart of
the Six Dynasties erain China- this balanceoccurs in the so-called "Hdhle mit der Affin"; in
the shrinesof the laterperiod, after about A. D.
6oo, it becomes the standardprocedure." The
sameidea of pairingis carriedout less clearly,or
in more archaicfashion, in the Chinesecaves of
Tun-huangand Yun-kang.79
Although there is no lack of evidence that
Maitreyawas worshipped in South China, the
weight of the Chinese evidence hints that His
cult had its steadiest support in the North
75
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See my "The 'Dome of Heaven' in Asia," Art Bulletin,
XXIX, 4, I947, p. 234, fig. 8; Grunwedel, Altbuddbistiscbe
Kultstten, pp. 87ff., and Alt Kutscha,II, p. 4, the "Pfauenhohle."
E. g. in Cave 6: Yuin-kang,
III, pIs. x4x-x4s (showing a
cross-ankled Bodhisattva figure with a miniature squatting Buddha in its crown, on the east face of the lower
storey. The corresponding figures in the other quadrants
are: a squatting Buddha [much restored] on the south: a
pair of squatting Buddhas on the north; and a Buddha
seated with legs down, on the west).
See above, p. I 3I .
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throughout the Six Dynasties period. The earliest famous devotee, Tao-an, who with his disciples "prayedbefore Maitreyathat they might
be rebornin Tusita,"began and endedhis career
in the North, and never went farthersouth than
Hsiang-yangin Hupeh.8oAn anecdoteaboutone
of his disciples, indeed, suggests that he maintained the cult at Hsiang-yang by his personal
influence, in the face of a general devotion to
Amitayus. It is said that T'an-chiaiin his last
illness called unceasingly on the name of Maitreya Buddha. A younger monk, Chih-sheng,
who was taking care of him, asked why he was
not praying to be reborn in "An-yang" (i.e.
Sukhavati).Chiai replied:
"The abbot and I and some others, eight of us
in all, prayed together to be reborn in Tusita.
The abbot and Tao-ydianand the rest have alreadybeen reborn[there].I have not been ableto
depart,and that is why I prayas I do."
"When he had finished speaking, a radiance
shone upon his body, and his look became joyful; and then suddenlyhe passedaway, being in
his seventiethyear."8'
All the Maitreyatexts were translatedin the
North: Dharmaraksa'sat Lo-yang (which was,
to be sure, the capitalof a still-united China at
the time); Kumarajlva'sand Dharmanandi'sat
Ch'ang-an, under a semi-barbarianrule. The
Tusitasfitrawas obtainedat Turfan,andits translator and great advocate, the semi-barbarian
NorthernLiangprince,took it to the Southas an
exile only after his own country had been swallowed up by the Toba kingdom.
78
79

80
8I

Grunwedel, Altbuddhistische
Kultstxaten,p. ioi, and AltKutscba,II, p. 9b.
At Tun-huang, the cross-ankled Maitreya will dominate
one end of a pseudo-forehall oriented at right angles to the
cella, apparentlyfacing a squatting Buddha on the opposite wall. At Yun-kang Sakyamuniand Maitreyamay preside over adjacent, closely similar caves, like I and z, or
7 and 8.
See above, p. I 5.
From Kao SC, v: DaigokyJ, L, p. 3s6b, c. Another edifying death of a Tao-an disciple who prayed for rebirth
in Tusita was that of Tao-fu: ibid., p. 355b.
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Mainjulri:
must have been one of the first BoManijugri
dhisattvasto appearin early Mahdyana;He already takes a leading role in severalsietrastranslated duringthe latterhalf of the second century,
and His name is very widely used thereafter.82
He is first of all a seekerafter supremewisdom;
hence He appearsoften as the leading Mahdydna
questioner in Sdkyamuni'saudiences, for exampleat the beginning of the "Lotus Soitra."As
Mahdyanainterest in the doctrine of wisdom,
became a major philosophical
Prajn-dpdramnitd,
enterprise,He was madeits chief protagonist,or
representative,or codifier.All of this guaranteed
Him a secure statusas "the Bodhisattvaof Wisdom," but probably prevented Him from becoming a cult figureof the statureof Avalokitesvara or Maitreya.His adherentsmust have been
primarilythe more intellectual churchmen; in
the early centuriesfearfulor sufferinghumanity
turned to other rescuers. That Man-jusriplayed
little partin the popularimaginationis shown by
the factthatfor a long time no simple,consistent,
familiarset of stories was developed about His
name. The detailsgiven of His careerin the early
books are contradictory.In some He is said to
have been born a Brdhman,near Srdvasti,and to
have worked to codify the Buddhist scriptures
after the Nirvana. Other accounts make Him a
"foreign Bodhisattva,"originatingin some immensely distantBuddha-land.Now it is saidthat
He has been a Buddhaalready,in the immensely
distant past (an odd reversal of the usual sequence of events); elsewhere He is shown in a
role like Amitdbha's,making a series of great
vows to guaranteethat He will one day have a
Paradiseof His own, as a Buddha. As usual He
is occasionallysignalledout as the hero of heroes;
82

83

See Mochizuki, Bukkyj Daijiten,pp. 4875 if., under "Monjushiri Bosatsu."
Compare H. Zimmer, MythsandSymbolsin IndianArt and
Civilization,New York, I946, pp. 4-I I, 22, where a traditional story is re-told casting Vigiu in the role of the
"wonderful boy" and Siva in that of the "old wise man."
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we areinformedthat all the Buddhasof the Past
have been His pupils, Iandthose to come in the
futurewill owe Theiradvancementto His power
and goodness.
All of these claimsarethe familiarbyproducts
of Mahdyanaenthusiasm; what probably tells
most about Man-jusri's
origins is the fact that He
is continuallyreferredto as a boy or a youngster,
rather than receiving merely the conventional
title "BodhisattvaMahdsattva."The earlybooks,
so far as I know, do not elaborateon His youthfulness, or describeHis appearance;but the idea
was so strongly implanted that it survived
throughoutthe whole course of His cult. I think
it possible, therefore, that His personalitywas
composed around one of the familiarfigures of
world folklore, the Wise Child (with the idea of
making His mental powers seem more mysterious andimpressiveby contrastingthem with His
appearance).83He holds permanentlythe role
that Jesus and Sdkyamuniplayed brilliantlyas
small boys, astonishing Their teachers and bewilderingthe wise men with whom They argued.
In one sense Manjusrl's most popular early
"part,"thatof the championof Mahdydnaorthodoxy against the subtle questions of the aged
Vimalakirti,is a duel between fresh youth and
elderly experience: a folklore pattern again, of
the sort that is most familiarto us in the story of
Christbefore the doctors.
The grouping together of Manjusriand Samantabhadra,an idea whose great popularity
under the T'ang is forshadowed in one of our
Northern Chou inscriptions,84must go back to
some relativelyearlyauthoritythat I have not as
yet identified.The two arementionedtogetherin
isolation, as though They were a well-known
pair, in the "Spetra
on the Sea of Mystic Ecstasy
Attainedby Visualizingthe Buddha."85 The best-
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Also the JAtakasstressing the unique wisdom of a sevenyear old boy: H. T. Francis and E. J. Thomas, Jataka
Tales, Cambridge (Mass.), I 9 I 6, pp. i 98 ff., 459.
See above, p. I 30.
Dai.Zjkyj,XV, p. 666a.
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known statement of a close relationship between the two Bodhisattvasis made in the AvatathsakaSfltra(the first translationof which was
done by Buddhabhadraand others at the end of
the EasternChin),in connectionwith the curious
story of the pilgrimage of the child Sudhana.86
This small boy - perhaps a separatepersonification, as it were, of Mafjusri's own precocity,
for he is alreadyfar advanced in spiritualprogress- is persuadedby the Bodhisattvato undertake a pilgrimagein searchof the truth. After a
long journey, endlessly elaboratedby miracles,
and punctuatedby visits to a long series of the
Elect- monks andkings, Brahmansandhermits,
nuns and princesses,deities, Bodhisattvas,even
the mother of Sakyamuni- he comes at the last
to Samantabhadra,and under His influence
entersthe highest ecstasy.Towardthis finalgoal
Mafijusrifurnishesnot only the initialadvice,but
also, at the last, the encouragementrequiredto
enter Samantabhadra's
sacredprecinct.
As to the public worship of Mahjusriin India,
we possess one preciouspiece of testimonyin the
pilgrimagerecordof Fa-hsien.Around A. D. 400
he found that at the religious centerof Mathuri,
where sectarianofferings were made in a wide
varietyof ways, "the Mahayanamen worshipped
the Prajnfipdramita,
Mahjusri,and Avalokitesvara."87

The Chinese paid full attention to Ma'jusri
only after the happy discovery was made in the
T'ang dynasty that His residence on earth was
Mount Wu-t'ai, in Shansi.In the Six Dynasties
He was probablyknown best as the divine protagonist in the very popularVimalakirtisfitra.88
His "part"there was not a particularlysympathetic one, since He was requiredmerelyto argue
a metaphysicalcase of great difficulty.The very
fact of His participationin the debatemade Him
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Ibid., IX, p. 688a. For further details of this pilgrimage
see my "Four Columns from a Chinese Temple," Honolulu Academyof Arts SpecialStudies,I, I947, p. 8.
Daizlkgy, LI, p. 859b; Beal's translation, I, p. xxix.
Two extant translations. The earlier, by the third century
"Chih-ch'ien," is Nanjio's no. I47, the Wei-mo-chieh
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something of a hero, however, since the sitra
makes it clear that all the other candidatesselected by Sdkyamuni- the ten greatestdisciples,
two other Bodhisattvas,and two laymen- had
declinedin turn,throughfearof theiropponent's
forensicgenius. It was of courseVimalakirtihimself, the old, immenselyhonoredandexperienced
householderandmanof affairs,who was the true
hero of the story, particularly to a Chinese
audienceof the Six Dynastiesperiod. The Chinese readersof the Buddhist scriptures,churchmen and lay scholarsalike,must often have been
disturbed or bewildered or even outraged by
what they found. Against such painful experiences the figure of Vimalakirti- so reasonable
and urbane, so much the scholar-gentlemanprovided the perfect antidote; he was almost
Confuciusin Buddhistdress. We can gain some
idea of the degreeto which the seitrapervadedthe
intellectuallife of the Six Dynasties Church (in
the South, at least) from the fact that it is mentioned twenty-eighttimes in the KaoSengChuan;
only half as often as the "Lotus,"to be sure, but
a great deal more than almost any other competitor. References to it of every description,
from the simplestto the most circumstantial,may
be found in the remainingsculptureof the time.89
From all of this Manijusnr
won at least a reflected
lustre; and doubtless He was much more often
representedas a partof the meetingwith Vimalakirti than any other way.
Samantabbadra:
The factthat Samantabhadra
shouldhavebeen
one of the earliest Bodhisattvasto be signalled
out for special worship in Chinais at least partally explainedby the glowing descriptiongiven
of Him in the "Lotus Sintra."His specialchapter,
Ching:Daizlky&,XIV, no. 474. The second, by Kumirajiva, is Nanjio's no. I46, the Wei-mo-chieh
So ShuoChing:
ibid., no. 475. The latter has been Englished by "Hokei
Idumi" (i. e. Idzumi) in EasternBuddhist,II, 6, I923, III,
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and IV, I-3, I924-28.
Davidson, Lotus Satra, pp. 32ff.
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one of the seven at the end of the book that are
generally called an appendix,is full of skilfully
He sweepsinto Sdkyamuni's
calculatedappeals.90
presence with the pomp and magnificenceof a
celestial mabdraja.He is named the special protector of all those - monks, nuns, and lay believers alike - who follow the precepts of the
"Lotus," against every sort of snare or danger.
And the rewardthat he offersfor their fidelityis
not merely a temporary rescue, but rebirth in
Paradise.
We can be sure, of course, that the Chinese
knew of these promisesat least by the end of the
third century, from their presence in Dharmaraksa'sversion of the "Lotus,"the ChengFaHua
Ching.The text of this is substantiallysimilarto
thatused by Kumdrajivalater (andrenderedinto
English by Soothill), and also to the Sanskrit
version used in the SacredBooksof theEast series.
One differencecatchesthe eye. Whereasboth the
laterworks agreethat the Bodhisattvahas promised to reveal Himself to the faithful mounted
"on a white elephant with six tusks, with My
host of great Bodhisattvas,"this detailis lacking
in the wording adopted by Dharmaraksa.There
the promise is quoted three times, in varying
language. In the second quotation Samantabhadra says merely: "I will be driven [or will ride?]
to visit the devotee." In the third He indicates
that He will show Himself in all the towering
majestyof His virtue, "mountedon a steed with
six t'ung[i. e. supernaturalfaculties)."In the first
quotation,to be sure, the readingfavoredby the
Japaneseeditors of the Taish6 Tripitakabegins
with the characterfor elephant,and runs thereafter(in a literaltranslation)"elephanthorse carriage ride go to visit his place."9 Thereis, however, an alternativefor the firstcharacterin three
of the official Chinese editions of the Tripitaka,
shangfor "mount" instead of hsiangfor "elephant."From the standpointof sense, this seems
90 Daitdkyg, IX, pp. 6i ff. and I 32ff.; Soothill's translation,
pp. 260ff., and Kern's, pp. 43 If.
9'I Compare Dai.Z5kyj, pp. 6ia, b, and I 33a.
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to me preferable,since it may be rendered"riding in a horse-drawnchariot I shall go to visit . .. " Presumably,therefore,the attributeof the
elephantwas added to Samantabhadra's
cult in
the West at some time duringthe fourth century
(or at leastgrew up in a differentcenterfrom the
one represented by Dharmaraksa's original
manuscript).
As we have seen in the section on Maitreya,
the same "Lotus" chapter on Samantabhadra
goes on to promisethat the devotee of the sfitra
will be safelyrebornin the Tusita Heaven.
The "Lotus" teachingis expandedand given
a new directionin a short Mahayanatractof the
kuantype devoted exclusivelyto Samantabhadra.
This "Szitraon the Practise of Visualizing the
Bodhisattva Samantabhadra"was translatedat
the outset of Sung by the newly-arrivedmissionary Dharmamitra,from Kashmir, and formed
the subject of a lecture delivered at the Sung
court in 424 baythe same man.92The purpose of
the sfitrais to exhortMahayanadevotees to practise a specialform of penitencefor the sins of the
body and mind, for which they are offered the
personalteachingand encouragementof the Bodhisattva. Part of their rewardis of course the
routine absolution and remission of punishment, which no Buddhist text could forget. A
much greateremphasis,however, is placed on a
differentboon. As the shadow of sinfulthoughts
lifts from aroundthe devotee, he will be able to
see in ecstasy, with ever-increasingclarity and
completeness,the whole host of divine beings.
He will see his glorious Tutor on the white elephant; and the Buddha, golden and majestic,
who presidesover Samantabhadra's
birthplacein
the east; and the other eastern Buddhas; and
those of the otherdirections,untilthe Ten Quarters arefilled.He will see the Buddhasof the Past,
firstthe Seven and then a countlesshost. Last of
all he will be able to contemplate Sakyamuni
92
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Daitdkyd, IX, no. 277. On Dharmamitra's lecture, see
ibid., L, p. 343a.
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Himself, preaching on the Vulture Peak, and
will see reenactedbefore "the eyes of his heart"
the centralmiracleof the "Lotus":the emergence
of Prabhiitaratna'sstupa from the ground, and
the recall of PrabhiitaratnaBuddha in person
from Nirvanato sit like a relicwithin it. All these
great beings, meanwhile, will have witnessed
and applaudedthe monk's progress. The Buddhas of the Ten Quarterswill pat his head, and
Prabhtitaratnawill break the silence of ages to
speakin a loud voice, praisinghim.93
By insisting that the supreme religious experienceis to see,face to face- and not in Paradise, but here and now - the Samantabhadra
tractcloselyparallelsthe kuansiitrason Amitdyus
and on "the Sea of Mystic Ecstasy."94The three
are also similarin several of their most characteristic features. All emphasizethe gradualness
of the revelation,the necessary,disciplinedprogression from one to many. All make the emission of light the most conspicuous attributeof
the deities they describe:blinding raysthat pour
from zrgaor from all the hair-socketsof the body
to traverse and illumine the farthestreaches of
space.All dealwith the samesort of miracles,begotten by a pedantic fancy upon the multiplication table. In the Samantabhadraslitra this
interest,or obsession, centerson a descriptionof
the Bodhisattva's"vehicle,"the great white elephant.95The creature is colossal, "450 yojanas
long and400 high," andis whiterthanthe snows
of the Himalayas.At the ends of his six tusks are
six bathingtanks,in eachof which grow fourteen
lotuses. On eachopen blossomis a "jademaiden"
fairer than the damsels of Paradise, in whose
hands are five spontaneously-createdlutes; each
lute is accompaniedby 500 other musicalinstruments, and 500 jewel-coloredbirds. Though the
elephantmoves at a distanceof seven feet above
ground, it still leaves footprints in the earth.
93Ibid., IX, pp. 39ob-392a.
See above, pp. 144.
9s Daiz-Jky_,IX, pp. 389c-3goa.

Each print shows a thousand-spokedwheel, and
from each wheel grows a greatlotus, and on the
lotus is a phantomelephantthat follows the Bodhisattva's steed. With each raising and lowering of its feet are created7000 other elephants
to follow as companions.The elephant'strunkis
the color of a red lotus, and has on it a phantom
Buddha, emitting a golden light from His frind.
The saidlight goes successivelyin and out of the
trunk, eyes, and earsof the elephant,rises to the
top of its head,andthen moves to its back,where
it is transformedinto a golden saddle,fitted out
with jewels.On the four sidesof the saddleareset
jewelled pillars,to make a dais; and on the dais
is a jewelled lotus, on which a Samantabhadra
sits cross-legged,with a body the color of white
jade, a halo about His head of fifty colors, and a
golden radiance streaming from all the hairsockets of His body. At the tips of the golden
rays are countless phantom Buddhas,with Bodhisattvasin Their trains... (etc.).
The origins of the Samantabhadra
cult in the
West are shroudedin the usual obscurity.None
of the ChinesepilgrimsmentionsHim, andin the
great centers of Buddhist art He is represented
by no known images. Lack of informationis not
quite total, however. We know thatit was a missionary from Kashmir who translatedand lecturedon His sintra.The links with the "Sea"sietra
point toward Hadda in Afghanistan,if my hypothesisaboutthe originofthat workis correct.96
Fortunately another piece of evidence permits
the sameconclusion.Kumdrajiva'stranslationof
the Praj~dpdramitd
commentary,the Ta Chih-tu
Lun, ix, contains two noteworthy anecdotes.97
One is merelyanillustrationof the benignguardianshippromisedin the "Lotus"; we are told of
a monk who read that sfitrain a cave, to whom
Samantabhadra
camein a vision in the guise of a
radiant
golden,
figure, riding a white elephant.
96
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The other tells of a sick man who went into a
and prayedto be healedbeside an image of
stR~pa
"Pien-chiP'u-sa"- a note identifies this as Samantabhadra.All at once the jewel in the statue's
right handglowed, andwith thathandit stroked
his body, andhis illnessleft him. By good fortune
this miracleis ascribedto a specificplace, "that
landwest of the GreatYueh-chih[i.e. the Kushan
realm]wherethe ufsefaof the Buddhais kept"98i. e. Nagarahara,or the modernHadda.
It shouldbe mentioned,finally,thatthe French
findsof sculptureat the Shotorakmonasterynear
Begram- the ancientKapisa,the summercapital
of the Kushan rulers - some I50 kilometers
northwestof Hadda,includewhat maybe a stone
figure of Samantabhadra;seated in the pose of
deep thought on the crudelyrenderedhead and
shouldersof an elephant.The styleis a provincial
version of the late Gandhdranmanner,perhaps
of the fourth or fifth centuries."sThe Frenchreport, declining to call the figure an Indra (as the
elephant might suggest) because of the lack of
that god's distinctivecylindricalcrown, namesit
merely an unidentifiedBodhisattva.
The "Sfitraon the Practiseof Visualizing the
Bodhisattva Samantabhadra"
is on the whole a
devotionalwork ratherthana philosophicalone.
It includes,however, one pregnantsentencethat
links it with one of the supreme metaphysical
achievements of Mahdyana, the Avatatksaka
Satra.At one point in its long sequenceof wonders, a voice speaks from the sky, proclaiming:
"Sdkyamuniis named Vairocanaeverywhere
and in all places."loo
The Avatatksaka,proclaiming the ineffable
splendorand power of the single supremeBuddha, Vairocana,very often speaks through the
voice of Samantabhadra.
Not only is He one of
the foremost figures at the great assemblies
where Vairocanapreaches;but as we have seen
98 The description suggests that for the writer Nagarahira
lay outside the Kushan realm, presumably as a result of
the Sasanianpush that began in the mid third century.
99 MeuniE, Shotorak, pl. XXV, fig. 75, no. i29, and pp.
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in the previous section, He is the goal of the
strange, step-by-step pilgrimage of the child
Sudhana,with which the enormouslylong book
comes to an end. The final vision, in which the
boy's studiouslyacquiredpowers at last permit
him to see the Bodhisattva,is describedin a way
that is both richerand more suggestive than in
the kuansfltras- probablybecauseit is less bound
to ordinaryvisual experience.IoISudhanapenetratesto the Dharmakdya,the absolute,spiritual
body of Samantabhadra,
and finds there a being
who seems hardly distinguishablefrom VairocanaHimself.
"Then did Sudhanasee among the majorand
minor attributesof Samantabhadra
Bodhisattva,
among His limbs and joints andhair-sockets,the
indescribable,indescribableWorld-seas,filledto
the brim with Buddhas, each Tathdgatabeing
accompaniedby an indescribable,indescribable
host of great Bodhisattvas. Those Tathdgata
Realm-seasthat he saw, one by one, were not the
same in their attendantcircumstances,and differed in appearance.The adamantinemountains
ringing them in, the great clouds that overhung
them, the peoples raisedby the Buddhas,and the
Wheels of the Law thatwere turned:such things
were wholly and totally different from each
other. Also he saw Samantabhadra
Bodhisattva
sending out into the lands of the Ten Quarters
phantom bodies of Tathdgatas,for all of the
World-atoms, to teach and convert all beings
and lead them to develop fully and perfectly
heightenedhearts.",oz
(We find here applied to Samantabhadra
the
theme of the universeseen within a single, enormous, space-filling,divine body; an idea often
returnedto by Indian thinkers,both inside and
outside Buddhism.)
Almost all the Chineseevidencefor interestin
Samantabhadra dates between the 420's and
54-5 5.

100 Daigoky5, IX,
P. 392c.
'O' Ibid., pp. 784a-785c.
I'o
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470's. Since the "Lotus" had been known in the

South for more than a century earlier,it seems
likely that this brief spurtof enthusiasmwas due
to the translationsmadein the earlyfifth century
of the two other key texts, the AvatarhsakaSaitra
Beyondthe
andthe kuantracton Samantabhadra.
incidentsalreadymentionedthathave to do with
images,two anecdotesareworth
Samantabhadra
a brief mention. A brief section on Samantabhadra miraclesin Fa YxanChi Lin, xvii, tells of a
priest named P'u-ming (who died in his eightyffth year in the 45o's) "whose specialty was
penitentialchanting.He used to recitethe 'Lotus'
and the 'Vimalakirti'sitras.Wheneverhe did so,
he would put on specialclothes and use a special
seat, so that there was never any dirt or untidiness. Every time he reached[the Samantabhadra chapter] he would suddenly see that Bodhisattvabefore him, mounted on an elephant.
When he recitedthe 'Vimalakirti'sitra, again,he
would hear chantingand music in the air."103
The other account concerns a priest Taoching, who in 425 and426 held two publicmaigre
At
feastsat Lo-yangin honor of Samantabhadra.
both strangevisitors appearedand disappeared,
first a horsemanand then two unknown monks
(proving therebythat the occasions were under
supernaturalsurveillance). The detailed story
here is againfurnishedby Fa YdanChuLin, xv.i.
The biography of the same priest in Kao Seng
Chuan,xii, is equallyinformative,but in a different way that seems to indicate one reason why
Samantabhadra's
Taopopularitywas limited.bo4
ching had other supernaturalexperiences of a
more exciting sort. Once he and some companionspenetrateddeeplyinto a mountaincave.
While trying to cross an underground stream,
the three others were drowned, and all the lights
were extinguished.Chingsaw no hope of rescue,
so he simply went on reciting the "Lotus" and
kept his mind fixed on Avalokitesvara. "In a
little while he saw a light like a will-of-the-wisp,
103
104

Ibid., LIII, p. 409a.
Ibid., pp. 408c-409a; and L, p. 407a.

which he followed but could not catch, and
which led him to the exit." Laterhe was savedby
the samemeansfrom drowning,when the ice on
which he was crossing a river broke.
Thereis no suchaccumulationof storiesabout
the interventionof Samantabhadra
into everyday
lives as we possess in the case of Avalokite'vara.
His promisesof aid can never have met anything
like the samewide audience:they were to begin
with addressedlargely to monks, and to the intellectually strenuous, rather than to suffering
humanity. We see in the anecdote about Taoching that the very priest who specialized in
buildingup a lay cult of Samantabhadra
would in
an emergencyturn away to the rescuer Avalokitesvara.
It may be added that the Japanesearchaeologists who workedat YUn-kanghave identifiedas
- though without unmistakable
Samantabhadra
proofs - the figureriding on an elephantwho is
found among the niches added above the entrance to Cave XIII, and on the south wall of
Cave XIII A: i. e. in the latest work done at the
site, afterthe transferof the capital.,os
The"Contemnplative
Figure":
One sense, at least, in which the title "Contemplative Figure" or "ContemplativePrince"
was used, is identifiedfor us by its earliestdated
appearance.A Northern Wei stele of 492, referring to "animage of the ContemplativePrince,"
shows the partingbetween the young Siddartha
and his horse and groom. The future Buddhais
posed in a unique way, with one leg down and
the other lying horizontallyacross it, elbow on
knee and chin on hand. The same iconographic
type is found at Yan-kang in two other scenes
from Sdkyamuni'searlylife: one identifiedby an
overshadowingtree as His firstmeditationin the
garden, and the other placing Him among His
105
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sleeping women.106Both of these might presumablyhave been given the same title; and so
we may imagine that some general referenceto
Sakyamuniin His characteras Bodhisattvawas
intended on the later stelae that speak of "an
image of the prince" or a "contemplativeimage.1X07
On the other hand, exactly the same pensive
pose is often seen at Yiin-kangin the seatedBodhisattvafiguresthat flankthe cross-ankledMaitreya: e.g. among the frieze compositions that
fill the side anteroomwalls in CavesIX, X, and
XII.DO8 It was certainly this second sense that
was meantin the EasternWei stele of 544 whose
inscription speaks of "one Buddha, two Bodhisattvas,two princes," etc.'o0This Ytin-kang
three-partscheme is foreshadowedin the Shotorak relief that I have called a formalized representation of Maitreya'sParadise. There the
attendantsare presumablythe blest, in Bodhisattva guise, pondering on the sublimetruthsuttered by the future Buddha.1xoElsewhere in
106

Mizunoin Ars Buddhica,XXI, no. I2,
Yun-kang,VIII, pp.
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Gandharansculpture the same sort of figures
will flank a preaching Buddha (who may of
course have been intended as Maitreyain His
final form), or will sit alone in thought."', In
these northwestfrontierversions the position of
the legs is not very distinctive. Both legs are
pendant,though one is at a slightly higher level
than the other; and so the effectis not markedly
differentfrom that of the Iraniancross-ankled
pose assignedto Maitreya.It recalls,at the same
time, two formulae from the Mediterranean
world, which may testify to its ultimate origin.
The upper part of the seated figure, complementedby legs in a more normalposition, could
pass as a pensive companion of Mithra on a
Greco-Romanstele.x12 Crossedlegs and Persian
dress on a standing figure help to identify the
sorrowingAttis."11The Chinese,in working out
a variant of their own - presumablyfor aestheticreasons- seemto havetakentheirstrongly
assymmetricallegs from yet anothersource, the
informalseatedpose of the Indian king or god.
'IO

"I

82.

Omura, pp. 317, 318, 349, dated 553, 554, and 573 respectively.
Yun-kang,VI, pl. i6; VII, pl. 8; and IX, pl. 9.
Omura, pp. 264-265.
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See note 68 above.
Foucher, Gandhara,I, figs. 76, 77, and II, fig. 408; figs.
409,

I12

113

410,

428.

See my "Aspects of Light Symbolism," XII, 3, p. z6I,
fig. 2 (Mithraicstele from the old Villa Altieri, Rome).
S. Reinach, Repertoiredereliefsgrecset remains,Paris, I9I2,
PP. 54, 66.

MINOR BEINGS
Ananda:
T

he most widely-knowndiscipleof Sdkya-

muni, named very frequentlyin the Hinayana literatureas the Buddha's favorite personal attendant,and retainedin Mahdyinaas the
instrumentby which His preachingwas codified
and published. In Chinese Buddhist art usually
pairedwith the disciplewho was his opposite in
almost every way, MahdKdsyapa.In India, to
judge from numerous passages in Hinayana

books, the two representedantagonisticfactions
that revealed themselves clearly at the "First
Council," Ananda standing for the Ksatriya
caste, for an emphasison gnosis,and for youthful
enthusiasm; while the other epitomized Brdhmanism,the asceticdiscipline,anda ripeold age.'
Ananda'scult seems to have flourishedfor cenI

2z6

See Przyluski, Le condilede Rijagrha, Paris, I926-i928,
where this opposition is traced through numerous varying
scripturalaccounts.
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turies, and to have done what it could (though
without success) to elevatehim to a position like
St.Peter's in the Christianworld.z The Chinese
were probablyquite indifferentto such far-away
quarrels,and picked the two because they had
been told they were the first (MahdKdsyapa)and
second patriarchsof the Church. Their appearance in Chineseart, traceableto the firstyearsof
the sixth century, when they begin to stand
alongside the flanking Bodhisattvas as attendants on the Buddha,probablysignifiesthe passing of the period of fiercestsectarianjealousybetween Mahdyanaand Hinayana.
Arhat:
A being who has attainedEnlightenment.The
term standsin Hinayinafor the highest spiritual
achievement;in Mahiyanait comes to have the
pejorative sense of a success attainedfor purely
selfishreasons.
Brahmi:
In pagan mythology the supremeCreatorand
lord of the highest Heaven; appropriatedby the
Buddhists and paired with (his theoretical inferior) Indra or Sakra, to emphasize the submission of the whole Universe to the Buddha.
His spectaculardescents to beg Sikyamuni to
preach,or to applaudHis sermons,area cliche in
both the Hinayana and the simpler Mahdyana
books. In the final reachesof the Mahiyanaimagination he is, like everything else, pluralized;
there are countless millions of Brahmdgods and
Heavens.
Devaraja:
In Chinese Shen Wang: a generic term, used
to identify loosely a class of demigods who have
2

The preface to the Ekottarigamain its Chinese translation
is chiefly a panegyric in honor of Ananda as the sole qualified heir to Sdkyamuni.Maha K~ayapabegs him to accept
the responsibility, speaking against himself as being old,
infirm, and forgetful. His entreaty is supplemented by the

vowed to protect Buddhismand Buddhists.See
also KapilaDevaraja.
Eight Classesof Beings:
I.e. the categoriesof: Deva, the gods; Ndga,
the snake deities; Yaksa, the tutelarydeities of
the Earth; Gandharva,the celestial musicians;
Asura, the Titans; Garuda,the monster birds;
Kinnara,anotherkind of divine musicians,originally akin to the centaur and later imagined as
half human,half bird; and Mahoraga,the deified
terrestrialreptiles.Familiarchiefly throughtheir
mention at the beginning of the more elaborate
Mahayina sextras,as members of the universal
audienceswho listened to Sakyamuni'spreaching. When the growing complication of Buddhist iconography-made it necessaryto exploit
all possible meansof identification,they came to
be used as a way of distinguishingthe figure of
Sakyamunifrom those of other Buddhas.Thus
they appear, for example, in two Sikyamuni
frescoes of the earlier eighth century at Tun-

huang,in CavesI04 and I39 (Pelliot'snumbering).3
Hdriti:
A femaledivinity,at once the destroyerandthe
protector of children,whose cult seems to have
originatedin the northwest frontierregion, and
presumablyat the popularlevel, so thatshe is not
namedin the traditionalBrdhmanicalliterature.4
An often-repeatedBuddhistlegend tells that she
was originally an ogress, with a brood of o00
demon sons, who lived lavishly on the flesh of
smallchildren.The Buddhaeventuallytamedher
by kidnappingher own baby,Pifgala, andrefusing to returnhim until she promisedfaithfullyto
change her mode of life and become a guardian.

3
4
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pleading of Brahma, Indra, the Four Lokapdlas, and Maitreya, all of whom clasp their hands in supplication (DaiZfkyo,II, pp. 549b-552b).
Pelliot, Touen-houang,
pls. CLXXXVII, CCCI.
Foucher, Gandhdra,II, pp. I3off.; "la fee aux enfants."
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Hsuan-tsangmentions this story in connection
with a site near the modern Peshawar,where in
his day"thecommonfolk of thelandworshipped
her when they sought descendants."sHer remaining Gandhiran representationsin stone,
more numerousthan anywhereelse, show her in
this guise, as a personificationof fecundity,with
infants in her arms or playing about her body.
Often she is accompaniedby her divine husband
P?icika, as the personification of wealth and
worldly success.The two may be seen with their
brood among the Ajanta frescoes, and as far
afieldas Java; the Chinesepilgrim I-ching, who
travelled to India by sea between 67I and 685,
mentions their very frequentpresencein the refectories or porches of the monasterieshe visited.6(The Haritilegend tells that Sikyamuniarrangedto compensatethe ogressfor herlost food
supply by orderingHis monks to set aside a pittance in her name from their own daily diet. As
Foucher has pointed out, the detail looks like a
naive justificationfor the presenceof so worldly
a cult within the monasteryprecincts.)
The Chinese records suggest that the cult of
the goddess arrivedearly(see Sung entry I 7), but
remainedon the whole at the popularlevel (for
which normallyno recordswere kept).7Fa Yuan
ChuLin includes among its tales of supernatural
interventions an account of a certain Chang
Ying, whose wife was plaguedby ill health.After
addressinghimself in vain to "the deities of the
crowd" he turned in 333 to "the Mother of the
Demon Children,"and thereby securedher full
recovery.8Like the story told in my Sung entry
I7, this indicates that Hdriti became in China a
generalprotectressof women, as well as of chil5

6

Dai.Zjkyj, LI, p. 88ia, b; Beal's translation, I, p. III.
S. Levi, "Quelques documents sur le Bouddhisme ancien
dans l'Asie centrale," Bull. de l'ecolefr. d'ex. Or., V, I905,
pp. 253ff., quotes a CandragarbhaSutra (translated into
Chinese in 566; see note i2 below) that lists the demigod
protectors of several border regions northwest of India;
Hdriti is there assigned to the small state of Udydna on the
upper Indus.
Translation by Takakusu, A Recordof theBuddhistReligion,
Oxford, i896, pp. 37-39.
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dren. A passage from the "Record of Annual
Occasions in Ching and Ch'u" by the Liang
author Tsung Lin tells that on the Buddha's
birthday"the Goddess with the Nine Sons was
worshipped with offerings of thin cakes in the
under storey of the Ch'ang-sha-ssupagoda, by
the childless people of the markets, often with
miraculousresults."9
(It is under this variant name, incidentally,
thatHaritiis referredto in the title of a pictureby
the Liang artist Hsieh Ch'ien; Liang entry 27.)
Indra:
The ancient Vedic god of the firmamentand
of war; personificationof the martialenthusiasm
that spurredthe Aryan drive into India, and so
patron of the Ksatriyacaste. Humbled first by
the Brihmans in their sacrificialliterature,and
then by the Buddhists, who tamed and transformed him into a meek paragon of piety. His
dwelling-place,the Heaven of the Thirty-three
Gods, seemsto have been the firstclearlydefined
land of bliss in Indianlegend. With the development of cosmologicalinterestsit was located on
the flat summit of the mythicalworldmountain,
Sumeru. Later, as Buddhist ideas about retribution grew more complex, it was topped by
many other Heavens, more desirable or more
spiritual.Most particularlyit was overshadowed
by Tusita,wherethe BodhisattvaMaitreya'spresence added to the routine celestial pleasuresan
ineffablegrace and promise of salvation. When
both the Maitreyalegend andthe beliefin earthly
Paradisesruled by Buddhas like Amitdyus had
attained their peak of influence, Indra's old7
8

See the article by Kobayashi cited in Sung note 39.
Op. cit., p. io. In contrast stands a story told in the Ekottarigama,xxv (DaikZykyJ,
II, p. 683a). A certain rich man
who wanted a son prayed to all the deities he could think
of: i. e. to the sun, the moon, the earth deity, Hdridt,the
Four Lokapdlas, the 28 Great Rulers of Demon Deities,
Indra, Brahmd,the gods of mountains, trees, and roads all in vain.
9 Kobayashi, p. io.
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fashioned Heaven sank almost to the level of a
Purgatory.
Indraappearsvery often in Buddhistliterature,
playing a role that becomes increasinglystereotyped. Sincehis home is closer to the Earththan
Brahmd's,he comes down more often, in a blaze
of glory, to praise the Buddha, or listen, or ask
questionsthat prompt anothersermon. Presumably the Buddhistswere able to manipulatehim
and Brahmdso freely because neither was any
longer a figure of real importancein the Indian
religious world. No such claims were made
about Siva and Visnu; though the Churchclaimed their support and devotion as well, it did so
with much more discretion,recognizingthem as
dangerousrivals.
KapilaDevaraja.
The Westernorigins of this guardiandeity are
obscure; most of the information that I have
been able to assembleabout him eitherconcerns
Chinaor comes from Chinesesources. We meet
him first as the specialprotector of the Kashmir
missionary Dharmamitra, watching over the
monk'stravelsuntil he was capableof continuing
safely by himself. We know that Dharmamitra
installedhis cult at the templethat he founded in
435 on Mount Chung, outside of Nanking; and
that at least as late as the Sui dynastythe Kapila
image there was celebratedfor its miracles,and
imitated elsewhere as an iconographic type

(SungentryI4).
In a Nanking templeerectedin 474 Kapilawas
paired with the Lokapala Vaisravana,the two
being paintedat the rearof the great hall - perhaps so as to guard over the entrance on the
dangerous northern quarter (Sung entry 38).
The same sort of association reappearsin the
edict issued by Wu Ti of the Liang in 5I 3, for10
II

bidding animal sacrificesin general, which allowed a special exemption to those establishments where deer'sheads and beef offeringshad
been made to the Four Lokapalasand the god
Kapila (Liang entry 9).
A new pairappearson a NorthernCh'istele of
567, where the donors' names are followed by
incised drawings of Kapila and anotherprotector, Ndrdyana,i. e. the Buddhists'tamedVisnu.IO
It is these two, incidentally,that we find in the
earliest(andso faras I know, the only surviving)
sculpturalrepresentationof Kapilain China.The
Ta-chu-shengcave of Ling-ch'iian-ssuon Mount
Pao in Honan, excavatedand sculpturedin 589,
has outside its doorway the large figures of Kapila and Ndrdyana,executedin intaglio. Kapila
is picturedas a powerfully built warriorwith a
long beard,wearinga winged helmetthat recalls
some types of Sasaniancrowns, and armor of a
conventionalizedChinesetype. He holds a sword
in his right hand and a trident in his left, and
standson a diminutiveass.
A surprisingitem of evidence turns up in the
so-called"Moon-wombSfitra,"translatedunder
the Northern Ch'i in 566: a work full of magic
and astrologicallore, which shows so unusual a
knowledge of ChineseTurkestanthat it is likely
to have been composed in some such center as
Khotan.I1 One chapter contains a register of
fifty-fivecities or countries (most or all identifiable),with the supernaturalguardiansof various
sorts assigned to them by the Buddha.13For
"Chen-tan,"China, the roster begins with the
Devaputra Visvakarman;continues with "the
Great Yaksa General Kapila," and adds nine
otherswith the sametitle; furnishesthreeDragon
Kings; and concludes with three "CelestialFemales," headed (interestinglyenough) by "Hariti, the Mother with the Demon Sons." The
whole group, it is said, has been orderedby the

See above, p. I3I.
Tokiwa and Sekino, ShinaBukkyJShiseki,III, p. i8o, pis.
I33,

12

'3

I34.

See note 5 above for the Candragarbha
Satra, translated by
Narendraya~as,a missionaryfrom Udyana.Nanjio's no. 63;

also forms ch.xlvi-lvi in the long Ta Fang-tengTa Chi
Ching,Nanjio's no. 6i; Dai.ZfkyJ,XIII, no. 397.
Ibid., p. 368b. Mochizuki, Bukkye5Daijiten, pp. 342ib to
3423a.
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their protectors,this one included in the "Sfitra
on the Spells of the Peacock King," Mahimayiri-rajni-mantra-sitra,
translatedby Sarpghabharaunderthe Liangin 5I 6. The nameturnsup
twice here: once as the tutelaryYaksa of a place
calles Bahudhinyaka (unknown, but from its
position in the list, apparentlyin north central
India,on the routeleadingsouthwardto Avanti,
the modern Ujjayani).Written with a different
initial characterin the Chinesetranscription,we
find"Kapila"againin connectionwith "Varniu";
andtherethe sequenceof site-namessuggests the
far northern tip of India, perhaps the modern
Buner, north of the ancient Gandhara.17
In non-Buddhistsources, on the other hand,
"Kapila"seems to have been first the name of a
celebratedancient sage. As usual, Indianimaginations playedwith his memoryin variousways
that seem to our Western minds incongruous.
Because of a philosophical statementattributed
to him in the Mahdbhdrata
(xii, 21 8), he is claimed
as the founder of the Sdnkhyaschool.18At the
sametime he appearsin both epics in the strange
tale of the 6o,ooo sons of King Sagar,who were
sent out in a worldwide searchfor a stolen sacrificialhorse. Delving deep underthe earthin their
frantic zeal, the youths came upon Kapila, disturbedhim, and were instantlyreducedto ashes
by his fiery anger. The Mahdbhdrata
version,
(iii, I07), merelyemphasizeshis splendorand

Buddhato protect that land, bringing to an end
all discord, anger, litigation, warfare, famine,
pestilence,and unseasonableextremesof weather. It is difficultto know how seriously to take
the list, which in part must be pure fantasy or
for example,is a strange
padding.14Visvakarman,
name to find heading the Chineseroll, since the
Chinese evidence is almost completely silent
about him. Perhapshe was includedas a Central
Asian complimentto Chineseart, since his role
in Indianlegend was that of the masterarchitect
and craftsmanof the gods. For the assumption
that Kapila was a guardiandeity of first importancein sixth centuryChina- though so little is
said about him in the remaining texts - some
corroborationis available in a Japanese document of the early ninth. The JapanesestudentpriestJogy6, a studentunderthe Shingonfounder Ktikai,who visited Chinain 838- 839, brought
back with him an image of "the Most Holy
Kapila Devardja,"noting that he had found the
god worshippedeverywherein Chinaas a guardian, particularlyagainst sickness and poverty.is
Jogy6's personalinterest highlights the paradox that Kapila seems to have been completely
ignored - at least under that name - by the
composers of the vast Tantric pantheon.16 Presumablythis was so becausehe had no outstanding reputationin India- so far as I know, he is
not named in the Vedas, Brdhmanas,or epics
among the famous supernaturalwarriors. His
final role may have been formed by amalgamating the characteristicsof more than one personage. The Kapilawhom we have met as a Yaksa
generalin Chinamay be tracedonto Indian soil
through anothercuriouscatalogueof placesand

called Vdsudeva, or "WVsudevain the guise of
Kapila"; and we are told in a preceding paragraphthat it is in that form that he protectseternally the Earth,his consort. At this stage, therefore, which must be relativelylate, we find the

14A

I6

i5

similarly distributed but quite differentlist of protectors
is analysed by Levi, "Le catalogue geographique des
Yaksa dans le Maha Mayifri,"Jour. As., i ith ser., V, I9I5,
pp. i9 ff.; see especially p. izo, and my note I 7 below.
Mochizuki, Op. cit., pp. 46ob, 2569a, b. The more famous
Japanese pilgrim Ennin found a Hall of Kapila at the
Yang-chou temple K'ai-yiian-ssu, which he visited in 838;
see E. 0. Reischauer,Ennin'sDiary, New York, I95 5, p. 6i
(where the deity's name is rendered in the Japaneseway as
Kabira).

effulgence.In the Ramayana,
(i, I2-I3),

17

18
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He is not listed in the Japanese encyclopedia of Tantric
Buddhism, Mikky& Daijiten (edited by S. Matsunaga,
Ky6to, I 93 2).
The fiatracited in note I4 above: Nanjio's no. 308, the
K'ung-ch'uehWang Chou Ching; DaiZ,&ky&,
XIX, no. 984.
For Bahudhdnyakaand Varnu, see pp. 45ob, 450c; also
Levi, Op.cit., pp. 33 (no. I4), 64, and 38 (no. 30), 73.
Information traced through H. Jacobi, Mahdbharata,
InhaltsangabeIndex,u. Concordant,,
Bonn, I903, under "Kapila."
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sage absorbed by the greater personality of
Krisna,and so by the latter'sUr-form,Visnu. (In
the latest and lengthiest summation of Visn.u's
avatars,Kapilais introducedas the fifth.)1'
I do not know how these strands should be
drawn together. Perhaps some recognition of
the second prompted the use of Kapila and
Ndraydna,both aspectsof Visnu, as paireddoor
guardianson a Sui cave. On the other hand, the
missionary Dharmamitramay have been more
likely to seek guidance and protection from a
Yaksaof the northwestfrontier;and it mayhave
been the latter's success on the caravanroutes
that gave him the ass attribute (found in the
same Sui relief).

reason explains his appearancein the fictitious
tale of Liang Wu Ti's mission to securethe Indian copy of the Udydnaimage- he was probably
namedas a well-known protectorfrom the Buddha's homeland, to suggest that the enterprise
was under divine guidance (Liang entry 5). On
the other hand, Mochizuki'sencyclopediaopens
another possibilityby pointing out that a kurmbhirawas a crocodile or sea-monster,and occasionallythe name of a Ndga king as well. Perhapsthis associationwith waterwas held to warranthis servingas a guardianof sea-farers.23
Lokapdlas,Four:
The guardianmonarchsof the Four Quarters,
in ChineseSsu T'ien Wang, are among the most
widely known supernaturalfigures in Buddhist
legend. In the Hinayina phase they must have
enteredthe Buddha'sstory at an earlyperiod of
myth-making, though perhaps later (or at the
outset, less often) than Indra. In terms of the
generalevolution of the Indianimaginationthey
are relative late-comers, unknown in both the
Vedic and the Brdhmanicalliterature. Their
newness in comparison with Indra is revealed
particularlyby the makeshift position of their
Heavens; since Indrahad alreadybeen assigned
the one fully reasonableplacein the cosmological
scheme, the summit of Mount Sumeru, they
could be accomodatedonly by an obvious afterthought, on plateaux perched half-way up the
world-mountain.Presumablythey representan
intrusion, into the Indian world, of the fourquarteredview of the Earththat had been com-

Kumbhira
A minor guardian, frequently mentioned in
both the laterHinaydnaand the Mahayanatexts.
A great many of these agree that his dwellingplace was a large cave in one of the mountains
near Rdjagrha.Usually mentioned merelyas the
owner of the cave, or as one of the visitors of all
sorts who came to praise the Buddhawhen He
was in the vicinity.7zoA more picturesqueversion
tells that on the occasion when the envious Devadattatriedto murderhis cousin Sdkyamuniby
rolling a great rock down on Him, Indra commanded KumbhiraYaksa to intervene. He did
so and protected the Buddha at the cost of his
own life; but the sacrificesecuredhim rebirthin
Indra's Heaven.2z I assume that it was this respectablebackgroundthat won Kumbhiramention as one of the Twelve Yaksa Generalswho
z and very likely the same
aid Bhaisajyaguru;l
19 In the Mahdbhdratatranslation by Protap Chandra Roy,
Calcutta,1i884, II, p. 333 (from the chapter "Vana Parva").
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In the Rdmaydnatranslation by Makhan Lal Sen, Calcutta,
n. d (3rd. ed.), I, pp. 70-73 (from the book "Balakandam"). Dowson, Dictionary,pp. 38, I50, under "Avatdra"
and "Kapila."
Levi, op. cit., p. 57 (no. ioi). Two versions appear in the
Chinese translations of the Agamas, or "Sermons": see
Dai.ZokyJ,I, p. 79c (Ch'ang A-han, xix), and II, p. 355a
(Tsa A-han, xlviii).
Told in the encyclopedic Vindya of the "original" (i. e. the
Kashmir) division of the SarvAstivAdinsect: Nanjio's no.
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I123, the Ken-penShuoI-ch'iehYu Pu P'i-na-ya, P'o Seng
Shib: DaifZkyJ,XXIV, pp. i92cff. In spite of the late date
at which this work reached China - it was brought there
and translated by I-ching in 7Io - there is general agreement that it contains a great deal of early material. See
further "Kompira" in Mochizuki, Bukkyd Daijiten, pp.
I374b-I375a; also the Japanese reference book on persons, deities, and places named in early Indian Buddhism,
IndJ BukkyJ Daijiten (T6ky6, I93I), p. 327b, under his
name.
See above, p. I73.

23 Op. Cit., P. I375a.
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mon in the Near East from time immemorial.
They stand at the beginning of the age of fours
(which in Buddhist art was to lead in time,
through the usual processes of multiplication
and subdivision.to the creationof the greatuniversal mayIalas).
Buddhism, itself relatively late, appeared at
the righttime to exploitthe Lokapdlasto the full.
Their names are woven through Sdkyamuni's
biography (though again with less insistence
than Indra's),as they appearat criticalmoments
to lend theiraid or pay theirtribute.The remaining fragments of the Bhdrhut railing, dating
around the middle of the second century B. C.,
indicate that their status as Buddhist guardians
was already establishedat that time.24Among
the surviving figures carved on the uprights of
the rail, one, on the north side by the entrance,
was inscribed"Kupiro-yakho,"while anotherin
the corresponding position on the south was
named "Virudako-yakho."These were certainly
the beings familiarin Sanskritas "Kuvera" or
"Vaisravana,"and "Viriidhaka"; there is no
reasonto suppose that the other two monarchs,
the eastern Dhrtardstraand the western Viripdksa,were absentfrom the originalscheme. (In
keeping with the archaicstyle of the time, the
surviving Lokapalas are identified only in the
most general way, as males of high caste. They
alreadypossess, however, the externalattribute
that in the end will become a fixed part of their
iconographic equipment: each stands on a
crouching, dwarfishmonster.)
One of the SdAcigates, datingfrom the end of
the firstcenturyB. C., turnsto anotherside of the
Lokapalas'usefulness by representingin relief
form the hierarchyof the Heavens,with theirsas
the bottom tier;25 the Buddhist books often
mention rebirththere as a rewardfor some relatively trifling service. As the Buddhistimagina24

25

Cunningham, Barhut, p. 20. The special number devoted
to the Lokapdlas, or Shitenn6, by the Japanese Yumedono
(Nara, I933, no. XVI), includes an article by Hemmi B. on
their appearancein India, pp. i8ff.
Marshall, Sanchi,pl. XLIX,
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tion took on symphonic richness, indeed, the
sietracomposers seem to have derived a special

pleasurefrom describingthe supernaturalworld
in ways that emphasizedits varietyand elaborate
organization.In the literatureof the transitional
period between Hinayanaand Mahayana,for example, even a casual contact between the two
worlds might often be fully orchestrated.Earlier
it would have been sufficientto speak of a visit
from the gods, usually led by Indra. Now, to
choose a typical instancefrom the "Sermonsin
AscendingNumericalCategories,"vii, the party
that assembles to pay a polite call on the holy
disciple Aniruddha,on his return to his birthplace, Kusinagara, consists of Indra, Brahma,
the Four Lokapalas, 500 Devaputra ("gods'
sons," or angels), and the Twenty-eight Great
Rulersof Demon Deities.26In this, as elsewhere,
the artists of the period were usually unable to
keep pace with the storytellers,for obvious reasons. Occasionallya thorough-going effortwas
made to match their abilities against what was
written. One of these attemptsmust have been
the decorationof the "GreatThzapa"
(or stzipa)in
Ceylon, attributedto King Dutthagamani.The
description given in the Sinhalese Buddhist
chronicle, the Mahdvamsa,claims that the attendantfiguresincludesthe Four Lokapalas,the
Thirty-three Gods, thirty-two Apsarases (or
celestial maidens), the Twenty-eight Yaksa
Chiefs,and other godlings bearingevery sort of
offering.27 (The date for this lost monument, if
the chronicle is accepted, should have fallen
within or soon afterDutthagamani'sreign, io0i
77 B. C. Since the account specificallymentions
Buddha figures, however, the work must have
been done afterthe iconic revolution, i. e. probablyin the second or third centuriesA. D., at the
sameperiod as the decorationof the big stzipaat
Amaravati,on the mainland.)
26

The Ekottardgama:in the Chinese translation, Daizkoy5,
II, p. 58oc.

27

Translated by W. Geiger, The Mahdvamsa,London,
pp. 203ff.
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In the story-tellingart of Ganahira, the Lokapalaswere introducedinto the scenesof the Buddha's life wherever the texts requiredtheir presence, to assist or to adore. In some versions of
the prince'smidnightescapefrom the palace,for
instance, it is they who lift up the horses' four
feet, and so make the sound of its passing inaudible.When 9dkyamuni,just before His final
Enlightenment, decides to break His long fast
and regain strength,their supremeopportunity
for service comes; and they are privileged to
appearand offerhim theirfour bowls (which He
will transformmagicallyinto one).28
Two functions that the Lokapdlasmust have
acquired at a relatively late period probably
caught the special attention of the Chinese. In
the first place their guardianshipwas defined
anew, in particularlyimpressive terms. A comparison of the many different accounts of the
Buddha'sfinal testament at the Paranirvinareveals that many of these versions were written
underthe shadowof fearand discouragement.In
the generations after the break-up of Asoka's
empire,when Buddhismsufferedfirstfrom royal
persecution and then from what must have
seemed an endless series of barbarianinvasions
of the North, the voice of the Churchwas often
a pessimistic one.29 The monks who looked
aheadcould imagineonly a furtherdeterioration,
and began to expect not merely that Buddhism
would suffer,but that it would one day be extinguished.The sense of a desperatestrugglefor
survival lies behind the words ascribed to the
dying Buddha.In the Chinesetranslationof the
"Miscellaneous Sermons," xxv, (made from a
SanskritSathyuktdgama,
by Gigabhadra in early
Sung) we find Him summoning Indra and the
Four Lokapdlasto His couch, and enjoining on
eacha specialsharein the defense of the Church,
in the evil times to come.0 (In this case both the
motivation and the approximatedate are made
28
29
30

Foucher, Gandhira 1, pp. 357-358, 415-418.
See Przyluski, Afoka, pp. i6 iff.
Daio6ky&,II, p. I77b, c.

clearby what follows. The writerprophesiesthe
arrival,"a thousandyearsaftermy Nirvana,"of
four wicked invader-kings,named Pallava,Yavana, Sakya,and Tukhara,assignedrespectively
to the west, north, south, and east, as the human
opposites of the benign Lokapa1as.This is a
conventionallysymmetricalsummaryof the invasions that had plagued North India since the
second centuryB. C., underthe BactrianGreeks,
the Parthians,the Sakas,and the Kushans.Since
the last are named, this part of the text can date
no earlierthan the first centuryA.D.)
I have alludedto the second new function in
discussing the Buddha Bhaisajyaguru;it is a
theorythat makes the Lokapdlaspart of a neatly
worked out law-enforcementapparatus,headed
by Indrain his Heaven. A very short "Sitra on
the Four Celestial Monarchs," rendered into
Chinese after 427 by the two ex-pilgrimsChihyen and Pao-ydin,states the case clearly.31The
Four areIndra'sadjutants,dividingup the Earth
between them. On six stated days every month
inspectiontripsaremade,to examinethe conduct
of all living creatures,from the emperordown to
the humblestinsect. The daysnamedarethose of
or fasts, enjoined on all good Budthepofradha,
dhists. On the eighth -and twenty-third, the
Lokapdlassendemissariesor agents.On the fourteenth and twenty-ninth (the beginning of twoday fasts, and hence more serious)they despatch
their crown princes. On the fifteenthand thirtieth they descendin person. They reporton what
they have seen to Indra and his gods, who are
delighted or discouraged, as the situation demands. The saitragoes on to enumeratethe rewards heaped on the righteous man. He will be
sent guardianspirits to watch over his welfare,
five for every one of the commandmentsthat he
has observed; the Ssu-ming,"Keepersof Destinies," will be ordered to increasehis life span;
etc., etc. I do not know how farbackthis attempt
31
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T'ien WangChing:Daitiky5, XV, no. 590.
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as a pre-Wei cave, dating perhapsas earlyas the
period 350400.36
A Central Asian link between the gateway
guardiansof Barhut and those familiarin later
Chinesepractiseis providedby the Rawaksite in
the Khotan region, dating perhapsin the fourth
century.There Steinuncovereda single gateway
through the long wall enclosing the stpa, and
found on either side of it the remains of two
figures wearing a conventionalized warrior's
dress.37Mailed gate guardiansare of course not
always Lokapdlas,as the Kapila-Ndrayanapair
in the cave of A. D. 589 prove.38Here, however,
one of the figureshad lying in front of its feet a
dwarfishcreaturewith a half-animalface, a distant cousin at least of the monstersof Sanicd
and
HMryaji.The outermost guardianon each side
had between its feet the diminutive bust of a
woman. Since this latter symbol seems to me to
point to the northern guardian, Vaisravana,I
shall discuss it when I come to speak of him in
The distributionof
personin a laterparagraph.39
the feet-attributes,threeamong four figures,and
two of the three identical,complicatesthe problem of identification.At leastit seemscertainthat
some, if not all,of the Lokapalaswere designated.
If Vaisravanawas shown twice, and on a southeastern gateway at that, it must have been because he was a deity specially honored in the
Khotan neighborhood.
It seems reasonableto assumethatthe Chinese
represented and worshipped the Lokapalasin
subordinatepositions for some time beforetheir
cult became a noticeable one. The first instance
of a temple named after them that I have been

to bring Buddhist discipline into everyday life
can be traced.The systemis describedin several
works, including the "Sermons in Ascending
Numerical Categories," xvi, which was trans-

latedin 384- 385.32
When the Buddhist churchesof the Far East
had become thoroughly familiarwith the use of
the Four Lokapdlasin art, two standardvariations on the guardianshiptheme were devised.
In one, first representedwith the full allotment
of attributeson the altarof the Horyiiji "golden
hall"in Japan,the figuresstandat the cornersof
an enclosure,encirclingthe mainimage.33In the
other they flankthe entranceto the temple precincts, two on a side; their figures,inside a "Ssu
T'ien Wang T'ang"occupy what is normallythe
first or second building on the temple's grand
south-to-northaxis.34Both of theseformulaeare
likely to have been used eitherin Chinaproperor
in Chinese Turkestanduring the Six Dynasties
period. What looks like a simplerversion of the
Horyaji four-cornerdesign seems to have been
spaced around the central shaft of Cave i io
(Pelliot's numbering) in Tun-huang.3 Photographs reveal only the front two guardians,but
it is difficultto believe that they are not supplementedby the two othersat the rearof the shaft.
They wearwhat looks like a thigh-lengthleather
coat, superimposedover the normal dhotiskirt
of a heavenly being; and here stand directly on
the altar platform, instead of on the back of a
dwarf. This cave is normally attributedto the
middledecadesof NorthernWei activity,toward
the end of the fifth century; a recent Japanese
reappraisalhas arguedthat it should be accepted
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Daitdkyj, II, p. 624b-625a.
Hiryfiji Okagami,I, p. 5, pis. 67-86. The figures, dating
around 650, were not made for Horyfiji, but must have had
the same sort of position in their unknown first home.
J. Prip-moller, ChineseBuddhistMonasteries,Copenhagen
and London,, 1937, pp. 20-2I.
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Pelliot, Touen-houang,
pl. CXC.
FukuyamaT., "A Tentative Chronology of the Tun-huang
Caves," Ars Buddhica, XIX, I9 5 , pp. 29-32
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Sir M. A. Stein, AncientKhotan,Oxford, 1907, pp. 494 to
495, fig. 67, pl. XIVc, d.
See above, p. 229.
See below, pp. 240ff. It is possible that this same scheme
was followed on the doorway between forehall and cella in
Cave 8, Yun-kang. There are two guardians on each side
of the aperture;the outer ones stand at a.higher level, as if
there were something under their feet (the stone is too
badly eroded to show what). Mizuno and Nagahiro, Yunkang, V, pp. 96-97, pls. I2, i6.
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able to find has to do with a Ssu-t'ien-wang-ssu
at the NorthernChou capital,Ch'ang-an,erected
by order of the Emperor Ming (r. 5595 6o) to
serve the needs of the most celebratedWestern
missionary of the period, Jfianagupta.4oVery
likely the desire to pay greater honor to the
Lokapalashad somethingto do with the factthat
Jfidnaguptacame from Gandhdra, and spent
more than twenty years in the Central Asian
states, before reachingNorth China.
A celebratedstory from Japan, date a generation later, shows that the new emphasison the
Lokapdlasmust have maderapidheadwayin the
North. In the brief civil war of 588 which overthrew the partisans of isolationism, a critical
battle seemedfor a time to be going the wrong
way. The leader of the pro-Buddhistparty, the
future Regent Shotoku, seeing defeat close at
hand, "cut down a nuridetree, and swiftly fashioned images of the Four Lokapdlas.Placing
these on his topknot, he utteredthe vow: 'If we
are now enabled to gain the victory over the
enemy, I promise faithfully to honor the Four
Monarchs,the guardiansof the world, by building for them a temple with a pagoda."'4I When
the fight was won, in due course a temple called
Shitennojiwas erected,in what laterbecamethe
city of Osaka. What the Japanese knew about
Buddhismduring this period they learnedfrom
Korea, at the outset from their ally Pekche on
the southwesternside of the peninsula.Presumably the latter also had come to place a higher
value than before on the divine aid given by the
Lokapdlas- very likely for the samereason,that
they were thought to be powerful allies in war.
MahdKdiyapa:
One of the Buddha'spersonal converts, held
in particularlyhigh honor becauseof his age, his
40

Noted in his biography in Hsu Kao SC, ii (Dai.Zoky6,L,

wisdom, and his high standing as a Brahman.
Traditionally remembered as having presided
over the "FirstCouncil"held afterthe Buddha's
passing away, and so acceptedas the first patriarch of the Church. Like Ananda, he later acquiredvotaries,who fannedtheir enthusiasmby
disputingjealouslywith the adherentsof the rival
cult; a numberof Hinayanabooks take one side
or another in describing the altercations between the two disciples, which came to a head
after the Nirvdna.42His followers gave great
weight to the legend which told that he had been
directed by the Buddha not to enter Nirvana
himself at the normaltime, but to wait until the
coming of Maitreya.Przyluskihas ascribedthis
belief, with the Messiahdoctrine of which it is a
part, to the Northern school of the Sarvastivddins, centering probably at Mathurd.43(Mahd
Kdsyapahowever, is not mentioned by either
Fa-hsien or Hsuan-tsang among those who in
their day were being worshippedat that City.)44
Along with several other disciples whose
names had been made familiarby the Hinayana
books, MahaKdsyapais shown in.the "Lotus"
in a way designed to emphasize the crushing
superiorityof the new order. Like a group of
ancientConfucianscholarsconfessingtheirintellectual sins before the Party, they accuse themselves of ignoranceand short-sightedness,in not
realizing the limitations of their former goal.
Once purged, they are forgiven and taken back
into the fold; and the Buddhabenignlypromises
that each of them will in due course become a
Buddha,with a Paradiseof his own.45
Severalof the Pali books provide a list of the
Buddha's personal disciples, both monks and
nuns, with the strong points of each appended.
MahdKdsyapais cited here as having been foremost in practisingausterities.46
44

p. 433C).
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Daizokyo, LI, pp. 859b, 89ob; Beal's translation, I, pp.
xxxix, i 80-I 8i.

Quoted with slight alterations from Aston's translation,
Nihongi, II, p. I I 3.
See above, notes i, 2.
Przyluski, Ajoka, p. I7I.
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Kern's translation, pp. 98-I52; Soothill's, pp. io6-I30.
J. G. Jennings, The Vedantic Buddhism of the Buddha,
London, I948, p. I58.
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Maudgalyayana:
Another of the Buddha's senior followers,
who in the Pdlilist just mentionedis describedas
foremost in spiritualpower, i. e. in masteryover
Fa-hsien and Hsuan-tsang
the supernatural.<7
name him among those honored by worship at
Mathurd,the latter stating that his specialvotaries were those who practised meditation.48
arereallyone, since
(These two characterizations
it was an axiom in Indianthought that the adept
in the technique of ecstatic meditation gained
thereby a magical control over phenomena.)
LateHinayanabooks with a strongtinge of popular story-telling, like the Northern "Sermonsin
Ascending Numerical Categories," present
Maudgalydyanafrankly as a magician, whose
feats are as spectacularas a circus. One tale, for
example,describeshis duel at the top of Mount
Sumeru with the two enormous Ndga kings
Nanda and Upananda, who had grown so irritated at having monks continually fly over
them that they ran amok.49The first round he
fought in the shape of a Ndga with fourteen
heads; but so much damagewas wreakedin the
encounterthat he suddenlytransformedhimself
into a tiny being who could fly unseen into their
noses and ears. After they had been terrifiedby
these attacksinto a humbler frame of mind, he
resumed his human form, gave them a severe
lecture, and escortedthem down to Earthto be
introducedto the Buddhaat Sravasti.
Mahdyina literaturehad naturallymuch less
reason to emphasizeMaudgalydyana'sprowess,
both because he belonged to the wrong camp
and becausemagic itself had become so cheapa
commodity that noone could claim a monopoly.
He is one of the group purged and pardonedin
the "Lotus." In the various versions of the
Sukhdvati tract, his limited human capacities
47
48
49
50

Ibid. p. I 58.
See note 44.
Daizokyj, II, pp. 703b-704b (from xxviii).
Ibid., XII, p. 307c; in Takakusu's translation pp.

Ndga King:
A monarchof the world of deifiedserpents.52
The Ndgas were imagined(long beforethe coming of Buddhism,andlong afterits disappearance
in India) as snake-likedemigods, whose proper
home was, like a snake's,the bowels of the earth,
or under water. Associated with great deposits
of hidden wealth, like the dragon of the Rhinegold; andwith the power of water,shown either
in the torrent or in the storm. As in the case of
other demi-god categories, their relationship
with manwas imaginedas an equivocalone, now
beneficentand now destructive;the maintenance
of a properbalancebetween these extremeswas
held to be one of the functionsof the Buddhaand
His Church.
Buddhistlegends or illustrationsin art of encountersbetween Sdkyamunior His representatives and the Ndga world divide broadlyin characterbetween the northernfrontierand the rest
of India.In India properthe Ndga seemsto have
been so familiarand so widely accepteda deity
that the Churchfound it expedientto try to absorb the cult, instead of attacking it head-on.
Most of the Ndga stories that came to cluster
around the primitive biography of Sikyamuni
present the creatureas very powerful but pious
and aimiable,and anxiousto do its best to serve
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areused as a measuringrod to guage the infinite
number of Amitdbha's listeners; even his famous "spiritualpower" cancarryhim only a tiny
fractionof the way towardthe Mahdydnatruth.so
Lokaraksa'stext, indeed,goes farther,in making
the Buddha say that "all the Bodhisattvasand
Arhatsin all the innumerableParadisesexcel my
second disciple, Mahd Maudgalydyana,"by an
incalculableamount in their masteryof just the
attributesfor which he had been celebrated.s'

5'
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Daitjkyj, XII, p. 289a, b.
J. P. Vogel, IndianSerpentLore,or theNigas in Hindulegend
and Art, London, I 926.
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the Three Treasures. In the northern border
region, on the otherhand,the theme of the snake
seemsto have arousedmemoriesof Iraniandualism. The Ndga was both more terribleand more
completely evil; to win him over requiredbrute
force or an overwhelmingdisplayof magic. Even
when he had submittedand promisedto reform,
the dangerof a relapseremainedever-present.53
The contrastbetween the two relationshipsmay
be underlined by citing a story typical of each
region. As the Buddha'snativity was described,
century after century, with ever more elaborate
details,it becamethe fashion to imaginethat the
pure waterfor the baby'sfirstbathwas provided
by the two greatestNdga kings, Nanda and Upananda,who duringthe processmaintainedthemselves in the air." The most celebratedencounter
describedin the north was thatwhich createdthe
prodigy of the "shadow cave" in Afghanistan.
Like a BuddhistSt. George, Sdkyamuniis saidto
have beatenhis fearsomeantagonistinto a panicstrickensubmission;and it was to guardagainst
any recurrenceof the plague that He left his
"shadow" in the Ndga's cave to be a perpetual
reminder.55

In the monotonously elevated symphonic
style of the Mahdydna,the Ndga'spartbecomesa
minor one, sounded occasionallyfor orchestral
color alongside the other membersof the Eight
Classes.
In the Far East the Ndga was accepted unhesitatingly as a foreign way of describing the
traditionaldragon, and was so representedin art
from an early date.56In time the sprawling,haphazard enclosure formed by custom about the
Church,came to accept a great number of local
dragon cults, formed about water-falls,mountainlakes, andthe like (in much the samefashion
as in India; the link being probablyone of convenience ratherthan necessity).
53

See my 'Aspects of Light Symbolism," Artibus Asiae, XII,

54

4, pp. 3I4ff. on "Hero and Serpent God."
Foucher, Gandbdra,I, pp. 309-3i0;
Foucaux' translation
of the Lalitavistara,p. 78. 55 See the Appendix, pp. z65 ff.
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Ndrayanya:
One of the best-known Hindu epithets of
Visn.u. In the period that concernsus, the Buddhists must have recognised the potential (and
sometimesactual)dangerposed by the two great
Hindu sects, and so treatedtheir main divinities
with an unusual circumspection.Presumablyit
would have been absurdto assign them the sort
of fawning courtiers'role played by Indra and
Brahmd,ancient gods who had lost much of
their popular support. For the most part they
were not mentioned at all, since they could not
be fitted tidily into the Church'sscheme.If their
namesappear,it is aptto be in a work of relatively
late date, whose author could not entirely suppress his awarenessof the religious situationin
his day. In the Lalitavistara,for example,when
the story is told of the child Buddha's"Presentation in the Temple,"what looks like a realistic
register of gods' images is given; and there we
find "Siva, Skanda,Ndrdyana,Kuvera,Chandra,
Surya, Vaisravana,Sakra (i. e. Indra), Brahmd,
the guardiansof the world, etc."S7
The nameVisnu-Ndrdyanaseemsto have been
for the Buddhistsa metaphorfor enormousbodily strength - the attribute that emerges most
clearly from the passages in the Bhagavad-gft
that describe him in his monstrous, macrocosmic form, swallowingup whole armiesof his
enemiesat once.58In one of the late chapterof the
"Lotus," for example,the hero of the piece, the
BodhisattvaWonder-sound,is describedas having "a body as firm and strong as Ndrayana's."
(It is probably significant of the graduallyincreasingsusceptibilityof Buddhismto Hinduist
pressure that this passage occurs in Kumdrajiva's version, while Dharmaraksa's, done
more than a century earlier, has merely "the
strengthof his body is illimitable."s9The meta-
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Two stages of the transformationfrom serpent-humanto
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dragon are shown in Buddhist stelae of 457 and 546: Siren,
Sculpture,pls. I I 7, I 8 5.
Foucaux' translation, p. io8.
Telang's translation, pp. 93-95.
DaifZokyo,IX, pp. 55c, Iz7c; Kern's translation, p. 297.
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phor occursagainin the Sukhdvatisftra, turning
up for the first time in Samghavarman'stranslation of 252 (and being absent in the earlier
two).
"If when I am become a Buddha the Bodhisattvasin my countrydo not have vajraNdrdyana
bodies, may I not attain perfect Enlightenment."60

In Kumdrajiva'stranslationof the commenSfitra,ii, a pastaryto the MahdPrajnapdramitd
sage gives a summarydescription of the attributes of three of the best-known Hindu gods.6I
"The god Mahesvara,for example, has eight
arms and three eyes, and rides on a white bull.
The god Visnu has four arms, holds a shell and
a wheel, and rides on a golden Garuda birdmonster. The god Kumara[i. e. the god of war,
Skanda,or Kdrttikeya,sometimes called Siva's
son], holds a cock, a bell, and a red banner,and
ridesa peacock.All suchgods andgreatgenerals,
every kind of deity of this sort, all have theirown
greatness. . . "
The one certainly identifiablerepresentation
of Siva and Visnu in Six Dynasties Chinais the
pair of figuresexecutedin reliefin Cave 8, Ydnkang, on the jamb of the doorway between the
fore-hall and the cella, just above the springing
level. Since almost nothing about the figure of
the presumed Visnu except its polymorphic
charactercorrespondsdirectlyto the description
in the precedingparagraph,we see that Hinduist
iconography at the time was still fluid. The adjacent Cave 7, which is in most respects closely
similar,has also a pair of polymorphicdoorway
gods, which must standfor the same divine pair
but represent still another iconographic type.
(The possibilityof naming the images in Cave 8,
where they are better preserved,is due to their
"vehicles"; one is clearly Siva's bull, and the
othera Chineseversionof the mythicalGaruda.)62
60
61
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Ibid., XII, p. z68a; Takakusu's translation, pp. I7-i8.
Ibid., XXV, p. 73a.
Yun-kang,V, pp. 96-97, pls. i6-I7; and IV, pp. I02-IO3,
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See above, p.

Rdbula.
Sdkyamuni'sone son, and one of his personal
followers. In the PNlilist of the disciplesandtheir
special qualificationshe appearsas foremost in
"desiring instruction."64 Fa-hsien and HsUantsang name him as one of those who were rememberedat Mathuraby a sKapaand periodic
ceremonies,his special votaries being the novices.65A legend makeshim one of four disciples
(headed by MahdKdayapa)who were ordered
by the Buddhato postpone their entryinto Nirvana;it was presumablythis fact thatguaranteed
him inclusion later among the group of Sixteen
Arhats (among whom the Chinese count him
the eleventh).66
6S
66
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In comparison,the doorway guardianof A.D.
589 on Mount Pao in Honan would be unrecognizablewere he not called "Ndrayana"by
an inscription; like the adjacentKapila, he is a
beardedwarrior,wearing armor as if he were a
Lokapala.63His one exotic attribute,the bull or
ox on which he stands,looks like a sign of Chinese ignoranceof Hinduist iconography.
Another possible revelationof ignoranceconcernsthe epithetthat we have met in the SukhdIn the Sanskritthese
vat!sfitra,"vajraNdrdyaikia."
were probably meant as separateadjectives, so
that the phrase ran literally "adamantine,N!rayana-[like] bodies." One section of Chinese
opinion probably interpretedthem as a compound name, and so tended to identify "Vajra
a" with the "Vajra-bearer,"Vajrapaii.
Ndrdyan.
It is possible, therefore, that Visnu had a long
careerincognito in Far EasternBuddhistart, as
the half-nakedguardian who as a pair shared
responsibilityfor the temple gateway with the
Lokapdlas.
See also under Vajrapdni.

64

pls. I4-I9.
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Jennings, op. cit., p. i6o.
See note 44.
Przyluski, Afoka, p. i68: told, e. g., in the Ekottaragama
(Dair'ky6, II, p. 789a). For Rdhula as one of the Sixteen,
see Werner, Dictionary,p. z66.
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I cannotexplainwhy the missionaryGun.avarman should have had a specialpainting done of
Rdhula,exceptthathe must have stood for eager
youth, as did the companion subject,the youth
Sumedhaspreadinghis hairon the groundbefore

Dipamkara
(SungentryI 3). Perhapsthetwo had
been chosen as patrons by Gunavarmanin his
boyhood, and their representationin the Canton
temple was a thank-offeringfor their guardianship over his travels.
Sdriputra:

In the primitivetextshe appearsas the discipleclosestto his masterin understanding
of
the truth;manytimeswe readthatwhenSdfoundHimselfweariedbythestrainof
kyamuni
preaching,He retiredand askedSdriputra
to
continue.
IntheP51ilistremembered
asforemost
in "greatinsight";namedby the two Chinese
pilgrimsat the headof those worshippedat
Mathura,
HsUan-tsang
addingthathis special
votarieswere those who studiedthe Abhidharma.67

In thelate,spectacular
Hinaydna
workshe is
aptto be transformed,
likehis closestassociate
into a magician.In the "SerMaudgalydyana,
monsin Ascending
for
Numerical
Categories,"
oneanecdote
tellsof a duelinmagicbeinstance,
tweenthetwo,in whichSdriputra
wasthewinner.68
Maudgalydyana
hadplayfully
to
attempted
carryhis friendoffthroughthe air;the storytellernotes,bywayof a homelybeginning,
that
Sdriputra
hadbeenmendinghismonk'srobein
theJetavana
at Srdvasti,
monastery,
andso was
missingwhentheBuddha
convened
anassembly
on the top of the Himalayas.
WhenMaudgalyayana
triedto lifthim,he foundit impossible
to moveeven.a sash,thoughthe earthquaked
withhisefforts.
In theVimalakirti
sfitraSdriputra
is madethe
67
68
69

victim of one of the most ingenious Mahdyina
attemptsto destroyconfidencein the old values.
In the firstplacehe is namedas the firstof the ten
disciples who ask in turn to be excused from
serving as the Buddha's emissariesto Vimalakirti,on the groundsthatthey are"not worthyto
go andinquireafterhis health." 69 (This, when in
the old daysa holy monk had been held superior
to a god!) Secondly, the composer, or composers, of the seitrahad enough dramaticsense to
breakup its long metaphysicaldebateby a shorter interludein a lighter, even a comic vein. This,
too, is a debate,but its tone is that of a burlesque.
When the leaderof the Buddha'sparty,the BodhisattvaManfju'ri,comes to a temporaryhalt,
Sdriputrarises to continue, in the traditional
way, and suggests the old, sterndogma of woman'snecessaryinferiorityto manin the pursuitof
salvation.His opponent is a goddess, who caps
her argumentby changingbodies with him. Humiliatedboth as a monk andas a magician,he can
only yield.70It is interestingto note, parenthetically,thatin the earlier,thirdcenturytranslation
of the sfxtraSariputra'sopponentis referredto as
a god, t'ien,throughout the debate,and only at
the momentofthe transformationis therea reference to a t'ien-nfishen,a goddess's body. Perhaps
this discrepancyreflectsa still earlierstage of the
story in which no such miracle occurred, and
two masculineadversariescompletedtheirargument in a serious vein.
Vailrdvaraa:

The Lokapdlaof the North; almost always
treated as the most important of the guardians
of the quarters,presumablybecause the north
was usually the danger zone, in India, Central
Asia, China, Korea, and (to a much slighter
degree) Japan. Some of the later Hinayanatexts
alreadymention him as an importantindividual

Jennings, Op. cit., p. I 5 8. See note 44.

Dai.Zfky6,II, pp. 708c-709c.
Ibid., XII, pp. 539C vs. 5zIc (the two versions); Idumi's
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In the same texts, pp. 547c-548c vs. 5z8b-5zgb; translation in ibid., III, 4, pp. 345-349.
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as well as a memberof the Four. Occasionallyhe
is named as if he were a differentgod altogether,
and more consequential;when the Lalitavistara
enumeratesthe gods in the temple visited by the
child Buddha,for example,"Vaisrivana"is halfway down the list, while "the guardiansof the
world" come last.71 In the Northern"Sermonsin
Ascending Numerical Categories" he is often
paired with Indra. One passage, for example,
describes the Buddha's triumphal progress
through the air with a picturesque new cornplexity.72As if it were a circus procession with
floats,the great disciplessweep along in the van,
performing spectacularmiracles.Finally appear
Brahmdon the Buddha'sright, Indraon His left,
Vajrdpaniholding his thunder-bolt,and Vaisrdvan.abearingthe royal parasol.
The testimony of the register of places and
their protectors that we have found in the
"Moon-womb Sitra" tells that at least by the
sixth centuryVaisrivanahad become the special
protector of the great CentralAsian Mahdyana
center,Khotan.73Accordingto HsUan-tsang,the
Khotanese ruler claimed to be a descendantof
the god. In the beginning, when the land had
been a desert, Vaisrdvana had made his home
there.Later,when the kingdom had been founded, a monarch who feared that he would go
childlessprayedin the god's temple; whereupon
the idol's forehead split open and a baby emerged. To find proper food for it, the king once
more prayed. "Thereupon the ground in front
of the god suddenly welled up in a form like a
breast,from which the divine child drankeagerly." When the baby grew to manhood, he ruled
wisely and well, and "erecteda temple to honor
the First Ancestor... The present shrine of the
god is plentifully adorned with rare treasures,
andworshipis offeredtherewithoutanylapses."74
We mayimaginethat the outer gate guardians

Referred to in various ways in the Chinese
translations: particularly as Chih-chin-kang,
Chin-kang Li-shih, or Mi-chi Chin-kang Lishih,77names conveying the ideas of a vajra
(thunderbolt)mace and of great strength.In the
Hinayanaperiod imagined as a single guardian
figure,assignedto follow and defend the person
of Sikyamuni by his bravery,his strength, and
the power of his supernaturalweapon. Probably
best known in Gandhdra,for the sculpturesof
thatregion show him continuallyin the Buddha's
company,holding his thunderboltandvery often
looking like a provincial Herakles. The late
Hinayanastory-tellersfound it expedientto use
him as aninstrumentof attack,ratherthanmerely
as a passive symbol of security.Thus the popularized late versions of two well-known stories
of debatesbetweenthe Buddhaandhis "heretic"

71 See above, p. 23!.
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73
74

Daizokyd,II, p. 622b, c.
Ibid., XII, p. 368a.
Ibid., LI, p. 943b; Beal's translation, II,

pp. 309,

'atRawakin the Khotanvicinity,who werefound
standingeach with the well-developedbust of a
diminutivewoman rising from the pedestalbetween his feet, representan artist's re-interpretation of this story.75A shapelike a breast,rising
alone out of the earth, would have been a startling sight andone not easyto comprehend;how
much betterto convey the sameidea by showing
a traditionalmother-figure,like an earthgoddess.
The Japanesehave preserved from their early
Heian period severalexamplesof what they call
a "Tobatsu Bishamon" type, in which the tall
figure of the guardian(wearinga long coat like
those at Rawak)standson a laterand more complex attribute, designed to reconcile the Khotaneseversion to the ordinaryLokapala's"vehicle." There is still a woman's bust at the center,
but under either foot is a squirming dwarfdemon.76
Vajra-bearing
Guardian(s);Vajrapdni:

77
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See above, p. 234.
Matsumoto B., article on this iconographic type in his
Bukkyd Ski Zakkd, Osaka, 1944, pp. 273 ff.
See the general glossary.
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opponents are brought to a sudden end by Sdkyamuni's exasperatedthreat to use the Vajrabearer to smash his adversary's skull. In the
apocryphalaccount of the Buddha's triumphal
tour through the far Northwest, given in the
Tinaya of the Mulasarvastivddinsect, we are
as
told that Sdkyamunidecidedto takeVajrapa-ni
his companionon a trip to meet and convert the
terribleNdga king Apaldla.In the duel that followed, although the Buddha Himself met and
counteredthe brunt of the monster'sfury, much
of the latter'seventualhumiliationwas due to the
fact that Vajrapniistruckthe top of a mountain
with his maceandprecipitateda landslide,which
half filled the Ndga's lake.78
The Vajrapaii type, as the name occasionally
makesclear,is a variantof the Yaksa.As we have
seen, the latter category, always a vague one,
tended underthe Mahdyinaefflorescenceto lose
whatever chthonic or terrestriallimitations it
may have once had, and to merge with the lesser
gods. The being who on the Bhdrhutgate-post
was referredto as "Kupiro-yakkho"became as
the LokapalaVai'rdvanaa deity who associated
with Indra.79The Vajrapiiartype benefitedby the
same sort of promotion, and eventuallyentered
the category named by such alternativesas Devaraja, Great Yaksa General, or Benevolent
Spirit (Shan Shen). As early as the commentary
on the MahJ PrajidpdramitdSitra, xxxix, it is
stated that "among the demon deities there are
those like the Yaksa 'Mi-chiChin-kang'and 'the
Mother of the Demon Sons' (i.e. Hdrit!) who
have been ableto findthe Way, andnow aregreat
Bodhisattvas."8oAs part of the same Mahdydna
development,the once single guardianbecamea
class, capableof being denominatedby any con78

17

A debate with the BrAhmanAmbattha is described in the
Dirghdgama,xiii, and one with the Jain Saccaka in the
v (DaiZtoky6,I,
Ekottardgama,xxx, and the Samyuktdgama,
p. 83a; II, pp. 7i6a, 36a, respectively). For the Buddha's
tour and the duel with Apaldla, see Przyluski, "Nord-ouest
de l'Inde," pp. 507, 5IO-5II. In the "Sea Sftra" Vajrapani twice plays a similar role: once in the combat at the
Shadow Cave, and again in His duel with a demon general;

venientnumber.Thus we have found a reference
(in Sung entry zi) to "sixteen figures of the
spirits Chin-kangMi-chi and the like." I have
not been able to locate a scripturaljustification
for this group of sufficientlyearlydate, but one
must exist. By the T'ang dynasty Tantric or
proto-Tantricliteraturerefersto severalgroups
of the kind. There are sixteendeities (referredto
by all the alternativetitles cited earlierin this
paragraph)who are celebratedas the protectors
of the Prajidnpdramitd
Sietraandthose who follow
it. "SixteenVajrapaniiSpirits" have their place
in the Tantric pantheon of the Kong6-kaiMandara.81
The Buddhistworld of the Far East knew the
Vajrap-i type best through its utilization as
entranceguardians.That this naturaladaptation
was first carriedout in India is proved by a passagefrom the Vinayaof the Mila-sarvastivadins,
giving instructionsas to the properartistictreatment of a monastery.The passage begins: "On
the two sides of the gate should be madeYaksas
holding maces,"82 The mention of weaponshere
suggests a relativelylate date. None aregiven to
the Yaksas stationed as entrance warders at
Bhirhut, SUMc,and on the facade of the Ndsik
vihara.The earliestappearanceknown to me of
somethinglike the full-fledgedVajrapiii type is
on the facadeof a Guptancave in the Udayagiri
groupin Bhopal,wherethe pairflankingthe door
are armedwith axes.83
Viomalakirti:
The protagonistof the sitra bearinghis name,
which recordshis metaphysicaldebate with the
BodhisattvaMan-jusri.
The long descriptiongiv-
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24I

DaihrfkyJ,XV, pp. 68oa, 678c.
See above, p. 240.
Dai.zdkyJ,XXV, p. 344a.
Mochizuki, Bukkyd Daijiten, pp. 24I2cff.
Daikzokyo,XXIV, p. 252; for the whole passage see my
"Early Buddhist Attitudes" in Art Bulletin, I950, p. I49.
K. de B. Codrington, AncientIndiafrom the Earliest Times
to the Guptas,London, i926, pl. 29a, pp. 59-60.
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en of him is one of the most comprehensiveattempts to illustrate the Mahdyina ideal in action. 84 Instead of fleeing from temptationsinto
the forest or the monastery,he has lived all his
life in their midst without being smirched; he
representsat once the highest degree of worldly
success and the highest level of spiritualattainment. He is able to enterany environment,from
the wine-shop to the palaceof a god, and dominate it by his goodness. Among beings of any
honorableestate,he is the most honorableof all.
Any class,humanor divine,with which he comes
into contacthe can persuadeto fulfill the ethical
or spiritualduties naturalto it. (In all this there
is clearly the same idea that we have met in a
more advanced form in the "Lotus" chapter's
account of Avalokitesvara,as one who assumes
any sort of guise, human,divine, or even demon,
to be able to convert the various categories of
existencemost efficiently.)85As I have suggested
earlier, this characterizationmust have helped
greatlyto popularizethe Vimalakirtisfitraamong
the Chinesescholarclass, both within and without the Church.86
Disciplesor Arhatsin Groupsof Five or Ten:
Buddhismdevelopedno single, fixednumber,
like the Christiantwelve, to delimit the major
personaldisciplesof Sdkyamuni.Differentsfxtras
enumeratedgroups of widely varying lengths.

84

XIV, pp. 520cff. vs. 539aff.; Idumi's translation
DairZjkkyj,
in Eastern Buddhist, III, 2, pp. I38-I40. It may be noted

ing permeation of Buddhism with magical practises.
See above, pp. I 5 5.

86

See above,p. 22I.
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Daiz,5kyJ,XIV, pp. 5 2 icff. and 538cff.
See my "Aspects of Light Symbolism" in Artibus Asiae,
XII, 3, p. 279; and XII, 4, p. 327.
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As imaginationsbegan to operate in more and
more obviously fixed patterns,some of this variety yielded to a standardization;a fairlylarge
number of texts signalize "four great disciples"
for example (although the names that they give
still are far from uniform).
The numberten cameto be acceptedin the Far
East, more often thanany other, as the canonical
sum, probably because the authority behind it
was unusually specific: the Vimalakirti sfitra
namesand quotes the apocryphalspeechesoften
followers of the Buddha,who begged in turn to
be excusedfrom the duty of paying a visit on the
formidableold man.87 Presumablyit was this set
that was referredto by the Liang dynastyCrown
Prince when he complained that the careless
temple custodians of his day might crowd together "five or ten figures of saints ... into a
single shrine" (Liang entry zi).
The set of five is much harderto find in the
scriptures.It is, as we have seen, a favoritewith
the author of the "Sea" sfxtra,perhaps because
he had come into contact with Manichaeandoctrines that emphasizedit as part of a cosmic pattern. His version of the Buddha'striumphover
the maleficentNdga at the "Shadow Cave" is a
kind of tournamentin which the championsare
arrayedagainst each other singly and in fives.
Sdkyamunimeets the monster in person; His
seconds, "Anandaand the four great disciples,"
are matchedagainst the five ogress-wives.88

85

in passing that the earlier translation contains nothing
like the clause found in Kumdrajiva's,saying that the sage
"has obtained all the dharatus"[i. e. magical incantations];
as elsewhere, the difference apparentlymarks the increas-
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IV.
THE MIRACLES

T

he followinglist is an analysisof the types

of miraclesperformedby the imagescited in
my text.

I5, i6;
Sung: entries29, 30; Liang: entries3, 9, 23;
II,

MinorNorth: entry 8; Wei: entries9, 29; North
Ch'i, Chou: entry i 2.

Finds:
Miraculous
General: 3 Kingdoms: entry z; Chin: entries
a, 3, 4, 5, I6, 20, 24; Sung:entriesI, 29, 48, 49
50; Minor North: entries I, 3, 8; Wei: entry 29.
Aid in selection: Chin: entry 29.

onHumans:
Influence
Protection: Chin: entries zo, 22, 25, 33, 34;
Sung: entries38, 52, 54; MinorNorth: entry i2;
Wei: entry 34.
Self-defenseor vengeance:3 Kingdoms: entry
2; Chin: entries2, ii, i6, 2o; Sung:entries5I,
53; Liang: entries 2, 4; Wei: entry 35; North
Ch'i, Chou: entry4.
Aid: Chin: entry zi; Sung: entry 35; Liang:
entries 3, 4, i6.

Mobility:
Preternaturalimmobility: Chin: entries 3, 4,
II,

Color change: Wei: entries9, 35.
Light emission:Chin:entries3,

i6, 20.

Preternaturallightness: Chin: entries 4, i6,
20; Sung: entry 29; South Ch'i: entry 2; North
Ch'i, Chou: entry 4.
Moving self: Chin: entries 3, II, I6; Liang:
entries2, 7; MinorNorth: entries9 (?), II ; Wei:
entries I4, I8, 24, 25; North Ch'i, Chou: entries

onNature:
Influence

Rain-making:Chin: entries 3, ii, i6, 20;
Liang: entry 2.
Other celestialphenomena: Chin: entries i i,

8, I2.

I3, i6.

Portents:

Safety against fire: Chin: entries i6, 20, 25;
South Ch'i: entry 2; North Ch'i, Chou: entry4.

Sweating:Chin: entry i6; Sung: entries2, 29;
Wei: entry I4; North Ch'i, Chou: entry 4.
Weeping: Chin: entry I 6; Minor North:
entryII; Wei: entryI4.
Snivelling: North Ch'i, Chou: entry 5.
Shaking: Chin: entry 3.
Hair growing: Wei: entry 30.
Inability to hold: Chin: entry 3; Wei: entry

What can have been the source of the ideas
underlyingthese marvels?It is conceivable,but
unlikely,that they were invented by the Chinese
themselves,out offaith or shrewdChurchpolicy.
One rathernebulous counter-argumentto this
supposition is that the Chinese of the fourth
century (when the miracle stories began to ap-
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pear) were too inexperiencedin the cult of images to possess any well-developed complex of
beliefs about their natureand functions. A more
effective objection is the fact that the Western
parallelsof an earlierdate that can be found are
too numerousandtoo close for merecoincidence.
Of the frequentlyrecurringChinesetypes, I believe that only one, the miraculousdiscovery, is
likely to have been imaginedin China.The rest
should probablybe ascribedto one or the other
of the two home-lands from which Buddhist
iconolatry emerged: either to India or to the
Greco-Romanworld.
The case of the miraculousfind was a special
one in the early Six Dynasties because of the
temporal and spatialposition of Chinawith respect to the rest of the Buddhistworld. Chinese
believers, whose instinct was to think of their
countryas the centerof civilizationandthe focus
from which all the higher human values should
radiate,found themselves in this new relationship coming both late and from the far outside.
One effective means of glossing over the humiliatingtruth was the legend of King AMoka's
missionaryachievements:the claim that China
had been drawn close to the center in the fardistant past, in the Golden Age of the kings of
EarlyChou. The Asokan statuesand sttipaswere
inventedto bridgethe gap between that day and
the present - imagined as over a thousand
years - when Buddhism had been totally forgotten. It was both fitting, and from the propagandastandpointconvincing,thatthey should
emergefrom theirlong obscurityby supernatural
means. The most famous of them were not
found, but disclosedthemselveswhen the proper
time had come; clearlyto stressthe factthattheir
rediscoverywas the resultof a divine plan. (The
further development of the theme of witnesses
I See below, p. z6z.
In the case of two Chinese "Asokan" images, Chin entries
3 and i6, the mystery of reappearancewas deepened by
uncertainty as to whether they might not have come in
the immediate past from India, by some similar (though
unspecified) magical means.
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out of the past,the claimthatmonumentsexisted
and could reappearfrom the immensely more
remote age of KdsyapaBuddha,was doubtlessa
result of the Chinesepassion for exploring antiquity.)
The only counterpartto this situation that I
know in the non-ChristianWest is the case of
the miracle-workingcolossus seen by the Chinese pilgrims in the CentralAsian kingdom of
Khotan.' 'Therethe gap to be closed was only a
spatial one, and so a legend grew up that the
statue had flown thither from India.z On the
otherhandconditionscomparableto the Chinese
must have recurredmany times in the history of
Christendom,when religious enthusiasmflared
up in new lands, or awoke aftera long interruption on old ones. A close comparison, for example,is furnishedby the gradualreappearance
of image worship in the late Carolingianperiod,
in Southern France, after an interval of a half
millennium.In many cases the sanctityascribed
to these new "Majesties"(statuesusually of the
Virgin, enclosing relics) was heightened by the
assertionthat they had been "found beneathoak
tree roots by wood-cutters,or by shepherdsat a
dolmen or fairy spring."3
The clearestindicationof a miracletype rooted
in the Indian past is given by the theme that I
have called "preternaturalimmobility." The
statue that could not be moved at the wrong
time, or in the wrong direction,or by the wrong
people, must have had its prototypein the body
of SdkyamuniHimself. Several relatively early
sfitra accounts of the ceremonies that followed
the Buddha's Paranirvanaagree that until the
divinely established conditions were properly
met, it was impossible for the mourners of
Kusinagarato stir His coffin.4In addition, the
Chinese learned from Fa-hsien's travel record
3

2
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J. Evans, Art in MediaevalFrance,London, New York, and
Toronto, I948, p. 3.
Przyluski, "Paranirvdna,"in Jour.As., i920. On this and
other aspects of the immobilization theme, see also L.
Olschki, "The Crib of Christ and the Bowl of Buddha,"
Jour. of the Am. Or. Soc., 70, 1950, pp. i63-i64.
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that the Buddha'salms-bowl had once been immobilized in an even more dramaticfashion, at
the Gandhdrancapital, Purusapura.A Kushan
monarch, arriving as a conqueror, had tried to
carryit home with him. First one elephantand
then eight provedtotallyunableto move the holy
object; and the monarchrealizedwith deep sorrow that "he had as yet no Karma-relationship
with the bowl."s
It is an interestingcommentaryon Six Dynasties Buddhism- or at least on those aspectsof it
recordedby Tao-hstian- that the great images
that showed most awarenessof their human environmentwere sensitivenot to individualworshippers,but to the conditionof the body politic.
They were not primarilyhealersor rescuers,but
were palladiaof a sort. Their powers of defense
were feeble, but they could foretell crises, responding like barometersto falling pressurein
the political world. They were, in other words,
the instrumentsof a religionthatwas thoroughly
enveloped by the Chinese state. In this respect
their probable forerunnerswere not the calm,
indifferentdeities of India, but those addressed
by the state cults of Greece and Rome: beings
close to man,partisanin their sympathies,deeply
concerned over the outcome of wars or rebellions, and revealingtheir agitationthroughtheir
statues.The Greco-Romanimages respondedto
human crises in virtuallyall the ways described
by Tao-hstian,and in others as well. They were
particularlygiven to sweating. Thus in connection with the criticalstage of the Second Punic
War Livy records (among many other portents)
two manifestations of sympathetic sweating
while Hannibal was in Italy. In 2I7 B.C. the
images affectedwere those of Marsand the tute5

Dair6ky&,LI, p. 858b; Beal's translation, I, pp. xxxii to

8

In the translation by W. A. Falconer (London and New
York, I923), pp. 329, 330-33I.
9 Edited by H. A. Musurillo, S. J., Oxford, I954, p. 48.
10 Translatedas "The Syrian Goddess" by H. A. Strong and
J. Garstang, London, I9I3, pp. 76, 77.
"1 Livy recorded in the summaryof his prodigies by J. Obsequens, 28; Dio Cass., xxiv, frag. lxxxiii; Augustine, City of
God, iii, 2. Other weepings are noted in Obsequens, 6,
from Livy.

xxxiii.
6

Plutarch, Life of Antony, (translation by A. H. Clough,
New York, n. d., V, p. io8); Life of Coriolanus,(ibid., II,
p. 43).

7

Dio Cass., xl, I7; xl, 47, 2; i,8; lvii, 40 (translationby H.B.
Foster, Troy, N. Y., I906, respectively II, 2I6 and 238;
III, I46 and 277).

lary wolves at Rome (xxii, i). In 2io a group of
four statues sweated blood at the Grove of
Feronia, presumably expressing their indignation in a more forcefulway becausethe Carthaginians had despoiled their shrine (xxvii, iv).
Plutarch'sbiographyof MarkAntony tells that
prior to the battle of Actium, "sweat ran from
one of the marblestatuesof Antony at Alba for
many days together, though frequently wiped
off." (Plutarchwas obliged to record so many
instancesof images that had sweatedor wept or
made a noise that he thought it advisablein one
of these passagesto mention his own disbelief.)6
Severalother exudationsof sweator blood in the
last half of the firstcenturyB. C. arenoted by Dio
Cassius;7 still others are mentionedby Ciceroin
his De Divinatione.8
As for the Greek-speaking
end of the Mediterranean,Diodorus Siculus
speaks of sweating images in connection with
Alexander's siege of Thebes (xvii, I7). The
Alexandrian "Acts of the Pagan Martyrs"in
describinga debateheld before Trajanby pagan
andJewish spokesmenfrom that city, tell that as
the argumentgrew hot a bust of Serapiscarried
by the pagan party broke out into a sweat, at
which the Romansfell into a panic.9In Lucian's
De Dea Syria we readthat the statueof Apollo at
Hierapoliswould stir and sweatwheneverit was
about to utter an oracle.,o
The most famous weeping image, cited by
historiansas far apartas Livy and St.Augustine,
was the Apollo of Cumae,which is said to have
lamentedpubliclywhen the Greekswereworsted
by the Romans in three successive wars of the
second centuryB. C.",
It will be rememberedthat "the gilded image
of Ch'ang-kan-ssu"(Chin entry 3) foretold the
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seen to it that he was thereafterscourged every
night by supernaturalmeans. A more serious
version appearsin the historicalepitome HistoriarumPhilippicarumet Totius Mundi Originum
(etc.), compiledby Lucian'scontemporaryJustin
from the Macedonianhistory by the Augustan
Trogus Pompeius.In xx, z, we aretold thatwhen
an image of Minerva was demolished by the
youths of Metapontusduringtheir sack of Siris,
their city was thereaftervisited by pestilenceand
seditions. The Classicalrepertoryincludes also
the idea of punishmentfor a wrong committed
not against the god himself, or his image, but
against one of his partisans. Theocritus' idyll
xxiii hasto do with a youth whose coldnessdrove
a would-be lover to suicide,andwho in turn was
killedwhen a statueof Eros leaptupon him in the
bath.16This naively direct penalty- the use of
the statueitself as a kind of executioner'sclub appears,by the way, in at least two other wellknown stories;'7and represents,again, an intimacy of contact between the divine and human
worlds that could not have survived translation
into Buddhist terms. The various Chinese conceptions of divine punishmentthat we have met
have all had a more dignified indirectness(like
the revenge taken by the Minervaof Siris).
It maybe worth pointing out thata fairlyclose
Classicalparallelexists to the curious detail in
my Chin entry i9, where the hero of the story
picks his own "image of the meditatingprince"
out of ten identical replicas. A post-Homeric
episode in the Iliad cycle, as retold by the Augustan mythographerConon, shows us Odysseus andDiomedes settingout to stealthe Trojan
Palladium. They were momentarilybaffled by

fate of the Ch'en dynastyby twice dropping its
tiara.To a similarend when the Messenianswere
facing defeatat the hands of Spartatheir bronze
armedArtemislet her shieldfall to the ground.12
Plutarchrecordstwo droppingprodigies: in the
troubleddays of Otho the CapitolineVictory let
go of her reins; the fall of the tyrantHiero was
heraldedwhen one of his statuesdroppedout its
eyes.'3 (The much more familiarGreco-Roman
warning was the falling of the image itself. The
Chinese, if the idea was ever carriedto them,
probablyrejectedit as beneath the dignity of a
Buddha.)
The Roman authors notice numerous instancesof statuesthatshowed theiruneasinessby
turning on their pedestals.14The phenomenon
that I have called "preternaturallightness" is
illustratedby one of the earlieststories,told first
by Livy (v, xxii). His accountof the taking of the
Etruscan city of Veii in 396 B. C. ends with a
paragraphon the removal and installation in
Rome of the tutelarystatueof Juno. The goddess
was asked if she wished to go with the victors.
Perhapsthe image nodded, or spoke in assent;
certainlyit allowed itself to be moved, for all its
weight, with a magical ease to Rome. By the
second century A.D. immobility had so far
ceased to be expected of divine images that Lucian could parody their liveliness in his Philopseudes:describinga statuethat descendedevery
night from its pedestalto walk aroundthe house,
often singing as it went.IS
The same anecdote by Lucian ends in a burlesque of the theme of divine vengeance: the
peripatetic statue is said to have come upon a
thief who was stealingits offerings,and to have
12
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Pausanias, iv, I3, i (translation by W. H. S. Jones and H.
A. Ormerod, London and New York, i926, II, p. 243).
Life of Otho:in Clough's translation, V, pp. 35 3-3 54. Also
"The Pythian Goddess" in his Miscellaneous
Essays, ed. by
W. G. Goodwin, Boston, i898, III, pp. 75-76.
So Plutarch'sOtho,in Clough's V, p. 354; Dio Cass., li, 6i;
liv, 7; and lxxix, io (Foster, II, p. 305; IV, p. iio; and VI,
p. Io, respectively).
Translation by H. W. and F. G. Fowler, Oxford, I905,
III, pp; 239-24I,
"The Liar."
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Translationby A. S. F. Gow, Cambridge(England), 1950,
p. i8i.
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Aristotle in his "Poetics" tells that the statue of a murdered
man named Mitys slew the assassin, in turn, by falling on
him at a festival (translationby J. Hardy, Paris, I 93 2, p. 43).
See also the story of Theogenes retailed by Dio Chrysostom, xxxi, 96, in "the Rhodian Oration" (translation by
J. W. Cohoon and H. L. Crosby, Cambridge, Mass., and
London, 1I940, p. IOI). The same tale reappears in Pausanias, vi, I I, 2-9.
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the fact that it was kept in the midst of a great
numberof identicalcopies; but like the Chinese,
who was visited andgiven adviceby his statuein
a dream, they succeeded because the Palladium
revealedits own identity by moving in a preternaturalmanner.'8
If these similaritiesindicatean actualaffiliation
betweenthe image lore of the ClassicalWest and
that of earlyBuddhistChina,the connectinglink
must of course have been furnished by the
"Romano-Buddhist"art of Gandhara.For the
latter, no such densely-woven literary background remains; so that only a few scattered
hints can be picked up to show that there too
images were imagined as aware of their human
environment, and capable of action when the
need arose. The most generous source of such
stories is, as usual, Hsiian-tsang.We learnfrom
his travel record, for example, that in the vicinity of the huge Kaniska stiipaat Purusapura
"thereis a Buddhaimageof white stone, eighteen
feet tall . . . which works many supernatural
manifestations.Often it emits light; and at times
people have seen it set out by night to walk
around the great stzapa.Recently a band of robbers planned to break in and steal. The image
came out to meet them; at which they made off
in a panic, and it returnedto his place, to stand
there as before."19He notes of several other
celebratedstatues,both Buddhistand Hindu, in
the vicinity that they work marvels. As if to
demonstratefor us the marchof ideas from west
to east along the old silk highway, again, he
shows us three widely separated,wonder-working statuesof the Lokapdlaof the North, Vaisrivan.a.At Khotan we find the god coming to the
aid of his chief worshipper,a childless king, by
giving birth to a baby from his image's fore18

'9
20
21
22

Quoted by the 9th century Byzantine churchman and anti
quarian Photius, cod. i 86.
Daitdky6, LI, p. 88ob; Beal's translation,I, p. I03.
See note 73 to the preceding chapter, and p. 240.
Dai.Z6ky6,LI, p. 872b; Beal's translation, I, p. 44.
In the same texts, pp. 874a and 59.

head.2oAt Balkh a wealthyroyal monasterywas

guardedby a Vaisrdvanafigure that shortly before the pilgrim'sarrivalhadwardedoff a raiding
horde of Turks, by appearing in threatening
guise to theirleaderin a dream.zIAt Kapisa,in a
similar situation, the guardianstatue is said to
have given the alarmwhen a bird that formed
part of its headgearbegan to flap its wings and
cry out.22
Hsiian-tsang,incidentally,provides us with a
typical exampleof the "preternaturalimmobility" formula in the account he gives of a particularly splendid Buddha figure found at the
town of "Po-chia-i"west of Khotan.The statue's
first home had been Kashmir; it had been acquiredthere,peacefully,by a CentralAsian king.
"He brought it home in all reverencewith his
army;when the image reachedthis spot, it could
not be moved any farther,so a monasterywas
erectedaound it."23
With referenceto the mobility of storiesof the
marvellous,it may be noted that HsUan-tsang's
most picturesquetale about the Khotan region
repeats, in greater detail but with only minor
variations, an incident reported by Herodotus
(ii,

from the Assyrianking Sennacharib's

campaignagainstEgypt. In both casesthe overwhelming threat of invasion was countered by
a host of rodents,who gnawed away so much of
the enemy'sparaphernaliathat they found themselves helplessin battle. Herodotus' story ends:
"And at this daya stone statueof the Egyptian
king standsin Hephaestus'temple,with a mouse
in his hand, and an inscription to this effect:
'Look on me, and fear the gods."24
In like mannerHstian-tsangconcludes by recordingthatthe Khotanesemonarchin his gradtude to the rodentserecteda temple where wor23
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In the same texts, pp. 944a and II, pp. 3I4-3I5. Most of
the Central Asian statues mentioned by HsUan-tsang had
shown the opposite attribute of preternaturalmobility by
flying to their sites from somewhere else.
As translated for the Loeb series by A. D. Goodley,
London and New York, I93I, p. 449.
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ship could be offeredthem; and that ever since
they have been held in the highest honor.25
To emphasizethe unlikelihoodthat the Chinese reinventedall these wonders for themselves,
it may be worth while examiningbriefly the one
perfect test case furnished by Chinese art in its
pre-Buddhistphase. The most famous earlyimages were the twelve "giants"that were cast in
bronzeunderthe Ch'in,in 22i B. C., to signalize
the unificationof the realm.26 Inherited by the
Han, these stood throughoutthat dynastyas one
of its most impressivedemonstrationsof power:
colossal figuresin barbariandress, variouslydescribed as being from three to four times the
height of a man.In themanimationshoweditself,
so to speak,in the bud. In 53 B. C. they testified
to the generalwell-being of the time by growing
hair an inch long.27(It is a curious reversalthat
made this same portent a sign of approaching
disaster,in my Wei entry30. Perhapsthe original
moralhad been obscuredby a new one imported
with Buddhism;and so we may note that one of
the prodigiesnoted by Plutarchas foretellingthe
downfallof Hiero was the fact that the face of his
stone statue was found to be covered over by a
growth of thorny weeds.)a8
In the interregnum at the beginning of the
Christianera the "giants" were seen changing
their positions in a nightmare, by the usurper
Wang Mang.29Under other circumstancesall of
this might have blossomed into a spectacular
legend. The twelve must have stood for the divisions of the compass, and so summed up the

nations of the outer world who by naturallaw
owed allegiance to the Chinese emperor. Presumably they were shown kneeling, and thus

any sign that they were changingthat pose was a

25 Daizokyv, LI, p. 944a, b; Beal's translation, II, pp. 3I5 to
3I6.
26

27
28
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forecastof rebellion.One thinks naturallyof the
story that seems to have been told in Europe as
earlyas the eighth centuryA. D., of the seventy
bronze statues of foreign nations that stood on
the Capitoline Hill in Rome, each with a bell
around its neck to sound a warning of unrest,
when the statue stirredin sympathy.3oThe Han
Chinese, in contrast, though they were superstitious enough about other mattersand kept a
section of theirdynastichistoryopen for a record
of naturalprodigies, seem to have treatedtheir
colossi chiefly as monuments.They were one of
the great sights of the court, always mentioned
in descriptions of mirabilia;but through the
long, shameful disintegrationof the house of
Han andits finalcollapse,even at the moment of
humiliationwhen ten of them were hauledaway
and melted down to make currencyfor a warlord, they seem to have remainedinert metal.
Only one book sounds in a postscript the note
thatone looks for elsewherein vain; andthatwas
written so late - presumablyin the latterhalf of
the fourth century - that it may well have incorporatedsome of the novel ideas brought in
with Buddhism. In A.D. 23z7, when the Wei
kingdom had been establishedout of the ruinsof
the northernHan domain,an attemptwas made
to cartoffthe lasttwo "giants"to the new capital,
Lo-yang. Then at last they wept.3I
I have failed to pay any special attention to
one ofthe most frequentlymentionedofthe Chinese Buddhistportents, the emission of light, because it belongs more intimatelythan any other
to the patternof Mahayana.The abilityto radiate
a supernaturallight was transferreddirectlyand
naturallyto the image from its divine original,
probably first in the West. As we have seen,

29
30

Omura, pp. 34-35, summarizes information provided by
a number of sources.
Ch'ienHan Shu, xxv, p. ar.
From "the Pythian Goddess," pp. 75-76 in Goodwin's
translation.
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F. Gregorovius, History of the City of Romein the Middle
Ages (English translationby A. Hamilton), London, i 895,
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This detail is given in the Han ChinCh'unCh'iu,an unofficial history by one Hsi Tsao-ch'ih, which has been preserved only in fragmentaryform.
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HsUan-tsang'seighteen-foot statue at Purusapura was describedas-becomingluminous periodically; and the same claim was made for the
colossal Maitreyain Darel.32
In the backgroundof most of our miraculous
discoveriesof images lie motives that the reader
can with reasonable confidence reconstruct in
generaloutline: propagandaenthusiasm,or ambition for the prestige of a temple, or perhaps
merelyknowledge of the successof a similarexperiment elsewhere. In one case enough of the
attendant circumstancesare known to permit
the pictureto be sketchedin somewhatmore definite outlines.
Sung entry i tells of a gilded image - later
calleda DiparhkaraBuddha- that was found by
the Masterof Works, Wang Mi; was dispatched
by him to the palace, by order of the first Sung
Emperor; and that finallywas given a home in
the metropolitanmonasteryof Wa-kuan-ssu.To
this simple outline, as we have seen, Tao-hsuian
addsanunctuouscomment:"The Sungfounder,
who had previouslybeen ratherlukewarmin his
faith, on receiving it becamemore reverent,and
waited on it personallyin joyful enlightenment."
A much betterknown portentconnectedwith
the Sung founder is discussedin the chapteron
prodigies (xxvii) in the Sung history, and retold
in greaterdetailin the KaoSengChwan's
biography
of one of the majorparticipants,themonkHui-i.33
In evaluatingthe story, one must rememberthe
general course of Liu Yii's career.34In the last
decadesof the Chinregimehe was an increasingly outstanding figure. His military genius had
showed itself earlyin the fifth centuryin successful campaigns against rebels; and reached a
climaxin the spectacularnorthwardpush of 417
that recaptured the long-lost ancient capital,
Ch'ang-an. His successes gave him sufficient
confidenceand power to cause the EmperorAn

32
33

See below, p. 268.
SungShu, xxvii, p. i zr, and DaiZdkye,L, p. 368c (from vii).
A summary of the story is given by Tsukamoto in his

in 419. Thelastremainingprince
to be murdered
of the Chinhouse, whom he thereuponelevated
to the throneas Kung Ti, reignedatthe marshal's
pleasure; and when a convenient time arrived,
abdicatedmeeklya few monthslater.In this step
by step advance toward the throne, Liu Yii
seems to have shown himselfto be as prudentas
he was bold and unscrupulous.He must have
understood clearly the problems that faced an
usurper: and particularly the need to enlist
public opinion on his side, so that a shift in
loyalty from one government to another could
take place with no more than a minimumof disorder.The portentthat I have mentionedwas in
one sensemerelya repetitionof a device that had
been used manytimes before,to smooth the way
for a new dynasty by pretending that Heaven
itself had changed sides. As we shall see, however, its "style" was up-to-datein a novel way:
for the first time in Chinese history it was designed to take advantageof the potentialpower
of the BuddhistChurch.
I shall tell the story by piecing together the
two accounts. The sequence of events began
with a certain monk, Fa-ch'eng of Chi-choupresumablyHonan north of the Yellow Riverwho on his deathbedcalledhis disciplefor a final
message.What he saidwas that the exaltedspirit
of Mount Sung - the sacred CentralPeak, in
Honan - had told him that there was in the
southeasta GeneralLiu, a descendantof the Han
house, who was destinedto receive the Celestial
Mandateto rule. He went on to explainthat he
had "thirty-twojaderings and a sheet of trading
gold to give to the generalas a token." The Sung
history version has it that the disciplepassed on
this secretto a certainHui-i. In the latter'slife we
find the "Prince of Sung" pleading with the
monk to undertakea searchin person; for "an
extraordinaryportent requiresan extraordinary

"Ch'en's Ascendancy to Power," Tjh&Gakuho(Kyoto),
I950, pp. I-2.
34
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Summarizedin Wieger, Textes, II, pp.

I03I,

I037ff.
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manfor its fulfilment." Hui-i thereupontravelled
to Mount Sung, and at first had no success in
findingany traceof the token. With all his heart,
therefore,he burned incense and performedthe
ritual circumambulationfor a full week. On the
last night he had a dreamin which he saw an old
man with a staff,who led him to the spot where
the treasurehad been hidden. On the morrow
he scoured the mountainsideuntil he found the
spot he had seen in his dream.The rings and the
sheet of gold were found under the stone altarplatformin the shrineof the mountaingod. This
event took place in the seventh month of 4I 7, it
is said.Afterit, as the biographyinnocentlyadds,
"Hui-i returnedto the capital,where [thefuture]
Sung Wu [Ti] treatedhim with an even greater
respect."
The Liang anthology Hung Ming Chi, xi,
treatsbriefly of anotherinstancein which divine
approval- this time exclusivelyBuddhist- was
saidto have revealeditself at the time of Liu YU's
assumption of power. "When His Imperial
MajestyWu of the Sung first ascendedthe imperial throne, he dreamedthat a monk with a
begging-bowl was asking alms of him, and saying: 'My Lord in an earlierage gave generously
to the BuddhaVipa'yin, and that is why he now
finds himself on the throne."'35
The finding of the Dipariikaraimage looks as
if it were partof the samepatternof propaganda,
intendedto demonstratethe new directiontaken
by Heaven'sfavor. The mentionof Wang Mi is a
troublesomefeaturein the story, since he died in
407, while the text suggests that he was still alive
when Liu YU had become Emperor. I believe
that his name was introduced in a subsequent
generation, when the dates of his life had been
forgotten, simplybecausehe was known to have
occupied a conspicuous place in the usurper's
career.His own biographytells that he was the
first to appreciateYti's potentialities,when he
35
36

Daizokyo, LII, p. 7IC.
Chin Shu, 1xv, p. 6r, v.
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was a high ministerand the other was a nameless
commoner:he is quoted as prophesyingthat his
client would certainlybecome the great hero of
the day. This earlypatronagestood him in such
good steadthat he survivedthe dishonorof having served the usurperHuan HsUanin 403-404
(though the memoryof this folly left him uneasy
for the rest of his life).36
The Sung chapteron prodigies adds a picturesque detailto the relationshipbetween the two
men. Liu YU as a youth is said to have been on
his way home for a holiday when he stopped at
an inn. On the invitation of an old maidservant
he went into a room where wine was set out, and
drank enough to fall asleep. A client of Wang
Mi's happened to put up at the same inn, and
receivedthe sameinvitationto drink"with Master Liu." He emergedin a fright, saying that he
had found in the room "no Master Liu but a
parti-coloredthing like a scaly dragon."In time
he passed this revelation on to Mi, who swore
him to a strict secrecy.37(It was perhaps this
anecdote,associatingthe Masterof Works with
an earlyforecastof Liu YU'simperialfuture,that
won him inclusion in the Dipatikara image
story.)
If one factorbehindthe allegeddiscoverywas
an usurper's need for favorable portents, the
other may well have been an abbot's ambitious
scheming for his monastery.In the keen competition for patronage that must have existed
among the big metropolitan temples, a long
early lead had probablybeen taken by Ch'angkan-ssu through its spectacularshare in earlier
miraculousfinds.If we areto believe Liu Sa-ho's
"biography," the gilded AMokanimage discovered by Kao Li had been taken there (because it could be hauled nowhere else) as early

as around330. The placehad attractedenough
favorable attention thereafterso that the pious

EmperorChienWen (r.37I37
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it good to donate an imperialpagoda. When the
pilgrim Liu Sa-hohad been inspiredto excavate
under the same tower and had found an Asokan
reliquary,to match the statue, the prestige of
Ch'ang-kan-ssumust have risen to a very high
level.38The rival establishmentat Wa-kuan-ssu
had enjoyedno such advantagesunderthe Chin.
It had been founded in the mid 360's by an energetic beggar-monk, Hui-li, who must have devoted all his energiesto building up its fortunes
since his biographyrecordsnothing else. He and
his successorshad been enterprisingenough to
employ the most distinguished artists of his
time, the painterKu K'ai-chih and the sculptor
Tai Yung (Sung entry i). Their aggressivepolicies apparentlybegan to attractimperial attention in the last decades of the Chin. When its
pagoda was destroyed by a spontaneously-arising fire in 396, the then Emperoris said to have
interpretedthe disasteras a evil presagefor the
state, and to have ordered its immediate rebuilding.39An Ti thought highly enough of Wakuan-ssu to transferthe Sinhalesejade Buddha
there,presumablyaround4I 5 ; andhis successor,
the fainiantKung Ti, seems to have accordedthe
temple his personalfavor, since as we have seen
he ordered a colossal image cast for it, andtook
part in the procession that honored its arrival
(Chinentriesi 8, 23 ). In spiteof all this Wa-kuanssu could boast no particularsigns of divine
favor. The best that its protagonistscould do to
match the Ch'ang-kan-ssulegends was to claim
that when their first pagoda site had been selected, the markerkept moving eastwardevery
night a dozen paces or so, until in the end they
acceptedits choice ratherthan their own.
We may assume,therefore,that the auspicious
appearanceof the Dipathkarastatue was contrived by the Wa-kuan-ssuauthorities,when the
time seemed to them most propitious. In order
to allay suspicion, the find was attributedto a
laymanwho had no connection with the temple
38
39

See p. 9.
From Hui-li's biography in IKaoSC, xiii, P. 4Ioa.

(as had been done in the case of the Ch'ang-kanssu miracle).As I have suggested, it was probably at a later date that this role was assigned to
Wang Mi. The one detailin which the Wa-kuanssu scheme differedstrikinglyfrom its predecessor was the insertion of the Emperoras a pious
worshipperof the statue,in a novel secondact.I
know no evidencethatwould makeit possibleto
decide whetherthe Sung founder acted as an accompliceor as a dupe, or as a mixtureof the two.
At least one may imagine that the part he had
playedin the recoveryof the token from Mount
Sung persuaded the Wa-kuan-ssu directorate
that he would not be unsympatheticto a second
miracle.
So far as we may judge from the sparse evidence that remains, the Dipathkaradiscovery
worked to the advantage of both parties. The
templeprobablywon for a time the specialfavor
of the imperialhouse; as we have learnedin Sung
entry z6, the benefactions of a later monarch,
Hsiao Wu Ti (r. 454-464) made it "foremost
among the 480 temples." On the other side, we
have the testimony of Wang Yen, written a half
century or so after the occurrence, that "the
gilded [image],all dirtandslimeasit was, proved
able to enlarge the good fortune of the Sung
[house from] P'eng" (Sung entry 30).
To this chaptermay be appendedan Chinese
anecdotethat tells of the vengeanceexactedby a
secularimage (and so presumablydemonstrates
the spreadof suchideasbeyondthe limitsof Buddhism). The biographyof the T'o-pa Prince of

Nan-an,YuanChen,concludes:40
"In the fifth month of [496] he went to Yeh
[in Honan, having been appointed provincial
governor]. On the day he began his administrative duties, there was a violent storm, in which
several tens of persons were frozen to death.
There followed a drought, during which he
prayed for rain to all the deities concerned. In
40
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Wei Shu, xix, 3, p. iv; Pei Shib, xviii, p. 7r.
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dredlashes.That samemonth boils broke out on
his back, and he died."
(We have met the barbarianmonarchShih Hu
in Minor Northern States' entries i and 2; and
the themeof divinepunishmentby boils in Three
Kingdoms' entry i and Liang entry z).

Yeh city therewas a shrineto Shih Hu, which attracted general worship. Chen gave notice to
Hu's spirit-imagethat if in three daystherewere
still no rain,it would be whippedin punishment.
He [wenton] begging for rainwithout any result,
and so ended by having the image given a hun-
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phrase is used in the Ming Setg Chaan,and the
second in the Kao SengChuan.I have found one
other Liang dynasty use of the first chinpo that
points unmistakablyto a paper-thin substance
like gold leaf: the "Record of Annual Observancesin ChingandCh'u"containsthe sentence:
"On the seventh day of the firstmonth people
either trim colored cloth or cut out chinpo to
makefigurines,which they paste onto screens. 2
On the other hand, I believe that it can be
demonstratedthat the first chinp0 could be employed in a more general sense to indicate any
relatively thin piece of gold. We know from
Sung entry iO that a sixteen-foot gilded image
made by a pious monk was equipped, by order
of the EmperorWen (r. 424-45 3), with a round
nimbus of chinp0. The fact would not have been
worth noting had the halo been anything but a
solid gold plate.What I am surewas meantto be
the same phrase (though the po is written in a
slightly differentway,3perhapsby inadvertence)
appears in the Sui dynasty translation of the
"Royal Saitraof the Great Collection of Parables." There one finds mention of a man who
takes a chinpo - certainlya sheet of gold - to a
goldsmith to have an armletmade from it.4
The point at issue is the properinterpretation
to give to the firstchinpo as it is used to describe
threeforeign images: Fu Chien'sgift to Tao-an;
the ten-foot statue obtained in the West by the

he followinglistwill give anideaof the oc-

T

currenceof the variousartisticmediaamong
my entries.
As explainedin the Introduction, I have in
almost every case translatedthe characterchin
(standing for metal generally, or for gold) as
"gilded," implying thereby gilding on bronze.
I have reserved"gold"for the few casesin which
the text strongly implies or explicitly states that
the image was cast in that metal, ratherthan in
bronze.
A lengthierdigressionwill be necessaryto explainthe reasoningthathas led me to distinguish
- hesitantly- between"gold-plated"and"goldleaf." Two Chinesephrasesare involved in the
problem,both pronouncedchinpowith the same
tones.i The first, which lies behind my "goldplated,"might be literallyrendered"gold thin."
The primarymeaning of the other might be expressedby "gold.screen";thepo used here, written with the bamboo radical,means first of all a
bamboo hanging. It is this second combination
that has come to be the standardway of conveying the idea of gold leaf. Now in the late Six
Dynasties period it seems clearthat both homophones could have that same sense. There are,
for example,two variantaccountsof the foreign
image sent to the abbot Tao-an by the Northern

monarchFu Chien (Chin entry ii):

the first

I

See Quotations, U.

2

Quoted from the rhyming dictionary P'ei Wen YunFu.
For the source, see Minor Beings, note 9.

3

See Quotations, V.
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Nanjio's no. 78, the Ta Chi P'i-.yuWangChing,translated
by Jfianagupta: Daizflkye5,XIII, no. 422. I have taken the
quotation from a collection of scripturalreferences to the
practise of the arts in Ono G., BukkydBijutsu,Tokyo, I926,
P. 39.
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pilgrimSeng-piao(Sung entry i6); andthe great
Maitreya colossus at Darel (Appendix). I believe that in these cases the phrasewas intended
to indicate a thin but substantialskin of gold,
hammeredor cast into shape over a utilitarian
core: the technique that until the sixth century
B. C. or so must have been very widespreadin
Greece, Egypt, and the Near East, and that
reachedits Western climax in the chryselephantine statues of Pheidias. One argument I shall
returnto againin the Appendixin discussingthe
huge Darel Maitreyain greaterdetail.5The chief
Chinese witnesses to its splendor speak of its
materialin differentways. It is the earliest,Paoyuin,who mentions chinpo; the others all talk of
sandalwood. This same dichotomy must have
existedin the caseof the gigantic statueof similar
dimensionsat Bnmiyan,which we know as stone,
but which Hstian-tsangdescribesas: "a standing
Sdkyamuniof brass,a hundredfeet tall or more;
its body being subdivided into separatelycast
[pieces],which were fitted together when it was
constructed."6
A second point to be emphasizedis the fact
that whereas the first chinpo is in all three cases
used alone to describethe statue,as if it were the
primarymaterial,the other phraseis used in at
least two of its clearest instances merely as a
modifierfor an image whose materialhas already
been named. Our source here is the Northern
Wei pilgrim Sung Ytin. In the kingdom of
Khotan he saw a gilded image, chinhsiang,that
worked miraclesof healing. Its curativepowers
were stimulatedby pasting the second chinpohere certainlygold-leaf- to whateverpart of its
body correspondedto the place where the suppliantfelt pain. Again at the old Gandhdrancapi5

See below, p. 270.

6

Dai.Zky5, LI, p. 873b; Beal's translation, I, p. 5I.
In the same texts, pp. ioi8c, iozia; and I, lxxxvi, cii,
respectively.

7
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tal of Purusapurahe found a templewith a great
manystone images, "verybeautifullyadorned...
their bodies covered with chin-P, so that they
dazzledthe observers'eyes."7
I believe, therefore,that the three foreign applicationsof the first chinpo indicate a common
sculpturaltechniquenative to the West. The fact
that the KaoSengChuanreplacesone of these by
the second chinPo I can explain only as a misguided attempt at textual improvement. The
authorhad never seen the statue-inquestion, or
perhapsany exampleof the gold-platetechnique,
and presumablywas trying to replace an oldfashionedcharacterby a more specificand easily
understandableone.
It may be noticed in passing that the first chin
po appearselsewherein the Kao SengChuanin a
context that suggests gold-leaf: my Liang entry
4 telling of a colossal stone statue whose chest
was not gilded, so that a supernaturalred mark
that had appearedthere might be preserved.8
I do not know anytextualevidencethat shows
how the Chinesesculptorsof the Six Dynasties
applied their gold-leaf to a stone core; perhaps
they had learnedto use the samewhite of egg as
an adhesive that is recommended in Pliny's
"Natural History" (xxxiii, zo). That they employed an amalgamof mercuryin gilding their
bronzes, in something like the way Pliny describes (xxxiii, 20, 32) may be inferredfrom the
methodicalrecordskept by the Japanesein making their colossal Daibutsu at Nara, in the mid
eighth century; there mercury is listed, along
with copper, tin, and bronze, as the chief ingredients.s
Northern Wei entry 7, describingthe manufactureof a colossal Sdkyamuniof gilded bronze,
entry io; in restoring the damaged original statue the Sui
craftsmen are said to have applied to their new lacquered
exterior "yellow gold 87000 thin material, po-liao." See
Quotations, X.
9 See Katori H., "On the Materials used in Casting the
T6daiji Daibutsu," Nara, X, ig28 (special number on the
cultural history of the Tempy6 period), pp. zogff. (in
Japanese).

DaiZfkyd,L, p. 4I2b. One reading of the text provides still
another close variantforpo; see Quotations, W. One more
way of referring to gold leaf appears in Wei Dynasties
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provides the only Six Dynastiesevidenceknown
to me for the quantitativerelationshipbetween
the metalsused; the gold suppliedreachedo.6 %
of the bronze.
Gold:
Chin: entry I4; Sung: entries (23), 36; South
Ch'i: entries 3, 5; Liang: entries 2, I0; Wei:
entry 3.
Gold-plated:
Chin: entry II; Sung: entries (Io), I6.
Gold-leaf:
Chin, entry I I; Liang:entry4; North Ch'i,

Chou:entry5.
Gilded Bronze:
Han: entriesz, 3; 3 Kingdoms: entryz; Chin:
entries2,3, II, I3,I5,i6,
20, 22,23,30;
Sung:
entriesI, 2,7, 8, Io, II, I2, I8,20, (23), z6, 29,
30, 32, 34,4I,47,48,49,50,
52, 53; SouthCh'i:
entriesI, 5; Liang: entries3, (4), (5), 8, I4, I6,
2i; Ch'en:entriesI, 6; MinorNorth: entries
.3,4, 5, 8; 'Wei:entriesI, 3, 5,7, (9), I 4,24,z8,
30, 34, 35; North Ch'i, Chou: entry 3; Inscriptions.
Silver:
Sung: entry 37; South Ch'i: entry 5; Liang:
entries2, i6; Wei: entries3, 24.
Iron:
Inscriptions: Io.

Brass:

Sung:entry31.
Jade:
Chin: entry I8; Sung: entries

I, (23),

31;

SouthCh'i:entryI I; Liang:entryI 8; Ch'en:
entry 3; Inscriptions: Io.
Stone:
Chin: entries 4, 24; Sung: entries (i6), z8,
(30); South Ch'i: entries 2, 5, 6, 10, I3, I4;
Liang: entries (3), 4; Minor North: entry I"I;
Wei: entries 5, 6, 8, O,II, I13, I4, 29, 31;
North Ch'i, Chou: entries I, 2, 3, 4, I2; Inscriptions.
Sandalwood:
Han: entry (I); Sung: entries 23, (30), 35;
South Ch'i: entries 3, (i), 6, 8; Liang: entries
255
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I6; MinorNorth: entries2, 9; North

Ch'i, Chou: entry 6.
Wood:
Chin: entries IO, I5; Sung: entries 22, (30);
South Ch'i: entry 5; North Ch'i, Chou:
entry 5.
Lacquer:
Chin: entry I 5; Sung: entry I 5; Liang: entry
2I; Ch'en:entry4; Wei: entry25; North Ch'i,
Chou: entry 9.
Clay:
Chin: entry 6; Sung: entries I 8, 3I; Minor
North: entry II; Wei: entries 3, I2, I5, 29;
North Ch'i, Chou: entry I I.
Ivory:
Liang:entriesI2, I3, I7.
Coral:

Liang:entryI.
Pearls:

Chin:entriesI I, 2I; SouthCh'i:entry9; Wei:
entries 24, z6.
Embroidery:

Chin:entryI I.
Weaving:

Chin: entry II; South Ch'i: entry 7; Wei:
entries 7, 24; North Ch'i, Chou: entry 6.
Paintings:
Han:entryI; Chin:entries(3), (II), I5, (I8),
2I, 25-29, 32; Sung: entries 13, I4, 2I, 38,
42-46, 50; South Ch'i: entries 5, I5-17;
Liang: entries 5, 22 29; Wei: entries4, 5, I5,
24, 32-33; North Ch'i, Chou: entry I3; Inscriptions: 9, IO.

Sites of Images:
Over eighteen chihfeet:
Sung: entries (23), (30), 3I (?); South Ch'i:
entries I3, I4; Liang: entries 3, 4, i6; Ch'en:
entry4; Wei: entries6, 7, I4, I 8; NorthCh'i,

Chou:entries2 (?), 5, 6, iz (?).
Eighteen chihfeet:
Chin: entries II, 32; Sung: entries 2, 4, 32;
South Ch'i: entry 6; Liang: entries 3, i6, zi;
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Ch'en: entry 5; Wei: entries 24, 29; North
Ch'i, Chou: entries 3, 4.
Sixteenchibfeet:
Chin: entries9, II, I3, I6, 22, 23; Sung:
entries(I), 7, IO, II, I2, I5, 34;Ch'en:entry
6; Minor North: entries (5), 9, ii; Wei:
entries 5, I3, 2o; North Ch'i, Chou: entry 6.
Life-sized:
Wei: entries 5, 24; North Ch'i, Chou: entry6.
Odd-sized:
Chin: entries z, 4, II, I6, i8; Sung: entries i,
i6, 29, 32, 34; SouthCh'i:entry io; Liang:
entries (3), 5; Minor North: entries 3, 8;
North Ch'i, Chou: entry 3.
Under one foot:
Chin: entry 34; Sung: entries 30, 48, 49, 50,
52, 53; South Ch'i: entry 9; Liang: entry I7;
Ch'en: entry 3; Wei: entries 30, 35 (?).
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dhas of the past and so also with Sdkyamuni:
"The Buddha'sheight is twice that of a man.""
It is interestingto note in this connectionthat
the statement belongs only to the northern
branchof Buddhisttradition,and was doubtless
formulated at a relatively late date, when the
supernaturalizationof the Buddha concept had
removed it from close contact with everyday
human experience; the Dfrghdgamawas translatedin the earlyyearsof the fifth century.In the
corresponding,but certainly earlier passage in
the Pdli version of the "Long Sermons," the
xiv, the entirelydifferentand more
Dighanikaya,
normal claim is made that the Buddha'sbody
had the symmetryof a banyantree: i. e. that His
height was equal to the spreadof His extended
arms.

'2

The easiest of these dimensions to explain is
the sixteen chib. The measure used in the beginning was presumablythat of the Wei kingdom or the Chin dynasty (when the problem of
the Buddha'sheight was first posed for Chinese
translators),equivalentto about 0.24 meters or
some 9.5 Englishinches.IoIn our terms,then, the
image was intendedto be somethingover twelve
feet high, or approximatelytwice the size of a
tall man. (The Chinese of the period were very
conscious of well-built male bodies; Six Dynasties' biographiesoften note thattheirsubjectwas
"eight chihtall"). It is just this proportionthat is
specifiedin the list of thirty-two lakf'apasgiven
or
in the Chinesetranslationof the Dirghdgama,
in
Budwith
the
Sermons,"
i,
connection
"Long

None of the Chinesepilgrims, indeed, record
having seen a sixteen-footimagein Indiaproper.
Fa-hsien speaks of King Asoka's having built
a standing image of that height at SdAkdsya,at
the site where Sdkyamunidescendedthe staircase
from Heaven. But the figure was apparentlyno
longer in existencein his day, andhis description
of it - like his account of the whole miraculous
episode- may conceivablyhave been borrowed
from some text availableto him in China,when
his travel record was put in final order.13 The
same comment may be made about Hsuantsang's story of the skepticalBrdhman,an Indian
"doubting Thomas,"who tried to measure Sdkyamuni'sbody with a sixteen-foot pole.14
On the other hand, Hsiian-tsangon three occasionsrefersto an Indianstatueas being "equal
in measurementsto the Buddha'sbody."5 Here
it is naturalto assumethathe quotedinformation

10

'3

DaiZjkyj, LI, p. 859c; Beal's translation, I, p. xl. In discussing the same site two and a half centuries later, Hsuantsang speaks of a stone image, but cites no dimensions; in
the same texts, pp. 893b, and I, 202.

14

In the same texts, pp. 920a, and II, I45.
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Communicated by Mizuno S. in a letter of August 28,
I955, based on researches by Uchida G.
Daiz,5kyj,I, p. 5b. For the list of lakwanas,and their equivalents in other scriptural sources (which in sum are very
far from standardization) see the study of Indian iconography by Hemmi B.,Indo ni okeru Raihai-zj no Keishiki
Kenkyfi,Tokyo, I935, table opp. p. 48.
In the chapter Mahi PadhinaSuttanta;translationby Rhys
Davids, Dialoguesof theBuddha(SBE, III), London, I9I0,

Is In the same texts, pp. 905b, 92ib,

929c, and II, 46, I53,

2I 5. Elsewhere he describes a fourth statue as being "equal
in measurements to the body of the king," [Sildditya];
pp. 895a, and I, zi8.

p. '5.
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given him by a guide; and to see in this description a traditionignorant of any single, fixed dimension. The other images for which he records
heights were of widely varying sizes. Some were
colossi like those of Bdmiyanand Darel, while
two had the more modest scale of thirty hbib;
severalrangedbetweensix andten chih.For three
figuresonly does he give the dimensionsfamiliar
in Chinesepractise,and all of these were northwest frontierworks, outside of India by his own
geographicaldefinition.On the staircaseof the
huge Kaniska vihbraat Peshawar he locates a
painted icon of sixteen chih(the extraordinary
figure with two torsos). A short distance away
from the tower there was a standing Buddhaof
white stone, eighteen chihtall; and he records
among the pious works of the king of Kapisathe
annualmanufactureof a silver Buddha, also of
eighteenchih.16It maybe noted that the variation
between sixteenandeighteen recallsthat authorized in the "Sfltraon Visualizing Amitayus,"
which was very likely a literaryproduct of the
same generalregion.17
One cannot be certain,of course, what actual
dimensions HsUan-tsangintended to convey by
these last figures.The officialchihmeasureof the
T'ang dynasty was much longer than the Chin
standard, being almost the equivalent of the
16

17
18

A8

In the same texts, pp. 88oa, 88ob, 873c; and I, I02, I03, 5 5,
respectively.
See above, p. I46.
Tishidaiji Okagami,Tokyo, i932, I, pp. 3-4, pls. i8-27;
Tjdaiji Okagami,Tokyo, I933, II, p. 2, pl. Io. It may be
noted also that two Buddhist texts translated under the
T'ang say that the Buddha's body measured seven chou
(Quotations, Y, information quoted from Hemmi's table).
This is the character used to translate the Indian hasta,

SIZES

English foot. A "fine figure of a man" in T'ang
terms would have been six chihtall, instead of
eight. It is conceivablethat HsUan-tsang'snorthwest frontierstatuesmay have been designed to
triple the ideal human scale. I think it more
likely, however, that the old formula of double
sizewas maintained,alongwith the time-honored
numerals(which thus acquireda special,archaic
sense). The point cannot be proved, since virtually all the extant Buddhist images in the Far
East fall well below even the Chin "sixteenfoot" standard.One good argument,at least, is
furnishedby the threemainstatuesof the Kond6
of T6shadaiji in Nara, which were executed in
the latterhalf of the eighth centurywith an obvious intention to reproduceas accuratelyas possible what the Chinesemissionarieswho supervised the work understoodto be correctChurch
usage. The central figure is seated, while the
flanking ones stand; with no more than a few
inches' variation,the three heads reachthe same
height, aroundtwelve English feet. This is true
also of the standingmainimage of the Hokked6
of T6daiji,done perhapsa generationearlier.The
minor standing figures on the T6sh6daiji altar,
Brahmd,Indra, and the Lokapdlas,are approximately half the size of the main triad, i. e. about
the height of a tall man.'8
which is twice the span of a hand with outstretchedfingers.
Given the nominal values accepted in Chinese Buddhist
literature of the period, the seven choudimension works
out at approximately twelve English feet. (The two texts
quoted are: Nanjio's no. I 59, the FangKuangTa Chaang.-yen
Ching, Dai.ZfkyJ,III, no. i87; and his no. 265, the Tach'engPai Fu Cbuang-yen
Hsiang Ching,ibid., XVI, no. 662).
See also Mochizuki, Bukkyj Dajiten, p. I 52b, c, under
"Itchaku-shu."
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he materialof this appendixwill be pre-

T

sentedin summary,andwith a minimumof
foot-note references,so as to avoid a disproportionate lengthening of the book.
"First Image":
TheSandalwood
The earliestknown version of the story is told
in the "Sermonsin Ascending Numerical Categories," xxviii.' We learnthere that the Buddha,
at one period afterHis Enlightenment,ascended
to the Heaven of the Thirty-three Gods, to
preach to them and to His mother Maya (who
after her early death had been reborn in that
state). As His absence from Earth became
known, two of His royal converts came to inquire about him, King Prasenajitof Kosal and
King Udyina of Vatsa. The latterwas so deeply
distressed that he declared he would die if he
could not see the Buddha. In order to console
him, it was decidedto makea statue;when completed this was of "ox-head" sandalwood, five
(Chinese) feet high. On hearing what his rival
had done, Prasenajithad a statue of the same
height fashioned of gold, to match the color of
the Buddha's body. "These were the first two
images of the Tathigata to be made in Jambudvipa."
After the Buddha had made His spectacular
descent to Earth- down the celestial staircase,
with Brahmdand Indra as His attendants- and
I
2

IMAGES

had been welcomed with overwhelming enthusiasm, King Udyana took the sandalwood
image to Him and asked what rewardhe would
gain from having madeit.2 Sikyamunipromised
that he would enjoy a life of healthand strength,
and would in the end be reborn as a Lokapaia.
In dealing critically with this legend, one
should begin by noting the general characterof
its source. The Chinesetranslationof the Ekottardgama,made in 384-385 by the Tocharian
Dharmanandi,goes beyond any of the other sermon collections in fancifulelaboration.It is full
of marvelloustales, skilfullywoven through the
traditionalfabricof sermonizing(taleswhich in
almost every case arelacking in its Pdlicounterpart,the Anguttaranikaya).
The detailsfound are
frequentlythose of early Mahayina; obviously
the Sanskritoriginalwas re-workedand greatly
alteredat a relativelylate date. Presumablythis
phase of editing, or an earlier one, took place
under the influenceof what Przyluskihas called
"the school of Kosambl."3This city, the capital
of the kingdom of Vatsa (or Vamsa), had apparently been too distant from the Buddha's
home-land to have any generous share in His
career.With the spreadof the Churchwestward
it becamean importantcenter,however; and in
time it enjoyedthe opportunityof enhancingits
own reputationby careful revision of the holy
books that passed through its scriptoria. Kosambl, by this process, was drawn a good deal

Daitokyd, II, pp. 703b, 705b-7o8b.
For a Gandhiran illustration of this act, see Rowland, "A

Note on the Invention of the Buddha Image," Harvard
Jour. of As. Stud., XI, I-2, I948, pp. i8iff.
3
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Przyluski, Afoka, pp. 68ff.,
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closer to the Buddha'slife-time and the generation that followed. Its great monarch Udyina,
who was in generalrememberedfor his victories
and for his passionateinterest in women,4 was
transformedinto a paragon of generous piety.
Udyanais so far as I know not mentionedin the
many other accounts of the Buddha's descent
from Heaven, nor is his name likely to be found
in referencesto the greatrulersof the day.In the
Ekottardgama
he is far from being the most frequently mentioned king - the editors were too
canny to break violently with well-known traditions; but in one role or anotherhe does appear
frequently, and in any situation in which his
status might be questioned- a meeting of "the
five kings," for example- he is always placed
second, next to the universally honored Prasenajit.s
One other aspect of the lateness of the Ekottardgamathat helps to explain the Udydnastory
is its occasionallyshown interestin images. One
passage (in xxiv) that specifies various ways of
guaranteeing a promising future, speaks of
"creatinga joyful heartin oneself by looking at
images of the Buddha."6The same sentiment
might be found in one of the Mahayanakuan
sextras;and this acceptanceof the importanceof
icons must have been a criticalfactorin deciding
the directionin which King Udyana'spassionate
devotion should be exercised.
The "Sfitraof the Sea of Mystic Ecstasy,"vi,
which as we know was translatedby Buddhabhadraat Nanking some time between 398 and
42I,

repeatsthe legendin an evenmorefanciful

way.7Now King Prasenajithas disappeared,and
the single hero is Udydna,who has an image cast
in gold. Borne by an elephantto the placewhere
Sdkyamuniwas descendingthe triple stairfrom
4

On his reign see Radha Kamud Mookerji, Hindu CiviliZalion, Bombay, I950, p. i84. He is the hero of an opulent
romance best known through the mediaeval anthology
Kathd Sarit Sagara(translated as The Oceanof Story by C.
Tawney, London, 1924; I, pp. 94ff., II). Contrariwise,the
Jains told of him a story exactly like the Buddhist: that he
was converted by Mahdvira,and had a statue of the teacher
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Heaven, it dismounted just as if it had been a
real Buddha, walked in the air while flowers
rainedfrom under its feet and raysof light were
emitted;and so welcomedits double. The Tathdgatakneltwith claspedhandsin front of it, as did
all the Ioo,ooo phantom Buddhaswho had accompaniedHis descent. To it Sdkyamuniin person prophesied: "In future you will work great
feats for Buddhism. After my Nirvana, it is to
you that my disciples will be entrusted." The
phantom Buddhas added: "After the Buddha's
Nirvana, anyone who makes and installs an image, and worships the same with banners,flowers, and incense, will in the time to come assuredlyattainthe puremystic ecstasyof contemplating the Buddha."
The "Sea" sutra's author obviously had no
special interest in Kosambi or its long-dead
king; as I have suggested, he was likely to have
been a native of southeasternAfghanistan.8If he
knew the Ekozttaragama
version, he modified it
to suit his own taste. An interesting difference
is the change of materialfrom sandalwood to
gold. Perhaps this reveals no more than the
author's complete lack of connection with the
cult of the sandalwoodfigure,andhis preference
for gold as a more honorable material.On the
other hand, as we shall see, a rival legend is
likely to have circulatedin the South, claiming
primacyfor Prasenajit'sstatue; and it may possibly be an echo of this claim that we findwhethergarbledthroughignoranceor improved
by intention,it is impossibleto say- in the "Sea"
sitra's wording.
The Liang bibliography Ch'u San TsangChi
Chi, ii, lists among the scriptures secured in
CentralIndia or Ceylon by the pilgrim Fa-hsien,
and translatedby him after his returnto China
made of sandalwood (so A. Cunningham in Arch. Surv. of
India, Reportfor i87i-i872, p. 47, drawing on the Jain
Vira Charitra,"Tales of the Heroes.")
s E. g. Daizflkyd,II, pp. 68ic, 698b, 707a, 782a, b.
6 Ibid., p. 674b.
7 Ibid., XV, p. 678b.
8 See above, p. I 85.
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(with the aid of Buddhabhadra),a "Record of
the Buddha's Journeying in India."s This has
long since disappearedas a book, but an excerpt
dealing with the Udydna image has been preserved through a combination of historical accidents. The Japanesemonk Ch6nen,who made
a pilgrimageto Chinain the earlyyearsof Northern Sung, passed through Yang-chou, the then
Chinesecenterof the sandalwoodimagecult, and
securedthere a document retailingall the essential information known about the statue. This
text, which one of Chonen's followers copied
earlyin 985, andwhich in the following yearwas
carriedback to Japanalong with the copy of the
image that Chonen had secured, begins with a
citation of all scripturalevidence. The quotation from the "Record of the Buddha'sJourneying" mentions no royal maker but Udydna,
who:!!
"In his longing for the World-honoredOne,
asked the great disciple Mahd Maudgalydyana
to take thirty-twoskilledcraftsmenand odorous
sandalwoodup to the palacesof Heaven, where
they carved the thirty-two perfect attributes.
[This done], he returnedthem to the world, and
installed [the statue] in the original vihdra,[the
Jetavana],where there had been no throne for
the Buddha. Later, when the World-honored
One finally descended from Heaven, the image.
emerged of itself, bowed its head ... and stood
humbly in attendanceon Him. Thereupon the
Lord deigned to pat its head, and made for it a
prophecy, saying: 'A thousand years after My
Nirvana you will be found among the Eastern
Hsia [i. e. in China],where you will bring great
benefits,far and wide, to men and gods.' When
He had spoken, the statue returnedto its place.
The World-honored One thereupon moved
within a smallvihbra. . . a differentone from that
occupiedby the statue,some twenty pacesaway."
9
IO

LV, p. I 2a.
Daizdkvyd,
Reprinted in the modern anthology Dainihon Bukkyo
Zensho, section on pilgrims, YfihddenSosho, II, Tokyo,
I932, pp. 3o9ff.

"

Ibid.,p.

3I2v.
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This is our first mention of an emplacement
for the newly made statue. The Ekottardgama
version speaksof the erection of a temple at the
site of the Buddha'sdescent, but draws no connection between it and the image. (It should be
rememberedthat Sankakya,the site of the celestialstaircase,andthe Jetavanaat Sravastiwere
severaldaysjourneyapart,accordingto the testimony of the Chinesepilgrims.) As in the "Sea"
sfxtra,the "Record's"story revealsan anxietyto
honor the image even at its Master's expense.
The mention of "the Eastern Hsia" must represent an interpolation for propaganda purposes in China. The addition is more likely to
have been made by the custodiansof the sandalwood image cult in later centuries, than by so
scrupulousa translatoras Fa-hsien.
The Chinese history quotes another source
that I have been unable to identify, the "pairof
Scitrason Meditating on King Udydna."I2 There

the essentialsare the same as in the "Record,"
except that the prophecyis lacking. We are told
finally that "it is at the Jetavanatemple, where
worship is still being offeredto it."
In his travel record Fa-hsien has nothing to
say about King Udyana. He describesa visit to
the Jetavana,where he found a lively cult being
offered (this in A. D. 400) to an image of ox-head

sandalwoodwhich hadbeen carvedby command
of King Prasenajit.He is silent about the craftsmen's visit to Heaven, but otherwise completes
the story much as in the fashion of the record;
adding:
"This statue was the very first of all images,
and has served as a model for posterity."'3
Our Liang entry 5 tells of the Liang Emperor
Wu's sending a party to Srdvastito ask for the
gift of the sandalwoodimage, adding details reminiscentof the "Record";the name of Udyana
12

Ibid., p. 3i2a,b.

'3

Daitofkyd,LI, p. 86ob; Beal's translation, I, pp. xliv-xlvl
He describes the beauty of the seven-storeyed vihara,and
tells of a fire that destroyed everything except the small
chapel and the statue enshrined therein.
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as maker, and the legend of Maudgalydyana's
carryingthe sculptorsto Heaven.
To jump to an entirely differentregion, we
find that when the Northern Wei pilgrims Sung
YUn and Hui-sheng reached the kingdom of
Khotan in 5I9 they found outside the town of
Han-moan impressivesixteen-footstatuecovered with gold leaf, which was widely celebratedin
that regionfor its miraculouscures,andwas held
to have flown thither "from the South."" The
areawas filled with votive stzipas,several thousandin number,and was decked out with a vast
number of banners; the majorityof these were
NorthernWei in origin, with datesaroundA. D.
500, but one belonged to the Ch'inregime ruled
by the house of Yao (384-4I7).
Presumably,
therefore,the Han-mo statue becamecelebrated
at least by the latterhalf of the fourth century.I
havemadethis apparentdigressionbecausewhen
HsUan-tsangreachedthis same place in 644 the
local legend had come to claim that that figure
was the original Udydna image. His diary describesit as "a standingfiguresome twenty or so
feet tall, carved of sandalwood."'s (Sung Ytin
had describedit by the characterchin,which may
mean "metal," "golden," or "gilded," but perhaps was intended to refer only to the skin of
gold leaf.)
HsUan-tsang'sdiarycontainstwo other pertinent passages. We know first that he visited
Kosambl, as Fa-hsienhad not, and that he found
there, inside a high vihira, "the Buddha figure
carved of sandalwood.., that was made by
King Udyana. From its divine attributesthere
arises a supernaturalradiance,which from time
to time shines forth. The rulersof various lands
have sought to carryit off by force; but though
14

IS

16

In the same texts, pp. IoI8c-IoI9a,
and lxxxvi.
In the same texts, LI, p. 945b, and II, pp. 322-323. In the
special biography of the pilgrim compiled by one of his
disciples, the height of the statue recorded in the Dai.Z,5kyj
version (L, p. 252za) is again 20 chib; while for a reason
that I cannot explain Beal's translation (The Life of Hiuentuang, London, i9II, p. 2Ii) has 30 feet.
Dai.Zfkyd,LI, p. 898a; Beal's translation, I, p. 235.
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many men have tried, they have not been ableto
move it. In the end they have made representations of it for worship, which are always called
authentic;but if one wishes to speakof the original, it is this image here." He continues to tell
that Maudgalydyanaby his magic power transported anartistto Heaven; and quotes a prophecy of a slightlymore specificsort, speakingof the
statue's future role in "converting unbelievers,
and serving as a leaderfor futuregenerations."16
His accountof Srdvastispeaksof the Jetavana
as being in ruins,but as still containingthe Buddha image "whichKing Prasenajithadfashioned
at the time when the Buddhaascendedinto the
Heaven of the Thirty-three to preach to His
mother, on hearing of the sandalwood figure
carved by King Udydna."17
Any attempt to evaluate this conflicting evidence must take into consideration one other
Udyina document, a miniaturesfitrathat deals
not with any specificimage but insteadpreaches
- through the Buddha's words, addressed to
Udyanaas a youth - the immensedesirabilityof
image making.A long list of rewardsis given for
the maker, ranging from the short-termadvantage of acquiring "clear eyes and a handsome
face" to being rebornin the BrahmdHeaven and
findingoneself set firmlyon the roadto Nirvana.
A finalgoal named is the Paradise-ofAmitdyus.
The important thing about this tract is its apparentearlydate. It exists in at least two closely
similarversions,and one of these is ascribedto
the group translatedin Late Han (the other is to
Eastern Chin).!8 If the attribution is justified
(and the text has an early ring) we see that a
lively propagandain favor of image-makinghad
alreadybegun at least by the earliersecond cen'7
i8

In the same texts, pp. 899b and II, p. 4.
The presumed Han version is Nanjio's no. 289, the Tso
Fo Hsing-hsiangChing:Daizflky&,XVI, no. 692. The other
(in ibid., no. 693) is Nanjio's no. 290, the Tsao-li HsinghsiangFu Pao Ching.Note also that Fa YuianCL,
iii,
quotes from a text with the same title as the last, but with
variant readings (ibid., LIII, pp. 540-54I).
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tury A.D. In view of the use made of King
Udyina it is naturalto conclude that this enterprise probablycenteredat Kosambi. The political and artistic conditions of the time make it
very likely that in taking such a stand the Kosambi monks were transmittinga new dogma
suppliedthem from the greatercity of Mathurd,
upstreamon the Yamuni, then nearingthe peak
of its prestige as a Kushan viceregal seat and as
the foremost producing center for religious art
in north centralIndia. Mathurl had been one of
the two foci for the iconic revolution (the other,
of course, being Gandhdra).We know thatit exported statues, from the remains in Mathuran
style at Smrndth;it must first have exported the
arguments required to make the novel images
acceptable.The sitra I have just mentionedmust
reveal a relativelyearly stage of the propaganda
campaign.
The legend of King Udyana'ssandalwoodimage, which madeits firstappearancein a Chinese
translationsome two centurieslater, clearlyrepresents a later stage; the withdrawal of the
Kushan empire had robbed Mathurdof its preeminence, and it had become possible for Kosambito claim the leading role for itself.
Presumablythe role played in all this by Srdvasti was a secondaryone. The old Kosald capital, farther removed from Kushan modernism
and doubtless better satisfiedwith its own traditions, must have been relativelyslow to adopt
the principle of the Buddha image. If Fa-hsien
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heard the claim that it had been made by King
Prasenajit,we may assumethat the cult had been
establishedin imitation of Kosambi's. His mention of sandalwood is particularlyinteresting,
since the scripturalauthority of the Ekottardgamadescribesthe grdvastiroyal figureas cast of
gold. (That part of the legend we may interpret
as a tactful gesture on the part of the Kosambi

editors,towarda city that had once been famous
but was no longer a serious competitor.) If the
Sravastimonks received the story in the same
versionas the Chinese,they seemto haverejected
it, in favor of a close imitationof what had probably proved immensely successful at Kosambi.
It should be rememberedthat no images remain in India to illustratethe iconographictype
of the King Udydnaimage as we know it in the
Far East - in particular,as it is shown by the
statue for which the highest claim of authenticity is made,the sandalwoodShakaof Seiryoji
in Kyoto.19However, if we recognize that the
foremost characteristicof the type is the arrangementof the draperyfolds as a patternsymmetricallydisposed about the verticalaxis of the
body, we must admit that at least the first step
toward its formulation was taken at Mathurd.
The seated images of the full-cladBuddha that
became popular there toward the end of the
second century - by a severe formalizationof
the Gandhdranfold system- look as the Udydna
type would if it were shown squattinginsteadof
standing.2oThe converse is not true; the one
instance known to me of a MathuranBuddha
wearing such draperydeparts widely from the
Udyina formulain that the robe falls free of the
body in a wide skirt,crossedby a single systemof
catenaries.21
Very likely, then, it was only a first
step that was taken at Mathurd.To judge from
existing remains, the second, which completed
the essentialsof the Udyanatype- the rendering
of the lower partof the robe as if it were clinging
closely to the legs - was carriedout in Central
Asia. The formula is first demonstrated, accurately enough to have served as a model for
even the Seiry-ji Shaka, in the Guptan-style
standing Buddhas ranged around the stipa of
Rawak.22Doubtless the same scheme was followed in the colossal, miracle-workingBuddha
statuethat was found in the samevicinity by the

19 See below, p. 265.

21

found a sandalwoodstatuethere in

20

400,

and

See in Van Loohuizen de Leeuw, ScythianPeriod,pp. i84ff.,

22

figs. 33, 34, 37, 39, 40.
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Chinesepilgrims; perhaps,indeed, it was originated for that figure, which as we have seen had
become famous at least by the latter part of the
fourth century.
The tale of the Udydnaimage in the Far East
also opens in CentralAsia, with the legendary
transportationof the statueto Kucha; not by its
own motive power through the air, but by a
humblermethod. It was taken to Kucha by the
distinguished Indian ascetic who was the missionaryKumdrajiva'sfather.A prefatorynote to
the history of the image that Chonenacquiredin
985 statesthatin the daytimehe carriedthe statue,
while by night it carried him.23 (The obvious
question, "Why?"occurredto the Japanese,and
was answeredwith some ingenuityin the Seiryo/i
Engi of I 5I 5, a condensedaccountof the statue's
pastandits cult in Japan.Therewe learnthat the
sandalwood figure was removed from India to
escapethe anti-Buddhistproscriptioninstigated
by King Pusyamitra whose actual dates are
likely to have been I 84- I49 B. C.)24
The story goes on to tell that when the Chinese general Li! Kuang took Kucha in 384, he
brought back, as the city's two most precious
treasures,Kumdrajivaand the image; we have
met a referenceto this in Minor Northern Dynastiesentry9. When LU'sstarset both treasures
passedinto the handsof his successor,King Yao
Hsing of the Later Ch'in, and were duly carried
to the latter's capital, Ch'ang-an. The statue
alone (Kumarajivahad died) was the supreme
acquisition of a third victory, in 4I7, when a
Sung expeditionarycolumnfromthe south overthrew the Yao dynasty. It is said to have been
carriedback to the Sung capital,and installedat
Lung-kuang-ssu. At this point we can check
with my Sung entry 23 (which begins with a
fantastictale proposed by Tao-hsuianto take the
place of the Kucha-Kumarajivastory).
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The statuestayedat Lung-kuang-ssu,outside
Nanking, until the capture of that city by Sui
troops entailedthe burningof the monastery(in
the winter of 588- 589). The monk Chu-li,who
had alreadymade a reputationfor himself as a
rebuilderof temples and had begun the restoradon of an establishment- then called Ch'anglo-ssu - in Yang-chou in Kiangsu, securedpermission to remove the Udydnaimage from the
Lung-kuang-ssuruins.In 6I4 he hada copy made
in sandalwoodfromthe original,with two added
Bodhisattvas. In 623 the original was temporarilyabductedby a local war-lord,but afterhis
revolt had been crushedby the T'ang it was returned.
We may note parentheticallythat when the
Japanese pilgrim-monk Ennin visited Yangchou in 838, and stayed for some time at the
temple - then called K'ai-yiian-ssu- its most
celebrated building was still the Sui dynasty
"Flying Pavilion," that had been erected by
Chu-li. By Ennin's account it had been built to
house not one but four sandalwood images of
Sdkyamuni,whichhadflownthitherfromIndia.2s
When civil wars broke out toward the end of
the T'ang, the temple and its pavilion were
burnedin 89i; a heroic monk rescuedthe image
and carriedit off to safetyby boat. In 9i6 it was
returnedto K'ai-yiian-ssuby order of the Later
Liang ruler, and a restorationwas begun. Later
the prince-founder of the secession state of
Southern T'ang, Li Sheng, (r. 937-943), removed it to grace his capital, Nanking. In 970
when the SouthernT'ang regime was absorbed
by the Northern Sung, it was moved again, this
time to K'ai-feng. Its first home there was the
great new temple K'ai-pao-ssu;then the document claims that it was taken into the Imperial
Palace,to be installedin a so-called"Pavilionof
Purple Clouds," and was still being worshipped
there when the record was terminatedin 984.26

23Dainihon BZ, Yhdoden,
II, p. 3oga.
24

DainihonBZ, section on temple histories, Jishi Sosho, I,
p. 473a. Cf. the CambridgeHist. of India, I, p. 5i8, for the
historic Pu~yamitra.
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DainihonBZ, Yhdoden,
I, pp. I79-I 8o; Reischauer, Ennin's
Diary, p. 49. His "balcony" is my "pavilion."
YfhbdenII, p. 3i8a.
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The Japanese party, which had expected to
find the sandalwood image at Yang-chou, was
eventuallypermittedto see it in 986 in its chapel
in the palace. Chonenordereda replicamade by
a mastersculptor,and carriedit home with him.
There it was greatly honored as the "Seiryoji
Shaka," and in turn served as the model for
copies which were very widely distributed.27In
time the Japanese persuaded themselves that
they possessed the original and not the replica,
explaining that the two (which were indistinguishable from each other) had miraculously
changedplaceswhen the Chinesesculptor'swork
had been completed.28
It maybe noted, finally,thatthe Ch'ingK'anghsi emperorerected a temple inside his Forbidden City, as the Sung had done, to house what
was then held to be the Udydnaimage; and that
the latter was in the end carriedoff to Russia at
the time of the Boxer Rebellionin g900.29
A criticalobservation of the sandalwoodfigure's history in Chinareveals one importantlacuna: thereis no mention in Southernrecordsat a period from which a great many recordsremain - of its seizure at Ch'ang-anand its subsequent worship outside of Nanking. For any
information on this phase of the cult we must
turn to the late and always suspect testimony of
Tao-hstian;and he presentsus with two contradictory stories, the more detailed of which is
quiteunbelievable(Sung entry23; MinorNorthern Dynasties entry 9, where he further complicatesthe problemby referringto Kumdrajiva's
27

Tanaka Shigehisa's study of Indian-style objects preserved
in Japan (Nikon ni nokorulndo-keiBummotsuno KenkyR,
Osaka, I943) has a chapter on the Seiry6ji statue and its
many imitations in provincial temples, pp. I25 ff. A key
article by Gregory Henderson and Leon Hurvitz, "The
Buddha of Seiry6ji," Artibus Asiae, XIX, I, I956, pp. 5ff.,
reports on the extraordinary collection of objects found
inside the statue when it was opened in I954: simulacraof
the Buddha's organs in silk, coins, two hand-written
ufitras,several printed votive icons, a bronze mirror, two
documents recording Ch6nen's resolve to found a special
cults around the image, and describing his itinerary in
China, miscellaneous beads, etc. "Seiry6ji"is a permissible
pronunciation for the name of the temple housing the
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image as a sixteen-foot one). Perhapsthe most
plausibleexplanation,therefore,is thatthe statue
originatedwith Chu-li'sSui dynastyrestoration
of the Yang-chou temple. Either it was newly
made at the time, or he fabricatedan impressive
history for a foreign image that he had found
somewhere, in the course of his careeras a repairerof old temples.
The"Shadow"
in theNdgaKing'sCave:
The legend of the Buddha's vanquishing a
poisonous Naga and leaving His "shadow" actuallya luminous reflection- in the creature's
cave, provided the backgroundfor one of the
most active cults of the northwest frontier: the
incidentwas supposedto have takenplacein the
vicinity of the modern village of Hadda, in
southeasternAfghanistan.
Several texts refer to the meeting briefly, in
connectionwith an apocryphaltour of the region
that Sakyamuniwas thought to have made just
prior to His entryinto Nirvana. By far the most
circumstantialand emphaticaccountis given in
what I have calledthe "Sea"seitra,whose author
shows so specialan interestin the theme that he
may have been a native of the Hadda area.30
There we are told that the grotto had first been
the lair of five ogresses, Raksasi, who transformed themselves into female dragons so that
they might couple with a venomous Naga who
lived in the nearby lake. No power, human or
divine, availed againsttheir destructivenessand
the new evils that they constantly spawned. At

28

29

30

sandalwood figure; "Sh6ry6ji" is the version given in
Mochizuki's BukkydDaijiten, p. z8 I I.
DainihonBZ, Jishi Sesho, p. 477. The report cited in the
preceding note, however, makes it clear that the figure was
carved not at the capital, where a direct comparison with
the K'ai-pao-ssu image would have perhaps been possible,
but by two sculptors of T'ai-chou in Chekiang (op. cit.,
p. 3').
Tanaka, op. Cit., p.

I34.

See my "Aspects of Light Symbolism" in Arfibus Asae,
XII, 3, pp. 273 ff.; also above, pp. I85ff. Readers familiar
with the secular romance Ramayinawill find its endless
duels between heroes and ogre-villains mirrored in the
"Sea" sitra's encounter.
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last the Tathdgatacame through the air against
them, with His host of magician-disciples(all
performing routine miraclesen route,as if they
were entertainerson floatsin a MardiGras procession). As He arrived, surrounded by His
squire Ananda and the great gods, He emitted
rays that turnedinto phantomBuddhas;they in
turn emitted rays that turned into still more
phantoms,until the sky was filledwith Buddhas,
like so many wild geese. The party of dragons
raised a great tempest to herald the battle, and
advanced shooting fire and smoke from their
eyes and mouths. They were far outdone in fearsomeness, however, by the Buddha'sguardian,
Vajrapdni,who transformed his mace into a
myriad weapons like wheels of fire, which fell
through the air upon the Naga king, burning
him and filling him with such terrorthat he fled
into the only visible havenof coolness- the Buddha's shadow - and surrendered.The lesser
dragons were cowed by what seemed to them a
gigantic Garuda bird appearing overhead, the
inveterateenemy of the snake breed. In the sequel, the foul grotto that had been the physical
center of the plague was cleanedand purifiedto
make it proper for the Buddha'soccupancy.He
entered;and when the Naga king imploredHim
never to leave, He promised that HIewould remain I 500yearsthere. Then, strangestof all, His
"whole body penetratedthe rock; and just as in
a bright mirror a man can see the image of his
face, so the Ndgas all saw the Buddhawithin the
rock while radiantlymanifestingHimself on its
exterior... The Tathigatasatcross-leggedwithin the rock wall, while everyone watched; although only those who looked from afarcould
see Him, for close by He was invisible. The various gods in their hundreds and thousands all
adoredthe Buddha's'shadow,' and the 'shadow'
also preachedthe Law."3'
3'
32
33

Daitokyd, XV, p. 68 i a, b.
Ibid., LI, p. 859a; Beal's translation, I, pp. xxxv-xxxvi.
From their biographies in Kao SC, ii (concluding the life
of T'an-mo-ch'an) and iii; Daitokyj, L, pp. 337a, 343b.
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Thereis, I think, a deliberatevaguenessin this
finallack of distinctionbetween the Buddhaand
His "shadow".The sitra'swritermusthave tried
his best to foster the belief that the radianceseen
by pilgrims within the cave proceedednot from
anythingleft behind,but from the Lord Himself,
miraculouslypreserved there instead of being
lost forever in Nirvana. The normalclaimmade
for the "shadow image" asked for it a sanctity
muchgreatereven thanthatenjoyedby Udyana's
statue, for instead of being a human creationit
was the work of the Lord Himself. The statement made in the "Sea" sfitra,if acceptedwith
complete confidence, would have made the
Hadda cavern the most holy place in the Buddhist world.
Fa-hsien,who visited the grotto in 400, says
that "within it, at a distanceof ten paces or so,
one sees something like a true Buddha form,
golden in color, with all the distinguishingmarks
radiantlyclear.When one moves eithercloseror
fartheraway, the likeness diminishes.The monarchs of lands in various directions have sent
masterpaintersto makecopies, but without success. Thereis a local traditionthatallof theThousand Buddhas [of this kalpa] will leave Their
shadows there."32
The much abbreviatedtravel records of two
monks who went west not long after Fa-hsien,
the Turfanese Tao-p'u and the Chinese Chihmeng, speakof theirhaving seenthe "shadow."33
Around the middle of the fifth century the site
was visited by the Northern Wei pilgrim Taoying. He mentions that the various attributes
were brightlyevidentwhen seenfrom a distance,
but dulled as one went closer; while to the hand
therewas only barerock . "The facewas remarkable, of a sort seldom seen."34
As we have seen in Wei Dynastiesentry 5, the
Northern Wei capital welcomed a party of
34
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Sinhalesemissionariesin 455, who in describing
their travels and the sights they had seen gave
unique emphasis to the two treasures of the
Hadda region, the "shadow"and the Buddha's
u.gda bone. In speaking of the former they repeated two points noted by earliervisitors; the
fact that many unsuccessfulattemptsto copy it
had been made, and that it was most luminously
distinct when viewed from a certain distance.
They bore with them a paintingmade by one of
theirnumber,Buddhanandi,which they saidwas
superiorto all the other copies.
After a long hiatus caused by political disturbancesin CentralAsia, the cavern received
its last great Chinese pilgrim, Hsuian-tsang,at
the middleof the seventh century.In his time all
the Buddhist establishmentsof the old Kushan
region were in decline, and the "shadow" cult
had sufferedseverely His account of the apparitdonbegins35
"In the old days there was a Buddha's'shadow' here, as luminous as if it had been the True
Countenance.The major and minor attributes
were complete,and as awe-inspiringas if He had
been reallypresent. In recent times people have
not seen it so fully; at best what was visible was
only a summarylikeness. For those who pray
with complete faith there is a mysteriousmanifestation, which may be glimpsed clearly for a
while, but does not last long."
Hsuian-tsangretellsthe legend of the evil Naga
and his surrenderto the Buddha;and repeatsthe
prophecy that in addition to Sdkyamuni,all the
Buddhaswho are yet to appearin this aeon will
leave Their "shadows"in the cave.
In the disciple Hui-li's life of his masterthere
is a more detailedaccount.36We learn that conditions in the vicinity of the grotto had become
so dangerously unsettled that the escort furnished him by the neighboring king of Kapiga
triedto discouragehis visit. When he insisted on
continuing- he arguedthat "the 'shadow'of the
real body of a Tathdgatawould be a rareoccur35

In the same texts, pp. 879a and I, 93-94.
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renceeven in a million aeons"- his guides were
firsta little boy who took him partway, and then
an old man who knew where the place was; and
before they reachedit they fell in with a partyof
robbers. When he finally enteredthe cavern he
saw nothing at all for a long time. He reproached
himself for his shortcomings, in tears; recited
passages from the sultras; chanted hymns; and
performedin all some zoo acts of worship, with
the deepest faith. The responsethat was vouchsafed him first took the form of a spot of light
against the rock wall; and finally, after many
more acts of devotion and heartfeltprayers,the
cave brightenedgreatly and the luminous shadow appeared,"as if clouds and mist had parted
to reveala golden mountain... The body of the
Buddhaand His monk's robe were of a reddish
yellow color. From the knees up the majorand
minor attributeswere as clear as possible; but
the lotus throneand what was below were rather
indistinct. On either side and in back were present all the 'shadows' of the Bodhisattvasand
saintlypriests."
The apparitionwas clearly visible "for the
space of half a meal-time,"and was seen also by
five out of six men whom HsUan-tsangcalledin.
We aresureof at leastone earlyattempt,made
under the highest auspices, to transplant the
"shadow" cult to China: the great abbot Huivuan, who had heardof it through severalsources (includingthe missionary-translator
Buddhabhadra,from Kashmir)had a carefulreplicaconstructedfor his monasteryon Mount Lu, which
is saidto have been completedin 4I2 (Chinentry
zI).
In additionit seems to me likely that the emphasis given in the Wei history to the account
of the arrivalof the Sinhalesemissionariesin 45 5
- the entryis unique- proves thatthe event was
considered highly important at the Northern
capital. In consequence it is natural to assume
that an attempt was made to follow this providentially-sent authority in the early. imperial
36
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sculpturesof Yun-kang.It may be that we see an
intended replica of the "shadow" image in the
colossal seated Buddhaof Cave zo.
I have quoted earlier (in SouthernCh'i entry
5) a eulogy composedto recordthe dedicationof
a Sakyamunistatueby an imperialPrincein 482,
which refers to both of the great Western cults
as a standardof comparison: "Its color tallies
with the 'shadow' left behind [in the cave]; its
perfection exceeds that of the sandalwood [image]." Elsewhere I have brought together a
number of other quotations from the late Six
Dynasties and earlyT'ang, to testify to the continuing Chinese awarenessof the "shadow" as
one of the majorfacts in the iconographicbackground of the Buddhismof the time.37
TheColossalMaitreyaStatue:
The first eye-witness account of this image
known to me occurs in the biography of the
Chinesepilgrim Pao-y~ingiven in the MingSeng
Chuan,xxvi.38 (The better-knownlife found in
the KaoSengChuan,iii, tells of his leaving for the
West in 397, but sums up what he saw there in
the tantalizing phrase, "He witnessed all the
marvels.")39In the Japaneseexcerptwe find:
"In the land of T'o-li he saw the image of
Maitreyaas a Buddha,eighty feet tall and [covered with] gold plates. At its feet he confessed
his sins with the utmost devotion for fifty days,
and then at night saw a supernaturallight shine
forth, as bright as the rising sun. Those who
witnessed this filled the roads. . ."
Three years later as Fa-hsien came down
through the mountain passes he found "T'o-li"
the first country beyond the North Indian border.40"The monks there all study the Hinayana.
In olden times there was in that land an Arhat
who used his supernaturalpowers to transporta
37
38
39

40

I-2,
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Meisrden-shJ,
p.i 3v.
Daizjky5, L, p. 339c.

42
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skilledcraftsmanup to the TusitaHeaven so that
he might observethe BodhisattvaMaitreya,how
tall He was, and what complexion and form He
had; so thaton returningto Earthhe could carve
wood into an image. From start to finish three
ascents were made, until the image was completed. It is eighty feet tall, the foot being eight
feet long. On fast days it always emits a light.
The monarchsof variouscountriesvie with each
other in making offeringsto it. . ."
In the following paragraph,in recording a
conversationwith monks - presumablyof T'oli, though the passage seems misplaced- about
the date when Buddhismwas first carriedeastward, Fa-hsienrecords a local belief that it had
been after the erection of the statue that monks
from Indiahad firstpassedthat way, as missionaries. The making of the statueis placed "three
hundredyearsafterthe Nirvaina,which is to say
in the reign of King P'ing of the Chou. .
The third known Chinese visitor was the
Kansu monk Fa-sheng,who joined the partyled
by Chih-mengthat left Ch'ang-anfor the West
in 404.41 Again we areindebtedto the MingSeng
Chuan,xxvi, for a detaileddescription.42"Northeast of the kingdom of Yu-ch'ang they saw the
eighty-foot Maitreyaimage, of ox-head sandalwood. 480 years after the Buddha'sNirvdn.a an
ArhatnamedHarinandajourneyedto Tusitafor
the salvationof mankindand sketchedthe Buddha's true form, which he impressedupon this
image. It constantly emits light ... Many men
from afarbecome attendantson the statue, confessing their faults and praying that they may
overcome all obstacles.Those who win thereby
the first fruit of salvation number several tens
yearly.Fa-shengjoinedwith churchmenandlaymen of various lands, totalling five hundred,to
pray that when they discardedtheir bodies they
would infallibly see Maitreya. These prayers

Soper, "Aspects of Light Symbolism," Artibus Abide, XIII,
pp. 8i ff.
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other two. He is said to have been a disciple of
Ananda, and received from his masterthe mission to convertthe territoryof Kashmir.45It was
in that countrythat he was rememberedwith the
greatestreverence,as a sort of patron saint; and
so when his name appearsin a legend connected
with a mountainouslittle valley to the north, the
fact doubtless indicates an extension of the influence of the KashmirChurch.
The improbabilityof Fa-hsien's date for the
image, three hundredyearsafterthe Nirvana,is
compounded by the fact that his date for the
Nirvana itself is too earlyby half a millennium;
in tying the event to the reign of King P'ing of

being acceptable,his incensesmoke swirledup to
the right, and in an instant all the [threadsof]
smoke joined in a shapelike a canopy,which revolved three circuitsto the right beforeit gradually dissipated- so it is said."
HsUan-tsangspeaksof working through dangerous gorges to reach the "Ta-li-lo valley,
where the ancient capital of Wu-chang-na
[Udyana]stood . . . At the side of a greatmonastery thereis a wooden statueof the Compassionate Bodhisattva.Its golden color is dazzling; its
divine glance in secretcarrieseverywhere.It is a
hundredfeet or more high, and was madeby the
Arhat Madhydntika.The latter employed his
supernaturalpowers to carrya craftsmanup to
the TusitaHeaven, so thathe might with his own
eyes observe the wondrous attributes. After
threetripsthe work was completed.It was when
this image cameinto existencethatthe currentof
the Dharmabegan to flow eastward."43
We have alreadymet Tao-hsuan'sversion in
Sung entry 23. Borrowing from both Fa-hsien
and Hsuan-tsang,he adds details of his own; as
usual, it is hard to tell whether these come from
any backgroundof fact, or were communicated
to him by an angelic visitor. He calls the Arhat
Upasena; speaks of excavating a great stone
mountainto make a Buddhacave; and describes
the architecturalsetting as mounting through
five storeysto a height of some 300 feet.
"T'o-li" and "Ta-li-lo" must be Daral, the
small, mountain-girdedvalley high up on the
headwaters of the Indus.44 Fa-sheng's "Yuchang" is presumablythe ancient Udyana (or
modern Swat), lying downstreamto the southwest. I cannot explainthe name given the Arhat
by Tao-hstian; but Hsiian-tsang's version, by
contrast with the original "Harinanda,"marks
a changethat probablycamefrom a good reason.
"Madhydntika"is a much better known name
on the fringes of Buddhist history than are the
43 Dai.ZfkyJ,LI, p. 884b; Beal's translation, I, p.
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The Sui dynasty history and bibliographyof
Buddhism,Li-tai SanPao Chi, ii, in assigning a
chronological place to the manufactureof the
Maitreya colossus, follows instead Fa-sheng's
estimateof 480 years. Since its date for the Nirvainais a more realistic one, as well, the year
reachedis i29 B. C., duringthe reign of Emperor
Wu of the Han.46(The abbreviatedaccountis in
general like Fa-sheng's, except that Harinanda
is further describedas having been a prince of
the ruling house.) Even this is only a halfway
step in the right direction, however, since the
facts of Buddhist art history make it virtually
impossible that a statue of the sort could have
been carved prior to the first century A.D., at
the earliest.Very likely Fa-sheng's "480 years"
is as arbitrarya guess as Fa-hsien's.If it is to be
concededanyusefulnessat all, it maybe through
the fact mentionedearlierin my discussionof the
iconographyof Maitreya:47 that a Northern belief- found in the important Vinayaof the Mula
Sarvdstivadinsect, whose home was in Kashmir
placed the reign of the Kushan Emperor
Kaniskafour hundredyearsafterthe Nirvana.48
If we date the colossus with reference to the
Kaniskaperiod, which must have remainedfor
46
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generationsone of the greatlandmarksin Northern memories, we reach the beginning of the
third century. At that time the Kushan regime
was still strong and prosperousenough to support so costly an undertaking; and the iconic
revolution was far enough in the past to permit
the making of images of a spectacularsize.
Pao-y-an'sdescriptionuses the phrasechinpoliterally "gold thin" - to identify the statue's
material.49Since the other pilgrim's speakof the
statue as wooden, I have assumed that it was
given a kind of skin made of gold sheets, hammered into shape over the sandalwoodcore (as
was done in the Early Middle Ages in Europe,
for example, in constructing such icons as the
silver SaintChaffresof Le Monastier).soI take it
that HsUan-tsang was speaking of a similar
"skin" when he describedthe smallerBdmiyan
colossus - which we think of as stone, from its
appearancetoday- as "a standingSdkyamuniof
brass,a hundredfeet tall or more; its body being
subdivided into separatelycast [pieces], which
were fitted together when it was constructed."
For a furtherdiscussionof this type of composite
sculpture, see the chapter on materials and
techniques.si
We have met two explicit signs that the Darel
colossus was known and reveredin China. The
lost MingHsiangChi,composed at the end of the
Sung or the beginningof SouthernCh'iby Wang
Yen, containes in its prefacethis passage:
"In the West there are two images, a Sikyamuni and a Maitreya,that are as gloriously efficaciousas if they were real; the reasonbeing that
they possess the proper body attributes."
Here the Sdkyamunireferred to must have
meant the sandalwood image (Sung entry 30).

Toward the end of SouthernCh'i, again (entry
14),

vowing "to carvea hundred-footstone Buddha,
in reverentimitation of the thousand-footform
of Maitreya."
I believe it not unlikely, also, that at least part
of the NorthernWei decisionto carvea group of
colossi at Ytin-kangwas due to a desireto match
the Daral feat - notthe sculptureat Bamiyin, of
which the Chineseof this age seem to have been
ignorant. (No known pilgrim passed that way
before HsUan-tsang;and Bdmiyin is not mentioned in a way that revealsany detailedknowledge in the parts of the Wei history that reveal
contactswith the West.)52
TheReliquaryStPpaof KingAsoka:
We have seen (in Chinentry 5) thatthe legend
of Liu Sa-ho, the first pilgrim-explorerto visit
the "Asokan"remainsof South China,included
an account of his visit to a half-buriedstflpaat
Mou-hsien, near the port of Ning-po in Chekiang. Later,through imperialinterest,a "King
Agoka Temple," A-yU-wang-ssu, was established at the site. By T'ang times we find that the
monks there were identifyingas Liu's discovery
something entirely differentfrom the original
description:a small, portable reliquaryin stflpa
form, with sculptureon its sides.53Our first informantaboutthis objectis Tao-hstian,in whose
greatcorpus of sites and monumentsit headsthe
rosterof AMokan
stflpaslocated on Chinesesoil.S4
He describesit as follows:
"As for the appearanceof this miraculous
stzipa;its color is green, and it looks like stone,
although it is not. Its height is I .4 feet, and it is

49 See the general glossary.
50 Evans, Art in MediaevalFrance,pL.5; E. Mile, L'art religieux du dougiemesikeken France,Paris, I922, pp. 202-203.
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Daizo6ky6,LI, p. 873b; Beal's translation, I, p. 5 I. See my
pp. 253 ff. above.
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feet on a side. There is a five-tiered 'dewdish'; it looks like one of the sttipasmade at
Khotan, in the Western Regions. Each face is
opened by a window; on all four sides there are
'celestial bells.' Within hangs a bronze chime;
from time to time a tinkling sound is heard,
which probably comes from this chime. Surroundingthe body of the stizpa,furthermore,are
figuresof various types, Buddhas,Bodhisattvas,
Vajra [guardians],and saintly priests and the
like, fashionedwith extrememinuteness;at first
glance there seem to be hundredsor thousands
of figuresvisible. All arecompletelyworked out
in their faces, eyes, hands, and feet. [The object]
might well be called a holy monumentof divine
origin, for it is not the sort of thing that human
understanding could achieve. At present it is
housed inside a large wooden pagoda."
A more accurate description has been preservedfrom the next centuryin the travelrecord
of Chien-chen,the famous old Chinesemissionarywho enduredso manyhardshipsanddisasters
in his attempts to reach Japan. When his first
voyage ended in shipwreck in 743, he and his
party took refuge at A-yft-wang-ssu,and were
duly shown the monastery's greatest treasure.
The diary kept by the Japanesedisciple Genkai
begins by identifying the reliquaryas one of the
84,ooo stzipasthat Asoka had erected, with the
help of good and evil spirits.ssThen we read:
"This stupais neitherof gold, nor of jade,nor
of stone, nor of earth,nor of bronze,nor of iron.
It is purplish-blackin color, andits sculpturesare
unusual. On one side is the story of Prince
[Mahi] sattva; on the second is the story of the
plucking-out of the eyes; on the third is that of
the removal of the brain;on the fourth is that of
the ransom of the dove. There are no 'dewdishes' on top; inside is hung a bell."
0.7
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The accountcontinuesto tell of Liu Sa-ho,and
without noticing anyincongruity,speaksof "the
squareplatform several feet in height, covered
over by grass and weeds" that he unearthed.
One laterattemptto recordthe appearanceof
the reliquarybrings in two other details. The
Ming history of the "King Asoka Temple"contains a quotation from a Yuan version of the
legend of its finding,which in most respectsfollows the phraseology of Tao-hsUan.The descriptionruns:56
"Thereare five tiers of 'dew-dishes,'and projections at the four corners.The four faces have
window-[like]openings. Insidehangs a precious
chime, [whichis?] surroundedby the Lokapilas.
As for the various images that ring the stfpa
round, the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas,the beneficent spirits and holy priests and gods, they
are renderedwith surpassingskill."
The manifest gaps between these three accounts may fortunatelybe filledin fairlywell by
other sources of information. The reliquary
seems to have had an unusually stable history,
particularlyin comparison to the sandalwood
image. If we read the temple records with no
more than the averagedegree of skepticism,we
may be preparedto believe that althoughit was
many times borrowed by pious princes, it was
always returned again to its home (instead of
being carriedabout from one dynasticcapitalto
another,like the Udydnastatue).Its cult has continuedat A-yi-wang-ssu into modem times; and
an object purportingto be the originalwas seen
and photographed by the French Sinologue
Henri Maspero in I914. His contribution falls
tantalizinglyshort of completeness,since he was
unableto identify clearlyall that he saw, and his
photographturned out very badly. He makes it
clear,at least, that some sort of close continuity

S6

assembling the parts of the reliquary. The set was painted
in or around I I78 for a temple in the Ning-po area.
Soper, "JapaneseEvidence," p. 644, from the A-yk Wang
SbanChib (as quoted by Tokiwa and Sekino, ShinaBukky6
Shiseki,V, p. I 7 I ).
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has been maintainedat least since the period of
Tao-hsUan'sand Chien-chen'sdescriptions.57
The reliquarythat he saw was about 0.3 meter
high, and was covered with a fine black patina;
the materialseemedto be perhapswood or ivory.
The base was ornamentedby figures seated in
meditation between pilasters (the photograph
shows four on a side). Each face contained a
figure group framedby a cusped arch. The corners of the box were framedby pillarsthat were
crowned by capitals in the shape of Garuda
monsters.Above the cornice each cornerrose in
a projection filled with "petits personnages."
Maspero failed to recognize the subjects of the
main figuregroups, underthe arches;his guides
informed him that they were "Vajra-bearing
protectors of the Law, with gods and divers
beings." The object looked very old to him, and
he thought it by no means impossible that it
might go back to the Six Dynasties period.
The inadequacyof Maspero'sphotographmay
be partially remedied by the fact that a large
number of mediaeval copies of the reliquary
exist, in more accessible places. The earliest
known is a bronze set - said to have numbered
84,000, like Asoka's- cast in 956 by orderof the
pious prince of the secession state of Wu-Ytieh,
Ch'ien Shu. The size here is only about half that
of the original, and so the details have been
somewhat simplified: Maspero's Garuda capitals, for example, barely retain a recognizable
bird form. Severalother metal imitations,varying considerablyin their details,are known; and
the type was followed at a larger scale in stone,
most closely in the stzpasin or around Ch'ianchou dating from the twelfth and thirteenth
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a high acroterion,shapedratherlike a horse'sear.
There was probablya very low swelling of the
roof, to serve as a dome; from the center rose a
spire with five disks - the "dew-dishes"of the
Chinesetexts - and a finial.
The factthatChien-chensaw no "dew-dishes"
in the eighth centuryis a troublesomediscrepancy, which I can explainonly by suggesting that
he found the object in a damagedor disintegrating state (which may have been remediedthereafterby replacingthe originalwith a copy).
The main sculpturaldecorationon each face,
within a niche "window" framed by a cusped
archwas a narrativescene. In this respectChienchen's account is the only accurateone of the
threeI have quoted. Tao-hsuian,in mentioninga
typicalMahaydnagroup, may have been following the descriptionof a visitor who saw the reliquaryfrom too great a distanceto make out its
details. The Yuan text presumablyadhered to
his authority.What is interesting,indeed, is not
their inaccuracy,but Chien-chen'srightness. It
must have been a fairly rareaccomplishmentin
the eighth century, when MahdyanaBuddhism
was moving in full flood toward its Tantricclimax, to be able to recognize anything so oldfashioned as a Jdtakatale. All four scenes recorded notable sacrificesperformed by Sdkyamuni in previous incarnations:His offer of His
body, as PrinceMahasattva,to feed the starving
tigressand her cubs; His gifts of eyes andheadas
alms; and His payment of ransomfor the dove
with His own flesh.

centuries.s8

The strongly emphasized basement held a
seriesof four Buddhason each side, squattingin
meditationbetween pilasters.

From these scrapsof informationit is possible
to piece together a picture of the reliquarydescribed by Tao-hstianand Chien-chen.It was a
box whose projecting base made it somewhat
tallerthan a cube. At each cornerof the roof rose

No single source seems to me to explainthe
design of the Asokan reliquary.Most of its clues
seem to point to the region around the northwest Indian frontier. The four Jdtakasshown
were those especiallycelebratedin Gandharaby

57

Maspero, "Rapport sommaire sur une mission arch~ologique au Tcho-kiang," Bull. de l'e'colefr. d'ext. Or., XIV,

I914, pp. 44-49, fig. 25.
58 Soper, op. cit., figs. za-3c.
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pilgrimagesites; as we have seenin Wei entryz8,
the sixth centuryvisitor Sung Yiin had them reproducedfor him in bronzeby a craftsmanin the
Kushan capital. The general layout of the two
main storeys looks like a reducedversion of the
cubical,brick-and-stuccostfpa typefoundin the
fourth and fifth and earlysixth centuries,all the
way from Taxila to Shotorak in Afghanistan.
There a basementwith Buddhasbetween pilasters is a commonplace.Occasionally,as in Stzxpa
D z at Shotorak, the trefoil arch framing the
niche may springfrom the base moulding,just as
it does on the reliquary, instead of from the
normal impost level at the top of the pilaster.s"
The disproportionatelytall corneracroteriamay
have been inherited, I like to think, from an
ancient Near Eastern altar form with corner
"horns."60For Tao-hstianthe whole form suggested "the stzipasmadein Khotan,in the West."
On the other hand the little that Maspero's
photograph reveals of the figure style suggests
a lithe gracefulnesssomethinglike thatof Pallava
sculpturein the Deccan. Again, the serrationsof
the arch contour are much farther from the
simple trefoil of the northwest than from the
sinuous contours of some early Khmer lintels,
for examplethat of the seventh century Sarmbor
Prei Kuk.61
The AMokanreliquaryhad presumablybeen
59

Meuni6, Shotorak,pp. i8-i9, fig. 4. Shfpa D4 at the same
site has conventionalized eagles in its spandrels, which
may help to explain the reliquary's Garudlacapitals (pp.
25-26, fig. 6).
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a treasureof its templefor severalgenerations,or
at least decades,beforeit was describedby TaohsUan at the mid seventh century. Possibly it
was acquired during the Liang; a terminus
post
quemseems to be provided by a notice in the
Liang history that in 536, when the temple was
given a new pagodaby Wu Ti's generosity,"the
old stzwpa
was opened,and from it were takenthe
relics ... to be carried to the imperial palace."62
The stzwpa
mentionedhere was clearlythe ruined

building discovered by Liu Sa-ho, and not an
object that could itself have been transportedto
Nanking (as it was to visit latercapitals).At any
rate one may assume that a Ning-po monastery
would have been likely, in the latersixth or early
seventh century,to acquirean exotic treasureby
sea, ratherthan by the distantand difficultland
highway. Thus the reliquary probably came
from, or at least passedthrough, the Indonesian
region; and-itsstylisticincoherencemay,I think,
be best explained by imagining it as a Kushan
design, created at Peshawar like Sung YUn's
bronze, and then freely copied in south India or
"Fu-nan."If this were so, it would have repeated
the processof transmissionthatI have suggested
may have lain behind the arrivalat Nanking in
the later fifth centuryof "a brassimage of Amitdyus presented by the realm of Lin-i" (Sung

entry3I).
60

Soper, op. cit., pp. 659-66i,figs.

61

Ph. Stern, "Evolution du linteau Khmer," Rep.desarts as.,
VIII, 1934, pl. LXXX, fig. 17.
Liang Shu, liv (in the section on Fu-nan), p. 5r.
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INDEX
To avoid excessive length this section has been severely curtailed. Only those entries
have been admitted which promise to be potentially useful; and only those charactershave
been furnished in the Chinese, Japanese, and Korean sections which are not already well
known or readily identifiable. Following this principle I have omitted the characters for
all titles of emperors, and for the names of the familiarJapanesetemples around Nara; and
have disregardedentirely the names of minor persons and places.
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Ch'ang-an 12n19, 12n21, 18, 28, 49, 55, 57, 71n20, 72,
106, 114n77

167nl

A-tsuo Fo Ching in,N ,4

A-yu WangT'a WP-3E#Xx, 270-273

]P
An-chou,Princeof jJg
An-min-ssu

Ch'ang-anChih

93

-

Ch'ang-kan-ssu0

An Ti of Chin 249, 251
An-yang, Prince of

47, 48, 264

81

Chang Ju-t'ung Q

Chang Seng-yu

Chen-ta At

35, 36
tm

Chen-tan t
11, 36, 80, 211

Chang Shan-kuo UK fi
Chang Shao r5

17
22n70

72
229

Ch'en-liu, Prince Ching-chaoof
113

Chang Yen-yuan M

ix, 80, 121

ChangYin of Ch'ing-ho fj4ffiJ

tI

Ch'en, Lady Wg;L9d 53, 61

41, 50

Ch'en Pao-ying
Ch'enWan-li gW.

15

DE-%

11n18

I3

92n36

Cheng-chiiKuang-mingTing-i Ching A4
158n56

49

Ch'angA-han Ching J

8, 104

Ch'enCh'ien gI* 65

81

Chang T'ien-hsi NX

Chang Yueh gpfk

27, 131, 132

Chen-kuanKung Ssu Hua Lu jN
passim

78n60

Chang Hua 9

4

1j

Che-fa-ssu Pl

13

Chang Hsuan t

79

Chao-i nunnery
9

Chang-houbridge 3R

14

Chao-chun, Prince of jgISE

3

Chang Ch'ien U,

Chang Mo 3R_

Chao Ch'i je
28

Chang Ching-yen df

:

Ch'ang-yian-ssu j

61

t

xin23, 22-28, 69, 80, 228

J-tf

Ch'ang-sun Che, Deputy Military Governor of Shang17
k'ai-fu #IJjX
f

4, 5

Ch'an-lin-ssuXjI%4ij 108
Ch'an-ling-ssu

8n8, 9, 11, 75, 245, 250, 251

Ch'ang-lo-ssu V

93, 215

w

Ch'ang-sha-ssu
Chai Jung *Q

107

Ch'ang-ch'iu-ssu Vk-j

112

K

89

9

149n21, 256

Cheng-chueh-ssu jE$E;i

275
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155n46, 222

Ch'ien Shu R
chih )i

57

Cheng-sheng-ssu j

71

Ch'eng-kuangHall ;
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257
84

Chih-che tA

Ch'eng-tu 34, 35, 44, 46, 51, 54

Chih-ch'ien IU&

Chi-chou ~V4+I249

Chih-ching tyrpj 66

ChiKu-chinFo TaoLunHeng tt

viii

4*

f?

13

Chih-chou ty)J
43

Chi-pin f

Chi Shen Chou San Pao Kan-t'ung Lu itI'9+1
A Sc viii, x, 1n2, 6 passim

52

Chia-wei-lo-wei realm QIJj

Chiang-chou'j )+I131, 32

Chiang Ming of Ming-chou !,)4'11F1,

Chiang Shao-yu.

Chiao-chih zjtj

98
83

9

Chien-an, Prince of 0_3E

68-70

ii

14
63

Chih-yao 1

158n55

Chih-yen !N

218, 233

Chin Ch'uinChi

59

,

115

50
16, 70
240

Chin-kangMing Ching Q"1]i%,
26n84, 38, 210n34

Chien Wen Ti of Chin 8, 14, 18, 24, 250

Chin-kang Pan-jo-po-lo-mi Ching
138n74

Chien Wen Ti of Liang 12, 76, 136, 197

Chin-ling

Chien-yangcity gate k: HA
Chien-yuan-ssu

ffj ji

76

Ch'in Ching-hsien

Ch'ien-erh Ch'ing-shih, Duke of Tang-ch'ang Vp;,2

W *"

91n31

WW'J ZXrA

25: See also Nanking

Chin-yang -

56

16

29n99

Chin-kangLi-shih ~jAIJ yQ
40

7

)JQiMJ,3

T14176

H

Chin-hsiang-ssu k*-1

40
t

15, 20

Chin-chou, Ling-shih-ssu in

6

t

Chien-k'angShih-lu

Chih-shan-ssu

Chin Ch'ao Tsa Shih

271

Chien-hsing-ssu

ix

Chin-an, Prince Kang of

131

Chien-fu-ssu ;kpj

Chih-pan 4$

Ch'ih Hai, Governorof Yung-chou

Chiao-chou,Ho-p'u-hsienin <J4?ili1,

Chien-ch'u-ssu

73n24

Ch'ih-ch'eng Shan J fii

5, 53

Chien-chen ZA

196

Ch'ih Chao of Kao-p'ing Arjr

132

Chi'ao-li-ssu 'i=

18

ChihTu yV15t 85
Chih-tun -?
14, 81

120

Chiang-p'ufiifh 11

Ch'iangTu-lo ?9M

,A

Chih-sheng t-A4

Chiang-ling 23, 26, 57, 64, 71, 79, 80

Chiang Tsung it:tj

Chih Hui-hu

Chih-lin :f#4; 202
55, 266
Chih-meng !

81

Chia-fo-t'o LbAt-

83

Chih Kung ,

93

62, 63

j

r

Chih-chu t:fi

Chih-i t

Ch'i-fu Mu-mo L8{Xf,,~*
Ch'i-hsia-ssu

,

82

ip JK1

240

Chih-chin-kang LpiJIJ

118

Chi-ti-chii

141-143, 150, 179

105, 115
%

3

Ch'in-chou, T'ien-shui-chun, the Mai-chi cliffs *+b1X

101

A(CB~IX-,@118
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113, 119

Ch'u-shun

Ching-chou ch'eng i11)+1SI*23, 27, 57, 75, 76, 80, 83
Ching-chou-fu -p)+j+
qf

134

Ching-hsing nunnery

,IJ j

Chuang-yen-ssu

109

f-UT

Chung-hsing-ssu rp4':

I

60, 97

206n17

149n21, 214

50

Chung Shan, Mount Chung U.jjj73,

109

229

Chung Tsung of PosteriorLiang 26

k

ChingLi I-hsiang &TM

41n24, 75

ChungA-han Ching

Ching-ling, Prince Wen-hsiian of . P iZ3
Ching-lo-ssu

,

Chuieh-ting
P'i-ni Ching ZTP kfd

E*T 108

Ching-lin-ssu

85

176

E4 104, 109
Ching-ming-ssu ,%O)J

Ch'ung-chen-ssu A

-f

Ch'ung-i-ssu &

8n8

107

Ching Mu Ti of Northern Wei 126n14
Ching Tu San-mei Ching

176

.

Erh-chu Chao f#t;

Ching Wang of Chou 9

Erh-chu Jung

105
j

105

Ching-yian ffhj9 46

j

Ch'ing-ch'i Shan -

73

Fa-an j)9

Ch'ing-ho, Prince Wen-hsien of Vj--Jt

T

109

Ch'ing Kuan-shih-yinP'u-sa Hsiao-fu Tu Hai T'o-lo-ni
Chou Ching
EA 'r
150n28

ChouChan JJj

__

Chu Fa-k'uang

s

41J

Fa-chi 1

26

57

Fa-ching J-t

26

Fa-ching 47j

28

Fa-chu-ssu jm"

ff

Fa-hsiang i

44

146
14

51

80

Fa-hsien 7
29, 33nllO, 40n21, 47n53, 112, 161,
162, 193, 194, 197, 198, 235, 238, 244, 256, 260, 262,
263, 268

ChuFa-lan A-JhJ? 2, 3
Chu-li

279

Fa-ching j-

52

Vj4t

Fa-ch'eng itI

112

ChouTi JJILM11n18
Chu Chan-t'an

40

Fa-chin M-t

4

Cho-lung Palace 4

Fa-ch'eng fjJJ

1

Ch'ing-ling Terrace f 4;,#,
Chiu-ch'uian-hsienijff,

33

37, 47

Chu Ling-jang *"'t

61

Fa-hsien jj7fj- 55, 82n2

Chu Seng-lang {t

86

Fa-hsuan 'n.82

ChuTao-i AA4a
Chu Tao-lin _&_6J

14

Chu T'an-yu Vrii

59

Chu Ts'an

Fa-hu ,tj

18

Fa Hua Ching WenChii
Fa-i 1

27

Ch'u San Tsang Chi Chi M
viii, 3n11, 50,
53, 60, 61, 159n62, 170, 191, 192, 199, 260
Chii-ch'u Meng-sun fMk
Ch'u Hung-chi W ,,tt
8n8

7

Fa-kuei #

61

Fa-kuo Ji;-

95, 96

Fa-lang iI

42

Fa-lin jj4*

90-92
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Han-mo I-

Ho Ch'ien 4X

27

Fa-yiin-ssu i

109

Fa-yung USj

150, 163

Ho-tung-ssu i
Hou Ching
28

Fan Ch'ang-shou &;pX

4R-

Fang-kuangPo-jo Ching RVWKW

Fang-kuangTa Chuang-yenChingty.Akn

.#

90n27
92n36

14

viii

Hsi Tso-ch'ih V

f 35n123,248n31
Hsia-kouY EI 31
Hsiang-chouA4+I'J41

257n18

101
viii

Hsiang-chou,Mount Hsien, Hua-yen-ssuW+N^ b
115
t

Fei river BE7J( 76
Fei Shan, Yiu-hua-ssu *

t

x

xin23

Hsiang-chou,Yeh-hsien,Ta-tz'u-ssu *J~i
30

102

;

Feng Hsi, Prince of Ch'ang-li ,

100

HsiangK'ai A

47

Fo-t'othe DhyanaMasterzJgi
Fo Tsu T'ung Chi feJTjf,

Hsiang realm 4RN

41

86

Shan LJ!, III 117, 120
Hsiang-t'ang

82, 106

Hsiang-tung,Princeof

ix, 2, 4, 7

Hsiang-yang
219

Fo-t'u-teng {iNJRR 84, 91
15, 18, 22, 35n123, 45, 86n9, 87, 88, 253

Hsiao Ch'a

Fu Kung-shih #:1i~jjfj 48
Fu-nan, realm of #JIM

g

*3KE 52, 71

15-18,22, 35n123,49, 69, 87, 116,
26n86

HsiaoCh'ang-mao g
47, 58, 59, 64, 74, 146

60

HsiaoCh'i g;% 84n2
,j'4
HsiaoChuang-yen-ssu

Han Chin Ch'unCh'iu j

E

4

HsiangPalaceTemple t

Fo Shuo Wu-liang Ch'ing-chingP'ing-tengChuiehChing
141nl

Fu Chien t

76

>

Hsi-ming-ssufifJQ4

158n56

X

117

Hsi-kuang-ssu ij

Fang-chou JtifJ 121

Fo-nai-che Sfi.

27, 64, 79, 83

Hsi HsingJih-chi -ffj El

18

Fei Ch'ang-fang *Rg

,

Hsi Ching Tsa Chi

270n52

Fan-yun-ssu t

25

I,
45, 193

Hsi-ch'ang-ssu

195n138

Fan WangChing tMa

13

46

Hou-mo-ch'en Hsiu, Duke of Ch'ing-ho

112

Fan-ho-chiun*XRI

Feng-hsien-ssu

70

Ho Ssu, Secretary t:j,

54, 66

Fang, Mount 15f

55

Ho Shang-chih {ffjM1

viii, I lnl6 passim

Fa Yuan Chu Lin >tjw*4

Fan-yang r;

Lbi 104

Ho Ch'ung, the Director of Works tjpiiiI5t

Fa-yian it W, 57

Fa-yiiehit&

97

Ho Ching-shu j;Jjt

62, 63, 199

Fa-t'ung j

262

Heng-nung, Mount Ching in {dffij

86n1O

Fa-tsan jl

135

Heng-an-chen j1a-t

166, 218

>j#{

Fa-tu jf

Han Ch'ien *Ak

39

Fa-min jj;
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Hsiao Hsien Ti of illegit. Liang 27

Hsuan Ti of Ch'en 82

Hsiao Hui M

Hsiian Ti of Northern Chou 120

25n83

Hsiao Ming Ti of Northern Chou 116

Hsiian Ti of PosteriorLiang 26

46

HsiaoMo-chih,api;i

HsiaoPao-jung,Princeof Nan-k'angj3t

MI

24

73n331

Hsiao Tan jRR

Hsuan Wu Ti of Northern Wei 103, 104
56

Hsiao Tao-ch'eng *&iJ

Hsun Hsu, Superintendantof the CentralSecretariat,in
7
attendancewithin the Palace f +i3:4ia,

Hsiao Tsung of PosteriorLiang 26

Hsiao Tzu-yiin

7j

Hsiao Wei j

69

Hu Kuo-chen tnMa

60

HsiaoTzu-liangjfJA

Hsian-tsang 47, 157, 161, 163, 171n25, 178, 192, 198,
209, 228, 235, 236, 238, 239, 247, 249, 256, 257, 262,
267

Hu realmtA)J 86

16

Hsiao Wen Ti of Northern Wei 30, 39n9, 50, 99, 100,
103-105: see also under Kao Tsu

Hu Sou tA_1 40
Huan Ti of Han 4
Huang Ti 4, 10

Hsiao Wu Ti of Chin 9, 16, 86n9

Hui-ch'eng j

88

Hsiao Wu Ti of Sung 24, 41n24, 47, 50

Hui-ch'eng M

135

Hsiao Ying-chou

x

xf

24

Hui-chi V9,X 56

Hsiao Yiian-ming, Marquis of Chen-yang a M
PJ 65
VJ3

Hsieh Fei jijI

84

Hsieh Hui Wro

39

Hui-ching

t

54
13

Hui-li

Hui-lin

17

201 nl171

Hsien Tsu of Northern Wei 97, 98

,

fi# 113n76

Hui-mu P2f*

45

Hui-mu j1j

54
54

Hui-piao V

62

Hsien-yang, Princess of jA Fij~t

JJ 37, 42n29, 251

Hui-ming P1iJI 50

Hsien-tsaiHsien Chieh Ch'ienFo Ming Ching .fjRflt

Hsien-yang Hall MFJM
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249, 250

Hui-i

Hsien, Empress Dowager AK;kr 76
Hsien, the Dharma Master t )J44i

64

g

Hui-i * r3 56

121

,,,j

Hui-shao,RoyalConsort *3f

13

Hui-sheng;4I

158

Hui-shih

Hsii-chou ')4'I 30, 38, 39, 98, 100: see also under
P'eng-ch'eng
Hsuan-ch'ang -,lK

167

Hui-hsiaoB

1

Hsien-chih Mausoleum A

Hsien-yin-sheng R

B4

Hui-chueh
33, 40, 57

Hsien ChiehChing f1AJJA 201n170

fgf$

Hui-ch'ien

Hui-chiin

Hsieh Ling-yun 34tX

Hsien-chi-ssu

viii

Hui-chiao Vl

81, 228

Hsieh Ch'ien )f{j

43

Hui-chi -t

93n36

HsiehChih-liu fgp

111

Hui-ssu

46
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Kao Tsu of Northern Wei 39n9: see also under Hsiao
Wen Ti
Kao Tsung of Northern Wei 96

166n94

Hui-yung

16, 30-33, 49, 89, 166, 167, 191, 267

Hui-yiian MB3

82

Hui-yiin V

Ken-penShuoI-ch'iehYu Pu P'i-na-ya,P'o SengShih
JO*--2tS-$231n21
K'o-lo-hsiian1Xf4if

Hung Ming Chi JLI.J1Z viii, x, 2n9, 46, 67, 250

Kou-chien

171n25, 228

I-ching gj1

I-chou Aj@j180
I-chou, Ch'eng-tu in )tjjJ&4$

ftf d

I-chiieh, Mount

34

78n59
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Ku Fu ft

13

Ku Ho J4j]

13

Ku-hsien g,

4

Ku-yangcave t

102,103,126,135,136,138,201

P'u-sa Ching
Kuan Hsui-k'ung-tsang
206n17

I Yuan 1fdI 45

,

KuanP'u-hsienP'u-sa HsingFa Ching 4tji7?
'j% 200n165,222n92
142, 157, 158, 161-163
Kuan-shih-yin -1l

jen 4J) 132

jen chunghsiangAr1pt 202

KuanTingChing Tf%; 170

167nlO2

Jih-yen-ssu 1+r

184n86

ZIi

Kuan Fo San-mei Hai Ching ,I&

102

Jen Fang iff[

142, 158

Ku Pao-kuang)MV(At 57

102

49

I-hsing-ssu A
I river fJCIl

131

KaoYang A,::
ji

28

Hui-yui ,k
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157

KuanYaoWangYaoShangErhP'u-saChing J
201n168
L1R,

K'ai-pao-ssu DA1Wjtfi 264

Kuang-chai-ssujtl

K'ai-yang gateway PA19pMA 1

Kuang-chou ~J4Ij 30

K'ai-yiian-ssu r *jj-j 230n15, 264

KuangCh'uanHuaPa JA AIR 99
KuangHungMingChi P)u l J viii, 14, 16, 33, 60-62,
76-78,97

iffiw 113

Kan-t'ung-ssu
K'ang Fa-lang *
K'ang, Prince

jf

Kuang-ling,Princeof J-R3

:IE 20, 57

K'ang Seng Hui X
-111
Kao-ch'ang
Kao Huan

15

Kuang-lu-ta-fu)Kfk

5-6

Kuang-shih-yinjt4II

Kao Liao

K'uang,Mount F-1al 83

131
f

Kao Seng Chuan
Kao Shao-hsing

4

135

Kuang-p'ing,PrinceWu-muof ,+

Kao Li jjW. xin23, 9, 250
j

113

Kuang-ming-ssutnfiJEy 8

26n85, 105n47, 131

jJ

66-68

viii, 2, 5, 7, 8 passim

Kuei-chiieh-ssu"

132

Kuei-i-ssuUjR&t"f 62
K'uei-yinM#jK 158

Kao Ti of Southern Ch'i 20

28o

+3E

158, 159, 161
113

104, 109
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86

Ling-ch'iian-ssu, the Ta-chu-sheng cave V;.%
g
229

lJ:5%$85n5

^

K'ung-ch'uiehWangChouChing 4L!&
Kuo-chi Chien-pien lf

-

Ling-chiieh-ssu TEt

Kung Ti of Chin 34, 249, 251

76n48

fi

108

Ling, Empress Dowager, Lady Hu
109n60, 110

230n17

Ling-huSheng *JJi4t

rt4iJIJA

Ling-pao-ssu it

Kuo-shih-ssu

Ling-shou-hsien, the Ch'i-lin-yiian in t
132

56

20

97, 102

Ling-yen-ssu 2

Lan-t'ien1MM 134

Liu Ch'ien ;lJM

70

Lao-kiuncave Z4j[iJ 102

Liu Ching-hsuan

I

Lao-tzu 4, 10, 36n129, 126, 127, 132, 170, 182

Li Che Ts'ungShu 1T7

Li Sheng

1i

87

Liu Ch'iu 1IJ1

Liu Hsiao-i

27n89

Li-tai San Pao Chi

21

-f

f

Liang-chun, Chu-ko village in

f

45
r

'J+I4,'U!.
31T 39

36

lJ

102, 107, l09n60

Lo-chou, Ching-t'u-ssu in

I

Lo-chou, Governorof AJ+N*IJ

135

Lo-fu and T'ien-t'ai, Mounts

Liang-t'ai-ssuM4i:4 73
84

Lin-ch'uan, Prince Ching-hui of

JIlt3i

Lin-ch'uan, the Sung Prince K'ang of *
Lin-huai, Prince of Q;M3I

J)11*E
I

,

Lo-lin-ssu

;

Lo-tsun M

93, 202

X

88

47

61

Lo-yang 7, 8, 12nl9, 21, 99, 100, 101,103-111, 135, 194

63

Lo-yang Ch'ieh-lanChi s

20

Lou Chao fWv,

134

84

Lu Hsien JI

28i

viii, 8, 103-114

134n54

Lu Chao, Dowager Empress F

Lin-i 4;Ey 47n51,54, 59, 273
Lin-tzu-ch'eng

Liu Liu tIJfI

Liu Yu ;pvJi 249-251

Liang, Prince of, the Wei Governor of Hsu-chou n

R

J

Liu Yu ;IJ~gf. 4nl8

27n89

Liang-chou ;i,('t)+j 43, 46, 89, 92, 112

Lin-chang

40

Liu I-lung

Liu T'eng

106

Li Yuan 4jEj

4

Liu Sa-ho YPIJJ 8, 12, 112,250, 270, 273

Li Ting-fang 4-,Tjy 99n23
Li Ya

Ej?J

13

Liu I-ching tIJS

76

Li Tao-yuan x`jj

139

Liu I-chi, Prince of Ch'ien

viii, x, 9n9, 170, 269

_

16

IJ

Liu I 'JW 11n18

pt. ix, 35-36, 56-57, 64,

j

45

36n126

Liu Hsin tIJf

264

Li-tai Ming Hua Chi *t,
80-82, 114, 121

Li Te-yu

f

51n65

"

41

52n69

Liu Ching-shu tJJIIP

Li River,west of, Li-chao-chu
7Id

Li Hsiao-kung

52

Liu Ching-kung tIJ4i

62

Lei Pei T-V-

103,

85

Kuo-chuiChuang-yenChiehCh'ienFo Ming Ching ,@J+3t
,
201nl71
f
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Lu Hui f0l

Ming Ti of Sung 24, 41, 53, 54

120n27

Lu Hsiu-chingJf4f?$
84n2

51n65

Mou-hsien

30, 33, 267

Lu Shan, Mount Lu PI lb

Lu T'an-wei *

Lu Lung

g

2

i

86n9

Mu-jung Te ng*,
Mu Ti of Chin 23, 29

56
88-89, 264

8n8 passim

Nan Ch'ao Ssu K'ao -RIM

Lu Shih Ch'unCh'iu

119n24

A*,R

Nan-chien-ssu ijitiWVi53
Nan-p'ing, Prince of -I2i

78

,

1EI

Lung-hua-ssu

251

Nan-an, Prince of -j4I

89

Lung-ch'uan

10, 270

J

Mou-tzu Li Huo

Lu-she-naAK--9}IX196
Lu Sui JR 56

g

82

Mo-lo-p'u-ti g

Lu Kuei-mengfrt%

Lu Kuang
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Lung-kuang-ssu

43, 44

13

Nan-wu-chou -A-i
j)4

37, 47, 49, 264

-r

Nan-yang

Lung-men 100-103, 107, 123-128, 130, 131, 135, 138,
173, 201

F 69

114

*

81

Nieh Sung j

g5A!jt 116

Ning-kuo-ssu

Nii realm -4I(1 86
143, 158n59

Ma-ho Na-po ,J1qu 4i

l1l 118

Mai-chi Shan ,lb
Mao Ch'ii ;

O-mi-t'o San-yeh-san-fo Sa-lou-fo-t'an Kuo-tu Jen Tao

Mao Hui-hsiu 7EE,
Meng I ;fX

64

Miao-hsiang-ssu kbj@8E

1?J

Pa-t'o RR

240, 241

Pai-ma-ssu ,

Min, Mount, T'ung-yin-ssu on

f

Pai Shan N

51

Ming Seng Chuan -j/
2l0n34, 253, 268
Ming Seng-shao

E

1, 2, 15, 23, 25, 64, 66

61

74

P'an-p'an,realm of %

114

f)4

102

Pai Tzu Ch'uan-shu $f%-k$ 84n2

stone fh-h. 104
min-yui

Ming Hsiang Chi

106

Pai Cheng bi

117

53

[j.

Ming-fen iJ4l

55

Pa and Shu jz,!

10

Mi-chiChih-kangLi-shih

Min and Wu

Jy:

Ip
Chingp1i

22

1, 2, 53, 167, 270

Pao Ch'ang _1114 viii, 75

ix, 15, 22, 34, 44, 54, 56, 87,

Pao-chi Ching x4gj 4i
Pao-chih f11c

fl{f"v 62

81

72, 73, 81, 83n7

Pao-kuang-ssu Y Etjf

27

Ming Ti of Chin 35

Pao-ming-ssu W iJ8jt

107

Ming Ti of Han xi, 1, 4, 72, 119

Pao, Mount T [lj 229, 238

Ming Ti of Northern Chou 235

Pao-te-ssu&t4) f

Ming Ti of PosteriorLiang 26

Pao-t'uan

Ming Ti of Southern Ch'i 62

Pao-yun .
282

104

117
33n110, 233, 268, 270

141n2
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Pei-hai, Prince of 4t E3J 105

Seng-ch'iian fl,*

Pei Hua Ching

Seng-hsieni?fj4j 73

t

157n50

P'ei Fang-ming, GrandWardenof T'ien-shui

tDJQ

Seng-hsien f61@ 165, 166

t

49

Seng-hu {X

P'ei Hsiao-yiian *-Pj

22n70

55, 94

Seng-liang{%t' 41

viii, 29, 40, 45, 46, 63,

Pi-lu-she-na Mt M-&A

34

Seng-lang {lftJ

29, 30, 34, 38

Pi-ch'iu-ni Chuan ftfE
73, 82

63, 65, 115, 270

Seng-hung {fm1,

P'eng-ch'eng-ssu j>;Jjt 40, 41
P'eng ch'eng A#Jj

42, 86

Seng-min If ^ 75

Seng-mingfiJfJ4 29

196

p'i-hsieh ?ffl$ 107

Seng-pao fj7t;

P'i-hsien OWN 51

Seng-piao{@4, 44, 254

Pien ChengLun g-jjT
viii, x, 7, 16, 18, 36, 58, 62,
82, 83, 113, 116, 117, 120, 211

Seng-shih {vjI

Seng-shuf{f4

64

Pien-chi P'u-sa

Seng-shu t A

73

224

X

Pin-ch'ing f3i JJ 79
Pin-yang cave gWFi
P'ing-ch'eng 1-t

Seng-t'ing frjg

98, 100

Seng-yu fIftI

104

P'ing-yang, Prince of 451IE

Po-chia-it{JpJ

105

143

Shao-lin-ssu

viii

?IE

Pu-ta-lo-chia VIRALj

Seng-ch'ang {*
Seng-chen ft{"

73

61-63,68

Shen-t'ung-ssu m Lf
Shen Wang jfI$J3

133

Shen Yo jttf.t
106

,, Z

227

60-62, 72, 138

j

Shih-chiaFang-chih ROF:

84n2

ShihFa-k'ai Jgij

39

14
92n33

12

68

Shih-feng J-

31

Seng-ch'i ff *

166n94

Shih-hsing, Prince Ming-kan of *,sER

Seng-chih jf4f

54

Shih Hu -jjt

Seng-ch'ingfffo

49

Shih-i Chi

283

jjZI)Jj

24

Shih-ch'eng Shan ;jj

92
N

86nlO

Shen Yu-chih, Governor of Ching-chou

84, 225

Sao-yeh Shan Fang M
#Ii

81, 106, 128, 134

ShenChou,China#4iili 97

163

f

76

51

She Shan I

74

P'o-yang, Prince Hui of

San-weiShan 51;zlj

fi3e;

Shao Shih B

P'o-li,realmof V-Ijij

P'u-ming:^J

114

Shang-yii-hsienIJ,%

Po-jo-ssu JRJX-j 107

P'u-kuangHall

uiii,63, 66-68

Shan-hsi T'ung-chih ljf

Po-chouSan-mei Ching .fjM

P'u-ch'eng MA

25

Sha-chou i4p+[,Il 92

247

P'o Hsieh Lun 4fiq,?,

117

Seng-t'iaofrjfj" 117
102, 106

P'ing-teng-ssu ipej

39

84-85, 87, 91, 252
p
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Ta-hsiang-ssu 7k{*U:j 121

Shih-i Mien Kuan-shih-yinShen-chouChing M:i& 5 164n88

Ta-ming-ssu 7kCiJj1Ef71, 72

13

Shih Shuo Hsin Yuf

Ta-shih-chih

36

t

Shu-i Chi -

(ftll 1 56
76, 101, 11On62

Shui ChingChu ;J(*3tj
Shuo Fu --4

25, 76

Ta Yueh-chih7Ck
JA

3

218
ix, 19-22, 29, 35, 37, 42, 197

Tai K'uei J

Ssu-ma Hung, Prince of P'eng-ch'eng
35

, EIMA4

Tai, Northern 4tjf

Ssu-shih-erhChangChing p

3

Tai Yung -I

T'ai Tsu of Northern Wei 94, 96

22, 35

T'ai Tsung of Northern Wei 94

17, 18

T'ai Tsung of T'ang 13n25, 116, 121

90n26

Su Hsiao g
Sun Ch'o

.

Sun Ch'iian

g

T'ai Wu Ti of Northern Wei 39n9, 95, 98, 126n14

15

Tan-tan,realmof 3Ti'i4 74

Sun Hao 4,*.?- 6, 37, 84

T'an-chi-ssu f-

89n23

-

IlI 81, 106, 249

Sung Shan, Mount Sung
38

Sung-wang-ssu J4Eif
Sung Yun 51-;

T'an-chieh

219

T'an-chien M

166n94

75

Ta Chih-tuLun cwx
Ta-chih-tu-ssu v
Ta-chuieh-ssu )cflf-

*

mt -:

166

29

i

E

T'an-mo-ch'an

Ta-ch'engPai Fu Chuang-yenHsiang Ching )f~iyjfM
257nl 8
niWag~

T'an-wu-chieh 113Ag

T'an-yao

76

T'an-ying

109

Ta Fang-tengTa Chi Ching )Ct0Ct

47, 163

T'an-yang, Prefect of J

143, 199, 200, 223, 238, 241

Ta Fang-kuang Fo Hua-yen Ching
163n84,195nl38

91

29

T'an-pei t

253n4

v

Ta Chi P'i-yii WangChing

82

T'an-hung t~L.
T'an-lo

t

15, 49

j

T'an-fei ?

89, 254, 262, 273

Ta-ai-ching-ssu )tR

22-24, 45

T'an-i f;

5

Sung Min-ch'iu

82

f

T'ai, Mount *lb1 xi, 86, 94

Su-chouA,+1- 112
Su Fu-lou g4fi

78

T'ai-huang-ssu

Ssu T'ien Wang E47Qf 231
Su Chun W*

86, 94

ix, 19, 37, 42-43, 251

T'ai-a ki,4

71n20, 83n4

46

Ta-t'ung gate ;C3i P

T'a-mo L*#

l9n60

Ssu T'a Chi E pJ.

142

i

Ta-shih-ssu kk36

167nlO2

Shui-chenShan

269

Ta-li-lo valley ASAIl

Shih-p'ing, Duke of 4+j2Ai41 135

Shih Tao-shih

12, 83n4

Ta-hsing-shan-ssu :

51

Shih-k'ang Yj*
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T'angWeni",i

85n4

T'ang Yung JAf

115

Tao-an a

9

15, 18, 45, 69, 70, 86, 219, 253
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Tao-chaoIOO 66

Tou Lu-pao,Wardenof Hsiang-yang %
17

Tao-chiao J

44

Tao-ching

225

Tao-ching

55

Tao-ch'iung

Q

Tao-fa tIj

54

Tsa-shih
Ts'ai Mou V
Ts'ai Yin

40

Tao-hsuan j

viii, x, xi, 6, 7 passim

Tao-hsuian
Liu-shihKan-t'ungLu
xin23 passim

5

Tso-mo-ch'eng

viii, 57

Tao-wang IE

44, 51

Tsung Shao-wen -

Tsung Ts'e z iJ

219

Tu K'an ;tL

4n18

T'eng Han, Grand Warden of Ch'ang-shaiA
22
)Xt

107

64

65
90n26

T'u Shu Chi-ch'eng, Shen-i Tien
12n22, 78, 79, 118

k?

Tuan Ch'eng-shih &AA

T'ien Q 239

80

Tung Chung-shu Iklpffl

-tf 98

X

p

Tung-lin-ssu

15n39, 84

T'ien-t'iShan )41J1

To-pao-ssu J~V

4I

79

83

Tung Yu *

31

4II

Tung-yehgate *4P'J
44, 66, 83

29

25, 26, 75, 76

Tung Tao-ch'nug

90

37

99

T'ung-chou, Kuang-hsing-ssuin

53

T'ung-hsuan-ssu L

268

10, 13

Tz'u-chou jiJIj 112, 115

Tou Lu-ning, Duke of the Realm of Ch'u VN4hi
117
I*

Tz'u-shih-ssu Ji

285

93n36

32

Tung-t'ai-ssu [4

27

4#t;

W-t

Tung-shan-ssu

92

T'ien Tsung-hsien, Governorof Ch'ien-chou JA,
+j J p
Ting Huan T-

f

Tung-hun, Marquis of )V&

T'ien-nii-shen X4Cfjii 239
T'ien-t'ai, Mount

AA

71n20

Tun-huangWei-shuHsiu-lu

137

T'ien-kung-ssu

F

Tun-huang 7, 43, 54, 59, 77, 83, 117, 176, 193, 202,
219, 227, 234

50

T'ien-huang-ssu jJlt

T'o-li Ft,,

33n116

!9

Tu Yang Tsa-pien ffgYW

T'ao K'an JJ{jp 30, 31

Ting-lin-ssu

33

Tsung-sheng-ssu ---j4

T'ien-an-ssu 75gE:j

262nl8

89

.*A
i

Tsung Ping

25

t'ien-kungiz;

165n91, 213

TsungLin 4Z4 228

Tao-wen 5.Z& 49, 50

El>;,0

- j

Tso Fo Hsing-hsiangChing {f4t~jg

Tao-shih Itk

,

f

121

TsengI A-han Ching iJ-f

266

T'ao Ch'ien

44

Ts'ao Chung-ta 4j'j'j
viii,

Tao-jungifAjT 266

Tao-yuan I

1

J

Tsao-li Hsing-hsiang Fu Pao Ching
262n18

73

Tao-yo It

35

Ts'an-mo-chia-lo )bpi

Tao-hsien 4

Tao-p'u

139n80

56

ijX')'I1 -
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20, 29, 34, 36, 37, 40, 42, 51, 85,

Wa-kuan-ssu A
197, 249-251

Wen Chao, Dowager Empress

Wang Chia _To.
Wang Chih fi

Hs7<Jr3 102

Wen Ch'eng Ti of Northern Wei 101: see also under
Kao Tsung

18

g

Wan-shan-ssu

i

112

Wen-ch'eng-chiin ;jgJ

Ij 15, 16

Wan Shan X
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Wen Hsuan Ti of Northern Ch'i 115

102

Wen-hui, Prince ? ;TE

60, 61

Wang Ching-shen _Tj*

38

Wen Ming, Dowager Empress -IJ3r

Wang Ching-wen 3E0;@

38n6

Wen, Prince LEI

Wang Chung-te, the Sung Governorof Hsii-chou 5

Wen Ti of Southern Ch'i 61
28n93, 212n40

i

Wang K'ang IFJ.

WangLin 3I;

Wen Ti of Sui 21, 71, 116, 120

17n48

Wen Ti of Sung 20, 37n2, 39, 40, 41, 43, 253

11

Wen-wu Ts'an-k'ao Tzu-liao IStXk
passim

Wang Mang 3E4. 248

Wang Mi 3A

37, 48, 53, 249-251
17

Wu-chun, Shao-ling-ssuin %

64-65

Wang Seng-pien EftM

Wu Ch'un

WangShih-ch'ungIE413i' 17
WangShih Shu Hua Yuan _?ASIe,

WangSu 3T_

22n70

Wu Liang jt

21
131
87

Wu, realm of A

103

Wu [Shih]-huo, Governor-generaland Duke of Ying-kuo

{r57rW3;+k~

WangT'an-chih 3J:EIRt 38

27

Wu-sung river, Hu-tu estuary %A iijJ1r

1, 53, 251

Wang Yen of T'ai-yiian ,

WangYu lEgJ 114

Wu-t'ai,Mount Hi jlb 221

Wang Yu IF3

Wu Ti of Ch'en 11, 65, 82

101

Wei Chieh

j

208n25

Wu Ti of Northern Chou 116, 118-120

Wei-ch'ih Hui, Duke of the Realm of Shu M;3igaff

=

Wu Ti of Southern Ch'i 60, 61

117

Wu Ti of Sung 250: see also Liu Yu

Wei Hsieh 4g1j$1f35

Wu Ts'ang-ying

Wei-lai Hsing-suChieh Ch'ienFo Ming Ching *,*

Wu-wei-hsien A

3n12

Wei-miao Sheng n 4q

29-30

4

41

Wu-tzu-hsufETf

MTJ+ff,,& 201n171
WeiLio N

1I 9-10

Wu Ti of Liang xi, 11, 24, 25, 26n85, 48, 49, 52, 65,
70, 72, 74-77, 79, 80, 106, 110n62, 229, 231, 261, 273

113

Wei Chi-ching f,?

18

ft~ 90n27

Wu Kuang *t

17n48

Wang Ssu-cheng 3E.J!

31

Wu-ch'ang A"

Wang Ping, Duke of T'ai-yiian :(4q3it:

92n34

269

Wu-chang-na *Q{j*1

36

Wang Mei IT_

58

Wen Ti of Ch'en 82

.JbI~it|J23i{@g;38
Wang Hsiian-ts'e

1(01

F

92

197

Wei Shou 131gr4viii

YangCh'i-te4LA,

114

Yang Chun, Prince Ch'in-hsiao i

286
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11

Yu-wen Chiuo!rfk-t

viii, 103

Yang Hsuan-chih ;Rkf

132

Yu-wen T'ai $i IZX

Yang Hung-chang, Governor of Liang-chou
15
jjj

Yu Yuan

HI'Ija

Yang Tao-sheng, the illegitimatePrince of Sung
27
*ji t4

105n49, 132

41n24

,

Yu Yiieh, Governorof Chiang-chou ii.J

I

Yung-an-ssu ;*t

29

Yang Ti of Sui 48, 113

Yung-chou 5111

69-70

Yang-tu14frf 30

Yung-chou,eastof Hu-hsien J|33fSi*

Yao Ch'angMt?, 87

Yung-chueh-ssuM E

YaoHsing Mta

Yung-kuei-li 'kft-f

33, 85, 86n9,89, 264

Yao-shihJu-lai Pen YuanKungTe Chingggj*4i

WXQj,

Yao-shihLiu-li KuangChi Fo (etc.)

rfi3AWj~i
;

171n25

107

18

Yuan Ang *M

121

Yuan Ch'a jj5C

109n60

YuanChen itXV 251, 252

YaoT'an-tu %A.,X 64

Yuan Chia t;#

39n9

YaoTsui ME]& 82

Yuan Ch'ien t
Yuan Hao

57

Yeh V

87

84n2, 103, 111-112

Yung-t'ai-ssu 7C

Yao-shihLiu-li KuangJu-lai (etc.)
171n25

36

89

Yung-ning-ssu jK!

171n25

Ate

9, 30, 95, 105n47,111,251
84

YehChungChi Zrl4'd
Yen-chou3JgbH 39
Yen-hsien T1,J 68, 69
Yen-hsing-ssu%fi
Yin Chin-anJ

18
32

Yin Chung-k'anf44'l&

126n14

Yuan Hsien jtt

83

Yuan Hsiu jtj4I

105n49

Yuan Huai j*j

104
109

Yuan K'an, Grand Warden of Hsun-yang 4kaf
Ft I 36

63
-Yu-ch'ang,realmof

268

Yu YangTsa Tsu -MW

71n20

Yin-yo-ssurN

Yuan Kung t

113n73

Yuan Ti of Liang 22, 72, 52n70, 64, 71, 79, 80, 118

Yu Hao J1t* 21n68

YuanTzu-yu 5fT4i
121

Yu-hua Palace -TV

Yu-pin,realmof -fgW
Yu Tao-hsiu AX

Yuan Hsieh *f

Yuan I j*i

24

105n46

105n45

Yueh-chih 3, 7, 32

44

Yueh-chou, Chia-hsiang-ssuin

21n68

j

21

Yun-kang Tj1J 62, 63, 90, 94nl, 96, 97, 100, 102, 103,
123-125, 191, 192

Yu Tao-sui JAMZ, 15
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KOREAN

KeisekkenRongaSosho *

ixnl9 passim

f
45n39

KobayashiTaichiro ,Jj-.p
BukkyoBijutsu fR?J~jjt'j 253n4
20n64

Bukkyd-shiZakkj {lkp Jjtt

86

Kokuli A,

Kukai jj
Ch6nen N

230

261, 264
f

X3

Chosen-shi Gakkai

86n12

Matsumoto Bunzaburo ;p*S;_JR5
MatsunagaSh6d6

Dainihon Bukkyg Zensho, Yi7hddenSgsho

k AF]Itk

;

1tI* J

102n32passim

MizunoSeiichi*JVffl-

2n4

MochizukiShinko JEnnin Hf{j= 230n15, 264

Genkai jflJ

tMi~i~J93n36

271

Hemmi Baiei ;AM

NagahiroToshio ,1XIA

102n32passim

Nait6 T6ichiro N

81n69

S*

Nanjio Bunyiu -*4Za

232n24

,*

Nara A4V

H6ry-ji 45, 73, 169, 172, 188n102, 193, 234

Indo BukkygDaijiten i1P fikk

b41j

3nll passim

157n52

NihongaShusei,ButsugaEJA Xig

77n51

Nihon ni nokoruIndo-keiBummotsuno Kenkyu EJ
265n27
-XftORP,
EQp{*
ac

231n21

Indo ni okeruRaihaizg no KeishikiKenkya
256nl1
4 4i~t)7g;;gf~t

Iryon

157n52

90n26

Muguk-41j
FukuyamaToshio i

m

*

Motoda Giei

230n16

230n16

Mikkyj Daijiten kij^

viii passim

20n64

ix passim

Meisoden-sho
Zff'j4

261nlO

Alvmitw
DaizjkyJ

194n134

Kosugi Kazu6 /]-

Ni-shi BukkyJ Kishg-shi Kenkya L tf*tk
#ffpu 101n28

Itj

_

i

90n26
Omura Seigai

Jishi Sgsho -;

OnoGemmyo,J]%f
AJ4 253n4

264n24

Ono KatsutoshiiJ

Jogy6 'MM 230

Pekche ifef

19n56

Kadori Hotsuma JWa*A
Kako Genzai Inga Kyj

KanezawaBunko gf

#.jLfiM vii, viii, 12n22passim

[MNgk
W

ixnl9

89, 170, 235

77

13

no Kenkyui
RyiimonSekkutsu
1"34g,3A3F
#Rp,
passim

KanjujiV1jJj{1-j117
288

102n32

INDEX-JAPANESE

SakainoK6y6 JAcfR4
Samguksagi

t

Samgukyusa -AJ

lnl passion

Tamamushi Shrine 137
Tanaka Shigehisa LfUtI~_

90n26

Tobatsu Bishamon 5

1

Shina BukkydSeishi
zi

t

tf

ShinaBukkyjShigaku-.YIf4J
ShinaBukkyJ-shinoKenkya.f
ShinaBukkyJShiseki<Jg)5A pI

T6h5 Gakuho

vii

Tokiwa Daij6 tr

lnl passim

r

240

249n33

J1V
ctk

62n23, 63
82n2

94nl
Unki Sekibutsu-gunXWfwjp

62n23

264

123n2

Yakushi 69

Y6mei,Emperor fl AJ4X

Sh6tokuTaishi 37nl32, 235

Silla :f

Alp

Tsukamoto Zenryfi 4gzi1

45n39

Shitenn-ji 90, 94, 235

ShfishMA

265n27

Todaiji Hokked5 56, 257

62n23, 63

Shina Bijutsu-shi,Chdso-hen

g

KOREAN

86n12

Sekino Tadashi FUJIA

SeiryojiEngi

AND

YumedonoOM

232n24

ixnl8
90

Zoku Zgkyj fg
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SAN SKRIT
Abhirati 167, 168

Bodhgayd 161, 182

Abhisekasitras, or chapter 170, 171, 173, 175, 176-177

Bodhidharma 107, 111

Adi Buddha 184

Brahm! 128, 130, 131, 133, 181n69, 183, 188, 194, 205,
209, 211, 216, 217, 227, 228n8, 232, 237, 240, 257, 259,
262

Agni 134
Ajatasatru 138, 145
Ajita 124, 212

Buddhabhadra 144, 163, 184, 186, 191, 218, 221, 260,
261, 267

Akdgagarbha 175n41, 206n17

Buddha-in-the-flesh 202-203

Aksayamati 118, 127, 128, 157, 173, 203

Buddhas, four 131-132, 168, 185, 197, 216

Aksobhya 130, 131, 149, 167-169, 197, 219

Buddhas,five 197

Amitibha 16, 33, 40, 50, 78, 83, 117, 128, 134, 141,
142, 143, 146, 147, 150, 152, 156, 157, 165, 167, 169,
179, 180, 196, 200, 214, 215, 220, 236

Buddhas of the Six Directions 142

Amitdyus 14, 16, 18, 19, 21, 33, 34, 41, 55, 61-63, 72,
83, 124, 126-131, 133, 134, 136, 141-147, 149, 151,
153-156, 162, 165, 166, 172, 179, 181-183, 190, 191,
197, 200, 204, 215, 219, 223, 228, 257, 262, 273

Buddhas, seven 29, 35, 38, 118, 125-126, 128-130, 133,
161, 175, 180, 185, 197, 198, 201, 216, 222
Buddhas of the Ten Quarters 76, 143, 145, 152, 162,
172, 180, 183, 190, 197, 199-201, 203-206, 222-224
Buddhas,twenty-four 178, 179
Buddhas,twenty-eight 178-179

Ananda 56, 106, 128, 129, 131, 133, 148, 185, 189, 200,
226-227, 235, 242, 266

Buddhas,thirty-five 206

Andthapindada 137

Buddhas,fifty-three 125, 179, 200, 201, 204, 206

Arhat 22, 30, 44, 141, 142, 168, 189, 227, 238

Buddhas, 1000 62, 78, 93, 126, 130, 190, 201, 202, 206

ASoka ix-xi, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 22, 23, 28, 30-32, 37,
52, 72, 80, 84, 121, 137, 194, 197, 198, 218, 233, 244,
256, 270, 272

Chandra:see moon god

Asvins 153-156, 164, 207, 208
Avalokiteivara 40, 46, 51, 53, 59, 73, 93, 114, 117, 118,
124-128, 130-134, 136, 142-145, 150-153, 155-167,
172-174, 175n41, 203-205, 210, 211, 217, 220, 221,
225, 242

dhdrani 150, 162, 164, 175, (205), 242n84

Avataisaka Szutra 163, 195, 196, 221, 224

Dharmagupta 171n25

Devadatta 55, 231
Devardja 106, 227

Dharmakdya 60, 62, 72, 79, 196, 200, 224
Dharmaksema 91
Bhadrakalpa 190, 198, 201, 205

Dharmamitra 43, 44, 106, 144, 222, 229, 230

Bhadrapala 175n41, 201

Dharmanandi 213, 219, 259
Bhaisajyaguru 127, 130-134, 156, 173, 201, 203-210
Bhaisajyaraja 156, 173, 201, 203-210

Dharmaraksa 7, 55n89, 91n30, 155, 158, 159, 183, 184,
201, 207, 213, 215, 219, 222, 237

Bhaisajyasamudgata 117, 125-127, 156, 169-178, 204,
210, 231, 233

Dharmaratna 2

Bharhut 3, 198, 232, 241

Dipamkara 37, 43, 48, 80, 105, 127, 129, 130, 132, 134,
178-180, 200, 249-251

Bimbigara 145

Dirghagama
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Ekottaragama 165n91, 213, 227n2, 228n8, (232), (234),
(236), (239), (240), 241n78, (259), 260

laksana 145, 151, 256: see also under 33 distinguishing
attributes.
Lalitavistara 174, 237, 240
Lokapala 73, 74, 80, 176, 177, 188, 205, 211, 227n2,
228n8, 231-235, 238, 239, 247, 257, 259, 271

GautamaSamghadeva 214
Gunabhadra 10, 81, 162, 167, 200, 233

Lokaraksa 81n73, 141, 143, 150, 179, 236

Gunavarman 43, 180
Madhyantika 269
Harinanda 268

Mahdbhdrata 153, 164, 208, 209, 229

Hdriti 45, 81, 227-229

Mah! Kdayapa 81, 106, 128, 129, 131, 133, 210, 214,
226, 227, 235, 236, 238

Hayagriva 155, 164, 165

Mahd Maudgalydyana 70, 128, 138, 236, 239, 261, 262
Mahd Prajiipdramitd: see under Prajipiramitd

Indra 130, 131, 133, 142, 153, 194, 204, 205, 208, 209,
217, 224, 227, 231-233, 237, 240, 241, 257, 259

Mahdsthdmapraptd 117, 124, 127, 128, 131, 134, 142,
143, 145, 150-153, 155-157, 163, 172, 173, 175n41, 204
Mahesvara 59, 205, 238: see also under giva

Jdtaka 160, 165, 178, 185, 209, 220n83, 272

Maitreya 15,18,40, 42,44, 47, 49, 53, 54, 56, 60, 64,75,
83, 87, 93, 101, 117, 124-134, 136, 137, 142, 144, 149,
169, 172, 173, 182, 183, 184, 186, 191, 198, 199, 201,
202, 210-219, 220, 226, 227n2, 228, 249, 254, 268

Jayavarman 59, 74
Jetavana 40, 51, 62, 70, 90, 97, 101, 137, 239, 261, 262
Jniinagupta 235, 253n4

Mandala 64
Kdlayagas 143, 144, 200, 203, 204

ManijuAr!15, 31, 32, 40, 57, 80, 127, 128, 130-133, 173,
175n41, 184, 211, 220, 221, 239, 241

Kanakamuni 198, 201

Mdra 77, 186, 187, 205, 213

Kaniska 112, 132, 137, 146, 161, 218, 247, 257, 269

Maya 129, 134, 187, (262)

Kapila 44, 56, 106, 131, 133, 227, 229-231, 234, 238
Kapilavastu 52, 198

Nagarahdra 32, 33, 178, 185-187, 197, 224

Kapi'a 224, 247, 257, 267

Naga (raja) 32, 59, 77, 78, 129, 185, 187, 189, 197, 205,
213, 216, 217, 227, 231, 236, 241, 242, 265

KasyapaBuddha 10, 35, 53, 78, 198, 199, 201, 209, 244

Ndgdrjuna 143

KdAyapaMdtanga 1, 2, 131

Ndgdsena 59

KMsyapathe disciple: see Mahd KdAyapa

Nandi 150, 162

Karanda-vyzuha 165

Narayana 131, 133, 229, 230, 234, 237, 238

Kosambi ix, 259, 262, 263

Nirmanakaya 196, 203

Krakucchanda 198, 201

Nirvana 9n9, 13, 29, 33, 40, 72, 78, 134, 148, 150, 174,
178, 181-183, 186, 187, 189, 191, 192, 195, 203, 206,
210, 211, 215, 218, 220, 223, 235, 238, 260-262, 265,
266, 268

Krisna 230
Ksitigarbha 80, 210-211
Kumarajiva 47, 49, 55n89, 88, 89, 141-143, 150, 155,
157, 158, 183, 184, 199, 206, 213, 215,217, 219, 221n88,
222, 223, 237, 241n24, 264, 265

Paincika 228

Kumbhira 71, 173, 174, 231

Paranirvana 160, 192, 193, 244
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Pdtaliputra 194, 197

Sukhdvati-vyi7ha,or sitra

Potalaka 157, 163

Sumati 143, 239

Prabhfitaratna 34, 35, 40, 44, 53n74, 94nl, 125, 127,
128, 130, 180, 181, 223

Sumati 134, 178

141, 157, 200, 236, 238

Sumedha, see Sumati

pradaksina 3

Sumeru 89, 90, 94, 110, 145, 148, 188nlO3, 231, 236

Prajfidpdramitd58, 62, 161, 220, 221

Surya: see sun god

commentary 143, 223, 238, 241: see also
Prajnaparamita
under Ta Chih-tuLun

gikhin 78, 195, 198, 199

Prasenajit ix, 71nl8, 72, 137, 259-263

8iva 59, 146, 156, 157, 164, 186, 188, 205, 220n83, 229,
237, 238

PratyekaBuddhas 134

8rdvasti ix, 40, 70, 90, 198-199, 220, 236, 239, 261-263

Purusapura:see Peshawar

grimitra 170

Rahula 43, 238

Tusita 18, 45, 94, 110, 136, 142, 149, 172, 186, 187,
197, 212, 214-216, 218, 219, 228, 268, 269

Ramaydna 209, 229, 265n30
Ratnaketu 197
Rudravarman 59, 74

Udydna ix, 1, 2, 48, 49, 53, 63, 70-72, 88, 137, 138,
192, 259-266, 271

gdkyamuni ix, 1-3, 14, 18, 29, 38, 40, 42, 53, 54, 56, 60,
62-64, 72, 73, 77,78, 81, 83, 94nl, 96, 98, 99, 101, 107,
112, 116, 124-135, 138, 142, 144, 145, 149-151, 157,
158, 160, 161, 165, 169, 173, 174, 178, 179-197, 199,
200, 201, 203, 205, 207, 209, 211-214, 219-222, 224,
227, 228,231,232,236,240-242,244, 254, 256, 260, 270

updya 182, 199
Upasena 47, 269
arna 40, 145, 151, 188, 189, 215, 223, 266n34
usnisa 16, 44, 65, 69, 70,97, 151, 152, 185, 204, 216, 267
Uttarakuru 149, 168

Samadhi 143, 195
Samantabhadra 39, 40, 50, 56, 127-132, 184, 200, 214,
220-225

Vaidehi 145

Samboghakaya 196

Vairocana 80, 83, 84, 116, 127, 129, 130, 132, 184, 195,
196, 202, 224

Samghabara 230

Vai?1li 58, 151

Samghananda 23, 24

Vaigravana 56, 128, 229, 232, 234, 237, 239, 240, 247

Samghavarman 141, 142, 179, 200, 214, 238
Samyuktdgama 233, 241n78

Vajrapini, Vajra-bearers 73, 98, 106, 107, 116, 117,134,
238, 240, 241, 266, 271, 272

Sadci 3, 198, 232, 234, 241

Veda 130

Sariputra 128, 239
Sarvastivddin 231n21, 235, 241, 269

Vimalakirti ix, 15, 35, 36, 49, 56, 57, 80, 128, 131, 133,
174n34, 181, 220, 225, 239, 241, 242

Siddartha 30, 81, 186, 188, 225

Vipagyin 10, 53, 78, 124, 197-199, 250

stipa ix, x, 3, 5, 9, 10, 46, 74, 75, 112, 137, 143, 180,
181, 183, 189, 197, 207, 215, 224, 234, 238, 244, 247,
262, 270-273

Visnuu 146, 156, 164, 220n83, 229, 230, 237, 238
Visvabhu 197, 198
Visvakarman 229, 230

Sudhana 163, 221, 224
Sukhivati 141, 148, 149, 150, 155, 166-169, 183,
214, 219: see also under Paradise,Western, and Pure
Land

Yama 145, 176, 177, 211
Yaksa 173, 187, 213, 217, 227, 229, 230, 241
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NUMBER
Two Amitibha 130, 134

GROUPS
Nine degrees of welcome 143-144
Tiers of Space 136

Amitayus 127
Avalokitesvara 125, 126, 131
Maitreya 125, 126, 131, 134

Ten disciples 64, 85, (110?), 197, 221, 242
Quarters or Regions 136, 196, 200: see also under
Buddhas

saviors 150-156, 203-206
trees 134, 135
Triad 147, 148, 152-154

Twelve Buddhas 116, 117
Generals 156, 173, 174, 231

Three Avalokitesvara 124, 125

giants 248

degrees of welcome 142
Sixteen Arhats 142, 238

Four Buddhas: see under Buddhas

Bodhisattvas 142, 204

disciples 242

Buddhas 126n16, 128

guardians 111: see also under Lokapalas

deities 46, 241

Jdtakas 112, (271), 272

foot image 14, 15, 18, 21, 23, 34, 42, 43, 44, 54, 55,
84, 86, 109, 116, 146, 188, 191, 253, 256, 257, 262

Paradises 183, 219
Fourth, the xi, 2, 52

Meditations 145, 146, 152

Five Arhats or disciples 22, 197, 242

Eighteen foot image 17, 38, 39, 54, 61, 66, 75, 76, 78,
83, 110, 113, 115, 146, 247, 249, 255-257

Buddhas 20, 197
images 20

Twenty-four Past Buddhas: see under Buddhas

Officials 176

Twenty-eight Great Rulers of Demon Deities, or Yaksa
Chiefs 228, 232

Six Directions 142
Seven Buddhas: see under Buddhas

Past Buddhas: see under Buddhas

images 171
Thirty-two distinguishingattributes 186-191, 204, 215,
256, 261

tiered lamps 171, 174, 175
Eight Bodhisattvas 173, 175, 176

Gods 172, 228, 232, 262

Classes 54, 60, 129, 189, 227
Lokapalas 176

Thirty-five, fifty-three, 1000: see under Buddhas
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gold xi, 1, 4, 9, 15, 25, 27, 28, 44, 47, 59, 60, 64, 66,
74, 77, 84, 88, 95, 98, 101, 107, 111, 116, 253-255, 259,
260, 262, 271

Afghanistan 38, 43, 144, 178, 209, 216, 219, 223, 236,
260, 265
Ahura Mazda 147, 196
Ameretit 147

halo, aureole 1, 23, 24, 37, 41, 44, 52, 53, 189

Amesha Spentas 147

Hell 74, 75, 76
horse 155, 164, 165
Bamiyan 270
iron 25, 132, 184, 271

brass 54, 184, 254, 270, 273

ivory 74, 75, 76

bronze 21, 33, 37, 41 passim

jade 29, 37, 47,53, 62, 76, 77, 83, 95, 107, 132,138, 251,
271

burning 48, 49, 166, 206-210

Jains, Jainism 59, 188
Jesus 150, 156, 174, 203, 220: see also Christ

Cambodia:see under Fu-nan
Canton 10n15, 43, 58, 200
cave 32, 33, 62, 77, 78, 92, 97, 101-103, 115, 118, 185187, 191, 236, 241n78, 242, 265-268

Kashmir 43, 44, 91, 180, 186, 191, 201, 218, 223, 229,
247, 267, 269

Ceylon 10n15, 20n63, 29, 37, 40, 81, 260, 266

Khotan 55, 76, 83, 91, 93, 194, 195, 196, 229, 234, 240,
244, 247, 254, 262, 271, 273

Champa 146: see also under Lin-i

Kucha 33, 39, 44, 49, 55, 88, 89, 91, 159, 194, 264: see
also Kyzil

Christ 148, 156, 157, 159, 203: see also Jesus
clay 13, 38, 45, 54, 92, 95, 104, 106, 120, 184, 193
Confucius 5, 80, 170, 180, 182

Kushan ix, 3, 111, 132, 146, 148,153,154, 155,156, 160,
185, 217: see also Yiieh-chih

ContemplativePrince 125, 127, 128, 131, 225-226

Kyzil 193, 218

copper 96, 98
coral 64

lacquer 13, 20, 44, 45, 78, 79, 83, 101, 106, 111, 117,
184, 202
lamps 171, 174, 175, 180

Darel 49, 218, 249, 254, 269

Lotus Satra 40, 50, 55n89, 58, 62, 83, 94nl, 118, 152,
155, 156, 157, 159, 173, 174, 180-182, 195, 196, 200,
203, 204, 205, 207, 210, 215, 220, 221, 222, 224, 235,
236, 241

Dioscuri, Dioskuroi 153-156, 160, 164, 207

elephant 40, 50, 56, 59n3, 78n58, 91, 107, 222-225, 260
embroidery 15

Mani, Manichean 185, 242

Eshmun 207, 208

Marcion, Marcionites 147, 150, 169, 186
Master of the Heaths 138-139
Gandhira, Gandharan 43, 49, 87, 146, 155, 161, 178,
185, (192), 198, 209, 216, 218, 224, 229, 232, 235, 240,
244, 247, 263, 272

Mathuri, Mathuran 160, 161, 216, 221, 235, 239, 263

gilded bronze xi, (8), 16, 17, 18 passim

Mithra 153, 156, 160, 212, 226

Messiah 212, 214, 216, 235
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Moon, moon god 59, 175

Saoshyant 212, 213

Moonlight Bodhisattva 172, 175

Sea satra 33n110, 184-192, 195, 204, 220, 241n78, 242,
260-261.

Nanking 11n18, 20, 26n84, 26n85, 30, 38, 40, 43, 49,
62, 99, 112, 229, 260, 273

Shadow 32, 33, 62, 77, 78, 96, 185, 187, 191, 236,
241n78, 242, 265-268
Shotorak 217, 224, 273
silver 56, 60, 64, 95, 111, 257

painting 21, 22, 28, 32, 33, 35, 36, 43, 44, 46, 52n72,
56, 57, 60, 64, 77-81, 94, 96, 106, 110, 114, 117, 133,
137, 138, 180, 184, 190, 202

Sinhalese, see Ceylon

Paradise 15, 104, 120, 136, 146, 148, 149, 153, 167, 169,
172, 182, 183, 202, 215, 219, 222, 228

stone 9, 10, 12, 34, 35, 42, 44, 46n47, (51), 53, 58, 6064, 68, 69, 91, 92, 95-97, 101, 104-106, 112-115, 120,
124, 129, 130-137, 247, 254, 257, 270

Paradise, Eastern 167, 172

sun, sun god 59, 175, 198, 212, 228n8

Paradise,Western 33, 129, 141, 142, 146, 148, 204: see
also under Pure Land

Sunlight Bodhisattva 172, 175

Paradises,four 183, 219
Tammuz-Adonis 208

pearls 15, 33, 61, 73, 77, 111
procession

tooth, Buddha's 40, 55, 82, 109

2, 3, 51, 104, 107, 110, 193, 195

Turfan 93, 111, 215, 216, 219

Pure Land 33, 99, 116, 145, 183

Vulture Peak 77, 89, 94, 101, 182

Rawak 234, 240, 263

Welcome 141-144, 151, 154, 165, 166, 169, 215

Samarkand 208

wood 15, 21, 45, 53, 60, 79, 88, 115, 184

sandalwood ix, 2, 27,47,48, 53, 55, 59-62,70-72,74-76,
79, 88-90, 116, 117, 145, 217, 254, 259-265, 268, 270

woven icon 15, 61, 99, 116
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